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Preface

This book presents the most recent research advances in robot manipulators. It offers a 
complete survey to the kinematic and dynamic modelling, simulation, computer vision, 
software engineering, optimization and design of control algorithms applied for robotic 
systems. It is devoted for a large scale of applications, such as manufacturing, manipulation, 
medicine and automation. Several control methods are included such as optimal, adaptive, 
robust, force, fuzzy and neural network control strategies. The trajectory planning is discussed 
in details for point-to-point and path motions control. The results in obtained in this book 
are expected to be of great interest for researchers, engineers, scientists and students, in 
engineering studies and industrial sectors related to robot modelling, design, control, and 
application. The book also details theoretical, mathematical and practical requirements for 
mathematicians and control engineers. It surveys recent techniques in modelling, computer 
simulation and implementation of advanced and intelligent controllers. 

This book is the result of the effort by a number of contributors involved in robotics fields. 
The aim is to provide a wide and extensive coverage of all the areas related to the most up to 
date advances in robotics. 

The authors have approached a good balance between the necessary mathematical expressions 
and the practical aspects of robotics. The organization of the book shows a good understanding 
of the issues of high interest nowadays in robot modelling, simulation and control. The book 
demonstrates a gradual evolution from robot modelling, simulation and optimization to reach 
various robot control methods. These two trends are finally implemented in real applications 
to examine their effectiveness and validity. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Robot-based automation has gained increasing deployment in industry. Typical application 
examples of industrial robots are material handling, machine tending, arc welding, spot 
welding, cutting, painting, and gluing. A robot task normally consists of a sequence of the 
robot tool center point (TCP) movements. The time duration during which the sequence of 
the TCP movements is completed is referred to as cycle time. Minimizing cycle time implies 
increasing the productivity, improving machine utilization, and thus making automation 
affordable in applications for which throughput and cost effectiveness is of major concern. 
Considering the high number of task runs within a specific time span, for instance one year, 
the importance of reducing cycle time in a small amount such as a few percent will be more 
understandable.  
Robot manipulators can be expected to achieve a variety of optimum objectives. While the 
cycle time optimization is among the areas which have probably received the most attention 
so far, the other application aspects such as energy efficiency, lifetime of the manipulator, 
and even the environment aspect have also gained increasing focus. Also, in recent era 
virtual product development technology has been inevitably and enormously deployed 
toward achieving optimal solutions. For example, off-line programming of robotic work-
cells has become a valuable means for work-cell designers to investigate the manipulator’s 
workspace to achieve optimality in cycle time, energy consumption and manipulator 
lifetime. 
This chapter is devoted to introduce new approaches for optimal usage of robots. Section 2 
is dedicated to the approaches resulted from translational and rotational repositioning of a 
robot path in its workspace based on response surface method to achieve optimal cycle time. 
Section 3 covers another proposed approach that uses a multi-objective optimization 
methodology, in which the position of task and the settings of drive-train components of a 
robot manipulator are optimized simultaneously to understand the trade-off among cycle 
time, lifetime of critical drive-train components, and energy efficiency. In both section 2 and 
3, results of different case studies comprising several industrial robots performing different 
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tasks are presented to evaluate the developed methodologies and algorithms. The chapter is 
concluded with evaluation of the current results and an outlook on future research topics on 
optimal usage of robot manipulators.  

 
2. Time-Optimal Robot Placement Using Response Surface Method 
 

This section is concerned with a new approach for optimal placement of a prescribed task in 
the workspace of a robotic manipulator. The approach is resulted by applying response 
surface method on concept of path translation and path rotation. The methodology is 
verified by optimizing the position of several kinds of industrial robots and paths in four 
showcases to attain minimum cycle time. 

 
2.1 Research background 
It is of general interest to perform the path motion as fast as possible. Minimizing motion 
time can significantly shorten cycle time, increase the productivity, improve machine 
utilization, and thus make automation affordable in applications for which throughput and 
cost effectiveness is of major concern. 
In industrial application, a robotic manipulator performs a repetitive sequence of 
movements. A robot task is usually defined by a robot program, that is, a robot 
pathconsisting of a set of robot positions (either joint positions or tool center point positions) 
and corresponding set of motion definitions between each two adjacent robot positions. Path 
translation and path rotation terms are repeatedly used in this section to describe the 
methodology. Path translation implies certain translation of the path in x, y, z directions of 
an arbitrary coordinate system relative to the robot while all path points are fixed with 
respect to each other. Path rotation implies certain rotation of the path with , ,  angles of 
an arbitrary coordinate system relative to the robot while all path points are fixed with 
respect to each other. Note that since path translation and path rotation are relative 
concepts, they may be achieved either by relocating the path or the robot.      
In the past years, much research has been devoted to the optimization problem of designing 
robotic work cells. Several approaches have been used in order to define the optimal relative 
robot and task position. A manipulability measure was proposed (Yoshikawa, 1985) and a 
modification to Yoshikawa’s manipulability measure was proposed (Tsai, 1986) which also 
accounted for proximity to joint limits. (Nelson & Donath, 1990) developed a gradient 
function of manipulability in Cartesian space based on explicit determination of 
manipulability function and the gradient of the manipulability function in joint space. Then 
they used a modified method of the steepest descent optimization procedure (Luenberger, 
1969) as the basis for an algorithm that automatically locates an assembly task away from 
singularities within manipulator’s workspace. 
In aforementioned works, mainly the effects of robot kinematics have been considered.Once 
a robot became employed in more complex tasks requiring improved performance, e .g., 
higher speed and accuracy of trajectory tracking, the need for taking into account robot 
dynamics becomes more essential (Tsai, 1999). 
A study of time-optimal positioning of a prescribed task in the workspace of a 2R planar 
manipulator has been investigated (Fardanesh & Rastegar, 1988). (Barral et al., 1999) applied 
the simulated annealing optimization method to two different problems: robot placement 
and point-ordering optimization, in the context of welding tasks with only one restrictive 

working hypothesis for the type of the robot. Furthermore, a state of the art of different 
methodologies has been presented by them. 
In the current study, the dynamic effect of the robot is considered by utilizing a computer 
model which simulates the behavior and response of the robot, that is, the dynamic models 
of the robots embedded in ABB’s IRC5 controller. The IRC5 robot controller uses powerful, 
configurable software and has a unique dynamic model-based control system which 
provides self-optimizing motion (Vukobratovic, 2002). 
To the best knowledge of the authors, there are no studies that directly use the response 
surface method to solve optimization problem of optimal robot placement considering a 
general robot and task. In this section, a new approach for optimal placement of a prescribed 
task in the workspace of a robot is presented. The approach is resulted by path translation 
and path rotation in conjunction with response surface method. 

 
2.2 Problem statement and implementation environment 
The problem investigated is to determine the relative robot and task position with the 
objective of time optimality. Since in this study a relative position is to be pursued, either the 
robot, the path, or both the robot and path may be relocated to achieve the goal. In such a 
problem, the robot is given and specified without any limitation imposed on the robot type, 
meaning that any kind of robot can be considered. The path or task, the same as the robot, is 
given and specified; however, the path is also general and any kind of path can be 
considered. The optimization objective is to define the optimal relative position between a 
robotic manipulator and a path. The optimal location of the task is a location which yields a 
minimum cycle time for the task to be performed by the robot. 
To simulate the dynamic behavior of the robot, RobotStudio is employed, that is a software 
product from ABB that enables offline programming and simulation of robot systems using 
a standard Windows PC. The entire robot, robot tool, targets, path, and coordinate systems 
can be defined and specified in RobotStudio. The simulation of a robot system in 
RobotStudio employs the ABB Virtual Controller, the real robot program, and the 
configuration file that are identical to those used on the factory floor. Therefore the 
simulation predicts the true performance of the robot.  
In conjunction with RobotStudio, Matlab and Visual Basic Application (VBA) are utilized to 
develop a tool for proving the designated methodology. These programming environments 
interact and exchange data with each other simultaneously. While the main dataflow runs in 
VBA, Matlab stands for numerical computation, optimization calculation, and post 
processing. RobotStudio is employed for determining the path admissibility boundaries and 
calculating the cycle times. Figure 1 illustrates the schematic of dataflow in the three 
computational environments. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Dataflow in the three computational tools 
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2.3 Methodology of time-optimal robot placement 
Basically, the path position relative to the robot can be modified by translating and/or 
rotating the path relative to the robot. Based on this idea, translation and rotation 
approaches are examined to determine the optimal path position. The algorithms of both 
approaches are considerably analogous. The approaches are based on the response surface 
method and consist of following steps. First is to pursue the admissibility boundary, that is, 
the boundary of the area in which a specific task can be performed with the same robot 
configuration as defined in the path instruction. This boundary is obviously a subset of the 
general robot operability space that is specified by the robot manufacturer. The 
computational time of this step is very short and may take only few seconds. Then 
experiments are performed on different locations of admissibility boundary to calculate the 
cycle time as a function of path location. Next, optimum path location is determined by 
using constrained optimization technique implemented in Matlab. Finally, the sensitivity 
analysis is carried out to increase the accuracy of optimum location.  
Response surface method (Box et al., 1978; Khuri & Cornell, 1987; Myers & Montgomery, 
1995) is, in fact, a collection of mathematical and statistical techniques that are useful for the 
modeling and analysis of problems in which a response of interest is influenced by several 
decision variables and the objective is to optimize the response. Conventional optimization 
methods are often cumbersome since they demand rather complicated calculations, 
elaborate skills, and notable simulation time. In contrast, the response surface method 
requires a limited number of simulations, has no convergence issue, and is easy to use. 
In the current robotic problem, the decision variables consist of x, y, and z of the reference 
coordinates of a prescribed path relative to a given robot base and the response of interest to 
be minimized is the task cycle time. A so-called full factorial design is considered by 27 
experiment points on the path admissibility boundaries in three-dimensional space with 
original path location in center. Figure 2 graphically depicts the original path location in the 
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Fig. 2. Direction of experiments relative to the original location of path 
 
Three-dimensional bisection algorithm is employed to determine the path admissibility 
region. The algorithm is based on the same principle as the bisection algorithm for locating 
the root of a three-variable polynomial. Bisection algorithm for finding the admissibility 
boundary states that each translation should be equal to half of the last translation and 
translation direction is the same as the last translation if all targets in the path are 
admissible; otherwise, it is reverse. Herein, targets on the path are considered admissible if 
the robot manipulator can reach them with the predefined configurations. Note that in this 
step the robot motion between targets is not checked. 
Since the target admissibility check is only limited to the targets and the motion between the 
targets are not simulated, it has a low computational cost.  Additionally, according to 
practical experiments, if all targets are admissible, there is a high probability that the whole 

path would also be admissible. However, checking the target admissibility does not 
guarantee that the whole path is admissible as the joint limits must allow the manipulator to 
track the path between the targets as well. In fact, for investigating the path admissibility, it 
is necessary to simulate the whole task in RobotStudio to ascertain that the robot can 
manage the whole task, i.e., targets and the path between targets.  
To clarify the method, an example is presented here. Let’s assume an initial translation by 
1.0 m in positive direction of x axis of reference coordinate system is considered. If all targets 
after translation are admissible, then the next translation would be 0.5 m and in the same 
(+x) direction; otherwise in opposite (–x) direction. In any case, the admissibility of targets in 
the new location is checked and depending on the result, the direction for the next 
translation is decided. The amount of new translation would be then 0.25 m. This process 
continues until a location in which all targets are admissible is found such that the last 
translation is smaller than a certain value, that is, the considered tolerance for finding the 
boundary, e.g., 1 mm. 
After finding the target admissibility boundary in one direction within the decided 
tolerance, a whole task simulation is run to measure the cycle time. Besides measuring the 
cycle time, it is also controlled if the robot can perform the whole path, i.e., investigating the 
path admissibility in addition to targets admissibility. If the path is not admissible in that 
location, a new admissible location within a relaxed tolerance can be sought and examined. 
The same procedure is repeated in different directions, e.g. 27 directions in full-factorial 
method, and by that, a matrix of boundary coordinates and vector of the corresponding 
cycle times are casted. 
A quadratic approximation function provides proper result in most of response surface 
method problems (Myers & Montgomery, 1995), that is: 
 

f(x,y,z) =  b0 + b1x +  b2y  +  b3z + …             (linear terms)  
b4xy + b5yz + b6xz + …   (interaction terms) 
b7x2  +  b8y2 + b9z2               (quadratic terms)   

 
(1) 

 
By applying the following mapping: 
 

x = x1  ;    y = x2   ;    z = x3  
xy = x4  ;  xz = x5  ;  yz = x6 

x2 = x7  ;   y2 = x8   ;   z2 = x9   

 
(2) 

 
Eq. 1 can be expressed in linear form and by matrix notation as: 
 

Y = XB + e  (3) 
 
where Y is the vector of cycle times, X is the design matrix of boundaries, B is the vector of 
unknown model coefficients of {b0, b1, b2, …, b9}, and e is the vector of errors. Finally, B can 
be estimated using the least squares method, minimizing of L=eTe, as: 
 

B = (XTX)-1 XTY  (4) 
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In the next step of the methodology, when the expression of cycle time as a function of a 
reference coordinate (x, y, z) is given, the minimum of the cycle times subject to the 
determined boundaries is to be found. The fmincon function in Matlab optimization toolbox 
is used to obtain the minimum of a constrained nonlinear function. Note that, since the cycle 
time function is a prediction of the cycle time based on the limited experiments data, the 
obtained value (for the minimum of cycle time) does not necessarily provide the global 
minimum cycle time of the task. Moreover, it is not certain yet that the task in optimum 
location is kinematically admissible. Due to these reasons, the minimum of the cycle time 
function can merely be considered as an ‘optimum candidate.’ 
Hence, the optimum candidate must be evaluated by performing a confirmatory task 
simulation in order to, first investigate whether the location is admissible and second, 
calculate the actual cycle time. If the location is not admissible, the closest location in the 
direction of the translation vector is pursued such that all targets are admissible. This new 
location is considered as a new optimum candidate and replaced the old one. This 
procedure may be called sequential backward translation. 
Due to the probability of inadmissible location and as a work around, the algorithm, by 
default, seeks and introduces several optimum candidates by setting different search areas 
in fmincon function. All candidate locations are examined and cycle times are measured. If 
any location is inadmissible, that location is removed from the list of optimum candidate. 
After examining all the candidates, the minimum value is selected as the final optimum. If 
none of the optimum candidates is admissible, the shortest cycle time of experiments is 
selected as optimum. In fact, and in any case, it is always reasonable to inspect if the 
optimum cycle time is shorter than all the experiment cycle times, and if not, the shortest 
cycle time is chosen as the local optimum. 
As the last step of the methodology the sensitivity analysis of the obtained optimal solution 
with respect to small variations in x, y, z coordinates can be interesting to study. This 
analysis can particularly be useful when other constraints, for example space inadequacy, 
delimit the design of robotic cell. Another important benefit of this analysis is that it usually 
increases the accuracy of optimum location, meaning that it can lead to finding a precise 
local optimum location. 
The sensitivity analysis procedure is generally analogous to the main analysis. However, 
herein, the experiments are conducted in a small region around the optimum location. Also, 
note that since it is likely that the optimum point, found in the previous step, is located on ( 
or close to) the boundary, defining a cube around a point located on the boundary places 
some cube sides outside the boundary. For instance, when the shortest cycle time of the 
experiments is selected as the local optimum, the optimum location is already on the 
admissibility boundary. In such cases, as a work around, the nearest admissible location in 
the corresponding direction is considered instead.  
Note that the sensitivity analysis may be repeated several times in order to further improve 
the results. Figure 3 provides an overview of the optimization algorithm.  
As was mentioned earlier, the path position relative to the robot can be modified by 
translating as well as rotating the path. In path translation, the optimal position can be 
achieved without any change in path orientation. However, in path rotation, the optimal 
path orientation is to be sought. In other words, in path rotation approach the aim is to 
obtain the optimum cycle time by rotating the path around the x, y, and z axes of a local 
frame. The local frame is originally defined parallel to the axes of the global reference frame 

on an arbitrary point. The origin of the local reference frame is called the rotation center. 
Three sequential rotation angles are used to rotate the path around the selected rotation 
center. To calculate new coordinates and orientations of an arbitrary target after a path 
rotation, a target of T on the path is considered in global reference frame of X–Y–Z which is 
demonstrated in Fig. 4. The target T is rotated in local frame by a rotation vector of (θ, , ψ) 
which yields the target T′. 
If the targets in the path are not admissible after rotating by a certain rotation vector, the 
boundary of a possible rotation in the corresponding direction is to be obtained based on the 
bisection algorithm. The matrices of experiments and cycle time response are built in the 
same way as described in the path translation section and the cycle time expression as a 
function of rotation angles of (θ, , ψ) is calculated. The optimum rotation angles are 
obtained using Matlab fmincon function. Finally, sensitivity analyses may be performed. A 
procedure akin to path translation is used to investigate the effect of path rotation on the 
cycle time.  
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Flowchart diagram of the optimization algorithm 
 
Although the algorithm of path rotation is akin to path translation, two noticeable 
differences exist. Although the algorithm of path rotation is akin to path translation, two 
noticeable differences exist. First, in the rotation approach, the order of rotations must be 
observed. It can be shown that interchanging orders of rotation drastically influences the 
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resulting orientation. Thus, the order of rotation angles must be adhered to strictly (Haug, 
1992). Consequently, in the path rotation approach, the optimal rotation determined by 
sensitivity analysis cannot be added to the optimal rotation obtained by the main analysis, 
whereas in the translation approach, they can be summed up to achieve the resultant 
translation vector. Another difference is that, in the rotation approach, the results logically 
depend on the selection of the rotation center location, while there is no such dependency in 
the path translation approach. More details concerning path rotation approach can be found 
in (Kamrani et al., 2009). 
 

 
Fig. 4. Rotation of an arbitrary target T in the global reference frame 

 
2.4 Results on time-optimal robot placement 
To evaluate the methodology, four case studies comprised of several industrial robots 
performing different tasks are proved. The goal is to optimize the cycle time by changing the 
path position. A coordinate system with its origin located at the base of the robot, x-axis 
pointing radially out from the base, z-axis pointing vertically upwards, is used for all the 
cases below. 

 
2.4.1 Path Translation 
In this section, obtained by path translation approach are presented.  

 
2.4.1.1 Case 1 
The first test is carried out using the ABB robot IRB6600-225-175 performing a spot welding 
task composed of 54 targets with fixed positions and orientations regularly distributed 
around a rectangular placed on a plane parallel to the x-y plane (parallel to horizon). A view 
of the robot and the path in its original location is depicted in the Fig. 5. The optimal 
location of the task in a boundary of (±0.5 m, ±0.8 m, ±0.5 m) is calculated using the path 
translation approach to be as (x, y, z) = (0 m, 0.8 m, 0 m). The cycle time of this path is 
reduced from originally 37.7 seconds to 35.7 seconds which implies a gain of 5.3 percent 
cycle time reduction. Fig. 6 demonstrates the robot and path in the optimal location 
determined by translation approach.  
 

2.4.1.2 Case 2 
The second case is conducted with the same ABB IRB6600-225-175 robot. The path is 
composed of 18 targets and has a closed loop shape. The path is shown in the Fig. 7 and as 
can be seen, the targets are not in one plane. The optimal location of the task in a boundary 
of (±1.0 m, ±1.0 m, ±1.0 m) is calculated using the path translation approach to be as (x, y, 
z) = (-0.104 m, -0.993 m, 0.458 m). The cycle time of this path is reduced from originally 6.1 
seconds to 5.6 seconds which indicates 8.3 percent cycle time reduction. 

 
2.4.1.3 Case 3 
In the third case study, an ABB robot of type IRB4400L10 is considered performing a typical 
machine tending motion cycle among three targets which are located in a plane parallel to 
the horizon. The robot and the path are depicted in the Fig. 8. The path instruction states to 
start from the first target and reach the third target and then return to the starting target. A 
restriction for this case is that the task cannot be relocated in the y-direction relative to the 
robot. The optimal location of the task in a boundary of (±1.0 m, 0 m, ±1.0 m) is calculated 
using the path translation approach to be as (x, y, z) = (0.797 m, 0 m, -0.797 m). The cycle 
time of this path is reduced from originally 2.8 seconds to 2.6 seconds which evidences 7.8 
percent cycle time reduction. 

 
Fig. 5. IRB6600 ABB robot with a spot welding path of case 1 in its original location 
 

 
Fig. 6. IRB6600 ABB robot with a spot welding path of case 1 in optimal location found by 
translation approach 
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2.4.1.4 Case 4 
The forth case is carried out using an ABB robot of IRB640 type. In contrast to the previous 
robots which have 6 joints, IRB640 has merely 4 joints. The path is shown in the Fig. 9 and 
comprises four points which are located in a plane parallel to the horizon. The motion 
instruction requests the robot to start from first point and reach to the forth point and then 
return to the first point again. The optimal location of the task in a boundary of (±1.0 m, ±1.0 
m, ±1.0 m) is calculated using the path translation approach to be as (x, y, z) = (0.2 m, 0.2 
m, -0.8 m). The cycle time of this path is reduced from originally 3.7 seconds to 3.5 seconds 
which gives 5.2 percent cycle time reduction. 
 

 
Fig. 7. IRB6600 ABB robot with the path of case 2 in its original location 
 

 
Fig. 8. IRB4400L10 ABB robot with the path of case 3 in its original location 

 
2.4.2 Path Rotation 
In this section, results of path rotation approach are presented for four case studies. Herein 
the same robots and tasks investigated in path translation approach are studied so that 
comparison between the two approaches will be possible. 
 

2.4.2.1 Case 1 
The first case is carried out using the same robot and path presented in section 2.4.1.1. The 
central target point was selected as the rotation center. The optimal location of the task in a 
boundary of (±45, ±45, ±30) is calculated using the path rotation approach to be as (, 
, ) =  (45, 0, 0). The path in the optimal location determined by rotation approach is 
shown in Fig. 10. The task cycle time was reduced from originally 37.7 seconds to 35.7 
seconds which implies an improvement of 5.3 percent compared to the original path 
location.  
 

 
Fig. 9. IRB640 ABB robot with the path of case 4 in its original location 

 
2.4.2.2 Case 2 
The second case study is conducted with the same robot and path presented in 2.4.1.2. An 
arbitrary point close to the trajectory was selected as the rotation center. The optimal 
location of the task in a boundary of (±45, ±45, ±30) is calculated using the path rotation 
approach to be as (, , ) =  (45, 0, 0). The cycle time of this path is reduced from 
originally 6.0 seconds to 5.5 seconds which indicates 8.3 percent cycle time reduction. 

 
2.4.2.3 Case 3 
In the third example the same robot and path presented in section 2.4.1.3 are studied. The 
middle point of the long side was selected as the rotation center. To fulfill the restrictions 
outlined in section 2.4.1.3, only rotation around y-axis is allowed. The optimal location of 
the task in a boundary of (0, ±90, 0) is calculated using the path rotation approach to be as 
(, , ) =  (0, -60, 0). Here the sensitivity analysis was also performed. The cycle time 
of this path is reduced from originally 2.8 seconds to 2.2 seconds which evidences 21 percent 
cycle time reduction. 
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comparison between the two approaches will be possible. 
 

2.4.2.1 Case 1 
The first case is carried out using the same robot and path presented in section 2.4.1.1. The 
central target point was selected as the rotation center. The optimal location of the task in a 
boundary of (±45, ±45, ±30) is calculated using the path rotation approach to be as (, 
, ) =  (45, 0, 0). The path in the optimal location determined by rotation approach is 
shown in Fig. 10. The task cycle time was reduced from originally 37.7 seconds to 35.7 
seconds which implies an improvement of 5.3 percent compared to the original path 
location.  
 

 
Fig. 9. IRB640 ABB robot with the path of case 4 in its original location 

 
2.4.2.2 Case 2 
The second case study is conducted with the same robot and path presented in 2.4.1.2. An 
arbitrary point close to the trajectory was selected as the rotation center. The optimal 
location of the task in a boundary of (±45, ±45, ±30) is calculated using the path rotation 
approach to be as (, , ) =  (45, 0, 0). The cycle time of this path is reduced from 
originally 6.0 seconds to 5.5 seconds which indicates 8.3 percent cycle time reduction. 

 
2.4.2.3 Case 3 
In the third example the same robot and path presented in section 2.4.1.3 are studied. The 
middle point of the long side was selected as the rotation center. To fulfill the restrictions 
outlined in section 2.4.1.3, only rotation around y-axis is allowed. The optimal location of 
the task in a boundary of (0, ±90, 0) is calculated using the path rotation approach to be as 
(, , ) =  (0, -60, 0). Here the sensitivity analysis was also performed. The cycle time 
of this path is reduced from originally 2.8 seconds to 2.2 seconds which evidences 21 percent 
cycle time reduction. 
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Fig. 10. IRB6600 ABB robot with a spot welding path of case 1 in optimal location found by 
rotation approach 

 
2.4.2.4 Case 4 
The forth case study is carried out with the same robot presented in 2.4.1.4. The point in the 
middle of a line which connects the first and forth targets was chosen as the rotation center. 
Due to the fact that the robot has 4 degrees of freedom, only rotation around the z-axis is 
allowed. The optimal location of the task in a boundary of (0, 0, ±45) is calculated using 
the path rotation approach to be as (, , ) =  (0, 0, 16). In this case the sensitivity 
analysis was also performed. The cycle time of this path is reduced from originally 3.7 
seconds to 3.6 seconds which gives 3.5 percent cycle time reduction. 

 
2.4.3 Summary of the Results of Section 2 
The cycle time reduction percentages that are achieved by translation and rotation 
approaches compared to longest and original cycle time are demonstrated in Fig. 11. The 
longest cycle time which corresponds to worst performance location is recognized as an 
existing admissible location that has the longest cycle time, i.e., the longest cycle time among 
experiments. As can be perceived, a cycle time reduction in range of 8.7 – 37.2 percent is 
achieved as compared to the location with the worst performance.  
Results are also compared with the cycle time corresponding to original path location. This 
comparison is of interest as the tasks were programmed by experienced engineers and had 
been originally placed in proper position. Therefore this comparison can highlight the 
efficiency and value of the algorithm. The results demonstrate that cycle time is reduced by 
3.5 - 21.1 percent compared with the original cycle time. 
Fig. 11 indicates that both translation and rotation approaches are capable to noticeably 
reduce the cycle time of a robot manipulator. 
A relatively lower gain in cycle time reduction in case four is related to a robot with four 
joints. This robot has fewer joint than the other tested robots with six joints. Generally, the 
fewer number of joints in a robot manipulator, the fewer degrees of freedom the robot has. 
The small variation of the cycle time in the whole admissibility area can imply that this 
robot has a more homogeneous dynamic behavior. Path geometry may also contribute to 
this phenomenon.  
Also note that cycle time may be further reduced by performing more experiments. 
Although doing more experiments implies an increase in simulation time, this cost can 

reasonably be neglected by noticing the amount of time saving, for instance 20 percent in 
one year. In other word, the increase in productivity in the long run can justify the initial 
high computational burden that may be present, noting that this is a onetime effort before 
the assembly line is set up.  
 

 
Fig. 11. Comparison of cycle time reduction percentage with respect to highest and original 
cycle time in four case studies 

 
3. Combined Drive-Train and Robot Placement Optimization 
 

3.1 Research background 
Offline programming of industrial robots and simulation-based robotic work cell design 
have become an increasing important approach for the robotic cell designers. However, 
current robot programming systems do not usually provide functionality for finding the 
optimum task placement within the workspace of a robot manipulator (or relative 
placement of working stations and robots in a robotic cell). This poses two principal 
challenges: 1) Develop methodology and algorithms for formulating and solving this type of 
problems as optimization problems and 2) Implement such methodology and algorithms in 
available engineering tools for robotic cell design engineers. 
In the past years, much research has been devoted to the methodology and algorithm 
development for solving optimization problem of designing robotic work cells. In Section 2, 
a robust and sophisticated approach for optimal task placement problem has been 
proposed, developed, and implemented in one of the well-known robot offline 
programming tool RobotStudio from ABB. In this approach, the cycle time is used as the 
objective function and the goal of the task placement optimization is to place a pre-defined 
task defined in a robot motion path in the workspace of the robot to ensure minimum cycle 
time. 
In this section, firstly, the task placement optimization problem discussed in Section 2 will 
be extended to a multi-objective optimization problem formulation. Design space for 
exploring the trade-offs between cycle time performance and lifetime of some critical drive-
train component as well as between cycle time performance and total motor power 
consumption are presented explicitly using multi-objective optimization. Secondly, a 
combined task placement and drive-train optimization (combined optimization will be 
termed in following texts throughout this chapter) will be proposed using the same multi-
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current robot programming systems do not usually provide functionality for finding the 
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problems as optimization problems and 2) Implement such methodology and algorithms in 
available engineering tools for robotic cell design engineers. 
In the past years, much research has been devoted to the methodology and algorithm 
development for solving optimization problem of designing robotic work cells. In Section 2, 
a robust and sophisticated approach for optimal task placement problem has been 
proposed, developed, and implemented in one of the well-known robot offline 
programming tool RobotStudio from ABB. In this approach, the cycle time is used as the 
objective function and the goal of the task placement optimization is to place a pre-defined 
task defined in a robot motion path in the workspace of the robot to ensure minimum cycle 
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objective optimization problem formulation. To authors’ best knowledge, very few literature 
has disclosed any previous research efforts in these two types of problems mentioned above. 

 
3.2 Problem statement  
Performance of a robot may be modified by re-setting robot drive-train configuration 
parameters without any need of modification of hardware of the robot. Performance of a 
robot depends on positioning of a task that the robot performs in the workspace of the 
robot. Performance of a robot may therefore be optimized by either optimizing drive-train of 
the robot (Pettersson, 2008; Pettersson & Ölvander, 2009; Feng et al., 2007) or by optimizing 
positioning of a task to be performed by the robot (Kamrani et al., 2009).  
Two problems will be investigated: 1) Can the task placement optimization problem 
described in Section 2 be extended to a multi-objective optimization problem by including 
both cycle time performance and lifetime of some critical drive-train component in the 
objective function and 2) What significance can be expected if a combined optimization of a 
robot drive-train and robot task positioning (simultaneously optimize a robot drive-train 
and task positioning) is conducted by using the same multi-objective optimization problem 
formulation. 
In the first problem, additional aspects should be investigated and quantified. These aspects 
include 1) How to formulate multi-objective function including cycle time performance and 
lifetime of critical drive-train component; 2) How to present trade-off between the
conflicting objectives; 3) Is it feasible and how efficient the optimization problem may be 
solved; and 4) How the solution space would look like for the cycle time performance vs. 
total motor power consumption. 
In the second problem investigation, in addition to those listed in the problem formulation 
for the first type of problem discussed above, following aspects should be investigated and 
quantified: 1) Is it meaningful to conduct the combined optimization? A careful benchmark 
work is requested; 2) How efficient the optimization problem may be solved when 
additional drive-train design parameters are included in the optimization problem? Will it 
be applicable in engineering practice? 
It should be noted that, focus of this work presented in Section 3 is on methodology 
development and validation. Therefore implementation of the developed methodology is 
not included and discussed. However, the problem and challenge for future implementation 
of the developed methodology for the combined optimization will be clarified. 

 
3.3 Methodology 
3.3.1 Robot performance simulation 
A special version of the ABB virtual controller is employed in this work. It allows access to 
all necessary information, such as motor and gear torque, motor and gear speed, for design 
use. Based on the information, total motor power consumption and lifetime of gearboxes 
may be calculated for used robot motion cycle. The total motor power is calculated by 
summation of power of all motors present in an industrial robot. The individual motor 
power consumption is calculated by sum of multiplication of motor torque and speed at 
each simulation time step. The lifetime of gearbox is calculated based on analytical formula 
normally provided by gearbox suppliers. 
 

3.3.2 Objective function formulation 
The task placement optimization has been formulated as a multi-objective design 
optimization problem. The problem is expressed by 
 

��� ����� � �� � ���������� � �� � ������������ (5) 
 
where ������ is a normalzied cycle time, calculated by 
 

������ � ������������� (6) 
�� is the cycle time at each function evaluation in the optimization loop. ���������� is the 
cycle time of the robot motion cycle with original task placement and original drive-train 
parameter setup for combined optimization. ������ is a normalized lifetime of gearbox of 
some selected critical axis. It is calculated by 
 

������ � �������������  (7) 
�� is the lifetime of some critical gearbox selected based on the actual usage of the robot at 
each function evaluation in the optimization loop. ���������� is the lifetime of the selected 
gearbox of the robot motion cycle with original task placement and original drive-train 
parameter setup for combined optimization. �� and �� are two weighting factors employed 
in the weighted-sum approach for multi-objective optimization (Ölvander, 2001). �� is a 
design variable vector. 
Two optimization case studies have been conducted. Robot task placement optimization 
with the design variable vector defined as 
  

�� � ���� ��� ���� (8) 
and combined optimization with the design variable vector defined as 
  

�� � ���� ��� ��� ���� ���� � ����� (9) 
 
where ���� ���� ���� � ��� are the drive-train configuration parameters, while ��� ��� �� are 
the change in translational coordinates of all robot targets defining the position of a task. 

 
3.3.3 Optimizer: ComplexRF 
The optimization algorithm used in this work is the Complex method proposed by Box 
(Box, 1965). It is a non-gradient method specifically suitable for this type of simulation-
based optimization. Figure 12 shows the principle of the algorithm for an optimization 
problem consisting of two design variables. The circles represent the contour of objective 
function values and the optimum is located in the center of the contour. The algorithm starts 
with randomly generating a set of design points (see the sub-figure titled “Start”). The 
number of the design points should be more than the number of design variables. The worst 
design point is replaced by a new and better design point by reflecting through the centroid 
of the remaining points in the complex (see the sub-figure titled “1. Step”). This procedure 
repeats until all design points in the complex have converged (see last two sub-figures from 
left). This method does not guarantee finding a global optimum. In this work, an improved 
version of the Complex, or normally referred to as ComplexRF, is used, in which a level of 
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objective optimization problem formulation. To authors’ best knowledge, very few literature 
has disclosed any previous research efforts in these two types of problems mentioned above. 

 
3.2 Problem statement  
Performance of a robot may be modified by re-setting robot drive-train configuration 
parameters without any need of modification of hardware of the robot. Performance of a 
robot depends on positioning of a task that the robot performs in the workspace of the 
robot. Performance of a robot may therefore be optimized by either optimizing drive-train of 
the robot (Pettersson, 2008; Pettersson & Ölvander, 2009; Feng et al., 2007) or by optimizing 
positioning of a task to be performed by the robot (Kamrani et al., 2009).  
Two problems will be investigated: 1) Can the task placement optimization problem 
described in Section 2 be extended to a multi-objective optimization problem by including 
both cycle time performance and lifetime of some critical drive-train component in the 
objective function and 2) What significance can be expected if a combined optimization of a 
robot drive-train and robot task positioning (simultaneously optimize a robot drive-train 
and task positioning) is conducted by using the same multi-objective optimization problem 
formulation. 
In the first problem, additional aspects should be investigated and quantified. These aspects 
include 1) How to formulate multi-objective function including cycle time performance and 
lifetime of critical drive-train component; 2) How to present trade-off between the
conflicting objectives; 3) Is it feasible and how efficient the optimization problem may be 
solved; and 4) How the solution space would look like for the cycle time performance vs. 
total motor power consumption. 
In the second problem investigation, in addition to those listed in the problem formulation 
for the first type of problem discussed above, following aspects should be investigated and 
quantified: 1) Is it meaningful to conduct the combined optimization? A careful benchmark 
work is requested; 2) How efficient the optimization problem may be solved when 
additional drive-train design parameters are included in the optimization problem? Will it 
be applicable in engineering practice? 
It should be noted that, focus of this work presented in Section 3 is on methodology 
development and validation. Therefore implementation of the developed methodology is 
not included and discussed. However, the problem and challenge for future implementation 
of the developed methodology for the combined optimization will be clarified. 

 
3.3 Methodology 
3.3.1 Robot performance simulation 
A special version of the ABB virtual controller is employed in this work. It allows access to 
all necessary information, such as motor and gear torque, motor and gear speed, for design 
use. Based on the information, total motor power consumption and lifetime of gearboxes 
may be calculated for used robot motion cycle. The total motor power is calculated by 
summation of power of all motors present in an industrial robot. The individual motor 
power consumption is calculated by sum of multiplication of motor torque and speed at 
each simulation time step. The lifetime of gearbox is calculated based on analytical formula 
normally provided by gearbox suppliers. 
 

3.3.2 Objective function formulation 
The task placement optimization has been formulated as a multi-objective design 
optimization problem. The problem is expressed by 
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parameter setup for combined optimization. ������ is a normalized lifetime of gearbox of 
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each function evaluation in the optimization loop. ���������� is the lifetime of the selected 
gearbox of the robot motion cycle with original task placement and original drive-train 
parameter setup for combined optimization. �� and �� are two weighting factors employed 
in the weighted-sum approach for multi-objective optimization (Ölvander, 2001). �� is a 
design variable vector. 
Two optimization case studies have been conducted. Robot task placement optimization 
with the design variable vector defined as 
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and combined optimization with the design variable vector defined as 
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where ���� ���� ���� � ��� are the drive-train configuration parameters, while ��� ��� �� are 
the change in translational coordinates of all robot targets defining the position of a task. 

 
3.3.3 Optimizer: ComplexRF 
The optimization algorithm used in this work is the Complex method proposed by Box 
(Box, 1965). It is a non-gradient method specifically suitable for this type of simulation-
based optimization. Figure 12 shows the principle of the algorithm for an optimization 
problem consisting of two design variables. The circles represent the contour of objective 
function values and the optimum is located in the center of the contour. The algorithm starts 
with randomly generating a set of design points (see the sub-figure titled “Start”). The 
number of the design points should be more than the number of design variables. The worst 
design point is replaced by a new and better design point by reflecting through the centroid 
of the remaining points in the complex (see the sub-figure titled “1. Step”). This procedure 
repeats until all design points in the complex have converged (see last two sub-figures from 
left). This method does not guarantee finding a global optimum. In this work, an improved 
version of the Complex, or normally referred to as ComplexRF, is used, in which a level of 
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randomization and a forgetting factor are introduced for improvement of finding the global 
optimum (Krus et al., 1992; Ölvander, 2001). 
 

 
Fig. 12. The progress of the Complex method for a two dimensional example, with the 
optimum located in the center of the circles (Reprinted with permission from Dr. Johan 
Ölvander) 

 
3.3.4 Workflow 
The workflow of the proposed methodology starts with an optimizer generating a set of 
design variables. The variables defining robot task placement are used to manipulate the 
position of the robot task. The variables defining robot drive-train parameters are used to 
manipulate the drive-train parameters. The ABB robot motion simulation tool is run using 
the new task position and new drive-train setup parameters. Simulation results are used for 
computing objective function values. A convergence criterion is evaluated based on the 
objective function values. This optimization loop is terminated when either the optimization 
is converged or the limit for maximum number of function evaluations is reached. 
Otherwise, the optimizer analyzes the objective function values and proposes a new trial set 
of design variable values. The optimization loop continues until the convergence criterion is 
met.  

 
3.4 Results on combined optimization 
3.4.1 Case-I: Optimal robot usage for a spot welding application 
In this case study, an ABB IRB6600-255-175 robot is used. The robot has a payload handling 
capacity of 175 kg and a reach of 2.55 m. A payload of 100 kg is defined in the robot motion 
cycle. The robot motion cycle used is a design cycle for spot welding application. The 
motion cycle consists of about 50 robot tool position targets. Maximum speed is 
programmed between any adjacent targets. A graphical illustration of the robot motion 
cycle is shown in Figure 5.  

 
3.4.1.1 Task placement optimization 
Only path translation is employed in the task placement optimization. Three design 
variables , , and  are used. They are added to all original robot targets so that the 
original placement of the robot task may be manipulated by  in  coordinates, by  in  
coordinates, and by  in  corodinates. The limits for the path translation are 
 

�� � ��0�1 �� 0�1 �� 
�� � �0 � � 0�� �� 
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(10) 

 
The weighting factors  �� and �� in objective function (5) are set to �� � 1�0 and �� �
100 in this task placement optimization. 
The convergence curve of the task placement optimization is shown in Figure 13(a). The 
optimization is well converged after about 100 function evaluations. The total optimization 
time is about 15 min on a portable PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo CPU T9600 @ 2.8 GHz.  
 

 
Fig. 13. Convergence curve. (a) for optimal task placement and (b) for combined 
optimization, (ABB IRB6600-255-175 robot) 
 
Figure 14(a) shows the solution space of normalized lifetime of a critical gearbox as function 
of normalized cycle time. The cross symbol in blue color indicates the coordinate 
representing normalized lifetime and normalized cycle time obtained on the robot motion 
cycle programmed at original task placement. The results presented in the figure suggest 
one solution point with 8% reduction in cycle time (or improved cycle time performance) on 
the cost of about 50% reduction in the lifetime (point A1 in the figure 14(a)). Another 
interesting result disclosed in the figure is solution points in region A2, where about 20% 
increase in lifetime may be achieved with the same or rather similar cycle time performance.  
Figure 15(a) shows the solution space of normalized total motor power consumption as 
function of cycle time. The normalized total motor power consumption is obtained by actual 
total motor power consumption at each function evaluation in the optimization loop 
divided by the total motor power consumption obtained on the robot motion cycle 
programmed at original task placement. The cross symbol in blue color indicates the 
coordinate representing  normalized total motor power consumption and cycle time 
obtained on the robot motion cycle programmed at original task placement. The results 
presented in the figure disclose that the ultimate performance improvement point suggested 
by point A1 in figure 14(a) results in an increase of about 20% in total motor power 
consumption (point B1 in the figure 15(a)). Another interesting result disclosed in the figure 
is solution points in region B2, where about 5% saving of total motor power consumption 
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randomization and a forgetting factor are introduced for improvement of finding the global 
optimum (Krus et al., 1992; Ölvander, 2001). 
 

 
Fig. 12. The progress of the Complex method for a two dimensional example, with the 
optimum located in the center of the circles (Reprinted with permission from Dr. Johan 
Ölvander) 
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Figure 14(a) shows the solution space of normalized lifetime of a critical gearbox as function 
of normalized cycle time. The cross symbol in blue color indicates the coordinate 
representing normalized lifetime and normalized cycle time obtained on the robot motion 
cycle programmed at original task placement. The results presented in the figure suggest 
one solution point with 8% reduction in cycle time (or improved cycle time performance) on 
the cost of about 50% reduction in the lifetime (point A1 in the figure 14(a)). Another 
interesting result disclosed in the figure is solution points in region A2, where about 20% 
increase in lifetime may be achieved with the same or rather similar cycle time performance.  
Figure 15(a) shows the solution space of normalized total motor power consumption as 
function of cycle time. The normalized total motor power consumption is obtained by actual 
total motor power consumption at each function evaluation in the optimization loop 
divided by the total motor power consumption obtained on the robot motion cycle 
programmed at original task placement. The cross symbol in blue color indicates the 
coordinate representing  normalized total motor power consumption and cycle time 
obtained on the robot motion cycle programmed at original task placement. The results 
presented in the figure disclose that the ultimate performance improvement point suggested 
by point A1 in figure 14(a) results in an increase of about 20% in total motor power 
consumption (point B1 in the figure 15(a)). Another interesting result disclosed in the figure 
is solution points in region B2, where about 5% saving of total motor power consumption 
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may be achieved for the solution points presented in region A2 in figure 14(a). In other 
words, the solution points in region A2 in figure 15(a) suggest not only increase in lifetime 
but also saving of total motor power consumption.  

 
Fig. 14.  Solution space of normalized lifetime of gearbox of axis-2 vs. normalized cycle time. 
(a) for optimal task placement and (b) for combined optimization, (ABB IRB6600-255-175 
robot)  
 

 
Fig. 15. Solution space of normalized total motor power vs. cycle time. (a) for optimal task 
placement and (b) for combined optimization, (ABB IRB6600-255-175 robot)  

 
3.4.1.2 Combined task placement and drive-train optimization 
The combined optimization involves both path translation for robot task placement and 
change of robot drive-train parameter setup. Two sets of design variables are used, the first 
set includes , , and  described in the task placement optimization; the second set 
includes nine design variables  which are scaling factors to be multiplied to 
the original drive-train parameters of the three main axes (axes 1-3). The limits for the path 

translation are the same as those used in the task placement optimization, i.e., the same as in 
(10). 

The limits for the ���, ���, � ��� are 

��� � �0.9,1.2�, ����� � � 1,2 � ,9 (11) 

 
The weighting factors  �� and �� are also set to �� � 1�0 and �� � 100 in this combined 
optimization. 
To ease the benchmark work of task placement optimization and the combined 
optimization, the results of the combined optimization are presented in the same figures as 
those of task placement optimization. In addition, the figures are carefully prepared at the 
same scale. 
Figure 13(b) shows the convergence curve of the combined optimization. The maximum 
limit of function evaluations for the optimizer is set to be 225. Optimization is interrupted 
after the maximum number of function evaluation limit is reached. The total optimization 
time is about 45 min on the same portable PC used in this work.  
Figure 14(b) shows the solution space of normalized lifetime of the same critical gearbox as 
function of normalized cycle time. The cross symbol in blue color indicates the coordinate 
representing normalized lifetime and normalized cycle time obtained on the robot motion 
cycle programmed at original task placement and with original drive-train parameter setup 
values. The results presented in the figure suggest one solution point with more than 10% 
reduction in cycle time (or improved cycle time performance) on the cost of about 50% 
reduction in the lifetime (point A3 in the figure). Another result set disclosed in region A4 in 
the figure indicates up to 25% increase in lifetime that may be achieved with the same or 
rather similar cycle time performance. When a cycle time increase of up to 5% is allowed in 
practice, the lifetime of the critical gearbox may be increased by as much as close to 50% 
(region A5). 
Figure 15(b) shows the solution space of normalized total motor power consumption as 
function of cycle time. The normalized total motor power consumption is obtained by actual 
total motor power consumption at each function evaluation in the optimization loop 
divided by the total motor power consumption obtained on the robot motion cycle 
programmed at original task placement and with original drive-train parameter setup 
values. The cross symbol in blue color indicates the coordinate representing normalized 
total motor power consumption and cycle time obtained on the robot motion cycle 
programmed at original task placement and with original drive-train parameter setup 
values. The results presented in the figure disclose that the ultimate performance 
improvement point suggested by point A3 in figure 14(b) results in an increase of about 20% 
in total motor power consumption (point B3 in the figure 15(b)). Another interesting result 
set disclosed in the figure is solution points in region B4, where about 5% saving of total 
motor power consumption may be achieved for the solution points presented in region A4 
in figure 14(b). In other words, the solution points in region A4 in figure 14(b) suggest not 
only increase in lifetime but also saving of total motor power consumption. When a cycle 
time increase of up to 5% is allowed, not only the lifetime of the critical gearbox may be 
increased by as much as close to 50% (region A5) but also the total motor power 
consumption may be reduced by more than 10%. 
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The weighting factors  �� and �� are also set to �� � 1�0 and �� � 100 in this combined 
optimization. 
To ease the benchmark work of task placement optimization and the combined 
optimization, the results of the combined optimization are presented in the same figures as 
those of task placement optimization. In addition, the figures are carefully prepared at the 
same scale. 
Figure 13(b) shows the convergence curve of the combined optimization. The maximum 
limit of function evaluations for the optimizer is set to be 225. Optimization is interrupted 
after the maximum number of function evaluation limit is reached. The total optimization 
time is about 45 min on the same portable PC used in this work.  
Figure 14(b) shows the solution space of normalized lifetime of the same critical gearbox as 
function of normalized cycle time. The cross symbol in blue color indicates the coordinate 
representing normalized lifetime and normalized cycle time obtained on the robot motion 
cycle programmed at original task placement and with original drive-train parameter setup 
values. The results presented in the figure suggest one solution point with more than 10% 
reduction in cycle time (or improved cycle time performance) on the cost of about 50% 
reduction in the lifetime (point A3 in the figure). Another result set disclosed in region A4 in 
the figure indicates up to 25% increase in lifetime that may be achieved with the same or 
rather similar cycle time performance. When a cycle time increase of up to 5% is allowed in 
practice, the lifetime of the critical gearbox may be increased by as much as close to 50% 
(region A5). 
Figure 15(b) shows the solution space of normalized total motor power consumption as 
function of cycle time. The normalized total motor power consumption is obtained by actual 
total motor power consumption at each function evaluation in the optimization loop 
divided by the total motor power consumption obtained on the robot motion cycle 
programmed at original task placement and with original drive-train parameter setup 
values. The cross symbol in blue color indicates the coordinate representing normalized 
total motor power consumption and cycle time obtained on the robot motion cycle 
programmed at original task placement and with original drive-train parameter setup 
values. The results presented in the figure disclose that the ultimate performance 
improvement point suggested by point A3 in figure 14(b) results in an increase of about 20% 
in total motor power consumption (point B3 in the figure 15(b)). Another interesting result 
set disclosed in the figure is solution points in region B4, where about 5% saving of total 
motor power consumption may be achieved for the solution points presented in region A4 
in figure 14(b). In other words, the solution points in region A4 in figure 14(b) suggest not 
only increase in lifetime but also saving of total motor power consumption. When a cycle 
time increase of up to 5% is allowed, not only the lifetime of the critical gearbox may be 
increased by as much as close to 50% (region A5) but also the total motor power 
consumption may be reduced by more than 10%. 
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3.4.1.3 Comparison between task placement optimization and combined optimization 
When comparing the task placement optimization with combined optimization, it is evident 
that the combined optimization results in much large solution space. This implies in practice 
that robot cell design engineers would have more flexibility to place the task and setup 
drive-train parameters in more optimal way. However, the convergence time is also longer, 
due to the increase in number of design variables introduced in the combined optimization. 
In addition, changing drive-train parameters in robot cell optimization may pose additional 
consideration in robot design, so that the adaptation of drive-train in cell optimization 
would not result in unexpected consequence for a robot manipulator. 

 
3.4.2 Case-II: Optimal robot usage for a typical material handling application 
In this case study, an ABB IRB6640-255-180 robot is used. The robot has a payload handling 
capacity of 180 kg and a reach of 2.55 m. The payload used in the study is 80 kg. The robot 
motion cycle used is a typical pick-and-place cycle with 400 mm vertical upwards - 2000mm 
horizontal - 400mm vertical downwards movements – then reverse trajectory to return to 
the original position. Maximum speed is programmed between any adjacent targets.  

 
3.4.2.1Task placement optimization 
Only path translation is employed in the task placement optimization. Three design 
variables, , , and  are used to manipulate the task position in the same manner as 
discussed in the Case-I. The limits for the path translation are 
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The weighting factors   and  are set to  and in this task placement 
optimization. 
The convergence curve of the task placement optimization is shown in Figure 16(a). The 
optimization is converged after 290 function evaluations. The total optimization time is 
about 40 min on the same portable PC used in this work.  
Figure 17(a) shows the solution space of normalized lifetime of a critical gearbox as function 
of normalized cycle time. The cross symbol in blue color indicates the coordinate 
representing normalized lifetime and normalized cycle time obtained on the robot motion 
cycle programmed at original task placement. The results presented in the figure suggest 
one set of solution points with close to 6% reduction in cycle time (or improved cycle time 
performance) with somehow improved lifetime of the critical axis under study (region A6 in 
the figure). Another interesting result set disclosed in the figure is solution points in region 
A7, where about 20% increase in lifetime may be achieved with 3-4% improvement of cycle 
time performance. In engineering practice, 3-4% cycle time improvement can imply rather 
drastic economic impacts. 
Figure 18(a) shows the solution space of normalized total motor power consumption as 
function of cycle time. The cross symbol in blue color indicates the coordinate representing  
normalized total motor power consumption and cycle time obtained on the robot motion 
cycle programmed at original task placement. The results presented in the figure disclose 

that the solution points with more than 4% cycle time performance improvement (region B6) 
result in at least 20%  increase in total motor power consumption.  
 

 
Fig. 16. Convergence curve. (a) for optimal task placement and (b) for combined 
optimization, (ABB IRB6640-255-180 robot) 
 

 
Fig. 17.  Solution space of normalized lifetime of gearbox of axis-2 vs. normalized cycle time. 
(a) for optimal task placement and (b) for combined optimization, (ABB IRB6640-255-180 
robot) 
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drastic economic impacts. 
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Fig. 18. Solution space of normalized total motor power vs. cycle time. (a) for optimal task 
placement and (b) for combined optimization, (ABB IRB6640-255-180 robot)  

 
3.4.2.2 Combined task placement and drive-train optimization 
As discussed in Case-I, the combined optimization involves both path translation for robot 
task placement and change of robot drive-train parameter setup. The same two sets of 
design variables are used. The limits for the path translation are the same as those used in 
the task placement optimization which are defined by (13). 
The limits for the ���, ���, � ��� are 
 

��� � �0.9,1.2�, ����� � � 1,2 � ,9 (13) 
 
The weighting factors  �� and �� are also set to �� � 100 and �� � 100 in this combined 
optimization. 
For the same reason, the results of the combined optimization are presented in the same 
figures as those of task placement optimization. In addition, the figures are carefully 
prepared at the same scale. 
Figure 16(b) shows the convergence curve of the combined optimization. The maximum 
limit of function evaluations for the optimizer is set to be 325. Optimization is interrupted 
after the maximum number of function evaluation limit is reached. The total optimization 
time is about 65 min on the same portable PC used in this work.  
Figure 17(b) shows the solution space of normalized lifetime of the same critical gearbox as 
function of normalized cycle time. The cross symbol in blue color indicates the coordinate 
representing normalized lifetime and normalized cycle time obtained on the robot motion 
cycle programmed at original task placement and with original drive-train parameter setup 
values. The results presented in region A8 in the figure suggest a set of solution points with 
close to 6% reduction in cycle time but with clearly more than 20% increase in the lifetime. 
Another result set disclosed in region A9 in the figure indicates more than 60% increase in 
lifetime and with 3-4% improved cycle time performance!  
Figure 18(b) shows the solution space of normalized total motor power consumption as 
function of cycle time. The cross symbol in blue color indicates the coordinate representing 
normalized total motor power consumption and cycle time obtained on the robot motion 
cycle programmed at original task placement and with original drive-train parameter setup 

values. The solution points disclosed in region B9 indicate that the solution points with 
more than 4% cycle time performance improvement result in maximum 20% increase in 
total motor power consumption.  

 
3.4.2.3 Comparison between task placement optimization and combined optimization 
Compared to task placement optimization, it is evident that the combined optimization 
results in much large solution space. This implies in practice that robot cell design engineers 
would have more flexibility to place the task and setup drive-train parameters in more 
optimal way. Even more significantly, the optimization results obtained on this typical pick-
and-place cycle reveals more interesting observations. When the same cycle time 
improvement may be achieved, much more significant lifetime improvement may be 
achieved by combined optimization and the same is true for the total motor power 
consumption.  
However, the convergence time is longer and optimization has to be interrupted using pre-
defined maximum number of function evaluations, due to the increase in number of design 
variables introduced in the combined optimization. In addition, the same consequence is 
evident: changing drive-train parameters in robot cell optimization may pose additional 
consideration in robot design, so that the adaptation of drive-train in cell optimization 
would not result in unexpected consequence for a robot manipulator. 

 
3.5 Summary of the Results of Section 3  
Multi-objective robot task placement optimization shows obvious advantage to understand 
the trade-off between cycle time performance and lifetime of critical drive-train component.  
Sometimes, it may be observed that the cycle time performance and lifetime can be 
simultaneously improved. When task placement optimization involving only path 
translation is conducted, reasonable optimization time can be achieved.  
The combined optimization of a robot drive-train and robot task placement, in comparison 
with task placement optimization, has disclosed even more advantages in achieving 1) 
wider solution space and 2) even more simultaneously improved cycle time performance 
and lifetime. Benefit of the combined optimization has been evident. Even though the 
optimization time can be nearly 2-3 times longer than task placement optimization, it can 
still be justified to be used in engineering practice; namely, earning from longer lifetime of a 
robot installation is greater than the calculation costs.Furthermore, this suggests that more 
efforts should be devoted in the future to; 1) better understanding of the multi-objective 
combined optimization problem and its impact on simulation-based robot cell design 
optimization; 2) improving efficiency of the optimization algorithms; 3) including  
collision-free task placement; and finally 4) sophisticated software implementation for 
engineering usage. 
The plots of lifetime of critical component as function of cycle time performance and that of 
total motor power consumption as function of cycle time performance are also suggested in 
this work. This graphical representation of the solution space can further ease robot cell 
design engineers to better understand the trade-off between lifetime of critical drive-train 
component or total motor power consumption to cycle time performance and therefore 
choose better design solution that meets their goal.  
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Fig. 18. Solution space of normalized total motor power vs. cycle time. (a) for optimal task 
placement and (b) for combined optimization, (ABB IRB6640-255-180 robot)  
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4. Conclusions and Outlook 
 

4.1 Single Objective Optimization 
The results confirm that the problem of path placement in a robot work cell is an important 
issue in terms of manipulator cycle time. Cycle time greatly depends on the path position 
relative to the robot manipulator. Up to the 37.2% variation of cycle time has been observed 
which is remarkably high. In other words, the cycle time is very sensitive to the path 
placement. Algorithm and tool were developed to determine the optimal robot position by 
path translation and path rotation approaches. Several case studies were considered to 
evaluate and verify the developed tool for optimizing the robot position in a robotic work 
cell. Results disclose that an increase in productivity up to 37.2% can be achieved which is 
profoundly valuable in industrial robot application. Therefore, using this tool can 
significantly benefit the companies which have similar manipulators in use. 
It is certain that employing this methodology has many important advantages. First, the 
cycle time reduces significantly and, therefore, the productivity increases. The method is 
easy to implement and the expense is only simulation cost, i.e., not any extra equipment is 
needed to be designed or purchased. The solution coverage is considerably broad, meaning 
that any type of robots and paths can be optimized with the proposed methodology. 
Another merit of the algorithm is that convergence is not an issue, i.e., reducing the cycle 
time can be assured. However, a disadvantage is that a global optimum cannot be 
guaranteed. The importance of the developed methodology is not confined only to the robot 
end-user application. Robot designers can also take advantage of the proposed methodology 
by optimizing the robot parameters such as robot structure and drive-train parameters to 
improve robot performance. As a design application example, the idea of optimum relative 
position of robot and path can be applied to the design of a tool such as welding device or 
glue gun which is erected on the mounting flange of the robot. The geometry of the tool can 
be optimized by studying design parameters to achieve shorter cycle time. Another 
possibility can be to use the developed methodology for optimal robot placement to realize 
other optimization objective in robots such as minimizing the torque, energy consumption, 
and component wear. 
One interesting issue that can be investigated is to consider the general problem of finding 
the optimum by translation and rotation of the path simultaneously. What has been 
demonstrated in section 2 of the current chapter is to find the optimum path location by 
either translation or rotation of the path. Obviously, it is also possible to apply both these 
approaches at the same time. This would probably further shorten the cycle time in 
comparison to the case when only one approach is used. However, developing an optimal 
strategy for concurrently applying both approaches is an interesting challenge for future 
research. 
Another important subject to be investigated is to take into account constraints for avoiding 
collisions. In a real application, a robot is not alone in the work cell as other cell equipments 
can exist in the workspace of the robot. Hence, in real robot application it is important to 
avoid collision. 

 
4.2 Multi-Objective Optimization 
It is noteworthy that although the methodology is implemented in RobotStudio, the 
algorithm is general and not dependent on RobotStudio. Therefore, the same methodology 

and algorithm can be implemented in any other robotic simulation software for achieving 
time optimality. 
Multi-objective robot task placement optimization shows obvious advantage to understand 
the trade-off between cycle time performance and lifetime of critical drive-train components.  
The combined optimization of a robot drive-train and robot task placement, in comparison 
with task placement optimization, discloses even more advantages in achieving wider 
solution space and even more simultaneously improved cycle time performance and 
lifetime.   
However, weighted-sum approach for formulating the multi-objective function has 
experienced difficulties in this work, since the weighting factors have been observed to 
significantly affect the final solution. Hence, an advanced formulation of multi-objective 
function and algorithms for multi-objective optimization need to be investigThe 
relativeated.  
In combined optimization, the reachability is presumed to be satisfied as the purpose of this 
work is to rather explore the effect and feasibility of the method. Nevertheless, advanced 
and practical solutions exist for reachability checking that need to be implemented in the 
future work. In this study, while the task placement defined in a robot program is 
manipulated, the relative placements among sub-tasks (representing in practice the relative 
placements among different robotic stations in a robot cell) are kept unchanged. In the 
future work, relative placements of sub-tasks in a robot cell can also be optimized using the 
proposed methodologies. 
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4. Conclusions and Outlook 
 

4.1 Single Objective Optimization 
The results confirm that the problem of path placement in a robot work cell is an important 
issue in terms of manipulator cycle time. Cycle time greatly depends on the path position 
relative to the robot manipulator. Up to the 37.2% variation of cycle time has been observed 
which is remarkably high. In other words, the cycle time is very sensitive to the path 
placement. Algorithm and tool were developed to determine the optimal robot position by 
path translation and path rotation approaches. Several case studies were considered to 
evaluate and verify the developed tool for optimizing the robot position in a robotic work 
cell. Results disclose that an increase in productivity up to 37.2% can be achieved which is 
profoundly valuable in industrial robot application. Therefore, using this tool can 
significantly benefit the companies which have similar manipulators in use. 
It is certain that employing this methodology has many important advantages. First, the 
cycle time reduces significantly and, therefore, the productivity increases. The method is 
easy to implement and the expense is only simulation cost, i.e., not any extra equipment is 
needed to be designed or purchased. The solution coverage is considerably broad, meaning 
that any type of robots and paths can be optimized with the proposed methodology. 
Another merit of the algorithm is that convergence is not an issue, i.e., reducing the cycle 
time can be assured. However, a disadvantage is that a global optimum cannot be 
guaranteed. The importance of the developed methodology is not confined only to the robot 
end-user application. Robot designers can also take advantage of the proposed methodology 
by optimizing the robot parameters such as robot structure and drive-train parameters to 
improve robot performance. As a design application example, the idea of optimum relative 
position of robot and path can be applied to the design of a tool such as welding device or 
glue gun which is erected on the mounting flange of the robot. The geometry of the tool can 
be optimized by studying design parameters to achieve shorter cycle time. Another 
possibility can be to use the developed methodology for optimal robot placement to realize 
other optimization objective in robots such as minimizing the torque, energy consumption, 
and component wear. 
One interesting issue that can be investigated is to consider the general problem of finding 
the optimum by translation and rotation of the path simultaneously. What has been 
demonstrated in section 2 of the current chapter is to find the optimum path location by 
either translation or rotation of the path. Obviously, it is also possible to apply both these 
approaches at the same time. This would probably further shorten the cycle time in 
comparison to the case when only one approach is used. However, developing an optimal 
strategy for concurrently applying both approaches is an interesting challenge for future 
research. 
Another important subject to be investigated is to take into account constraints for avoiding 
collisions. In a real application, a robot is not alone in the work cell as other cell equipments 
can exist in the workspace of the robot. Hence, in real robot application it is important to 
avoid collision. 

 
4.2 Multi-Objective Optimization 
It is noteworthy that although the methodology is implemented in RobotStudio, the 
algorithm is general and not dependent on RobotStudio. Therefore, the same methodology 

and algorithm can be implemented in any other robotic simulation software for achieving 
time optimality. 
Multi-objective robot task placement optimization shows obvious advantage to understand 
the trade-off between cycle time performance and lifetime of critical drive-train components.  
The combined optimization of a robot drive-train and robot task placement, in comparison 
with task placement optimization, discloses even more advantages in achieving wider 
solution space and even more simultaneously improved cycle time performance and 
lifetime.   
However, weighted-sum approach for formulating the multi-objective function has 
experienced difficulties in this work, since the weighting factors have been observed to 
significantly affect the final solution. Hence, an advanced formulation of multi-objective 
function and algorithms for multi-objective optimization need to be investigThe 
relativeated.  
In combined optimization, the reachability is presumed to be satisfied as the purpose of this 
work is to rather explore the effect and feasibility of the method. Nevertheless, advanced 
and practical solutions exist for reachability checking that need to be implemented in the 
future work. In this study, while the task placement defined in a robot program is 
manipulated, the relative placements among sub-tasks (representing in practice the relative 
placements among different robotic stations in a robot cell) are kept unchanged. In the 
future work, relative placements of sub-tasks in a robot cell can also be optimized using the 
proposed methodologies. 
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1. Introduction    
 

The employment of robots in manufacturing has been a value-adding entity for companies 
in gaining a competitive advantage. Zomaya (1992) describes some features of robots in 
industries, which are decreased cost of labour, increased flexibility and versatility, higher 
precision and productivity, better human working conditions and displaced human 
working in hazardous and impractical environments. 
Farrington et al. (1999) states that robotic simulation differs from traditional discrete event 
simulation (DES) in five ways in terms of its features and capabilities. Robotic simulation 
covers the visualization of how the robot moves through its environment. Basically, the 
simulation is based heavily on CAD and graphical visualization tools. Another type of 
simulation is numerical simulation, which deals with the dynamics, sensing and control of 
robots. It has been accepted that the major benefit of simulation is reduction in cost and time 
when designing and proving the system (Robinson, 1996). 
Robotic simulation is a kinematics simulation tool, whose primary use is as a highly 
detailed, cell-level validation tool (Farrington et al., 1999), and also for simulating a system 
whose state changes continuously based on the motion(s) of one or more kinematic devices 
(Roth, 1999). It is also used as a tool to verify robotic workcell process operations by 
providing a “mock-up” station of a robots application system, in order to check and 
evaluate different parameters such as cycle times, object collisions, optimal path, workcell 
layout and placement of entities in the cell in respect of each other. 
This paper presents the methodology in modelling and simulating a robot and its 
environment using Workspace and X3D software. This paper will discuss the development 
of robotic e-learning to improve the efficiency of the learning process inside and outside the 
class. 
This paper is divided into five sections. Section 2 discusses the robotic modelling method. 
Section 3 discusses robotic simulation. Its application using Workspace and X3D is 
presented in Section 4, and a conclusion is drawn in Section 5. 

2
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2. Robotic Modelling Method 
 

This section presents the methodology in modelling and simulating the robot and its 
environment. There are two types of methodology being applied, which are the 
methodology for modelling the robot and its environment proposed by Cheng (2000), and 
the methodology for robotic simulation proposed by Grajo et al.(1994). The methodologies 
have been customised to tailor the constraints of the Workspace software. Section 4 presents 
experimental results of the project based on the methodologies discussed in this section. 

 
2.1 Robotic Modelling 
Robotic workcell simulation is a modelling-based problem solving approach that aims to 
sufficiently produce credible solutions for a robotic system design (Cheng, 2000). The 
methodology consists of six steps, as shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. A methodology for robotic modelling 

 
2.1.1 Creating part models 
Part model is a low-level or geometric entity. The parts are created using basic elements of 
solid modelling features of Workspace5. These parts consist of the components of the robot 
and the devices in its workcell, such as the conveyor, pallet and pick up station. 

 
2.1.2 Building device models 
Device models represent actual workcell components and are categorized as follows: robotic 
device model and non-robotic device model. The building device model starts by 
positioning the base of the part model as the base coordinate system. This step defines links 
with the robot. These links are attached accordingly to its number by using the attachment 
feature of Workspace5. Each attached link is subjected to a Parent/Child relationship. 

 
2.1.3 Positioning device models in layout 
The layout of the workcell model refers to the environment that represents the actual 
workcell. As in this case, the coordinates system being applied is the Hand Coordinates 
System of the robot. Placement of the model and devices in the environment is based on the 
actual layout of the workcell. 
 

 

2.1.4 Defining devices motion destination in layout 
The motion attributes of the device model define the motion limits of the joints of the device 
model in terms of home, position, speed, accelerations and travel. In Workspace5, each joint 
is considered part of the proceeding link. A joint is defined by linking the Link or Rotor of 
the robot, for example Joint 1 is a waist joint which links the Base and the Rotor/Link. Each 
joint has its own motion limits. Once the joints have been defined, Workspace5 will 
automatically define the kinematics for the robot. 

 
2.1.5 Device behaviour and programming 
Device motion refers to the movement of the robot’s arm during the palletizing process. The 
movement is determined by a series of Geometry Points (GPs) that create a path of motion 
for the robot to follow. Positioning the GP and the series is based on the movement pattern 
and the arrangement of bags. The GP coordinates are entered by using the Pendant features 
of Workspace5. There are three ways to create the GP: by entering the value for each joint, 
by entering the absolute value of X, Y and Z, and by mouse-clicking. 

 
2.1.6 Executing workcell simulation and analysis 
The simulation focuses only on the position of the robot’s arm, not its orientation. After 
being programmed, the device model layout can be simulated over time. Execution of the 
simulation and analysis is done using the features of Workspace5. The simulated model is 
capable of viewing the movement of the robot’s arm, layout checking, the robot’s 
reachabilites, cycle time monitoring, and collision and near miss detection. 

 
3. Robotic Simulation 
 

3.1 Definition of Simulation 
Shannon (1998) offered a good definition of simulation: “We will define simulation as the 
process of designing a model of a real system and conducting experiments with this model 
for the purpose of understanding the behaviour of the system and/or evaluating various 
strategies for the operation of the system”. Robot simulation software or simulator is a 
computer program which mimics the elements of both the internal behaviour of a real-
world system and the input processes which drive or control the simulated system. There 
are a few reasons why the simulation approach became the main option in real-world 
robotic related activity. Typically, most users make simulations because the experiment 
with the real world still does not yet exist, and experimentation with the robot’s hardware is 
expensive, too time-consuming and too dangerous. 

 
3.2 Type of Simulation 
There are two types of simulation (F.E Cellier, 2006): discrete event simulation and continuous 
system simulation. Discrete event simulation divides a system into individual events that 
have their own specific start time and duration. The overall behaviour of a complex system 
of a real-world object will be determined from the sequencing and interactions of each 
event. This technique usually focuses on modelling the control logic for the routing of 
material and interaction of equipment. It also typically applies statistics to the system to 
simulate things like equipment breakdown or mixtures of different product models. 
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Continuous system simulation (F.E Cellier, 2006) describes systematically the mathematical 
models used in dynamic systems, and is usually done so using sets of either ordinary or 
partially different equations, possibly coupled with numerical integration, differential 
equation solvers or other mathematical approaches that can be simulated on a digital 
computer. Often, electrical circuits, control systems or similar mechanical systems are 
simulated in this way. Specific applications like thermal dynamics, aerodynamics, aircraft 
control systems or automobile crashes are commonly simulated with continuous system 
simulation. 

 
3.3 Robot Programming 
The main importance of robot functionality is its flexibility and ability to rearrange the new 
production, and its movement range. The flexibility of the robot depends on presupposed 
effective programming. Principally, the robot programming can take place in two different 
ways: on-line or off-line. In on-line programming, the use of the robot and equipment is 
required, whereas off-line programming is based on computer models of the production 
equipment. Both these methods have advantages and disadvantages. In this section we will 
look at how the two methods can be combined. 

 
3.3.1 On-Line Programming 
Currently, the operation of robot programming is through either on-line programming or 
off-line programming. The definition of on-line programming (Kin-Hua Low [10]) is a 
technique to generate a robot program using real robot systems. An on-line programming 
robot may be suitable to implement robot use by repeating a monotonous motion. The 
advantage of on-line programming is that it is easy to access. Its most significant advantage 
is that the robot is programmed in concordance with the actual position of the equipment 
and pieces. 
However, the most significant disadvantage of on-line programming is the slow movement 
of the robot, the program implementation, program logic and calculations being hard to 
programme, the suspension of production whilst programming, poor documentation and 
costs equivalent to production value. The differentiation between on-line and off-line 
programming is shown clearly in the picture below. 
 

 
Fig. 2. On-line robot programming 

 

 
Fig. 3. Off-line robot programming  

 
3.3.2 Off-Line Programming 
The definition of off-line programming is that it is the technique used to generate a robot 
program without using a real machine. There are several advantages to this that have been 
cited by Bien (1998) resulting in a reduction in robot downtime, programs being prepared 
without interruptions to robot operation, and removal of the human from the potentially 
dangerous environment. There are several types of programming language used in off-line 
robotic programming, but the most popular off-line programming software was built using 
the JAVA language. Off-line programming using JAVA language become famous because it 
was easy to use, could be integrated with UML, supported C/C++ languages, had 
architecture independence and had an advanced network support. 
The main advantage of off-line programming is that it does not occupy production 
equipment, and in this way, production can continue during the programming process. But 
on-line programming is the largest proportion of robot programming today due to the fact 
that off-line programming has had a very high burden rate and has demanded the need of 
expert users.  
Advanced off-line programming tools contain facilities for debugging and these assist in 
effective programming. The programming tools support the utilization of supporting tools 
for the programming process, for instance optimization of the welding process.  
However, off-line programming also has its disadvantages such as the fact that it demands 
investing in an off-line programming system. Most simulation tools/simulators are 
implemented with four characteristic: workspace visualization, trajectory planning, 
communication with robot control and system navigation. 
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Fig. 4. Simulation tool modules 

 
3.3.3 Off-Line Programming 
Hybrid programming is a combination of both of the robotic programming methodology 
advantages shown above. By using both advantages, the programming technique can be 
optimized. A robot program consists mainly of two parts: locations (position and alignment) 
and program logics (controller structures, communication and calculations).  
The program logics, debugging and simulation facilities are effectively developed on off-line 
programming. The main part of the movement can be created off-line by reusing the 
availability of CAD data and by programmer interaction. 
Commands for movement to locating the piece placement in the robot’s workcell can be 
more properly programmed on-line. In this situation, the advantages of both programming 
method can be utilized, indirectly increasing the flexibility in production. 
The usage of hybrid programming is a very practical way of increasing flexibility in 
production and thereby increasing the effect of robot manufacturing. In the same way, 
rearrangement time can be substantially reduced, allowing for cost effectiveness even in the 
production of small batches. 

 
3.4  Simulation Packages 
The robotic simulation package is a tool which is used to create embedded applications for a 
specific (or not) robot without depending “physically” on the actual robot, thus saving cost 
and time. In some cases, the applications that were developed with the simulation package 
can be transferred to the real robot without modifications. This application allows the user 
to create a simple world and to programme this robot to interact with these worlds. 
Most robotic simulation packages have their own unique features, but the main features for 
3D modelling are robot rendering and environment. This type of robotics software has a 
simulator that is a “virtual” robot, which is capable of emulating the motion of an actual 
robot in a real work envelope. Some robotic simulation tools such as Matlab-Simulink can be 
used significantly in robot simulation, providing an interesting environment. Matlab-
Simulink is an interactive robot simulation software that can be used as an interface of the 
system so that users can communicate with the system. This robotic simulation tool gives 
alternatives to minimize the limitation of Web Programming Language (WPL) and 

 

Structured Programming Language (SPL). M. I. Jambak et al. (2008) state that Matlab-
Simulink has been used in their previous research to model the graphical design of the 
Mitsubishi RV-2AJ robots and is dynamic in a 3D virtual reality (VR) environment, and uses 
the V-Realm Builder virtual programming language to apply the virtual reality modelling 
language (VRML). 
Nathan et al. (2006) describe Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) currently, as the 
de facto standard for web based 3D visualizations, which allows for easy definition of 
geometric shapes and provides many advanced 3D graphical functions such as lighting 
models and surface materials. VRML allows for simple interactions between a user of a 
virtual world and various objects within the world. Currently, VRML has been supported 
with various user browser and modelling programs.  
Java3D (Nathan et al. 2006) is a simulation package which provides an object-oriented 
language-based approach for designing a 3D system. Java3D offers a high-level Application 
Programming Interface (API) for 3D scene description and graphical control. Besides that, it 
also allows for a fully object-oriented approach to define and control the virtual agent and 
its environment. Java3D is also designed to take advantage of multi-threaded programming 
techniques, allowing for better performance from the implementation.  
Webots (Michel, 2004) is one of most popular mobile robot simulations and is widely used 
for educational purposes. Webots uses the ODE (Open Dynamics Engine) for collision 
detection and simulating rigid body dynamics. It contains a rapid prototyping tool, allowing 
the user to create a 3D virtual world. Webots runs on Windows, Linux and Mac OS X.  
Microsoft Robotics Studio (Eric Colon and Kristel Verbiest, 2008) is a 3D modelling and 
simulation environment for mobile robots operating in real-world conditions, which 
respects the law of physics and runs on top of DirectX.        

 
3.5 Robotic Simulation 
 

 
Fig. 5. A methodology for robotic simulation 
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Structured Programming Language (SPL). M. I. Jambak et al. (2008) state that Matlab-
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the user to create a 3D virtual world. Webots runs on Windows, Linux and Mac OS X.  
Microsoft Robotics Studio (Eric Colon and Kristel Verbiest, 2008) is a 3D modelling and 
simulation environment for mobile robots operating in real-world conditions, which 
respects the law of physics and runs on top of DirectX.        
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The methodology consists of eight phases but the discussion only executes up to eight 
phases, as shown in Figure 5. 

 
3.5.1 Define the problem 
Problem identification is defined during the preliminary analysis of the problem’s 
background. If the current system has no computer-based model that represents the robotic 
application, it is impossible to monitor and evaluate the performance of the robotic 
palletizing system. In contrast, the definition and analysis of the current system are easier to 
implement. 

 
3.5.2  Design the study 
The study is limited to the scope of the project. This phase acquires appropriate decisions for 
the tools and methodology to be used. Besides, proper planning and milestones need to be 
developed. 

 
3.5.3 Design the conceptual model 
The conceptual model is using the current application of the robotic system. This phase 
acquires collection of data of the parameters for the robotic workcell development. These 
data include layout of the robotic application, geometry configuration of the robot, robot 
motion parameters and the robot cycle time. 

 
3.5.4 Formulate inputs, assumptions, and process definiton 
Modelling the robot application focuses on three activities: building the robot, motion path 
programming of the palletizing process, and running the simulation. Building the robot 
model is based heavily on the geometrical data of the robot using the CAD features of 
Workspace5. The dimension refers to the CAD drawing of the robot. Spatial data need to be 
considered in determining the motion path, such as the point of the pick up station where 
the robot will do the pick and place operation, the points that represent an arrangement and 
layer of the item to be picked, and the position of points in x, y and z coordinates. 

 
3.5.5 Build, verify and validate the simulation model 
During this phase, development of the robotic workcell is based on the methodology 
proposed by Cheng (2000). This is an interactive phase which aims to improve the model’s 
precision and motion. Validation towards the model is based on the visualization of the 
system layout and robot cycle time in completing a task. The layout is generated using 
Workspace5 and compared to the actual system layout. During the gathering of preliminary 
data, a movie that shows the actual robot performing a task in a one-day operation is 
recorded. The model is assumed to represent the actual system once operated at the same 
movement of the actual system and is capable of performing at a similar cycle time as in the 
movie. 

 
 

 

3.5.6 Experiments with the model and look for opportunities for Design of 
Experiments 
This phase is similar to step six in the methodology by Cheng (2000). A simulation is run in 
order to visualize the arm movement and an analysis on collision detection is provided. 
Execution of the simulation is done using the features of Workspace5 for simulation. 
Workspace5 allows layout checking in order to prepare other devices within the robot’s 
reachability. It is also capable of generating a working envelope for namely, two joints. 
During simulation, a cycle time is displayed. The simulation allows collision and near-miss 
detection among robot joints, and between the joints and any object within the workcell. The 
result is displayed in a report. This project is off-line programming. Neither robot language 
is generated or impelemented at the actual workcell. 

 
3.5.7 Documentation and presentation 
This phase gathers and documents all the results generated from the simulation. A written 
report provides a better understanding of the experiment’s executions and analysis. 
There are advantages and disadvantages for this methodology (Mohd Johari et al., 2008). 
The advantage of using this methodology is that it saves costs, avoiding designing, building, 
testing, redesigning, rebuilding and retesting which would be an expensive project. 
Simulations take the building or rebuilding phase out of the loop by using the model that 
has already been created in the design phase. Usually, the simulation test is cheaper and 
faster than performing multiple tests of the design each time. 
The second advantage of using this methodology is the level of detail that we can get from 
the simulation. A simulation can give results that are not experimentally measurable with 
our current level of technology. Results such as time taken to complete the simulation and 
the details of collision detection of the simulation are not measurable by any current device.  
There are also disadvantages to performing this methodology for robotic simulation. The 
first is simulation errors. Any incorrect key store for the value of the robot’s details has the 
potential to alter the result of the simulation or give the wrong result. To get an accurate 
result, we must first run a baseline to prove that it works. In order for the simulation to be 
accepted in the general community, the experimental result is taken and simulates them. If 
the two data sets are compared, then any simulation of the design will have some 
credibility. 

 
4. Application 
 

This section describes two of the several projects that are related to modelling and 
simulation. The first is building robot simulation using Workspace5 and the second is robot 
simulation using X3D for e-learning. Below is an explanation of both of these: 

 
4.1 Building Robot Simulation Using Workspace5 
The experimental results presented in this section are based on authors’ experience in 
supervising undergraduate and postgraduate final project works reported (Mohd Johari, 
2008; Ariffin, 2007; Mohd Salih, 2008; Abdul Rahim, 2008; Muhammad Noor, 2005; Arifin, 
2007; Zainal,  2008; Shafei, 2008, and Sukimin, 2007). Different types of robots were involved 
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The second advantage of using this methodology is the level of detail that we can get from 
the simulation. A simulation can give results that are not experimentally measurable with 
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the details of collision detection of the simulation are not measurable by any current device.  
There are also disadvantages to performing this methodology for robotic simulation. The 
first is simulation errors. Any incorrect key store for the value of the robot’s details has the 
potential to alter the result of the simulation or give the wrong result. To get an accurate 
result, we must first run a baseline to prove that it works. In order for the simulation to be 
accepted in the general community, the experimental result is taken and simulates them. If 
the two data sets are compared, then any simulation of the design will have some 
credibility. 
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This section describes two of the several projects that are related to modelling and 
simulation. The first is building robot simulation using Workspace5 and the second is robot 
simulation using X3D for e-learning. Below is an explanation of both of these: 
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in the experiments, which are situated in Universiti Teknologi Malaysia and other 
institutions.  
Basic elements of solid modelling features in Workspace5 have been used to develop the 
robot and device models. Figures 3(a) and (b) show the development of the robot gripper 
and screwdriver device (Ariffin, 2008). Some solid modelling methods, such as union, 
subtract, or both, were applied in the models’ development. Eventually, these models were 
compared with the actual robot for visual validation, as depicted in Figure 4. 
 

  

Fig. 6(a). Robot gripper and screwdriver model 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 6(b). Elements of robot gripper and screw driver model 
 
Prior to simulating the robot movement and validating the simulation created in 
Workspace5, the actual robot movements first have to be specified and recorded. The cycle 
time of the actual robot completing time of certain tasks then has to be defined and 
compared with the cycle time of model simulation.  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7. Visual validation 

 
Another project-work is reported in Nepal, R., and  Baral, M. (2004), which is located in St. 
Cloud State University. Figures 5(a) and (b) show the development of the vacuum gripper 
attached to the Kawasaki 06L robot. 
At the end of this project, the simulation is ready to grasp the object as depicted in Figures 
6(a) and (b). When the cell reaches the bottom of the sooth, the robot grasps the object by its 
vacuum gripper and un-grasps the cell on the table, and moves back to its home position. 
Similarly, the remaining seven cells slide down the sooth in sequence and the robot picks 
and arranges the cells into a block on the table. The time taken for the complete simulation is 
123.40 sec. There is no collision detected during the simulation. 

 

Actual Model 
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Fig. 8(a). Model of vacuum gripper 
 

 
Fig. 8(b). Vacuum gripper is attached to Kawasaki 06L 
 

 
Fig. 9(a). Robot-picking cell 
 

 

 
Fig. 9(b). Robot placing cells on the table 

 
4.2 Robot Simulation Using X3D for E-Learning 
This section will show the initial results based on the authors’ experience in developing the 
X3D model. Figure 4 shows the development of a virtual robot arm using the X3D 
programming written in X3D Edit 3.2 software. The X3D programming is similar to XML 
programming. Figure 5 shows some of the development programming. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 10. Example movement of robotic simulation 
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Fig. 10. Example movement of robotic simulation 
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At the end of this project, the virtual robot arm simulation is ready to capture the point of 
each movement and is also expected to generate the code based on Melfa Basic. To validate 
the robot simulation, the generated Melfa Basic code from the virtual robot simulation will 
be tested in the real environment of Melfa Basic Software and executed to the real robot. The 
virtual environment can also perhaps be simulated based on the input of the Melfa Basic 
code. 
The virtual robot simulation will be embedded into an Internet web-server on a high-end 
server, and will be managed by content management tools. This phase also includes 
reliability and security testing. A simulation is run using the virtual tech pendant in order to 
visualize the arm movement using the client computer through web based. To simulate the 
virtual robot arm, we have to install a plug-in for the web browser such as Octaga Player or 
Cortona 3D. Different browsers will be used to make sure that the system is compatible with 
the browser to simulate the virtual robotic simulation.  
The system can hopefully give students the realistic experience of simulation and modelling 
using this virtual robot arm through the e-learning portal. The information can be accessed 
simultaneously by users and they would not have to wait to seek the virtual robot arm 
simulation as this can be achieved by many users at the same time. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 11. Example movement robotic simulation programming 

<TimeSensor DEF="TimerKanan" cycleInterval="5" loop="false"/> 
 <OrientationInterpolator DEF="MuterKanan" 
                    key =      "0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 
                                0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 
                                0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.55, 
                                0.6, 0.65, 0.7, 0.75, 
                                0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95, 
                                1" 
                    keyValue = "0 0 1  0, 
                                0 1 0  0.314159, 
                                0 1 0  0.628318, 
                                0 1 0  0.942478, 
                                0 1 0  1.25664, 
                                0 1 0  1.5708, 
                                0 1 0  1.88496, 
                                0 1 0  2.19911, 
                                0 1 0  2.51327, 
                                0 1 0  2.82743, 
                                0 1 0  3.14159, 
                                0 1 0  3.45575, 
                                0 1 0  3.76991, 
                                0 1 0  4.08407, 
                                0 1 0  4.39823, 
                                0 1 0  4.71239, 
                                0 1 0  5.02655, 
                                0 1 0  5.34071, 
                                0 1 0  5.65487, 

0 1 0  5.96903, 
                                0 0 1  0 "/> 
<TimeSensor DEF="TimerKiri" cycleInterval="5" loop="false"/> 

 

5. Discussion 
 

The system development of virtual robotics simulation will be the alternative for the 
robotics learning process. This project will effort the virtual robotics simulation that will 
combine all the information about the robot arm. This system can also hopefully be the 
training place for students to simulate the robot’s movement virtually and remotely for 
learning purposes. 
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be tested in the real environment of Melfa Basic Software and executed to the real robot. The 
virtual environment can also perhaps be simulated based on the input of the Melfa Basic 
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The virtual robot simulation will be embedded into an Internet web-server on a high-end 
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Abstract

Research in the field of robotics is tightly connected to simulation tools for many reasons. On
one side, simulation supports the development of new advanced control algorithms and on
the other side, it is always not feasible to build a whole robot system to test some algorithms
or it is not safe to perform tests on a real system (at least in the first design stages). The
simulation has also a very important role for off-line programming, to design mechanical
structure of robots, to design robotic cells and production lines, etc.
In the paper, an overview of the simulation in robotics is given and some topics like: how sim-
ulation makes things easier, advantages and backdraws of the simulation in robotics, virtual
and real world, are pointed out. The scope of the paper is the role of the simulation in different
fields of robotics, especially the dynamic simulation of robot manipulators. We present an in-
tegrated environment for the design and testing of advanced robot control schemes. The main
capabilities of such environment are: the simulation of the kinematics and dynamics of ma-
nipulators, the integration of different sensor systems like vision and force sensors, scenarios
for complex robot tasks, the visualization of robots and their environment and the integration
of real robots in the simulation loop. We give an overview of simulation and visualization
tools suitable for the simulation of robot systems using general dynamic engines and graphic
languages. Finally, we present some typical simulation examples in different fields of robotics
from offline programming, mobile robots to space robotics.

1. Introduction

Simulation has been recognized as an important research tool since the beginning of the 20th
century. In the beginning, simulation was first of all an academic research tool. The "good
times" for simulation started with the development of computers. First, the analog computers
and later the digital computers have boosted simulation to new levels. So, the simulation
is now a powerful tool supporting the design, planning, analysis, and decisions in different
areas of research and development. Simulation has become a strategic tool in many fields,
used by many researchers, developers and by many manufacturers. Of course, robotics as a
modern technological branch is no exception. Actually, in robotics simulation plays a very
important role, perhaps more important than in many other fields and we like to present in
the following some insight in the robotics from the simulation point of view.

1.1 The role of simulation
Being able to simulate opens a wide range of options for solving many problems creatively.
You can investigate, design, visualize, and test an object or even if it does not exists. You can
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see the results of a system yet to be built. It is possible that your solutions may fail or even
blow up, but only in simulation. So, using the simulation tools one can avoid injuries and
damages, unnecessary changes in design after the production of parts has already started, to
long cycle times in manufacturing process, and even unnecessary paper work. Simulation
enables us to work even in four dimensions. For example, one can observe within a few
minutes how a planned production will be realized in next month, or a fast process can be
slowed down to observe all details in "slow motion". All these make things easier and cheaper.
One of the problems in classical design and planning are "what-if" questions. Due to the sys-
tem complexity many of them are often unasked or not answered. With up-to-date simulation
tools one can deal with exact geometry, consider the dynamic characteristics of a system, in-
clude the man-machine interfaces, and visualize the object in 3D in detail. Having all these
in mind there is no reason for avoiding any "what-if" question. The boundaries for what is
possible or not are pushed far away especially in advanced virtual reality tools. Using simu-
lator researchers may build experimental environments according to their own imagination.
Complexity, reality, specificity can be gradually increased to a level where virtual systems can
head to real challenges of the physical world and even beyond.
Simulation is a highly interdisciplinary field since it is widely used in all fields of research
from engineering and computer science to economics and social science, and at different lev-
els from academic research to manufactures. Of course, simulation has been also recognized as
an important tool in robotics: in designing new products, investigating its performances and
in designing applications of these products. Simulation allows us to study the structure, char-
acteristics and the function of a robot system at different levels of details each posing different
requirements for the simulation tools. As the complexity of the system under investigation
increases the role of the simulation becomes more and more important.

2. Simulation of robot manipulators

The ways and methods in robotics research and development have always been influenced
by the tools used. This is especially true when one considers the profound impact of recent
technologies on robotics, especially the development of computers which have become indis-
pensable when designing the complex systems like robots. Not many years ago, computing
cost was still a significant factor to consider when deriving algorithms and new modeling
techniques (Fenton & Xi, 1994; Latombe, 1995; Zhang & Paul, 1988). Nowadays, distributed
computing, network technology and the computing power developed by commercial equip-
ment open new possibilities for doing systems design and implementation. However, in spite
of all that, the creativity of a human designer can not be left out in the design process. The best
solution seems to be to provide the designer with proper tools which significantly increase his
efficiency. Among them, the simulation has been recognized as an important tool in design-
ing the new products, investigating their performances and also in designing applications of
these products. For complex systems as robots, the simulation tools can certainly enhance the
design, development, and even the operation of the robotic systems. Augmenting the sim-
ulation with visualization tools and interfaces, one can simulate the operation of the robotic
systems in a very realistic way.
A large amount of simulation software is available for robot systems, and it is already being
used extensively. The majority of the robot simulation tools focus on the motion of the robotic
manipulator in different environments. As the motion simulation has a central role in all
simulation systems they all include the kinematic or dynamic models of robot manipulators.
Which type of models will be used depends on the objective of the simulation system. For

example, trajectory planning algorithms rely on kinematic models. Similarly, the construction
of a robotized cell can be simulated efficiently by using only kinematic models of robot manip-
ulators, without considering the dynamics or drives. On the other hand, dynamic models are
needed to design the actuators. For example, modern control systems of robotic manipulators
use internally different robot kinematic and dynamic models to improve the performance.
To model and simulate a robot manipulator different approaches are possible. They can differ
in the way the user builds the model. Block diagram oriented simulation software requires
that the user describes the system by combining the blocks, and there are other packages
requiring the manual coding. To overcome the problems which arise when the system is very
complex (and the robots usually are) several approaches exist to automatically generate the
kinematic and/or dynamic models of robots.
The simulation tools for robotic systems can be divided into two major groups: the tools
based on general simulation systems and special tools for robot systems. The tools based
on general simulation systems are usually special modules, libraries or user interfaces which
simplify the building of robot systems and environments within these general simulation sys-
tems. One of the advantages of such integrated toolboxes is that they enable you to use other
tools available in the simulation system to perform different tasks. For example, to design
control system, to analyse simulation results, to visualize results, etc. There exist several gen-
eral simulation tools which are used for simulation of robot systems like MATLAB/Simulink,
Dymola/Modelica, 20-sim, Mathematica, etc. Special simulation tools for robots cover one or
more tasks in robotics like off-line programming, design of robot work cells, kinematic and
dynamic analysis, mechanical design. They can be specialized for special types of robots like
mobile robots, underwater robots, parallel mechanisms, or they are assigned to predefined
robot family.
Simulation tools for robotic systems differ from each other regarding the aspect of the robot
research they support, how open they are or on which platforms they work. However, many
tools are not always fulfilling all the requirements of the research activities in robotic labora-
tories like reconfigurability, openness and ease of use, etc.
Reconfigurability and openness are features already recognized by many as essential in the
development of advanced robot control algorithms (Alotto et al., 2004; Lambert et al., 2001;
Lippiello et al., 2007). Not only is it important to have easy access to the system at all levels
(e.g. from high-level supervisory control all the way down to fast servo loops at the lowest
level), but it is a necessity to have open control architectures where software modules can be
modified and exteroceptive sensors like force/torque sensors and vision systems can be easily
integrated. Reconfigurability should also be reflected when more fundamental changes to the
controller architecture are required, in the necessity of quickly being able to make modifica-
tions in the original design and verify the effect of these modifications on the system. In other
words, the user should be able to quickly modify the structure of the control without having
to alter the simulation system itself.
In the last decade the software has become more and more easy to use. This is still one of
the main major issues when selecting a software tool. First of all, the tools are used by many
users in a laboratory and not all of them have the same expertise. To boost the knowledge
exchange, it is of benefit that they work with the same tools. Next, testing of different control
algorithms on real robotic systems is in general not very user friendly: the algorithms usu-
ally have to be rewritten for the real-time execution and the different implementation details
have to be considered (Lambert et al., 2001; Žlajpah, 2001). This forces the user to devote a
large part of the design time to topics not connected with the main issues of the control de-
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see the results of a system yet to be built. It is possible that your solutions may fail or even
blow up, but only in simulation. So, using the simulation tools one can avoid injuries and
damages, unnecessary changes in design after the production of parts has already started, to
long cycle times in manufacturing process, and even unnecessary paper work. Simulation
enables us to work even in four dimensions. For example, one can observe within a few
minutes how a planned production will be realized in next month, or a fast process can be
slowed down to observe all details in "slow motion". All these make things easier and cheaper.
One of the problems in classical design and planning are "what-if" questions. Due to the sys-
tem complexity many of them are often unasked or not answered. With up-to-date simulation
tools one can deal with exact geometry, consider the dynamic characteristics of a system, in-
clude the man-machine interfaces, and visualize the object in 3D in detail. Having all these
in mind there is no reason for avoiding any "what-if" question. The boundaries for what is
possible or not are pushed far away especially in advanced virtual reality tools. Using simu-
lator researchers may build experimental environments according to their own imagination.
Complexity, reality, specificity can be gradually increased to a level where virtual systems can
head to real challenges of the physical world and even beyond.
Simulation is a highly interdisciplinary field since it is widely used in all fields of research
from engineering and computer science to economics and social science, and at different lev-
els from academic research to manufactures. Of course, simulation has been also recognized as
an important tool in robotics: in designing new products, investigating its performances and
in designing applications of these products. Simulation allows us to study the structure, char-
acteristics and the function of a robot system at different levels of details each posing different
requirements for the simulation tools. As the complexity of the system under investigation
increases the role of the simulation becomes more and more important.

2. Simulation of robot manipulators

The ways and methods in robotics research and development have always been influenced
by the tools used. This is especially true when one considers the profound impact of recent
technologies on robotics, especially the development of computers which have become indis-
pensable when designing the complex systems like robots. Not many years ago, computing
cost was still a significant factor to consider when deriving algorithms and new modeling
techniques (Fenton & Xi, 1994; Latombe, 1995; Zhang & Paul, 1988). Nowadays, distributed
computing, network technology and the computing power developed by commercial equip-
ment open new possibilities for doing systems design and implementation. However, in spite
of all that, the creativity of a human designer can not be left out in the design process. The best
solution seems to be to provide the designer with proper tools which significantly increase his
efficiency. Among them, the simulation has been recognized as an important tool in design-
ing the new products, investigating their performances and also in designing applications of
these products. For complex systems as robots, the simulation tools can certainly enhance the
design, development, and even the operation of the robotic systems. Augmenting the sim-
ulation with visualization tools and interfaces, one can simulate the operation of the robotic
systems in a very realistic way.
A large amount of simulation software is available for robot systems, and it is already being
used extensively. The majority of the robot simulation tools focus on the motion of the robotic
manipulator in different environments. As the motion simulation has a central role in all
simulation systems they all include the kinematic or dynamic models of robot manipulators.
Which type of models will be used depends on the objective of the simulation system. For

example, trajectory planning algorithms rely on kinematic models. Similarly, the construction
of a robotized cell can be simulated efficiently by using only kinematic models of robot manip-
ulators, without considering the dynamics or drives. On the other hand, dynamic models are
needed to design the actuators. For example, modern control systems of robotic manipulators
use internally different robot kinematic and dynamic models to improve the performance.
To model and simulate a robot manipulator different approaches are possible. They can differ
in the way the user builds the model. Block diagram oriented simulation software requires
that the user describes the system by combining the blocks, and there are other packages
requiring the manual coding. To overcome the problems which arise when the system is very
complex (and the robots usually are) several approaches exist to automatically generate the
kinematic and/or dynamic models of robots.
The simulation tools for robotic systems can be divided into two major groups: the tools
based on general simulation systems and special tools for robot systems. The tools based
on general simulation systems are usually special modules, libraries or user interfaces which
simplify the building of robot systems and environments within these general simulation sys-
tems. One of the advantages of such integrated toolboxes is that they enable you to use other
tools available in the simulation system to perform different tasks. For example, to design
control system, to analyse simulation results, to visualize results, etc. There exist several gen-
eral simulation tools which are used for simulation of robot systems like MATLAB/Simulink,
Dymola/Modelica, 20-sim, Mathematica, etc. Special simulation tools for robots cover one or
more tasks in robotics like off-line programming, design of robot work cells, kinematic and
dynamic analysis, mechanical design. They can be specialized for special types of robots like
mobile robots, underwater robots, parallel mechanisms, or they are assigned to predefined
robot family.
Simulation tools for robotic systems differ from each other regarding the aspect of the robot
research they support, how open they are or on which platforms they work. However, many
tools are not always fulfilling all the requirements of the research activities in robotic labora-
tories like reconfigurability, openness and ease of use, etc.
Reconfigurability and openness are features already recognized by many as essential in the
development of advanced robot control algorithms (Alotto et al., 2004; Lambert et al., 2001;
Lippiello et al., 2007). Not only is it important to have easy access to the system at all levels
(e.g. from high-level supervisory control all the way down to fast servo loops at the lowest
level), but it is a necessity to have open control architectures where software modules can be
modified and exteroceptive sensors like force/torque sensors and vision systems can be easily
integrated. Reconfigurability should also be reflected when more fundamental changes to the
controller architecture are required, in the necessity of quickly being able to make modifica-
tions in the original design and verify the effect of these modifications on the system. In other
words, the user should be able to quickly modify the structure of the control without having
to alter the simulation system itself.
In the last decade the software has become more and more easy to use. This is still one of
the main major issues when selecting a software tool. First of all, the tools are used by many
users in a laboratory and not all of them have the same expertise. To boost the knowledge
exchange, it is of benefit that they work with the same tools. Next, testing of different control
algorithms on real robotic systems is in general not very user friendly: the algorithms usu-
ally have to be rewritten for the real-time execution and the different implementation details
have to be considered (Lambert et al., 2001; Žlajpah, 2001). This forces the user to devote a
large part of the design time to topics not connected with the main issues of the control de-
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sign, especially when he is not interested in software implementation issues. The ease of use
becomes even more important when students are working with robots. In most cases they
work in a laboratory for a shorter period, they are focused on their projects and they could
become frustrated if they have to learn a lot of things not directly connected to their tasks.
Finally, in research laboratories different robot systems are used equipped with more or less
open proprietary hardware and software architecture. Therefore, it is much desired that the
control design environment is unified, i.e. the same tools can be used for all robot systems.
The simulation tools for robotic systems can be divided into two major groups: tools based on
general simulation systems and special tools for robot systems. Tools based on general sim-
ulation systems are usually represented as special modules, libraries or user interfaces which
simplify the building of robot systems and environments within these general simulation sys-
tems (e.g. SolidWorks (RobotWorks, 2008)). On the other hand, special simulation tools for
robots cover one or more tasks in robotics like off-line programming and design of robot work
cells (e.g. Robcad (RobCAD, 1988)) or kinematic and dynamic analysis (Corke, 1996; SimMe-
chanics, 2005). They can be specialized for special types of robots like mobile robots, underwa-
ter robots, parallel mechanisms, or they are assigned to predefined robot family. Depending
on the particular application different structural attributes and functional parameters have to
be modelled.
For the use in research laboratories, robot simulation tools focused on the motion of the robotic
manipulator in different environments are important, especially those for the design of robot
control systems (Corke, 1996; MSRS, 2008; SimMechanics, 2005; Webots, 2005). Recently, Mi-
crosoft Robotics Studio (MSRS, 2008) has been launched with a general aim to unify robot
programming for hobbyist, academic and commercial developers and to create robot applica-
tions for a variety of hardware platforms. The system enables both remotely connected and
robot-based scenarios using .NET and XML protocols. The simulation engine enables real-
time physics simulation and interaction between simulated entities. Each part of the control
loop can be substituted with the real or simulated hardware. Although the system is still un-
der development, it is not easy to add new entity, for example a new robot or a new sensor.
One of the major drawbacks seems to be the low data throughput rate, which does not allow
the realization of complex control laws at high sampling frequency. Therefore, it is not clear
yet if MSRS is appropriate for research robotics, especially for complex systems. Real time re-
quirements are better solved in another programming/simulation framework, MCA2 (MCA2,
2008). MCA is a modular, network transparent and realtime capable C/C++ framework for
controlling robots and other hardware. The main platform is Linux/RTLinux, but the support
for Win32 and MCA OS/X also exists. However, it is still a complex system and therefore less
appropriate for education and students projects.

2.1 MATLAB based tools
MATLAB is definitely one of the most used platforms for the modelling and simulation of
various kind of systems and it is not surprising that it has been used intensively for the sim-
ulation of robotics systems. Among others the main reasons for that are its capabilities of
solving problems with matrix formulations and easy extensibility. As an extension to MAT-
LAB, SIMULINK adds many features for easier simulation of dynamic systems, e.q. graph-
ical model and the possibility to simulate in real-time. Among special toolboxes that have
been developed for MATLAB we have selected four: (a)Planar Manipulators Toolbox (Žlaj-
pah, 1997), (b)Planar Manipulators Toolbox with SD/FAST (SD/FAST, 1994), (c)“A Robotic

Fig. 1. Simple 3-R planar manipulator Fig. 2. Top level block scheme

Toolbox” (Corke, 1996), (d) “SimMechanics Toolbox” (SimMechanics, 2005) and (e) “20-sim”
(Kleijn, 2009).
To illustrate different approaches to the dynamic simulation of robot manipulators we have
selected as an object a simple planar manipulator which has 3 revolute joints acting in a plane
as shown on Fig. 1. The main part of any simulation is the dynamic model. To focus on it, we
simulate only the dynamics, without any task controller.
Let the configuration of the manipulator be represented by the vector q of n joint positions,
and the end-effector position (and orientation) by m-dimensional vector x of task positions.
The joint and task coordinates are related by the following expressions

x = p(q), ẋ = J(q)q̇, ẍ = Jq̈ + J̇q̇ (1)

where J is the Jacobian matrix, and the overall dynamic behaviour of the manipulator is de-
scribed by the following equation

τ = H(q)q̈ + h(q̇,q) + g(q)− τF (2)

where τ is the vector of control torques, H is the symmetric positive-definite inertia matrix, h
is the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal forces, g is the vector of gravity forces, and vector τF
represents the torques due to the external forces acting on the manipulator.
Fig. 2 shows the top level block scheme of the system. This scheme is the same in all cases,
only the Dynamic model block is changed.
(a) Planar Manipulators Toolbox
Planar Manipulators Toolbox is intended for the simulation of planar manipulators with revo-
lute joints and is based on Lagrangian formulation. Planar Manipulators Toolbox can be used
to study kinematics and dynamics, to design control algorithms, for trajectory planning. It en-
ables also real time simulation. Due to its concept it is a very good tool for education. To gain
the transparency, special blocks have been developed to calculate the kinematic and dynamic
models. These blocks are then used to build the desired model. Fig. 3 shows the dynamic
model where an external force acts on the end-effector. The block dymodall which calculates
the system vectors and matrices x, J, J̇, H, h and g and then joint accelerations are calculated
using Lagrangian equation.
(b) Planar Manipulators Toolbox with SD/FAST
In this case we use Planar Manipulators Toolbox but the dynamic model is calculated
SD/FAST library. SD/FAST can be used to perform analysis and design studies on any me-
chanical system which can be modelled as a set of rigid bodies interconnected by joints, influ-
enced by forces, driven by prescribed motions, and restricted by constraints (SD/FAST, 1994).
The dynamic model has the same structure as given in Fig. 3 except that the block dymodall
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sign, especially when he is not interested in software implementation issues. The ease of use
becomes even more important when students are working with robots. In most cases they
work in a laboratory for a shorter period, they are focused on their projects and they could
become frustrated if they have to learn a lot of things not directly connected to their tasks.
Finally, in research laboratories different robot systems are used equipped with more or less
open proprietary hardware and software architecture. Therefore, it is much desired that the
control design environment is unified, i.e. the same tools can be used for all robot systems.
The simulation tools for robotic systems can be divided into two major groups: tools based on
general simulation systems and special tools for robot systems. Tools based on general sim-
ulation systems are usually represented as special modules, libraries or user interfaces which
simplify the building of robot systems and environments within these general simulation sys-
tems (e.g. SolidWorks (RobotWorks, 2008)). On the other hand, special simulation tools for
robots cover one or more tasks in robotics like off-line programming and design of robot work
cells (e.g. Robcad (RobCAD, 1988)) or kinematic and dynamic analysis (Corke, 1996; SimMe-
chanics, 2005). They can be specialized for special types of robots like mobile robots, underwa-
ter robots, parallel mechanisms, or they are assigned to predefined robot family. Depending
on the particular application different structural attributes and functional parameters have to
be modelled.
For the use in research laboratories, robot simulation tools focused on the motion of the robotic
manipulator in different environments are important, especially those for the design of robot
control systems (Corke, 1996; MSRS, 2008; SimMechanics, 2005; Webots, 2005). Recently, Mi-
crosoft Robotics Studio (MSRS, 2008) has been launched with a general aim to unify robot
programming for hobbyist, academic and commercial developers and to create robot applica-
tions for a variety of hardware platforms. The system enables both remotely connected and
robot-based scenarios using .NET and XML protocols. The simulation engine enables real-
time physics simulation and interaction between simulated entities. Each part of the control
loop can be substituted with the real or simulated hardware. Although the system is still un-
der development, it is not easy to add new entity, for example a new robot or a new sensor.
One of the major drawbacks seems to be the low data throughput rate, which does not allow
the realization of complex control laws at high sampling frequency. Therefore, it is not clear
yet if MSRS is appropriate for research robotics, especially for complex systems. Real time re-
quirements are better solved in another programming/simulation framework, MCA2 (MCA2,
2008). MCA is a modular, network transparent and realtime capable C/C++ framework for
controlling robots and other hardware. The main platform is Linux/RTLinux, but the support
for Win32 and MCA OS/X also exists. However, it is still a complex system and therefore less
appropriate for education and students projects.

2.1 MATLAB based tools
MATLAB is definitely one of the most used platforms for the modelling and simulation of
various kind of systems and it is not surprising that it has been used intensively for the sim-
ulation of robotics systems. Among others the main reasons for that are its capabilities of
solving problems with matrix formulations and easy extensibility. As an extension to MAT-
LAB, SIMULINK adds many features for easier simulation of dynamic systems, e.q. graph-
ical model and the possibility to simulate in real-time. Among special toolboxes that have
been developed for MATLAB we have selected four: (a)Planar Manipulators Toolbox (Žlaj-
pah, 1997), (b)Planar Manipulators Toolbox with SD/FAST (SD/FAST, 1994), (c)“A Robotic
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Toolbox” (Corke, 1996), (d) “SimMechanics Toolbox” (SimMechanics, 2005) and (e) “20-sim”
(Kleijn, 2009).
To illustrate different approaches to the dynamic simulation of robot manipulators we have
selected as an object a simple planar manipulator which has 3 revolute joints acting in a plane
as shown on Fig. 1. The main part of any simulation is the dynamic model. To focus on it, we
simulate only the dynamics, without any task controller.
Let the configuration of the manipulator be represented by the vector q of n joint positions,
and the end-effector position (and orientation) by m-dimensional vector x of task positions.
The joint and task coordinates are related by the following expressions

x = p(q), ẋ = J(q)q̇, ẍ = Jq̈ + J̇q̇ (1)

where J is the Jacobian matrix, and the overall dynamic behaviour of the manipulator is de-
scribed by the following equation

τ = H(q)q̈ + h(q̇,q) + g(q)− τF (2)

where τ is the vector of control torques, H is the symmetric positive-definite inertia matrix, h
is the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal forces, g is the vector of gravity forces, and vector τF
represents the torques due to the external forces acting on the manipulator.
Fig. 2 shows the top level block scheme of the system. This scheme is the same in all cases,
only the Dynamic model block is changed.
(a) Planar Manipulators Toolbox
Planar Manipulators Toolbox is intended for the simulation of planar manipulators with revo-
lute joints and is based on Lagrangian formulation. Planar Manipulators Toolbox can be used
to study kinematics and dynamics, to design control algorithms, for trajectory planning. It en-
ables also real time simulation. Due to its concept it is a very good tool for education. To gain
the transparency, special blocks have been developed to calculate the kinematic and dynamic
models. These blocks are then used to build the desired model. Fig. 3 shows the dynamic
model where an external force acts on the end-effector. The block dymodall which calculates
the system vectors and matrices x, J, J̇, H, h and g and then joint accelerations are calculated
using Lagrangian equation.
(b) Planar Manipulators Toolbox with SD/FAST
In this case we use Planar Manipulators Toolbox but the dynamic model is calculated
SD/FAST library. SD/FAST can be used to perform analysis and design studies on any me-
chanical system which can be modelled as a set of rigid bodies interconnected by joints, influ-
enced by forces, driven by prescribed motions, and restricted by constraints (SD/FAST, 1994).
The dynamic model has the same structure as given in Fig. 3 except that the block dymodall
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Fig. 3. Dynamic model (Planar Manipulators Toolbox )

is now a special S-function interfacing SD/FAST procedures and Simulink. The robot kine-
matics (geometry) and link mass properties are passed to SD/FAST in the System Description
file (Fig.4). Then using the SD/FAST compiler the dynamic model is generated which is then
called in S-function. To calculate the dynamics SD/FAST uses the advanced Kane’s formula-
tion and Order(n) formulation.

# model of a planar manipulator with 4dof
language = c
gravity = 0 -9.81 0
#link1

body = link1 inb = $ground
joint = pin prescribed = ?
mass = 1 inertia = 0 0 1
bodytojoint = 0.5 0 0
inbtojoint = 0.5 0 0
pin = 0 0 1

#link2
body = link2 inb = link1
joint = pin prescribed = ?

mass = 1 inertia = 0 0 1
bodytojoint = 0.5 0 0
inbtojoint = 0.5 0 0
pin = 0 0 1

#link3
body = link3 inb = link2
joint = pin prescribed = ?
mass = 1 inertia = 0 0 1
bodytojoint = 0.5 0 0
inbtojoint = 0.5 0 0
pin = 0 0 1

Fig. 4. System Description file for 3R planar manipulator (SDFAST)

(c) Robotics Toolbox
The Robotics Toolbox provides many functions that are required in robotics and addresses
areas such as kinematics, dynamics, and trajectory generation. The Toolbox is useful for the
simulation as well as for analysing the results from experiments with real robots, and can be
a powerful tool for education. The Toolbox is based on a general method of representing the
kinematics and dynamics of serial-link manipulators by description matrices. The inverse dy-
namics is calculated using the recursive Newton-Euler formulation. Although it was initially
meant to be used with MATLAB, it can be also used with Simulink. Fig. 5 shows the definition
of the robot model and the block scheme of the dynamic model using Robotics Toolbox.
(d) SimMechanics Toolbox
SimMechanics extends Simulink with the tools for modelling and simulating mechanical sys-
tems. With SimMechanics, you can model and simulate mechanical systems with a suite of
tools to specify bodies and their mass properties, their possible motions, kinematic constraints,

%% Definition of the R3 planar robot
for i=1:nj
LR{i}=link([0 L(i) 0 0 0],’standard’);
LR{i}.m=m(i);
LR{i}.r=[-Lc(i),0,0];
LR{i}.I=[1 1 1 0 0 0]*II(i);
LR{i}.Jm=0;
LR{i}.G=1;
LR{i}.B=Bv(i);
LR{i}.Tc=[0 0];

end R3=robot(LR);
R3.name=’R3’;
R3.gravity=[0 9.81 0];
R3.q=q0’;

Fig. 5. Dynamic model (Robotics toolbox)

and coordinate systems, and to initiate and measure body motions (SimMechanics, 2005). To
get a dynamic model of a robot manipulator we have first to build the link model, i.e. to
connect link masses with joints as it is shown on Fig. 7. All link models are then connected
together to the complete model (Fig. 6).
(e) 20-sim
Although 20-sim is a stand-alone simulation system (described later), it has a possibility to ex-
port the model to Simulink blocks as C-mex function. For comparison, we have modelled our
robot manipulator using the 3D Mechanic Editor where you can model mechanical systems
by specifying bodies, joints, sensors and actuators (Kleijn, 2009). To get a dynamic model of
a robot manipulator we have first defined the links and then we have connected links with
joints as it is shown on Fig. 8. Adding the trajectories generator, controllers and power am-
plifiers with gears a complete model of the system can be built (Fig. 9). Using the C code
generator in 20-sim we have generated a Simulink block of the manipulator subsystem (R3).
This block is then used in Simulink simulation scheme as shown in Fig. 2.
In all five cases it has been very easy to build the robot system. One of the differences between
these tools is that special toolboxes for robot modelling have predefined more specific func-
tions and blocks as the general toolboxes. The other difference is the execution time. In Fig.
10 we give the calculation time for the dynamic model for all five approaches. First we can
see that SD/FAST is significantly faster than other and is increasing more slowly versus the

Fig. 6. Dynamic model of 3R manipulator (SimMechanics toolbox)
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The Robotics Toolbox provides many functions that are required in robotics and addresses
areas such as kinematics, dynamics, and trajectory generation. The Toolbox is useful for the
simulation as well as for analysing the results from experiments with real robots, and can be
a powerful tool for education. The Toolbox is based on a general method of representing the
kinematics and dynamics of serial-link manipulators by description matrices. The inverse dy-
namics is calculated using the recursive Newton-Euler formulation. Although it was initially
meant to be used with MATLAB, it can be also used with Simulink. Fig. 5 shows the definition
of the robot model and the block scheme of the dynamic model using Robotics Toolbox.
(d) SimMechanics Toolbox
SimMechanics extends Simulink with the tools for modelling and simulating mechanical sys-
tems. With SimMechanics, you can model and simulate mechanical systems with a suite of
tools to specify bodies and their mass properties, their possible motions, kinematic constraints,

%% Definition of the R3 planar robot
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and coordinate systems, and to initiate and measure body motions (SimMechanics, 2005). To
get a dynamic model of a robot manipulator we have first to build the link model, i.e. to
connect link masses with joints as it is shown on Fig. 7. All link models are then connected
together to the complete model (Fig. 6).
(e) 20-sim
Although 20-sim is a stand-alone simulation system (described later), it has a possibility to ex-
port the model to Simulink blocks as C-mex function. For comparison, we have modelled our
robot manipulator using the 3D Mechanic Editor where you can model mechanical systems
by specifying bodies, joints, sensors and actuators (Kleijn, 2009). To get a dynamic model of
a robot manipulator we have first defined the links and then we have connected links with
joints as it is shown on Fig. 8. Adding the trajectories generator, controllers and power am-
plifiers with gears a complete model of the system can be built (Fig. 9). Using the C code
generator in 20-sim we have generated a Simulink block of the manipulator subsystem (R3).
This block is then used in Simulink simulation scheme as shown in Fig. 2.
In all five cases it has been very easy to build the robot system. One of the differences between
these tools is that special toolboxes for robot modelling have predefined more specific func-
tions and blocks as the general toolboxes. The other difference is the execution time. In Fig.
10 we give the calculation time for the dynamic model for all five approaches. First we can
see that SD/FAST is significantly faster than other and is increasing more slowly versus the
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Fig. 7. Model of one link (SimMechanics toolbox)

Fig. 8. Modelling robot manipulator using 20-sim 3D Mechanic Editor

Fig. 9. Complete model of 3R manipulator (20-sim)

degrees-of freedom than other. Next, Planar Manipulators Toolbox is fast for small number
of degrees-of-freedom and the execution time increases fast with the number of degrees-of-
freedom. The Robotics Toolbox is relatively fast as long as we use only the inverse dynamics
(Note that in Fig. 10 only the calculation time for the inverse dynamic model is shown). Oth-
erwise, e.g. for the calculation of the Jacobian matrix, it is significantly slower, because the
calculation is based on M-functions. Also, the model generated in 20-sim is fast (simulation
within 20-sim environment is even faster). A little slower is the SimMechanics Toolbox. In
both cases the execution time versus the number of degrees-of-freedom increases similarly.
However, if the models the of robot manipulators should be used in the controller (e.g. the
Jacobian matrix), then SimMechanics Toolbox and 20-sim are not appropriate.

2.2 Other general simulation systems
Similarly as in MATLAB the robot system can be simulated in Dymola and Modelica, or 20-
sim. Here, the MultiBody library provides 3-dimensional mechanical components to model
rigid multibody systems, such as robots. The robot system is built by connecting the blocks
representing parts of the robot like link bodies, joints, actuators, etc. Fig. 11 shows the block
scheme of a complete model of the KUKA robot including actuators, gears and the controller
(Kazi & Merk, 2002). Fig. 12 shows the simulation of a parallel robot manipulator with 20-sim
(3D Mechanics Toolbox) (Kleijn, 2009).
Robotica is a computer aided design package for robotic manipulators based on Mathemat-
ica (Nethery & Spong, 1994). It encapsulates many functions into a Mathematica package
allowing efficient symbolic and numeric calculation of kinematic and dynamic equations for
multi-degree-of-freedom manipulators. Robotica is intended, first of all, for model generation
and analysis of robotic systems and for simulation.
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However, if the models the of robot manipulators should be used in the controller (e.g. the
Jacobian matrix), then SimMechanics Toolbox and 20-sim are not appropriate.
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Similarly as in MATLAB the robot system can be simulated in Dymola and Modelica, or 20-
sim. Here, the MultiBody library provides 3-dimensional mechanical components to model
rigid multibody systems, such as robots. The robot system is built by connecting the blocks
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(3D Mechanics Toolbox) (Kleijn, 2009).
Robotica is a computer aided design package for robotic manipulators based on Mathemat-
ica (Nethery & Spong, 1994). It encapsulates many functions into a Mathematica package
allowing efficient symbolic and numeric calculation of kinematic and dynamic equations for
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the calculation time versus number of DOF for the dynamic model of
n-R planar robot manipulator

Fig. 11. Simulation of a robot with Modelica

Fig. 12. Simulation of a Tripod with 20-sim 3D Mechanics Toolbox

2.3 Multibody dynamic engines
In the last years new simulation tools have been available based on the general engines for the
simulation of physics environments (NGD, 2008; ODE, 1994; SD/FAST, 1994). These engines
provide libraries for simulating the multi-body dynamics, i.e. the physics of motion of an
assembly of constrained or restrained bodies. As such they encompass the behaviour of nearly
every object and among them are, of course, also robot manipulators. These dynamic engines
have beside the dynamics simulation engine also a collision detection engine. The collision
engine is given information about the shape of each body and then it figures out which bodies
touch each other and passes the resulting contact point information to the user. The user can
then take the proper actions.
As an example we have selected the Open Dynamic Engine (ODE, 1994). Building the model
of a robot is straightforward. First you have to create all bodies and connect them if desired
with proper joints. For example, the 3DOF model as shown before can be defined as shown
in Fig. 13. For comparison with MATLAB based tools the computational time for nR planar
manipulators (n=2,. . . ,10) is shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the computational efficiency
of ODE is comparable to the SD/FAST library.
Unfortunately, most of dynamics engines do not support functionality necessary to include
robot models in the control algorithms. Advanced control algorithms including robot models
include Jacobian matrices, inertia matrices, gravity forces, etc., and they are not explicitly
defined. The user can use some implicit algorithms or other tools to get these parameters.
The dynamic simulation of multibody systems becomes very important when introducing
robotics into human environments (Go et al., 2004; Khatib et al., 2002; Miller & Christensen,
2003) where the success will not depend only on the capabilities of the real robots but also on
the simulation of such systems. For example, in applications like virtual prototyping, teleoper-
ation, training, collaborative work, and games, physical models are simulated and interacted
with both human users and robots.
For example, the dynamics engine within a robotic grasping simulator known as GraspIt!
(Miller & Allen, 2004) computes the motions of a group of connected robot elements, such as
an arm and a hand, under the influence of controlled motor forces, joint constraint forces, con-
tact forces and external forces. This allows a user to dynamically simulate an entire grasping
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// create world
contactgroup.create (0);
world.setGravity (9.81,0,0);
dWorldSetCFM (world.id(),1e-5);
dPlane plane(space,0,0,1,0);

// fixed robot base
xbody[0].create(world);
xbody[0].setPosition(0,0,SIDE/2);
box[0].create(space,SIDE,SIDE,SIDE);
box[0].setBody(xbody[0]);
bjoint = dJointCreateFixed (world,0);
dJointAttach (bjoint,xbody[0],0);
dJointSetFixed (bjoint);
// robot links
for (i=1; i<=NUM; i++) {

xbody[i].create(world);
xbody[i].setPosition(0,(i-0.5)*LENG,(i+0.5)*SIDE);
m.setBox(1,SIDE,LENG,SIDE);
m.adjust(MASS);
xbody[i].setMass(&m);
box[i].create(space,SIDE,LENG,SIDE);
box[i].setBody(xbody[i]);

}
// robot joints
for (i=0; i<NUM; i++) {

joint[i].create(world);
joint[i].attach(xbody[i],xbody[i+1]);
joint[i].setAnchor(0,(i)*LENG,(i+1)*SIDE);
joint[i].setAxis(0,0,1);

}

Fig. 13. Definition of 3R planar manipulator in ODE

task, as well as test custom robot control algorithms. Fig. 14 shows how a robot hand can
grasp a mug (Miller & Allen, 2004). In this example, all contacts between the fingers and the
mug and related forces are analysed.

3. Control design and integrated environment

A very important part of the robotic system is the control system. In the process of controller
design different steps have to be performed. First of all, the system has to be modelled. In
the next step, the control algorithm is developed. The first results are then obtained by the
simulation. If the results are satisfactory, then in the final stage the control algorithms are
tested on a real system. For this, a real-time code should be generated and implemented on
the real system. The integration of all these steps, although essential, is very difficult. Namely,
the different steps in the development of the controller require the use of different methods
for which different tools are needed. Hence, the results from one step to another have to be
transferred often by hand. This bottleneck can be overcome if control design and testing are
done in an integrated environment.
The importance of simulation tools in the development of robot control systems has been
recognized by researchers very early. We have been using different simulation tools for over
20 years and many of them have been developed in our laboratory. In the last decade we have
been using for the control design MATLAB/Simulink based integrated environment based

Fig. 14. A force-closure grasp of the mug using the DLR hand, which has a metal palm, inner
link surfaces, and rubber fingertips.
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Fig. 15. A block diagram of the integrated environment

on Planar Manipulators Toolbox for dynamic simulation of redundant planar manipulators
Žlajpah (2001). It enables the use of different sensors in the control loop and also the real-time
implementation of the controller and hardware-in-the-loop simulation. Figure 15 shows the
general simulation scheme in this environment. A crucial feature inherited in this scheme
is indicated by the mode switches. Namely, the user can easy switch between using model
or a real system in the simulation loop. This is one of the main features which we need for
development of the robot control systems.
For example, Fig. 16 shows the dynamic model of a manipulator and a sensor detecting the
object in the neighbourhood of the manipulator. When the developed controller is tested on a
real system we substitute the manipulator with our experimental robot, i.e. the dashed blocks
in Fig. 16 are replaced with the interface blocks as shown in Fig. 17a. Fig. 17b shows our
laboratory manipulator with four revolute DOF acting in a plane, which has been developed
specially for testing the different control algorithms for redundant robotic manipulators, per-
forming an obstacle avoidance task.
The integration of the two modes is the most important feature of the integrated environment.
This has been recognized also by many other researchers. For example, one of the goals of the
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A very important part of the robotic system is the control system. In the process of controller
design different steps have to be performed. First of all, the system has to be modelled. In
the next step, the control algorithm is developed. The first results are then obtained by the
simulation. If the results are satisfactory, then in the final stage the control algorithms are
tested on a real system. For this, a real-time code should be generated and implemented on
the real system. The integration of all these steps, although essential, is very difficult. Namely,
the different steps in the development of the controller require the use of different methods
for which different tools are needed. Hence, the results from one step to another have to be
transferred often by hand. This bottleneck can be overcome if control design and testing are
done in an integrated environment.
The importance of simulation tools in the development of robot control systems has been
recognized by researchers very early. We have been using different simulation tools for over
20 years and many of them have been developed in our laboratory. In the last decade we have
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on Planar Manipulators Toolbox for dynamic simulation of redundant planar manipulators
Žlajpah (2001). It enables the use of different sensors in the control loop and also the real-time
implementation of the controller and hardware-in-the-loop simulation. Figure 15 shows the
general simulation scheme in this environment. A crucial feature inherited in this scheme
is indicated by the mode switches. Namely, the user can easy switch between using model
or a real system in the simulation loop. This is one of the main features which we need for
development of the robot control systems.
For example, Fig. 16 shows the dynamic model of a manipulator and a sensor detecting the
object in the neighbourhood of the manipulator. When the developed controller is tested on a
real system we substitute the manipulator with our experimental robot, i.e. the dashed blocks
in Fig. 16 are replaced with the interface blocks as shown in Fig. 17a. Fig. 17b shows our
laboratory manipulator with four revolute DOF acting in a plane, which has been developed
specially for testing the different control algorithms for redundant robotic manipulators, per-
forming an obstacle avoidance task.
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Fig. 16. A block diagram including the dynamic model of a manipulator and a sensor detect-
ing the object in the neighbourhood of the manipulator

a) Robot interface block scheme b) Experimental 4-R manipulator
Fig. 17. Avoiding obstacles - Hardware-in-the loop simulation

IST project "RealSim" was to develop an efficient tool for modelling, simulating and optimis-
ing industrial robots (Kazi & Merk, 2002). Fig. 18 shows the structure of the simulation system
where a real control unit is connected to the simulator of an industrial robot. Using such sys-
tem the controller can be tested without a real robot, e.g. before even the robot has been built.

Fig. 18. Real time optimisation system (Project RealSim (Kazi & Merk, 2002))

3.1 The concept of distributed environment
The Planar Manipulators Toolbox has proved to be a very useful and effective tool for many
purposes, but it has been primary designed for the kinematic and dynamic simulation of the
planar manipulators and to develop and test control algorithms on the lower control level,
especially for redundant manipulators. In the last years, the scope of our research is oriented
more in the development of control systems for humanoid and service robots (Gams et al.,
2009; Omrčen et al., 2007). These robots have in general a more complex mechanical structure
with many degrees-of-freedom. So, complex kinematic and dynamic models are necessary to
simulate them. Furthermore, the control methods and algorithms are now usually a part of
the higher robot control levels and the low level close-loop control algorithms are assumed
to be a solved issue. These high level control algorithms can become very complex and may
even require parallel computation distributed over more computers.
Considering all new requirements, which are:

to simulate the kinematics and dynamics of arbitrary chosen kinematic chain describing dif-
ferent manipulators,

to enable integration of different sensor systems like vision and force sensors,

to enable simulation of scenarios for complex robot tasks,

to include the model the robots’ environments,

to visualize the robots and their environment and
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3.1 The concept of distributed environment
The Planar Manipulators Toolbox has proved to be a very useful and effective tool for many
purposes, but it has been primary designed for the kinematic and dynamic simulation of the
planar manipulators and to develop and test control algorithms on the lower control level,
especially for redundant manipulators. In the last years, the scope of our research is oriented
more in the development of control systems for humanoid and service robots (Gams et al.,
2009; Omrčen et al., 2007). These robots have in general a more complex mechanical structure
with many degrees-of-freedom. So, complex kinematic and dynamic models are necessary to
simulate them. Furthermore, the control methods and algorithms are now usually a part of
the higher robot control levels and the low level close-loop control algorithms are assumed
to be a solved issue. These high level control algorithms can become very complex and may
even require parallel computation distributed over more computers.
Considering all new requirements, which are:

to simulate the kinematics and dynamics of arbitrary chosen kinematic chain describing dif-
ferent manipulators,

to enable integration of different sensor systems like vision and force sensors,

to enable simulation of scenarios for complex robot tasks,

to include the model the robots’ environments,

to visualize the robots and their environment and
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Fig. 19. A functional block diagram of the robot integrated environment in Robotics Labora-
tory including the robot PA10, mobile platform Nomad XR 4000 and sensor systems

to enable integration of real robots in the simulation loop, we have to reconsider the concept
of the control design environment we will use in future. Based on our good experience with
MATLAB/Simulink we have decided that this environment will be the kernel of our simu-
lation tools. However, some of the above requirements can be easier fulfilled by using other
tools. For example, the visualization of the robot and the environment can be easily done by
dedicated graphics tools. Furthermore, advanced robot control strategies rely intensively on
feedback sensor information. The most complex sensor system is the vision system, which
can have several configurations and can be implemented on a single computer or on a com-
puter cluster composed of many computers running different operating systems. To integrate
such a diversity of hardware components in a unique framework we have decided to use
the ethernet communication and the UDP protocol. In this way, we have maximal possible
"degree-of-openness" of the system. Fig. 19 shows a typical scheme of our robot integrated
environment.
In this scheme, each block can represent a real system or a model of that system. Note that
because of using ethernet communication between the blocks, different software tools on dif-
ferent platforms can be used to simulate specific parts of the system. Consequently, the simu-
lation environment can consist of several interacting applications, each representing a part of
the system (Petrič et al., 2009).

3.2 Simulink block library
In Simulink, a system is modelled by combining input-output blocks. To gain the trans-
parency, we try to represent a system by the block structure with several hierarchical levels,
i.e. by combining different basic blocks, subsystems are built which become a single block at
the higher level. In Figure 15 the typical robot subsystems can be seen: the trajectory genera-
tion, the controller, the model of the manipulator and the environment and the animation of
manipulator motion. Figure 20 shows the Robot systems block library. The goal of the library
is to provide blocks which are needed to simulate robotic systems and can not be modelled
with standard blocks. First of all, these are the blocks for robot kinematic and dynamic mod-
els, the blocks for sensors systems, the typical transformations present in robot systems and
the special interface blocks for robots, sensors and all other communications. Additionally, the
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library includes some blocks with standard subsystems like task space controllers, trajectory
generation modules, etc.

3.3 Integration of sensors
Advanced robotics is characterized by the variety of complex sensory systems, e.g. vision
sensors, force sensors, acoustic sensors, laser scanners, proximity sensor, etc. Therefore it is
extremely important to apply as accurately as possible the sensor models into the simulation
environment. The models of sensors are completely transparent to the design environment,
i.e. real sensor can be substituted with the simulated one and vice versa in the control loop.
The integration of sensors depends on their characteristics. Complex sensor systems like vi-
sion and acoustic sensors, or more advanced laser proximity sensors require relatively high
computational power for signal processing. In many cases, it is difficult to accomplish all re-
quired data processing on the local computer. Often we have to apply a remote computer or
even a remote computer cluster in order to obtain required computational power. In such a
case, the subsystems are connected through ethernet with UDP protocol. We have developed
a special protocol classes for different sensors, actuators and other subsystems. However, the
performance is also affected by the communication delays. Therefore, it is favourable to pro-
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Fig. 19. A functional block diagram of the robot integrated environment in Robotics Labora-
tory including the robot PA10, mobile platform Nomad XR 4000 and sensor systems

to enable integration of real robots in the simulation loop, we have to reconsider the concept
of the control design environment we will use in future. Based on our good experience with
MATLAB/Simulink we have decided that this environment will be the kernel of our simu-
lation tools. However, some of the above requirements can be easier fulfilled by using other
tools. For example, the visualization of the robot and the environment can be easily done by
dedicated graphics tools. Furthermore, advanced robot control strategies rely intensively on
feedback sensor information. The most complex sensor system is the vision system, which
can have several configurations and can be implemented on a single computer or on a com-
puter cluster composed of many computers running different operating systems. To integrate
such a diversity of hardware components in a unique framework we have decided to use
the ethernet communication and the UDP protocol. In this way, we have maximal possible
"degree-of-openness" of the system. Fig. 19 shows a typical scheme of our robot integrated
environment.
In this scheme, each block can represent a real system or a model of that system. Note that
because of using ethernet communication between the blocks, different software tools on dif-
ferent platforms can be used to simulate specific parts of the system. Consequently, the simu-
lation environment can consist of several interacting applications, each representing a part of
the system (Petrič et al., 2009).

3.2 Simulink block library
In Simulink, a system is modelled by combining input-output blocks. To gain the trans-
parency, we try to represent a system by the block structure with several hierarchical levels,
i.e. by combining different basic blocks, subsystems are built which become a single block at
the higher level. In Figure 15 the typical robot subsystems can be seen: the trajectory genera-
tion, the controller, the model of the manipulator and the environment and the animation of
manipulator motion. Figure 20 shows the Robot systems block library. The goal of the library
is to provide blocks which are needed to simulate robotic systems and can not be modelled
with standard blocks. First of all, these are the blocks for robot kinematic and dynamic mod-
els, the blocks for sensors systems, the typical transformations present in robot systems and
the special interface blocks for robots, sensors and all other communications. Additionally, the
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library includes some blocks with standard subsystems like task space controllers, trajectory
generation modules, etc.

3.3 Integration of sensors
Advanced robotics is characterized by the variety of complex sensory systems, e.g. vision
sensors, force sensors, acoustic sensors, laser scanners, proximity sensor, etc. Therefore it is
extremely important to apply as accurately as possible the sensor models into the simulation
environment. The models of sensors are completely transparent to the design environment,
i.e. real sensor can be substituted with the simulated one and vice versa in the control loop.
The integration of sensors depends on their characteristics. Complex sensor systems like vi-
sion and acoustic sensors, or more advanced laser proximity sensors require relatively high
computational power for signal processing. In many cases, it is difficult to accomplish all re-
quired data processing on the local computer. Often we have to apply a remote computer or
even a remote computer cluster in order to obtain required computational power. In such a
case, the subsystems are connected through ethernet with UDP protocol. We have developed
a special protocol classes for different sensors, actuators and other subsystems. However, the
performance is also affected by the communication delays. Therefore, it is favourable to pro-
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Fig. 21. Animation of the HOAP 3 hu-
manoid robot using RoboWorks™

Fig. 22. Animation of the PA10 robot in Blender

cess signals of high frame-rate sensor, such as joint encoders, tachometers, force sensors, etc.
on the local computer.

3.4 Visualization and animation
It is very important to visualize the simulation results. Especially in robotics it is necessary
to “see” the motion of the robot and objects in the working environment. In our system we
rely on external software for the visualization and animation of robots. In general, joint angles
of robotic manipulators as well as the position and orientation of the other simulated objects
in the scene are passed to the visualization tools using TCP/IP or UDP protocol. Currently,
we have integrated into our simulation environment two visualization software packages -
RoboWorks (RoboWorks, 2008) and Blender(Blender, 2008).
Roboworks incorporates simple, but efficient modeler. Because of its simplicity the
RoboWorks package is the favourable tool for the visualization of simpler systems, i.e. one
or two robots in non-complex environment. Figure 21 shows the animation of our HOAP 3
humanoid robot and also in the following examples the RoboWorks environment has been
used for the visualization.
For more complex scenes we use Blender, an open source multi-platform 3D computer ani-
mation program, which has a lot of features that are potentially interesting for engineering
purposes, such as the simulation and programming of robots, machine tools, humans and
animals, and the visualization and post-processing of all sorts of data that come out of such
biological or artificial “devices”. Blender supports also scripts (via Python interfaces to the
core C/C++ code), hence it can be extended in many different ways. Among others, Blender
has the capability of placing moving cameras at any link of the kinematic chain, it supports
the real time photo realistic rendering for the virtual reality simulation and has also a physics
engine for the simulation of the interactions between entities.

3.5 Real-time simulation
The real-time performance of the control algorithm is very important when dealing with low-
level control. However, when developing higher level control algorithms, the real-time may
be also important especially when high sample frequency improves the performance of the

system. Therefore, when manipulator-in-the loop simulation is performed, the simulation
system which controls the robot system has to provide the real-time capabilities and enable
high sample frequencies. There are many real-time operating systems as Real Time Linux,
QNX, EYRX, SMX, etc. Disadvantages of these operational systems are time-consuming soft-
ware development and incompatibility with other systems. The algorithms are usually writ-
ten in C or some other low-level programming language, where more sophisticated control
algorithms require more time and increase the chance of error. Due to the above mentioned
disadvantages of some real-time operation systems, we use the Matlab/Simulink and the xPC
Target operation system whenever possible (Omrcen, 2007). xPC Target enables the real-time
simulation and hardware-in-the-loop simulation using corresponding interfaces. It is a good
prototyping tool that enables connecting Matlab/Simulink models to physical systems and
executing simulation in real-time on PC-compatible hardware. As xPC Target supports also
UDP communication, this was also one of the reasons to select the UDP for the communication
between different applications in the simulation environment (Omrcen, 2007). Nevertheless,
using Matlab/Simulink and xPC Target environment brings some disadvantages. Most of the
hardware used for a robot control, which is available on the market, does not provide drivers
for xPC Target. Therefore, we had to develop drivers for our our robots and sensors.

3.6 Case study
To show the efficiency, flexibility and usability of our control design environment we outline
a typical experimental example using the Mitsubishi PA robot. The robot task is to play yo-yo,
i.e. to keep the amplitude of the yo-yo at a desired level (Žlajpah, 2006). The yo-yo is tied
to the tip of the robot. To be able to play the yo-yo it is necessary to know the position of
the yo-yo and the force in the string or the velocity of the yo-yo (depending on the control
algorithm). A WebCam has been used to measure the position of the yo-yo. To measure the
string force a JR3 force/torque sensor mounted on the end-effector of the robot has been used.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 23. The control should be implemented on PC’s
in MATLAB/SIMULINK environment and we wanted to use the PA10 motion control board
which allows to control the end-effector positions of the robot.
In the first step of the control design when different control strategies have to be tested, we
simulated the whole system in Simulink. We used the PA10 kinematic model and we had to
develop a Simulink model of the yo-yo. The top level simulation scheme is shown in Figure

Fig. 23. Experimental setup (Mitsubishi PA10, vision system and force sensor)
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Fig. 21. Animation of the HOAP 3 hu-
manoid robot using RoboWorks™

Fig. 22. Animation of the PA10 robot in Blender
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of robotic manipulators as well as the position and orientation of the other simulated objects
in the scene are passed to the visualization tools using TCP/IP or UDP protocol. Currently,
we have integrated into our simulation environment two visualization software packages -
RoboWorks (RoboWorks, 2008) and Blender(Blender, 2008).
Roboworks incorporates simple, but efficient modeler. Because of its simplicity the
RoboWorks package is the favourable tool for the visualization of simpler systems, i.e. one
or two robots in non-complex environment. Figure 21 shows the animation of our HOAP 3
humanoid robot and also in the following examples the RoboWorks environment has been
used for the visualization.
For more complex scenes we use Blender, an open source multi-platform 3D computer ani-
mation program, which has a lot of features that are potentially interesting for engineering
purposes, such as the simulation and programming of robots, machine tools, humans and
animals, and the visualization and post-processing of all sorts of data that come out of such
biological or artificial “devices”. Blender supports also scripts (via Python interfaces to the
core C/C++ code), hence it can be extended in many different ways. Among others, Blender
has the capability of placing moving cameras at any link of the kinematic chain, it supports
the real time photo realistic rendering for the virtual reality simulation and has also a physics
engine for the simulation of the interactions between entities.

3.5 Real-time simulation
The real-time performance of the control algorithm is very important when dealing with low-
level control. However, when developing higher level control algorithms, the real-time may
be also important especially when high sample frequency improves the performance of the

system. Therefore, when manipulator-in-the loop simulation is performed, the simulation
system which controls the robot system has to provide the real-time capabilities and enable
high sample frequencies. There are many real-time operating systems as Real Time Linux,
QNX, EYRX, SMX, etc. Disadvantages of these operational systems are time-consuming soft-
ware development and incompatibility with other systems. The algorithms are usually writ-
ten in C or some other low-level programming language, where more sophisticated control
algorithms require more time and increase the chance of error. Due to the above mentioned
disadvantages of some real-time operation systems, we use the Matlab/Simulink and the xPC
Target operation system whenever possible (Omrcen, 2007). xPC Target enables the real-time
simulation and hardware-in-the-loop simulation using corresponding interfaces. It is a good
prototyping tool that enables connecting Matlab/Simulink models to physical systems and
executing simulation in real-time on PC-compatible hardware. As xPC Target supports also
UDP communication, this was also one of the reasons to select the UDP for the communication
between different applications in the simulation environment (Omrcen, 2007). Nevertheless,
using Matlab/Simulink and xPC Target environment brings some disadvantages. Most of the
hardware used for a robot control, which is available on the market, does not provide drivers
for xPC Target. Therefore, we had to develop drivers for our our robots and sensors.

3.6 Case study
To show the efficiency, flexibility and usability of our control design environment we outline
a typical experimental example using the Mitsubishi PA robot. The robot task is to play yo-yo,
i.e. to keep the amplitude of the yo-yo at a desired level (Žlajpah, 2006). The yo-yo is tied
to the tip of the robot. To be able to play the yo-yo it is necessary to know the position of
the yo-yo and the force in the string or the velocity of the yo-yo (depending on the control
algorithm). A WebCam has been used to measure the position of the yo-yo. To measure the
string force a JR3 force/torque sensor mounted on the end-effector of the robot has been used.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 23. The control should be implemented on PC’s
in MATLAB/SIMULINK environment and we wanted to use the PA10 motion control board
which allows to control the end-effector positions of the robot.
In the first step of the control design when different control strategies have to be tested, we
simulated the whole system in Simulink. We used the PA10 kinematic model and we had to
develop a Simulink model of the yo-yo. The top level simulation scheme is shown in Figure

Fig. 23. Experimental setup (Mitsubishi PA10, vision system and force sensor)
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24. The main three blocks are the controller, the robot model and a special model of the yo-yo
(Žlajpah, 2006). As we want to move the robot end-effector only in the vertical direction the
z-axis motion (x and y positions are fixed to the initial values), we have to use a kinematic task
space controller. This subsystem can be easily composed by combining blocks in our Simulink
library as it is shown in Figure 25.
After the best control strategy has been verified using this simulation scheme, the next step is
to test the control when the sensor systems information is obtained via ethernet connection.
Therefore, we have developed a special yo-yo simulator, which receives the hand position
and sends the position of the yo-yo and the string force via ethernet connection using UDP
protocol (see Figure 28). The simulation scheme is the same except that instead of yo-yo
Simulink model, the corresponding UDP interface blocks are used (see Figures 26 and 27).

As the external yo-yo simulator is a real time simulator, also in Simulink real-time simulation
should be used. As the sampling frequency in this case is rather low (100 Hz for robot control
and 25Hz for vision system) and the computation time of the Simulink model is small enough,
we can use a special block for real-time synchronization.
Finally, when the designed control algorithms give satisfactory simulation results, we can test
the control strategy on a real system. In manipulator-in-the-loop simulation, the model of
the PA10 robot is replaced by the corresponding interface blocks. The position of the yo-yo
and the string force are now obtained from the vision system and force sensor using the same
interface as when the yo-yo simulator has been used. The corresponding scheme is shown
in Figures 29. From the top level scheme it can easily be seen that the controller part of the
system has not been changed and is the same as in the previous simulation schemes.
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4. Overview of simulation in different robotic fields

Robotics is very interdisciplinary, fast growing research field. Robots are introduced in various
areas and used for different tasks also the requirements for the simulation tools depend on
the particular application. However, all new applications, methodologies and technologies in
robotics share the requirement to simulate robot systems and the environment with sufficient
sophistication and accuracy. In the following, the role of the simulation tools in some robotic
fields is presented.

4.1 Off-line programming
The greatest advantage of robots is their flexibility, i.e. their ability to be rearranged for new
production tasks. Utilization of the robot’s flexibility presupposes the effective programming.
Robot can be programmed directly using the robot controller and other required equipment.
However, to overcome the limitation that requires floor presence for programming and if we
do not want that production equipment (robot and auxiliary devices) is not occupied during
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24. The main three blocks are the controller, the robot model and a special model of the yo-yo
(Žlajpah, 2006). As we want to move the robot end-effector only in the vertical direction the
z-axis motion (x and y positions are fixed to the initial values), we have to use a kinematic task
space controller. This subsystem can be easily composed by combining blocks in our Simulink
library as it is shown in Figure 25.
After the best control strategy has been verified using this simulation scheme, the next step is
to test the control when the sensor systems information is obtained via ethernet connection.
Therefore, we have developed a special yo-yo simulator, which receives the hand position
and sends the position of the yo-yo and the string force via ethernet connection using UDP
protocol (see Figure 28). The simulation scheme is the same except that instead of yo-yo
Simulink model, the corresponding UDP interface blocks are used (see Figures 26 and 27).

As the external yo-yo simulator is a real time simulator, also in Simulink real-time simulation
should be used. As the sampling frequency in this case is rather low (100 Hz for robot control
and 25Hz for vision system) and the computation time of the Simulink model is small enough,
we can use a special block for real-time synchronization.
Finally, when the designed control algorithms give satisfactory simulation results, we can test
the control strategy on a real system. In manipulator-in-the-loop simulation, the model of
the PA10 robot is replaced by the corresponding interface blocks. The position of the yo-yo
and the string force are now obtained from the vision system and force sensor using the same
interface as when the yo-yo simulator has been used. The corresponding scheme is shown
in Figures 29. From the top level scheme it can easily be seen that the controller part of the
system has not been changed and is the same as in the previous simulation schemes.
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4. Overview of simulation in different robotic fields

Robotics is very interdisciplinary, fast growing research field. Robots are introduced in various
areas and used for different tasks also the requirements for the simulation tools depend on
the particular application. However, all new applications, methodologies and technologies in
robotics share the requirement to simulate robot systems and the environment with sufficient
sophistication and accuracy. In the following, the role of the simulation tools in some robotic
fields is presented.

4.1 Off-line programming
The greatest advantage of robots is their flexibility, i.e. their ability to be rearranged for new
production tasks. Utilization of the robot’s flexibility presupposes the effective programming.
Robot can be programmed directly using the robot controller and other required equipment.
However, to overcome the limitation that requires floor presence for programming and if we
do not want that production equipment (robot and auxiliary devices) is not occupied during
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Fig. 30. Simulation of robot cell for the shoe finishing operations

programming the alternative is off-line programming. Off-line programming takes place on a
separate computer, usually in the office and it uses the models of the workcell including robots
and other devices that are used in the cell. Almost all commercially available industrial robots
are supported by the off-line programming systems (ABB, 2008; Kuka, 2008; MotoSim, 2008).
However, many other more general off-line programming systems are available for off-line
programming and simulation of workcells which are not dedicated to a certain robot family
(Easy-Rob, 2008; RobCAD, 1988; RobotWorks, 2008).
Using off-line programming systems robot programs can in most cases be created by the reuse
of existing CAD data so that the programming will be quick and effective. Additionally, the
robot programs are verified in simulation and any errors are corrected. For example, we have
developed a robot cell for shoe finishing operation (creaming, brushing, etc.) where the tra-
jectories have been generated using CAD data without considering the kinematic limitations
of the robot and collisions with the objects in the workspace of the robot. Using off-line simu-
lation these trajectories have been then verified and optimized before applied to the real robot
(Fig. 30).

4.2 Humanoid robots
Advances in humanoid robotics open new possibilities of introducing humanoid robots into
human environments. The goals of this emerging technology is that robots will work, assist,
entertain and cooperate with humans or do certain jobs instead of a human. The foundation
for these applications are control strategies and algorithms, sensory information and appropri-
ate models of robot and environment. Virtual worlds, dynamic walking and haptic interaction
are the topics addressed by researchers in this field (Hirukawa et al., 2003; Khatib et al., 2002;
NASA, 2008; Stilman & Kuffner, 2003).
As an example we show a simulation environment which allows the user to interactively con-
trol a virtual model of a humanoid (Stilman & Kuffner, 2003). Fig. 31 shows a humanoid
robot which is permitted to reconfigure the environment by moving obstacles and creating
free space for a path. The software components include modelling of the robot geometry and

Fig. 31. Humanoid robot navigating among
movable obstacles

Fig. 32. Humanoid body falling due to grav-
ity.

kinematics, simulated stereo visual sensing, and motion planning. In addition, the simula-
tion environment serves as a graphical user interface for controlling the real robot hardware
interactively.
The next example considers the whole-body behaviours (Khatib et al., 2005). Fig. 32 illustrates
a virtual real-time simulation where a humanoid is falling under the effects of the gravity and
colliding with the floor at multiple contact points. The proposed control was implemented and
verified in a virtual environment that integrates multi-body dynamics, multi-robot control,
multi-contact multi-body resolution and haptic interaction for robot teleoperation.

4.3 Robotics in medicine
The modelling of deformable organs, planning and simulation of robotics procedures, safe
and real-time integration with augmented reality are the key topics in the field of robot as-
sisted surgery (Ève et al., 2004). Fig. 33 shows the interface of the software designed at INRIA
(Chir Robotics Medical Team) for the planning and simulation of robot assists surgical inter-
ventions. The simulator has the double aim of offering the surgeon a realistic environment to
develop good control over the robot, and of validating the suggested incision ports.

4.4 Mobile robotics
Mobile robotics is a complex research area in which many advanced technologies and open
research issues are combined all together. It is often difficult to master perfectly every technol-
ogy, and hence realistic simulations and fast prototyping of mobile robots help to reduce the
amount of time and hardware spent in developing mobile robotics applications. Moreover, the
simulation tools allow the researchers to focus on the most interesting parts of their robotics
projects and hence to achieve more advanced results. Especially, as mobile robots move out of
laboratories and into the hands of users it is required that the simulation tools provide an in-
tegrated development environment for specifying, evaluating and deploying robot missions
and it should allow non-expert users to specify robot missions in an easy way, e.g. using a
visual programming paradigm. Furthermore, integrated support for evaluating solutions via
simulation and finally deploying them on robots must also be available.
The Webots mobile robotics simulation software (Webots, 2005) provides you with a rapid
prototyping environment for modelling, programming and simulating mobile robots. The
included robot libraries enable you to transfer your control programs to many commercially
available real mobile robots. Figure 34 shows the simulation of Sony AIBO robot.
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Fig. 30. Simulation of robot cell for the shoe finishing operations

programming the alternative is off-line programming. Off-line programming takes place on a
separate computer, usually in the office and it uses the models of the workcell including robots
and other devices that are used in the cell. Almost all commercially available industrial robots
are supported by the off-line programming systems (ABB, 2008; Kuka, 2008; MotoSim, 2008).
However, many other more general off-line programming systems are available for off-line
programming and simulation of workcells which are not dedicated to a certain robot family
(Easy-Rob, 2008; RobCAD, 1988; RobotWorks, 2008).
Using off-line programming systems robot programs can in most cases be created by the reuse
of existing CAD data so that the programming will be quick and effective. Additionally, the
robot programs are verified in simulation and any errors are corrected. For example, we have
developed a robot cell for shoe finishing operation (creaming, brushing, etc.) where the tra-
jectories have been generated using CAD data without considering the kinematic limitations
of the robot and collisions with the objects in the workspace of the robot. Using off-line simu-
lation these trajectories have been then verified and optimized before applied to the real robot
(Fig. 30).

4.2 Humanoid robots
Advances in humanoid robotics open new possibilities of introducing humanoid robots into
human environments. The goals of this emerging technology is that robots will work, assist,
entertain and cooperate with humans or do certain jobs instead of a human. The foundation
for these applications are control strategies and algorithms, sensory information and appropri-
ate models of robot and environment. Virtual worlds, dynamic walking and haptic interaction
are the topics addressed by researchers in this field (Hirukawa et al., 2003; Khatib et al., 2002;
NASA, 2008; Stilman & Kuffner, 2003).
As an example we show a simulation environment which allows the user to interactively con-
trol a virtual model of a humanoid (Stilman & Kuffner, 2003). Fig. 31 shows a humanoid
robot which is permitted to reconfigure the environment by moving obstacles and creating
free space for a path. The software components include modelling of the robot geometry and

Fig. 31. Humanoid robot navigating among
movable obstacles

Fig. 32. Humanoid body falling due to grav-
ity.

kinematics, simulated stereo visual sensing, and motion planning. In addition, the simula-
tion environment serves as a graphical user interface for controlling the real robot hardware
interactively.
The next example considers the whole-body behaviours (Khatib et al., 2005). Fig. 32 illustrates
a virtual real-time simulation where a humanoid is falling under the effects of the gravity and
colliding with the floor at multiple contact points. The proposed control was implemented and
verified in a virtual environment that integrates multi-body dynamics, multi-robot control,
multi-contact multi-body resolution and haptic interaction for robot teleoperation.

4.3 Robotics in medicine
The modelling of deformable organs, planning and simulation of robotics procedures, safe
and real-time integration with augmented reality are the key topics in the field of robot as-
sisted surgery (Ève et al., 2004). Fig. 33 shows the interface of the software designed at INRIA
(Chir Robotics Medical Team) for the planning and simulation of robot assists surgical inter-
ventions. The simulator has the double aim of offering the surgeon a realistic environment to
develop good control over the robot, and of validating the suggested incision ports.

4.4 Mobile robotics
Mobile robotics is a complex research area in which many advanced technologies and open
research issues are combined all together. It is often difficult to master perfectly every technol-
ogy, and hence realistic simulations and fast prototyping of mobile robots help to reduce the
amount of time and hardware spent in developing mobile robotics applications. Moreover, the
simulation tools allow the researchers to focus on the most interesting parts of their robotics
projects and hence to achieve more advanced results. Especially, as mobile robots move out of
laboratories and into the hands of users it is required that the simulation tools provide an in-
tegrated development environment for specifying, evaluating and deploying robot missions
and it should allow non-expert users to specify robot missions in an easy way, e.g. using a
visual programming paradigm. Furthermore, integrated support for evaluating solutions via
simulation and finally deploying them on robots must also be available.
The Webots mobile robotics simulation software (Webots, 2005) provides you with a rapid
prototyping environment for modelling, programming and simulating mobile robots. The
included robot libraries enable you to transfer your control programs to many commercially
available real mobile robots. Figure 34 shows the simulation of Sony AIBO robot.
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Fig. 33. Simulation of robot assisted surgical interventions (INRIA — ChIR)

Fig. 34. Simulation of Sony Aibo ERS-7 in We-
bots simulator

Fig. 35. Simulated competition arena from
the Trinity College Fire Fighting Home Robot
Contest

Fig. 36. Webots simulator: Simulation of Khepera robots

Rossum’s Playhouse is a modest, two-dimensional robot simulation intended to aid devel-
opers implementing control and navigation logic. It allows applications to build a data-
configurable robot which can interact with a simulated landscape or solve a virtual maze.
It is primarily a tool for programmers and other developers who are writing the software for
robotic applications. It can also be used as a testbed for algorithms and control logic. A num-
ber of developers are currently using the simulator to test and improve competition strategies
for small robots. Fig. 35 shows a maze-solving application in a known environment.
Some of the simulation programs are designed for special robots. A very popular mobile
robot used in research is Khepera and there are many simulation packages which support
this robot, like Webots (Michel, 2008) (Fig. 36) or Matlab based toolbox KiKS (Storm, 2008).
Another example is the EyeSim simulator (EyeSim, 2008). EyeSim is a multiple mobile robot
simulator that allows experimenting with EyeBot mobile robots. The user can test the same
unchanged programs that run on the real robots. In Fig. 37 a 3D scene representation of the
environment and robots in it is being shown, together with the views of active robots.
A special kind of mobile robots are biomimetic robots which borrow their structure and senses
from animals, such as insects. The most well-known early biomimetic robots were a cockroach
and a lobster. The research is aimed at developing new mobile robots that exhibit much greater
robustness in performance in unstructured environments than mobile robots with wheels.
These new robots will be substantially more compliant and stable than current robots, and
will take advantage of new developments in materials, fabrication technologies, sensors and
actuators. Applications will include autonomous or semi-autonomous tasks in an obstacle-
strewn ground or a sloshy ocean bay. Also here simulation plays an important role.
Fig. 38 shows a walking bug (Reichler & Delcomyn, 2000). The simulation system is able to
simulate anything from a single leg segment to an entire walking insect, including muscles,
sense organs, and the nervous control system. The user can enter the physical dimensions of
a single leg of an insect, place muscles and sense organs where they are known to be located
on the leg of a living insect, and study how the nervous system might use these components
to generate reflex movements produced by a stimulus applied to one of the sense organs. By
entering the physical dimensions of the entire body as well as all six legs, it is possible to study
the way in which the nervous system might generate coordinated walking under various
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opers implementing control and navigation logic. It allows applications to build a data-
configurable robot which can interact with a simulated landscape or solve a virtual maze.
It is primarily a tool for programmers and other developers who are writing the software for
robotic applications. It can also be used as a testbed for algorithms and control logic. A num-
ber of developers are currently using the simulator to test and improve competition strategies
for small robots. Fig. 35 shows a maze-solving application in a known environment.
Some of the simulation programs are designed for special robots. A very popular mobile
robot used in research is Khepera and there are many simulation packages which support
this robot, like Webots (Michel, 2008) (Fig. 36) or Matlab based toolbox KiKS (Storm, 2008).
Another example is the EyeSim simulator (EyeSim, 2008). EyeSim is a multiple mobile robot
simulator that allows experimenting with EyeBot mobile robots. The user can test the same
unchanged programs that run on the real robots. In Fig. 37 a 3D scene representation of the
environment and robots in it is being shown, together with the views of active robots.
A special kind of mobile robots are biomimetic robots which borrow their structure and senses
from animals, such as insects. The most well-known early biomimetic robots were a cockroach
and a lobster. The research is aimed at developing new mobile robots that exhibit much greater
robustness in performance in unstructured environments than mobile robots with wheels.
These new robots will be substantially more compliant and stable than current robots, and
will take advantage of new developments in materials, fabrication technologies, sensors and
actuators. Applications will include autonomous or semi-autonomous tasks in an obstacle-
strewn ground or a sloshy ocean bay. Also here simulation plays an important role.
Fig. 38 shows a walking bug (Reichler & Delcomyn, 2000). The simulation system is able to
simulate anything from a single leg segment to an entire walking insect, including muscles,
sense organs, and the nervous control system. The user can enter the physical dimensions of
a single leg of an insect, place muscles and sense organs where they are known to be located
on the leg of a living insect, and study how the nervous system might use these components
to generate reflex movements produced by a stimulus applied to one of the sense organs. By
entering the physical dimensions of the entire body as well as all six legs, it is possible to study
the way in which the nervous system might generate coordinated walking under various
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Fig. 37. EyeSim simulator: EyeBots playing football

circumstances. The nervous system can also be emulated flexibly – as a single "controller" or
as a hierarchical chain of controllers, as desired.

4.5 Nanorobotics
The automation, control, and manufacturing of nanorobots is a challenging and very new
field. The design and the development of complex nanomechatronic systems with high per-
formance should be addressed via simulation to help pave the way for future applications of
nanorobots in biomedical engineering problems. Successful nanorobotic systems must be able
to respond efficiently in real time to change the aspects of microenvironments. Hence, sim-
ulation tools should not provide only animation or visualization, but should encounter also
physical characteristics of nanorobots and environment (Cavalcanti & Jr., 2005). Fig. 39 shows
the virtual environment which is inhabited by nanorobots, biomolecules, obstacles, and organ
inlets.

4.6 Space robotics
The behaviour of free-floating manipulators in space is different compared to the manipu-
lators “on ground” because they are not fixed, the gravity is negligible and due to the con-
servation of linear and angular momentum. This makes control and planning of robotic end
effector trajectories highly complicated (Dubowsky & Papadopoulos, 1993). The simulation
plays an important role in complex trajectory planning task especially as the space manipu-
lator can have more than conventional number of six degrees of freedom. Additionally, the
robotics simulation tools for space applications are designed also to meet the challenges of
astronaut and ground personnel training a well as providing a valuable tool for space op-
erations support. The simulator supports the critical tasks to be performed by astronauts,

Fig. 38. A simulation of a walking insect

Fig. 39. View of simulator workspace showing the vessel wall with a grid texture, cells and
nanorobots

including payload handling, berthing and de-berthing. For that it has to provide real-time
high-fidelity simulation of the flexible dynamics performance of robotic arms and if necessary
also of astronauts, contact dynamics models, and 3D visual models have to support realistic
views generated by cameras in an operational and dynamic lighting environment that in-
cludes the production of split screen views. Fig. 40 shows a simulation of a humanoid robot
Robonaut in space. The Robonaut simulation has been developed to bridge a gap between
operations and development activities (NASA, 2008). The simulator matches the appearance,
kinematics and dynamics of Robonaut and serves as a platform to test new control theories
and configurations without having to use the real Robonaut or to construct new expensive
hardware. Another benefit of the simulation regards path planning. Now operators can test
arm motions on difficult tasks before actual operation of the robot, thus minimizing the risk
to the hardware.
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Fig. 37. EyeSim simulator: EyeBots playing football
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including payload handling, berthing and de-berthing. For that it has to provide real-time
high-fidelity simulation of the flexible dynamics performance of robotic arms and if necessary
also of astronauts, contact dynamics models, and 3D visual models have to support realistic
views generated by cameras in an operational and dynamic lighting environment that in-
cludes the production of split screen views. Fig. 40 shows a simulation of a humanoid robot
Robonaut in space. The Robonaut simulation has been developed to bridge a gap between
operations and development activities (NASA, 2008). The simulator matches the appearance,
kinematics and dynamics of Robonaut and serves as a platform to test new control theories
and configurations without having to use the real Robonaut or to construct new expensive
hardware. Another benefit of the simulation regards path planning. Now operators can test
arm motions on difficult tasks before actual operation of the robot, thus minimizing the risk
to the hardware.
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Fig. 40. The Robonaut simulator

5. Conclusion

The simulation is widely used in all fields of robotics from kinematics and dynamics to indus-
trial applications. Actually, advanced robot systems require sophisticated simulation tools
which can model accurately enough the physical world at a sufficient speed and allow the
user interaction. New challenges in the simulation of the robotic systems are multi-body dy-
namics that computes robot and object motions under the influence of external forces, fast
collision detection and contact determination, realistic visualization of the robot and environ-
ment, and haptic interaction. The advanced simulation tools are the foundation for the design
of sophisticated robot systems, for the application of robots in complex environments and
for the development of new control strategies and algorithms. The simulation being once a
tool for the analysis of a robot system and task planning, has become an open platform for
developing new robot systems. Not only that the modern simulation tools can simulate and
visualize the real world in a very realistic way, they allow to go beyond the reality. Namely, the
researchers may build experimental environments according to their own imagination, using
robots and technologies which are not available yet. In the end, we believe that the simulation
in robotics has reached a very important role and by using different simulation software, the
current and future capabilities of complex robotic systems can be significantly improved.
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1. Introduction

Dynamics and control of flexible robot manipulators have received wider attention during the
last two decades. In manufacturing and space applications, the use of lightweight structures
in robot manipulators is motivated by their capacity for high speed maneuvers, their high
payload to arm weight ratio, higher mobility, reduced energy consumption, and lower inertia
forces for accurate positioning. To insure satisfactory performances of such systems, their
flexibility should be included in modeling and in control design. This flexibility becomes
more significant in cases of larger structures and more stringent performance demands.
In modeling flexible link manipulators, the most widely used methods to generate spatially
discrete models are the Assumed-Mode Method (AMM), and the Finite Element Method
(FEM). The accuracy of the dynamical model obtained from the analytical formulation is
highly dependent on the adopted mode shapes of the link deflection and their number.
In the AMM, the shape functions are typically eigenfunctions of a closely related simpler
problem with standard boundary conditions (BCs). For example, the Euler-Bernoulli beam
in one of the following configurations (Mirovitch, 1967): clamped-free, pinned-free, clamped-
mass, or pinned-mass. In the FEM, the shape functions, known as interpolation functions, are
simple polynomials that verify the continuity conditions between two adjacent elements or
nodes. Examples of interpolation functions are Hermite cubics (Chen & Menq, 1990), cubic
splines (Cho et al., 1991; Saad et al., 2006) and cubic B-splines (Saad et al., 2006).
In the literature, most of the comparison studies that have been done are for clamped versus
pinned mode shapes (Barbieri & Ozguner, 1988; Cetinkunt & Yu, 1991; Hastings and Book,
1987). The general conclusion is that for a slewing beam, clamped modes are more appropriate
than pinned modes. Meirovitch and Kwak (Mirovitch & Kwak, 1990) compared the conver-
gence rate of a clamped-free assumed-mode model vs. a linear interpolation finite elements
model in estimating the frequencies of a horizontal beam with longitudinal deformation. The
convergence rate was slow in both cases. To accelerate the rate of convergence, assumed-
modes that take into account the natural BCs and interpolation functions that have the ability
to satisfy the differential equation of the system were introduced. Buffinton and Lam (Buffin-
ton & Lam, 1992) compared a lumped-parameter model versus an AMM in modeling and
control of a one-link flexible manipulator in the horizontal plane. They concluded that from
a control viewpoint, the AMM based model yields better performances when compared to
lumped-parameter model. In comparing two clamped-mass assumed-modes and two Her-
mite cubic finite elements, Theodore and Ghosal (Theodore & Ghosal, 1995) concluded that
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fewer mathematical operations are required for inertia matrix computation with the finite el-
ement model in comparison with the assumed-modes formulation. However, the number of
equations of motion is greater for the finite element model. Junkins and Kim (Junkins & Kim,
1993) found that, for a flexible appendage with rigid body motion, the convergence rate of the
natural frequencies of clamped-free assumed-modes is much slower than the convergence rate
of Hermite cubic finite elements. This is because the shape functions used in the AMM satisfy
only the essential BCs of the given problem. Tokhi and Mohamed (Tokhi & Mohamed, 1999)
evaluated the computational requirements of FEM in characterizing the behavior of a flexi-
ble link. They compared the convergence rate of the first three frequencies while increasing
the number of elements. In contrast with most studies, the frequencies were under-estimated
because the model did not include the base and load inertias.
Parametric and simulation studies were also performed to investigate the influence of differ-
ent system parameters on the natural frequencies (Li et al., 1998) or on the zeros and the poles
of the transfer functions of a flexible link (Parks & Pak, 1991). To validate the models of multi-
link flexible manipulators, experimental frequency response results are generally compared
to linearized model responses (Nicosia et al., 1996) or to simplified model responses (Book &
Obergfell, 2000; Stanway et al., 1998). A reduced finite element model is used in (Xia & Menq,
1992) to study the effect of robot configurations on the elastic mode shape functions.
In control design, the issue of the number of flexible modes used becomes important, espe-
cially when using the mass matrix in the control law. As the number of modal variables is
increased in the model, more elastic modes can be obtained and more accurate estimation
of the dominant modes of the system can be achieved. However, the computational burden
makes dynamical simulations and control very difficult (Xia & Menq, 1992). In particular,
the mass matrix becomes more ill-conditioned. This can lead to loss of performance or even
instability (Moallem et al., 2002). A trade-off is often required between model accuracy and
avoiding the loss of reliability due to increased numerical ill-conditioning that is inherent to
using a large number of flexible modes.
These studies show the importance of a good representation of the flexibility in order to get
an accurate and precise model and point to the lack of systematic methods to determine the
appropriate choice of shape functions or their number. Two important questions come to mind
in particular: does the convergence rate of the eigenfrequencies represent a good performance
index ? How accurately do different choices of shape functions represent the eigenmodes of a
flexible link ?
The objective of this work is to develop the dynamical model of one flexible link under the
assumption of small deformations using Lagrange equations and takng into account the fore-
shortening effect of the link. A compact dynamical model is given for different shape func-
tions. The orthogonality relations between shape functions are presented. The objective is
also to compare the performance of the different shape functions with respect to their ability
to accurately represent the dynamic and the static behavior of a flexible rotating beam system.
Based on the mathematical model of this system, an analytical solution for the exact shape
functions describing the link’s flexibility is developed. These functions are then substituted
in the spatially discrete model to obtain a reference model with ideal performances for all
cases presented in the following sections. Therefore, the performances of the different shape
functions based models are compared to the reference one.
Several candidates based on the AMM and FEM are selected to develop the approximated
models. In this paper, however, the FEM is not used in the formal sense. The interpolation
functions are generated locally for an element but are represented globally over the entire

length of the link. This representation allows the use of locally defined functions in the AMM
as will be seen in the sequel. The selected shape functions are: the eigenfunctions of a beam
rotating in the horizontal plane, a clamped-payload beam, and a clamped-free beam, together
with the polynomial functions, the cubic splines, and the cubic B-splines. The comparison
is done for the eigenfrequencies, the eigenmodes and their derivatives, and for the static de-
formation under gravity. The second derivatives are particularly important because they are
related to the link curvature. The latter is widely used in modeling and control experiments
to measure and estimate flexibility using strain gauges (Piedboeuf & Miller, 1994). In addi-
tion, load parameters are changed from their nominal values to test sensitivity of the shape
functions based models. In all cases, we assume that the beam parameters are well known.
Section 2 describes the features of the flexible link under consideration and presents the con-
tinuous model of this system. The eigenvalues problem and the discretized model are pre-
sented in sections 3 and 4 respectively. Section 5 deals with the analytical aspects of the shape
functions. A comparison of the different assumed-modes is presented in Section 6 in which
the merits and demerits of each shape function are examined.

2. The Continuous Model

Figure 1 shows the test bed system. It consists of a motor, a flexible beam, and a payload.
The system parameters and their nominal values are given in Table 1. The motor applied
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Fig. 1. A flexible rotating beam

torque is Tm. Gravity acts along the x-axis of frame (�ı0,�j0). The motor angular position is θ(t)
and the link deformation is v(x, t). For simplification, x and t are omitted. When writing the
dynamical equations, we make the following assumptions. The flexible link is modeled as a
Euler-Bernoulli beam and the deformation is assumed to be small. We also take into account
the foreshortening effect of the link by assuming a second order kinematic. However, when
comparing the assumed modes models, we eliminate the foreshortening effect by assuming
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fewer mathematical operations are required for inertia matrix computation with the finite el-
ement model in comparison with the assumed-modes formulation. However, the number of
equations of motion is greater for the finite element model. Junkins and Kim (Junkins & Kim,
1993) found that, for a flexible appendage with rigid body motion, the convergence rate of the
natural frequencies of clamped-free assumed-modes is much slower than the convergence rate
of Hermite cubic finite elements. This is because the shape functions used in the AMM satisfy
only the essential BCs of the given problem. Tokhi and Mohamed (Tokhi & Mohamed, 1999)
evaluated the computational requirements of FEM in characterizing the behavior of a flexi-
ble link. They compared the convergence rate of the first three frequencies while increasing
the number of elements. In contrast with most studies, the frequencies were under-estimated
because the model did not include the base and load inertias.
Parametric and simulation studies were also performed to investigate the influence of differ-
ent system parameters on the natural frequencies (Li et al., 1998) or on the zeros and the poles
of the transfer functions of a flexible link (Parks & Pak, 1991). To validate the models of multi-
link flexible manipulators, experimental frequency response results are generally compared
to linearized model responses (Nicosia et al., 1996) or to simplified model responses (Book &
Obergfell, 2000; Stanway et al., 1998). A reduced finite element model is used in (Xia & Menq,
1992) to study the effect of robot configurations on the elastic mode shape functions.
In control design, the issue of the number of flexible modes used becomes important, espe-
cially when using the mass matrix in the control law. As the number of modal variables is
increased in the model, more elastic modes can be obtained and more accurate estimation
of the dominant modes of the system can be achieved. However, the computational burden
makes dynamical simulations and control very difficult (Xia & Menq, 1992). In particular,
the mass matrix becomes more ill-conditioned. This can lead to loss of performance or even
instability (Moallem et al., 2002). A trade-off is often required between model accuracy and
avoiding the loss of reliability due to increased numerical ill-conditioning that is inherent to
using a large number of flexible modes.
These studies show the importance of a good representation of the flexibility in order to get
an accurate and precise model and point to the lack of systematic methods to determine the
appropriate choice of shape functions or their number. Two important questions come to mind
in particular: does the convergence rate of the eigenfrequencies represent a good performance
index ? How accurately do different choices of shape functions represent the eigenmodes of a
flexible link ?
The objective of this work is to develop the dynamical model of one flexible link under the
assumption of small deformations using Lagrange equations and takng into account the fore-
shortening effect of the link. A compact dynamical model is given for different shape func-
tions. The orthogonality relations between shape functions are presented. The objective is
also to compare the performance of the different shape functions with respect to their ability
to accurately represent the dynamic and the static behavior of a flexible rotating beam system.
Based on the mathematical model of this system, an analytical solution for the exact shape
functions describing the link’s flexibility is developed. These functions are then substituted
in the spatially discrete model to obtain a reference model with ideal performances for all
cases presented in the following sections. Therefore, the performances of the different shape
functions based models are compared to the reference one.
Several candidates based on the AMM and FEM are selected to develop the approximated
models. In this paper, however, the FEM is not used in the formal sense. The interpolation
functions are generated locally for an element but are represented globally over the entire

length of the link. This representation allows the use of locally defined functions in the AMM
as will be seen in the sequel. The selected shape functions are: the eigenfunctions of a beam
rotating in the horizontal plane, a clamped-payload beam, and a clamped-free beam, together
with the polynomial functions, the cubic splines, and the cubic B-splines. The comparison
is done for the eigenfrequencies, the eigenmodes and their derivatives, and for the static de-
formation under gravity. The second derivatives are particularly important because they are
related to the link curvature. The latter is widely used in modeling and control experiments
to measure and estimate flexibility using strain gauges (Piedboeuf & Miller, 1994). In addi-
tion, load parameters are changed from their nominal values to test sensitivity of the shape
functions based models. In all cases, we assume that the beam parameters are well known.
Section 2 describes the features of the flexible link under consideration and presents the con-
tinuous model of this system. The eigenvalues problem and the discretized model are pre-
sented in sections 3 and 4 respectively. Section 5 deals with the analytical aspects of the shape
functions. A comparison of the different assumed-modes is presented in Section 6 in which
the merits and demerits of each shape function are examined.

2. The Continuous Model

Figure 1 shows the test bed system. It consists of a motor, a flexible beam, and a payload.
The system parameters and their nominal values are given in Table 1. The motor applied
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Fig. 1. A flexible rotating beam

torque is Tm. Gravity acts along the x-axis of frame (�ı0,�j0). The motor angular position is θ(t)
and the link deformation is v(x, t). For simplification, x and t are omitted. When writing the
dynamical equations, we make the following assumptions. The flexible link is modeled as a
Euler-Bernoulli beam and the deformation is assumed to be small. We also take into account
the foreshortening effect of the link by assuming a second order kinematic. However, when
comparing the assumed modes models, we eliminate the foreshortening effect by assuming
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Parameter Name Nominal Value
Motor inertia (Im) 10 kg m2

Beam length (l) 1.4 m
Beam linear density (ρ) 1 kg/m
Beam rigidity (EIz) 500 N m2

Payload mass (mp) 2 kg
Payload inertia (Ip) 0.36 kg m2

Payload center of mass (rp) 0 m

Table 1. Nominal parameters.

small motor angular velocity and by linearizing the dynamical equations at the motor position
θ = π/2. The joint and the beam internal damping are neglected.
The continuous model consists of one ordinary differential equation (ODE) for the motor’s
motion, and a partial differential equation (PDE) with four associated boundary conditions
(BCs) for the flexible link.

2.1 Kinematics
The position of reference frame R1 relative to the inertial reference system R0 is:

0P1 =
[

0 0 0
]T

The rotation matrix of R1 relative to R0 is :

0R1 =




cos θ − sin θ 0
sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1




Let dm be an element of the link with x is the distance from the base along the link’s neutral
axis,�ı1. The position of Rdm relative to R1 is:

1Pdm =




x − 1
2

∫ x

0
v′2(s, t)ds

︸ ︷︷ ︸
O2(v)

v(x, t)
0




T

The O2(v) term is a 2nd order term in v. This term is to be neglected if first order kinematic
was considered. The rotation matrix of Rdm relative to R1 is (Piedboeuf, 1998):

1Rdm =




1 − 1
2 v′2 −v′ 0

v′ 1 − 1
2 v′2 0

0 0 1




Note that 1Rdm verify the following: 1Rdm
1RT

dm = I, where I is the identity matrix.

The position vector of the payload center of mass relative to R1 is:

1Pc = 1P2 + 1R2
2Pc

=




L + rp +− 1
2
∫ L

0 v′2dx − 1
2 rp v′2L

vL + rp v′L
0




The 1R2 matrix is obtained from 1Rdm by substituting x by L. If the payload is concentrated at
the links extremity, rc = 0. The rotation matrix of the payload center of mass relative to R1 is:

1Rc =
1R2

2Rc =




1 − 1
2 v′2L −v′L 0

v′L 1 − 1
2 v′2L 0

0 0 1




where 2Rc is the identity matrix.
The angular velocity of R1 relative to R0 is:

ω1 = θ̇�k1

Using the antisymmetric matrix to represent the velocity of an element dm of the link:

S = 1Ṙdm
1R−1

dm =




0 −v̇′ 0
v̇′ 0 0
0 0 0


 =




0 −ωz ωy
ωz 0 −ωx
−ωy ωx 0




the angular velocity of Rdm relative to R1 is then given by:

1Ωdm =




ωx
ωy
ωz


 =




0
0
v̇′




and relative to R0, it is given by:

ωdm = ω1 +
0R1

1Ωdm =
[

0 0 θ̇ + v̇′
]T

The linear velocity of the origin of Rdm relative to R0 is:

vdm = 0R1
1Vdm + ω1 × (0R1

1Pdm)

When expressed in R1, it becomes:

1vdm = 0RT
1 vdm =

d 1Pdm
dt

+ ω1 × 1Pdm

=




−θ̇ v
v̇ + xθ̇

0


+




−
∫ x

0 v′ v̇′ds
− 1

2 θ̇
∫ x

0 v′2 ds
0




The payload angular velocity is obtained from ωdm by replacing x by L:

ωc =
[

0 0 θ̇ + v̇′L
]T
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Parameter Name Nominal Value
Motor inertia (Im) 10 kg m2

Beam length (l) 1.4 m
Beam linear density (ρ) 1 kg/m
Beam rigidity (EIz) 500 N m2

Payload mass (mp) 2 kg
Payload inertia (Ip) 0.36 kg m2

Payload center of mass (rp) 0 m

Table 1. Nominal parameters.

small motor angular velocity and by linearizing the dynamical equations at the motor position
θ = π/2. The joint and the beam internal damping are neglected.
The continuous model consists of one ordinary differential equation (ODE) for the motor’s
motion, and a partial differential equation (PDE) with four associated boundary conditions
(BCs) for the flexible link.

2.1 Kinematics
The position of reference frame R1 relative to the inertial reference system R0 is:

0P1 =
[

0 0 0
]T

The rotation matrix of R1 relative to R0 is :

0R1 =




cos θ − sin θ 0
sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1




Let dm be an element of the link with x is the distance from the base along the link’s neutral
axis,�ı1. The position of Rdm relative to R1 is:

1Pdm =




x − 1
2

∫ x

0
v′2(s, t)ds

︸ ︷︷ ︸
O2(v)

v(x, t)
0




T

The O2(v) term is a 2nd order term in v. This term is to be neglected if first order kinematic
was considered. The rotation matrix of Rdm relative to R1 is (Piedboeuf, 1998):

1Rdm =




1 − 1
2 v′2 −v′ 0

v′ 1 − 1
2 v′2 0

0 0 1




Note that 1Rdm verify the following: 1Rdm
1RT

dm = I, where I is the identity matrix.

The position vector of the payload center of mass relative to R1 is:

1Pc = 1P2 + 1R2
2Pc

=




L + rp +− 1
2
∫ L

0 v′2dx − 1
2 rp v′2L

vL + rp v′L
0




The 1R2 matrix is obtained from 1Rdm by substituting x by L. If the payload is concentrated at
the links extremity, rc = 0. The rotation matrix of the payload center of mass relative to R1 is:

1Rc =
1R2

2Rc =




1 − 1
2 v′2L −v′L 0

v′L 1 − 1
2 v′2L 0

0 0 1




where 2Rc is the identity matrix.
The angular velocity of R1 relative to R0 is:

ω1 = θ̇�k1

Using the antisymmetric matrix to represent the velocity of an element dm of the link:

S = 1Ṙdm
1R−1

dm =




0 −v̇′ 0
v̇′ 0 0
0 0 0


 =




0 −ωz ωy
ωz 0 −ωx
−ωy ωx 0




the angular velocity of Rdm relative to R1 is then given by:

1Ωdm =




ωx
ωy
ωz


 =




0
0
v̇′




and relative to R0, it is given by:

ωdm = ω1 +
0R1

1Ωdm =
[

0 0 θ̇ + v̇′
]T

The linear velocity of the origin of Rdm relative to R0 is:

vdm = 0R1
1Vdm + ω1 × (0R1

1Pdm)

When expressed in R1, it becomes:

1vdm = 0RT
1 vdm =

d 1Pdm
dt

+ ω1 × 1Pdm

=




−θ̇ v
v̇ + xθ̇

0


+




−
∫ x

0 v′ v̇′ds
− 1

2 θ̇
∫ x

0 v′2 ds
0




The payload angular velocity is obtained from ωdm by replacing x by L:

ωc =
[

0 0 θ̇ + v̇′L
]T
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The absolute velocity of the payload, written in R1, is:

1vc =
d
dt
(1Pc) + ω1 × 1Pc

=




−θ̇(vL + rp v′L)−
∫ L

0 v′ v̇′dx − rp v′L v̇′L
(L + rp)θ̇ + v̇L + rp v̇′L − 1

2 θ̇
∫ L

0 v′2 dx − 1
2 rp θ̇ v′2L

0




The gravity vector is represented in R0 by:

0g =
[

g 0 0
]T

where g is the gravitational acceleration. In R1, it is given by

1g = 1R0
0g = 0RT

1
0g =




g cos θ
−g sin θ

0




2.2 Kinetic Energy
The kinetic energy of the given system is given by:

T = TB +
∫ L

0
Tdm + TC (1)

where TB is the kinetic energy of the base,

TB =
1
2

Im θ̇2

Tdm is the kinetic energy of an element of the link,

Tdm =
1
2

ρ vT
dm vdm dx =

1
2

ρ 1vT
dm

1vdm dx

and TC is the kinetic energy of the payload,

TC =
1
2

Ip ω2
c +

1
2

Mp vT
c vc =

1
2

Ip ω2
c +

1
2

Mp
1vT

c
1vc

(See Appendix for kinetic energy expressions).
Linearizing the kinetic energy to the 2nd order in in v give:

T =
1
2

(
Im +

1
3

ρ L3 + Ip + Mp(L + rp)
2
)

θ̇2

+θ̇

(
ρ
∫ L

0
x v̇ dx + Mp(L + rp)v̇L + [Ip + Mp rp(L + rp)]v̇′L

)

+
1
2

ρ
∫ L

0
v̇2 dx +

1
2

Mpv̇2
L +

1
2
(Ip + Mp r2

p)v̇′
2
L + Mp rpv̇L v̇′L

+
1
2

θ̇2
(

ρ
∫ L

0
v2 dx + Mp v2

L + 2Mp rp vL v′L

)

− 1
2

θ̇2
(

ρ
∫ L

0
x
∫ x

0
v′2 ds + Mp(L + rp)

∫ L

0
v′2 dx

)
− 1

2
θ̇2

(
Mp rp Lv′2L

)
(2)

2.3 Potential Energy
The potential energy of the given system is given by:

V =
∫ L

0
Vdm + Vc (3)

where Vdm is the potential energy of the links element dm,

Vdm =
1
2

EIz v′′2 dx − ρ 1gT 1Pdm dx

=
1
2

EIz v′′2 dx − ρ g x cos θ dx + ρ g v sin θ dx +
1
2

ρ g cos θ
∫ x

0
v′2dsdx

and Vc is the potential energy of the payload:

Vc = −Mp
1gT 1Pc

= −Mp g(L + rp) cos θ + Mp g (vL + rpv′L) sin θ +
1
2

Mp g cos θ

(∫ L

0
v′2dx + rp v′2L

)

2.4 Rayleigh Dissipation Function
Friction is due to the motor’s viscous friction and the link’s internal damping. The Rayleigh
dissipation function is then given by:

R =
1
2

bm θ̇2 +
1
2

keEIz

∫ L

0
v̇′′2 dx (4)

where ke is the links internal damping coefficient.

2.5 Dynamics
To develop the dynamics of the given system, we use Hamilton’s principle associated with
the kinetic and potential energy developed previously. The variational of these expressions
are simplified using integration by parts. First we neglect damping forces. The only non
conservative applied force is the motor torque Tm. Two dynamic equations are then obtained.
The first one is associated with the motor’s angle θ, and the second is associated with the
deformation of the link v. Moreover, four boundary conditions (BCs) are associated to the
dynamic equation of the deformation. These conditions describe the way in which the arm is
attached to the base (geometrical BCs) and to the payload (natural BCs).
In the absence of viscous friction, the dynamic equation associated with θ is:

Tm =

(
Im +

1
3

ρ L3 + Ip + Mp(L + rp)
2
)

θ̈ +
∫ L

0
ρ x v̈ dx + Mp(L + rp)v̈L

+(Ip + Mp rp(L + rp))v̈′L +

(
1
2

ρ g L2 + Mp g (L + rp)

)
sin θ

+

[∫ L

0
ρ g vdx + Mp g (vL + rp v′L)

]
cos θ + ρ

∫ L

0

∂

∂t
(θ̇ v2) dx

−1
2

ρ
∫ L

0
(L2 − x2)

∂

∂t
(θ̇ v′2) dx + Mp

∂

∂t
(θ̇ v2

L)− Mp(L + rp)
∫ L

0

∂

∂t
(θ̇ v′2) dx

+2Mp rp
∂

∂t
(θ̇vLv′L)− MpLrp

∂

∂t
(θ̇v′2L) (5)
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The absolute velocity of the payload, written in R1, is:

1vc =
d
dt
(1Pc) + ω1 × 1Pc

=




−θ̇(vL + rp v′L)−
∫ L

0 v′ v̇′dx − rp v′L v̇′L
(L + rp)θ̇ + v̇L + rp v̇′L − 1

2 θ̇
∫ L

0 v′2 dx − 1
2 rp θ̇ v′2L

0




The gravity vector is represented in R0 by:

0g =
[

g 0 0
]T

where g is the gravitational acceleration. In R1, it is given by

1g = 1R0
0g = 0RT

1
0g =




g cos θ
−g sin θ

0




2.2 Kinetic Energy
The kinetic energy of the given system is given by:

T = TB +
∫ L

0
Tdm + TC (1)

where TB is the kinetic energy of the base,

TB =
1
2

Im θ̇2

Tdm is the kinetic energy of an element of the link,

Tdm =
1
2

ρ vT
dm vdm dx =

1
2

ρ 1vT
dm

1vdm dx

and TC is the kinetic energy of the payload,

TC =
1
2

Ip ω2
c +

1
2

Mp vT
c vc =

1
2

Ip ω2
c +

1
2

Mp
1vT

c
1vc

(See Appendix for kinetic energy expressions).
Linearizing the kinetic energy to the 2nd order in in v give:

T =
1
2

(
Im +

1
3

ρ L3 + Ip + Mp(L + rp)
2
)

θ̇2

+θ̇

(
ρ
∫ L

0
x v̇ dx + Mp(L + rp)v̇L + [Ip + Mp rp(L + rp)]v̇′L

)

+
1
2

ρ
∫ L

0
v̇2 dx +

1
2

Mpv̇2
L +

1
2
(Ip + Mp r2

p)v̇′
2
L + Mp rpv̇L v̇′L

+
1
2

θ̇2
(

ρ
∫ L

0
v2 dx + Mp v2

L + 2Mp rp vL v′L

)

− 1
2

θ̇2
(

ρ
∫ L

0
x
∫ x

0
v′2 ds + Mp(L + rp)

∫ L

0
v′2 dx

)
− 1

2
θ̇2

(
Mp rp Lv′2L

)
(2)

2.3 Potential Energy
The potential energy of the given system is given by:

V =
∫ L

0
Vdm + Vc (3)

where Vdm is the potential energy of the links element dm,

Vdm =
1
2

EIz v′′2 dx − ρ 1gT 1Pdm dx

=
1
2

EIz v′′2 dx − ρ g x cos θ dx + ρ g v sin θ dx +
1
2

ρ g cos θ
∫ x

0
v′2dsdx

and Vc is the potential energy of the payload:

Vc = −Mp
1gT 1Pc

= −Mp g(L + rp) cos θ + Mp g (vL + rpv′L) sin θ +
1
2

Mp g cos θ

(∫ L

0
v′2dx + rp v′2L

)

2.4 Rayleigh Dissipation Function
Friction is due to the motor’s viscous friction and the link’s internal damping. The Rayleigh
dissipation function is then given by:

R =
1
2

bm θ̇2 +
1
2

keEIz

∫ L

0
v̇′′2 dx (4)

where ke is the links internal damping coefficient.

2.5 Dynamics
To develop the dynamics of the given system, we use Hamilton’s principle associated with
the kinetic and potential energy developed previously. The variational of these expressions
are simplified using integration by parts. First we neglect damping forces. The only non
conservative applied force is the motor torque Tm. Two dynamic equations are then obtained.
The first one is associated with the motor’s angle θ, and the second is associated with the
deformation of the link v. Moreover, four boundary conditions (BCs) are associated to the
dynamic equation of the deformation. These conditions describe the way in which the arm is
attached to the base (geometrical BCs) and to the payload (natural BCs).
In the absence of viscous friction, the dynamic equation associated with θ is:

Tm =

(
Im +

1
3

ρ L3 + Ip + Mp(L + rp)
2
)

θ̈ +
∫ L

0
ρ x v̈ dx + Mp(L + rp)v̈L

+(Ip + Mp rp(L + rp))v̈′L +

(
1
2

ρ g L2 + Mp g (L + rp)

)
sin θ

+

[∫ L

0
ρ g vdx + Mp g (vL + rp v′L)

]
cos θ + ρ

∫ L

0

∂

∂t
(θ̇ v2) dx

−1
2

ρ
∫ L

0
(L2 − x2)

∂

∂t
(θ̇ v′2) dx + Mp

∂

∂t
(θ̇ v2

L)− Mp(L + rp)
∫ L

0

∂

∂t
(θ̇ v′2) dx

+2Mp rp
∂

∂t
(θ̇vLv′L)− MpLrp

∂

∂t
(θ̇v′2L) (5)
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The equation associated with the link’s deformation v is:

0 = −ρ(v̈ + x θ̈)− EIzv′′′′ + g cos θ
(
ρ[−v′ + (L − x)v′′] + Mp v′′

)
− ρ g sin θ

+θ̇2
(

ρ v + Mp[L + rp]v′′ +
1
2

ρ
[
−2x v′ + (L2 − x2)v′′

])
(6)

The BCs are given by:

0 = EIz v′′′δv
∣∣L
0 − Mp(Lθ̈ + v̈L)δvL − 1

2
ρθ̇2(L2 − x2)v′δv

∣∣∣∣
L

0
+ Mp θ̇2vLδvL

− MpLθ̇2v′δv
∣∣∣L

0
− ρ g cos θ(L − x)v′δv

∣∣L
0 + Mp rp θ̇2v′LδvL − Mp rp θ̈δvL

−Mp rpv̈′LδvL − Mp rp θ̇2v′ δv
∣∣∣L

0
− Mp g cos θv′ δv

∣∣L
0 − Mp g sin θδvL

0 = −Ip(θ̈ + v̈′L)δv′L − EIz v′′δv′
∣∣L
0 + Mp rp θ̇2vL δv′L − Mp L rp θ̈ δv′L

−Mp rpv̈L δv′L + Mp r2
p θ̇2v′L δv′L − Mp r2

p θ̈ δv′L − Mp r2
pv̈′L δv′L

−Mp r2
p θ̇2v′L δv′L − Mp Lrp θ̇2v′L δv′L − Mp rp g cos θv′L δv′L − Mp rp g sin θ δv′L

To complete these dynamics, we add to the preceding equations the viscous friction at the
base and the link’s internal damping. To take into account the friction at the base in Eq. (5), the
motor torque Tm is replaced by Tm − bm θ̇. The internal damping of the link is considered using
the model of Voigt-Kelvin. This model gives the following relation between the constraint (σ)
and the deformation (ε):

σ = E(ε + ke
dε

dt
)

In (6) and the associated BCs, Young modulus E is replaced by:

Ek = E(1 + keD) (7)

where D is the partial derivatives operator, i.e. Dv = ∂v
∂t .

Taking motor and internal damping into account, the dynamical equations (5)-(6) and the
associated BCs are then replaced by:
Dynamic Equation of the Motor’s Angle θ:

Tm =

(
Im +

1
3

ρ L3 + Ip + Mp(L + rp)
2
)

θ̈ + bm θ̇ +
∫ L

0
ρ x v̈ dx + Mp(L + rp)v̈L

+(Ip + Mp rp(L + rp))v̈′L +

(
1
2

ρ g L2 + Mp g (L + rp)

)
sin θ

+

[∫ L

0
ρ g vdx + Mp g (vL + rp v′L)

]
cos θ +

∫ L

0

∂

∂t
(ρθ̇ v2) dx

−1
2

∫ L

0
ρ(L2 − x2)

∂

∂t
(θ̇ v′2) dx + Mp

∂

∂t
(θ̇ v2

L)

−Mp(L + rp)
∫ L

0

∂

∂t
(θ̇ v′2) dx + 2Mp rp

∂

∂t
(θ̇vLv′L)− MpLrp

∂

∂t
(θ̇v′2L) (8)

Dynamic Equation of the Link’s Deformation v:

0 = −ρ(v̈ + x θ̈)− EIzv′′′′ − ke EIzv̇′′′′ + g cos θ
(
ρ[−v′ + (L − x)v′′] + Mp v′′

)
− ρ g sin θ

+θ̇2
(

ρ v + Mp[L + rp]v′′ +
1
2

ρ
[
−2x v′ + (L2 − x2)v′′

])
(9)

Boundary Conditions:
The BCs are compatible with the geometric configuration of the given system. The link is
clamped at the joint, i.e.

v(0, t) = v′(0, t) = 0,

and δv(L, t) and δv′(L, t) are arbitrary. The BCs are then given by:

at x = 0 : v0 = 0 and v′0 = 0 (10)

at x=L:

Ek Iz v′′′L = Mp(Lθ̈ + v̈L) + Mp rp(θ̈ + v̈′L)− Mp θ̇2(vL + rp v′L) + Mp(L + rp)θ̇
2v′L

+Mp g v′L cos θ + Mp g sin θ (11)

−Ek Iz v′′L = (Ip + Mp r2
p)(θ̈ + v̈′L) + Mp rp(Lθ̈ + v̈L)− Mp rp(vL + rp v′L)θ̇

2

+Mp rp(L + rp)v′L θ̇2 + Mp rp g cos θv′L + Mp rp g sin θ (12)

In the literature dynamics of flexible links manipulators with non linear kinematics were de-
veloped (Boyer et al., 2002; Piedboeuf, 1998). In (Boyer et al., 2002) the procedure of develop-
ment of the dynamic equations of a robot with several flexible links is given. This procedure
was applied to a robot having one flexible link. However, the analytical form of the model is
not given.

3. Eigenvalues Problem

The eigenvalues problem (EVP) consists in solving, for deformation v, the dynamics of the
system represented by ordinary differential equations (ODE) and partial differential equations
(PDE) with associated BCs. Let us consider the case of a homogeneous problem where the
motor’s torque is null, i.e Tm = 0. We consider a solution for v separable in space and time.
The deformation is then given by:

v(x, t) = φ(x)q f (t) (13)

where φ(x) represents the link’s configuration and is only dependent on the spatial variable x,
and q f (t) indicates the nature of the movement carried out by the configuration and depends
only on time t. By substituting Eq. (13) in the dynamic equations and the associated BCs, the
PDE associated with v is transformed into ODE in q f (t). To have a stable solution, a harmonic
movement is selected for q f (t) so that:

q̈ f (t) = −ω2q f (t)

where ω represents natural frequency of the system.
The EVP thus amounts finding one ω and a nontrivial solution φ(x) that verifies homoge-
neous discretized equations and the associated BCs. The corresponding ω are the character-
istic values or the eigenvalues and the φ(x) are the eigenfunctions. EVP generally generates
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The equation associated with the link’s deformation v is:

0 = −ρ(v̈ + x θ̈)− EIzv′′′′ + g cos θ
(
ρ[−v′ + (L − x)v′′] + Mp v′′

)
− ρ g sin θ

+θ̇2
(

ρ v + Mp[L + rp]v′′ +
1
2

ρ
[
−2x v′ + (L2 − x2)v′′

])
(6)

The BCs are given by:

0 = EIz v′′′δv
∣∣L
0 − Mp(Lθ̈ + v̈L)δvL − 1

2
ρθ̇2(L2 − x2)v′δv

∣∣∣∣
L

0
+ Mp θ̇2vLδvL

− MpLθ̇2v′δv
∣∣∣L

0
− ρ g cos θ(L − x)v′δv

∣∣L
0 + Mp rp θ̇2v′LδvL − Mp rp θ̈δvL

−Mp rpv̈′LδvL − Mp rp θ̇2v′ δv
∣∣∣L

0
− Mp g cos θv′ δv

∣∣L
0 − Mp g sin θδvL

0 = −Ip(θ̈ + v̈′L)δv′L − EIz v′′δv′
∣∣L
0 + Mp rp θ̇2vL δv′L − Mp L rp θ̈ δv′L

−Mp rpv̈L δv′L + Mp r2
p θ̇2v′L δv′L − Mp r2

p θ̈ δv′L − Mp r2
pv̈′L δv′L

−Mp r2
p θ̇2v′L δv′L − Mp Lrp θ̇2v′L δv′L − Mp rp g cos θv′L δv′L − Mp rp g sin θ δv′L

To complete these dynamics, we add to the preceding equations the viscous friction at the
base and the link’s internal damping. To take into account the friction at the base in Eq. (5), the
motor torque Tm is replaced by Tm − bm θ̇. The internal damping of the link is considered using
the model of Voigt-Kelvin. This model gives the following relation between the constraint (σ)
and the deformation (ε):

σ = E(ε + ke
dε

dt
)

In (6) and the associated BCs, Young modulus E is replaced by:

Ek = E(1 + keD) (7)

where D is the partial derivatives operator, i.e. Dv = ∂v
∂t .

Taking motor and internal damping into account, the dynamical equations (5)-(6) and the
associated BCs are then replaced by:
Dynamic Equation of the Motor’s Angle θ:

Tm =

(
Im +

1
3

ρ L3 + Ip + Mp(L + rp)
2
)

θ̈ + bm θ̇ +
∫ L

0
ρ x v̈ dx + Mp(L + rp)v̈L

+(Ip + Mp rp(L + rp))v̈′L +

(
1
2

ρ g L2 + Mp g (L + rp)

)
sin θ

+

[∫ L

0
ρ g vdx + Mp g (vL + rp v′L)

]
cos θ +

∫ L

0

∂

∂t
(ρθ̇ v2) dx

−1
2

∫ L

0
ρ(L2 − x2)

∂

∂t
(θ̇ v′2) dx + Mp

∂

∂t
(θ̇ v2

L)

−Mp(L + rp)
∫ L

0

∂

∂t
(θ̇ v′2) dx + 2Mp rp

∂

∂t
(θ̇vLv′L)− MpLrp

∂

∂t
(θ̇v′2L) (8)

Dynamic Equation of the Link’s Deformation v:

0 = −ρ(v̈ + x θ̈)− EIzv′′′′ − ke EIzv̇′′′′ + g cos θ
(
ρ[−v′ + (L − x)v′′] + Mp v′′

)
− ρ g sin θ

+θ̇2
(

ρ v + Mp[L + rp]v′′ +
1
2

ρ
[
−2x v′ + (L2 − x2)v′′

])
(9)

Boundary Conditions:
The BCs are compatible with the geometric configuration of the given system. The link is
clamped at the joint, i.e.

v(0, t) = v′(0, t) = 0,

and δv(L, t) and δv′(L, t) are arbitrary. The BCs are then given by:

at x = 0 : v0 = 0 and v′0 = 0 (10)

at x=L:

Ek Iz v′′′L = Mp(Lθ̈ + v̈L) + Mp rp(θ̈ + v̈′L)− Mp θ̇2(vL + rp v′L) + Mp(L + rp)θ̇
2v′L

+Mp g v′L cos θ + Mp g sin θ (11)

−Ek Iz v′′L = (Ip + Mp r2
p)(θ̈ + v̈′L) + Mp rp(Lθ̈ + v̈L)− Mp rp(vL + rp v′L)θ̇

2

+Mp rp(L + rp)v′L θ̇2 + Mp rp g cos θv′L + Mp rp g sin θ (12)

In the literature dynamics of flexible links manipulators with non linear kinematics were de-
veloped (Boyer et al., 2002; Piedboeuf, 1998). In (Boyer et al., 2002) the procedure of develop-
ment of the dynamic equations of a robot with several flexible links is given. This procedure
was applied to a robot having one flexible link. However, the analytical form of the model is
not given.

3. Eigenvalues Problem

The eigenvalues problem (EVP) consists in solving, for deformation v, the dynamics of the
system represented by ordinary differential equations (ODE) and partial differential equations
(PDE) with associated BCs. Let us consider the case of a homogeneous problem where the
motor’s torque is null, i.e Tm = 0. We consider a solution for v separable in space and time.
The deformation is then given by:

v(x, t) = φ(x)q f (t) (13)

where φ(x) represents the link’s configuration and is only dependent on the spatial variable x,
and q f (t) indicates the nature of the movement carried out by the configuration and depends
only on time t. By substituting Eq. (13) in the dynamic equations and the associated BCs, the
PDE associated with v is transformed into ODE in q f (t). To have a stable solution, a harmonic
movement is selected for q f (t) so that:

q̈ f (t) = −ω2q f (t)

where ω represents natural frequency of the system.
The EVP thus amounts finding one ω and a nontrivial solution φ(x) that verifies homoge-
neous discretized equations and the associated BCs. The corresponding ω are the character-
istic values or the eigenvalues and the φ(x) are the eigenfunctions. EVP generally generates
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the solution of a characteristic equation having an infinite countable solutions wr. For each
eigenvalue wr corresponds an eigenfunction φr(x). In the general case where dynamics is rep-
resented by nonlinear equations and with nonuniform parameters, a solution of the EVP is
practically not possible. For that, we use approximate methods to solve this kind of problems.

4. Spatial Discretization

The order of the solution is infinite. In order to analyze and control this system, a spatially
discrete model of finite order is suitable. A finite number is then retained in the discretization
of the deformation which is rewritten in the form:

v(x, t) =
ν

∑
i=1

φi(x) q fi
(t) = φT(x) q f (t) (14)

where ν is the number of retained modes, φ = [φ1, φ2, . . . , φν]T et q f = [q f1
, q f2 , . . . , q fν

]T .
The discretization of the kinetic energy (2) gives:

T =
1
2

It θ̇2 + θ̇βTq̇ f +
1
2

q̇T
f Mf f q̇ f +

1
2

θ̇2qT
f Crr q f (15)

where It is the total inertia at the base, given by:

It = Im +
1
3

ρ L3 + Ip + Mp(L + rp)
2

β =
∫ L

0
ρ x φ dx + Mp(L + rp)φL + [Ip + Mp rp(L + rp)]φ

′
L

Mf f = ρ
∫ L

0
φ φTdx + MpφL φT

L + (Ip + Mp r2
p)φ

′
L φ′T

L + Mp rp(φ
′
L φT

L + φL φ′T
L )

Crr = ρ
∫ L

0
φ φT dx + Mp φL φT

L + Mp rp(φL φ′T
L + φ′

L φT
L )− ρ

∫ L

0
x
∫ x

0
φ′ φ′ ds

−Mp(L + rp)
∫ L

0
φ′ φ′T dx − Mp rp Lφ′

L φ′T
L

In a matrix form,

T =
1
2

(
θ̇ q̇ f

T
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
q̇T

(
It + qT

f Crr q f βT

β Mf f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
M(q)

(
θ̇
q̇ f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
q̇

(16)

The qT
f Crr q f element in the mass matrix M(q) is of second order in v. It will be neglected.

The potential energy (3) discretization gives:

V =
1
2

qT
f

∫ L

0
EIz φ′′ φ′′T dx q f −

(
1
2

ρ g L2 + Mp g(L + rp)

)
cos θ

+
1
2

g cos θ qT
f

(
ρ
∫ L

0

∫ x

0
φ′ φ′T dsdx + Mp

[∫ L

0
φ′ φ′T dx + rp φ′

L φ′T
L

])
q f

+g sin θ

(∫ L

0
ρφT dx + Mp(φ

T
L + rp φ′T

L )

)
q f

=
1
2

qT
f K f f q f − Grr cos θ +

1
2

cos θ qT
f Gf f q f + sin θ GT

r f q f (17)

where

K f f = EIz

∫ L

0
φ′′ φ′′Tdx

Grr =
1
2

ρ g L2 + Mp g(L + rp)

Gr f =
∫ L

0
ρ gφdx + Mp g(φL + rpφ′

L)

Gf f = ρ g
∫ L

0
(L − x)φ′φ′T dx + Mp g

∫ L

0
φ′φ′T dx + Mp g rp φ′

L φ′T
L

The discretization of Rayleigh dissipation function (4) gives:

R =
1
2

bmq̇2
r +

1
2

q̇T
f ke

∫ L

0
EIzv̇′′2 dx q̇ f

=
1
2

(
θ̇ q̇ f

T
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
q̇T

(
bm 0
0 Bf f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

(
θ̇
q̇ f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
q̇

(18)

where Bf f = ke K f f .
We then introduce these expressions into the Lagrangian L = T − V, and we apply Lagrange
equations,

d
dt

(
∂L
∂q̇j

)
− ∂L

∂qj
+

∂R
∂q̇j

= Qj, j = 1, 2, . . . , n (19)

where qj is the generalized coordinates, Qj are the generalized forces, j = 1, 2, . . . , n and
n = ν + 1 is the total number of generalized coordinates. In Lagrange equations, q f (t) is the
generalized coordinate vector associated with the flexibility. Let qr be the generalized coordi-
nate associated with the base movement (rigid coordinate), i.e. qr(t) = θ(t). The generalized
coordinate vector is then given by:

q(t) = [qr(t), qT
f (t)]

T

The spatially discrete dynamical model is then given by:

Tm = It q̈r + βT q̈ f + bm q̇r + Grr sin qr + cos qr Gr f q f + 2q̇r qT
f Crr q̇ f + q̈r qT

f Crrq f (20)

0 = β q̈r + Mf f q̈ f + Bf f q̇ f − q̇2
r Crrq f + K f f q f + g cos qr Gf f q f + g sin qr Gr f (21)

Written in a matrix form, equations (20)-(21) become:
(

It + qT
f Crrq f βT

β Mf f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
M(q)

(
q̈r
q̈ f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
q̈

+

(
bm 0
0 Bf f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

(
q̇r
q̇ f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
q̇

+

(
0 0
0 K f f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
K

(
qr
q f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
q

+

(
Grr GT

r f
Gr f Gf f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
G1

(
sin qr

q f cos qr

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
G(q)

+

(
2 q̇r qT

f Crr q̇ f

−q̇2
r Crr q f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
C(q,q̇)q̇

=

(
1
0

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
L

Tm (22)
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the solution of a characteristic equation having an infinite countable solutions wr. For each
eigenvalue wr corresponds an eigenfunction φr(x). In the general case where dynamics is rep-
resented by nonlinear equations and with nonuniform parameters, a solution of the EVP is
practically not possible. For that, we use approximate methods to solve this kind of problems.

4. Spatial Discretization

The order of the solution is infinite. In order to analyze and control this system, a spatially
discrete model of finite order is suitable. A finite number is then retained in the discretization
of the deformation which is rewritten in the form:

v(x, t) =
ν

∑
i=1

φi(x) q fi
(t) = φT(x) q f (t) (14)

where ν is the number of retained modes, φ = [φ1, φ2, . . . , φν]T et q f = [q f1
, q f2 , . . . , q fν

]T .
The discretization of the kinetic energy (2) gives:

T =
1
2

It θ̇2 + θ̇βTq̇ f +
1
2

q̇T
f Mf f q̇ f +

1
2

θ̇2qT
f Crr q f (15)

where It is the total inertia at the base, given by:

It = Im +
1
3

ρ L3 + Ip + Mp(L + rp)
2

β =
∫ L

0
ρ x φ dx + Mp(L + rp)φL + [Ip + Mp rp(L + rp)]φ

′
L

Mf f = ρ
∫ L

0
φ φTdx + MpφL φT

L + (Ip + Mp r2
p)φ

′
L φ′T

L + Mp rp(φ
′
L φT

L + φL φ′T
L )

Crr = ρ
∫ L

0
φ φT dx + Mp φL φT

L + Mp rp(φL φ′T
L + φ′

L φT
L )− ρ

∫ L

0
x
∫ x

0
φ′ φ′ ds

−Mp(L + rp)
∫ L

0
φ′ φ′T dx − Mp rp Lφ′

L φ′T
L

In a matrix form,

T =
1
2

(
θ̇ q̇ f

T
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
q̇T

(
It + qT

f Crr q f βT

β Mf f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
M(q)

(
θ̇
q̇ f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
q̇

(16)

The qT
f Crr q f element in the mass matrix M(q) is of second order in v. It will be neglected.

The potential energy (3) discretization gives:

V =
1
2

qT
f

∫ L

0
EIz φ′′ φ′′T dx q f −

(
1
2

ρ g L2 + Mp g(L + rp)

)
cos θ

+
1
2

g cos θ qT
f

(
ρ
∫ L

0

∫ x

0
φ′ φ′T dsdx + Mp

[∫ L

0
φ′ φ′T dx + rp φ′

L φ′T
L

])
q f

+g sin θ

(∫ L

0
ρφT dx + Mp(φ

T
L + rp φ′T

L )

)
q f

=
1
2

qT
f K f f q f − Grr cos θ +

1
2

cos θ qT
f Gf f q f + sin θ GT

r f q f (17)

where

K f f = EIz

∫ L

0
φ′′ φ′′Tdx

Grr =
1
2

ρ g L2 + Mp g(L + rp)

Gr f =
∫ L

0
ρ gφdx + Mp g(φL + rpφ′

L)

Gf f = ρ g
∫ L

0
(L − x)φ′φ′T dx + Mp g

∫ L

0
φ′φ′T dx + Mp g rp φ′

L φ′T
L

The discretization of Rayleigh dissipation function (4) gives:

R =
1
2

bmq̇2
r +

1
2

q̇T
f ke

∫ L

0
EIzv̇′′2 dx q̇ f

=
1
2

(
θ̇ q̇ f

T
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
q̇T

(
bm 0
0 Bf f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

(
θ̇
q̇ f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
q̇

(18)

where Bf f = ke K f f .
We then introduce these expressions into the Lagrangian L = T − V, and we apply Lagrange
equations,

d
dt

(
∂L
∂q̇j

)
− ∂L

∂qj
+

∂R
∂q̇j

= Qj, j = 1, 2, . . . , n (19)

where qj is the generalized coordinates, Qj are the generalized forces, j = 1, 2, . . . , n and
n = ν + 1 is the total number of generalized coordinates. In Lagrange equations, q f (t) is the
generalized coordinate vector associated with the flexibility. Let qr be the generalized coordi-
nate associated with the base movement (rigid coordinate), i.e. qr(t) = θ(t). The generalized
coordinate vector is then given by:

q(t) = [qr(t), qT
f (t)]

T

The spatially discrete dynamical model is then given by:

Tm = It q̈r + βT q̈ f + bm q̇r + Grr sin qr + cos qr Gr f q f + 2q̇r qT
f Crr q̇ f + q̈r qT

f Crrq f (20)

0 = β q̈r + Mf f q̈ f + Bf f q̇ f − q̇2
r Crrq f + K f f q f + g cos qr Gf f q f + g sin qr Gr f (21)

Written in a matrix form, equations (20)-(21) become:
(

It + qT
f Crrq f βT

β Mf f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
M(q)

(
q̈r
q̈ f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
q̈

+

(
bm 0
0 Bf f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

(
q̇r
q̇ f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
q̇

+

(
0 0
0 K f f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
K

(
qr
q f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
q

+

(
Grr GT

r f
Gr f Gf f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
G1

(
sin qr

q f cos qr

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
G(q)

+

(
2 q̇r qT

f Crr q̇ f

−q̇2
r Crr q f

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
C(q,q̇)q̇

=

(
1
0

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
L

Tm (22)
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or also in the compact form:

M(q) q̈ + C(q, q̇) q̇ + B q̇ + K q + G(q) = L Tm (23)

where M, B, and K are respectively the mass, damping, and rigidity matrices, and C(q, q̇)q̇,
and G(q) are the Coriolis and centrifugal, and gravity force vectors.
M, B and K f f are positive definite symmetric matrices. The associated matrix with the gravity,
G1, is also symmetric.

Proposition 1. The mass matrix, M, and the Coriolis and centrifugal force vector, C(q, q̇) q̇, verify
the following:

Ṁ(q)− 2 C(q, q̇) = S (24)

where S is an antisymmetric matrix.

Proof. Let

C(q, q̇) =

(
qT

f Crrq̇ f q̇rqT
f Crr

−q̇rCrrq f 0

)
(25)

Then,
xT (

Ṁ(q)− 2 C(q, q̇)
)

x = 0 ∀x ∈ R(ν+1)

where ν is the flexible modes number, and R is the real set numbers. �
By neglecting the 2nd order elements (relative to v) in (23), i.e. in the mass matrix and the
gravity element Gf f , (23) becomes:

M q̈ + C(q, q̇) q̇ + B q̇ + K q + G(q) = L Tm (26)

5. Description of Admissible Functions

In this section, we describe two types of admissible functions, namely, global functions de-
fined over the entire beam length (such as beam eigenfunctions and polynomial functions)
and piecewise polynomial functions (such as cubic splines and cubic B-splines).

5.1 Global Admissible Functions
5.1.1 Beam Eigenfunctions
The analytical solution of the eigenfunctions of the system shown in Figure 1 are given by
(Saad et al., 2006):

φi(x) = Ai

(
µ3λ3

i (cos βix − cosh βix) + (1 + ci) sin βix + (1 − ci) sinh βix − 2βix
)

(27)

Here, βi =
λi
l and λi is the solution of the following characteristic equation :

(
µ1µ2µ3 + µ2µ3µ5 − µ3µ2

4

)
λ7 (1 − C Ch)− µ3 (µ1 + µ5) λ6 (S Ch + C Sh)− 2µ3µ4λ5S Sh

+
(
µ2µ5 + µ1µ2 + µ2µ3 − µ2

4
)

λ4 (C Sh − S Ch) + µ3λ3 (1 + C Ch) + 2 (µ1 + µ5) λ3C Ch

+2µ4λ2 (C Sh + S Ch) + 2µ2λS Sh + S Ch − C Sh = 0 (28)

where:

µ1 =
Ip

ρl3 , µ2 =
mp

ρl
, µ3 =

Im

ρl3 , µ4 =
mprp

ρl2 , µ5 =
mpr2

p

ρl3 ,

C = cos λ, S = sin λ, Ch = cosh λ, Sh = sinh λ.

The admissible shape functions are generally the eigenfunctions of a simpler but related prob-
lem. The eigenfunctions of a rotating beam with a payload concentrated at its end are obtained
from (27) and (28) by replacing the payload center of mass rp by zero. The eigenfunctions of a
clamped beam with or without payload are deduced by taking the motor inertia Im as infinity,
or the payload inertia Ip and mass mp as zero, respectively. The first four eigenfunctions of a
rotating beam are shown in Figure 2.
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5.1.2 Polynomial functions
In this case, the beam deformation is given by

v(x, t) =
ν

∑
i=1

( x
l

)i+1
ηi(t), (29)

where, the BCs at x = 0 (v0 = v′0 = 0) are considered. The vector of the assumed-modes is

φT(x) =
[( x

l

)2
. . .

( x
l

)i+1
. . .

( x
l

)ν ( x
l

)ν+1
]

. (30)

The polynomial functions are very simple. Figure 3 shows the first four polynomial functions.
It is known that the sets of polynomial functions and beam eigenfunctions are complete, i.e.,
the error between the actual and the estimated eigenvalues can be rendered as small as desired
by increasing the number of terms in the series (14) (Mirovitch, 1967). Therefore, the computed
eigenvalues approach the actual ones from above as the number of admissible functions is
increased.
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fined over the entire beam length (such as beam eigenfunctions and polynomial functions)
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The analytical solution of the eigenfunctions of the system shown in Figure 1 are given by
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(27)

Here, βi =
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l and λi is the solution of the following characteristic equation :
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)
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Im

ρl3 , µ4 =
mprp

ρl2 , µ5 =
mpr2
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ρl3 ,

C = cos λ, S = sin λ, Ch = cosh λ, Sh = sinh λ.

The admissible shape functions are generally the eigenfunctions of a simpler but related prob-
lem. The eigenfunctions of a rotating beam with a payload concentrated at its end are obtained
from (27) and (28) by replacing the payload center of mass rp by zero. The eigenfunctions of a
clamped beam with or without payload are deduced by taking the motor inertia Im as infinity,
or the payload inertia Ip and mass mp as zero, respectively. The first four eigenfunctions of a
rotating beam are shown in Figure 2.
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5.1.2 Polynomial functions
In this case, the beam deformation is given by

v(x, t) =
ν

∑
i=1

( x
l

)i+1
ηi(t), (29)

where, the BCs at x = 0 (v0 = v′0 = 0) are considered. The vector of the assumed-modes is

φT(x) =
[( x

l

)2
. . .

( x
l

)i+1
. . .

( x
l

)ν ( x
l

)ν+1
]

. (30)

The polynomial functions are very simple. Figure 3 shows the first four polynomial functions.
It is known that the sets of polynomial functions and beam eigenfunctions are complete, i.e.,
the error between the actual and the estimated eigenvalues can be rendered as small as desired
by increasing the number of terms in the series (14) (Mirovitch, 1967). Therefore, the computed
eigenvalues approach the actual ones from above as the number of admissible functions is
increased.
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5.2 Piecewise admissible functions
The cubic splines and cubic B-splines are used as interpolation functions. In earlier studies,
cubic splines were used in modeling specific types of robot manipulators by adjusting the BCs
at both extremities (Cho et al., 1991). It is shown next that the cubic splines can be used simply
as a set of assumed-modes by fixing the conditions at the link extremity, x = l, independently
of the payload.

5.2.1 Description of the cubic splines
On the interval xi <= x < xi+1, the deformation is approximated by a cubic spline function
as (Gerald & Wheatley, 2004)

vi(x, t) = ai(x − xi)
3 + bi(x − xi)

2 + ci(x − xi) + di. (31)

The deformation v and the curvature v′′ at x = xi are yi and y′′i . The deformation and the
curvature at x = xi+1 are yi+1 and y′′i+1. The continuity of the deformation and the curvature
at the internal nodes gives the following relations:

ai =
y′′i+1 − y′′i

6hi
,

bi =
y′′i
2

,

ci =
yi+1 − yi

hi
−

2hi y′′i + hi y′′i+1
6

,

di = yi,

where hi = xi+1 − xi. The continuity condition of the slope at x = xi (v′i(xi, t) = v′i−1(xi, t))
gives the following equation:

hi−1 y′′i−1 + 2(hi−1 + hi) y′′i + hi y′′i+1

= 6
(

yi+1 − yi
hi

− yi − yi−1
hi−1

)
. (32)

Equation (32) is applicable to each of the internal nodes, from i = 2 to n − 1, where n is
the total number of nodes. This gives n − 2 equations relating the n values of y′′i and yi. Two
additional equations are obtained by specifying the conditions at both extremities. If the beam
is assumed to be clamped into the base, then v(0, t) = y1 = 0 and v′(0, t) = 0. It follows that:

2h1 y′′1 + h1 y′′2 = 6
y2
h1

. (33)

For the distal extremity x = l, the conditions are to some extent arbitrary. Four choices are
possible:

1. Taking y′′n = 0, which amounts to assuming no bending moment;
2. Taking y′′n = y′′n−1, which is equivalent to a constant bending moment on the last ele-

ment;
3. Taking y′′n as a linear extrapolation from y′′n−1 and y′′n−2 which yields

y′′n =
(hn−2 + hn−1) y′′n−1 − hn−1 y′′n−2

hn−2
;

4. Keeping the curvature y′′n at x = l as an unknown. This choice is only applicable when
the curvatures are taken as general coordinates as shown later.

An interesting feature of the cubic splines is the relation between the node curvatures and dis-
placements. Indeed, combining (32) with the conditions for the extremities gives the following
equation:

AY′′ = 6CY (34)
where, Y′′ and Y are the vectors of node curvatures and displacements. Equation (34) can be
solved either for the displacement Y or the curvature Y′′. Therefore, the generalized coordi-
nates used in the discrete model can be either the node curvatures or the node displacements.
The use of curvatures presents some advantages in controlling flexible manipulators since
these are directly measurable using strain gauges.
For a flexible link that is part of a general manipulator, the load at the link extremity is not
known a priori. Therefore, the bending moment, which is related to the curvature, is un-
known. When (34) is solved in terms of the node displacement Y, the curvature at x = l may
remain unknown (condition 4 above). It means that the n − 1 displacements yi are expressed
in terms of the n curvatures y′′i .
An additional manipulation is required to put the cubic splines in a form suitable for the
assumed-modes. A cubic spline is defined on each individual interval. To obtain the deforma-
tion v at any point x between 0 and l, the Heaviside function µ(x) is used (µ(x) = 1 when x ≥
0 and µ(x) = 0 when x < 0). The deformation v is thus written as

v(x, t) =
n−1

∑
i=1

vi (µ(x − xi)− µ(x − xi+1))

+vn−1 µ(x − xn−1). (35)
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5.2 Piecewise admissible functions
The cubic splines and cubic B-splines are used as interpolation functions. In earlier studies,
cubic splines were used in modeling specific types of robot manipulators by adjusting the BCs
at both extremities (Cho et al., 1991). It is shown next that the cubic splines can be used simply
as a set of assumed-modes by fixing the conditions at the link extremity, x = l, independently
of the payload.

5.2.1 Description of the cubic splines
On the interval xi <= x < xi+1, the deformation is approximated by a cubic spline function
as (Gerald & Wheatley, 2004)

vi(x, t) = ai(x − xi)
3 + bi(x − xi)

2 + ci(x − xi) + di. (31)

The deformation v and the curvature v′′ at x = xi are yi and y′′i . The deformation and the
curvature at x = xi+1 are yi+1 and y′′i+1. The continuity of the deformation and the curvature
at the internal nodes gives the following relations:
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y′′i+1 − y′′i

6hi
,

bi =
y′′i
2

,

ci =
yi+1 − yi

hi
−

2hi y′′i + hi y′′i+1
6

,

di = yi,

where hi = xi+1 − xi. The continuity condition of the slope at x = xi (v′i(xi, t) = v′i−1(xi, t))
gives the following equation:

hi−1 y′′i−1 + 2(hi−1 + hi) y′′i + hi y′′i+1

= 6
(

yi+1 − yi
hi

− yi − yi−1
hi−1

)
. (32)

Equation (32) is applicable to each of the internal nodes, from i = 2 to n − 1, where n is
the total number of nodes. This gives n − 2 equations relating the n values of y′′i and yi. Two
additional equations are obtained by specifying the conditions at both extremities. If the beam
is assumed to be clamped into the base, then v(0, t) = y1 = 0 and v′(0, t) = 0. It follows that:

2h1 y′′1 + h1 y′′2 = 6
y2
h1

. (33)

For the distal extremity x = l, the conditions are to some extent arbitrary. Four choices are
possible:

1. Taking y′′n = 0, which amounts to assuming no bending moment;
2. Taking y′′n = y′′n−1, which is equivalent to a constant bending moment on the last ele-

ment;
3. Taking y′′n as a linear extrapolation from y′′n−1 and y′′n−2 which yields

y′′n =
(hn−2 + hn−1) y′′n−1 − hn−1 y′′n−2

hn−2
;

4. Keeping the curvature y′′n at x = l as an unknown. This choice is only applicable when
the curvatures are taken as general coordinates as shown later.

An interesting feature of the cubic splines is the relation between the node curvatures and dis-
placements. Indeed, combining (32) with the conditions for the extremities gives the following
equation:

AY′′ = 6CY (34)
where, Y′′ and Y are the vectors of node curvatures and displacements. Equation (34) can be
solved either for the displacement Y or the curvature Y′′. Therefore, the generalized coordi-
nates used in the discrete model can be either the node curvatures or the node displacements.
The use of curvatures presents some advantages in controlling flexible manipulators since
these are directly measurable using strain gauges.
For a flexible link that is part of a general manipulator, the load at the link extremity is not
known a priori. Therefore, the bending moment, which is related to the curvature, is un-
known. When (34) is solved in terms of the node displacement Y, the curvature at x = l may
remain unknown (condition 4 above). It means that the n − 1 displacements yi are expressed
in terms of the n curvatures y′′i .
An additional manipulation is required to put the cubic splines in a form suitable for the
assumed-modes. A cubic spline is defined on each individual interval. To obtain the deforma-
tion v at any point x between 0 and l, the Heaviside function µ(x) is used (µ(x) = 1 when x ≥
0 and µ(x) = 0 when x < 0). The deformation v is thus written as
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It is then possible to express (35) in terms of the generalized flexible coordinates η (either the
node displacements or curvatures) as follows:

v(x, t) =

(
∂v(x, t)
∂Y′′(t)

)T

︸ ︷︷ ︸
φT

(x)

Y′′(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
η(t)

or

v(x, t) =

(
∂v(x, t)
∂Y(t)

)T

︸ ︷︷ ︸
φT

(x)

Y(t)︸︷︷︸
η(t)

, (36)

where each component of the vector φ(x) is an assumed-mode function φi(x).
As an example, two cases are presented to illustrate the application of the cubic splines. The
system used is the flexible rotating beam shown in Figure 1 where the link is divided into
three finite elements. In the first case, the second condition (Y′′

4 = Y′′
3 ) is used to represent the

curvature at the link extremity. Equation (34) becomes



2h1 h1 0
h1 2(h1 + h2) h2
0 h2 2h2 + 3h3




︸ ︷︷ ︸
A




y′′1
y′′2
y′′3




︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y′′

= 6




1
h1

0 0
− 1

h1
− 1

h2

1
h2

0
1
h2

− 1
h2

− 1
h3

1
h3




︸ ︷︷ ︸
C




y2
y3
y4




︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y

. (37)

This equation can be solved either for the node curvatures Y′′ or for the node displacements
Y. If, in the second case, the curvature at the extremity, Y′′

4 , is left as an unknown, then the
matrix C remains as in (37), while the matrix A becomes

A =




2h1 h1 0 0
h1 2(h1 + h2) h2 0
0 h2 2(h2 + h3) h3


 . (38)

Equation (37) can only be solved for the node displacements while the node curvatures are
the generalized coordinates.
Figure 4a illustrates the three assumed-modes when the node displacements are used as co-
ordinates. Figure 4b shows the four assumed-modes when the node curvatures are used as
coordinates while the curvature at the last node y′′4 is kept unknown.
The cubic interpolation functions verify the completeness and the continuity requirements
for convergence. Therefore, one should expect that the solution of the resulting eigenvalue
problem is, in the limit as h → 0, convergent. However, monotonic convergence cannot be
guaranteed. This is because two coordinates, displacement and curvature, are added for each
element with each mesh refinement. Indeed, Mirovitch and Silverberg (1983) proposed two
bracketing theorems characterizing the non-monotonic convergence of the eigensolution of
the h-version of the FEM using Hermite cubics. It is shown in (Saad, 2004) that the eigensolu-
tion for the h-version of the FEM using cubic splines is monotonically convergent.
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5.2.2 Description of the cubic B-splines
The cubic B-splines are used as interpolation functions in the Rayleigh-Ritz method and as
assumed modes for flexible manipulators (Yang & Gibson, 1989). A cubic B-spline is defined
on four intervals with a cubic spline on each interval as follows:

Si(x) = ai(x − xi)
3 + bi(x − xi)

2 + ci(x − xi) + di, (39)

for xi−1 <= x < xi, i = 1, . . . , 4. Since each cubic spline requires four parameters, a total
of 16 parameters are needed. If the B-splines are different from zero on each interval, then
continuity of the splines and their first two derivatives yields nine separate conditions. Six
out of the remaining seven conditions can be found by fixing the three BCs at each extremity
(namely v, v′, and v′′). The last condition can be fixed arbitrarily at the middle node, e.g., by
specifying unit displacement. A cubic B-spline can be zero on some of the four intervals.
For n intervals, the required number N of cubic B-splines is given by the following equation:

N = n − ν0 − ν1 + 3, (40)

where, ν0 and ν1 are the numbers of BCs for S(x), S′(x) or S′′(x) being equal to zero at x = 0
and at x = l. For example, a beam clamped into a base and having a payload at its extremity
has two zero BCs at x = 0 (S(0) = S′(0) = 0) and none at x = l. Therefore, ν0 = 2 and ν1 = 0.
If the beam is divided into two intervals (n = 2), then three cubic B-splines are required.
As an example, we develop next a cubic B-spline defined on two intervals. The internal and
BCs are:

S(x) = S′(x) = S′′(x) = S′′′(x) = 0 for x0 <= x < x1,

S(x1) = S′(x1) = 0,

S(x), S′(x), S′′(x) are continuous at x = x2,

and S(x2) = 1,

S(x3) = S′′(x3) = 0,

S(x) = S′(x) = S′′(x) = S′′′(x) = 0 for x3 <= x < x4.
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It is then possible to express (35) in terms of the generalized flexible coordinates η (either the
node displacements or curvatures) as follows:

v(x, t) =

(
∂v(x, t)
∂Y′′(t)

)T

︸ ︷︷ ︸
φT

(x)

Y′′(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
η(t)

or

v(x, t) =

(
∂v(x, t)
∂Y(t)

)T

︸ ︷︷ ︸
φT

(x)

Y(t)︸︷︷︸
η(t)

, (36)

where each component of the vector φ(x) is an assumed-mode function φi(x).
As an example, two cases are presented to illustrate the application of the cubic splines. The
system used is the flexible rotating beam shown in Figure 1 where the link is divided into
three finite elements. In the first case, the second condition (Y′′

4 = Y′′
3 ) is used to represent the

curvature at the link extremity. Equation (34) becomes



2h1 h1 0
h1 2(h1 + h2) h2
0 h2 2h2 + 3h3
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0
1
h2
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h2

− 1
h3

1
h3




︸ ︷︷ ︸
C




y2
y3
y4




︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y

. (37)

This equation can be solved either for the node curvatures Y′′ or for the node displacements
Y. If, in the second case, the curvature at the extremity, Y′′

4 , is left as an unknown, then the
matrix C remains as in (37), while the matrix A becomes

A =




2h1 h1 0 0
h1 2(h1 + h2) h2 0
0 h2 2(h2 + h3) h3


 . (38)

Equation (37) can only be solved for the node displacements while the node curvatures are
the generalized coordinates.
Figure 4a illustrates the three assumed-modes when the node displacements are used as co-
ordinates. Figure 4b shows the four assumed-modes when the node curvatures are used as
coordinates while the curvature at the last node y′′4 is kept unknown.
The cubic interpolation functions verify the completeness and the continuity requirements
for convergence. Therefore, one should expect that the solution of the resulting eigenvalue
problem is, in the limit as h → 0, convergent. However, monotonic convergence cannot be
guaranteed. This is because two coordinates, displacement and curvature, are added for each
element with each mesh refinement. Indeed, Mirovitch and Silverberg (1983) proposed two
bracketing theorems characterizing the non-monotonic convergence of the eigensolution of
the h-version of the FEM using Hermite cubics. It is shown in (Saad, 2004) that the eigensolu-
tion for the h-version of the FEM using cubic splines is monotonically convergent.
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5.2.2 Description of the cubic B-splines
The cubic B-splines are used as interpolation functions in the Rayleigh-Ritz method and as
assumed modes for flexible manipulators (Yang & Gibson, 1989). A cubic B-spline is defined
on four intervals with a cubic spline on each interval as follows:

Si(x) = ai(x − xi)
3 + bi(x − xi)

2 + ci(x − xi) + di, (39)

for xi−1 <= x < xi, i = 1, . . . , 4. Since each cubic spline requires four parameters, a total
of 16 parameters are needed. If the B-splines are different from zero on each interval, then
continuity of the splines and their first two derivatives yields nine separate conditions. Six
out of the remaining seven conditions can be found by fixing the three BCs at each extremity
(namely v, v′, and v′′). The last condition can be fixed arbitrarily at the middle node, e.g., by
specifying unit displacement. A cubic B-spline can be zero on some of the four intervals.
For n intervals, the required number N of cubic B-splines is given by the following equation:

N = n − ν0 − ν1 + 3, (40)

where, ν0 and ν1 are the numbers of BCs for S(x), S′(x) or S′′(x) being equal to zero at x = 0
and at x = l. For example, a beam clamped into a base and having a payload at its extremity
has two zero BCs at x = 0 (S(0) = S′(0) = 0) and none at x = l. Therefore, ν0 = 2 and ν1 = 0.
If the beam is divided into two intervals (n = 2), then three cubic B-splines are required.
As an example, we develop next a cubic B-spline defined on two intervals. The internal and
BCs are:

S(x) = S′(x) = S′′(x) = S′′′(x) = 0 for x0 <= x < x1,

S(x1) = S′(x1) = 0,

S(x), S′(x), S′′(x) are continuous at x = x2,

and S(x2) = 1,

S(x3) = S′′(x3) = 0,

S(x) = S′(x) = S′′(x) = S′′′(x) = 0 for x3 <= x < x4.
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It can be verified that 16 conditions are imposed. The Heaviside function is again used to
insure that the functions are defined over the entire beam length. The B-spline verifying the
above conditions is

φ(x) =
(
−11 x3 + 51 x2 − 69 x + 29

7

)
µ(x − 1)

+

(
16 x3 − 96 x2 + 192 x − 128

7

)
µ(x − 2)

+

(
−5 x3 + 45 x2 − 123 x + 99

7

)
µ(x − 3). (41)

The choice of the B-splines must respect the geometric BCs. If any dynamic BC is zero, e.g., no
inertial load, then taking this into account in the B-splines improves the solution convergence.
Figure 5 shows the four cubic B-splines chosen as assumed modes when three intervals are
used.
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6. Modal Analysis

The goal of this section is to study the accuracy of the different shape functions based mod-
els discussed in this paper in modeling the one-link robot system shown in Figure 1. First, a
comparison in the frequency domain is carried out for frequencies, mode shapes and spatial
derivative of mode shapes. Then, we compare the static mode shapes and their spatial deriva-
tives (for θ = π/2 as defined in the model assumptions). We also discuss the computational
complexity to generate these functions.
Table 2 describes the shape functions used in the comparison. The determination of the beam
eigenfunctions requires the knowledge of the system parameters. We are using the nominal
parameters in these cases. On the other hand, the spline and polynomial shape functions
require only the knowledge of the beam length. Still, for the cubic spline functions, we have

to make a choice for the BCs at the extremity. For the cubic B-splines, when there are less than
four intervals, different B-splines can satisfy the geometric BCs (Saad et al., 2006).

cf Eigenfunctions of a clamped-free beam using the nominal
parameters

cp Eigenfunctions of a clamped-payload beam using the
nominal parameters

bp Eigenfunctions of a rotating beam using the nominal pa-
rameters

cbs Cubic B-splines
cs-d Cubic splines with displacements as coordinates and with

the curvature at the last node n being equal to the curva-
ture at node n − 1

cs-c Cubic splines with curvatures as coordinates and the cur-
vature at the last node is kept unknown

pol Polynomial functions

Table 2. Shape functions used in the model comparison

To test the robustness of the shape functions given in Table 2, we vary the system parameters
as presented in Table 3. In Case 1, the payload is removed. In Case 2, the motor inertia is
reduced by a factor of one thousand. This is equivalent to removing a 32:1 reduction gear. In
Case 3, the payload mass and inertia are increased by factors of 2.5 and 2.8 respectively. Ad-
ditionally, the payload center of mass is moved further from the base to a position equivalent
to 50% of the beam length. This provides insight into the more general two-link problem as
the payload may be viewed as a rigid, locked, second link.

Parameter Nominal Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
Im (kg m2) 10 10 0.01 10

mp (kg) 2 0 2 5
Ip (kg m2) 0.36 0 0.36 1

rp (m) 0 0 0 0.7

Table 3. Variation of the nominal parameters

6.1 Performance indices for comparison
For each case, we compute the exact solution for the frequency comparison using the eigen-
functions of the rotating beam given by (27) and (28). For the static comparison, we compute
the exact static deformation of a horizontal clamped-payload beam, by solving equations (9)-
(12) with null time variations, which leads to:

s(x) = − g x2

24 EIz
×

(
ρ(x2 − 4 x l + 6 l2) + mp(12 l + 12 rp − 4 x)

)
(42)

and get the estimated solutions using the spatially discretized model (23). The eigenfrequen-
cies and eigenvectors are the solution of the following algebraic eigenvalue problem:

Ku = ω̃2Mu, (43)
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It can be verified that 16 conditions are imposed. The Heaviside function is again used to
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The choice of the B-splines must respect the geometric BCs. If any dynamic BC is zero, e.g., no
inertial load, then taking this into account in the B-splines improves the solution convergence.
Figure 5 shows the four cubic B-splines chosen as assumed modes when three intervals are
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6. Modal Analysis

The goal of this section is to study the accuracy of the different shape functions based mod-
els discussed in this paper in modeling the one-link robot system shown in Figure 1. First, a
comparison in the frequency domain is carried out for frequencies, mode shapes and spatial
derivative of mode shapes. Then, we compare the static mode shapes and their spatial deriva-
tives (for θ = π/2 as defined in the model assumptions). We also discuss the computational
complexity to generate these functions.
Table 2 describes the shape functions used in the comparison. The determination of the beam
eigenfunctions requires the knowledge of the system parameters. We are using the nominal
parameters in these cases. On the other hand, the spline and polynomial shape functions
require only the knowledge of the beam length. Still, for the cubic spline functions, we have

to make a choice for the BCs at the extremity. For the cubic B-splines, when there are less than
four intervals, different B-splines can satisfy the geometric BCs (Saad et al., 2006).
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parameters

cp Eigenfunctions of a clamped-payload beam using the
nominal parameters

bp Eigenfunctions of a rotating beam using the nominal pa-
rameters

cbs Cubic B-splines
cs-d Cubic splines with displacements as coordinates and with

the curvature at the last node n being equal to the curva-
ture at node n − 1

cs-c Cubic splines with curvatures as coordinates and the cur-
vature at the last node is kept unknown

pol Polynomial functions

Table 2. Shape functions used in the model comparison

To test the robustness of the shape functions given in Table 2, we vary the system parameters
as presented in Table 3. In Case 1, the payload is removed. In Case 2, the motor inertia is
reduced by a factor of one thousand. This is equivalent to removing a 32:1 reduction gear. In
Case 3, the payload mass and inertia are increased by factors of 2.5 and 2.8 respectively. Ad-
ditionally, the payload center of mass is moved further from the base to a position equivalent
to 50% of the beam length. This provides insight into the more general two-link problem as
the payload may be viewed as a rigid, locked, second link.

Parameter Nominal Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
Im (kg m2) 10 10 0.01 10

mp (kg) 2 0 2 5
Ip (kg m2) 0.36 0 0.36 1

rp (m) 0 0 0 0.7

Table 3. Variation of the nominal parameters

6.1 Performance indices for comparison
For each case, we compute the exact solution for the frequency comparison using the eigen-
functions of the rotating beam given by (27) and (28). For the static comparison, we compute
the exact static deformation of a horizontal clamped-payload beam, by solving equations (9)-
(12) with null time variations, which leads to:

s(x) = − g x2

24 EIz
×

(
ρ(x2 − 4 x l + 6 l2) + mp(12 l + 12 rp − 4 x)

)
(42)

and get the estimated solutions using the spatially discretized model (23). The eigenfrequen-
cies and eigenvectors are the solution of the following algebraic eigenvalue problem:

Ku = ω̃2Mu, (43)
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where, M and K are the mass and the stiffness matrices given in (23), ω̃ is the estimated fre-
quency, and u is the eigenvector associated with that frequency. Since damping is negligible,
the rigid mode is always zero. It will not be included in the comparison results. We combine
the eigenvectors corresponding to the flexible coordinates η in the following matrix:

U f = [u1 · · · uν] ,

where ν is the number of the generalized coordinates. The following equation gives the eigen-
modes or mode shapes in terms of the eigenvectors:

Ỹ(x) = UT
f φ(x), (44)

with φ(x) the vector of shape functions. The first three derivatives of the mode shapes are
computed using φ′(x), φ′′(x) and φ′′′(x). The modes and their first derivatives are normal-
ized such that their maximum is equal to one. The second and the third mode derivatives are
normalized to equal one at x = 0.
We compute the relative error between the exact and the estimated frequencies using the fol-
lowing expression:

ε f ,i = 100
f̃i − fi

fi
, (45)

with f̃i and fi the approximate and the exact values of the ith frequency in Hz.
To compare the mode shapes, we use the average of the absolute error divided by the average
of the absolute value of the exact mode shape:

εmd ,i = 100

∫ l
0 |Ỹd,i(x)− Yd,i(x)|dx∫ l

0 |Yd,i(x)|dx
, (46)

where d = 0, . . . , 3 denotes the mode shape derivative and i is the mode number. Ỹ and Y are
the approximated and the exact mode shapes.
The estimated static deformation is evaluated using (14) and (23) as follows:

s̃(x) = φ(x)TK−1
f f h f . (47)

The first three derivatives of the static mode shapes are obtained using φ′(x), φ′′(x) and
φ′′′(x). The error is similar to the one calculated for the mode shapes and is given by

εsd ,i = 100

∫ l
0 |s̃d,i(x)− sd(x)|dx∫ l

0 |sd(x)|dx
. (48)

6.2 Comparison results
For each of the shape functions given in Table 2, we generated models using one to eight shape
functions (2 to 8 for the Splines) for each of the four cases for a total of 212 different models.
These models are created with Maple using the symbolic modeling programs SYMOFROS
(Piedboeuf, 1996) and the analysis is done using MATLAB. For all studied cases, the exact
frequencies are generated symbolically and computed numerically in MAPLE with a 30 digits
precision to avoid truncation in Matlab. In this paper, we study the improvement in the solu-
tion when using one to eight shape functions. We are presenting only the results for the first
three modes but the discussion applies to higher modes as well.

6.2.1 Non-Concentrated Payload (Case 3)
Since Case 3 is the most challenging one, we discuss it in more details. Figure 6 gives the
absolute eigenvalue relative errors in (45) for the shape functions presented in Table 2. The
exact frequencies for the first three modes are 1.6, 9.3 and 45.3 Hz. On each graph, three
curves appear for each shape function. The lowest one corresponds to the first mode and
the highest one to the third mode. For example, three cs-c shape functions give an error of
0.05% on the second frequency (Figure 6b). The graphs show the solution improvement when
the number of shape functions increases. The curves for bp and cp models are very close,
especially for the second and third modes (Figure 6a). For the first frequency, the precision
of cp and bp models does not improve after three shape functions owing to numerical errors.
The curves for cbs and cs-c models are almost identical for the three modes. The cp and bp
models give smaller errors for the first and second modes than the cbs and cs-c models but
not for the third mode (Figure 6a vs. 6b). The error for the cf model barely goes under 1%
(Figure 6a). The error for the cs-d first mode is higher than the second mode error of the cs-c
model (Figure 6b). For the first mode, the pol model gives results similar to the cbs model
up to five shape functions: the results are even identical when two shape functions are used
(Figure 6c). Afterward, the precision diminishes drastically mainly because the powers ( x

l )
k

are nearly linearly dependent since they essentially have the same weight in the neighborhood
of x = l.
Figure 7 shows the relative errors on the eigenmodes while Figure 8 gives the error on the
second derivatives. The second derivative is important in experimentation since it is related
to the curvature read by strain-gauges. The observations done for the frequencies hold for the
eigenmodes and their second derivative. However, the error on the eigenmode approximation
is higher than the one on the frequencies. The error on the second derivative is even higher.
For example, the error on the first mode of the cf model for the second derivative (Figure 8a)
goes barely under 10% even with eight shape functions. The errors on the pol model for the
second derivative sometime increase when a shape function is added (Figure 8c). The error on
the eigenmodes for the pol model are close to cbs and cs-c models up to four shape functions.
Figure 9 shows the static shape errors while Figure 10 gives the errors on the second derivative
of the static shape functions. Clearly, the pol model gives the best result, especially for three
shape functions. This was expected since the exact solution (Equation 42) is a fourth order
polynomial. The cp , bp , cbs and cs-c models have similar errors (cbs and cs-c are even super-
imposed). The error for the cf model is important especially for the second derivative where
the lowest error is around 6% with eight shape functions. The cs-d model does not perform as
well as the two others spline models (cbs and cs-c ).

6.2.2 Nominal, No-Payload (Case 1) and Reduced Inertia (Case 2)
Globally, the above observations for decentralized payload (Case 3) hold also for the Nominal,
the No-Payload (Case 1), and for Reduced Inertia (Case 2) cases. In particular, for the Nominal
Case, as expected the bp model gives the best results. It represents the exact solution of the
system at hand. The eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes errors are due to numerical errors
since the exact frequencies are computed symbolically in MAPLE with a 30 digits precision.
The behavior of the other models are generally the same as for Case 3. Still, the convergence
rate of the cp model is better in Case 3. Additionally, the error on the first frequency for the
cs-c model is higher in Case 3. The case with no payload (Case 1) is the only one where the
cf model gives good results. The other models that do not assume a zero bending torque at
the extremity take longer to converge and the errors are larger than those in Case 3. For the
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where, M and K are the mass and the stiffness matrices given in (23), ω̃ is the estimated fre-
quency, and u is the eigenvector associated with that frequency. Since damping is negligible,
the rigid mode is always zero. It will not be included in the comparison results. We combine
the eigenvectors corresponding to the flexible coordinates η in the following matrix:

U f = [u1 · · · uν] ,

where ν is the number of the generalized coordinates. The following equation gives the eigen-
modes or mode shapes in terms of the eigenvectors:

Ỹ(x) = UT
f φ(x), (44)

with φ(x) the vector of shape functions. The first three derivatives of the mode shapes are
computed using φ′(x), φ′′(x) and φ′′′(x). The modes and their first derivatives are normal-
ized such that their maximum is equal to one. The second and the third mode derivatives are
normalized to equal one at x = 0.
We compute the relative error between the exact and the estimated frequencies using the fol-
lowing expression:

ε f ,i = 100
f̃i − fi

fi
, (45)

with f̃i and fi the approximate and the exact values of the ith frequency in Hz.
To compare the mode shapes, we use the average of the absolute error divided by the average
of the absolute value of the exact mode shape:
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∫ l
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, (46)

where d = 0, . . . , 3 denotes the mode shape derivative and i is the mode number. Ỹ and Y are
the approximated and the exact mode shapes.
The estimated static deformation is evaluated using (14) and (23) as follows:

s̃(x) = φ(x)TK−1
f f h f . (47)

The first three derivatives of the static mode shapes are obtained using φ′(x), φ′′(x) and
φ′′′(x). The error is similar to the one calculated for the mode shapes and is given by

εsd ,i = 100

∫ l
0 |s̃d,i(x)− sd(x)|dx∫ l

0 |sd(x)|dx
. (48)

6.2 Comparison results
For each of the shape functions given in Table 2, we generated models using one to eight shape
functions (2 to 8 for the Splines) for each of the four cases for a total of 212 different models.
These models are created with Maple using the symbolic modeling programs SYMOFROS
(Piedboeuf, 1996) and the analysis is done using MATLAB. For all studied cases, the exact
frequencies are generated symbolically and computed numerically in MAPLE with a 30 digits
precision to avoid truncation in Matlab. In this paper, we study the improvement in the solu-
tion when using one to eight shape functions. We are presenting only the results for the first
three modes but the discussion applies to higher modes as well.

6.2.1 Non-Concentrated Payload (Case 3)
Since Case 3 is the most challenging one, we discuss it in more details. Figure 6 gives the
absolute eigenvalue relative errors in (45) for the shape functions presented in Table 2. The
exact frequencies for the first three modes are 1.6, 9.3 and 45.3 Hz. On each graph, three
curves appear for each shape function. The lowest one corresponds to the first mode and
the highest one to the third mode. For example, three cs-c shape functions give an error of
0.05% on the second frequency (Figure 6b). The graphs show the solution improvement when
the number of shape functions increases. The curves for bp and cp models are very close,
especially for the second and third modes (Figure 6a). For the first frequency, the precision
of cp and bp models does not improve after three shape functions owing to numerical errors.
The curves for cbs and cs-c models are almost identical for the three modes. The cp and bp
models give smaller errors for the first and second modes than the cbs and cs-c models but
not for the third mode (Figure 6a vs. 6b). The error for the cf model barely goes under 1%
(Figure 6a). The error for the cs-d first mode is higher than the second mode error of the cs-c
model (Figure 6b). For the first mode, the pol model gives results similar to the cbs model
up to five shape functions: the results are even identical when two shape functions are used
(Figure 6c). Afterward, the precision diminishes drastically mainly because the powers ( x
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are nearly linearly dependent since they essentially have the same weight in the neighborhood
of x = l.
Figure 7 shows the relative errors on the eigenmodes while Figure 8 gives the error on the
second derivatives. The second derivative is important in experimentation since it is related
to the curvature read by strain-gauges. The observations done for the frequencies hold for the
eigenmodes and their second derivative. However, the error on the eigenmode approximation
is higher than the one on the frequencies. The error on the second derivative is even higher.
For example, the error on the first mode of the cf model for the second derivative (Figure 8a)
goes barely under 10% even with eight shape functions. The errors on the pol model for the
second derivative sometime increase when a shape function is added (Figure 8c). The error on
the eigenmodes for the pol model are close to cbs and cs-c models up to four shape functions.
Figure 9 shows the static shape errors while Figure 10 gives the errors on the second derivative
of the static shape functions. Clearly, the pol model gives the best result, especially for three
shape functions. This was expected since the exact solution (Equation 42) is a fourth order
polynomial. The cp , bp , cbs and cs-c models have similar errors (cbs and cs-c are even super-
imposed). The error for the cf model is important especially for the second derivative where
the lowest error is around 6% with eight shape functions. The cs-d model does not perform as
well as the two others spline models (cbs and cs-c ).

6.2.2 Nominal, No-Payload (Case 1) and Reduced Inertia (Case 2)
Globally, the above observations for decentralized payload (Case 3) hold also for the Nominal,
the No-Payload (Case 1), and for Reduced Inertia (Case 2) cases. In particular, for the Nominal
Case, as expected the bp model gives the best results. It represents the exact solution of the
system at hand. The eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes errors are due to numerical errors
since the exact frequencies are computed symbolically in MAPLE with a 30 digits precision.
The behavior of the other models are generally the same as for Case 3. Still, the convergence
rate of the cp model is better in Case 3. Additionally, the error on the first frequency for the
cs-c model is higher in Case 3. The case with no payload (Case 1) is the only one where the
cf model gives good results. The other models that do not assume a zero bending torque at
the extremity take longer to converge and the errors are larger than those in Case 3. For the
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spline models, it will be easy to generate a spline having zero moment at the extremity. Such
splines improve the results. When the base inertia is reduced by a factor of 1000 (Case 2), the
convergence rate of the selected parameters is slower and more shape functions are required
to reach the same precision as compared to Case 3.

6.2.3 Sensitivity of the models
Table 4 gives the condition number of the eigenvector matrix, CN2(V) (Watkins, 1991), of the
different models, from one to eight shape functions. These condition numbers measure the
sensitivity of the eigenvalues to the system parameter variations. They indicate by how much
a variation in the M−1K matrix will be amplified (a condition number of one being the best
case). Table 4 reveals that the pol model becomes very sensitive when more shape functions
are added. Therefore, while the solution should improve by adding shape functions, the sen-
sitivity to numerical and parameter errors wipes off this improvement. The sensitivity of the
cf and cs-d models and, to a less extent, of cbs model also increases when the number of shape
functions increases. On the other hand, the sensitivities of the cp , bp and cs-c models stay
almost constant. The cs-c model with the lowest condition number is then the less sensitive to
model error.
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7. Conclusion

In this work, the mathematical model of a flexible link manipulator using the assumed-mode
method to discretize the link flexibility was presented. A detailed comparison of several ad-
missible shape functions in assumed-mode models was carried out on a flexible slewing beam
for the eigenvalues, the eigenmodes and their derivatives, and the static deformations and
their derivatives. Load parameters were changed from their nominal values to test the sensi-
tivity of the shape functions based models. The study confirms the fact that the completeness
of the admissible functions guarantees convergence of the approximate models but the con-
vergence rate can be slow. In clamped-free case, it was revealed that the poor convergence is
related to the inability of satisfying the natural BCs with a finite number of assumed-modes.
The comparisons show that for the system of a one flexible link: (1) the clamped-free eigen-
functions are mostly inadequate. They only behave well when there is no payload; (2) the
clamped-payload eigenfunctions are good candidates even when the payload parameters are
changed; (3) in comparison to the clamped-payload eigenfunctions, the complexity of the ro-
tating beam eigenfunctions did not translate into marked rate convergence improvement; (4)
the polynomial functions are very attractive and are generally good for a small number of
shape functions, but they are too sensitive to system parameters variations; (5) both the cu-
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spline models, it will be easy to generate a spline having zero moment at the extremity. Such
splines improve the results. When the base inertia is reduced by a factor of 1000 (Case 2), the
convergence rate of the selected parameters is slower and more shape functions are required
to reach the same precision as compared to Case 3.

6.2.3 Sensitivity of the models
Table 4 gives the condition number of the eigenvector matrix, CN2(V) (Watkins, 1991), of the
different models, from one to eight shape functions. These condition numbers measure the
sensitivity of the eigenvalues to the system parameter variations. They indicate by how much
a variation in the M−1K matrix will be amplified (a condition number of one being the best
case). Table 4 reveals that the pol model becomes very sensitive when more shape functions
are added. Therefore, while the solution should improve by adding shape functions, the sen-
sitivity to numerical and parameter errors wipes off this improvement. The sensitivity of the
cf and cs-d models and, to a less extent, of cbs model also increases when the number of shape
functions increases. On the other hand, the sensitivities of the cp , bp and cs-c models stay
almost constant. The cs-c model with the lowest condition number is then the less sensitive to
model error.
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7. Conclusion

In this work, the mathematical model of a flexible link manipulator using the assumed-mode
method to discretize the link flexibility was presented. A detailed comparison of several ad-
missible shape functions in assumed-mode models was carried out on a flexible slewing beam
for the eigenvalues, the eigenmodes and their derivatives, and the static deformations and
their derivatives. Load parameters were changed from their nominal values to test the sensi-
tivity of the shape functions based models. The study confirms the fact that the completeness
of the admissible functions guarantees convergence of the approximate models but the con-
vergence rate can be slow. In clamped-free case, it was revealed that the poor convergence is
related to the inability of satisfying the natural BCs with a finite number of assumed-modes.
The comparisons show that for the system of a one flexible link: (1) the clamped-free eigen-
functions are mostly inadequate. They only behave well when there is no payload; (2) the
clamped-payload eigenfunctions are good candidates even when the payload parameters are
changed; (3) in comparison to the clamped-payload eigenfunctions, the complexity of the ro-
tating beam eigenfunctions did not translate into marked rate convergence improvement; (4)
the polynomial functions are very attractive and are generally good for a small number of
shape functions, but they are too sensitive to system parameters variations; (5) both the cu-
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Fig. 8. Relative errors on the 2nd derivative of the eigenmodes in % for Case 3

bic B-splines and the cubic splines with curvatures as coordinates offer identical behavior; (6)
the cubic splines with curvatures as coordinates provides better results than the cubic splines
with displacements as coordinates for all the convergence criteria; (7) overall, the cubic splines
using curvatures as generalized coordinates offer the best compromise between good preci-
sion and low calculation complexity. It is also worth to mention that based on the results
of this paper, the cubic spline functions are now utilized in Symofros in the discretization of
the deformation of Canada Flexible Arm at the Space Canadian Agency rather than the beam
eigenfunctions or the polynomial functions that were previously used.
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Fig. 9. Relative errors on the static shapes in % for Case 3
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Fig. 10. Relative errors on the 2nd derivative of the static shape in % for Case 3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
cf 2.3 6.1 10.7 16.1 22.3 29.2 36.6 44.7
cp 1.4 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
bp 1.5 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2
cbs – 2.3 4.9 3.6 4.8 6.2 7.7 9.3
cs-c – 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6
cs-d – 5.2 8.4 12.1 16.3 21.1 26.2 31.6
pol 1.9 4.8 11.6 24.4 54.5 253 1.3e3 7.3e3

Table 4. Condition number on the eigenvalue matrix for Case 3
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the cubic splines with curvatures as coordinates provides better results than the cubic splines
with displacements as coordinates for all the convergence criteria; (7) overall, the cubic splines
using curvatures as generalized coordinates offer the best compromise between good preci-
sion and low calculation complexity. It is also worth to mention that based on the results
of this paper, the cubic spline functions are now utilized in Symofros in the discretization of
the deformation of Canada Flexible Arm at the Space Canadian Agency rather than the beam
eigenfunctions or the polynomial functions that were previously used.
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1. Introduction 
 

This chapter presents an introduction to the various methods of controlling the motion of 
rigid manipulators. Motion control of robotic manipulators has been the subject of 
considerable research, and many control schemes have been evolved. Typical and recently 
proposed motion control strategies are introduced and the strengths and weaknesses of each 
control scheme are also described in this chapter. We assume that the robotic manipulators 
are rigid, that is, the manipulators do not have flexible links and elastic joints. 
In this chapter, we discuss some useful properties of the robot dynamic equations, which are 
used in deriving robot control schemes in section 2. Proportional-integral-derivative (PID) 
control schemes, which are widely used in robotic manipulator control, are introduced in 
section 3. Computed torque control is described in section 4. A modified computed-torque 
control scheme which overcomes some disadvantages of the conventional one is also 
introduced in the section. To compensate for parametric uncertainties in the robot dynamic 
equations, various adaptive strategies for the control of robotic manipulators are introduced 
in section 5. We discuss the robust control that is capable of compensating for both 
structured and unstructured uncertainties in section 6 and conclude the chapter in section 7. 

 
2. Robot Dynamic Equation 
 

In the absence of friction and other disturbances, the dynamic equation of an n-link robot 
manipulator can be written as: 
 

M(q)q C(q,q)q g(q)      , (1) 
 
where q is the 1n  vector of joint variables,   is the 1n  vector of input torques, M(q) is 
the n n  symmetric positive-definite manipulator inertia matrix, C(q,q)q   is the 1n  
vector of centrifugal and Coriolis torques and g(q) is the 1n  vector of gravitational 
torques. The control schemes that will be introduced in this chapter are based on some 
important properties of dynamic equation (1). 
 
Property of Inertia Matrix: 
The inertia matrix M(q) is symmetric positive-definite and bounded as 

5
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1 2I M(q) I    , (2) 
 
where 1  and 2  are the positive scalars that may be computed for any given arm. 
 
Property of Centrifugal and Coriolis Vector: 
The matrix 
 

M(q) 2C(q,q)   (3) 
 
is skew-symmetric. This property implies that TM(q) C(q,q) C (q,q)    . The matrix C(q,q)  
is quadratic in q  and bounded so that 0C(q,q) c q   for some positive constant 0c . 
 
Property of Linearity in the Parameters: 
(Craig, 1988) exploited a property that the equation (1) is linear in the inertia parameters. 
This is important, because some or all of the parameters may be unknown; thus the 
dynamics are linear in the unknown terms: 
 

M(q)q C(q,q)q g(q) W(q,q,q)        , (4) 
 
where   is a vector of unknown constant parameters and W(q,q,q)   is a known matrix of 
robot functions. 
 
Those properties are used in deriving robot control schemes in subsequent sections. 

 
3. PID Control 
 

The conventional proportional-derivative (PD) and PID controllers are general feedback 
control mechanisms that are widely used in industrial control systems. These controllers 
have a strong point in that they are simple to implement and control. 

 
3.1 PD control 
PD control is useful for fast-response controllers that do not need a steady-state error of zero. 
Fundamentally, PD control is a position and velocity feedback control that gives good 
closed-loop properties when applied to a double integrator system. 
First, consider the regulation problem of the robot manipulator described by (1). Because the 
desired joint velocity dq 0 , the control law of the PD controller with gravity compensation 
is 
 

v pK q K e g(q)     , (5) 
 
where vK  and pK  are positive-definite gain matrices and de q q  . Because this control 
law has no feed-forward term, it can never achieve zero steady-state error. A common 

 

modification is to add an integral term to eliminate steady-state errors. This introduces 
additional complications because care must be taken to maintain stability and to avoid 
integrator windup. When the control law (5) is applied to (1), the closed-loop system 
becomes 
 

v pM(q)q C(q,q)q K q K e 0       . (6) 
 
Now, we investigate the stability achieved by PD control with gravity compensation. We 
choose the Lyapunov function candidate, 
 

T T
p

1 1V(q,q) q M(q)q e K e
2 2

    . (7) 

 
The function V is positive-definite; and has a derivative that is negative semi-definite using 
property (3): 
 

 

 

T T
v

T
v

2
min v

1V(q,q) q K q q M(q) 2C(q,q) q
2

q K q

K q

   

 

 

     

 



 (8) 

 
where min { }   denotes the smallest eigenvalue. By the Lyapunov stability theory and 
LaSalle’s theorem (Khalil, 2002), the regulation error converges to zero asymptotically. 
In case of PD control without gravity compensation 
 

v pK q K e    , (9) 
 
and, the closed-loop dynamic equation becomes 
 

v pM(q)q C(q,q)q g(q) K q K e 0        . (10) 
 
Let us choose Lyapunov function candidate, 
 

T T
p 0

1 1V(q,q) q M(q)q e K e U(q) U
2 2

       (11) 

 
where U(q) is the potential energy generating gravity forces and 0U  is a suitable constant. 
Taking the time derivative of V along the closed-loop dynamics (10) gives the same result (8) 
as the PD control with gravity compensation. In this case, the control system must be stable 
in the sense of Lyapunov, but we cannot conclude that the regulation error will converge to 
zero by LaSalle’s theorem. 
Next, consider tracking control. The control law of PD control with gravity compensation is 
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d d v pM(q)q C(q,q)q g(q) K e K e         . (12) 
 
Then the closed-loop system is  
 

v pM(q)e C(q,q)e K e K e 0       . (13) 
 
To show the stability, we chose the Lyapunov function candidate 
 

T T T
p

1 1V(e,e, t) e M(q)e e K e e M(q)e
2 2

       , (14) 

 
where   is a positive small constant. The derivative of the function V becomes 
 

T T T
v p v

1V(e,e, t) e (K M)e e K e e ( K M)e
2

              . (15) 

 
Choosing   sufficiently small insures that V  is negative-definite and hence that the system 
is exponentially stable by LaSalle’s theorem. It is notable that asymptotic tracking requires 
exact cancelation of gravity and disturbance forces and relies on accurate models of these 
quantities as well as the manipulator inertia matrix. Therefore, in practical implementations, 
modeling errors and disturbances result in tracking errors. 

 
3.2 PID control 
We have seen that PD control makes the system exponentially stable. However, in practical 
implementation, in the presence of constant disturbance (from the local point of view), PD 
control gives a nonzero steady-state error. Consequently, adding an integral action to the 
controller can compensate for the constant disturbance. The PID controller has the form 
 

p i v

p v

i 0

K e K e dt K e

K e K e
K e,       (0) ,

   

   

    

 




 (16) 

 
where iK  is a positive-definite gain matrix. Choose any positive diagonal matrix pK  and let 
 

p p i
1K : K K 


, (17) 

 
where   is a positive small constant to be determined. Then the error dynamics become 
 

v p i

i

1M(q)q C(q,q)q K q K e K e

K e,

     


  

    


 (18) 

 

where   denotes dg(q )  . To analyze the stability of the closed loop system, we choose 
the following Lyapunov function candidate with cross terms (Loria et al., 2000) 
 

T
T T T 1 T

d d p i i i
1 1 1 1V q Mq U(q) U(q ) e g(q ) e K e K e K K e e Mq
2 2 2

                      
     . (19) 

 
Using property of inertia matrix (2), rewriting T T

p 1 2 3 pe K e ( )e K e        and 
T T

1 2 3q M(q)q ( )q M(q)q          with i0 1   , one can show that if 
 

 
2

g 2
min p

1 1 2

c
K max ,

     
   

, (20) 

 
then the function V satisfies the inequality 
 

T T3 2 3
pV e K e q M(q)q

2 2
       . (21) 

 
Hence, V is positive-definite and radially unbounded. Next, using the property of the matrix 
C(q,q)  and the inequality d gg(q ) g(q) c e  , the time derivative of V along the 
trajectories of (16) satisfies 
 

       2 2
min v max v 0 2 min p g max v

1V K K c e q K c K e
2 2
                    

   
  , (22) 

 
which is negative semi-definite if 
 

   

   

 

min v max v 2

min p g max v

min v

0

K ( K 2 )
1K c K
2
K

e ,
2 c

     

   






 
(23) 

 
where max { }   denotes the largest eigenvalue. Then the local asymptotic stability of the 
origin x=0 follows by LaSalle’s theorem. 
(Qu & Dorsey, 1991) proposed a similar proof for the uniform ultimate boundedness of the 
error in the trajectory tracking problem. (Rocco, 1996) proposed a stability analysis method 
different from other approaches. The proof is based on a formulation of the robot dynamic 
model where the nominal, decoupled and linear closed loop system is emphasized, whereas 
the nonlinear terms are split into terms dependent on the control parameters and other 
norm-bounded terms. However, PID control lacks a global asymptotic stability proof. 
Moreover, to ensure local stability, the gain matrices must satisfy complicated inequalities. 
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where max { }   denotes the largest eigenvalue. Then the local asymptotic stability of the 
origin x=0 follows by LaSalle’s theorem. 
(Qu & Dorsey, 1991) proposed a similar proof for the uniform ultimate boundedness of the 
error in the trajectory tracking problem. (Rocco, 1996) proposed a stability analysis method 
different from other approaches. The proof is based on a formulation of the robot dynamic 
model where the nominal, decoupled and linear closed loop system is emphasized, whereas 
the nonlinear terms are split into terms dependent on the control parameters and other 
norm-bounded terms. However, PID control lacks a global asymptotic stability proof. 
Moreover, to ensure local stability, the gain matrices must satisfy complicated inequalities. 
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3.3 Saturated PID control 
In implementing PID control on any actual robot manipulator, one effect can cause serious 
problems: any real robot arm will have limits on the voltages and torques of its actuators. 
These limits may or may not cause a problem with PD control, but are virtually guaranteed 
to cause problems with integral control due to a phenomenon known as integrator windup 
(Lewis, 1992). 
To account for bounded control torques, i.e., 
 

i i ,max ,     i 1, ,n     , (24) 
 
the actual control torque equipped with a saturation function is defined as 
 

 d p v i maxˆSat g(q ) K e K e K e dt ,      , (25) 

 
where T

max 1,max n ,max[ , , ]    , and maxSat( , )   is a strictly increasing saturation function 
with upper limit max  and lower limit max . The assumption that the saturation function 
dominates over gravitational torques should be considered. The assumption becomes a 
necessary condition for the manipulator to be stabilizable at any desired equilibrium 
configuration n

dq .  In the presence of uncertainty in the gravitational force vector g(q), 

i ,max  should be chosen such that it is acceptably lower than the maximum torque. Under 

this assumption, if pK  and vK  are large enough, and IK  is small enough, the saturated 

PID control (25) yields semi-global asymptotic stabilization of the robot dynamics at any 
desired position n

dq   (Alvarez-Ramirez et al., 2008). (Sun et al., 2009) presented global 
stability of a saturated nonlinear PID controller with a new class of saturated function. 

 
3.4 Summary 
In this section, we have presented various PID control methods. Although the success of 
industrial applications has proven the effectiveness of the PD and PID controllers for 
complex nonlinear robotic manipulators, PID control is cannot cope with highly nonlinear 
systems for tracking problems. To overcome these limitations, several types of modified PID 
controllers were introduced subsequently. These are described in the next section. 

 
4. Computed-Torque Control 
 

A special application of the feedback linearization of nonlinear systems is computed-torque 
control, which consists of an inner nonlinear compensation loop and an outer feedback loop 
(Fig. 1). In this section, we cover computed-torque and computed-torque with a 
compensation control scheme which is a dynamic controller. 

 
4.1 Computed-torque control 
The computed-torque control law with a PD outer-loop controller is given by 
 

 

 dM(q) q u C(q,q)q g(q)       , (26) 
 
where the auxiliary control signal v pu K e K e   , which is of the PD feedback. Computed-
torque control is a model-based motion control approach created for manipulators, that is, 
in which one makes explicit use of the knowledge of the matrices M(q), C(q,q)q   and g(q). 
Furthermore, the control action (26) is computed using the desired trajectory of motion 

dq (t) , and its derivatives dq (t)  and dq (t) , as well as the position and velocity 
measurements q(t) and q(t) . 

dq

dq

dq

q
q

M(q)
pK

vK


C(q,q)q g(q) 

q q

 








 
Fig. 1. Computed-torque control 
 
The closed-loop error dynamics of the system (Fig. 1) have the form 
 

v pe K e K e 0    . (27) 
 
The error dynamics (27) can also be rewritten in state-space form as 
 

p v

0 Ie e e
AK Ke e e

      
              


   . (28) 

 
Because the error dynamics (28) is linear, its solutions may be obtained in closed form and 
used to assess the stability of the origin. 
We start by introducing the small constant   satisfying 
 

min v{K } 0    . (29) 
 
Multiplying by Tx x  where 2nx  is any nonzero vector yields T T

min v{K }x x x x   . 
Because vK  is a symmetric and positive-definite matrix, T T

v min vx K x {K }x x   and therefore, 
 

 T n
vx K I x 0     x 0      . (30) 

 
This means that the matrix vK I   is positive-definite. Considering all this, we conclude 
that 
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Because the error dynamics (28) is linear, its solutions may be obtained in closed form and 
used to assess the stability of the origin. 
We start by introducing the small constant   satisfying 
 

min v{K } 0    . (29) 
 
Multiplying by Tx x  where 2nx  is any nonzero vector yields T T

min v{K }x x x x   . 
Because vK  is a symmetric and positive-definite matrix, T T

v min vx K x {K }x x   and therefore, 
 

 T n
vx K I x 0     x 0      . (30) 

 
This means that the matrix vK I   is positive-definite. Considering all this, we conclude 
that 
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2
p vK K I 0     . (31) 

 
We choose the total energy of the system as Lyapunov function, 
 

T
p v

T T T
p v

e K K I e1V(e,e)
e I I e2

1 1e e e K K e e e.
2 2

       
           

       


 

  
 (32) 

 
Taking the derivative and applying (26) yields, 
 

 

T T T T
p v

T T
v p

V(e,e) e e e K K e e e e e

e K I e e K e.

         
     

       

 
 (33) 

 
Because vK I   is positive-definite (30), the function V(e,e)   is globally negative-definite. 
By the Barbashin-Krasovskii theorm (Khalil, 2002), we conclude that the origin T T T[e ,e ]  of 
the closed-loop equation is globally uniformly asymptotically stable. 

 
4.2 Computed-torque control with compensation 
The computed-torque method is an approach that makes direct use of the complete dynamic 
model of the manipulator. Therefore, we have to know accurate parameters of the model. To 
compensate modeling errors, we introduce a computed-torque controller with 
compensation which consists of the computed-torque control law (26), and dynamic terms. 
The control law (Kelly et al., 2005) is 
 

 d v pM(q) q K e K e C(q,q)q g(q) C(q,q)            , (34) 
 
where   represents the filtered errors of the position and velocity. We choose   as 
 

 v p
bp be K e K e

p p
    

   
  , (35) 

 
where p is the differential operator d/dt ;   and b are positive design constants. For 
simplicity, and without loss of generality, we take b=1. Due to the presence of the vector   
the computed-torque with compensation control law is dynamic, that is, the control action 
  depends not only on the actual values of the state vector formed by q and q , but also on 
its past values. As a consequence of this fact, additional state variables are defined as (37) to 
characterize the control law completely. The state space realization of (35) is a linear 
autonomous system given by 
 

 

1 1 p v

22

I 0 K K e
0 I 0 I e

          
                      



  , (36) 

 

   1

2

e
I I 0 I

e
   

          
, (37) 

 
where n

1 2,    are the new state variables. 
To derive the closed-loop equation, we substitute the control law (34)  into (1). 
 

 v pM(q) e K e K e C(q,q) 0        (38) 
 
In terms of the state vector T T T T T 4n

1 2[e ,e , , ]    , equations (36) to (38) can be used to obtain 
the closed-loop equation 
 

1 1 1
p v

1 p v 1

22

e 0 I 0 0 e
e K M (q)C(q,q) K M (q)C(q,q) M (q)C(q,q) e

K K I 0
0 0 I

  

     
                     
     

        


    




 (39) 

 
of which the origin T T T T T

1 2[e ,e , , ] 0    is an equilibrium point. 
To analyze the control system we first write it in a different but equivalent form. For this, 
notice that the expression for   given in (35) allows one to derive 
 

 v pe K e K e         . (40) 
 
Substituting (40) into (38) yields 
 

 M(q) C(q,q) 0       . (41) 
 
Equation (40) is the starting point in the following stability analysis. Consider the Lyapunov 
function 
 

T1V( ,e) M(q)
2

    . (42) 

 
The derivative of V with respect to time is given by 
 

T T

T

1V( ,e) M(q) M(q)
2

M(q) 0.

      

    

 
 (43) 
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Considering V and V  
 

V( ,e) 2 V( ,e)     , (44) 
 
which implies that 
 

V( (t),e(t)) V( (0),e(0))exp( 2 t)     . (45) 
 
From the property of inertia matrix (2), 
 

T T
1

T

1

M(q) 2V( (t),e(t))
2V( (0),e(0)) exp( 2 t).

       


    


 (46) 

 
This means that (t)  tends to zero exponentially as time t is increasing. Equation (40) may 
also be written as 
 

  12
v pe (p ) p I pK K


       . (47) 

 
The input to the linear system (47) is   which tends to zero exponentially, and the output is 
e. Because system (47) is a strictly proper linear system which is asymptotically stable, we 
invoke the fact that a stable strictly proper filter with an exponentially decaying input 
produces an exponentially decaying output, that is, 
 

t
lim  e(t) 0


 , (48) 
 
which means that the motion control objective is verified. 
We need an accurate dynamic model or must calculate the control input in real time because 
computed-torque methods are an approach that makes direct use of the complete dynamic 
model of the manipulator. To avoid these conditions, various kind of modified computed-
torque control schemes are introduced in the following section. 

 
5. Adaptive Control 
 

Adaptive controllers are formulated by updating controller parameters on-line and are 
adequate for systems that have structured uncertainties. Designing an adaptive controller is 
to develop an estimation algorithm, called the adaptation law, that guarantees convergence 
of the controller parameters as well as stability. 

 
5.1 Adaptive computed-torque control 
Because the computed-torque method needs exact dynamic model of the manipulator,  
performance and stability of the system cannot be guaranteed when parametric mismatches 

 

exist. One way to solve the problem of parameter uncertainties is to use the computed-
torque controller with estimates of the unknown parameters in place of the actual 
parameters. Based on computed-torque control law (26), the adaptive computed-torque 
controller has the form 
 

 d v p
ˆˆ ˆM(q) q K e K e C(q,q)q g(q)         , (49) 

 
where M̂(q) , Ĉ(q,q)  and ĝ(q)  are the estimations of M(q), C(q,q)  and g(q). The adaptive 
controller is based on the fact that the parameters appear linearly in the robot model as (4). 
By utilizing (4), control law (49) can be written as 
 

 v p
ˆ ˆM(q) e K e K e W(q,q,q)         , (50) 

 
where ̂  is an r 1  vector that represents a time-varying estimate of the unknown constant 
parameters. Using (1) and (4), we have the tracking error system 
 

1
v p

ˆe K e K e M (q)W(q,q,q)        , (51) 
 
where ˆ      is the parameter error. To obtain an adaptive control law, (51) can be 
rewritten in the state-space form 
 

n n n 1 1

p v n

0 I 0
M (q)W(q,q,q) A BM (q)W(q,q,q)K K I

    
           

e e e       , (52) 

 
where the tracking error vector T T T[e ,e ] e . We select the Lyapunov function 
 

T T 1V P      e e , (53) 
 
where P is a 2n 2n  positive symmetric matrix, and   is a diagonal positive-definite r r  
matrix. The derivative of (53) is 
 

   
 

T T T 1

TT 1 1 T 1

T T 1 T 1 T

V P P 2

ˆ ˆP A BM (q)W(q,q,q) A BM (q)W(q,q,q) P 2

ˆQ 2 W (q,q,q)M (q)B P



  

 

     

         

      

    

       

   

e e e e

e e e e

e e e

 (54) 

 
where Q is the positive-definite symmetric matrix that satisfies the Lyapunov equation 
 

TA P PA Q   . (55) 
 
To have V  negative semi-definite, the adaptive update rule is chosen as 
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e e e e

e e e e

e e e

 (54) 

 
where Q is the positive-definite symmetric matrix that satisfies the Lyapunov equation 
 

TA P PA Q   . (55) 
 
To have V  negative semi-definite, the adaptive update rule is chosen as 
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T 1 TˆW (q,q,q)M (q)B P     e , (56) 
 
which implies that TV Q e e . Equation (56) gives the adaptive update rule for the 
parameter estimate vector ̂  because   is equal to zero. Substituting ˆ      into (56) 
gives the adaptive update rule: 
 

T 1 Tˆˆ W (q,q,q)M (q)B P     e  (57) 
 
for the parameter estimate vector ̂ . 
Detailed stability analysis (Craig, 1988) shows that the tracking error vector e approaches to 
zero asymptotically. The adaptive computed-torque controller has some restrictions 
required for the implementation. That is, the controller needs to measure accurate 
acceleration q  and to ensure that 1M̂ (q)  exists. To avoid these restrictions, other adaptive 
control schemes are introduced in following sections. 

 
5.2 Adaptive inertia-related control 
(Slotine & Li, 1987) proposed an adaptive inertia-related control scheme that does not need 
to measure joint acceleration and ensure inversion of the estimated inertia matrix. 
Consider the control input 
 

   d d v
ˆˆ ˆM(q) q e C(q,q) q e g(q) K r            , (58) 

 
where the auxiliary signal r is defined as r e e    , with   being an n n  positive-definite 
diagonal matrix. Using dq q e r     , dq q e r        and property (4), the robot dynamic 
equation (1) can be rewritten as 
 

Y( ) M(q)r C(q,q)r       , (59) 
 
where 
 

   d dY( ) M(q) q e C(q,q) q e g(q)            , (60) 
 
and Y( )  is an n r  matrix of known time functions. Equation (60) is the same type of 
parameter separation that was used in the formulation of the adaptive computed-torque 
controller. However, here Y( )  is independent of the joint acceleration q . Similar to the 
formulation (60), we also have 
 

   d d
ˆˆ ˆ ˆM(q) q e C(q,q) q e g(q) Y( )             . (61) 

 
To form the error system, substituting the control input (58) into the equation of motion (1) 
yields 

 

   d d v
ˆˆ ˆM(q)q C(q,q)q g(q) M(q) q e C(q,q) q e g(q) K r                . (62) 

 
Substituting dq q e     and dq q e     into (62), and using (60) and (61), the equation (62) 
can be rewritten as 
 

vM(q)r C(q,q)r K r Y( )       , (63) 
 
where ˆ      is the parameter error. To show the convergence of the tracking error to 
zero, (Slotine & Li, 1987) selected the inertia-related Lyapunov-like function that is a 
function of the tracking error and the parameter error: 
 

T T 11 1V r M(q)r
2 2

      , (64) 

 
where   is defined as in (53). Differentiating (64) with respect to time yields 
 

 

 
 

T T T -1
v

T T -1
v

T T -1 T
v

1V = r Y( ) - K r + r M(q) - C(q,q) r + Γ
2

= r Y( ) - K r + Γ

= -r K r + Γ + Y ( )r .

     
 

   

  

    

  
 

 (65) 

 
By selecting adaptive update rule as 
 

 Tˆ Y ( ) e e       , (66) 
 
(65) becomes T

vV = -r K r , which is negative semi-definite. Detailed analysis (Slotine & Li, 
1987) shows that the tracking error e and e  are asymptotically stable. 

 
5.3 Adaptive control based on passivity 
To unify many adaptive control schemes that have different torque control laws or adaptive 
update rules, an adaptive control scheme has been developed based on the passivity 
approach. It requires neither feedback of joint accelerations nor inversion of the estimated 
inertia matrix. First, we define an auxiliary filtered tracking error variable r(s) that is similar 
to that defined for the adaptive inertia-related controller: 
 

-1r(s) = H (s)e(s) , (67) 
 
where 
 

-1
n

1H (s) = sI + K(s)
s

 
  

, (68) 
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and s is the Laplace transform variable. The n n  gain matrix K(s) is chosen such that H(s) 
is a strictly proper, stable transfer function matrix with relative degree 1. As in the preceding 
schemes, the adaptive control strategies require that the known time functions can be 
separated from the unknown constant parameters. Therefore, using dq q (1/s)K(s)e r    , 

dq q K(s)e r      and the property (4), the robot dynamic equation (1) can be rewritten as 
 

Z( ) M(q)r C(q,q)r       , (69) 
 
where 
 

 d d
1Z( ) M(q) q K(s)e C(q,q) q K(s)e g(q)
s

        
 

   , (70) 

 
and Z( )  is a known n r  regression matrix. The equation (70) can be arranged such that Z 
and r do not depend on the measurements of the joint acceleration q . The adaptive control 
scheme given here is called the passivity approach because the mapping of r Z( )     is 
constructed to be a passive mapping (Ortega & Spong, 1988). That is, we construct an 
adaptive update rule such that 
 

t T

0
r ( )Z( ) ( ) d             (71) 

 
is satisfied for all time and for some positive scalar constant  . We use the concept of 
passivity to analyze the stability of a class of adaptive controllers. For this class of adaptive 
controllers, the torque control is given by 
 

 d d v

v

1ˆˆ ˆM(q) q K(s)e C(q,q) q K(s)e g(q) K r
s

ˆZ( ) K r

        
 

   

  
. (72) 

 
Similar to the formulation from (62) to (63), the tracking error system can be expressed in 
terms of the tracking error variable r and regression matrix Z( )  as 
 

v ˆM(q)r C(q,q)r K r Z( )      . (73) 
 
To analyze the stability of this system, we choose the Lyapunov-like function 
 

tT T

0

1V r M(q)r r ( )Z( ) ( ) d
2

          , (74) 

 
and note from (71) that V 0 . Differentiating V and substituting (73) into (75) give 
 

 

 

T T T

T T
v

T
v

1 ˆV r M(q)r r M(q)r r Z( )
2

1r K r r M(q) 2C(q,q) r
2

r K r,

    

   

 

 

   (75) 

 
which is negative semi-definite. The passivity approach gives a general class of torque 
control laws. (Lewis et al., 2003) showed the type of stability for the tracking error which is 
asymptotically stable and some examples that unify some of the research in adaptive control. 

 
6. Robust Control 
 

Robust control is a control of fixed structure that guarantees stability and performance in 
uncertain systems. Its design only requires some knowledge about bounding functions on 
the largest possible size of the uncertainties. This limited requirement implies that robust 
control is capable of compensating for both structured and unstructured uncertainties, and 
this is one of the major advantages of robust control over adaptive control. Compared to 
adaptive control, other advantages of robust control are computational simplicity in 
implementation, better compensation for time-varying parameters and for unstructured 
nonlinear uncertainties, and guaranteed stability. 

 
6.1 Passivity-based approach 
First, we present controllers that rely directly on the passive structure of rigid robots. Based 
on the passivity theorem (Ortega & Spong, 1988), if one can show the passivity of the system 
which maps control input   to a new vector r which is a filtered version of e, then a 
controller which closes the loop between –r and   will guarantee the asymptotic stability of 
both e and e . Consider the following controller (Abdallah et al., 1991) 
 

 d d v
1M(q) q K(s)e C(q,q) q K(s)e g(q) K r
s

        
 

   , (76) 

 
where K(s) and r are defined in (67) and (68). Substituting (76) into (1), yields the tracking 
error system in terms of the tracking error variable r as 
 

vM(q)r C(q,q)r K r 0    . (77) 
 
Then it may be shown that both e and e  are asymptotically stable. This passivity-based 
approach was introduced in section 5.3, but its modification in the design of robust 
controllers when M(q), C(q,q)  and g(q) are not exactly known is not obvious. 
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t T

0
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which is negative semi-definite. The passivity approach gives a general class of torque 
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Fig. 2. Passivity-based control 
 
The passivity-based control input is given by 
 

2(s)e u    , (78) 
 
where  (s)  is a strictly proper and stable transfer function, and the external input 2u  is 
bounded in the 2L  norm. Using the control law (78), we get from Fig. 2, 
 

r (s)e   . (79) 
 
By an appropriate choice of (s)  and 2u , we can apply the passivity theorem and deduce 
that e  and r are bounded in the 2L  norm. Because 1(s)  is strictly proper and stable 
function, we can conclude that e  is asymptotically stable because 
 

1e (s)r  . (80) 
 
This implies that the position error e is bounded but the asymptotic stability is not 
guaranteed in case of trajectory tracking problem. However, in the regulation problem, the 
asymptotic stability of e can be guaranteed using LaSalle’s theorem. 
 
6.2 Variable-structure controllers 
The variable-structure theory has been applied to the control of many nonlinear processes. 
One of the main features of this approach is that one only needs to drive the error to a 
switching surface, after which the system is in sliding mode and will not be affected by any 
modeling uncertainties and disturbances. The first application of this theory to robot control 
seems to be in (Young, 1978), where the set-point regulation problem was solved using the 
following controller: 
 

i i

i i

i i

,    if  r 0
0,      if  r 0

,    if  r 0





 
  
 

, (81) 

 
where i 1, ,n   for an n-link robot. The switching planes ir  are defined as 
 

r e e    , (82) 

 

where  1 ndiag     with i 0  . Let the control input be 
 

 dM(q) e q K sgn(r) C(q,q)q g(q)          , (83) 
 
where  1 nK diag k k   with ik 0  and 
 

i
i

i

1,    if r 0
sgn(r )

1,    if r 0
 

  
. (84) 

 
Choose TV (1/2)r r  as a Lyapunov candidate. Differentiating V and using (1) and (82), 
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d
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. (85) 

 
Substituting the control input (83) into (85) yields 
 

 T

n

i i
i 1

V(r) r K sgn(r)

k r 0


 

  



. (86) 

 
According to the Lyapunov stability theorem, the origin is stable equilibrium point. When 
r=0 in the sliding mode, the tracking error e decays at an exponential rate. Therefore, the 
control system is asymptotically stable with the switching function (82) and the control law 
(83). 
For most of these schemes, the control effort is discontinuous along is 0 ; this causes 
chattering which may excite unmodeled high-frequency dynamics. (Slotine, 1985) modified 
the variable-structure controller. (Chen et al., 1990) introduced a variable-structure 
controller which avoided the need to invert of the inertia matrix. 

 
6.3 Adaptive robust control 
Robust controls ensure robust stability for robotic systems. Robust controls can be defined in 
terms of a bounding function; determination of this function requires information on the 
bound of the uncertainties, such as maximum load variation. Without specifying 
applications, this size information may be difficult to obtain. While under-estimation is not 
permitted when considering robustness, and over-estimating the maximum size of 
uncertainties can potentially give robust control an unnecessarily large magnitude and gain, 
and consequently put too many requirements on the actuators. One approach to 
maintaining robustness while reducing conservatism is to introduce an adaptive scheme 
into robust control, that is, to design a so-called adaptive robust control that estimates on-
line the size of the uncertainties. 
Suppose that the dynamic equation given by 
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r=0 in the sliding mode, the tracking error e decays at an exponential rate. Therefore, the 
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permitted when considering robustness, and over-estimating the maximum size of 
uncertainties can potentially give robust control an unnecessarily large magnitude and gain, 
and consequently put too many requirements on the actuators. One approach to 
maintaining robustness while reducing conservatism is to introduce an adaptive scheme 
into robust control, that is, to design a so-called adaptive robust control that estimates on-
line the size of the uncertainties. 
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   d dw M(q) q e C(q,q) q e g(q)        , (87) 
 
represents the uncertainty for a given robot controller. It is assumed that a positive scalar 
function   can be used to bound the uncertainty as follows (Lewis et al., 2003) 
 

2
0 1 2 w       e e , (88) 

 
where T T T[e ,e ] e  is the tracking error vector and the values of i  represent the positive 
bounding constants that are based on such quantities as the largest possible payload mass, 
link mass and disturbances. The adaptive robust controller learns these bounding constants 
on-line as the manipulator moves. In the control implementation, knowledge of the 
bounding constants is not required; only the existence of the bounding constants defined in 
(88) is required. 
The adaptive robust controller has the following form 
 

2

v

ˆrK r
ˆ r


  

  
 (89) 

 
where the filtered tracking error r e e    and 
 

k ,    (0) 0      , (90) 
 
where k  is a positive scalar control constant. ̂  is a scalar function defined as 
 

2
0 1 2

ˆ ˆ ˆ̂      e e , (91) 
 
and the values of î  are the dynamic estimates of the corresponding bounding constants i . 
(91) can be rewritten in the matrix form 
 

T2
0 1 2

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ S 1           e e . (92) 

 
Similar to (92), the actual bounding function   can be also be written as 
 

 T2
0 1 2S 1        e e . (93) 

 
Then the bounding estimates defined in (92) are updated on-line by the update rule 
 

Tˆ S r   , (94) 
 
where   is a positive scalar control constant and the filtered tracking error r e e   . 

 

Because i  are constants, (94) can be rewritten as 
 

TS r   , (95) 
 
where ˆ     . 
Substituting the adaptive robust controller (89) into the robot dynamic equation (1) gives the 
error system: 
 

2

v

ˆrM(q)r C(q,q)r K r w 0
ˆ r


    

  
  . (96) 

 
Now, let us investigate the stability of the corresponding error system (96) for the adaptive 
robust controller (89). We choose the Lyapunov function candidate as follows 
 

T T 1 11 1V r M(q)r k
2 2

 
        . (97) 

 
The time derivative of (97) is 
 

T T T 1 1

2
T T 1

v

1V r M(q)r r M(q)r k
2

ˆrr K r S r r w k .
ˆ r

 





       

 
            

    

 
 (98) 

 
Using (88), we can place an upper bound on V  in the following manner: 
 

T 2
T 1

v

T 2
T

v

T
v

ˆr rV r K r S r S r k
ˆ r

ˆr rˆr K r S r
ˆ r

ˆS rr K r .ˆS r





        

  


      

  

 
    

  

  

 (99) 

 
Because the sum of the last two terms in (99) is always less than zero, we can place the new 
upper bound on V : 
 

T
vV r K r  , (100) 

 
which is negative semi-definite and used to know the type of stability for the tracking error 
which is asymptotically stable (Corless & Leitmann, 1983). 
In the conventional adaptive robust control methods, however, the explicit quantitative 
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which is asymptotically stable (Corless & Leitmann, 1983). 
In the conventional adaptive robust control methods, however, the explicit quantitative 
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relation between the tracking error bound and the design parameters is not clear. The 
tracking error precision is explicitly specified based on the quantitative relation between the 
control error and the design parameters (Imura et al., 1994). The conventional adaptive 
robust control has been extended so that the bounding function can be parameterized in 
terms of time varying parameters defined by exogenous systems (Qu, 2000). 

 
6.4 Disturbance observer based control 
Disturbance observer based (DOB) control is one of the most useful robot control techniques. 
The DOB method was designed to estimate the sum of the disturbance torques due to the 
combined modeling error, nonlinear terms in the dynamic equation and unknown external 
torque. In DOB control, the difference between the actual output and the output of the 
nominal model is regarded to be an equivalent disturbance applied to the nominal model. 
For a multi-link robotic system, the DOB control regards the coupling torques from other 
links as an unknown external torque; this enables independent joint control for a multi-link 
robotic manipulator. Hence, a simple controller can be designed for the independent 
nominal model. 

P(s)

Q(s)

1
nP (s)

r
d



 





 q

d̂








 
Fig. 3. Disturbance observer 
 
In the classical disturbance observer structure (Fig. 3), P(s) represents the linear time 
invariant plant to be controlled, 1

nP (s)  is inverse of nominal plant model nP (s) , Q(s) is a 
low pass filter, d  represents disturbance torque and   represents measurement noise. 
From Fig. 2, the input-output relation is obtained as follows: 
 

rq r dq d qq G (s) G (s) G (s) ,       (101) 
 
where 
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P (s) Q(s) P(s) P (s)

q P(s)Q(s)G (s) .
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 (102) 

 

 

For low frequencies Q(s) 1 , rq nG (s) P (s) , dqG (s) 0  and qG (s) 1  . For high frequencies 

Q(s) 0 , rqG (s) P(s) , dqG (s) P(s)  and qG (s) 0  . This implies that the disturbance 

observer rejects low-frequency disturbances and high-frequency measurement noise. 
Selection of a low-pass filter Q(s) is an important factor for designing the disturbance 
observer, because this selection constitutes a design trade-off between disturbance rejection 
versus noise rejection and robust stability. Because the disturbance observer uses a low-
pass-filter to reduce the measurement noise of the output and to make the transfer function 

1Q(s)P (s)  proper, the performance of the observer mainly depends on the designed filter. 
Hence, many studies have dealt with design methods of robust disturbance observer and of 
Q(s). However most of these studies of design and analysis are based on linear system 
techniques (Umeno et al., 1993; Choi et al., 2003; Kobayashi et al., 2007). Those techniques 
are not applicable when the system does not work as a nominal linear plant. For this reason, 
nonlinear disturbance observers for nonlinear dynamics of the system have been proposed 
to overcome the limitation of analysis based on linear system (Chen, 2004; Liu & Svoboda, 
2006). 

 
7. Conclusion 
 

In this chapter, various motion control schemes for rigid robotic manipulator were 
introduced. The first control schemes were conventional PD and PID control which have 
simple structures. However, PID control methods have limitations for nonlinear robotic 
manipulators. To overcome these disadvantages, modified PID control and computed-
torque control were introduced as a special application of the feedback linearization of 
nonlinear systems. 
To handle uncertainties in the robotic manipulator, adaptive and robust control methods 
were discussed. Adaptive controllers are formulated by updating controller parameters on-
line; these controllers are suited for systems with structured uncertainties. In robust control 
of fixed structure, the stability and performance in uncertain systems is guaranteed. Robust 
control schemes can be combined with adaptive control techniques effectively. The bounds 
of uncertainties are estimated by adding an adaptive scheme to the robust controller. Some 
disturbance observer based control schemes are also shown to be robust control methods. By 
compensating for all disturbances which consist of system uncertainties and disturbances, 
DOB control can be applied to practical robot manipulators effectively. 
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1. Introduction      
 

Global Stiffness design and optimization of parallel mechanisms can be a difficult and time-
consuming exercise in parallel robot design, especially when the variables are multifarious 
and the objective functions are too complex. To address this issue, optimization techniques 
based on kinetostatic model and genetic algorithms are investigated as the effective criteria. 
First, a 5-DOF parallel mechanism with a passive constraining leg and five identical legs 
with prismatic actuators for machine tool is proposed, and its corresponding inverse 
kinematics, Jacobian matrices and global velocity equation are derived. Second, with the 
kinetostatic model, the mean value and the standard deviation of the trace of the global 
compliance distribution are proposed as these two kinetostatic performance indices. Finally, 
the effectiveness of this optimization design methodology for global stiffness indices is 
validated with simulation. 
Compared with traditional serial manipulators, a parallel robot manipulator offers different 
potential benefits, including high rigidity, high accuracy, and high loading capacities. The 
parallel robot manipulator is used for applications where the demand on workspace and 
manoeuvrability is relatively low, while the dynamic loading is severe, and high speed and 
precision motions are primarily required. These applications include parallel kinematic 
machines (PKMs), aircraft flight simulators, telescope positioning, position tracker, and 
medical devices (Zhang & Gosselin, 2000; Dunlop & Jones, 1999; Carretero & Podhorodeski, 
2000; Staicu et al., 2006; Zhang & Wang, 2000; Liu et al., 2005). Past research and 
development efforts with parallel robot manipulators have shown the ever-increasing 
demand on the robot’s rigidity which is directly related to the system stiffness. In order to 
increase the production, a parallel manipulator which is capable of high speed operations 
with optimal rigidity is necessary. 
Recently, researchers have been trying to utilize these advantages to develop parallel robot 
based multi-axis machining tools and precision assembly tools. Since most machining 
operations only require a maximum of five axes, new configurations with less than six axes 
would be more appropriate (Bi et al., 2005). A 5-DOF parallel mechanism with a passive 
constraining leg and five identical legs with prismatic actuators for machine tool is proposed 
in this work. Kinetostatic analysis is essential for PKMs. A great deal of work so far has been 
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done on kinetostatic analysis that has direct application to PKMs (Birglen & Gosselin, 2004; 
Chablat & Angeles, 2002; Zhang & Gosselin, 2002), the issue of how to optimize the global 
stiffness based on kinetostatic modelling has not been well addressed. Two global 
compliance indices (kinetostatic performance indices) are introduced in this study, namely, 
the mean value and the standard deviation of the trace of the generalized stiffness matrix. 
The mean value represents the average stiffness of the PKMs over the workspace, while the 
standard deviation indicates the stiffness fluctuation relative to the mean value. 
Many scholars have studied on optimum design of robot manipulators (Bergamaschi et al, 
2006; Stock & Miller, 2003; Rout & Mittal, 2008; Ceccarelli & Lanni, 2004). Lum et al. 
(Mitchell et al., 2006) presented kinematic optimization to confirm the smallest configuration 
that would satisfy the workspace requirements for a lightweight and compact surgical 
manipulator. Chablat and Angeles (Chablat & Angeles, 2002) investigated on optimum 
dimensioning of revolute-coupled planar manipulators based on the concept of distance of 
Jacobian matrix to a given isotropic matrix which was used as a reference model. Zhao et al. 
(Zhao et al., 2007) exploited the least number method of variables to optimize the leg length 
of a spatial parallel manipulator. Boeij et al. (Boeij et al., 2008) proposed numerical 
integration and sequential quadratic programming method for optimization of a contactless 
electromagnetic planar 6-DOF actuator with manipulator on top of the floating platform. 
However, the traditional optimization methods only handle a few geometric variables due 
to the lack of convergence of the optimization algorithm. Genetic algorithms have applied 
the powerful and broadly applicable stochastic search methods and optimization 
techniques, and they can escape from local optima (Holland, 1975).  
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, the structure of the tripod 
parallel manipulator and its parametric description is introduced. In Section 3, the 
kinetostatic analysis and stiffness modelling process is derived. In Section 4, the application 
of the integration approach is conducted to optimize the performance indices. Finally, the 
conclusions are given in Section 5. 

 
2. Structure of the parallel manipulator 

In this work, a 5-DOF parallel mechanism and its joint distributions both on the base and on 
the platform are shown in Figures 1, 2. This mechanism consists of six kinematic chains, 
including five variable length legs with identical topology and one passive leg which 
connect the fixed base to the moving platform. In this 5-DOF parallel mechanism, the 
kinematic chains associated with the five identical legs consist, from base to platform, of a 
fixed Hooke joint, a moving link, an actuated prismatic joint, a second moving link and a 
spherical joint attached to the platform. The sixth chain (central leg) connecting the base 
centre to the platform is a passive constraining leg and has architecture different from the 
other chains. It consists of a revolute joint attached to the base, a moving link, a Hooke joint, 
a second moving link and another Hooke joint attached to the platform. This last leg is used 
to constrain the motion of the platform to only five degrees of freedom. This mechanism 
could be built using only five legs, i.e., by removing one of the five identical legs and 
actuating the first joint of the passive constraining leg. However, the uniformity of the 
actuation would be lost. 
 

 

 

Fig. 1. CAD model of the 5-DOF parallel manipulator (by Gabriel Cote) 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the 5-DOF parallel mechanism 
 
Assume that the centres of the joints located on the base and on the platform are located on 
circles with radii Rb and Rp, respectively. A fixed reference frame O-xyz is attached to the 
base of the mechanism and a moving coordinate frame P-x’y’z’ is attached to the platform. 
In Figure 2, the points of attachment of the actuated legs to the base are represented with Bi 
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the 5-DOF parallel mechanism 
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and the points of attachment of all legs to the platform are represented by Pi, with i=1...5. 
Point P is the reference point on the platform and its position coordinate is P(x,y,z). 
The Cartesian coordinates of the platform are given by the position of point P with respect 
to the fixed frame, and the orientation of the platform (orientation of frame P – x’y’z’ with 
respect to the fixed frame), represented by rotation matrix Q. 
If the coordinates of the point Pi in the moving reference frame are represented with 
(xi’,yi’,zi’) and the coordinates of the point Bi in the fixed frame are represented by vector bi, 
then for i=1,...,5, one has 

 , , T
i i i ix y zp                                                          (1) 

 , , T
i i i ix y z   r                                                         (2) 

 , , Tx y zp                                                                (3) 

    i , ,
T

ix iy izb b b   b                                                       (4) 

Where Pi is the position vector of point Pi expressed in the fixed coordinate frame whose 
coordinates are defined as (xi,yi,zi), ri’ is the position vector of point Pi expressed in the 
moving coordinate frame, and P is the position vector of point P expressed in the fixed 
frame as defined above. 
One can then write 

i i
p = p+Qr , 1, ,5i                                                  (5) 

Where, Q is the rotation matrix from the fixed reference frame to the moving coordinate 
frame. 
Subtracting vector bi from both sides of Eq. (5), one obtains 

i i i i
  p b = p Qr b , 1, ,5i                                          (6) 

Then, taking the Euclidean norm on both sides of Eq. (6), one has 

i i i i i
    p b p Qr b ρ , 1, ,5i                                     (7) 

Where iρ  is the length of the ith leg, i.e., the value of the ith joint coordinate. The solution of 
the inverse kinematic problem for the 5-DOF manipulator is therefore completed and can be 
written as 

2 T
i i i i i 1, ,5i   ρ (p b ) (p b ),                                        (8) 

Now considering the parallel component of the mechanism, the parallel Jacobian matrix can 
be obtained by differentiating Eq. (8) with respect to time, one obtains 

T
i i i i i , 1, ,5i ρ ρ = (p b ) p                                              (9) 

 

Since one has 
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differentiating Eq. (5), one obtains 

i i
   p p Qr

                                                            (12) 

Then, Eq. (9) can be rewritten as 

T T
i i i i i i i[( ) ( )] , 1, ,5i   ρ ρ = (p b ) p Qr × p b ω                        (13)                  

Hence, one can write the velocity equation as 

A B t                                                                  (14) 

where vector   is defined as 

 ...... T 1 2 5ρ ρ ρ ρ                                                       (15)                        

and 
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where im  is a vector with 6 components, which can be expressed as 
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3. Kinetostatic analysis and stiffness modelling 

 
Fig. 3. The passive constraining leg with rigid links 
 

i ai bi αi θi 

0 0 0 90° 0 

1 lpassive,1 0 0 θpassive,1 

2 0 0 90° θpassive,2 

3 lpassive,2 0 0 θpassive,3 

4 0 0 90° θpassive,4 

5 0 0 0 θpassive,5 
Table 1. The DH parameters for the passive constraining leg with rigid links 
 
From Figure 3, one can obtain the Danavit-Hartenberg parameters of the passive leg as in 
Table 1. We take the Cartesian coordinate frame O, and define α0=90°, θ0=0°, then one 
obtains 

,0

1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

passive

 
   
  

Q                                                    (19) 

 

The expressions for vectors ,passive ie and ,passive ir are then obtained following the procedure 

given above. 
Stiffness is a very important factor in many applications including machine tool design, as it 
affects the precision of machining. Induced vibration is explicitly linked to machine tool 
stiffness. For a metal cutting machine tool, high stiffness allows higher machining speeds 
and feeds while providing the desired precision, thus reduce vibration (such as chatter). 
Therefore, to build and study a general stiffness model of parallel mechanisms is very 
important for machine tool design. 
The parallel mechanisms studied here comprise two main components, namely, the 
constraining leg - which can be considered as a serial mechanism - and the actuated legs 
acting in parallel. 
Considering the constraining leg, one can write 

passive passive J θ t                                                      (20) 

where 
TT T   t p  is the twist of the platform, with ω the angular velocity of the 

platform and 

passive passive,1 passive,5

T
  θ = θ … θ                                    (21)

passive,1 passive,2 passive,3 passive,4 passive,5
passive

passive,1 passive,1 passive,2 passive,2 passive,3 passive,3 passive,4 passive,4 passive,5 passive,5

 
 
 

e e e e e
J =

e ×r e ×r e ×r e ×r e ×r
    

(22) 

is the joint velocity vector associated with the constraining leg. Matrix Jpassive is the Jacobian 
matrix of the constraining leg considered as a serial 5-dof mechanism. 
 
According to the principle of virtual work, one has  

T Tτ ρ w t                                                               (23) 

Where τ is the vector of actuator forces applied at each actuated joint and w is the wrench 
(torque and force) applied to the platform and where it is assumed that no gravitational 
forces act on any of the intermediate links. In practice, gravitational forces may often be 
neglected in machine tool applications. 
One has TT T   w n f where n and f are respectively the external torque and force 

applied to the platform. 
Rearranging Eq. (14) and substituting it into Eq. (23), one obtains 

T 1 T-τ B At  w t                                                            (24) 

Now, substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (24), one has 

T T
passive passive passive passive

-1τ B AJ θ = w J θ                            (25) 
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3. Kinetostatic analysis and stiffness modelling 

 
Fig. 3. The passive constraining leg with rigid links 
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The expressions for vectors ,passive ie and ,passive ir are then obtained following the procedure 
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is the joint velocity vector associated with the constraining leg. Matrix Jpassive is the Jacobian 
matrix of the constraining leg considered as a serial 5-dof mechanism. 
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One has TT T   w n f where n and f are respectively the external torque and force 

applied to the platform. 
Rearranging Eq. (14) and substituting it into Eq. (23), one obtains 
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Now, substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (24), one has 
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The latter equation must be satisfied for arbitrary values of passive
 and hence one can write 

T T T
passive passive( ) -AJ B τ J w                                              (26) 

The latter equation relates the actuator forces to the Cartesian wrench, w, applied at the end-
effector in static mode. Since all links are assumed rigid, the compliance of the mechanism 
will be induced solely by the compliance of the actuators. An actuator compliance matrix C 
is therefore defined as 

Cτ = Δρ                                                               (27) 

Where τ is the vector of actuated joint forces and Δρ is the induced joint displacement. 
Matrix C is a (n×n) diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal entry is the compliance of the ith 
actuator. 
Now, Eq. (26) can be rewritten as 

T -T T
passive passive( )τ B AJ J w                                          (28) 

The substitution of Eq. (28) into Eq. (27) then leads to 

T -T T
passive passiveΔ ( )ρ = CB AJ J w                                         (29) 

Moreover, for a small displacement vector Δρ, Eq. (14) can be written as 

Δ Δ -1ρ B A c                                                            (30) 

where ΔC is a vector of small Cartesian displacement and rotation defined as 

TT TΔ Δ Δ  c = p α                                                     (31) 

in which Δα, the change of orientation, is defined from Eqs. (10) and (11) as 

( )Tvect   QQ                                                     (32) 

where ΔQ is the variation of the rotation matrix and vect(.) is the vector linear invariant of 
its matrix argument. 
Similarly, Eq. (20) can also be written, for small displacements, as 

T
passive passiveΔ ΔJ θ c                                                   (33) 

where Δpassive is a vector of small variations of the joint coordinates of the constraining leg. 
Substituting Eq. (29) into Eq. (30), one obtains 

-1 T -T T
passive passive( ) B A c CB AJ J w                                      (34) 

Premultiplying both sides of Eq. (34) by B, and substituting Eq. (33) into Eq. (34), one 
obtains, 

 

T -T T
passive passive passive passiveΔ ( )AJ θ = BCB AJ J w                                  (35) 

Then, pre-multiplying both sides of Eq. (35) by (AJpassive)-1, one obtains, 

-1 T -T T
passive passive passive passiveΔ =( ) ( )θ AJ BCB AJ J w                           (36) 

and finally, premultiplying both sides of Eq. (36) by Jpassive, one obtains, 

 -1 T -T T
passive passive passive passiveΔ ( ) ( )c = J AJ BCB AJ J w                         (37) 

Hence, one obtains the Cartesian compliance matrix as 
-1 T -T T

passive passive passive passive( ) ( )cC = J AJ BCB AJ J                              (38) 

with 

cΔc = C w                                                               (39) 
where Cc is a symmetric positive semi-definite (6×6) matrix, as expected. 
It is noted that, in non-singular configurations, the rank of B, C and Jpassive is five, and hence 
the rank of Cc will be five, depending on the degree of freedom of the mechanism. Hence, 
the nullspace of matrix Cc will not be empty and there will exist a set of vectors w that will 
induce no Cartesian displacement ΔC. This corresponds to the wrenches that are supported 
by the constraining leg, which is considered infinitely rigid. These wrenches are orthogonal 
complements of the allowable twists at the platform. Hence, matrix Cc  cannot be inverted 
and this is why it was more convenient to use compliance matrices rather than stiffness 
matrices in the above derivation. 
Furthermore, the diagonal elements of the stiffness matrix are used as the system stiffness 
value. These elements represent the pure stiffness in each direction, and they reflect the 
rigidity of machine tools more clearly and directly. The objective function for mean value 
and standard deviation of system stiffness can be written as: 

c-compliance E(tr( ))μ = C                                            (40)                       

c-compliance STD(tr( ))σ = C                                            (41)                    
Where E(.) and STD(.) represent the mean value and the standard deviation respectively, and 
tr is the trace of the stiffness matrix. 

 
4. Design optimization 

4.1 Principles 
We propose the mean value and the standard deviation of the trace of the generalized 
compliance matrix as the design indices. The purpose of design optimization is to evolve the 
performance indices by adjusting the structure parameters. It is noted that the trace of the 
matrix is an invariant of the matrix, so the distribution of the system stiffness/compliance is 
the distribution of the trace. The mean value represents the average compliance of the 
parallel robot manipulator over the workspace, while the standard deviation indicates the 
compliance fluctuation relative to the mean value. In general the lower the mean value the 
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less the deformation. Similarly, the lower the standard deviation the more uniform the 
stiffness distribution over the workspace. The suitability of these design indices for the 
system stiffness can be examined by developing their relationship with the stiffness of links 
and joints. We will further study a design optimization based on the compliance indices.  
 Since only a few geometric parameters can be handled due to the lack of convergence, this 
arises from the fact that traditional optimization methods use a local search by a convergent 
stepwise procedure, e.g. gradient, Hessians, linearity, and continuity, which compares the 
values of the next points and moves to the relative optimal points (Gosselin & Guillot, 1991). 
Global optima can be found only if the problem possesses certain convexity properties 
which essentially guarantee that any local optima are a global optimum. In other words, 
conventional methods are based on a point-to-point rule; it has the danger of falling in local 
optima. The genetic algorithms are based on the population-to-population rule; it can escape 
from local optima.  

Genetic algorithms have the advantages of robustness and good convergence properties: 
• They require no knowledge or gradient information about the optimization problems; 

only the objective function and corresponding fitness levels influence the directions of 
search. 

• Discontinuities present on the optimization problems have little effect on the overall 
optimization performance. 

• They are generally more straightforward to introduce, since no restrictions for the 
definition of the objective function exist. 

• They use probabilistic transition rules, not deterministic ones. 
• They perform well for large-scale optimization problems. 

 
4.2 Optimization 
In order to obtain the maximum global stiffness, the global compliance (since there are 
infinite terms among the diagonal stiffness elements) is minimized. As Cartesian stiffness is 
a monotonically increasing function of the link and actuator stiffness, the optimum solution 
always corresponds to the maximum link or actuator stiffness and these parameters are not 
included in the optimization variables. Seven geometrical parameters are selected as the 
pending optimization variables in order to obtain the optimal system stiffness, i.e.  

p b 61 62 p b[R ,R ,l ,l ,z,T ,T ]s =                                                    (42) 

where Rp is the radius of the platform, Rb is the radius of the base, l61, l62 are the link length 
for the 1st and 2nd link of the passive leg, respectively,z is the height of the platform, Tp,Tb  
are the angles to determine the attachment points on the base and on the platform, and their 
bounds are 

61 62

[0.10, 0.14] , [0.20, 0.26] ,

[0.52, 0.70] , [0.52, 0.70] ,
[0.66, 0.70] ,
[18, 26] , [38, 48]

p b

p b

R m R m
l m l m
z m
T T

 

 


  

 
Some genetic parameters and operators are set as: 
Variable representation format: real value 
Selection: roulette wheel approach 

 

Crossover operator: multi-point crossover 
Crossover rate: 0.9 
Mutation operator: multiple-point bit mutation  
Mutation rate: 0.005 
Population size: 200 
Maximum number of generations: 40 
The input vectors are the random arrangement of discretization values from the seven 
structure variables. The objective function is defined as 

( ( )) ( ( ))c cObjFun E tr STD tr     C C                                     (43) 
The evolution of system stiffness/compliance value arises from the optimization of 
architecture and behaviour variables in the implementation process of genetic algorithm as 
shown in Figure 4. By simultaneously adjusting the seven parameters, optimization results 
are obtained after 40 generations as follows 

61 62[ , , , , , , ]

[0.14 ,0.209 ,0.52 ,0.7 ,0.66 ,18 ,48 ]
p b p bR R l l z T T

m m m m m





s
 

 

and the compliances in each direction are 

 

, , , , ,

, , , , ,0.0363 0.0293 0.0381 0.0413 0.0177 0.0002

x y z x y z           


κ  

Figure 5 describes the evolution of the best individual, and the sum of the compliances is 
convergent at 0.0691 m/N after 40 generations.  

 
Fig. 4. The evolution of geometrical parameters for stiffness index 
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Before optimization, the parameter values of the mechanism were given as 

  
61 62[ , , , , , , ]

[0.11 ,0.25 ,0.68 ,0.52 ,0.68 ,22 ,42 ]
p b p bR R l l z T T
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and the compliances in each direction were 

 

, , , , ,

0.1224,0.1971,0.7151,0.0640,0.0198,0.0003

x y z x y z           


     κ  

the compliance sum is 0.6416 m/N. After optimization, the compliance sum is improved 9.3 
times.  

 
Fig. 5. The evolution of the performance 

 
5. Conclusions  

This chapter focused on the stiffness optimization of a spatial 5-DOF parallel manipulator. It 
is shown that the mean value and the standard deviation of the trace of the generalized 
compliance matrix can not only be used to characterize the kinetostatic behaviour of PKMs 
globally, but can be used for design optimization. This methodology paves the way for 
providing not only the effective guidance, but also a new approach of dimensional synthesis 
for the optimal design of general parallel mechanisms. 
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1. Introduction

The measurement analysis and diagnosis problem is gaining increasing consideration worldwide
in both theory and application. This is due to the growing demand for higher reliability in
control systems, and hence the importance of having a monitoring system that detects any
existing measurement errors, and indicates their location and significance in the control loop.
The observer-based approach is one of the most popular techniques used for fault diagno-
sis in general and for the measurement error diagnosis problem in particular. Many standard
observer-based techniques exist in the literature providing different solutions to both the theo-
retical and practical aspects of the problem for the Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) case (see (Frank,
1990; Willsky, 1976) for good surveys on this subject). The main idea behind the observer-
based approach is to estimate the outputs of the system from the measurements by using
either static gain observers in a deterministic framework (Zhong et al., 2003) or Kalman filters
in a stochastic framework (Chen et al., 2003). The output estimation error is then used as the
residual signal, which can be analyzed further to obtain an accurate estimation of the mea-
surement errors which affect the control system. Unlike the LTI case, however, the nonlinear
problem lacks a universal approach and is currently an active area of research (see (Adjallah
et al., 1994; Garcia & Frank, 1997; Hammouri et al., 1999; Kabore & Wang, 2001; Vemuri, 2001;
Wang et al., 1997; Yu & Shields, 1996) for important results in this direction). The main ob-
stacle in the solution of the observer-based nonlinear fault detection problem is the lack of a
universal approach for nonlinear observer synthesis. Robot manipulators, characterized by
largely nonlinear dynamics, are no exception to this dilemma and therefore need a unified
framework for measurement error detection and diagnosis.
The well known Euler-Lagrange model of a robot manipulator is as follows (Sciavicco &
Sicliano, 1989):

u = M(θ) θ̈ + V(θ, θ̇) (1)
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where θ, θ̇ and θ̈ ∈ n are vectors representing the position, velocity and acceleration of the
n-link robot respectively, and u ∈ n represents the actuator torques. By defining the state
variables as x1 = θ, x2 = θ̇, we get the state space model:

ẋ = f (x) + g(x)u (2)

where x =

[
x1
x2

]
, f (x) =

[
x2

−M−1(x1)V(x1, x2)

]
and g(x) =

[
0n

M−1(x1)

]
. This model

clearly shows the nonlinearities resulting from the inertia matrix M(θ), and from the vector
V(θ, θ̇) which combines all the centrifugal, coriolis, gravity and friction terms that are an inte-
gral part of the manipulator dynamical equations.
The problem of measurement error diagnosis for robot manipulators described by the Euler-
Lagrange model is an interesting one. Sensor faults could affect both the position and velocity
measurements, and would have a detrimental effect on the control performance. The dynamic
observer structure which was introduced in (Pertew et al., 2006; 2007) can serve as a general
framework for solving this problem. Necessary and sufficient design conditions for the prob-
lem of error detection can be derived from the nonlinear dissipativity properties inherent in
the robot structure. Another important advantage of this approach stems from combining
the objectives of estimating the error magnitudes, as well as detecting and isolating the error
sources. Using the extra degrees of freedom in the dynamic observer structure, the prob-
lem is solvable by minimizing the fault effects in a narrow frequency band on the observer’s
estimation error. This is an important advantage of the new framework over the classical con-
stant gain structure. The robot manipulator measurement error diagnosis problem could then
be generally modelled as a convex optimization problem and solved using a standard Lin-
ear Matrix Inequality (LMI) design procedure. Using standard weightings, different frequency
patterns for the measurement errors can also be considered.

2. Nonlinear Observers and Terminology

An important class of nonlinear systems is:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Γ(u, t) + Φ(x, u, t) (3)

y(t) = Cx(t) + f (t), A ∈ n×n, C ∈ p×n (4)

where (A, C) detectable, f (t) represent measurement errors, and Φ(x, u, t) satisfies:

‖ Φ(x1, u, t)− Φ(x2, u, t) ‖ ≤ α ‖ x1 − x2 ‖ (5)

∀u ∈ m and t ∈ and ∀x1 and x2 ∈ D, where D is a closed and bounded region containing
the origin. These systems have been widely referred to as nonlinear Lipschitz systems, due
to the Lipschitz continuity condition in (5) that affect them. Due to their importance and the
variety of nonlinear systems that they cover, much effort has been done towards solving the
observer design problem for this class of nonlinear systems. One important advantage is that
robot manipulators fall in the class of nonlinear Lipschitz systems. The classical observer
structure for Lipschitz systems of the form (3)-(5), with no measurement errors is the well-
known Luenberger structure, represented by the following equations:

˙̂x = Ax̂ + Γ(u, t) + Φ(x̂, u, t) + L(y − ŷ), L ∈ n×p (6)

ŷ = Cx̂ (7)

A more general framework introduced in (Pertew et al., 2006), makes use of dynamical ob-
servers of the form:

˙̂x = Ax̂ + Γ(u, t) + Φ(x̂, u, t) + η (8)

ξ̇ = ALξ + BL(y − ŷ), AL ∈ k×k, BL ∈ k×p (9)

η = CLξ + DL(y − ŷ), CL ∈ n×k, DL ∈ n×p (10)

ŷ = Cx̂ (11)

We will write K =

[
AL BL
CL DL

]
to represent the dynamic observer gain in (23)-(24). It can

be shown that K, sufficient to achieve observer convergence, can be represented by a set of
controllers. This design freedom can be used in the measurement error diagnosis problem
discussed in this chapter, by analyzing the residual signal:

r(t) = y(t)− ŷ(t) (12)

This will be discussed in details throughout this chapter. To this end, the following defini-
tions and notation are widely accepted and used by the Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD)
community:

Definition 1. Fault detection: The residual in equation (12) achieves fault detection (strong fault
detection) if the following condition is satisfied:

r(t) = 0 ; ∀t if (if and only if) f (t) = 0 ; ∀t

Definition 2. Fault isolation: The residual in (12) achieves fault isolation if:
(ri(t) = 0 ; ∀t ⇐⇒ fi(t) = 0 ; ∀t) ; for i = 1, · · · , p

Definition 3. Fault identification: Fault identification is satisfied by (12) if:
(ri(t) = fi(t) ; ∀t) ; for i = 1, · · · , p

The previous definitions are borrowed from (Chen & Patton, 1999). Note that, in these defini-
tions, the transient period of the residual signal is not considered, and that since the focus in
this chapter is on sensor faults the term “measurement error” will be used instead of “fault”
throughout the chapter.
The following definition and notation will also be used in this chapter:

Definition 4. L2 space: Space L2 consists of all Lebesgue measurable functions u : + → q, with

finite ‖u‖L2 , where ‖u‖L2

∆
=

√∫ ∞
0 ‖ u(t) ‖2 dt.

For a system H : L2 → L2, we will represent by γ(H) the L2 gain of H defined by

γ(H) = supu
‖Hu‖L2
‖u‖L2

. It is well known that, for a LTI system H : L2 → L2 (with a trans-

fer matrix Ĥ(s)), γ(H) ≡ ‖ Ĥ(s) ‖∞
∆
= sup

ω∈ σmax(Ĥ(jω)). The matrices In, 0n and
0nm will represent the identity matrix of order n, the zero square matrix of order n and
the zero n by m matrix respectively. Diagr(a) represents the diagonal square matrix of or-
der r with

[
a a · · · a

]
1×r as its diagonal vector, while diag(a1, a2, · · · , ar) represents

the one with
[
a1 a2 · · · ar

]
as its diagonal vector. T̂yu represents the transfer matrix
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the origin. These systems have been widely referred to as nonlinear Lipschitz systems, due
to the Lipschitz continuity condition in (5) that affect them. Due to their importance and the
variety of nonlinear systems that they cover, much effort has been done towards solving the
observer design problem for this class of nonlinear systems. One important advantage is that
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We will write K =
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]
to represent the dynamic observer gain in (23)-(24). It can

be shown that K, sufficient to achieve observer convergence, can be represented by a set of
controllers. This design freedom can be used in the measurement error diagnosis problem
discussed in this chapter, by analyzing the residual signal:

r(t) = y(t)− ŷ(t) (12)

This will be discussed in details throughout this chapter. To this end, the following defini-
tions and notation are widely accepted and used by the Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD)
community:

Definition 1. Fault detection: The residual in equation (12) achieves fault detection (strong fault
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(ri(t) = fi(t) ; ∀t) ; for i = 1, · · · , p

The previous definitions are borrowed from (Chen & Patton, 1999). Note that, in these defini-
tions, the transient period of the residual signal is not considered, and that since the focus in
this chapter is on sensor faults the term “measurement error” will be used instead of “fault”
throughout the chapter.
The following definition and notation will also be used in this chapter:

Definition 4. L2 space: Space L2 consists of all Lebesgue measurable functions u : + → q, with

finite ‖u‖L2 , where ‖u‖L2

∆
=
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0 ‖ u(t) ‖2 dt.

For a system H : L2 → L2, we will represent by γ(H) the L2 gain of H defined by
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. It is well known that, for a LTI system H : L2 → L2 (with a trans-

fer matrix Ĥ(s)), γ(H) ≡ ‖ Ĥ(s) ‖∞
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= sup
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from input u to output y. RH∞ denotes the space of all proper real rational stable trans-

fer matrices. The partitioned matrix H =

[
A B
C D

]
(when used in y = Hu) represents

(ξ̇ = Aξ + Bu, y = Cξ + Du), and Ĥ(s)=C(sI − A)−1B + D. We will make use of (13) (Zhou
& Doyle, 1998), if s is not an eigenvalue of A:

rank
[

A − sI B
C D

]
= n + rank

(
Ĥ(s)

)
, n being the dimension of A (13)

The setup in Fig. 1 will also be used throughout the chapter along with:

G =




A B1 B2
C1 D11 D12
C2 D21 D22


 (14)

G

K �

�

� �τ ζ

ν ϕ

Fig. 1. Standard setup.

We will also make use of the following result from (Gahinet & Apkarian, 1994):

Theorem 1. Assume stabilizability and detectability of (A, B2, C2) and that D22 = 0, and let N12 and
N21 denote orthonormal bases of the null spaces of

(
BT

2 , DT
12
)

and (C2, D21). There exists a controller
K such that ‖T̂ζτ‖∞ < γ if and only if there exist symmetric R, S ∈ n×n satisfying the following
system of LMIs:

[
N12 0

0 I

]T



AR + RAT RCT
1 B1

C1R −γI D11
BT

1 DT
11 −γI




[
N12 0

0 I

]
< 0 (15)

[
N21 0

0 I

]T



ATS + SA SB1 CT
1

BT
1 S −γI DT

11
C1 D11 −γI




[
N21 0

0 I

]
< 0 (16)

[
R I
I S

]
≥ 0 (17)

3. Robot Manipulator Measurement Error Detection

As mentioned earlier, robot manipulators fall in the category of nonlinear Lipschitz systems.
This is clear by rewriting the robot manipulator model in (2) as:

ẋ = Ax + Φ(x, u, t) (18)

where A =

[
0n In
0n 0n

]
, Φ =

[
0n

M−1(x1)u − M−1(x1)V(x1, x2)

]
. It is important to note that

the nonlinear terms in Φ are mainly trigonometric terms which are locally Lipschitz, and an
upper bound on the Lipschitz constant can be found by computing ‖∂Φ(x, u, t)/∂x‖ over the
operating range (Marquez, 2003). Another representation of (2) around an operating point x∗

of interest is:

ẋ = Ax + Bu + Φ(x, u, t) (19)

where A =
(

∂ f
∂x

)
|x∗ , B =

(
∂g
∂x

)
|x∗ , Φ = ( f (x)− Ax + g(x)u − Bu).

It is also important to note that (18) and (19) are both exact models of (2). By neglecting
the terms in Φ in (19), one gets the well known approximate linearized model around the
operating point x∗, i.e:

ẋ = Ax + Bu (20)

where A =
(

∂ f
∂x

)
|x∗ , B =

(
∂g
∂x

)
|x∗ , which is an approximate model of (2). In the formulation

used in this chapter, however, no approximation is needed and the exact Lipschitz model in
(19) can be directly use for solving the measurement error diagnosis problem.
Starting by the measurement error detection problem represented by Definition 1, the robot
measurements are assumed to be any linear combination of the position and velocity sensors
which satisfies the detectability condition needed for observer design. Errors in measurements
affect the system, and the purpose is to design an observer which satisfies the measurement
error detectability condition as per Definition 1. By making use of dynamical observers of the
form:

˙̂x(t) = Ax̂(t) + Γ(u, t) + Φ(x̂, u, t) + η(t) (21)

ŷ(t) = Cx̂(t) (22)

where η(t) is obtained by applying a dynamical compensator K of order k (“k” being arbitrary)
on the output estimation error. In other words η(t) is given from

ξ̇ = ALξ + BL(y − ŷ), AL ∈ k×k, BL ∈ k×p (23)

η = CLξ + DL(y − ŷ), CL ∈ n×k, DL ∈ n×p (24)

We will also write

K =

[
AL BL
CL DL

]
(25)

to represent the compensator in (23)-(24). It is straightforward to see that this observer struc-

ture reduces to the usual observer in (6)-(7) when K =

[
0k 0kp
0nk L

]
. The additional dynamics

brings additional degrees of freedom in the design, something that could be used to add the
measurement error detection objective to the state estimation problem in the observer design.
The observer error dynamics is now given by

ė(t) = A e + Φ(x, u, t)− Φ(x̂, u, t)− η(t) (26)

r(t) = Ce(t) + f (t) (27)
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|x∗ , which is an approximate model of (2). In the formulation

used in this chapter, however, no approximation is needed and the exact Lipschitz model in
(19) can be directly use for solving the measurement error diagnosis problem.
Starting by the measurement error detection problem represented by Definition 1, the robot
measurements are assumed to be any linear combination of the position and velocity sensors
which satisfies the detectability condition needed for observer design. Errors in measurements
affect the system, and the purpose is to design an observer which satisfies the measurement
error detectability condition as per Definition 1. By making use of dynamical observers of the
form:
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which can also be represented by the setup in Fig. 1 where G has the state space representation
in (14) with appropriate matrices and with the following variables:

τ = φ̃ = Φ(x, u, t)− Φ(x̂, u, t), ζ = e = x − x̂, ν = η = K (y − ŷ), and ϕ = y − ŷ (28)

We denote by T̂ζτ the transfer function between τ and ζ for this setup. The following theorem
provides a general solution to the dynamic observer condition needed to achieve measure-
ment error detection:

Theorem 2. Given the nonlinear system in (3)-(5), the residual signal in (8)-(12) achieves measure-
ment error detection, ∀ Φ satisfying the Lipschitz condition in (5) with a Lipschitz constant α, if the
observer gain K is chosen such that: sup

ω∈ σmax[T̂ζτ(jω)] < 1
α .

Proof : The proof is built on proving that, when the mea-
surement error vector f = 0, the state x̂ of the observer
(8)-(11) asymptotically converges to the system state x for all Φ(x, u, t) satisfying (5)
with a Lipschitz constant α if the dynamic observer gain K is chosen s.t:

sup
ω∈ σmax[T̂ζτ(jω)] <

1
α

(29)

Using the variable definitions in (28) it can be seen that T̂ζτ can be represented as:

T̂ζτ = T̂eφ̃ =




A − DLC −CL
BLC AL

In
0kn

In 0nk 0n


 (30)

and is such that γ(T̂eφ̃) =‖ T̂eφ̃ ‖∞< 1
α according to (29). The proof for sufficiency follows

from noting that the estimation error e is given from the feedback interconnection of T̂eφ̃ and
∆ as shown in Fig. 2 where ∆ is the static nonlinear time-varying operator defined as follows:

∆(t) : e → φ̃ = Φ(x, u, t)− Φ(x̂, u, t)
= Φ(e + x̂(t), u(t), t)− Φ(x̂(t), u(t), t)

�
φ̃

T̂eφ̃

e

�∆

Fig. 2. Feedback interconnection.

In this loop, γ(T̂eφ̃) < 1
α as mentioned earlier. Although an exact expression for ∆ is not

available, we have γ(∆) ≤ α as from the Lipschitz condition in (5) it follows that

γ(∆) ≤

√∫ ∞
0 α2 ‖ x − x̂ ‖2 dt

√∫ ∞
0 ‖ x − x̂ ‖2 dt

≤ α

Using the bounds on the L2 gains of the operators T̂eφ̃ and ∆, nonlinear dissipativity of the
feedback interconnection is satisfied, by noting the following properties for the feedback loop
in Fig. 2:

(a) ∆ is a static nonlinearity (no internal states) and T̂eφ̃ is the dynamic LTI system in (30).

(b) The mappings T̂eφ̃ : φ̃ → e and ∆ : e → φ̃ have finite L2 gains γ(T̂eφ̃) and γ(∆), and
moreover they satisfy γ(T̂eφ̃)γ(∆) < 1.

(c) T̂eφ̃ and ∆ are dissipative with the supply rates ω1 = −eTe + γ(T̂eφ̃)
2φ̃T φ̃ and ω2 =

−φ̃T φ̃ + α2eTe respectively. We will denote by S1 and S2 the corresponding storage
functions.

It is a direct application of Corollary 1 in (Hill & Moylan, 1977) (see also (Marquez, 2003),
Chapter 9, for a comprehensive review of the subject) that S1 + aS2, a > 0, is a Lyapunov
function for this system, and that, since γ(T̂eφ̃)γ(∆) < 1, the system is asymptotically stable.
This implies that e → 0 as t → ∞.
It also follows that under the same conditions of Theorem 2, if condition (5) holds locally,
then local asymptotic convergence of the observer is guaranteed (and in this case the observer
(8)-(11) is a local one, i.e, it is local in “x” and in the estimation error “e”).
Since the feedback interconnection is asymptotically stable when the measurement error vec-
tor f (t) is equal to zero, the residual vector r(t) consequently will converge to zero, and this
completes the proof. �
The importance of this theorem is twofold: First, it presents a generalized condition which
guarantees observer stability, and hence measurement error detectability, for the new dynamic
observer framework. Second, it paves the way for an analytical solution for the design prob-
lem, and a design procedure which could easily be implemented using available software
packages as will be discussed next.

3.1 An analytical design procedure based on H∞ regularization
As mentioned earlier, the stability condition in (29) can be represented by the H∞ norm of
the setup in Fig. 1 where G has the state space representation in (14) with appropriate ma-
trices. However, this H∞ problem does not satisfy all the regularity assumptions in the H∞
framework (notice that DT

12D12 and D21DT
21 are both singular). Although the LMI approach in

(Iwasaki & Skelton, 1994), or the techniques in (Scherer, 1992); (Stoorvogel, 1996) can be used
to solve this singular problem, we here focus on the Riccati approach in (Doyle et al., 1989)
by showing that the problem is actually equivalent to the so-called “Simplified H∞ problem”
defined in (Doyle et al., 1989); (Zhou & Doyle, 1998). This helps to directly relate the stability
condition to two Riccati equations, instead of the one defined for the static observer frame-
work in (Raghavan & Hedrick, 1994), and lays the ground to a systematic design procedure
which is less restrictive than the existing design approaches. This also has the advantage of
classifying the set of all possible observer gains by using the standard parameterization of H∞
controllers in (Doyle et al., 1989); (Zhou & Doyle, 1998). Towards this objective, the follow-
ing standard regularization procedure is adopted: By replacing the measurement error vector
with a “weighted” disturbance term ε d(t) (ε > 0) in the output equation (4), and using the
same observer defined by (21)-(24), it can be seen that the standard H∞ problem has now the
form:
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which can also be represented by the setup in Fig. 1 where G has the state space representation
in (14) with appropriate matrices and with the following variables:

τ = φ̃ = Φ(x, u, t)− Φ(x̂, u, t), ζ = e = x − x̂, ν = η = K (y − ŷ), and ϕ = y − ŷ (28)

We denote by T̂ζτ the transfer function between τ and ζ for this setup. The following theorem
provides a general solution to the dynamic observer condition needed to achieve measure-
ment error detection:

Theorem 2. Given the nonlinear system in (3)-(5), the residual signal in (8)-(12) achieves measure-
ment error detection, ∀ Φ satisfying the Lipschitz condition in (5) with a Lipschitz constant α, if the
observer gain K is chosen such that: sup

ω∈ σmax[T̂ζτ(jω)] < 1
α .

Proof : The proof is built on proving that, when the mea-
surement error vector f = 0, the state x̂ of the observer
(8)-(11) asymptotically converges to the system state x for all Φ(x, u, t) satisfying (5)
with a Lipschitz constant α if the dynamic observer gain K is chosen s.t:

sup
ω∈ σmax[T̂ζτ(jω)] <

1
α

(29)

Using the variable definitions in (28) it can be seen that T̂ζτ can be represented as:

T̂ζτ = T̂eφ̃ =




A − DLC −CL
BLC AL

In
0kn

In 0nk 0n


 (30)

and is such that γ(T̂eφ̃) =‖ T̂eφ̃ ‖∞< 1
α according to (29). The proof for sufficiency follows

from noting that the estimation error e is given from the feedback interconnection of T̂eφ̃ and
∆ as shown in Fig. 2 where ∆ is the static nonlinear time-varying operator defined as follows:

∆(t) : e → φ̃ = Φ(x, u, t)− Φ(x̂, u, t)
= Φ(e + x̂(t), u(t), t)− Φ(x̂(t), u(t), t)

�
φ̃

T̂eφ̃

e

�∆

Fig. 2. Feedback interconnection.

In this loop, γ(T̂eφ̃) < 1
α as mentioned earlier. Although an exact expression for ∆ is not

available, we have γ(∆) ≤ α as from the Lipschitz condition in (5) it follows that

γ(∆) ≤

√∫ ∞
0 α2 ‖ x − x̂ ‖2 dt

√∫ ∞
0 ‖ x − x̂ ‖2 dt

≤ α

Using the bounds on the L2 gains of the operators T̂eφ̃ and ∆, nonlinear dissipativity of the
feedback interconnection is satisfied, by noting the following properties for the feedback loop
in Fig. 2:

(a) ∆ is a static nonlinearity (no internal states) and T̂eφ̃ is the dynamic LTI system in (30).

(b) The mappings T̂eφ̃ : φ̃ → e and ∆ : e → φ̃ have finite L2 gains γ(T̂eφ̃) and γ(∆), and
moreover they satisfy γ(T̂eφ̃)γ(∆) < 1.

(c) T̂eφ̃ and ∆ are dissipative with the supply rates ω1 = −eTe + γ(T̂eφ̃)
2φ̃T φ̃ and ω2 =

−φ̃T φ̃ + α2eTe respectively. We will denote by S1 and S2 the corresponding storage
functions.

It is a direct application of Corollary 1 in (Hill & Moylan, 1977) (see also (Marquez, 2003),
Chapter 9, for a comprehensive review of the subject) that S1 + aS2, a > 0, is a Lyapunov
function for this system, and that, since γ(T̂eφ̃)γ(∆) < 1, the system is asymptotically stable.
This implies that e → 0 as t → ∞.
It also follows that under the same conditions of Theorem 2, if condition (5) holds locally,
then local asymptotic convergence of the observer is guaranteed (and in this case the observer
(8)-(11) is a local one, i.e, it is local in “x” and in the estimation error “e”).
Since the feedback interconnection is asymptotically stable when the measurement error vec-
tor f (t) is equal to zero, the residual vector r(t) consequently will converge to zero, and this
completes the proof. �
The importance of this theorem is twofold: First, it presents a generalized condition which
guarantees observer stability, and hence measurement error detectability, for the new dynamic
observer framework. Second, it paves the way for an analytical solution for the design prob-
lem, and a design procedure which could easily be implemented using available software
packages as will be discussed next.

3.1 An analytical design procedure based on H∞ regularization
As mentioned earlier, the stability condition in (29) can be represented by the H∞ norm of
the setup in Fig. 1 where G has the state space representation in (14) with appropriate ma-
trices. However, this H∞ problem does not satisfy all the regularity assumptions in the H∞
framework (notice that DT

12D12 and D21DT
21 are both singular). Although the LMI approach in

(Iwasaki & Skelton, 1994), or the techniques in (Scherer, 1992); (Stoorvogel, 1996) can be used
to solve this singular problem, we here focus on the Riccati approach in (Doyle et al., 1989)
by showing that the problem is actually equivalent to the so-called “Simplified H∞ problem”
defined in (Doyle et al., 1989); (Zhou & Doyle, 1998). This helps to directly relate the stability
condition to two Riccati equations, instead of the one defined for the static observer frame-
work in (Raghavan & Hedrick, 1994), and lays the ground to a systematic design procedure
which is less restrictive than the existing design approaches. This also has the advantage of
classifying the set of all possible observer gains by using the standard parameterization of H∞
controllers in (Doyle et al., 1989); (Zhou & Doyle, 1998). Towards this objective, the follow-
ing standard regularization procedure is adopted: By replacing the measurement error vector
with a “weighted” disturbance term ε d(t) (ε > 0) in the output equation (4), and using the
same observer defined by (21)-(24), it can be seen that the standard H∞ problem has now the
form:
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ż =
[
A
]

z +
[[

In 0np
]

−In
]


[

τ
d

]

ν


 (31)



[

ζ
βν

]

ϕ


 =



[

In
0n

]

C


 z +



[

0n 0np
0n 0np

] [
0n
βIn

]

[
0pn εIp

]
0pn





[

τ
d

]

ν


 (32)

which can still be represented by the setup in Fig. 1, by redefining the matrices in (14) and by

replacing τ by τ̄ defined as: τ̄
∆
=

[
τ d(t)

]T and ζ by ζ̄ defined as: ζ̄ =
[
ζ βν

]T , (β > 0). It
follows that the standard form in (31)-(32) satisfies the conditions of the so-called “Simplified
H∞ problem” (Doyle et al., 1989); (Zhou & Doyle, 1998) if and only if (A, C) is detectable, which
does not impose any new design restrictions on the observer design. The equivalence between
the original problem and this “Simplified H∞ problem” can also be shown as follows: Assume
T1 as the setup in Fig. 1 associated with the original τ and ζ. And assume T2 as the one
associated with τ̄ and ζ̄, i.e the one described by equations (31)-(32). Assume both setups use
the observer gain K in (25). And let T̂1(s) and T̂2(s) be their corresponding transfer matrices.
The following lemma demonstrates certain equivalence relationships among these two setups
(the proof of this Lemma is omitted and can be found in (Pertew et al., 2005)).

Lemma 1. Given the same observer gain controller K for the setups T1 and T2 defined above, then
‖ T̂1(s) ‖∞< γ if and only if ∃ ε > 0, β > 0 such that ‖ T̂2(s) ‖∞< γ.

This now lays the ground to the main result of this section, in the form of a theorem showing
that the observer gain K needed to stabilize the observer error dynamics and achieve mea-
surement error detection according to Theorem 2 must solve a “Simplified H∞ control problem”
according to the definition used in (Zhou & Doyle, 1998). To this end, we define the “Nonlin-
ear Lipschitz observer design problem” as follows:

Definition 5. (Nonlinear Lipschitz observer design problem) Given ε > 0 and β > 0, find S , the set
of admissible observer gains K satisfying ‖ T̂ζ̄ τ̄ ‖∞< 1

α for the setup in Fig. 1 with G having the state
space representation in (14) along with the matrices in (31)-(32).

Defining the following two Hamiltonian matrices associated with this problem:

N∞ =

[
A α2 In − 1

β2 In

−In −AT

]
, J∞ =

[
AT α2 In − 1

ε2 CTC
−In −A

]
(33)

the main result is then summarized as follows:

Theorem 3. There exists a dynamic observer gain K for the observer (8)-(11) (or a static gain L for the
classical observer in (6)-(7)) that achieves measurement error detection according to Theorem 2 if and
only if ∃ ε, β > 0 such that:
1) N∞ ∈ dom(Ric) and X∞ = Ric(N∞) > 0.
2) J∞ ∈ dom(Ric) and Y∞ = Ric(J∞) > 0.
3) ρ(X∞Y∞) < 1

α2 (where ρ(.) is the spectral radius).

J

Q

�

�

� �u y

Ĵ(s) =




Â∞
1
ε2 (In − α2Y∞X∞)−1Y∞CT − 1

β (In − α2Y∞X∞)−1

1
β2 X∞ 0np

1
β In

− 1
ε C 1

ε Ip 0pn




Fig. 3. Parametrization of all observer gains.

Proof : A direct result of Theorem 2 and Lemma 1. �
Moreover, by using the result in (Doyle et al., 1989), the set of all observer gains K can be
represented by the set of all transfer matrices from y to u in Fig. 3:
where Â∞ = A + (α2 − 1

β2 )X∞ − 1
ε2 (In − α2Y∞X∞)−1Y∞CTC, and Q is such that ‖Q‖∞ < 1

α .
Based on the previous results, the following iterative “binary search” procedure is proposed
to evaluate the observer gain:

Design Procedure:
Step 1 Set ε, β > 0.
Step 2 Test solvability of the problem in Definition 5 . If the test fails then go to Step 3 ;
otherwise solve the problem (using available software packages or using the analytical result
of Theorem 3) and any K ∈ S (the set of admissible observer gains) is a candidate observer
gain that stabilizes the error dynamics and achieves measurement error detection.
Step 3 Set ε ← ε

2 , β ← β
2 . If ε or β < r, a threshold value, then stop ; otherwise go to Step 2.

Remarks:

• This design procedure is less restrictive than the designs introduced in (Raghavan &
Hedrick, 1994); (Rajamani, 1998); (Rajamani & Cho, 1998); (Aboky et al., 2002), since it
is directly related to the stability condition through the result of Theorem 3.

• If the H∞ problem can not be solved due to its infeasibility or due to the software limi-
tations, one can decrease the Lipschitz constant α and this decreases the region of con-
vergence if α is obtained through linearization but is still a possible way to solve the
problem. The word stop in step 3 can then be replaced by: decrease α and go to Step 1. The
algorithm is then guaranteed to work as α → 0. The choice of the threshold in step 3 is
also important to avoid numerical instability of the used software.

• Design of the H∞ observer can also be done by including appropriate weightings to em-
phasize the performance requirements of the observer over specific frequency ranges.

• If some states are not affected by nonlinearities (i.e, if some entries of the Lipschitz
function Φ are zeros), the corresponding 1’s of the Identity matrix in the matrix B1 of
the setup (31)-(32) can be replaced by zeros. As long as (A, B1) is controllable, and the
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which can still be represented by the setup in Fig. 1, by redefining the matrices in (14) and by

replacing τ by τ̄ defined as: τ̄
∆
=

[
τ d(t)

]T and ζ by ζ̄ defined as: ζ̄ =
[
ζ βν

]T , (β > 0). It
follows that the standard form in (31)-(32) satisfies the conditions of the so-called “Simplified
H∞ problem” (Doyle et al., 1989); (Zhou & Doyle, 1998) if and only if (A, C) is detectable, which
does not impose any new design restrictions on the observer design. The equivalence between
the original problem and this “Simplified H∞ problem” can also be shown as follows: Assume
T1 as the setup in Fig. 1 associated with the original τ and ζ. And assume T2 as the one
associated with τ̄ and ζ̄, i.e the one described by equations (31)-(32). Assume both setups use
the observer gain K in (25). And let T̂1(s) and T̂2(s) be their corresponding transfer matrices.
The following lemma demonstrates certain equivalence relationships among these two setups
(the proof of this Lemma is omitted and can be found in (Pertew et al., 2005)).

Lemma 1. Given the same observer gain controller K for the setups T1 and T2 defined above, then
‖ T̂1(s) ‖∞< γ if and only if ∃ ε > 0, β > 0 such that ‖ T̂2(s) ‖∞< γ.

This now lays the ground to the main result of this section, in the form of a theorem showing
that the observer gain K needed to stabilize the observer error dynamics and achieve mea-
surement error detection according to Theorem 2 must solve a “Simplified H∞ control problem”
according to the definition used in (Zhou & Doyle, 1998). To this end, we define the “Nonlin-
ear Lipschitz observer design problem” as follows:

Definition 5. (Nonlinear Lipschitz observer design problem) Given ε > 0 and β > 0, find S , the set
of admissible observer gains K satisfying ‖ T̂ζ̄ τ̄ ‖∞< 1

α for the setup in Fig. 1 with G having the state
space representation in (14) along with the matrices in (31)-(32).

Defining the following two Hamiltonian matrices associated with this problem:

N∞ =

[
A α2 In − 1

β2 In

−In −AT

]
, J∞ =

[
AT α2 In − 1

ε2 CTC
−In −A

]
(33)

the main result is then summarized as follows:

Theorem 3. There exists a dynamic observer gain K for the observer (8)-(11) (or a static gain L for the
classical observer in (6)-(7)) that achieves measurement error detection according to Theorem 2 if and
only if ∃ ε, β > 0 such that:
1) N∞ ∈ dom(Ric) and X∞ = Ric(N∞) > 0.
2) J∞ ∈ dom(Ric) and Y∞ = Ric(J∞) > 0.
3) ρ(X∞Y∞) < 1

α2 (where ρ(.) is the spectral radius).
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Fig. 3. Parametrization of all observer gains.

Proof : A direct result of Theorem 2 and Lemma 1. �
Moreover, by using the result in (Doyle et al., 1989), the set of all observer gains K can be
represented by the set of all transfer matrices from y to u in Fig. 3:
where Â∞ = A + (α2 − 1

β2 )X∞ − 1
ε2 (In − α2Y∞X∞)−1Y∞CTC, and Q is such that ‖Q‖∞ < 1

α .
Based on the previous results, the following iterative “binary search” procedure is proposed
to evaluate the observer gain:

Design Procedure:
Step 1 Set ε, β > 0.
Step 2 Test solvability of the problem in Definition 5 . If the test fails then go to Step 3 ;
otherwise solve the problem (using available software packages or using the analytical result
of Theorem 3) and any K ∈ S (the set of admissible observer gains) is a candidate observer
gain that stabilizes the error dynamics and achieves measurement error detection.
Step 3 Set ε ← ε

2 , β ← β
2 . If ε or β < r, a threshold value, then stop ; otherwise go to Step 2.

Remarks:

• This design procedure is less restrictive than the designs introduced in (Raghavan &
Hedrick, 1994); (Rajamani, 1998); (Rajamani & Cho, 1998); (Aboky et al., 2002), since it
is directly related to the stability condition through the result of Theorem 3.

• If the H∞ problem can not be solved due to its infeasibility or due to the software limi-
tations, one can decrease the Lipschitz constant α and this decreases the region of con-
vergence if α is obtained through linearization but is still a possible way to solve the
problem. The word stop in step 3 can then be replaced by: decrease α and go to Step 1. The
algorithm is then guaranteed to work as α → 0. The choice of the threshold in step 3 is
also important to avoid numerical instability of the used software.

• Design of the H∞ observer can also be done by including appropriate weightings to em-
phasize the performance requirements of the observer over specific frequency ranges.

• If some states are not affected by nonlinearities (i.e, if some entries of the Lipschitz
function Φ are zeros), the corresponding 1’s of the Identity matrix in the matrix B1 of
the setup (31)-(32) can be replaced by zeros. As long as (A, B1) is controllable, and the
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regularity assumptions are satisfied, the observer design is still equivalent to a “Simpli-
fied H∞ problem”.

4. The Measurement Error Identification Problem

After solving the measurement error detection problem in Section 3, it would be interesting
if those results are extended to the identification problem, where the objective of estimating
the error magnitudes and locating the error sources are also considered. The advantage of the
dynamic formulation is clear at this point: the measurement error detection condition (29) (in
Theorem 2) is satisfied by a family of observers, which helps to include the “identification”
objective according to Definition 3 as an additional objective.
Since the residual “r” is given by equation (27), it is clear that the observer estimation error “e”
constitutes a part of the residual response, and that by minimizing “e” the residual converges
to ” f ” which guarantees measurement error identification in this case. This could be seen
by noting that the estimation error “e” can be represented by the feedback interconnection
in Fig. 4 where “ f ” is the measurement error vector that affects the system (compare this
representation to the loop dynamics in Fig. 2 when the measurement error vector ” f ” is equal
to zero).

�
φ̃

T̂eφ̃

e1

e �� �� e2
+

+
∆ T̂e f � f

Fig. 4. Observer dynamics with measurement errors.

Therefore, minimizing “e” is equivalent to minimizing the effect of ” f ” on the feedback inter-
connection of Fig. 4. This minimization problem can be considered in L2 sense by assuming
the measurement error to have finite energy, and applying the small gain theorem to Fig. 4.
This assumption is with no loss of generality, since it is guaranteed over any finite time oper-
ation of the observer. In this section, the solution of this minimization problem is considered
when ” f ” is in a narrow frequency band around a nominal frequency ωo. From the special
cases of interest is the case of sensor bias and the case of measurement errors of known har-
monics. We first show that the problem is not tractable for the classical structure in (6)-(7), and
then present a solution using the dynamic observer. Towards that goal, we will first assume
that the Fourier transform of the measurement error F(jω) have a frequency pattern restricted
to the narrow band ωo ± ∆ω as described by equation (34).

|F(jω)| ≤
{

A ; |ω − ωo| < ∆ω
δ ; otherwise (34)

where δ is a small neglected number for the frequency magnitudes outside the region of
interest, and where A is a positive upper bound on these magnitudes inside the consid-
ered domain. We will then define an observer gain K as optimal if ‖ e ‖L2 can be made

arbitrarily small for all possible measurement errors satisfying (34). But by applying the
small gain theorem to Fig. 4 when measurement error detection is satisfied (i.e, when K
satisfies ‖ T̂eφ̃ ‖∞= µ < 1

α ) we have: ‖e‖L2 ≤ 1
1−µα ‖e2‖L2 . And since (as ∆ω → 0),

T̂e f (jω) → T̂e f (jωo) then we have ‖e2‖L2 ≤ σmax

(
T̂e f (jωo)

)
‖ f ‖L2 , and therefore, it is easy

to see that an optimal gain K is one that satisfies T̂e f (jωo) = 0. By assuming that the measure-
ment error detection objective is satisfied (as stated in Theorem 2, it follows that measurement
error identification according to Definition 3 is satisfied if the following two conditions are sat-
isfied: (i) ‖ T̂eφ̃ ‖∞< 1

α , (ii) T̂e f (jωo) = 0, where the first one is a sufficient condition in order
to achieve measurement error detection according to Definition 1.
Moreover, to include the effect of measurement errors on the standard setup which was used
in conjunction with the H∞ problem in Section 3, the vectors of the setup of Fig. 1 are redefined

as: τ �
[

τ1
τ2

]
=
[

φ̃
f

]
, ν = η, ζ= e, ϕ= r. The residual can be then represented by:

ż =
[
A
]

z +
[[

In 0np
]

−In
] [

τ
ν

]
(35)

[
ζ
ϕ

]
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[
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C

]
z +
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]

0pn
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τ
ν

]
(36)

which can also be represented by the standard form in Fig. 1 where G has the representation
in (14) with the matrices in (35)-(36) and where K is the dynamic observer gain.
Based on the previous discussion, we define an optimal residual generator as:

Definition 6. (Optimal residual generator for narrow frequency band) An observer of the form (8)-(12)
is said to be an optimal residual generator for the measurement error identification problem (with mea-
surement errors in a narrow frequency band around ωo) if the observer gain K satisfies ‖ T̂eφ̃ ‖∞< 1

α

and T̂e f (jωo) = 0, for the standard setup in Fig. 1 where the plant G has the state space representation
in (14) with the matrices defined in (35)-(36).

The main result of this section is now presented in the form of a theorem showing that the
classical observer structure in (6)-(7) can never be an optimal residual generator. This shows
the importance of having a dynamic observer gain in this case.

Theorem 4. An observer of the form (6)-(7) with a static observer gain L can never be an optimal
residual generator according to Definition 6.

Proof : First, using (35)-(36) and the dynamic observer gain K it can be shown that T̂e f is given
from:

Te f = Tζτ2 =




A − DLC −CL
BLC AL

−DL
BL

In 0nk 0np


 (37)

The proof follows by noting that (when the observer gain K is replaced by the static gain

L) the transfer matrix from f to e in (37) is given by Te f =

[
A − LC −L

In 0np

]
. Since the

gain L is chosen to stabilize (A − LC), then (∀ωo) jωo is not an eigenvalue of (A − LC).

Therefore, by using (13), we have: rank
(

T̂e f (jωo)
)

=rank
[

A − LC − jωo In −L
In 0np

]
− n. But
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regularity assumptions are satisfied, the observer design is still equivalent to a “Simpli-
fied H∞ problem”.

4. The Measurement Error Identification Problem

After solving the measurement error detection problem in Section 3, it would be interesting
if those results are extended to the identification problem, where the objective of estimating
the error magnitudes and locating the error sources are also considered. The advantage of the
dynamic formulation is clear at this point: the measurement error detection condition (29) (in
Theorem 2) is satisfied by a family of observers, which helps to include the “identification”
objective according to Definition 3 as an additional objective.
Since the residual “r” is given by equation (27), it is clear that the observer estimation error “e”
constitutes a part of the residual response, and that by minimizing “e” the residual converges
to ” f ” which guarantees measurement error identification in this case. This could be seen
by noting that the estimation error “e” can be represented by the feedback interconnection
in Fig. 4 where “ f ” is the measurement error vector that affects the system (compare this
representation to the loop dynamics in Fig. 2 when the measurement error vector ” f ” is equal
to zero).

�
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T̂eφ̃

e1

e �� �� e2
+

+
∆ T̂e f � f

Fig. 4. Observer dynamics with measurement errors.

Therefore, minimizing “e” is equivalent to minimizing the effect of ” f ” on the feedback inter-
connection of Fig. 4. This minimization problem can be considered in L2 sense by assuming
the measurement error to have finite energy, and applying the small gain theorem to Fig. 4.
This assumption is with no loss of generality, since it is guaranteed over any finite time oper-
ation of the observer. In this section, the solution of this minimization problem is considered
when ” f ” is in a narrow frequency band around a nominal frequency ωo. From the special
cases of interest is the case of sensor bias and the case of measurement errors of known har-
monics. We first show that the problem is not tractable for the classical structure in (6)-(7), and
then present a solution using the dynamic observer. Towards that goal, we will first assume
that the Fourier transform of the measurement error F(jω) have a frequency pattern restricted
to the narrow band ωo ± ∆ω as described by equation (34).

|F(jω)| ≤
{

A ; |ω − ωo| < ∆ω
δ ; otherwise (34)

where δ is a small neglected number for the frequency magnitudes outside the region of
interest, and where A is a positive upper bound on these magnitudes inside the consid-
ered domain. We will then define an observer gain K as optimal if ‖ e ‖L2 can be made

arbitrarily small for all possible measurement errors satisfying (34). But by applying the
small gain theorem to Fig. 4 when measurement error detection is satisfied (i.e, when K
satisfies ‖ T̂eφ̃ ‖∞= µ < 1

α ) we have: ‖e‖L2 ≤ 1
1−µα ‖e2‖L2 . And since (as ∆ω → 0),

T̂e f (jω) → T̂e f (jωo) then we have ‖e2‖L2 ≤ σmax

(
T̂e f (jωo)

)
‖ f ‖L2 , and therefore, it is easy

to see that an optimal gain K is one that satisfies T̂e f (jωo) = 0. By assuming that the measure-
ment error detection objective is satisfied (as stated in Theorem 2, it follows that measurement
error identification according to Definition 3 is satisfied if the following two conditions are sat-
isfied: (i) ‖ T̂eφ̃ ‖∞< 1

α , (ii) T̂e f (jωo) = 0, where the first one is a sufficient condition in order
to achieve measurement error detection according to Definition 1.
Moreover, to include the effect of measurement errors on the standard setup which was used
in conjunction with the H∞ problem in Section 3, the vectors of the setup of Fig. 1 are redefined

as: τ �
[

τ1
τ2

]
=
[

φ̃
f

]
, ν = η, ζ= e, ϕ= r. The residual can be then represented by:

ż =
[
A
]

z +
[[

In 0np
]

−In
] [

τ
ν

]
(35)

[
ζ
ϕ

]
=

[
In
C

]
z +

[[
0n 0np

]
0n[

0pn Ip
]

0pn

] [
τ
ν

]
(36)

which can also be represented by the standard form in Fig. 1 where G has the representation
in (14) with the matrices in (35)-(36) and where K is the dynamic observer gain.
Based on the previous discussion, we define an optimal residual generator as:

Definition 6. (Optimal residual generator for narrow frequency band) An observer of the form (8)-(12)
is said to be an optimal residual generator for the measurement error identification problem (with mea-
surement errors in a narrow frequency band around ωo) if the observer gain K satisfies ‖ T̂eφ̃ ‖∞< 1

α

and T̂e f (jωo) = 0, for the standard setup in Fig. 1 where the plant G has the state space representation
in (14) with the matrices defined in (35)-(36).

The main result of this section is now presented in the form of a theorem showing that the
classical observer structure in (6)-(7) can never be an optimal residual generator. This shows
the importance of having a dynamic observer gain in this case.

Theorem 4. An observer of the form (6)-(7) with a static observer gain L can never be an optimal
residual generator according to Definition 6.

Proof : First, using (35)-(36) and the dynamic observer gain K it can be shown that T̂e f is given
from:

Te f = Tζτ2 =




A − DLC −CL
BLC AL

−DL
BL

In 0nk 0np


 (37)

The proof follows by noting that (when the observer gain K is replaced by the static gain

L) the transfer matrix from f to e in (37) is given by Te f =

[
A − LC −L

In 0np

]
. Since the

gain L is chosen to stabilize (A − LC), then (∀ωo) jωo is not an eigenvalue of (A − LC).

Therefore, by using (13), we have: rank
(

T̂e f (jωo)
)

=rank
[

A − LC − jωo In −L
In 0np

]
− n. But
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rank
[

A − LC − jωo In −L
In 0np

]
= rank

[
0n L
In 0np

]
= n + rank(L) (using the invariant zero

property (13)).

Therefore, rank
(

T̂e f (jωo)
)

�= 0 unless L = 0. This implies that no gain L can satisfy

T̂e f (jωo) = 0, and therefore the static observer structure can never be an optimal residual
generator according to Definition 6. �
In the following section (section 4.1), a numerical approach based on LMIs is provided, by
modelling the problem as a convex optimization problem using the dynamic observer struc-
ture in (8)-(12).

4.1 A LMI Design Procedure
The second objective, i.e T̂e f (jωo) = 0, can also be modelled as a weighted H∞ problem solv-
able using the dynamic observer formulation. To this end, we first note that for an observer
gain K that satisfies the measurement error detection condition (as stated in Theorem 2, the
following two statements are equivalent: (i) T̂e f (jωo) = 0, (ii) W(s)T̂e f (s) ∈ RH∞, where
W(s) = diagp(

1
s ) if ωo = 0 and W(s) = diagp(

1
s2+ω2

o
) if ωo �= 0. The equivalence of

these two statements can be seen by first noting that the condition in Theorem 2 implies that
‖ T̂eφ̃ ‖∞< 1

α and hence that T̂eφ̃ ∈ RH∞. It then follows that T̂e f (s) ∈ RH∞ since Te f in (37)
and Teφ̃ both have the same state transition matrix. Finally, since T̂e f (jωo) = 0 corresponds to
jωo being a system zero of T̂e f (s) (which is equivalent to cancelling the poles of W(s) on the
imaginary axis), it follows that T̂e f (jωo) = 0 is equivalent to having W(s)T̂e f (s) ∈ RH∞.
According to the previous discussion, it follows that the objective T̂e f (jωo) = 0 can be restated

as follows: ∃ε > 0 such that
{

ε ‖ W(s)T̂e f (s) ‖∞< 1
α

}
, where the scalar “ε” is used for com-

patibility with the first objective (i.e, ‖ T̂eφ̃ ‖∞< 1
α ). The two objectives can then be combined

in the unified framework in Fig. 5, where the plant G has the state space representation in (14)
with the matrices defined in (35)-(36).

�τ̄ I 0
0 εW

τ

G

K �

�

� �ζ

Ḡ

Fig. 5. Weighted standard setup.

It can be seen that the augmented plant Ḡ in Fig. 5 is given by:

Ḡ =




Ā B̄1 B̄2
C̄1 D̄11 D̄12
C̄2 D̄21 D̄22


 =




[
Aθ 0�n
0n� A

] [
0�n Bθ

In 0np

] [
0�n
−In

]

[
0n� In

] [
0n 0np

] [
0n

]
[

εCθ C
] [

0pn 0p
]

0pn


 (38)

where:



�= p, Aθ= 0p, Bθ= Ip, Cθ= Ip ; if ωo= 0

�= 2p, Aθ= diagp

[
0 1

−ω2
o 0

]
, Bθ= diagp

[
0
1

]
, Cθ= diagp

[
1 0

]
; if ωo �= 0 (39)

The following theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for solving the measurement
error identification problem in Definition 6:

Theorem 5. Given the system (3)-(4), there exists an optimal residual according to Definition 6, ∀ Φ
satisfying (5) with a Lipschitz constant α, if and only if ∃ ε > 0 and a dynamic observer gain K
satisfying ‖ T̂ζτ̄ ‖∞< 1

α .

Proof : A direct result of Definition 6 and the discussion in the beginning of Section 4.1 showing
the equivalence between the two objectives. �
However, standard H∞ tools can not be directly applied for the H∞ problem defined in The-
orem 5, unlike the measurement error detection problem discussed in Section 3. For instance
the Riccati approach in (Zhou & Doyle, 1998) can not be implemented since the augmented
plant Ḡ in (38) does not satisfy the needed regularity assumptions. Also, the LMIs in equation
(15)-(17) are not feasible due to the poles that Ḡ has on the imaginary axis, making the use
of the LMI approach in (Gahinet & Apkarian, 1994) impossible. However, by replacing the
weightings W(s) by the modified weightings W̄(s) where W̄(s) = diagp(

1
s+λ ) if ωo = 0 and

W̄(s) = diagp(
1

s2+2λωos+ω2
o
) if ωo �= 0, with λ ∈ +, the augmented plant Ḡ in Fig. 5 is still

given by equation (38), but with Aθ as:

Aθ =




diagp(−λ) ; ωo = 0

diagp

[
0 1

−ω2
o −2λωo

]
; ωo �= 0 (40)

which has no poles on the imaginary axis. Using the modified plant and the result in Theorem
1, the following convex optimization problem is proposed to solve the problem in Theorem 5:

minR,S λ

subject to “ the 3 LMIs in (15)-(17) with γ =
1
α

”

with the matrices in (15)-(17) replaced by the corresponding ones in (38)-(40).
The set of all admissible observer gains K for a given λ can then be parameterized using R,
S by using the result in (Gahinet & Apkarian, 1994). It can also be seen, that these LMIs
are feasible for all λ > 0, and that minimizing λ in this case is equivalent to minimizing

σmax

(
T̂e f (jωo)

)
. This guarantees that the proposed optimization problem converges to the

existing solution as λ → 0. It also guarantees that standard software packages can be used to
solve this optimization problem.
The optimal residual generator guarantees measurement errors estimation and at the same
time state estimation. An advantage of having state estimation in the presence of measurement
errors is the possibility to use the observer in fault tolerant output feedback control (i.e, if
a reconfiguration control action is involved). Also, from the special cases of interest is the
case of sensor bias, where the previous approach can be used to get an exact estimation of all
sensor biases at the same time. An important advantage over the adaptive approaches used to
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rank
[

A − LC − jωo In −L
In 0np

]
= rank
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0n L
In 0np
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= n + rank(L) (using the invariant zero

property (13)).

Therefore, rank
(

T̂e f (jωo)
)

�= 0 unless L = 0. This implies that no gain L can satisfy

T̂e f (jωo) = 0, and therefore the static observer structure can never be an optimal residual
generator according to Definition 6. �
In the following section (section 4.1), a numerical approach based on LMIs is provided, by
modelling the problem as a convex optimization problem using the dynamic observer struc-
ture in (8)-(12).

4.1 A LMI Design Procedure
The second objective, i.e T̂e f (jωo) = 0, can also be modelled as a weighted H∞ problem solv-
able using the dynamic observer formulation. To this end, we first note that for an observer
gain K that satisfies the measurement error detection condition (as stated in Theorem 2, the
following two statements are equivalent: (i) T̂e f (jωo) = 0, (ii) W(s)T̂e f (s) ∈ RH∞, where
W(s) = diagp(

1
s ) if ωo = 0 and W(s) = diagp(

1
s2+ω2

o
) if ωo �= 0. The equivalence of

these two statements can be seen by first noting that the condition in Theorem 2 implies that
‖ T̂eφ̃ ‖∞< 1

α and hence that T̂eφ̃ ∈ RH∞. It then follows that T̂e f (s) ∈ RH∞ since Te f in (37)
and Teφ̃ both have the same state transition matrix. Finally, since T̂e f (jωo) = 0 corresponds to
jωo being a system zero of T̂e f (s) (which is equivalent to cancelling the poles of W(s) on the
imaginary axis), it follows that T̂e f (jωo) = 0 is equivalent to having W(s)T̂e f (s) ∈ RH∞.
According to the previous discussion, it follows that the objective T̂e f (jωo) = 0 can be restated

as follows: ∃ε > 0 such that
{

ε ‖ W(s)T̂e f (s) ‖∞< 1
α

}
, where the scalar “ε” is used for com-

patibility with the first objective (i.e, ‖ T̂eφ̃ ‖∞< 1
α ). The two objectives can then be combined

in the unified framework in Fig. 5, where the plant G has the state space representation in (14)
with the matrices defined in (35)-(36).

�τ̄ I 0
0 εW

τ

G

K �

�

� �ζ

Ḡ

Fig. 5. Weighted standard setup.

It can be seen that the augmented plant Ḡ in Fig. 5 is given by:

Ḡ =




Ā B̄1 B̄2
C̄1 D̄11 D̄12
C̄2 D̄21 D̄22


 =




[
Aθ 0�n
0n� A

] [
0�n Bθ

In 0np

] [
0�n
−In

]

[
0n� In

] [
0n 0np

] [
0n

]
[

εCθ C
] [

0pn 0p
]

0pn
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where:



�= p, Aθ= 0p, Bθ= Ip, Cθ= Ip ; if ωo= 0

�= 2p, Aθ= diagp

[
0 1

−ω2
o 0

]
, Bθ= diagp

[
0
1

]
, Cθ= diagp

[
1 0

]
; if ωo �= 0 (39)

The following theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for solving the measurement
error identification problem in Definition 6:

Theorem 5. Given the system (3)-(4), there exists an optimal residual according to Definition 6, ∀ Φ
satisfying (5) with a Lipschitz constant α, if and only if ∃ ε > 0 and a dynamic observer gain K
satisfying ‖ T̂ζτ̄ ‖∞< 1

α .

Proof : A direct result of Definition 6 and the discussion in the beginning of Section 4.1 showing
the equivalence between the two objectives. �
However, standard H∞ tools can not be directly applied for the H∞ problem defined in The-
orem 5, unlike the measurement error detection problem discussed in Section 3. For instance
the Riccati approach in (Zhou & Doyle, 1998) can not be implemented since the augmented
plant Ḡ in (38) does not satisfy the needed regularity assumptions. Also, the LMIs in equation
(15)-(17) are not feasible due to the poles that Ḡ has on the imaginary axis, making the use
of the LMI approach in (Gahinet & Apkarian, 1994) impossible. However, by replacing the
weightings W(s) by the modified weightings W̄(s) where W̄(s) = diagp(

1
s+λ ) if ωo = 0 and

W̄(s) = diagp(
1

s2+2λωos+ω2
o
) if ωo �= 0, with λ ∈ +, the augmented plant Ḡ in Fig. 5 is still

given by equation (38), but with Aθ as:

Aθ =




diagp(−λ) ; ωo = 0

diagp

[
0 1

−ω2
o −2λωo

]
; ωo �= 0 (40)

which has no poles on the imaginary axis. Using the modified plant and the result in Theorem
1, the following convex optimization problem is proposed to solve the problem in Theorem 5:

minR,S λ

subject to “ the 3 LMIs in (15)-(17) with γ =
1
α

”

with the matrices in (15)-(17) replaced by the corresponding ones in (38)-(40).
The set of all admissible observer gains K for a given λ can then be parameterized using R,
S by using the result in (Gahinet & Apkarian, 1994). It can also be seen, that these LMIs
are feasible for all λ > 0, and that minimizing λ in this case is equivalent to minimizing

σmax

(
T̂e f (jωo)

)
. This guarantees that the proposed optimization problem converges to the

existing solution as λ → 0. It also guarantees that standard software packages can be used to
solve this optimization problem.
The optimal residual generator guarantees measurement errors estimation and at the same
time state estimation. An advantage of having state estimation in the presence of measurement
errors is the possibility to use the observer in fault tolerant output feedback control (i.e, if
a reconfiguration control action is involved). Also, from the special cases of interest is the
case of sensor bias, where the previous approach can be used to get an exact estimation of all
sensor biases at the same time. An important advantage over the adaptive approaches used to
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diagnose sensor biases in nonlinear systems, such as (Vemuri, 2001); (Wang et al., 1997), is the
ability to diagnose piecewise constant bias with the same observer. Moreover, the proposed
approach is not limited to sensor biases and can be used to diagnose measurement errors of
any harmonics.

5. Measurement Error Identification for Low and High Frequencies

We now consider measurement errors of low frequencies determined by a cutoff frequency
ωl . The SISO weighting ŵl(s) = as+b

s , (Zhou & Doyle, 1998), emphasizes this range with “b”
selected as ωl and “a” as an arbitrary small number for the magnitude of ŵl(jω) as ω → ∞.
With a diagonal transfer matrix Ŵ(s) that consists of these SISO weightings (and similar to
the approach adopted in section 4.1), the detection and identification objectives can be com-
bined in the unified framework represented by the weighted setup of Fig. 5. In this case, the
augmented plant Ḡ is given by:

Ḡ =




Ā B̄1 B̄2
C̄1 D̄11 D̄12
C̄2 D̄21 D̄22


 =




[
Aθ 0pn
0np A

] [
0pn Bθ

In 0np

] [
0pn
−In

]

[
0np In

] [
0n 0np

] [
0n

]
[

εCθ C
] [

0pn εDθ

]
0pn


 (41)

where Aθ=0p, Bθ=Ip, Cθ=diagp(b) and Dθ=diagp(a). This form also violates the assumptions
of Theorem 1 (note that (Ā, B̄2) is not stabilizable). Similar to Section 4, we introduce the
modified weighting ŵlmod(s)= as+b

s+λ ; with arbitrary small positive “λ”. The augmented plant
Ḡ is then the same as (41) except for Aθ which is now given by the stable matrix diagp(−λ)
and Cθ given by diagp(b − aλ). Similar to the narrow frequency band case, the assumptions
of Theorem 1 are now satisfied and the LMI approach in (Gahinet & Apkarian, 1994) can be
used to solve the H∞ problem. To this end, we define the H∞ problem associated with the low
frequency range as follows:

Definition 7. (Low frequency H∞) Given λ > 0, ε > 0, find S , the set of admissible controllers K
satisfying ‖ T̂ζτ̄ ‖∞< γ for the setup in Fig. 5 where Ḡ has the state space representation (41) with
Aθ = diagp(−λ), Bθ = Ip, Cθ = diagp(b − aλ) and Dθ = diagp(a).

Based on all the above, we now present the main result of this section in the form of the
following definition for an optimal residual generator in L2 sense:

Definition 8. (Optimal residual for low frequencies) An observer of the form (8)-(12) is an optimal
residual generator for the measurement error identification problem (with low frequency measurement
errors below the cutoff frequency ωl ) if the dynamic gain K ∈ S∗ (the set of controllers solving the H∞
problem in Definition 7 for γ = 1/α with the minimum possible λ).

Similar to the low frequency range, a proper weighting ŵhmod(s) =
s+(a×b)

λs+b , (Zhou & Doyle,
1998), with an arbitrary small λ > 0, could be selected to emphasize the high frequency range
[wh, ∞) with “b” selected as wh and “a” as an arbitrary small number for |ŵh(jω)| as ω → 0.
With the help of ŵhmod(s), a suitable weighting W that emphasizes the high frequency range
can be designed. The augmented Ḡ is also given from (41) (same as the low frequency case),
but with Aθ , Bθ , Cθ and Dθ given as diagp(− b

λ ), Ip, diagp(
a×b

λ − b
λ2 ) and diagp(

1
λ ) respec-

tively. It is straightforward that Ḡ satisfies all of the assumptions of Theorem 1 and therefore,
similar to the low frequency range, an H∞ problem related to the high frequency range can be
defined. An optimal residual generator can be defined in the same way as Definition 8 for the
generalized low frequency case.

6. Experimental Results

The experimental results presented in this section (Pertew, 2006) are intended to illustrate the
applicability of the theoretical results presented in this chapter for robotic systems.

6.1 The ROTPEN: Models and Assumptions
The Quanser rotary inverted pendulum (ROTPEN) is shown schematically in Fig. 6, Lynch
(2004). The angle that the perfectly rigid link of length l1 and inertia J1 makes with the x-axis
of an inertial frame is denoted θ1 (degrees). Also, the angle of the pendulum (of length l2 and
mass m2) from the z-axis of the inertial frame is denoted θ2 (degrees).

Fig. 6. The Rotary Inverted Pendulum (ROTPEN).

The system has one input which is the scalar servomotor voltage input (Volt). Therefore, the
system is a special case of the robot manipulator model discussed in Section 1: a planar robot
manipulator with two links (n = 2), with only one torque applied at the first joint, while the
second joint is subject to the gravitational force. In fact, the ROTPEN has a state space model
of the form ẋ = f (x) + g(x)u, where x = [θ1 θ2 θ̇1 θ̇2]

T is the state vector, and u is the scalar
servomotor voltage input (Volt). More details about this model and its parameters can be
found in Appendix 9.1.
The system has an infinite number of equilibrium points, representing the following two equi-
librium points:

1) Pendant position: x1 = 0 (rad), x2 = π (rad), x3 = x4 = 0 (rad/sec).

2) Inverted position: x1 = x2 = 0 (rad), x3 = x4 = 0 (rad/sec).

By separating the nonlinear terms, the model can be put in the form ẋ = Ax + Φ(x, u), where:

A =




0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 −25.14 −17.22 0.2210
0 68.13 16.57 −0.599


, Φ(x, u) =




0
0

φ1(x, u)
φ2(x, u)


. The nonlinear terms in Φ are
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diagnose sensor biases in nonlinear systems, such as (Vemuri, 2001); (Wang et al., 1997), is the
ability to diagnose piecewise constant bias with the same observer. Moreover, the proposed
approach is not limited to sensor biases and can be used to diagnose measurement errors of
any harmonics.

5. Measurement Error Identification for Low and High Frequencies

We now consider measurement errors of low frequencies determined by a cutoff frequency
ωl . The SISO weighting ŵl(s) = as+b

s , (Zhou & Doyle, 1998), emphasizes this range with “b”
selected as ωl and “a” as an arbitrary small number for the magnitude of ŵl(jω) as ω → ∞.
With a diagonal transfer matrix Ŵ(s) that consists of these SISO weightings (and similar to
the approach adopted in section 4.1), the detection and identification objectives can be com-
bined in the unified framework represented by the weighted setup of Fig. 5. In this case, the
augmented plant Ḡ is given by:
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where Aθ=0p, Bθ=Ip, Cθ=diagp(b) and Dθ=diagp(a). This form also violates the assumptions
of Theorem 1 (note that (Ā, B̄2) is not stabilizable). Similar to Section 4, we introduce the
modified weighting ŵlmod(s)= as+b

s+λ ; with arbitrary small positive “λ”. The augmented plant
Ḡ is then the same as (41) except for Aθ which is now given by the stable matrix diagp(−λ)
and Cθ given by diagp(b − aλ). Similar to the narrow frequency band case, the assumptions
of Theorem 1 are now satisfied and the LMI approach in (Gahinet & Apkarian, 1994) can be
used to solve the H∞ problem. To this end, we define the H∞ problem associated with the low
frequency range as follows:

Definition 7. (Low frequency H∞) Given λ > 0, ε > 0, find S , the set of admissible controllers K
satisfying ‖ T̂ζτ̄ ‖∞< γ for the setup in Fig. 5 where Ḡ has the state space representation (41) with
Aθ = diagp(−λ), Bθ = Ip, Cθ = diagp(b − aλ) and Dθ = diagp(a).

Based on all the above, we now present the main result of this section in the form of the
following definition for an optimal residual generator in L2 sense:

Definition 8. (Optimal residual for low frequencies) An observer of the form (8)-(12) is an optimal
residual generator for the measurement error identification problem (with low frequency measurement
errors below the cutoff frequency ωl ) if the dynamic gain K ∈ S∗ (the set of controllers solving the H∞
problem in Definition 7 for γ = 1/α with the minimum possible λ).

Similar to the low frequency range, a proper weighting ŵhmod(s) =
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λs+b , (Zhou & Doyle,
1998), with an arbitrary small λ > 0, could be selected to emphasize the high frequency range
[wh, ∞) with “b” selected as wh and “a” as an arbitrary small number for |ŵh(jω)| as ω → 0.
With the help of ŵhmod(s), a suitable weighting W that emphasizes the high frequency range
can be designed. The augmented Ḡ is also given from (41) (same as the low frequency case),
but with Aθ , Bθ , Cθ and Dθ given as diagp(− b

λ ), Ip, diagp(
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tively. It is straightforward that Ḡ satisfies all of the assumptions of Theorem 1 and therefore,
similar to the low frequency range, an H∞ problem related to the high frequency range can be
defined. An optimal residual generator can be defined in the same way as Definition 8 for the
generalized low frequency case.

6. Experimental Results

The experimental results presented in this section (Pertew, 2006) are intended to illustrate the
applicability of the theoretical results presented in this chapter for robotic systems.

6.1 The ROTPEN: Models and Assumptions
The Quanser rotary inverted pendulum (ROTPEN) is shown schematically in Fig. 6, Lynch
(2004). The angle that the perfectly rigid link of length l1 and inertia J1 makes with the x-axis
of an inertial frame is denoted θ1 (degrees). Also, the angle of the pendulum (of length l2 and
mass m2) from the z-axis of the inertial frame is denoted θ2 (degrees).

Fig. 6. The Rotary Inverted Pendulum (ROTPEN).

The system has one input which is the scalar servomotor voltage input (Volt). Therefore, the
system is a special case of the robot manipulator model discussed in Section 1: a planar robot
manipulator with two links (n = 2), with only one torque applied at the first joint, while the
second joint is subject to the gravitational force. In fact, the ROTPEN has a state space model
of the form ẋ = f (x) + g(x)u, where x = [θ1 θ2 θ̇1 θ̇2]

T is the state vector, and u is the scalar
servomotor voltage input (Volt). More details about this model and its parameters can be
found in Appendix 9.1.
The system has an infinite number of equilibrium points, representing the following two equi-
librium points:

1) Pendant position: x1 = 0 (rad), x2 = π (rad), x3 = x4 = 0 (rad/sec).

2) Inverted position: x1 = x2 = 0 (rad), x3 = x4 = 0 (rad/sec).

By separating the nonlinear terms, the model can be put in the form ẋ = Ax + Φ(x, u), where:

A =




0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 −25.14 −17.22 0.2210
0 68.13 16.57 −0.599


, Φ(x, u) =




0
0

φ1(x, u)
φ2(x, u)


. The nonlinear terms in Φ are
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mainly trigonometric terms, and using the symbolic MATLAB toolbox, an upper bound on
‖Φ(x, u)‖ is found as 44.45, and hence the Lipschitz constant for the ROTPEN is α = 44.45.
This follows from the fact that if Φ : n × → m is continuously differentiable on a domain
D and the derivative of Φ with respect to the first argument satisfies ‖ ∂Φ

∂x ‖ ≤ α on D, then Φ
is Lipschitz continuous on D with constant α, i.e.:

‖Φ(x, u)− Φ(y, u)‖ ≤ α ‖x − y‖, ∀ x, y ∈ D (42)

There are two encoders to measure the angle of the servomotor output shaft (θ1) and the angle
of the pendulum (θ2). An encoder is also available to measure the motor velocity θ̇1, but
no one is available to measure the pendulum velocity θ̇2. In the experiments, linear as well as
nonlinear control schemes are used to stabilize the pendulum at the inverted position (θ2 = 0),
while tracking a step input of 30 degrees for the motor angle.

6.2 Case Study 1 - Lipschitz Observer Design
In this experiment, we focus on the nonlinear state estimation problem when no measure-
ment errors are affecting the system. We consider situations in which the operating range of
the pendulum is either close or far from the equilibrium point, comparing the Luenberger ob-
server with the Lipschitz observer in these cases. For the purpose of applying the Lipschitz
observer design, the nonlinear model discussed in section 6.1 is used. We also compare the
dynamic Lipschitz observer of section 3 with the static design method in Reference (Raghavan
& Hedrick, 1994). In this case study the full-order linear and Lipschitz models are used for
observer design, where the output is assumed as y = [x1 x2]

T (all the observer parameters
that are used in this experiment can be found in Appendix 9.2).
First, a linear state feedback controller is used to stabilize the system in a small operating
range around the inverted position, and three observers are compared:

1) Observer 1: A linear Luenberger observer where the observer gain is obtained by plac-
ing the poles of (A − LC) at {−24, −3.8, −4.8, −12.8} (see L3−small in Appendix
9.2).

2) Observer 2: A high gain Luenberger observer, which has the same form of Observer
1 but with the poles placed at {−200, −70, −20 + 15i, −20 − 15i} (see L3−large in
Appendix 9.2).

3) Observer 3: A Lipschitz observer of the form (8)-(11), based on the full-order Lipschitz
model of the ROTPEN. The dynamic gain is computed using the design procedure in
section 3.1, for α = 44.45 (see K3 in Appendix 9.2).

The three observers run successfully with stable estimation errors. Table 1 shows the maxi-
mum estimation errors in this case. It can be seen that both the Luenberger observer (large
poles) and the Lipschitz observer achieve comparable performance, which is much better than
the Luenberger observer with small poles. The three observers are also tested in observer-
based control, and their tracking performance is compared in Table 2. We conclude that, due
to the small operating range considered in this case study, a high-gain Luenberger observer
achieves a good performance in terms of the state estimation errors and the tracking errors.
We then consider a large operating range by using a nonlinear control scheme that stabilizes
the pendulum angle at the pendant position (see Appendix 9.2 for more details about the
controller used in this case study). Using this controller, a large operating range is obtained
as seen in Fig. 7. The same observers (Observers 2 and 3) are used in parallel with this control
scheme, and the resulting estimation errors are compared in Fig. 8. The two observers are also

Small-gain Luenberger High-gain Luenberger Lipschitz

max |e1| 3.6485 0.4323 0.1716
max |e2| 1.5681 0.0925 0.1865

Table 1. Case study 1 - Estimation errors “e1” and “e2” in degrees

pure state feedback High-gain Luenberger Lipschitz

Percentage of overshoot 20.3613% 12.7440% 48.4863%
|steady state error | 2.5635 3.4424 3.7939

Table 2. Case study 1 - Tracking performance in degrees

compared in observer-based control, and the Luenberger observer fails in this case, causing
total system unstability. The Lipschitz observer, on the other hand, runs successfully and its
performance (compared to the pure state feedback control) is shown in Fig. 9. This case study
illustrates the importance of the Lipschitz observer in large operating regions, where the linear
observer normally fails.
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Fig. 7. Case Study 1 - (a) Motor Response, (b) Pendulum Response.

Finally, we conduct a comparison between static and dynamic Lipschitz observers, namely the
observer (6)-(7) and the one in (8)-(11). The comparison is between the new design proposed
in Section 3 and the one in Reference (Raghavan & Hedrick, 1994). First, the design algorithm
in (Raghavan & Hedrick, 1994) is tested for different values of α and ε. It fails for all values
of α > 1, and the maximum attainable value is α = 1 (see L5 in Appendix 9.2), while the
Lipschitz constant of the ROTPEN model is 44.45 as mentioned earlier. This observer is then
compared to the dynamic Lipschitz observer having the dynamic gain K3, and the estimation
errors are shown in Fig. 10. It is also important to note that the static Lipschitz observer fails
in stabilizing the system, when used in observer-based control, for both the small and large
operating range experiments. This shows the importance of the dynamic Lipschitz observer
design in this case.
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mainly trigonometric terms, and using the symbolic MATLAB toolbox, an upper bound on
‖Φ(x, u)‖ is found as 44.45, and hence the Lipschitz constant for the ROTPEN is α = 44.45.
This follows from the fact that if Φ : n × → m is continuously differentiable on a domain
D and the derivative of Φ with respect to the first argument satisfies ‖ ∂Φ

∂x ‖ ≤ α on D, then Φ
is Lipschitz continuous on D with constant α, i.e.:

‖Φ(x, u)− Φ(y, u)‖ ≤ α ‖x − y‖, ∀ x, y ∈ D (42)

There are two encoders to measure the angle of the servomotor output shaft (θ1) and the angle
of the pendulum (θ2). An encoder is also available to measure the motor velocity θ̇1, but
no one is available to measure the pendulum velocity θ̇2. In the experiments, linear as well as
nonlinear control schemes are used to stabilize the pendulum at the inverted position (θ2 = 0),
while tracking a step input of 30 degrees for the motor angle.

6.2 Case Study 1 - Lipschitz Observer Design
In this experiment, we focus on the nonlinear state estimation problem when no measure-
ment errors are affecting the system. We consider situations in which the operating range of
the pendulum is either close or far from the equilibrium point, comparing the Luenberger ob-
server with the Lipschitz observer in these cases. For the purpose of applying the Lipschitz
observer design, the nonlinear model discussed in section 6.1 is used. We also compare the
dynamic Lipschitz observer of section 3 with the static design method in Reference (Raghavan
& Hedrick, 1994). In this case study the full-order linear and Lipschitz models are used for
observer design, where the output is assumed as y = [x1 x2]

T (all the observer parameters
that are used in this experiment can be found in Appendix 9.2).
First, a linear state feedback controller is used to stabilize the system in a small operating
range around the inverted position, and three observers are compared:

1) Observer 1: A linear Luenberger observer where the observer gain is obtained by plac-
ing the poles of (A − LC) at {−24, −3.8, −4.8, −12.8} (see L3−small in Appendix
9.2).

2) Observer 2: A high gain Luenberger observer, which has the same form of Observer
1 but with the poles placed at {−200, −70, −20 + 15i, −20 − 15i} (see L3−large in
Appendix 9.2).

3) Observer 3: A Lipschitz observer of the form (8)-(11), based on the full-order Lipschitz
model of the ROTPEN. The dynamic gain is computed using the design procedure in
section 3.1, for α = 44.45 (see K3 in Appendix 9.2).

The three observers run successfully with stable estimation errors. Table 1 shows the maxi-
mum estimation errors in this case. It can be seen that both the Luenberger observer (large
poles) and the Lipschitz observer achieve comparable performance, which is much better than
the Luenberger observer with small poles. The three observers are also tested in observer-
based control, and their tracking performance is compared in Table 2. We conclude that, due
to the small operating range considered in this case study, a high-gain Luenberger observer
achieves a good performance in terms of the state estimation errors and the tracking errors.
We then consider a large operating range by using a nonlinear control scheme that stabilizes
the pendulum angle at the pendant position (see Appendix 9.2 for more details about the
controller used in this case study). Using this controller, a large operating range is obtained
as seen in Fig. 7. The same observers (Observers 2 and 3) are used in parallel with this control
scheme, and the resulting estimation errors are compared in Fig. 8. The two observers are also

Small-gain Luenberger High-gain Luenberger Lipschitz

max |e1| 3.6485 0.4323 0.1716
max |e2| 1.5681 0.0925 0.1865

Table 1. Case study 1 - Estimation errors “e1” and “e2” in degrees

pure state feedback High-gain Luenberger Lipschitz

Percentage of overshoot 20.3613% 12.7440% 48.4863%
|steady state error | 2.5635 3.4424 3.7939

Table 2. Case study 1 - Tracking performance in degrees

compared in observer-based control, and the Luenberger observer fails in this case, causing
total system unstability. The Lipschitz observer, on the other hand, runs successfully and its
performance (compared to the pure state feedback control) is shown in Fig. 9. This case study
illustrates the importance of the Lipschitz observer in large operating regions, where the linear
observer normally fails.
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Finally, we conduct a comparison between static and dynamic Lipschitz observers, namely the
observer (6)-(7) and the one in (8)-(11). The comparison is between the new design proposed
in Section 3 and the one in Reference (Raghavan & Hedrick, 1994). First, the design algorithm
in (Raghavan & Hedrick, 1994) is tested for different values of α and ε. It fails for all values
of α > 1, and the maximum attainable value is α = 1 (see L5 in Appendix 9.2), while the
Lipschitz constant of the ROTPEN model is 44.45 as mentioned earlier. This observer is then
compared to the dynamic Lipschitz observer having the dynamic gain K3, and the estimation
errors are shown in Fig. 10. It is also important to note that the static Lipschitz observer fails
in stabilizing the system, when used in observer-based control, for both the small and large
operating range experiments. This shows the importance of the dynamic Lipschitz observer
design in this case.
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Fig. 8. Case Study 1 - (a) High-gain Luenberger Errors, (b) Dynamic Lipschitz Errors.
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Fig. 9. Case Study 1 - (a) Pendulum Angle, (b) Motor Angle.

6.3 Case Study 2 - Lipschitz Measurement Error Diagnosis
In this experiment, the results of Sections 4 and 5 are assessed on the nonlinear Lipschitz
model. A large operating range is considered by using a nonlinear, switching, LQR control
scheme (with integrator) that stabilizes the pendulum at the inverted position (starting from
the pendant position) while tracking a step input of 30 degrees for the motor angle as seen in
Fig. 11 (the no-bias case). In the first part of this experiment, an important measurement error
that affects the ROTPEN in real-time is considered. This is a sensor fault introduced by the
pendulum encoder. The encoder returns the pendulum angle relative to the initial condition,
assuming this initial condition to be θ2 = 0. This constitutes a source of bias, as shown in
Fig. 11(b), when the pendulum initial condition is unknown or is deviated from the inverted
position. The effect of this measurement error on the tracking performance is also illustrated
in Fig. 11(a) for two different bias situations. The dynamic Lipschitz observer (discussed in
section 4) is applied to diagnose and tolerate this fault. In addition to this bias fault, the
observer is also applied for a 2 rad/sec fault introduced in real-time, as well as for the case of
a low frequency fault in the range [0, 1 rad/sec].
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Fig. 10. Case Study 1 - (a) Estimation Error “e1”, (b) Estimation Error “e2”.
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Fig. 11. Case Study 2 - (a) Tracking Performance, (b) Pendulum Angle.

First, the design procedure in section 4 is used to accurately estimate and tolerate the bias
faults shown in Fig. 11(b). This is the special case where ωo = 0. Using the reduced-order
Lipschitz model with α = 44.45 (and using the LMI design procedure, the dynamic gain for
the observer (8)-(12) that achieves measurement error identification is obtained as K6 (see Ap-
pendix 9.3 for more details). Using this observer, the biases affecting the system in Fig. 11 are
successfully estimated as shown in Fig. 12. Moreover, by using this observer in an observer-
based control scheme, the tracking performance in the large bias case is illustrated in Fig. 13.
The performance is much improved over the one with no fault tolerance as seen in Fig. 13(b).
It also gives less overshoot than the no bias case, as seen in Fig. 13(a). Similar results are
obtained for the small bias case.
The case of measurement error in the form of harmonics is now considered, with a sensor
fault having a frequency of 2 rad/sec. The dynamic gain for the observer (8)-(12) is computed
using the design approach discussed in section 5. This is the special case where ωo = 2. The
gain is obtained at λ = 10−12 as K7 (see Appendix 9.3). Using this observer, Fig. 14 shows the
correct estimation of a measurement error of amplitude 20 degrees and frequency 2 rad/sec.
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6.3 Case Study 2 - Lipschitz Measurement Error Diagnosis
In this experiment, the results of Sections 4 and 5 are assessed on the nonlinear Lipschitz
model. A large operating range is considered by using a nonlinear, switching, LQR control
scheme (with integrator) that stabilizes the pendulum at the inverted position (starting from
the pendant position) while tracking a step input of 30 degrees for the motor angle as seen in
Fig. 11 (the no-bias case). In the first part of this experiment, an important measurement error
that affects the ROTPEN in real-time is considered. This is a sensor fault introduced by the
pendulum encoder. The encoder returns the pendulum angle relative to the initial condition,
assuming this initial condition to be θ2 = 0. This constitutes a source of bias, as shown in
Fig. 11(b), when the pendulum initial condition is unknown or is deviated from the inverted
position. The effect of this measurement error on the tracking performance is also illustrated
in Fig. 11(a) for two different bias situations. The dynamic Lipschitz observer (discussed in
section 4) is applied to diagnose and tolerate this fault. In addition to this bias fault, the
observer is also applied for a 2 rad/sec fault introduced in real-time, as well as for the case of
a low frequency fault in the range [0, 1 rad/sec].
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First, the design procedure in section 4 is used to accurately estimate and tolerate the bias
faults shown in Fig. 11(b). This is the special case where ωo = 0. Using the reduced-order
Lipschitz model with α = 44.45 (and using the LMI design procedure, the dynamic gain for
the observer (8)-(12) that achieves measurement error identification is obtained as K6 (see Ap-
pendix 9.3 for more details). Using this observer, the biases affecting the system in Fig. 11 are
successfully estimated as shown in Fig. 12. Moreover, by using this observer in an observer-
based control scheme, the tracking performance in the large bias case is illustrated in Fig. 13.
The performance is much improved over the one with no fault tolerance as seen in Fig. 13(b).
It also gives less overshoot than the no bias case, as seen in Fig. 13(a). Similar results are
obtained for the small bias case.
The case of measurement error in the form of harmonics is now considered, with a sensor
fault having a frequency of 2 rad/sec. The dynamic gain for the observer (8)-(12) is computed
using the design approach discussed in section 5. This is the special case where ωo = 2. The
gain is obtained at λ = 10−12 as K7 (see Appendix 9.3). Using this observer, Fig. 14 shows the
correct estimation of a measurement error of amplitude 20 degrees and frequency 2 rad/sec.
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Fig. 12. Case Study 2 - (a) Estimation of the Small Bias, (b) Estimation of the Large Bias.
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Fig. 13. Case Study 2 - (a) No-bias versus Observer-based, (b) Large Bias versus Observer-
based.

We then consider the case of low frequency sensor faults (in the range [0, 1 rad/sec]). Using
the design introduced in section 5 (and with a = 0.1, b = 1 and ε = 0.1), the optimal observer
gain is obtained using the command hinflmi in MATLAB, with minimum λ as 10−12 (see K8
in Appendix 9.3). Using this observer for measurement error diagnosis, a correct estimation
of a low frequency sensor fault (generated using the MATLAB command idinput) is shown in
Fig. 15.

7. Conclusion

The Lipschitz observer design approach provides an important framework for solving the
measurement error diagnosis problem in robot manipulators. The classical observer structure
is not directly applicable to the detection and identification problems. This is in part due to the
restrictive observer structure, and also due to the idealized assumptions inherent in this struc-
ture that do not take into account uncertain model parameters and disturbances. The dynamic
observer structure offers two important advantages in that regard: (i) The observer stability
condition that ensures asymptotic convergence of the state estimates is satisfied by a family
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of observers, adding extra degrees of freedom to the observer which lay the ground to the ad-
dition of the detection and identification objectives in the design, (ii) The observer design can
be carried out using a systematic design procedure which is less restrictive than the existing
design approaches and which is solvable using commercially available software. The design
depends heavily on the nature of the objectives considered. While an analytical solution can
be used for measurement error detection, the identification problem is more demanding and
needs a more general design framework. This problem is shown to be equivalent to a standard
convex optimization problem which is solvable using Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs). Us-
ing this generalized framework, different frequency patterns for the measurement errors that
affect the robot manipulator could be considered, and systematic design procedures could be
used to solve the problem. A practical example, namely the Quanser rotary inverted pendu-
lum (ROTPEN) in the Control Systems Lab, Electrical and Computer Engineering department,
University of Alberta, is used to illustrate these results. The ROTPEN model falls in the cate-
gory of planar robot manipulators, and the experimental results illustrate the applicability of
the proposed techniques in the robotics field by showing the following:
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We then consider the case of low frequency sensor faults (in the range [0, 1 rad/sec]). Using
the design introduced in section 5 (and with a = 0.1, b = 1 and ε = 0.1), the optimal observer
gain is obtained using the command hinflmi in MATLAB, with minimum λ as 10−12 (see K8
in Appendix 9.3). Using this observer for measurement error diagnosis, a correct estimation
of a low frequency sensor fault (generated using the MATLAB command idinput) is shown in
Fig. 15.

7. Conclusion

The Lipschitz observer design approach provides an important framework for solving the
measurement error diagnosis problem in robot manipulators. The classical observer structure
is not directly applicable to the detection and identification problems. This is in part due to the
restrictive observer structure, and also due to the idealized assumptions inherent in this struc-
ture that do not take into account uncertain model parameters and disturbances. The dynamic
observer structure offers two important advantages in that regard: (i) The observer stability
condition that ensures asymptotic convergence of the state estimates is satisfied by a family
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of observers, adding extra degrees of freedom to the observer which lay the ground to the ad-
dition of the detection and identification objectives in the design, (ii) The observer design can
be carried out using a systematic design procedure which is less restrictive than the existing
design approaches and which is solvable using commercially available software. The design
depends heavily on the nature of the objectives considered. While an analytical solution can
be used for measurement error detection, the identification problem is more demanding and
needs a more general design framework. This problem is shown to be equivalent to a standard
convex optimization problem which is solvable using Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs). Us-
ing this generalized framework, different frequency patterns for the measurement errors that
affect the robot manipulator could be considered, and systematic design procedures could be
used to solve the problem. A practical example, namely the Quanser rotary inverted pendu-
lum (ROTPEN) in the Control Systems Lab, Electrical and Computer Engineering department,
University of Alberta, is used to illustrate these results. The ROTPEN model falls in the cate-
gory of planar robot manipulators, and the experimental results illustrate the applicability of
the proposed techniques in the robotics field by showing the following:
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i) How to model a robot manipulator as a standard Lipschitz system.

ii) The importance of the dynamic Lipschitz observer in large operating regions where the
linear observer normally fails.

iii) The accurate velocity estimations obtained using the dynamic observer, alleviating the
need to introduce velocity sensors in real-time.

iv) How the static observer fails, compared to the dynamic observer, when applied to
Robotic Systems due to the large Lipschitz constant that these systems normally have.

v) The efficiency of the dynamic observer in diagnosing and tolerating measurement er-
rors of different frequencies, including an important bias introduced by the error in the
initial conditions of the pendulum encoder.
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9. Appendix

9.1 The ROTPEN Model
The system parameters are: l1 = 0.215 m, l2 = 0.335 m, m2 = 0.1246 Kg, β = 0.135Nm/s,
µ = 0.2065Nm/V, b2 = 0.0018Kg/s, g = 9.81m/s2, and J1 = 0.0064 Kg.m2. With the state
defined as x = [x1 x2 x3 x4]

T = [θ1(rad) θ2(rad) θ̇1(rad/s) θ̇2(rad/s)]T , the state space model
has the form ẋ = f (x) + g(x)u as follows (This model was derived in Lynch (2004)):
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9.2 Models and Parameters for Case Study 1
Luenberger observer with small gain :

L3−small =

[
5.9207 −7.4414 −13.0209 −9.9019
−1.5356 21.6603 −7.2493 108.1343

]T
.

High-gain Luenberger observer :

L3−large = 103
[

0.0716 0.0070 0.1432 −0.5022
0.0203 0.2206 1.4312 4.4841

]T
.

Dynamic Lipschitz observer : (K3, obtained for α = 44.45, ε = β = 0.00048828)
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Nonlinear “normal form” Controller :
By considering y = x2, and using the nonlinear model of the ROTPEN in Appendix 9.1, the
following coordinate transformation:
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where f4(x) and g4(x) denote the 4th elements of f (x) and g(x) in Appendix 9.1 respectively.
The subsystem (ξ1, ξ2) is then stabilized. It is important to note that the zero dynamics in this
case, i.e the subsystem (η1, η2) is unstable, and therefore the motor angle is not guaranteed to
converge to the reference input.
Static Lipschitz observer : (obtained for α = 1, ε = 0.5)

L5 =

[
1.7108 −2.1247 1.9837 −5.4019
0.4338 −0.2089 1.1030 −2.8972

]T
.
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i) How to model a robot manipulator as a standard Lipschitz system.

ii) The importance of the dynamic Lipschitz observer in large operating regions where the
linear observer normally fails.

iii) The accurate velocity estimations obtained using the dynamic observer, alleviating the
need to introduce velocity sensors in real-time.

iv) How the static observer fails, compared to the dynamic observer, when applied to
Robotic Systems due to the large Lipschitz constant that these systems normally have.

v) The efficiency of the dynamic observer in diagnosing and tolerating measurement er-
rors of different frequencies, including an important bias introduced by the error in the
initial conditions of the pendulum encoder.
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9.2 Models and Parameters for Case Study 1
Luenberger observer with small gain :

L3−small =

[
5.9207 −7.4414 −13.0209 −9.9019
−1.5356 21.6603 −7.2493 108.1343

]T
.

High-gain Luenberger observer :

L3−large = 103
[

0.0716 0.0070 0.1432 −0.5022
0.0203 0.2206 1.4312 4.4841

]T
.

Dynamic Lipschitz observer : (K3, obtained for α = 44.45, ε = β = 0.00048828)
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Nonlinear “normal form” Controller :
By considering y = x2, and using the nonlinear model of the ROTPEN in Appendix 9.1, the
following coordinate transformation:
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where f4(x) and g4(x) denote the 4th elements of f (x) and g(x) in Appendix 9.1 respectively.
The subsystem (ξ1, ξ2) is then stabilized. It is important to note that the zero dynamics in this
case, i.e the subsystem (η1, η2) is unstable, and therefore the motor angle is not guaranteed to
converge to the reference input.
Static Lipschitz observer : (obtained for α = 1, ε = 0.5)

L5 =

[
1.7108 −2.1247 1.9837 −5.4019
0.4338 −0.2089 1.1030 −2.8972

]T
.
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9.3 Models and Parameters for Case Study 2
Lipschitz reduced-order model for observer design (x̄ = [θ2 θ̇1 θ̇2]

T) :

˙̄x =




0 0 1
−25.14 −17.22 0.2210
68.13 16.57 −0.599


 x̄ +




0
φ1(x̄, u)
φ2(x̄, u)




ȳ =
[
1 0 0

]
x̄

Lipschitz dynamic observer for sensor bias : (K6, obtained for λ = 10−12, ε = 0.1)

AL6 =



−175.7353 3.8503 0.1710 −30.6336

16.8182 −171.9539 26.7652 32.1257
35.1361 16.5360 −97.3465 114.1349
−87.9041 25.7568 62.1442 −87.8099


 , BL6 =




5.0462
−44.8932
−75.4539
106.5497


 ,

CL6 =




167.6750 −5.0531 −8.5208 42.0138
−7.1899 155.5373 −42.6804 −11.1441
5.3053 −18.7128 −120.8293 171.1055


 , DL6 =




0
0
0


 .

Lipschitz dynamic observer for fault of 2 rad/sec : (K7, obtained for λ = 10−12, ε = 0.1)

AL7 =




−816.9997 −12.5050 −51.0842 −64.0861 31.8003
23.8482 −772.7024 149.1621 122.7602 −75.3718
−3.0714 139.9543 −412.1421 361.2027 −176.7926
−193.3011 128.2831 346.2370 −405.3024 201.2094

71.5547 −47.7237 −104.0209 129.8922 −64.7247




, BL7 =




9.2096
−73.6540
−80.3861
177.6628
−67.4227




,

CL7 =




809.4037 11.3091 28.1928 88.3295 −43.7581
−13.1309 758.2718 −276.6110 4.7255 12.0717
−15.9908 −176.8554 −509.7118 587.8999 −294.7496


 , DL7 =




0
0
0


 .

Lipschitz dynamic observer for low frequencies : (K8, obtained for λ = 10−12, ε = 0.1)

AL8 =



−217.7814 1.8898 −4.8573 −38.2385
−1.5288 −185.0261 38.1186 36.8585
108.5437 28.4810 −87.0920 135.1710
−618.9648 28.9348 82.1016 −164.6086


 , BL8 =



−30.2950
26.3896

147.7784
−637.5223


 ,

CL8 =



−184.6168 3.4213 1.8716 −51.2266

6.5728 −171.5615 49.1851 16.3542
−4.3022 15.0586 114.2413 −224.5769


 , DL8 =




0
0
0


 .
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1. Introduction

A robot is a reprogrammable multi-functional manipulator designed to move materials, parts,
tools, or specialized devices through variable programmed motions, all this for a best perfor-
mance in a variety of tasks. A useful robot is the one which is able to control its movements
and the forces it applies to its environment. Typically, robot manipulators are studied in con-
sideration of their displacements on joint space, in other words, robot’s displacements inside
of its workspace usually are considered as joint displacements, for this reason the robot is an-
alyzed in a joint space reference. These considerations generate an important and complex
theory of control in which many physical characteristics appear, this kind of control is known
as joint control.
The joint control theory expresses the relations of position, velocity and acceleration of the
robot in its native language, in other words, describes its movements using the torque and an-
gles necessary to complete the task; in majority of cases this language is difficult to understand
by the end user who interprets space movements in cartesian space easily. The singularities in
the boundary workspace are those which occur when the manipulator is completely streched-
out or folded back on itself such as the end-effector is near or at the boundary workspace.
It’s necessary to understand that singularity is a mathematical problem that undefined the
system, that is, indicates the absence of velocity control which specifies that the end-effector
never get the desired position at some specific point in the workspace, this doesn’t mean the
robot cannot reach the desired position structurally, whenever this position is defined inside
the workspace. This problem was solved by S. Arimoto and M. Takegaki in 1981 when they
proposed a new control scheme based on the Jacobian Transposed matrix; eliminating the
possibility of singularities and giving origin to the cartesian control.
The joint control is used for determining the main characteristics of the cartesian control based
on the Jacobian Transposed matrix. It is necessary to keep in mind that to consider the robot’s
workspace like a joint space, has some problems with interpretation because the user needs
having a joint dimensional knowledge, thus, when the user wants to move the robot’s end-
effector through a desired position he needs to understand the joint displacements the robot
needs to do, to get the desired position. This interpretation problem is solved by using the
cartesian space, that is, to interpret the robot’s movements by using cartesian coordinates on
reference of cartesian space; the advantage is for the final user who has the cartesian dimen-
sional knowledge for understanding the robot’s movements. Due this reason, learning the
mathematical tools for analysis by the robot’s movements on cartesian space is necessary, this
allows us to propose control structures, to use the dynamic model and to understand the
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physical phenomenons on robot manipulators on cartesian space. When we control the global
motion or position of general manipulators, we are confronted with the nonlinear dynamics
in a lot of degrees of freedom. In literature focused with the dynamic control of manipulators,
the complexity of nonlinear dynamics is emphasized and some methods, compensating all
nonlinear terms in dynamics in real time, are developed in order to reduce the complexity in
system control. However, these methods require a large amount of complicated calculation so
it is difficult to implement these methods with low level controllers such as microcomputers.
In addition, the reliability of these methods may be lost when a small error in computation or a
small change in system parameters occurs, occurs because they are not considered in the con-
trol. Most industrial robots, each joint of manipulator is independently controlled by a simple
linear feedback. However, convergence for target position has not been enough investigated
for general nonlinear mechanical systems.
This chapter is focused on the position control for robot manipulators by using control struc-
tures defined on the cartesian space because the robot move freely in its workspace, which
is understood by the final user like cartesian space. Besides, the mathematical tools will be
detailed for propose, analyze and evaluating control structures in cartesian space.

2. Preliminaries: forward kinematics and Jacobian matrix

A rigid multi-body system consists in a set of rigid objects, called links, joined together by
joints. Simple kinds of joints include revolute (rotational) and prismatic (translational) joints.
It is also possible to work with more general types of joints, and thereby simulate non-rigid
objects. Well-known applications of rigid multi-bodies include robotic arms. A robot manip-
ulator is modeled with a set of links connected by joints. There are a variety of possible joint
types. Perhaps the most common type is a rotational joint with its configuration described
by a single scalar angle value. The key point is: ”the configuration of a joint is a continuous
function of one or more real scalars; for rotational joints“, the scalar is the angle of the joint.
Complete configuration in robot manipulators is specified by vectors, for example the position
is described as:

q =




q1
q2
...

qn


 (1)

where q ∈ Rn×1. We assume there are n joints and each qn value is called a joint position.
The robot manipulator will be controlled by specifying target positions by the end-effectors.
The desired positions are also given by a vector

qd =




qd1

qd2
...

qdn


 (2)

where qdi
is the desired position for the ith end-effector. We let q̃i = qdi

− qi, the desired
change in position of the ith end effector, also this vector is well-known as an error position.
The end-effector positions (x, y, z) are functions of the joint angles q; this fact can be expressed
as:

xi = fi(q) for i = 1, 2, . . . , k (3)

this equation is well-known as forward kinematics.

2.1 Case of study: Cartesian robot (forward kinematics
In order to understand application of cartesian control in robot manipulators a case of study
will be used, which all the concepts were evaluated. In this section we will obtain the for-
ward kinematics of a three degrees of freedom cartesian robot, Figure 1; and we will use this
information in the following sections.

Fig. 1. Three degrees of freedom cartesian robot.

In order to obtain the forward kinematics of three degrees of freedom cartesian robot we need
to draw a system diagram, Figura 2,

where q1, q2, q3 are join displacements; and m1, m2, m3 represent the masses of each link. As
it is observed, translation is the unique movement that realizes this kind of robots, then the
forward kinematics are defined as:




x1
y1
z1


 =




q1
0
0


 ;




x2
y2
z2


 =




q1
q2
0


 ;




x3
y3
z3


 =




q1
q2
q3


 . (4)

We can observe, that in the first vector is contemplated only by the first displacement of value
q1, in the second one considers the movement of translation in q1 and q2 respecting the axis x
and y, and finally the complete displacement in third axis described in the last vector, being
this representation the robot forward kinematics.
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2.2 Jacobian matrix
The Jacobian matrix J(q) is a multidimensional form of the derivative. This matrix is used
to relate the joint velocity q̇ with the cartesian velocity ẋ, based on this reason we are able to
think about Jacobian matrix as mapping velocities in q to those in x:

ẋ = J(q) q̇. (5)

where ẋ is the velocity on cartesian space; q̇ is the velocity in joint space; and J(q) is the
Jacobian matrix of the system.
In many cases, we use modeling and simulation as a tool for analysis about the behavior
of a given system. Even though at this stage, we have not formed the equations of motion
for a robotic manipulator, by inspecting the kinematic models, we are able to revel many
characteristics from the system. One of the most important quantities (for the purpose of
analysis) in (5), is the Jacobian matrix J(q). It reveals many properties of a system and can
be used for the formulation of motion equations, analysis of special system configurations,
static analysis, motion planning, etc. The robot manipulator’s Jacobian matrix J(q) is defined
as follow:

J (q) =
∂ f (q)

∂q
=




∂ f1 (q)
∂q1

∂ f1 (q)
∂q2

· · · ∂ f1 (q)
∂qn

∂ f2 (q)
∂q1

∂ f2 (q)
∂q2

· · · ∂ f2 (q)
∂qn

...
...

. . .
...

∂ fm (q)
∂q1

∂ fm (q)
∂q2

· · · ∂ fm (q)
∂qn




(6)

where f (q) is the relationship of forward kinematics, equation (3); n is the dimension of q; and
m is the dimension of x. We are interested about finding what joint velocities q̇ result in given
(desired) v. Hence, we need to solve a system equations.

2.2.1 Case of study: Jacobian matrix of the cartesian robot
In order to obtain the Jacobian matrix of the three degrees of freedom cartesian robot it is
necessary to use the forward kinematics which is defined as:




x
y
z


 =




q1
q2
q3


 (7)

Now, doing the partial derivation of x in reference to q1, q2, q3 we have:

∂x
∂q1

=
∂q1
∂q1

= q̇1

∂x
∂q2

=
∂q1
∂q2

= 0

∂x
∂q3

=
∂q1
∂q3

= 0

(8)

The partial derivation of y in reference to q1, q2, q3 are:

∂y
∂q1

=
∂q2
∂q1

= 0

∂y
∂q2

=
∂q2
∂q2

= q̇2

∂y
∂q3

=
∂q2
∂q3

= 0

(9)

The partial derivation of z in reference to q1, q2, q3, we have:

∂z
∂q1

=
∂q3
∂q1

= 0

∂z
∂q2

=
∂q3
∂q2

= 0

∂z
∂q3

=
∂q3
∂q3

= q̇3

(10)

The system ẋ = J(q)q̇ is described by following equation:




ẋ

ẏ

ż



=




∂x
∂q1

∂x
∂q2

∂x
∂q3

∂y
∂q1

∂y
∂q2

∂y
∂q3

∂z
∂q1

∂z
∂q2

∂z
∂q3







q̇1

q̇2

q̇3




(11)

where the Jacobian matrix elements are defined using the equations (8), (9) and (10):



ẋ
ẏ
ż


 =




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
J (q)




q̇1
q̇2
q̇3


 (12)
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2.3 Jacobian transpose matrix
The transpose of a matrix J(q) is another matrix J(q)T created by anyone of the following
equivalent actions: write the J(q)T rows as the J(q)T columns; write the J(q)T columns as
the J(q)T rows; and reflect J(q) by its main diagonal (which starts from the top left) to obtain
J(q)T . Formally, the transpose of an m × n matrix J(q) with elements J(q)ij is n × m matrix as
follow

Jji(q)T = Jij(q) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. (13)

The transposing of a scalar is the same scalar.

2.3.1 Case of study: Jacobian transpose matrix of the cartesian robot
In order to obtain the Jacobian transpose matrix J(q)T we apply (13) leaving of the equation
(12). In particular case of cartesian robot the Jacobian matrix J(q) is equal to the identity matrix
I, thus its transposed matrix J(q)T is the same, thus we have:

J (q)T =




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1


 (14)

2.4 Singularities
Singularities correspond certain configurations in robot manipulators which have to be
avoided because they lead to an abrupt loss of manipulator rigidity. In the vicinity of these
configurations, manipulator can become uncontrollable and the joint forces could increase
considerably and may there would be risk to even damage the manipulator mechanisms. The
singularities in a workspace can be identified mathematically when the determinant in the
Jacobian matrix is zero:

det J(q) = 0. (15)

Mathematically this means that matrix J(q) is degenerated and there is, in the inverse geomet-
rical model, an infinity of solutions in the vicinity of these points.

2.5 Singular configurations
Due to the tuning of derivative and proportional matrices from the control algorithms of
which objective is to maintain in every moment the error position nearest to zero, it exists
the possibility that in certain values of the determinant in Jacobian matrix the system is singu-
lar undefined. It’s denominated singular configurations of a robot those distributions in which
that determinant of the Jacobian matrix is zero, equation (15). Because of this circumstance,
in the singular configurations the inverse Jacobian matrix doesn’t exist. For a undefine Jaco-
bian matrix, an infinitesimal increment in the cartesian coordinates would suppose an infinite
increment at joint coordinates, which is translated as movements from the articulations to in-
accessible velocities on some part of its links for reaching the desired position for a constant
velocity in the practice. Therefore, in the vicinity of the singular configurations lost some de-
grees in the robot’s freedom, being impossible their end-effector moves in a certain cartesian
address.
Different singular configurations on robot can be classified as:

• Singularities in the limits in the robot’s workspace. These singularities are presented when
the robot’s boundary is in some point of the limit of interior or external workspace. In
this situation it is obvious the robot won’t be able to move in the addresses that were
taken away from this workspace.

• Singularities inside the robot’s workspace. They take place generally inside the work area
and for the alignment of two or more axes in the robot’s articulations.

2.5.1 Case of study: determinant of the Jacobian matrix of the cartesian robot
In order to determine if there are singularities in the system, it is necessary to obtain the
determinant on the system det J(q), considering a general structure of the Jacobian matrix,
thus we have:

det J (q) = j11

[
j22 j23
j32 j33

]
− j12

[
j21 j23
j31 j33

]
+ j13

[
j21 j22
j31 j32

]

det J (q) = j11 (j22 j33 − j32 j23)− j12 (j21 j33 − j31 j23) + j13 (j21 j32 − j31 j22)

det J (q) = 1

(16)

As it is observed, the determinant in the Jacobian matrix is not undefined in any point which
indicates the workspace for the cartesian robot is complete.

2.5.2 Workspace
The workspace is the area where the robot can move freely with no damage. This area is deter-
mined by the robot’s physical and mechanical capacities. The workspace is defined without
considering the robot’s end-effector, in the Figure 3 the workspace of a robot of three degrees
of freedom is described.

2.6 Inverse Jacobian matrix
In mathematics, and especially in linear algebra, a matrix squared A with an order n × n it
is said is reversible, nonsingular, non-degenerate or regular if exists another squared matrix
with order n × n called inverse matrix A−1 and represented matrix like

AA−1 = A−1 A = I (17)

I is the identity matrix with order n × n and the used product is the usual product of matrices.
The mathematical definition in the inverse matrix is defined as follow:

J (q)−1 =
CT

det J (q)
(18)

where C is the co-factors matrix.

2.6.1 Case of study: co-factors matrix in the cartesian robot
In order to obtain the co-factor matrix it is necessary to apply the following procedure: Con-
sidering the matrix A defined like:

A =




a b c
d e f
g h i


 (19)
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J (q)−1 =
CT

det J (q)
(18)

where C is the co-factors matrix.

2.6.1 Case of study: co-factors matrix in the cartesian robot
In order to obtain the co-factor matrix it is necessary to apply the following procedure: Con-
sidering the matrix A defined like:

A =




a b c
d e f
g h i


 (19)
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we obtain the following co-factors matrix:

C =




c11 c12 c13
c21 c22 c23
c31 c32 c33


 (20)

where each component is defined as:

c11 = + (ei − h f )
c12 = − (di − g f )
c13 = + (dh − ge)
c21 = − (bi − hc)
c22 = + (ai − gc)
c23 = − (ah − gb)
c31 = + (b f − ec)
c32 = − (a f − dc)
c33 = + (ae − db)

(21)

Considering the Jacobian matrix (12) we can obtain the following co-factors matrix:

C =




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1


 (22)

where the components of the matrix are defined as:

c11 = + (ei − h f ) = + (1 − 0) = 1
c12 = − (di − g f ) = − (0 − 0) = 0
c13 = + (dh − ge) = + (0 − 0) = 0
c21 = − (bi − hc) = − (0 − 0) = 0
c22 = + (ai − gc) = + (1 − 0) = 1
c23 = − (ah − gb) = − (0 − 0) = 0
c31 = + (b f − ec) = + (0 − 0) = 0
c32 = − (a f − dc) = − (0 − 0) = 0
c33 = + (ae − db) = + (1 − 0) = 1

(23)

2.6.2 Case of study: inverse Jacobian matrix of the cartesian robot
In order to obtain the inverse Jacobian matrix J(q)−1 according the definition on (18), it is
necessary the transposing co-factor matrix CT ,

CT =




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1


 (24)

and the determinant of the Jacobian matrix (16), we obtain:
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J (q)−1 =
CT

det J (q)
=

1
1




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




J (q)−1 =




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




(25)

As it is observed, for the specific case of the three degrees of freedom cartesian robot the
inverse matrix does exist.

3. Dynamic model

The dynamic model is the mathematical representation of a system which describes its behav-
ior in the internal and external stimulus presented in the system. For cartesian control design
purposes, and for designing better controllers, it is necessary to reveal the dynamic behav-
ior of the robot via a mathematical model obtained from some basic physical laws. We use
Lagrangian dynamics to obtain the describing mathematical equations. We begin our devel-
opment with the general Lagrange equation about motion. Considering Lagrange’s equation
for a conservative system as given by:

d
dt

[
∂L (q, q̇)

∂q̇

]
− ∂L (q, q̇)

∂q
= τ − f (τ, q̇) (26)

where q, q̇ ∈ Rn×1 are position and velocity in a joint space, respectively; τ ∈ Rn×1 is a vector
of an applied torque; f (τ, q̇) ∈ Rn×1 is the friction vector; and the Lagrangian L(q, q̇) is the
difference between kinetic K(q, q̇) and potential U (q) energies:

L (q, q̇) = K (q, q̇)− U (q) . (27)

The application of the Lagrange’s equation results in the mathematical equation which de-
scribes the system behavior at any stimulus, dynamic model equation. Then it can be shown the
robot dynamics are given by:

M (q) q̈ + C (q, q̇) q̇ + g (q) + f (τ, q̇) = τ (28)

where q, q̇, q̈ are the position, velocity and acceleration in joint space, respectively; M(q) ∈
Rn×1 is symmetric, positive-definite inertial matrix; C(q, q̇) ∈ Rn×n is a matrix containing the
Coriolis and centripetal torques effects; g(q) ∈ Rn×1 is a vector of gravity torque obtained as
gradient result on the potential energy,

g(q) =
∂U (q)

∂q
, (29)

and f (τ, q̇) ∈ Rn×1 are the vector of friction torques. The friction torque is decentralize in the
sense that f (τ, q̇) depends only on τ and q̇

f (τ, q̇) =




f1 (τ1, q̇1)
f2 (τ2, q̇2)

...
fn (τn, q̇n)


 . (30)

Friction is the tangential reaction force between two surfaces in contact. Physically these re-
action forces are the result of many different mechanisms, which depend on geometry and
topology contact, properties of bulk and surface materials on the bodies, displacement and
relative velocity on the bodies and presence of lubrication.
It is well known that exist two friction models: the static and dynamic. The static models of
friction consist on different components, each take care about certain friction force issues. The
main idea is: friction opposes motion and its magnitude is independent on velocity and con-
tact area. The friction torques are assumed to be a dissipated energy at all nonzero velocities,
therefore, their entries are bounded within the first and third quadrants. The friction force is
given by a static function possibly except for a zero velocity. Figure 4(a) shows Coulomb fric-
tion; Figure 4(b) Coulomb plus viscous friction; Stiction plus Coulomb and viscous friction is
shown in Figure 4(c); and Figure 4(d) shows how the friction force may decrease continuously
from the static friction level.
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(a) Coulomb friction

a

b

(b) Coulomb plus viscous friction

a

b

(c) Stiction, Coulomb and viscous friction

a

b

(d) Friction may decrease continuously

Fig. 4. Examples of static friction models.

This feature allows considering the common Coulomb and viscous friction models. At zero
velocities, only static friction is satisfying presented

fi(τi, 0) = τi − gi(q) (31)
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This feature allows considering the common Coulomb and viscous friction models. At zero
velocities, only static friction is satisfying presented

fi(τi, 0) = τi − gi(q) (31)
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for − fi ≤ τi − gi (q) ≤ fi with fi being the limit on the static friction torques for joint i.
Lately there has been a significant interest in dynamic friction models. This has been driven
by intellectual curiosity, demands for precision servos and advances in hardware that make
it possible for implementing friction compensators. The Dahl model was developed with the
purpose of simulating control systems with friction. Dahl’s starting point had several exper-
iments on friction in servo systems with ball bearings. One of his findings was that bearing
friction behave was very similar on solid friction. These experiments indicate that there are
metal contacts between the surfaces. Dahl developed a simple comparatively model and was
used extensively to simulate systems with ball bearing friction.
The starting point for Dahl’s model is the stress-strain curve in classical solid mechanics, Fig-
ure 5. When the subject is under stress the friction force increases gradually until a rupture
occurs. Dahl modeled the stress-strain curve by a differential equation. x will be the dis-
placement, F the friction force, and Fc the Coulomb friction force. Then Dahl’s model has this
form:

dF
dx

= σ

(
1 − F

Fc
sgn(v)

)α

(32)

where σ is the stiffness coefficient; and α is a parameter which determines the shape of the
stress-strain curve. The value α = 1 is most commonly used. Higher values will give a stress
strain curve with a sharper bend. The friction force |F| will never be larger than Fc if its initial
value is such that |F(0)| < Fc.
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Fig. 5. Friction force as a function of displacement for Dahl’s model.

With an absence of friction and other disturbances, the dynamic model (28) about n-links rigid
robot manipulator can be written as:

M (q) q̈ + C (q, q̇) q̇ + g (q) = τ. (33)

It is assumed that the robot links are joined together with revolute joints. Although the equa-
tion (28) is complex, for this reason we use the equation (33) for the analysis to facilitate con-
trol system design. It is necessary to indicate that the Euler-Lagrange’s methodology is not the

only procedure to obtain the robot’s dynamic model since this issue has been object of many
study and researching. Researchers have developed alternative formulations based on the
Newtonian and Lagrangian mechanics with one objective: obtaining a more efficient model.

3.1 Properties
It is essential to analyze the properties on the model to be able to apply them in the obtaining
in the model on cartesian space.

3.1.1 Inertial matrix properties
The inertia matrix M(q) has an important characteristic like its intimate relation with kinetic
energy K(q, q̇),

K(q, q̇) =
1
2

q̇T M(q)q̇. (34)

The inertial matrix M(q) is a positive definite matrix M(q) > 0; so is a symmetric matrix,
M(q) > 0 ⇒ ∃ M(q)−1 > 0. Another vital property of M(q) is that it could be bounded above
and below. So,

µ1 (q) I ≤ M (q) ≤ µ2 (q) I (35)

where I is the identity matrix, µ1(q) �= 0 and µ2(q) are scalar constants for a revolute arm and
scalar function of q for an arm generally containing prismatic joints. It is easy to realize then
that M−1(q) is also bounded since

0 ≤ 1
µ2 (q)

I ≤ M−1 (q) ≤ 1
µ1 (q)

I. (36)

In the case of robots provided solely of rotational joints, a constant β > 0 exists like:

λmax {M (q)} ≤ β ∀q ∈ Rn×1 (37)

where β is calculated as:

β ≥ n
[

max
i, j, q

∣∣∣Mij (q)
∣∣∣
]

(38)

where Mij(q) are the ijth element of the matrix M(q).

3.1.2 Coriolis and centripetal terms properties
The matrix of Coriolis and centripetal force C(q, q̇) is n × n matrix, of which elements are
functions of q and q̇. Matrix C(q, q̇) can’t be unique, but the vector C(q, q̇)q̇ can. If the matrix
C(q, q̇) is evaluated considering the joint velocity q̇ in zero, the matrix is zero for all vector q

C(q, 0) = 0 ∀q. (39)

For all vector q, x, y, z ∈ Rn×1 and the scale α we have:

C (q, x) y = C (q, y) x

C (q, z + αx) y = C (q, z) y + αC (q, x) y
(40)

Vector C(q, x)y can be expressed on the form:
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C (q, x) y =




xTC1 (q) y
xTC2 (q) y

...
xTCn (q) y


 (41)

where Ck(q) are symmetrical matrices of dimensions n × n for all k = 1, 2, . . . , n; In fact the
ijth element Ckij

(q) of matrix Ck(q) corresponds to the symbol of Chistoffel:

Cijk (q) =
1
2

[
∂Mkj (q)

∂qi
+

∂Mki (q)
∂qj

−
∂Mij (q)

∂qk

]
. (42)

In the case of robots provided solely of rotational joints, a constant kC1 > 0 exists like:

‖C (q, x) y‖ ≤ kC1 ‖x‖ ‖y‖ for all q, x, y ∈ Rn×1 (43)

In the case of robots provided solely of rotational joints, a constants kC1 > 0 and kC2 > 0 exist
like:

‖C (x, z)w − C (yu)w‖ ≤ kC1 ‖z − u‖ ‖w‖+ kC2 ‖x − y‖ ‖w‖ ‖z‖ ∀u, x, y, w ∈ Rn×1 (44)

Matrix C(q, q̇) is related with the inertial matrix M(q) by the expression:

xT
[

1
2

Ṁ (q)− C (q, q̇)
]

x = 0 ∀q, q̇, x ∈ Rn×1 (45)

In analogous form, the matrix Ṁ(q)− 2C(q, q̇) is skew-symmetric, and it also is certain that

Ṁ(q) = C(q, q̇) + C(q, q̇)T . (46)

3.1.3 Gravity terms properties
The gravity vector is present in robots which have not been designed mechanically with com-
pensation of gravity, so, without counterbalances; or for robots assigned to move outside the
horizontal plane. The gravity terms only depends on joint positions q; and the gravity terms
can be related with the joint velocity q̇ this means:

T∫

0

g (q)T q̇ dt = U (q (T))− U (q (0)) for all T ∈ R+. (47)

In the case of robots provided solely of rotational joints, a constant kU exists like:

T∫

0

g (q)T q̇ dt + U (q (0)) ≥ kU for all T ∈ R+ and where kU = min
q

{U (q)} (48)

In the case of robots provided solely of rotational joints the gravity vector g(q) is Lipschitz,
this means that a constant kg > 0 exists like:

‖g (x)− g (y)‖ ≤ kg ‖x − y‖ for all x, y ∈ Rn×1 (49)

A simple form to calculate kg is:

kg ≥ n

[
max
i,j,q

∣∣∣∣∣
∂gi (q)

∂qj

∣∣∣∣∣

]
(50)

In addition kg satisfies:

kg ≥
∥∥∥∥

∂g (q)
∂q

∥∥∥∥ ≥ λ max
{

∂g (q)
∂q

}
(51)

The gravity term g(q) is bounded only if q is bounded:

‖g (q)‖ ≤ gb (52)

where gb is a scalar constant for revolute arms and a scalar function of q for arms containing
revolute joints.

3.2 Case of study: Dynamic model of cartesian robot
In this section we will obtain the dynamic model on three degrees of freedom cartesian robot,
and we will use this information in the following sections. The case of study is represented
in Figure 1. In order to obtain the dynamic model we need to consider its forward kinematics
(4). However, as the movement of the cartesian robot only is about transferring, the rotation
energy is zero, therefore, the equation in the kinetic energy is reduced to:

K(q, q̇) =
mv2

2
=

qT M(q)q
2

. (53)

Considering velocity, it is defined as:

v =
d
dt




x
y
z


 , (54)

and in (53) is represented in the squared way, it is necessary its vectorial representation,

v2 = ‖v‖2 = vTv = [v1 v2 v3]




v1
v2
v3


 . (55)

Deriving (4) and solving (55) we have:

v2
1 = q̇2

1

v2
2 = q̇2

1 + q̇2
2

v2
3 = q̇2

1 + q̇2
2 + q̇2

3.

(56)

Replacing the values on v2
1, v2

2 and v2
3 in (53) we obtain the kinetic energy of each link,
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this means that a constant kg > 0 exists like:

‖g (x)− g (y)‖ ≤ kg ‖x − y‖ for all x, y ∈ Rn×1 (49)

A simple form to calculate kg is:

kg ≥ n

[
max
i,j,q

∣∣∣∣∣
∂gi (q)

∂qj

∣∣∣∣∣

]
(50)

In addition kg satisfies:

kg ≥
∥∥∥∥

∂g (q)
∂q

∥∥∥∥ ≥ λ max
{

∂g (q)
∂q

}
(51)

The gravity term g(q) is bounded only if q is bounded:

‖g (q)‖ ≤ gb (52)

where gb is a scalar constant for revolute arms and a scalar function of q for arms containing
revolute joints.

3.2 Case of study: Dynamic model of cartesian robot
In this section we will obtain the dynamic model on three degrees of freedom cartesian robot,
and we will use this information in the following sections. The case of study is represented
in Figure 1. In order to obtain the dynamic model we need to consider its forward kinematics
(4). However, as the movement of the cartesian robot only is about transferring, the rotation
energy is zero, therefore, the equation in the kinetic energy is reduced to:

K(q, q̇) =
mv2

2
=

qT M(q)q
2

. (53)

Considering velocity, it is defined as:

v =
d
dt




x
y
z


 , (54)

and in (53) is represented in the squared way, it is necessary its vectorial representation,

v2 = ‖v‖2 = vTv = [v1 v2 v3]




v1
v2
v3


 . (55)

Deriving (4) and solving (55) we have:

v2
1 = q̇2

1

v2
2 = q̇2

1 + q̇2
2

v2
3 = q̇2

1 + q̇2
2 + q̇2

3.

(56)

Replacing the values on v2
1, v2

2 and v2
3 in (53) we obtain the kinetic energy of each link,
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K1(q, q̇) =
m1q̇2

1
2

K2(q, q̇) =
m2(q̇2

1 + q̇2
2)

2

K3(q, q̇) =
m3(q̇2

1 + q̇2
2 + q̇2

3)

2
.

(57)

Adding the kinetic energy of each link,

K(q, q̇) =
m1q̇2

1
2

+
m2(q̇2

1 + q̇2
2)

2
+

m3(q̇2
1 + q̇2

2 + q̇2
3)

2
, (58)

we can expand the equation by the following form:

K(q, q̇) =
m1q̇2

1
2

+
m2q̇2

1
2

+
m2q̇2

2
2

+
m3q̇2

1
2

+
m3q̇2

2
2

+
m3q̇2

3
2

, (59)

obtaining the total kinetic energy on the robot when grouping terms:

K(q, q̇) =
(m1 + m2 + m3)

2
q̇2

1 +
(m2 + m3)

2
q̇2

2 +
m3
2

q̇2
3. (60)

The potential energy U (q) is obtained considering in this case h = q3 and m = (m1 +m2 +m3):

U (q) = (m1 + m2 + m3)gq3. (61)

After calculating the potential and kinetic energy on the robot we calculated the Lagrangian
using (27):

L(q, q̇) =
(m)q̇2

1
2

+
(m2 + m3)q̇2

2
2

+
m3q̇2

3
2

− (m1 + m2 + m3)gq3. (62)

When we used the obtained representation of the Lagrangian (27), we solve part by part the
Euler-Lagrange equation for a conservativo system (26), we begin to solve the partial derived
one from the Lagrangian with respect to the joint velocity q̇:

∂L(q, q̇)
∂q̇

=




m1 0 0
0 (m2 + m3) 0
0 0 (m1 + m2 + m3)






q̇1
q̇2
q̇3


 ; (63)

We continued with the derived in (63) with respect time:

d
dt

[
∂L(q, q̇)

∂q̇

]
=




m1 0 0
0 (m2 + m3) 0
0 0 (m1 + m2 + m3)






q̈1
q̈2
q̈3


 , (64)

and finally the independent term is solved:

∂L(q, q̇)
∂q

=




0
0

(m1 + m2 + m3)g


 . (65)

Thus, the dynamic model of the cartesian robot is:




τ1
τ2
τ3


 =




m1 0 0
0 m2 + m3 0
0 0 m1 + m2 + m3






q̈1
q̈2
q̈3


+




0
0

m1 + m2 + m3


 g (66)

being τ1, τ2 and τ3 the applied torques. As we can observe, the dynamic model represented in
(66) it is not under a friction influence.
Considering the following physical parameters:

Description Notation Value Units
Link mass 1 m1 16.180 kg
Link mass 2 m2 14.562 kg
Link mass 3 m3 12.944 kg

Gravity acceleration g 9.8100
m
s2

Table 1. Physical parameters on the three degrees of freedom cartesian robot

we can describe the dynamic model of the robot of three degrees of freedom by following:

M (q) =




16.180 0 0
0 30.742 0
0 0 43.686




g (q) =




0
0

43.686




(67)

As it is observed in a cartesian robot the presence of the Coriolis and centripetal forces matrix
C(q, q̇) does not exist.

4. Hamilton’s equations

Elegant and powerful methods have also been devised for solving dynamic problems with
constraints. One of the best known is called Lagrange’s equations, equation (26), where the
Lagrangian L(q, q̇) is defined in (27). There is even a more powerful method called Hamilton’s
equations. It begins by defining a generalized momentum ρ, which is related to the Lagrangian
L(q, q̇) and the generalized velocity q̇ by:

ρ =
∂L (q, q̇)

∂q̇
(68)

A new function, the Hamiltonian H (q, ρ), is defined by the addition of kinetic and potential
energy:

H (q, ρ) = K (q, q̇) + U (q) . (69)

From this point it is not difficult to derive

q̇ =
∂H (q, ρ)

∂ρ
(70)
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The potential energy U (q) is obtained considering in this case h = q3 and m = (m1 +m2 +m3):

U (q) = (m1 + m2 + m3)gq3. (61)

After calculating the potential and kinetic energy on the robot we calculated the Lagrangian
using (27):
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2

+
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2
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When we used the obtained representation of the Lagrangian (27), we solve part by part the
Euler-Lagrange equation for a conservativo system (26), we begin to solve the partial derived
one from the Lagrangian with respect to the joint velocity q̇:

∂L(q, q̇)
∂q̇

=




m1 0 0
0 (m2 + m3) 0
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q̇1
q̇2
q̇3


 ; (63)

We continued with the derived in (63) with respect time:

d
dt

[
∂L(q, q̇)

∂q̇

]
=




m1 0 0
0 (m2 + m3) 0
0 0 (m1 + m2 + m3)






q̈1
q̈2
q̈3


 , (64)

and finally the independent term is solved:

∂L(q, q̇)
∂q

=




0
0

(m1 + m2 + m3)g


 . (65)

Thus, the dynamic model of the cartesian robot is:




τ1
τ2
τ3


 =




m1 0 0
0 m2 + m3 0
0 0 m1 + m2 + m3






q̈1
q̈2
q̈3


+




0
0

m1 + m2 + m3


 g (66)

being τ1, τ2 and τ3 the applied torques. As we can observe, the dynamic model represented in
(66) it is not under a friction influence.
Considering the following physical parameters:

Description Notation Value Units
Link mass 1 m1 16.180 kg
Link mass 2 m2 14.562 kg
Link mass 3 m3 12.944 kg

Gravity acceleration g 9.8100
m
s2

Table 1. Physical parameters on the three degrees of freedom cartesian robot

we can describe the dynamic model of the robot of three degrees of freedom by following:

M (q) =




16.180 0 0
0 30.742 0
0 0 43.686




g (q) =




0
0

43.686




(67)

As it is observed in a cartesian robot the presence of the Coriolis and centripetal forces matrix
C(q, q̇) does not exist.

4. Hamilton’s equations

Elegant and powerful methods have also been devised for solving dynamic problems with
constraints. One of the best known is called Lagrange’s equations, equation (26), where the
Lagrangian L(q, q̇) is defined in (27). There is even a more powerful method called Hamilton’s
equations. It begins by defining a generalized momentum ρ, which is related to the Lagrangian
L(q, q̇) and the generalized velocity q̇ by:

ρ =
∂L (q, q̇)

∂q̇
(68)

A new function, the Hamiltonian H (q, ρ), is defined by the addition of kinetic and potential
energy:

H (q, ρ) = K (q, q̇) + U (q) . (69)

From this point it is not difficult to derive

q̇ =
∂H (q, ρ)

∂ρ
(70)
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and

ρ̇ = τ − ∂H (q, ρ)

∂q
(71)

These are called Hamilton’s equations. There are two of them for each generalized coordinates.
They may be used in place of Lagrange’s equations, with the advantage that only the first
derivatives not the second ones are involved.
Proof. In order to verify the obtaining of Hamilton’s equations, the procedure begins by
solving the first element on the equation:

d
dt

[
∂L (q, q̇)

∂q̇

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
first element

− ∂L (q, q̇)
∂q

= τ. (72)

In order to solve this part in the equation, we consider the Lagrangian L(q, q̇) as the difference
between the kinetic K(q, q̇) and potential U (q) energy, equation (27); and we substitute it in
the equation (72):

∂L (q, q̇)
∂q̇

=
∂K (q, q̇)

∂q̇
− ∂U (q)

∂q̇
. (73)

It is observed when we solve the partial derivation, the term which contains the potential
energy U (q) is eliminated:

∂L (q, q̇)
∂q̇

=
∂K (q, q̇)

∂q̇
−
�
�
�∂U (q)

∂q̇
=

∂K (q, q̇)
∂q̇

(74)

and considering that kinetic energy K(q, q̇) is defined as:

K (q, q̇) =
q̇T M (q) q̇

2
=

ρT M−1 (q) ρ

2
(75)

we can represent and solve the equation as follows:

∂L (q, q̇)
∂q̇

=
∂K (q, q̇)

∂q̇
=

∂

∂q̇

(
q̇T M (q) q̇

2

)
= M (q) q̇ = ρ (76)

where ρ is the momentum. Finally, deriving (76) we have:

d
dt

[
∂L (q, q̇)

∂q̇

]
= M (q) q̈ + Ṁ (q) q̇ = ρ̇. (77)

Substituting the equation (77) in the equation (72) we have:

ρ̇ − ∂L (q, q̇)
∂q

= τ. (78)

Now, in order to solve the second part of the equation (72) we need to consider the possible
relationships between ρ̇ and the energies as follows:

ρ̇ = τ +
∂L (q, q̇)

∂q
= τ −

(
∂U (q)

∂q

)
= τ −

(
∂H (q, ρ)

∂q

)
(79)

this allows us to represent the equation (72) in the way:

ρ̇ +

(
∂H (q, ρ)

∂q

)
= τ (80)

where H(q, ρ) is the Hamiltonian which represents the total energy of the system and it is
defined as the sum of the kinetic K(q, q̇) and potential U (q) energy, equation (69). It is assumed
that the potential energy U (q) of the system is twice differentiable respect q and any entry of
the Hessian of U (q), it is bounded for all q. This assumption is done for general manipulators.
Now, if we evaluate the Hamiltonian H(q, ρ) using the partial derivation in function the mo-
mentum ρ, we can observe the potential energy is eliminated:

∂H (q, ρ)

∂ρ
=

∂K (q, q̇)
∂ρ

+
∂U (q)

∂ρ
=

∂K (q, q̇)
∂ρ

+
�
�
�∂U (q)

∂ρ
=

∂K (q, q̇)
∂ρ

(81)

and considering the form on the kinetic energy K(q, q̇), equation (75), we’ll get:

∂H (q, ρ)

∂ρ
=

∂K (q, q̇)
∂ρ

=
∂

∂ρ

(
ρT M−1 (q) ρ

2

)
= M−1 (q) ρ = q̇ (82)

Until now, we have obtained the equations (79) and (82), these equations are called as Hamil-
tonian’s equations of motion:

ρ̇ = τ −
(

∂H (q, ρ)

∂q

)
(83)

q̇ =

(
∂H (q, ρ)

∂ρ

)
(84)

�

4.1 Work and energy Principle
When forces act on a mechanism, work (in technical sense) is accomplish if the mechanism
moves through a displacement. Work W is defined as force acting through a distance and it
is a scalar with units of energy.
In order to understand and apply the concept about work W , we must start from the physics
point of view. In physics, many forces are the function of an appear position. Two examples
are gravitational and the electrical forces. The one-dimensional movement equation which
describes a body under the action of a force that depends on position q is:

F (q) = m
dq̇
dt

(85)

Integral on a force F which depends on position q, the realized force which represents the
work W on a body while this one moves from starting point q0 to the final q:

W =

q∫

q0

F (q) dq. (86)

The integral on the work W can be always found, in an explicit or numerical way, in both
cases we can define a function U (q):
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and
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4.1 Work and energy Principle
When forces act on a mechanism, work (in technical sense) is accomplish if the mechanism
moves through a displacement. Work W is defined as force acting through a distance and it
is a scalar with units of energy.
In order to understand and apply the concept about work W , we must start from the physics
point of view. In physics, many forces are the function of an appear position. Two examples
are gravitational and the electrical forces. The one-dimensional movement equation which
describes a body under the action of a force that depends on position q is:

F (q) = m
dq̇
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Integral on a force F which depends on position q, the realized force which represents the
work W on a body while this one moves from starting point q0 to the final q:

W =
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q0

F (q) dq. (86)

The integral on the work W can be always found, in an explicit or numerical way, in both
cases we can define a function U (q):
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U (q) = −
q∫

q0

F (q) dq (87)

like:

F (q) = − d U (q)
dq

. (88)

This allows us to express the work W meaning the difference between U (q) value in the ex-
ternal points:

W =

q∫

q0

F (q) dq = −U (q)

∣∣∣∣∣
q

q0

= −U (q) + U (q0) (89)

Function U (q) is the potential energy which has the body when it is placed on point q. Up to
this moment we have found that: work W carried out by force F(q) is equal to the difference
between initial and final value on potential energy U (q) of the body.
Starting off in (86), we can observe that the value of the force F(q) can be replace by us on
equation (85), as follows:

W =

q∫

q0

F (q) dq =

q∫

q0

m
dq̇
dt

dq (90)

Considering velocity definition q̇:

q̇ =
dq
dt

(91)

We can realize a change on variable based on dq

dq = q̇dt, (92)

thus we have:

W =

q∫

q0

F (q) dq =

q∫

q0

m
dq̇

�dt
q̇�dt =

t∫

t0

mq̇dq̇ = m
t∫

t0

q̇dq̇ (93)

Solving the integral, we obtain:

W = m
t∫

t0

q̇dq̇ =
1
2

mq̇2
∣∣∣∣
t

t0

=
1
2

mq̇2 (t)− 1
2

mq̇2 (t0) (94)

As it is observed in (94), when it is solved the integral, appears the kinetic energy of the body.
It is well known the unit of kinetic energy K(q, q̇) in MKS system equal to work W , that is the
Joule. Until this moment we have found for any force F(q)

W =

q∫

q0

F (q) dq = −U (q) + U (q0) = K (q, q̇)−K (q0, q̇0) (95)

and using (89) and (94) it is possible to express as:

W = −U (q) + U (q0) = K (q, q̇)−K (q0, q̇0) , (96)

and putting together all the equation elements we have:

W = K (q, q̇) + U (q) = U (q0) +K (q0, q̇0) (97)

(97) expresses the total conservation of energy principle E(q, q̇).

W = K (q, q̇) + U (q)︸ ︷︷ ︸
E(q,q̇)

= U (q0) +K (q0, q̇0) (98)

This principle is applicable for any one-dimensional problem where the force just represents
function of position q. Equation (98) also receives the name of the work and energy principle,
and establishes the work W carried out by a force F(q) on a body is equal to the change or
variation of its kinetic energy K(q, q̇).
One must observe that the function on defined potential energy U (q) in (87) is indefinite by a
constant value, constant integration. Nevertheless, this has no matter, since in any application
it will only seem the difference of potential energies, equation (89). It is important to remember
this, because it will allow us to choose arbitrarily the point where the body has potential
energy zero U (q) = 0. In addition, it will allow us, at any time, being able to do it, adding in
all points the same constant amount to the potential energy U (q) of a body without affecting
the results.

4.2 Principle of energy
The total energy of the system E(q, q̇) expressed in (98) can be considered like the Hamiltonian
H(q, ρ),

W = E(q, q̇) = K (q, q̇) + U (q)︸ ︷︷ ︸
H (q, ρ)

(99)

and its derived can be considered like the power P . Power P can be interpreted like the work
velocity or the work carried out by a time unit; and it is defined as follow:

P =
dW
dt

=
dH (q̇, ρ)

dt
(100)

From a mechanical point of view, the power (mechanical power) is the transmitted force by
means on the associated mechanical element or by means on the contact forces. The simplest
case is that a variable force acts in a free particle. According to the classic dynamics, this
power is used by some variation from its kinetic energy K(q, q̇) or carried out by a time unit.
Whereas in mechanical systems more complex like rotating elements on a constant axis, and
where the moment of inertia I remains constant, the mechanical power can be related to the
engine torque or torque applied τ, and the joint velocity q̇, being the variation power of the
angular kinetic energy by time unit; in case of expressed vectorial systems, thus we have:

P =
dW
dt

=
dH (q̇, ρ)

dt
= τTq̇. (101)

where τ ∈ Rn×1 represents the vector of forces and torques at the end-effector; and q̇ ∈ Rn×1

is a joint velocity.
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U (q) = −
q∫

q0

F (q) dq (87)

like:

F (q) = − d U (q)
dq

. (88)

This allows us to express the work W meaning the difference between U (q) value in the ex-
ternal points:

W =

q∫

q0

F (q) dq = −U (q)

∣∣∣∣∣
q

q0

= −U (q) + U (q0) (89)

Function U (q) is the potential energy which has the body when it is placed on point q. Up to
this moment we have found that: work W carried out by force F(q) is equal to the difference
between initial and final value on potential energy U (q) of the body.
Starting off in (86), we can observe that the value of the force F(q) can be replace by us on
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W =

q∫

q0

F (q) dq =

q∫

q0

m
dq̇
dt

dq (90)

Considering velocity definition q̇:

q̇ =
dq
dt

(91)

We can realize a change on variable based on dq

dq = q̇dt, (92)

thus we have:

W =

q∫

q0

F (q) dq =

q∫

q0

m
dq̇

�dt
q̇�dt =

t∫

t0

mq̇dq̇ = m
t∫

t0

q̇dq̇ (93)

Solving the integral, we obtain:

W = m
t∫

t0

q̇dq̇ =
1
2

mq̇2
∣∣∣∣
t

t0

=
1
2

mq̇2 (t)− 1
2

mq̇2 (t0) (94)

As it is observed in (94), when it is solved the integral, appears the kinetic energy of the body.
It is well known the unit of kinetic energy K(q, q̇) in MKS system equal to work W , that is the
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W =

q∫

q0

F (q) dq = −U (q) + U (q0) = K (q, q̇)−K (q0, q̇0) (95)
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E(q,q̇)

= U (q0) +K (q0, q̇0) (98)
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H (q, ρ)
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dt
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power is used by some variation from its kinetic energy K(q, q̇) or carried out by a time unit.
Whereas in mechanical systems more complex like rotating elements on a constant axis, and
where the moment of inertia I remains constant, the mechanical power can be related to the
engine torque or torque applied τ, and the joint velocity q̇, being the variation power of the
angular kinetic energy by time unit; in case of expressed vectorial systems, thus we have:

P =
dW
dt

=
dH (q̇, ρ)

dt
= τTq̇. (101)

where τ ∈ Rn×1 represents the vector of forces and torques at the end-effector; and q̇ ∈ Rn×1

is a joint velocity.
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Proof. We begin differentiating (100); we can observed that the following balance energy
immediately appears:

dH (q, ρ)

dt
=

(
∂H (q, ρ)

∂q

)T
q̇ +

(
∂H (q, ρ)

∂ρ

)T
ρ̇ (102)

Substituting the joint velocity q̇ from equation (84) in (102) we have:

dH (q, ρ)

dt
=

(
∂H (q, ρ)

∂q

)T (
∂H (q, ρ)

∂ρ

)
+

(
∂H (q, ρ)

∂ρ

)T
ρ̇. (103)

Applying the matrix property xTy = yT x we get:

dH (q, ρ)

dt
=

(
∂H (q, ρ)

∂ρ

)T (
∂H (q, ρ)

∂q

)
+

(
∂H (q, ρ)

∂ρ

)T
ρ̇. (104)

The factorization of the equation (104):

dH (q, ρ)

dt
=

(
∂H (q, ρ)

∂ρ

)T [(
∂H (q, ρ)

∂q

)
+ ρ̇

]
(105)

this allow us to substitute the equation (80) in the equation (105)

dH (q, ρ)

dt
=

(
∂H (q, ρ)

∂ρ

)T
τ. (106)

Applying the matrix property xTy = yT x we get:

dH (q, ρ)

dt
= τT

(
∂H (q, ρ)

∂ρ

)
(107)

and substituting the joint velocity q̇ from equation (84) in (107) we obtain:

dH (q, ρ)

dt
= τTq̇ (108)

�

5. Cartesian space

The joint space is analyzed because it offers mathematical bases for the cartesian space. Carte-
sian space gives advantages of interpretation to the end-user, and for him is easier to locate
the cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) which joint displacements (q1, q2, . . . , qn); that is, for the final
user it is intuitive to understand the space location of a body expressed in cartesian coordi-
nates; so it is important to describe the characteristics and properties of the cartesian space.
The analysis of the cartesian space leaving of the joint space begins by considering the inverse
kinematics, which are one of the basic functions for control systems robot manipulators. In-
verse kinematics is the process which determines the joint parameters of a based object on the
cartesian position which is described as a function f on the joint variable q:

x = f (q). (109)

In order to solve the inverse problem in (109) it is necessary to determine q using a partial
derivation as follow:

ẋ = J(q)q̇, (110)

where J(q) is the Jacobian matrix, q̇ is the joint velocity; and ẋ is the cartesian velocity. The
equation (110) allows us to obtain the joint velocity representation as follow:

q̇ = J(q)−1 ẋ (111)

After some operations, we can relate the joint space with cartesian space using some equa-
tions, Table 2.

Joint space Cartesian space
q̇ = J (q)−1 ẋ ẋ = J (q) q̇

q̈ = J (q)−1 ẍ − J (q)−1 J̇ (q) J (q)−1 ẋ ẍ = J (q) q̈ + J̇ (q) q̇

Table 2. Equations which relate both workspaces.

Partial derivation on the inverse kinematic model establishes a relationship between the joint
and cartesian velocity. The inverse Jacobian matrix obtained will be used for study on sin-
gular positions of the robot manipulator, for evaluation of its maneuverability and also for
optimization of its architecture.
The forward kinematics model, equation (109), provides the relationships to determine carte-
sian and joint position on the end-effector given by the joint position. As it is observed in the
equations where they relate the workspaces, Table 2, the Jacobian matrix J(q) appears.

5.1 Jacobian transpose controller
In order to define the cartesian space for control proposes is required the dynamic model in
joint space, equation (33); the equations which relate the work spaces, Table 1; and a new
scheme of control known Jacobian transpose controller. In 1981 Suguru Arimoto and Morikazu
Takegaki members of the mechanical engineering department in the Osaka University in
Japan, they published in the Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement and Control Vol. 103 a
new control scheme based on the Jacobian Transpose matrix; the conservation energy idea;
the principle of virtual works and generalized force; and the static equilibrium. Jacobian
transpose method removes the problematic from the Jacobian inversion mentioned above.
The annoying inversion is replaced by a simple transposition. This control scheme was used
for stability proof in the PD controller in global way, this was the first stability proof in the
PD controller. This proposal changed the point of view from the control theory because it
avoided singularities, doing as possible the robot manipulator all desired positions inside its
workspace. It is well known, the applied torque and cartesian force satisfies:

τ = J(q)TF (112)

where τ ∈ Rn×1 is the vector of applied torques, J(q) ∈ Rn×n is the Jacobian matrix and
F ∈ Rn×1 is the vector from the applied force at the end-effector in cartesian space. The
equation (112) is called Jacobian transpose controller. The external force F is applied to the
end-effector on the articulated structure and results in internal forces and torques in joints.
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5. Cartesian space

The joint space is analyzed because it offers mathematical bases for the cartesian space. Carte-
sian space gives advantages of interpretation to the end-user, and for him is easier to locate
the cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) which joint displacements (q1, q2, . . . , qn); that is, for the final
user it is intuitive to understand the space location of a body expressed in cartesian coordi-
nates; so it is important to describe the characteristics and properties of the cartesian space.
The analysis of the cartesian space leaving of the joint space begins by considering the inverse
kinematics, which are one of the basic functions for control systems robot manipulators. In-
verse kinematics is the process which determines the joint parameters of a based object on the
cartesian position which is described as a function f on the joint variable q:

x = f (q). (109)

In order to solve the inverse problem in (109) it is necessary to determine q using a partial
derivation as follow:

ẋ = J(q)q̇, (110)

where J(q) is the Jacobian matrix, q̇ is the joint velocity; and ẋ is the cartesian velocity. The
equation (110) allows us to obtain the joint velocity representation as follow:

q̇ = J(q)−1 ẋ (111)

After some operations, we can relate the joint space with cartesian space using some equa-
tions, Table 2.

Joint space Cartesian space
q̇ = J (q)−1 ẋ ẋ = J (q) q̇

q̈ = J (q)−1 ẍ − J (q)−1 J̇ (q) J (q)−1 ẋ ẍ = J (q) q̈ + J̇ (q) q̇

Table 2. Equations which relate both workspaces.

Partial derivation on the inverse kinematic model establishes a relationship between the joint
and cartesian velocity. The inverse Jacobian matrix obtained will be used for study on sin-
gular positions of the robot manipulator, for evaluation of its maneuverability and also for
optimization of its architecture.
The forward kinematics model, equation (109), provides the relationships to determine carte-
sian and joint position on the end-effector given by the joint position. As it is observed in the
equations where they relate the workspaces, Table 2, the Jacobian matrix J(q) appears.

5.1 Jacobian transpose controller
In order to define the cartesian space for control proposes is required the dynamic model in
joint space, equation (33); the equations which relate the work spaces, Table 1; and a new
scheme of control known Jacobian transpose controller. In 1981 Suguru Arimoto and Morikazu
Takegaki members of the mechanical engineering department in the Osaka University in
Japan, they published in the Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement and Control Vol. 103 a
new control scheme based on the Jacobian Transpose matrix; the conservation energy idea;
the principle of virtual works and generalized force; and the static equilibrium. Jacobian
transpose method removes the problematic from the Jacobian inversion mentioned above.
The annoying inversion is replaced by a simple transposition. This control scheme was used
for stability proof in the PD controller in global way, this was the first stability proof in the
PD controller. This proposal changed the point of view from the control theory because it
avoided singularities, doing as possible the robot manipulator all desired positions inside its
workspace. It is well known, the applied torque and cartesian force satisfies:

τ = J(q)TF (112)

where τ ∈ Rn×1 is the vector of applied torques, J(q) ∈ Rn×n is the Jacobian matrix and
F ∈ Rn×1 is the vector from the applied force at the end-effector in cartesian space. The
equation (112) is called Jacobian transpose controller. The external force F is applied to the
end-effector on the articulated structure and results in internal forces and torques in joints.
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Proof. The principle of energy allows us to make certain statements about the static case by
allowing the amount of this displacement to go to an infinitesimal. From the physical point of
view, it is well known that the work has units of energy, this must be the same measured in
any set of generalized coordinates, this allows us to describe the power P as follow:

dW
dt

=
dH (q̇, ρ)

dt
= τTq̇ (113)

Specifically, we can equate the work done in cartesian terms with the work done in joint space
terms.
In the multidimensional case, work W is the dot product of a vector force or torque and the
vector displacement. Thus we have:

dW
dt

= FT ẋ, (114)

a necessary condition to satisfy the static equilibrium:

FT ẋ = τTq̇ (115)

where F ∈ Rn×1 represents the vector of forces and torques at the end-effector in cartesian
coordinates; ẋ ∈ Rn×1 is a cartesian velocity; τ ∈ Rn×1 is a vector of torque; and q̇ ∈ Rn×1 is
the joint velocity. Finally, let’s q̇ represent the corresponding joint velocity. These velocity are
related through the Jacobian matrix J(q) according to equation (110):

FT J(q)q̇ = τTq̇ (116)

The virtual work of the system is defined as:

FT J(q)q̇ − τTq̇ = 0, (117)

this is equal to zero if the manipulator is in equilibrium. Factorizing the equation (117) we
have:

(
FT J (q)− τT

)
q̇ = 0. (118)

If we analyzed the equation (118) we can determine that the system is equal to zero, this
assumption let us make the following equality:

FT J (q)− τT = 0. (119)

Applying the property xTy = yT x

J (q)T F −
(

τT
)T

= 0 (120)

and the property (xT)T = x in the equation (120) we have:

J (q)T F − τ = 0 (121)

and obtaining the applied torque τ we have:

τ = J (q)T F (122)

where τ ∈ Rn×1 is the applied torque; F ∈ Rn×1 represent the vector of forces and torques
at the end-effector in cartesian coordinates; and J(q) ∈ Rn×n is the Jacobian matrix on the
system. In other words the end-effector forces are related to joint torques by the Jacobian
transpose matrix according to (122).

�

5.2 Dynamic model based-on the Jacobian transpose controller
In 1981 Suguru Arimoto and Morikazu Takegaki members of the mechanical engineering de-
partment in the Osaka University in Japan, they published in the Journal of Dynamic Systems,
Measurement and Control Vol. 103 a new scheme control based on the Jacobian Transpose ma-
trix (122); the energy conservation idea; the principle of virtual works and generalized force;
and the static equilibrium. Jacobian transpose method removes the problematic of the Jaco-
bian inversion and the singularity problem. Suguru Arimoto and Morikazu Takegaki substi-
tuted the Jacobian transpose controller, equation (122), in the dynamic model, equation (33),

M (q) q̈ + C (q, q̇) q̇ + g (q) = J (q)T F (123)

and using the equations described in Table 1, we obtain:

M(x)ẍ + C(x, ẋ)ẋ + g(x) = τx, (124)

where:

M(x) = J(q)−T M(q)J(q)−1 (125)

C(x, ẋ) = J(q)−TC(q, q̇)J(q)−1 − J(q)−T M(q)J(q)−1 J̇(q)J(q)−1 (126)

g(x) = J(q)−T g(q) (127)

τx = F (128)

we obtained a dynamic model representation on Jacobian transpose terms.

5.2.1 Properties
Although the equation of motion (124) is complex, it has several fundamental properties
which can be exploited to facilitate a control system design. We use the following important
properties. In order to establish the properties on the described dynamic model in cartesian
space it is necessary to do the following assumptions:

Assumption 1. Jacobian matrix does exist, J (q) ∃; is continuously differentiable respecting
each entry of q, J(q) ∈ Ck; and it is considered that is of a full rank:

rank {J (q)} = n.

This assumption is required for technical reason in stability analysis inside the workspace in
cartesian space.

Assumption 2. According to the assumption 1, Jacobian matrix has a full rank, this consider-
ation indicates that its inverse representation does exist,

If rank {J (q)} = n then J(q)−1 ∃.
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each entry of q, J(q) ∈ Ck; and it is considered that is of a full rank:
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This assumption indicates the existence of the Jacobian matrix and its inverse within the
workspace Ω.

Assumption 3. According to the assumption 1, Jacobian matrix is continuously differentiable
respecting each entry of q, this consideration indicates that its derivative representation does
exist,

If rank {J (q)} = n then J̇(q) ∃.

This assumption indicates the existence on the derivative representation of the Jacobian matrix
within the workspace Ω.

Assumption 4. If the Jacobiana matrix does exist, its transpose does exist,

If J (q) ∃ then J(q)T ∃.

This assumption indicates the existence of the transpose representation of the Jacobian matrix
within the workspace Ω.

Assumption 5. According to the assumption 1, 2 and 4, the Jacobiana transpose matrix does
exist, and its inverse does exist,

If J (q)T ∃ then J(q)−T ∃.

This assumption indicates the existence of the inverse transpose representation of the Jacobian
matrix within the workspace Ω.

Assumption 6. According to assumptions 1, 2 and 5; and considering the definition of an
inertial matrix M(x), equation (125), we can say inertial matrix M(x) does exist,

If J (q)−1 ∃, J (q)−T ∃ and M (q) ∃ then M (x) ∃.

This assumption indicates the existence on the inertial matrix M(x) within the workspace Ω.
Obviously, matrix M(q) must exists.

Assumption 7. According to assumption 6 the inertial matrix M(x) does exist, then according
to assumption 1 its inverse does exist,

M (x) ∃ and M (x)−1 ∃.

Assumption 8. Matrix M(x) does exist, and it is symmetric,

M (x) ∃ and M (x) = M (x)T ∃.

Proof. In order to verify this assumption it is necessary to consider the definition of matrix
M(x), equation (125), and transposing the matrix,

M (x)T =
(

J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1
)T

(129)

Applying the formula (xyz)T = zTyT xT we have:

M (x)T =
(

J (q)−1
)T

(M (q))T
(

J (q)−T
)T

M (x)T = J (q)−T M (q)T J (q)−1

(130)

Matrix M(q) is symmetrical1, this allows us to represent (130) the following form:

M (x)T = J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1 (131)

We can conclude that the following equality is fulfilled:

M (x) = M (x)T (132)

�

Assumption 9. Considering that the matrix J(q) does exist, assumption 1, and its inverse does
exist J(q)−1, assumption 2, when multiplying J(q)J(q)−1 or J(q)−1 J(q) we obtain the identity
matrix I.

If J (q) ∃ and J (q)−1 ∃ then J (q) J (q)−1 = IJ J−1

If J (q)−1 ∃ and J (q) ∃ then J (q)−1 J (q) = IJ−1 J

We observed that obtained matrices I are equal,

IJ J−1 = IJ−1 J = I

Assumption 10. Considering that the matrix J(q)T does exist, assumption 4, and its inverse
does exist J(q)−T , assumption 5, when multiplying J(q)T J(q)−T or J(q)−T J(q)T we obtain the
identity matrix I.

If J (q)T ∃ and J (q)−T ∃ then J (q)T J (q)−T = IJT J−T

If J (q)T ∃ and J (q)−T ∃ then J (q)−T J (q)T = IJ−T JT

We observed that obtained matrices I are equal,

IJT J−T = IJ−T JT = I

5.2.1.1 Inertial matrix M(x) properties
In accordance with assumption 6 the inertial matrix M(x) exists, according to assumption 7
the inverse inertial matrix exists, and in reference about assumption 8 the inertial matrix M(x)
is symmetric. Another vital property of M(x) is that it is bounded above and below. So,

µ1(x)I ≤ M(x) ≤ µ2(x)I (133)

where I is the identity matrix, µ1(x) �= 0 and µ1(x) are constant scalars for a revolute arm and
generally the function scalar of x for an arm containing prismatic joints.

1 For more information, consult section 3.1.1.
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This assumption indicates the existence of the Jacobian matrix and its inverse within the
workspace Ω.

Assumption 3. According to the assumption 1, Jacobian matrix is continuously differentiable
respecting each entry of q, this consideration indicates that its derivative representation does
exist,

If rank {J (q)} = n then J̇(q) ∃.

This assumption indicates the existence on the derivative representation of the Jacobian matrix
within the workspace Ω.

Assumption 4. If the Jacobiana matrix does exist, its transpose does exist,

If J (q) ∃ then J(q)T ∃.

This assumption indicates the existence of the transpose representation of the Jacobian matrix
within the workspace Ω.

Assumption 5. According to the assumption 1, 2 and 4, the Jacobiana transpose matrix does
exist, and its inverse does exist,

If J (q)T ∃ then J(q)−T ∃.

This assumption indicates the existence of the inverse transpose representation of the Jacobian
matrix within the workspace Ω.

Assumption 6. According to assumptions 1, 2 and 5; and considering the definition of an
inertial matrix M(x), equation (125), we can say inertial matrix M(x) does exist,

If J (q)−1 ∃, J (q)−T ∃ and M (q) ∃ then M (x) ∃.

This assumption indicates the existence on the inertial matrix M(x) within the workspace Ω.
Obviously, matrix M(q) must exists.

Assumption 7. According to assumption 6 the inertial matrix M(x) does exist, then according
to assumption 1 its inverse does exist,

M (x) ∃ and M (x)−1 ∃.

Assumption 8. Matrix M(x) does exist, and it is symmetric,

M (x) ∃ and M (x) = M (x)T ∃.

Proof. In order to verify this assumption it is necessary to consider the definition of matrix
M(x), equation (125), and transposing the matrix,

M (x)T =
(

J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1
)T

(129)

Applying the formula (xyz)T = zTyT xT we have:

M (x)T =
(

J (q)−1
)T

(M (q))T
(

J (q)−T
)T

M (x)T = J (q)−T M (q)T J (q)−1

(130)

Matrix M(q) is symmetrical1, this allows us to represent (130) the following form:

M (x)T = J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1 (131)

We can conclude that the following equality is fulfilled:

M (x) = M (x)T (132)

�

Assumption 9. Considering that the matrix J(q) does exist, assumption 1, and its inverse does
exist J(q)−1, assumption 2, when multiplying J(q)J(q)−1 or J(q)−1 J(q) we obtain the identity
matrix I.

If J (q) ∃ and J (q)−1 ∃ then J (q) J (q)−1 = IJ J−1

If J (q)−1 ∃ and J (q) ∃ then J (q)−1 J (q) = IJ−1 J

We observed that obtained matrices I are equal,

IJ J−1 = IJ−1 J = I

Assumption 10. Considering that the matrix J(q)T does exist, assumption 4, and its inverse
does exist J(q)−T , assumption 5, when multiplying J(q)T J(q)−T or J(q)−T J(q)T we obtain the
identity matrix I.

If J (q)T ∃ and J (q)−T ∃ then J (q)T J (q)−T = IJT J−T

If J (q)T ∃ and J (q)−T ∃ then J (q)−T J (q)T = IJ−T JT

We observed that obtained matrices I are equal,

IJT J−T = IJ−T JT = I

5.2.1.1 Inertial matrix M(x) properties
In accordance with assumption 6 the inertial matrix M(x) exists, according to assumption 7
the inverse inertial matrix exists, and in reference about assumption 8 the inertial matrix M(x)
is symmetric. Another vital property of M(x) is that it is bounded above and below. So,

µ1(x)I ≤ M(x) ≤ µ2(x)I (133)

where I is the identity matrix, µ1(x) �= 0 and µ1(x) are constant scalars for a revolute arm and
generally the function scalar of x for an arm containing prismatic joints.

1 For more information, consult section 3.1.1.
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5.2.1.2 Coriolis and centripetal terms C(x, ẋ) properties
The matrix ẋT [

Ṁ(x)− 2C(x, ẋ)
]

ẋ ≡ 0 is skew-symmetric, so,

Ṁ(x) = C(x, ẋ) + C(x, ẋ)T . (134)

We need to keep in mind that the equality described in (134) can be written in the following
form:

Ṁ (x)−
[
C (x, ẋ) + C (x, ẋ)T

]
= 0 (135)

Proof. Considering the definition on the inertia matrix M(x), equation (125), and the Cori-
olis and centripetal terms C(x, ẋ), equation (126), both in cartesian space; we will verify the
equation (134) is fulfilled. Therefore we initiated transposing the Coriolis matrix, thus we
have:

C (x, ẋ)T = J (q)−T C (q, q̇)T J (q)−1 − J (q)−T J̇ (q)T J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1 (136)

what it allows us to solve operation C(x, ẋ) + C(x, ẋ)T :

C (x, ẋ) + C (x, ẋ)T = J (q)−T C (q, q̇) J (q)−1 − J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1 J̇ (q) J (q)−1

+J (q)−T C (q, q̇)T J (q)−1 − J (q)−T J̇ (q)T J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1

(137)
As is observed, we can put together the following terms:

C (x, ẋ) + C (x, ẋ)T = J (q)−T C (q, q̇) J (q)−1 − J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1 J̇ (q) J (q)−1

+J (q)−T C (q, q̇)T J (q)−1 − J (q)−T J̇ (q)T J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1

(138)
Thus we have:

C (x, ẋ) + C (x, ẋ)T = J (q)−T
[
C (q, q̇) + C (q, q̇)T

]
J (q)−1 − J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1 J̇ (q) J (q)−1

−J (q)−T J̇ (q)T J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1

(139)
Applying (46) we have:

C (x, ẋ) + C (x, ẋ)T = J (q)−T Ṁ (q)J (q)−1 − J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1 J̇ (q) J (q)−1

−J (q)−T J̇ (q)T J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1
(140)

Now, replacing (125) in (140),

C (x, ẋ) + C (x, ẋ)T = J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 − J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
M(x)

J̇ (q) J (q)−1

−J (q)−T J̇ (q)T J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
M(x)

(141)

thus we have:

C (x, ẋ) + C (x, ẋ)T = J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 − M (x) J̇ (q) J (q)−1 − J (q)−T J̇ (q)T M (x)

(142)
Equation (142) represents the first part on the proof.
The second step consists on deriving matrix M(x) defined in (125), thus we have:

Ṁ (x) = J̇ (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1 + J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 + J (q)−T M (q) J̇ (q)−1 (143)

Using the equation (125), we can find M(q) as follows:

M (x) = J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1

J (q)T M (x) = M (q) J (q)−1

J (q)T M (x) J (q) = M (q)

(144)

This allows us to replace M(q) expressed in (144) in (143), as follows:

Ṁ (x) = J̇ (q)−T J (q)T M (x) J (q)J (q)−1 + J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1

+J (q)−T J (q)T M (x) J (q) J̇ (q)−1
(145)

Some terms can be eliminated applying the identity matrix property:

Ṁ (x) = J̇ (q)−T J (q)T M (x) J (q) J (q)−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
I

+J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1

+ J (q)−T J (q)T
︸ ︷︷ ︸

I

M (x) J (q) J̇ (q)−1
(146)

thus we have:

Ṁ (x) = J̇ (q)−T J (q)T M (x) + J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 + M (x) J (q) J̇ (q)−1 (147)

Equation (147) represents the second part on the proof.
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5.2.1.2 Coriolis and centripetal terms C(x, ẋ) properties
The matrix ẋT [

Ṁ(x)− 2C(x, ẋ)
]

ẋ ≡ 0 is skew-symmetric, so,

Ṁ(x) = C(x, ẋ) + C(x, ẋ)T . (134)

We need to keep in mind that the equality described in (134) can be written in the following
form:

Ṁ (x)−
[
C (x, ẋ) + C (x, ẋ)T

]
= 0 (135)

Proof. Considering the definition on the inertia matrix M(x), equation (125), and the Cori-
olis and centripetal terms C(x, ẋ), equation (126), both in cartesian space; we will verify the
equation (134) is fulfilled. Therefore we initiated transposing the Coriolis matrix, thus we
have:

C (x, ẋ)T = J (q)−T C (q, q̇)T J (q)−1 − J (q)−T J̇ (q)T J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1 (136)

what it allows us to solve operation C(x, ẋ) + C(x, ẋ)T :

C (x, ẋ) + C (x, ẋ)T = J (q)−T C (q, q̇) J (q)−1 − J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1 J̇ (q) J (q)−1

+J (q)−T C (q, q̇)T J (q)−1 − J (q)−T J̇ (q)T J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1

(137)
As is observed, we can put together the following terms:

C (x, ẋ) + C (x, ẋ)T = J (q)−T C (q, q̇) J (q)−1 − J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1 J̇ (q) J (q)−1

+J (q)−T C (q, q̇)T J (q)−1 − J (q)−T J̇ (q)T J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1

(138)
Thus we have:

C (x, ẋ) + C (x, ẋ)T = J (q)−T
[
C (q, q̇) + C (q, q̇)T

]
J (q)−1 − J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1 J̇ (q) J (q)−1

−J (q)−T J̇ (q)T J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1

(139)
Applying (46) we have:

C (x, ẋ) + C (x, ẋ)T = J (q)−T Ṁ (q)J (q)−1 − J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1 J̇ (q) J (q)−1

−J (q)−T J̇ (q)T J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1
(140)

Now, replacing (125) in (140),

C (x, ẋ) + C (x, ẋ)T = J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 − J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
M(x)

J̇ (q) J (q)−1

−J (q)−T J̇ (q)T J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
M(x)

(141)

thus we have:

C (x, ẋ) + C (x, ẋ)T = J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 − M (x) J̇ (q) J (q)−1 − J (q)−T J̇ (q)T M (x)

(142)
Equation (142) represents the first part on the proof.
The second step consists on deriving matrix M(x) defined in (125), thus we have:

Ṁ (x) = J̇ (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1 + J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 + J (q)−T M (q) J̇ (q)−1 (143)

Using the equation (125), we can find M(q) as follows:

M (x) = J (q)−T M (q) J (q)−1

J (q)T M (x) = M (q) J (q)−1

J (q)T M (x) J (q) = M (q)

(144)

This allows us to replace M(q) expressed in (144) in (143), as follows:

Ṁ (x) = J̇ (q)−T J (q)T M (x) J (q)J (q)−1 + J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1

+J (q)−T J (q)T M (x) J (q) J̇ (q)−1
(145)

Some terms can be eliminated applying the identity matrix property:

Ṁ (x) = J̇ (q)−T J (q)T M (x) J (q) J (q)−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
I

+J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1

+ J (q)−T J (q)T
︸ ︷︷ ︸

I

M (x) J (q) J̇ (q)−1
(146)

thus we have:

Ṁ (x) = J̇ (q)−T J (q)T M (x) + J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 + M (x) J (q) J̇ (q)−1 (147)

Equation (147) represents the second part on the proof.
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For the following step on the proof, we must consider next equation:

İJ−T JT M (x) + M (x) İJ J−1 = 0 (148)

where İJ−T JT and İJ J−1 are derivative forms on following equations:

IJ−T JT = J(q)T J(q)−T

IJ J−1 = J(q)J(q)−1
(149)

thus we have:

İJ−T JT =
d
(

J (q)−T J (q)T
)

dt
= J̇ (q)−T J (q)T + J (q)−T J̇ (q)T = 0 (150)

İJ J−1 =
d
(

J (q) J (q)−1
)

dt
= J̇ (q) J (q)−1 + J (q) J̇ (q)−1 = 0 (151)

In (150) and (151) we are applying assumption 9 and 10. It is well known that derivation of
identity matrix is equal to zero, İ = 0. Now, replacing (150) and (151) in 148 we get:

[
J̇ (q)−T J (q)T + J (q)−T J̇ (q)T

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

d
(

J (q)−T J (q)T
)

dt

M (x) + M (x)
[

J (q) J̇ (q)−1 + J̇ (q) J (q)−1
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
d
(

J (q) J (q)−1
)

dt

= 0 (152)

Solving internal operations we have:

J̇ (q)−T J (q)T M (x) + J (q)−T J̇ (q)T M (x) + M (x) J (q) J̇ (q)−1 + M (x) J̇ (q) J (q)−1 = 0
(153)

Adding a zero on form:

J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 − J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 = 0 (154)

thus we have:

J̇ (q)−T J (q)T M (x) + J (q)−T J̇ (q)T M (x) +J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1

+M (x) J (q) J̇ (q)−1 + M (x) J̇ (q) J (q)−1 −J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 = 0
(155)

As it is observed, the equality is conserved. Ordering equation (155) we get:

J̇ (q)−T J (q)T M (x) + J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 + M (x) J (q) J̇ (q)−1

−J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 + J (q)−T J̇ (q)T M (x) + M (x) J̇ (q) J (q)−1 = 0
(156)

Replacing (142) and (147) in (156),

J̇ (q)−T J (q)T M (x) + J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 + M (x) J (q) J̇ (q)−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ṁ(x)

−
[

J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 − J (q)−T J̇ (q)T M (x)− M (x) J̇ (q) J (q)−1
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
C(x,ẋ)+C(x,ẋ)T

= 0
(157)

thus we have:

Ṁ (x)−
[
C (x, ẋ) + C (x, ẋ)T

]
= 0. (158)

Ordering (158) we have:

Ṁ (x) = C (x, ẋ) + C (x, ẋ)T . (159)

�

5.2.1.3 Gravity terms properties
The generalized gravitational forces vector

g(x) =
∂U (x)

∂x
(160)

satisfies:
∥∥∥∥

∂g(x)
∂x

∥∥∥∥ ≤ kg (161)

for some kg ∈ R+, where U (x) is the potential energy expressed in the cartesian space and is
supposed to be bounded from below.

5.2.2 Case of study: Dynamic model based-on the J(q)T on cartesian robot
Along the chapter, we have evaluated a three degrees of freedom cartesian robot and we have
obtained several equations which are required to obtain the dynamic model based on the
Jacobian transpose controller, equation (124), these matrices are:

• The Jacobian matrix J(q) defined in (12), this matrix fulfills assumption 1:

J (q) =




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




• The transpose representation on the Jacobian matrix defined in (14), this matrix fulfills
assumption 1 and 4:

J (q)T =




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
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For the following step on the proof, we must consider next equation:

İJ−T JT M (x) + M (x) İJ J−1 = 0 (148)

where İJ−T JT and İJ J−1 are derivative forms on following equations:

IJ−T JT = J(q)T J(q)−T

IJ J−1 = J(q)J(q)−1
(149)

thus we have:

İJ−T JT =
d
(

J (q)−T J (q)T
)

dt
= J̇ (q)−T J (q)T + J (q)−T J̇ (q)T = 0 (150)

İJ J−1 =
d
(

J (q) J (q)−1
)

dt
= J̇ (q) J (q)−1 + J (q) J̇ (q)−1 = 0 (151)

In (150) and (151) we are applying assumption 9 and 10. It is well known that derivation of
identity matrix is equal to zero, İ = 0. Now, replacing (150) and (151) in 148 we get:

[
J̇ (q)−T J (q)T + J (q)−T J̇ (q)T

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

d
(

J (q)−T J (q)T
)

dt

M (x) + M (x)
[

J (q) J̇ (q)−1 + J̇ (q) J (q)−1
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
d
(

J (q) J (q)−1
)

dt

= 0 (152)

Solving internal operations we have:

J̇ (q)−T J (q)T M (x) + J (q)−T J̇ (q)T M (x) + M (x) J (q) J̇ (q)−1 + M (x) J̇ (q) J (q)−1 = 0
(153)

Adding a zero on form:

J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 − J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 = 0 (154)

thus we have:

J̇ (q)−T J (q)T M (x) + J (q)−T J̇ (q)T M (x) +J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1

+M (x) J (q) J̇ (q)−1 + M (x) J̇ (q) J (q)−1 −J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 = 0
(155)

As it is observed, the equality is conserved. Ordering equation (155) we get:

J̇ (q)−T J (q)T M (x) + J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 + M (x) J (q) J̇ (q)−1

−J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 + J (q)−T J̇ (q)T M (x) + M (x) J̇ (q) J (q)−1 = 0
(156)

Replacing (142) and (147) in (156),

J̇ (q)−T J (q)T M (x) + J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 + M (x) J (q) J̇ (q)−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ṁ(x)

−
[

J (q)−T Ṁ (q) J (q)−1 − J (q)−T J̇ (q)T M (x)− M (x) J̇ (q) J (q)−1
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
C(x,ẋ)+C(x,ẋ)T

= 0
(157)

thus we have:

Ṁ (x)−
[
C (x, ẋ) + C (x, ẋ)T

]
= 0. (158)

Ordering (158) we have:

Ṁ (x) = C (x, ẋ) + C (x, ẋ)T . (159)

�

5.2.1.3 Gravity terms properties
The generalized gravitational forces vector

g(x) =
∂U (x)

∂x
(160)

satisfies:
∥∥∥∥

∂g(x)
∂x

∥∥∥∥ ≤ kg (161)

for some kg ∈ R+, where U (x) is the potential energy expressed in the cartesian space and is
supposed to be bounded from below.

5.2.2 Case of study: Dynamic model based-on the J(q)T on cartesian robot
Along the chapter, we have evaluated a three degrees of freedom cartesian robot and we have
obtained several equations which are required to obtain the dynamic model based on the
Jacobian transpose controller, equation (124), these matrices are:

• The Jacobian matrix J(q) defined in (12), this matrix fulfills assumption 1:

J (q) =




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




• The transpose representation on the Jacobian matrix defined in (14), this matrix fulfills
assumption 1 and 4:

J (q)T =




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
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• The inverse representation on the Jacobian matrix is defined in (25), this matrix fulfills
assumption 1 and 2:

J (q)−1 =




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




• The inverse representation of the Jacobian transpose matrix, this matrix fulfills assump-
tion 1 and 5:

J (q)−T =




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




• The derivative representation on the Jacobian matrix, this matrix fulfills assumptions 1
and 3:

J̇ (q) =
d
dt




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1


 =




0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0




To obtain the defined dynamic model in (124) last set of matrices is needed, thus we have, for
the inertial matrix M(x) defined in (125):

M (x) =




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
J (q)−T




16.180 0 0
0 30.472 0
0 0 43.686




︸ ︷︷ ︸
M (q)




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
J (q)−1

(162)

Solving (162) we obtain:

M (x) =




16.180 0 0
0 30.472 0
0 0 43.686


 . (163)

For the Coriolis and centripetal matrix C(x, ẋ) defined in (126) thus we have:

C (x, ẋ) =




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
J(q)−T




0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0




︸ ︷︷ ︸
C(q,q̇)




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
J(q)−1

−




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
J(q)−T




16.180 0 0
0 30.472 0
0 0 43.686




︸ ︷︷ ︸
M(q)




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
J(q)−1




0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0




︸ ︷︷ ︸
J̇(q)




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
J(q)−1

(164)
Solving (164) we obtain:

C (x, ẋ) =




0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0


 (165)

As it is observed by obtaining from matrix C(x, ẋ), in a cartesian robot rotation behavior does
not exist, thus the matrix of Coriolis does not exist either.
For the gravity term g(x) defined in (127) thus we have:

g (x) =




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
J (q)−T




0
0

43.686




︸ ︷︷ ︸
g (q)

(166)

Solving (166) we obtain:

g (x) =




0
0

43.686


 (167)

Now we have the dynamic model based on Jacobian transpose controller is defined as:




16.180 0 0
0 30.472 0
0 0 43.686




︸ ︷︷ ︸
M (x)

+




0
0

43.686




︸ ︷︷ ︸
g (x)

=




F1
F2
F3




︸ ︷︷ ︸
τx

(168)

5.3 Cartesian controllers
In this section we present our main results concerning about stability analysis on the cartesian
controllers. Now we are in position to formulate a cartesian control problem. Typically we
propose controllers using the energy shaping on joint coordinates, now we use this methodol-
ogy on cartesian space.

5.3.1 Energy shaping on cartesian space
The energy shaping is a technique which allows to design the control algorithms using kinetic
and artificial potential energy which is shaping via a gradient for stabilization at the equilib-
rium point and damping injection to make this equilibrium attractive. The designed control
algorithm is composed by the gradient on the artificial potential energy plus a velocity feed-
back. We use the following cartesian control scheme:

τx = ∇U (kp, x̃)− fv(kv, ẋ) + g(x) (169)

where U (kp, x̃) is the artificial potential energy described by:

U (kp, x̃) =
f (x̃)Tkp f (x̃)

2
, (170)

and the term fv(kv, ẋ) is the derivative action. We use the following Lyapunov scheme:
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• The inverse representation on the Jacobian matrix is defined in (25), this matrix fulfills
assumption 1 and 2:

J (q)−1 =




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




• The inverse representation of the Jacobian transpose matrix, this matrix fulfills assump-
tion 1 and 5:

J (q)−T =




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




• The derivative representation on the Jacobian matrix, this matrix fulfills assumptions 1
and 3:

J̇ (q) =
d
dt




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1


 =




0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0




To obtain the defined dynamic model in (124) last set of matrices is needed, thus we have, for
the inertial matrix M(x) defined in (125):

M (x) =




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
J (q)−T




16.180 0 0
0 30.472 0
0 0 43.686




︸ ︷︷ ︸
M (q)




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
J (q)−1

(162)

Solving (162) we obtain:

M (x) =




16.180 0 0
0 30.472 0
0 0 43.686


 . (163)

For the Coriolis and centripetal matrix C(x, ẋ) defined in (126) thus we have:

C (x, ẋ) =




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
J(q)−T




0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0




︸ ︷︷ ︸
C(q,q̇)




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
J(q)−1

−




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
J(q)−T




16.180 0 0
0 30.472 0
0 0 43.686




︸ ︷︷ ︸
M(q)




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
J(q)−1




0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0




︸ ︷︷ ︸
J̇(q)




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
J(q)−1

(164)
Solving (164) we obtain:

C (x, ẋ) =




0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0


 (165)

As it is observed by obtaining from matrix C(x, ẋ), in a cartesian robot rotation behavior does
not exist, thus the matrix of Coriolis does not exist either.
For the gravity term g(x) defined in (127) thus we have:

g (x) =




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
J (q)−T




0
0

43.686




︸ ︷︷ ︸
g (q)

(166)

Solving (166) we obtain:

g (x) =




0
0

43.686


 (167)

Now we have the dynamic model based on Jacobian transpose controller is defined as:




16.180 0 0
0 30.472 0
0 0 43.686




︸ ︷︷ ︸
M (x)

+




0
0

43.686




︸ ︷︷ ︸
g (x)

=




F1
F2
F3




︸ ︷︷ ︸
τx

(168)

5.3 Cartesian controllers
In this section we present our main results concerning about stability analysis on the cartesian
controllers. Now we are in position to formulate a cartesian control problem. Typically we
propose controllers using the energy shaping on joint coordinates, now we use this methodol-
ogy on cartesian space.

5.3.1 Energy shaping on cartesian space
The energy shaping is a technique which allows to design the control algorithms using kinetic
and artificial potential energy which is shaping via a gradient for stabilization at the equilib-
rium point and damping injection to make this equilibrium attractive. The designed control
algorithm is composed by the gradient on the artificial potential energy plus a velocity feed-
back. We use the following cartesian control scheme:

τx = ∇U (kp, x̃)− fv(kv, ẋ) + g(x) (169)

where U (kp, x̃) is the artificial potential energy described by:

U (kp, x̃) =
f (x̃)Tkp f (x̃)

2
, (170)

and the term fv(kv, ẋ) is the derivative action. We use the following Lyapunov scheme:
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V(ẋ, x̃) =
ẋT M(x)ẋ

2
+ U (kx, x̃). (171)

where M(x) is a local definite function. The energy shaping methodology consists about
finding a U (kx, x̃) function to fulfill the next Lyapunov’s conditions:

V(0, 0) = 0 ∀ ẋ, x̃ = 0
V(ẋ, x̃) > 0 ∀ ẋ, x̃ �= 0 (172)

and doing the derivation of the Lyapunov equation we get,

V̇(ẋ, x̃) = ẋT M(x)ẍ +
ẋT Ṁ(x)ẋ

2
−

∂U (kp, x̃)T

∂x̃
ẋ, (173)

fulfill the condition:

V̇(ẋ, x̃) ≤ 0, (174)

verify asymptotical stability with LaSalle theorem:

V̇(ẋ, x̃) < 0. (175)

In general terms, when we consider the dynamic model on cartesian space, equation (124), to-
gether with control law (169), then the closed-loop system is locally stable and the positioning
aim:

lim
t → ∞ x (t) = xd ∧ lim

t → ∞ ẋ (t) = 0 (176)

is achieved.
Proof. The closed-loop system equation obtained by combining the robot dynamic model on
cartesian space, equation (124), and the control scheme (169), can be written as:

d
dt

[
x̃
ẋ

]
=

[
−ẋ

M (x)−1 [τx − C (ẋ, x) ẋ]

]
(177)

which is an autonomous differential equation, and the origin of state space is its unique equi-
librium point, we need to keep in mind that the inverse representation of the inertial ma-
trix M(x) exists only if only the Jacobian matrix fulfills assumption 1. Considering the au-
tonomous system:

ẋ = f (x), (178)

where f : Rn → Rn is locally Lipschitz map in Rn. Let xe be an equilibrium point for f (xe) =
0. Let V : Rn → R be a continuously differentiable, positive definite function such as V̇(x) ≤
0 ∀ x ∈ Rn. Let Ω = {ẋ ∈ Rn|V̇(x) = 0} and suppose that no solution could stay identically
in Ω, other than the trivial solution, then the origin is locally stable. In our case f (x) is given
by the closed-loop system equation (178), where x = [x̃, ẋ]T ∈ R2n. The origin of the space
state is its unique equilibrium point for (178). Let V : Rn × Rn → R be a continuously
differentiable, positive definite function such as V̇(x̃, ẋ) ≤ 0 ∀ ẋ, x̃ ∈ Rn. Let the region:

Ω =

{[
x̃
ẋ

]
∈ R2n : V̇ (x̃, ẋ) = 0

}

Ω =
{

x̃ ∈ Rn, ẋ = 0 ∈ Rn : V̇ (x̃, ẋ) = 0
}

,

(179)

since V̇(x̃, ẋ) ≤ 0 ∈ Ω, V(x̃(t), ẋ(t)) is a decreasing function of t. V(x̃, ẋ) is continuous on the
compact set Ω, so it is bounded from below Ω.
For example, it satisfies 0 ≤ V(x̃(t), ẋ(t)) ≤ V(x̃(0), ẋ(0)). Therefore, V(x̃(t), ẋ(t)) has limit
α as t → ∞. Hence V̇(x̃(t), ẋ(t)) = 0 and the unique invariant is x̃ = 0 and ẋ = 0. Since
the trivial solution is the closed-loop system unique solution (178) restricted to Ω, then it is
concluded that the origin of the state space is asymptotically stable in a local way.

�

The following block diagram describes the relationship between the robot manipulator on
cartesian space dynamic model and the controller structure, specifying a position controller.
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Fig. 6. Blocks of dynamic model and control scheme on cartesian space.

5.3.1.1 PD cartesian controller
In this section, we recall the stability proof of the simple PD cartesian controller which is given
as:

τx = Kpx̃ − Kvẋ + g(x) (180)

where x̃ = xd − x denotes the position error on cartesian coordinates, xd is the desired posi-
tion, and Kp and Kv are the propositional and derivative gains, respectively.
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V(ẋ, x̃) =
ẋT M(x)ẋ

2
+ U (kx, x̃). (171)

where M(x) is a local definite function. The energy shaping methodology consists about
finding a U (kx, x̃) function to fulfill the next Lyapunov’s conditions:

V(0, 0) = 0 ∀ ẋ, x̃ = 0
V(ẋ, x̃) > 0 ∀ ẋ, x̃ �= 0 (172)

and doing the derivation of the Lyapunov equation we get,

V̇(ẋ, x̃) = ẋT M(x)ẍ +
ẋT Ṁ(x)ẋ

2
−

∂U (kp, x̃)T

∂x̃
ẋ, (173)

fulfill the condition:

V̇(ẋ, x̃) ≤ 0, (174)

verify asymptotical stability with LaSalle theorem:

V̇(ẋ, x̃) < 0. (175)

In general terms, when we consider the dynamic model on cartesian space, equation (124), to-
gether with control law (169), then the closed-loop system is locally stable and the positioning
aim:

lim
t → ∞ x (t) = xd ∧ lim

t → ∞ ẋ (t) = 0 (176)

is achieved.
Proof. The closed-loop system equation obtained by combining the robot dynamic model on
cartesian space, equation (124), and the control scheme (169), can be written as:

d
dt

[
x̃
ẋ

]
=

[
−ẋ

M (x)−1 [τx − C (ẋ, x) ẋ]

]
(177)

which is an autonomous differential equation, and the origin of state space is its unique equi-
librium point, we need to keep in mind that the inverse representation of the inertial ma-
trix M(x) exists only if only the Jacobian matrix fulfills assumption 1. Considering the au-
tonomous system:

ẋ = f (x), (178)

where f : Rn → Rn is locally Lipschitz map in Rn. Let xe be an equilibrium point for f (xe) =
0. Let V : Rn → R be a continuously differentiable, positive definite function such as V̇(x) ≤
0 ∀ x ∈ Rn. Let Ω = {ẋ ∈ Rn|V̇(x) = 0} and suppose that no solution could stay identically
in Ω, other than the trivial solution, then the origin is locally stable. In our case f (x) is given
by the closed-loop system equation (178), where x = [x̃, ẋ]T ∈ R2n. The origin of the space
state is its unique equilibrium point for (178). Let V : Rn × Rn → R be a continuously
differentiable, positive definite function such as V̇(x̃, ẋ) ≤ 0 ∀ ẋ, x̃ ∈ Rn. Let the region:

Ω =

{[
x̃
ẋ

]
∈ R2n : V̇ (x̃, ẋ) = 0

}

Ω =
{

x̃ ∈ Rn, ẋ = 0 ∈ Rn : V̇ (x̃, ẋ) = 0
}

,

(179)

since V̇(x̃, ẋ) ≤ 0 ∈ Ω, V(x̃(t), ẋ(t)) is a decreasing function of t. V(x̃, ẋ) is continuous on the
compact set Ω, so it is bounded from below Ω.
For example, it satisfies 0 ≤ V(x̃(t), ẋ(t)) ≤ V(x̃(0), ẋ(0)). Therefore, V(x̃(t), ẋ(t)) has limit
α as t → ∞. Hence V̇(x̃(t), ẋ(t)) = 0 and the unique invariant is x̃ = 0 and ẋ = 0. Since
the trivial solution is the closed-loop system unique solution (178) restricted to Ω, then it is
concluded that the origin of the state space is asymptotically stable in a local way.

�

The following block diagram describes the relationship between the robot manipulator on
cartesian space dynamic model and the controller structure, specifying a position controller.
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Fig. 6. Blocks of dynamic model and control scheme on cartesian space.

5.3.1.1 PD cartesian controller
In this section, we recall the stability proof of the simple PD cartesian controller which is given
as:

τx = Kpx̃ − Kvẋ + g(x) (180)

where x̃ = xd − x denotes the position error on cartesian coordinates, xd is the desired posi-
tion, and Kp and Kv are the propositional and derivative gains, respectively.
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The control problem can be stated by selecting the design matrices Kp and Kv then the position
error x̃ vanishes asymptotically in a local way, i.e.

lim
t → ∞ x̃(t) = 0 ∈ Rn. (181)

The closed-loop system equation obtained by combining the cartesian robot model, equation
(124), and control scheme, equation (180), can be written as:

d
dt

[
x̃
ẋ

]
=

[
−ẋ

M(x)−1
[
Kpx̃ − Kvẋ − C(x, ẋ)ẋ

]
]

(182)

wthis is an autonomous differential equation and the origin of the state space is its unique
equilibrium point. To accomplish the stability proof of equation (182), we proposed the fol-
lowing Lyapunov function candidate based on the energy shaping methodology oriented on
cartesian space:

V(ẋ, x̃) =
ẋT M(x)ẋ

2
+

x̃TKpx̃
2

. (183)

The first term of V(ẋ, x̃) is a positive definite function respecting to ẋ because M(x) in the case
of study is a positive definite matrix. The second one of Lyapunov function candidate (183)
is a positive definite function respecting to position error x̃, because Kp is a positive definite
matrix. Therefore V(ẋ, x̃) is a global positive definite and a radially unbounded function. The
time derivative of Lyapunov function candidate (183) along the trajectories on the closed-loop
(182),

V̇(ẋ, x̃) = ẋT M(x)ẍ +
ẋT Ṁ(x)ẋ

2
+ x̃TKp ˙̃x (184)

and after some algebra and using the property of the Coriolis and centripetal term described
in section 5.2.1.2. it can be written as:

V̇(ẋ, x̃) = −ẋTKvẋ ≤ 0 (185)

which is a locally negative semi-definite function and therefore we conclude with stability on
the equilibrium point.
In order to prove asymptotic stability in a local way, we exploit the autonomous nature of
closed-loop (182) by applying the La Salle’s invariance principle:

V̇(ẋ, x̃) < 0. (186)

In the region

Ω =

{[
x̃
ẋ

]
∈ Rn : V(x̃, ẋ) = 0

}
(187)

the unique invariant is
[
x̃T ẋT]T

= 0 ∈ R2n.

5.3.1.2 A polynomial family of PD-type cartesian controller
This control structure is a control scheme in joint space generalization proposed in [Reyes &
Rosado] and [Sánchez-Sánchez & Reyes-Cortés]. The family about proposed controllers with
PD-type structure and its global asymptotic stability analysis. We intend to extend the re-
sults on the simple PD controller to a large class of polynomial PD-type controllers for robot
manipulators on cartesian space. Considering the following control scheme with gravity com-
pensation given by:

τx =
n

∑
j=1

(
Kp2j−1 x̃2j−1 − Kv2j−1 ẋ2j−1

)
+ g(x) (188)

where x̃ denotes the position error on cartesian coordinates, xd is the desired position, Kp
and Kv are the propositional and derivative gains, respectively, and 2j − 1 give the equation
the polynomial characteristic. The closed-loop system equation obtained by combining the
dynamic model on the robot manipulator on cartesian, equation (124), and the control scheme,
equation (188), can be written as:

d
dt

[
x̃
ẋ

]
=

[
−ẋ

M (x)−1 [τx − C (x, ẋ) ẋ]

]
(189)

where τx =
n
∑

j=1

(
Kp2j−1 x̃2j−1 − Kv2j−1 ẋ2j−1

)
, which is an autonomous differential equation and

the origin of the state space is its unique equilibrium point. To analyze the existence of the
equilibrium point we have evaluated x̃ and ẋ in the following way: For Iẋ = 0 ⇒ ẋ = 0, and
M (x)−1 Kp2j−1 x̃2j−1 = 0 ⇒ x̃2j−1 = 0 ⇒ x̃ = 0.
To make the proof of stability on the equation (189), we proposed the following Lyapunov
function candidate based in the energy shaping methodology oriented on cartesian space:

V(ẋ, x̃) =
ẋT M(x)ẋ

2
+

∑n
j=1 Kp2j−1 x̃2j

2j
, (190)

the first term of V(ẋ, x̃) is a positive define function respecting to ẋ because M(x) in the case
of study is a positive definite matrix. The second one Lyapunov function candidate (190)
is a positive definite function respecting to position error x̃, because Kp is a positive define
matrix. Therefore V(ẋ, x̃) is a locally positive definite. The simple cartesian PD Controller is
a particular case on the polynomial family of PD-type cartesian controller when j = 1. The
time derivative of Lyapunov function candidate (190) along the trajectories of the closed-loop
(189),

V̇(ẋ, x̃) = ẋT M(x)ẍ +
ẋT Ṁ(x)ẋ

2
− ˙̃xT

n

∑
j=1

Kp2j−1 x̃2j−1 (191)

after some algebra and using the property of the Coriolis and centripetal term described in
section 5.2.1.2. it can be written as:

V̇(ẋ, x̃) = −ẋTKv2j−1 ẋ2j−1 ≤ 0 (192)
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The control problem can be stated by selecting the design matrices Kp and Kv then the position
error x̃ vanishes asymptotically in a local way, i.e.

lim
t → ∞ x̃(t) = 0 ∈ Rn. (181)

The closed-loop system equation obtained by combining the cartesian robot model, equation
(124), and control scheme, equation (180), can be written as:

d
dt

[
x̃
ẋ

]
=

[
−ẋ

M(x)−1
[
Kpx̃ − Kvẋ − C(x, ẋ)ẋ

]
]

(182)

wthis is an autonomous differential equation and the origin of the state space is its unique
equilibrium point. To accomplish the stability proof of equation (182), we proposed the fol-
lowing Lyapunov function candidate based on the energy shaping methodology oriented on
cartesian space:

V(ẋ, x̃) =
ẋT M(x)ẋ

2
+

x̃TKpx̃
2

. (183)

The first term of V(ẋ, x̃) is a positive definite function respecting to ẋ because M(x) in the case
of study is a positive definite matrix. The second one of Lyapunov function candidate (183)
is a positive definite function respecting to position error x̃, because Kp is a positive definite
matrix. Therefore V(ẋ, x̃) is a global positive definite and a radially unbounded function. The
time derivative of Lyapunov function candidate (183) along the trajectories on the closed-loop
(182),

V̇(ẋ, x̃) = ẋT M(x)ẍ +
ẋT Ṁ(x)ẋ

2
+ x̃TKp ˙̃x (184)

and after some algebra and using the property of the Coriolis and centripetal term described
in section 5.2.1.2. it can be written as:

V̇(ẋ, x̃) = −ẋTKvẋ ≤ 0 (185)

which is a locally negative semi-definite function and therefore we conclude with stability on
the equilibrium point.
In order to prove asymptotic stability in a local way, we exploit the autonomous nature of
closed-loop (182) by applying the La Salle’s invariance principle:

V̇(ẋ, x̃) < 0. (186)

In the region

Ω =

{[
x̃
ẋ

]
∈ Rn : V(x̃, ẋ) = 0

}
(187)

the unique invariant is
[
x̃T ẋT]T

= 0 ∈ R2n.

5.3.1.2 A polynomial family of PD-type cartesian controller
This control structure is a control scheme in joint space generalization proposed in [Reyes &
Rosado] and [Sánchez-Sánchez & Reyes-Cortés]. The family about proposed controllers with
PD-type structure and its global asymptotic stability analysis. We intend to extend the re-
sults on the simple PD controller to a large class of polynomial PD-type controllers for robot
manipulators on cartesian space. Considering the following control scheme with gravity com-
pensation given by:

τx =
n

∑
j=1

(
Kp2j−1 x̃2j−1 − Kv2j−1 ẋ2j−1

)
+ g(x) (188)

where x̃ denotes the position error on cartesian coordinates, xd is the desired position, Kp
and Kv are the propositional and derivative gains, respectively, and 2j − 1 give the equation
the polynomial characteristic. The closed-loop system equation obtained by combining the
dynamic model on the robot manipulator on cartesian, equation (124), and the control scheme,
equation (188), can be written as:

d
dt

[
x̃
ẋ

]
=

[
−ẋ

M (x)−1 [τx − C (x, ẋ) ẋ]

]
(189)

where τx =
n
∑

j=1

(
Kp2j−1 x̃2j−1 − Kv2j−1 ẋ2j−1

)
, which is an autonomous differential equation and

the origin of the state space is its unique equilibrium point. To analyze the existence of the
equilibrium point we have evaluated x̃ and ẋ in the following way: For Iẋ = 0 ⇒ ẋ = 0, and
M (x)−1 Kp2j−1 x̃2j−1 = 0 ⇒ x̃2j−1 = 0 ⇒ x̃ = 0.
To make the proof of stability on the equation (189), we proposed the following Lyapunov
function candidate based in the energy shaping methodology oriented on cartesian space:

V(ẋ, x̃) =
ẋT M(x)ẋ

2
+

∑n
j=1 Kp2j−1 x̃2j

2j
, (190)

the first term of V(ẋ, x̃) is a positive define function respecting to ẋ because M(x) in the case
of study is a positive definite matrix. The second one Lyapunov function candidate (190)
is a positive definite function respecting to position error x̃, because Kp is a positive define
matrix. Therefore V(ẋ, x̃) is a locally positive definite. The simple cartesian PD Controller is
a particular case on the polynomial family of PD-type cartesian controller when j = 1. The
time derivative of Lyapunov function candidate (190) along the trajectories of the closed-loop
(189),

V̇(ẋ, x̃) = ẋT M(x)ẍ +
ẋT Ṁ(x)ẋ

2
− ˙̃xT

n

∑
j=1

Kp2j−1 x̃2j−1 (191)

after some algebra and using the property of the Coriolis and centripetal term described in
section 5.2.1.2. it can be written as:

V̇(ẋ, x̃) = −ẋTKv2j−1 ẋ2j−1 ≤ 0 (192)
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which is a locally negative semi-definite function and therefore we conclude stability on the
equilibrium point. In order to prove asymptotic stability in a local way we exploit the au-
tonomous nature of closed-loop (189) by applying the La Salle’s invariance principle:

V̇(ẋ, x̃) < 0. (193)

In the region

Ω =

{[
x̃
ẋ

]
∈ Rn : V(x̃, ẋ) = 0

}
(194)

the unique invariant is
[
x̃T ẋT]T

= 0 ∈ R2n. Since (192) is a locally negative semi-definite
function in full state and the Lyapunov function (190) is a radially unbounded locally positive
definite function, then it satisfies:

0 ≤ V (x̃ (t) , ẋ (t)) ≤ V (x̃ (0) , ẋ (0)) (195)
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represent the smallest and largest eigenvalues of the

diagonal matrix Kv2j−1 , respectively, β is a positive constant, strictly speaking, boundlessness
of the inertial matrix requires, generally, that all joints must be revolute:

β ‖ẋ‖ ≥ ‖M (x) ẋ‖ ∀ x, ẋ ∈ Rn

β ≥ n
(
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i, j, x

∣∣∣Mij (x)
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where Mij are elements of M(x).

5.3.1.3 Pascal’s Cartesian Controller
Now, we present a control structure based on Pascal’s triangle,

τx = Kpψx̃ − Kvψẋ + g(x) + f (τx, ẋ) (199)

where x̃ denotes the position error on cartesian space, Kp, Kv are the proportional and deriva-

tive gains, and ψx̃ = tanh(x̃) 2j
√

1 + tanh2j(x̃), ψẋ = tanh(ẋ) 2j
√

1 + tanh2j(ẋ).
The closed-loop system equation obtained by combining the dynamic model of the robot ma-
nipulator on cartesian space, equation (124), and the control structure, equation (199), can be
written as:

d
dt

[
x̃
ẋ

]
=

[
−ẋ

M(x)−1 [Kpψx̃ − Kvψẋ − C(x, ẋ)ẋ
]
]

(200)

which is an autonomous differential equation and the origin of the state space is its unique
equilibrium point. Based on Pascal’s triangle and the next trigonometrical hyperbolic function,

cosh2(x) + senh2(x) = 2 cosh2(x)− 1 (201)

we solve the terms inside the radical, giving the following triangle:

2 −1

2 1 −2

2 −1 3 −3

2 1 −4 6 −4

2 −1 5 −10 10 −5

(202)

Inside the radical we have:

2 cosh2 (x)− 1

2 cosh4 (x) + 1 − 2 cosh2 (x)

2 cosh6 (x)− 1 + 3 cosh2 (x)− 3 cosh4 (x)

2 cosh8 (x) + 1 − 4 cosh2 (x) + 6 cosh4 (x)− 4 cosh6 (x)

2 cosh10 (x)− 1 + 5 cosh2 (x)− 10 cosh4 (x) + 10 cosh6 (x)− 5 cosh8 (x)

(203)

Plotting the terms within the radical we have:
When multiplying the radical for the function tanh, we modify the behavior of the function in
the following way:
To carry out the stability analysis in (200), we proposed the following Lyapunov function
candidate based in the energy shaping methodology oriented on cartesian space:
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which is a locally negative semi-definite function and therefore we conclude stability on the
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V(ẋ, x̃) =
ẋT M(x)ẋ

2
+




√
ln(cosh(x̃1))√
ln(cosh(x̃2))

...√
ln(cosh(x̃n))




T

Kp




√
ln(cosh(x̃1))√
ln(cosh(x̃2))

...√
ln(cosh(x̃n))




, (204)

the first term on V(ẋ, x̃) is a positive define function respecting to ẋ because M(x) in the case
of study is a positive definite matrix. The second one of Lyapunov function candidate (204) is a
positive definite function respecting to position error x̃, because Kp is a positive define matrix.
Therefore V(ẋ, x̃) is a locally positive definite. The time derivative of Lyapunov function
candidate (204) along the trajectories of the closed-loop (200),

V̇(ẋ, x̃) = ẋT M(x)ẍ +
ẋT Ṁ(x)ẋ

2
+




√
ln(cosh(x̃1))√
ln(cosh(x̃2))

...√
ln(cosh(x̃n))




T

Kp

[
tanh x̃√

ln(cosh(x̃))

]
˙̃x (205)

after some algebra and using the property of Coriolis and centripetal term described in section
5.2.1.2. it can be written as:

V̇(ẋ, x̃) = −ẋTKv




tanh(ẋ1)
2j
√

1 + tanh2j(ẋ1)

tanh(ẋ2)
2j
√

1 + tanh2j(ẋ2)
...

tanh(ẋn)
2j
√

1 + tanh2j(ẋn)



≤ 0. (206)

which is a locally negative semi-definite function and therefore we conclude stability on the
equilibrium point. In order to prove asymptotic stability in local way we exploit the au-
tonomous nature of closed-loop (200) by applying the LaSalle invariance principle:

V̇(ẋ, x̃) < 0. (207)

In the region

Ω =

{[
x̃
ẋ

]
∈ Rn : V(x̃, ẋ) = 0

}
(208)

the unique invariant is
[
x̃T ẋT]T

= 0 ∈ R2n.

5.4 Experimental Set-Up
We have designed and built an experimental system for researching on cartesian robot control
algorithms and currently it is a turn key research system for developing and validation on
cartesian control algorithms for robot manipulators. The experimental system is a servomotor
robot manipulator with three degrees of freedom moving itself into a three dimensional space
as it is shown in the Figure 5.
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Fig. 9. Experimental Prototype. “DRILL-BOT”

The structure is made of stainless iron, direct-drive shaft with servomotors from Reliance
Electronics©. Advantages in this kind of drive shaft includes a high torque. The servomotor
has an Incremental Encoder from Hewlett Packard©.
Motors used in the experimental system are E450 model [450 oz-in.]. Servos are operated in
torque mode, so the motors act a reference if torque emits a signal information about posi-
tion is obtained from incremental encoders located on the motors, which have a resolution of
1024000 p/rev.

5.4.1 Experimental Results
To support our theoretical developments, this section presents an experimental comparison
between three position controllers on cartesian space by using an experimental system of three
degrees of freedom. To investigate the performance among controllers, they have been classi-
fied as τPD for the simple PD controller; τPoly for the polynomial family of PD-type cartesian
controller; and τPascal represent the Pascal’s cartesian controller, all the control structures on
cartesian space. To analyze the controllers’ behavior it is necessary to compare their perfor-
mances. For this reason we have used the L2 norm; this norm is a scalar value. A L2 smaller
represents minor position error and thus it is the better performance. A position control ex-
periment has been designed to compare the performances of controllers on a cartesian robot.
The experiment consists on moving the manipulator’s end-effector from its initial position to
a fixed desired target. To the present application the desired positions were chosen as:




xd1

yd1

zd1


 =




0.785
0.615
0.349


 (209)

where xd1
, yd1

and zd1
are in meters and represent the x, y and z axes in the prototype. The

initial positions and velocities were set to zero (for example a home position). The friction
phenomena were not modeled for compensation purpose. That is, all the controllers did not
show any type of friction compensation. We should keep in mind that the phenomenon of
friction doesn’t have a mathematical structure to be modeled. The evaluated controllers have
been written in C language. The sampling rate was executed at 2.5 ms. For proposed controller
family were used the gains showed in Table 3.

Parameter Value
Kp1 359.196
Kv1 35.5960
Kp2 4.85400
Kv2 4.36860
Kp3 22.6520
Kv3 3.23600

Table 3. Gains used in the experiments

5.4.2 Performance index
Robot manipulator is a very complex mechanical system, due to the nonlinear and multivari-
able nature on the dynamic behavior. For this reason, in the robotics community there are not
well-established criteria for a proper evaluation in controllers for robots. However, it is ac-
cepted in practice comparing performance of controllers by using the scalar-valued L2 norm
as an objective numerical measure for an entire error curve. The performance index is used to
measure L2 norm of the position error x̃. A small value in L2 represents a smaller error and
therefore it indicates a better performance. A vectorial function Rn → Rn ∈ L2, if when we
evaluate:

L2 =

√∫ ∞

0
‖ f (x)‖2dx < ∞ (210)

where ‖ f (t)‖ is the Euclidean norm of the function on the interval; it is a scalar number.
This property in vectorial functions is a measure to determine the convergence while the time
increases. As the simulation time is finite we must apply the concept of effective value to
calculate the deviation in the function between the simulation intervals, thus we defined L2

norm on the form:

L2 =

√
1
T

∫ T

0
‖x̃‖2dx. (211)

It is necessary to count on the discreet norm representation with the purpose of facilitate its
implementation:
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∫
‖x̃‖2 dx → Ik = Ik−1 + h ‖x̃‖2

L2 =

√
1
T

Ik (212)

where h is the period of sampling; and T is the evaluation interval. This is not the unique
form to obtain the discreet integral representation, being applied the rule of the trapeze we
can define the integral in an alternative form:

∫ T

0
f (t)dt → Ik = Ik−1

T
2
[ fk + fk−1]. (213)

In order to obtain the performance index of proposed controllers the following program in
Matlab© receives data obtained in SIMNON© applying L2 norm.

% Platform : DRILL-BOT
% Program to evaluate controllers

% Load the files
load <archivo 1>.dat -ascii;
load <archivo 2>.dat -ascii;

% Time of the system
T=10;

% Reading of:
t =<archivo 1>(:,1); %time
xt1=<archivo 1>(:,2); %xtilde1
xt1=<archivo 2>(:,2); %xtilde2

%...............integral..............
h=0.0025;
i=size(t);
ik(1)=0;

for j=2:i
ik(j)=ik(j-1)+h*(xt1(j)*xt1(j)+xt2(j)*xt2(j));

end

%................L2 norm .............
L=sqrt(ik(j)/T)

Results obtained by applying L2 norm are in Table 4.
The performance indices graph is observed in the Figure 10.
Overall results are summarized in Figure 10 which includes the performance indexes for ana-
lyzed controllers. To average stochastic influences, data presentation in this figure represents
the meaning of root-mean-square position error vector norm of ten runs. For clarity, the data

Control structure Performance index (rad)
PD cartesian control 0.2160
A polynomial family of PD-type 0.1804
Pascal’s cartesian control 0.1618

Table 4. Performance index of the evaluated controllers
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Fig. 10. Performance index of evaluated controllers

presented in Figure 10 are compared respecting to L2 norm of PD controller. The results from
one run to another were observed to be less than 1% of their mean, which underscore the re-
peatability in the experiments. In general, the performance of the PD controller is improved
by its counterpart.

5.4.2.1 Remarks
Through an analysis about obtained experimental data suggests the following results:

• Note that A polynomial family of PD-type cartesian controller and the Pascal’s cartesian con-
troller improves the performance obtained by the PD cartesian controller. The proposed
controller families effectively exploits its exponential capability in order to enhance the
position error, having a short transient phase and a small steady-state error. Fast con-
vergence can be obtained (faster response). Consequently, the control performance is
increased in comparison with the aforementioned controller.
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• As it can be seen, the position error is bounded to increase the power those where the
error signal is to be raised. However, for stability purposes, tuning procedure for the
control schemes are sufficient to select a proportional and derivative gains as diagonal
matrix, in order to ensure asymptotic stability in a local way.

• Nevertheless, in spite of the presence of friction, signals on position error are acceptably
small for proposed families.

The problem about position control for robot manipulators could correspond to the config-
uration of a simple pick and place robot or a drilling robot. For example, when the robot
reaches the desired point, it can return to the initial position. If this process is repetitive
(robot plus controller), then it would be a simple pick and place robot used for manufac-
turing systems. Other applications could be: palletizing materials, press to press transferring,
windshield glass handling, automotive components handling, cookie and bottle packing; and
drilling. In those applications, the time spent on transferring a workpiece from one station to
next or doing one or several perforations still high. In our prototype case, it becomes evident
the use of position control due to the coordinates where a bore is desired. It is important to
observe that after each perforation done by the robot it returns to their Initial position.

6. Conclusions

As a result about the assumptions and demonstrations realized in this chapter, is possible to
conclude that the cartesian control is local. This characteristic restricts the system with its work
area and it offers us a better understanding of the space in the location of the end-effector.
In this chapter we have described an experimental prototype for testing cartesian robot con-
trollers with formal stability proof, which allows the programming a general class of cartesian
robot controllers. The goal of the test system is to support the research as well as develop-
ing new cartesian control algorithms for robot manipulators. Our theoretical results are the
propose on cartesian controllers. We have shown asymptotic stability in a local way by us-
ing Lyapunov’s theory. Experiments on cartesian robot manipulator have been carried out
to show the stability and performance for the cartesian controllers. For stability purposes,
tuning procedure for the new scheme is enough to select a proportional and derivative gains
as diagonal matrix in order to ensure asymptotic stability in a local way. However, the ac-
tual choice of gains can also produce torque saturation on the actuators, thus deteriorating
the control system performance. To overcome these drawbacks, in this chapter it has been
proposed a simple tuning rule. The scheme’s performances were compared with the PD con-
troller algorithm on cartesian coordinates by using a real time experiment on three degrees of
freedom prototype. From experimental results the new scheme produced a brief transient and
minimum steady-state position error.
In general, controllers showed better performance among the evaluated controllers and this
statement can be proven by observing the performance index on the controllers. We can con-
clude that Pascal’s cartesian controller is faster than PD cartesian controller and the polyno-
mial family of PD-type cartesian controller, reason why the Pascal’s cartesian controller offers
some advantages in robot’s control and in the time of operation.
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1. Introduction 
 

The number of extremity amputations resulting from workplace mishaps, traffic accidents 
and other incidents has shown an increasing trend over time, although the importance of 
safety management and the prevention of such accidents is fully recognized. Since precise 
and complex motion may be very difficult in the daily activities of amputees, the 
development of prosthetic systems is necessary to support their lives and enable social 
integration. In particular, there is a mandatory requirement for the development of 
externally powered prosthetic hands with a natural feeling of control, since the role played 
by this part of the body is very important. However, the control of such hands is 
problematic, and they must be carefully designed in line with the amputee’s remaining 
functions. 
Many researchers have designed prosthetic limbs for amputees since the concept was 
proposed by N. Wiener in Cybernetics [1]. In previous research, electromyograms (EMGs) 
have been widely used as an interface tool for prosthetic hands because EMG signals 
contain information about the operator’s intended motion [2] – [8]. For example, an EMG-
prosthetic hand made in the USSR [2], the Waseda hand developed by Kato et al. [3], the 
Boston arm by MIT [4] and the Utha artificial arm by Jacobson et al. [5] were all pioneering 
steps in the field. Since EMG signals also include information on the force level and 
mechanical impedance properties of limb motion, Akazawa et al. [6] estimated the force of 
flexors and extensors from these signals and proposed a scheme to use them in controlling a 
prosthetic hand. Abul-haj and Hogan [8] also proposed prosthetic control based on an 
impedance model and analyzed its control characteristics.  
Most previous research, however, dealt only with on/off control for prosthetic arms 
depending on the results of EMG pattern discrimination [2], [3], [7], or controlled only a 
particular joint depending on the torque estimated from EMG signals [4], [5], [6], [8]. Multi-
joint control of prosthetic arms considering the variable viscoelasticity of flexors and 
extensors has not yet been realized. 
This chapter introduces a biomimetic control for an externally powered multi-joint 
prosthetic hand that considers the muscular contraction levels of flexors and extensors using 

9
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neural networks. The method can express the difference between internal and external 
forces arising from the flexors and extensors, and all joints can be controlled as intended by 
the amputee. A natural feeling of control similar to that of the human arm can also be 
expected, since the viscoelasticity of each joint is regulated using EMG signals. 
In this chapter, the biomimetic control for multi-joint motion is explained in Section 2. 
Section 3 describes the proposed impedance control system, and Sections 4 and 5 describe 
experiments conducted to assess the effectiveness of the method. Finally, Section 6 
concludes the chapter and discusses the research work in further detail. 

 
2. Biomimetic control of multi-joint motion 
 

2.1 Control strategy   
Various types of human motion are generally realized by multiple skeletal muscles related 
to each joint. Accordingly, multi-joint motion can be controlled if muscular contraction 
levels related to all joints can be estimated accurately from EMG signals. Even if only the 
human wrist joint is considered, however, there are at least three degrees of freedom and 
more than ten muscles involved with complex interrelations. Moreover, EMG signals 
measured on the skin surface contain only information on surface muscles in the human 
body, and such signals have non-linear and non-stationary characteristics. Estimation of all 
forces and torques caused by the muscles is therefore extremely difficult. 
To overcome these difficulties, this chapter introduces a new control method involving two 
steps: In the first, the operator's intended joint motion is estimated using surface EMG 
signals measured from the operator's skin, and the joints to be driven in the prosthetic hand 
are selected. In the second step, the muscular contraction levels are estimated, and the joints 
selected in the first step are controlled using the impedance control.  
Although many studies on discrimination of motion from EMG patterns [7], [10], [11] and 
impedance control of a single-joint prosthetic arm using EMG signals [6], [8], [9] have been 
reported so far, no previous method has realized multi-joint motion control based on EMG 
pattern discrimination and impedance control using internal and external forces arising 
from agonist and antagonist muscles. In this chapter, the method proposed by Tsuji et al. 
[17] is used for the first step.  

 
2.2 Single-joint model considering flexors and extensors 
Skilful motion of the human arm is realized by regulating its impedance properties, such as 
stiffness, viscosity and inertia [13]. A natural feeling of control similar to that of the human 
arm can be expected if prosthetic control is performed on the basis of impedance control 
with human-arm impedance properties.  
As shown in Fig. 1 (a), the characteristics of joint motion can be represented by the tension 
balance between flexors and extensors. Here, each muscle tension fi is modeled as 
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where i (0  i  1) is the muscular contraction level, )(0 iif   is the muscle tension under 
isometric contraction at a natural length, and xi, ki(i) and bi(i) are the displacement, 
muscular stiffness and muscular viscosity, respectively. The subscript i {f, e} indicates 
flexor or extensor.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Musculoskeletal model of human wrist joint 
 
Accordingly, the joint torques f and e generated by the flexor and extensor are also 
described as 
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where 0i (i), )( iiK   and )( iiB  are the joint torque at the natural muscle length, joint 
stiffness and joint viscosity, respectively, and  is the joint angle. Thus, the equation for 
wrist joint motion is represented as 
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where I, ),( efK   and ),( efB   represent the impedance parameters of the wrist joint 
such as the moment of inertia, joint stiffness and viscosity, and ),(0 ef   is the joint torque 
at the natural muscle length. In order to control the movement of the prosthetic hand based 
on (3), three problems must be solved: i) how to calculate muscle contraction levels f and e 
of the flexors and extensors during movement; ii) how to define the isometric joint torque 

),(0 ef  ; and iii) how to determine the impedance parameters of I, ),( efK   and 
),( efB  . 

In this study, EMG signals and a neural network were utilized for the first and second 
problems. For the third one, the impedance parameters of wrist joints in non-amputee 
subjects were measured experimentally.  

 
3. Biomimetic impedance control of a robotic hand 
 

Figure 2 shows the proposed biomimetic impedance control system for a robotic hand. This 
system consists of four parts: force extraction; determination of the driven joint (raw EMG 
pattern discrimination); impedance control; and a robotic hand. The details of each part are 
described in following subsections. 
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Fig. 2. Biomimetic control system for a robot hand 

 
3.1 Force extraction 
First, force information relating to the user was extracted from the EMG signals measured. 
The electrodes (NT-511G, NT-512G: Nihon Kohden Corp.) for EMG measurement were 
made of Ag/AgCl with a diameter of 0.012 m. The distance between the electrodes was set 
as 0.03 m. The measured EMG signals were amplified and filtered out with a low-pass filter 
(cut-off frequency: 100 Hz) in a multi-telemeter (Web5000: Nihon Kohden Corp.) and 
digitized using an A/D converter (sampling frequency: 200 Hz; quantization: 12 bits) after 
amplification (70 dB). The D channel EMG signals were denoted using Ed (n) (d = 1,2,...,D; n 
= 1,2,...,N), where N is the number of all data. 
The integral EMG (IEMG) )(n  were obtained by calculating the moving average within 
the teacher vector length T of the neural network after rectification of Ed (n): 
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where 
max
dEMG is the pre-measured IEMG of each channel under the maximum voluntary 

contraction (MVC). It should be noted that Ed (n t’) = 0 when n – t’  0. In this system, )(n  
is used for recognition of the beginning and end of motion (i.e., when )(n  is above the 
motion appearance threshold d , motion is judged to have occurred). 

The input vector  T21 )(,),(),()( txtxtxt dd x (t = 1,...,T) for the neural network is defined as 
the normalized  Ed (n) with )(n : 
 

)()()( 1 tETtx dd
  . (6) 

This normalization enables motion estimation from the pattern of all channels and the 
amplitude of the raw EMG signals. 

 

Furthermore, to allow impedance control of a robotic hand, the following values computed 
after Ed (n) were rectified and filtered using a digital Butterworth filter (cut-off frequency: fc 
Hz): 
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where st

dE is the average of EMG signals Ed (n) in a relaxed state and max
kE is the pre-

measured E (n) of each motion under the maximum voluntary contraction (MVC). )(nk  
therefore describes the muscular contraction level for each motion ( 1)(0  nk ). 

 
3.2 Determination of the driven joint 
For the estimation of operator's intended motion, this subsection focuses on the pattern 
discrimination of the EMG signals using a probabilistic neural network (PNN). Since the 
PNN integrates statistical models into the neural network architecture as prior knowledge, 
outstanding performance has been reported [14]. For EMG pattern recognition using PNNs, 
the feature characteristics usually include: (1) amplitude, (2) frequency and (3) spatial 
information from multiple channels of EMG signals. However, significant temporal 
characteristics exist in the transient and non-stationary EMG signals, which cannot be 
considered by the traditional PNNs based on static stochastic models, and, in some cases, 
temporal characteristics could be only clues for reliable recognition. To overcome this 
problem, a Recurrent Log-Linearized Gaussian Mixture Network (R-LLGMN)[15] is utilized 
as the PNN for EMG pattern discrimination in the proposed system. 
Since this network is composed of a feedforward NN including a Gaussian mixture model 
and feedback connections from output to input, the filtering process and the pattern 
discrimination are unified together and realized in a single network. The R-LLGMN 
includes a hidden Markov Model (HMM) [16] in its structure and can regulate the weight 
coefficients based on the learning scheme of the back-propagation through time (BPTT) 
algorithm [17]. The R-LLGMN ensures the filtering process and the pattern discrimination 
to be achieved at the same time and can attain high discrimination ability. The network 
therefore can classify time series of raw EMG signals [17].  
The structure of R-LLGMN is shown in Fig. 2. This network is a five-layer recurrent NN 
with feedback connections between the 3rd layer and the 4th layer. First of all, the input 
vector   d

dd txtxtxt  T
21 )(,),(),()( x  is pre-processed with a non-linear computation and 

converted into the modified vector HX : 
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dEMG is the pre-measured IEMG of each channel under the maximum voluntary 

contraction (MVC). It should be noted that Ed (n t’) = 0 when n – t’  0. In this system, )(n  
is used for recognition of the beginning and end of motion (i.e., when )(n  is above the 
motion appearance threshold d , motion is judged to have occurred). 

The input vector  T21 )(,),(),()( txtxtxt dd x (t = 1,...,T) for the neural network is defined as 
the normalized  Ed (n) with )(n : 
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This normalization enables motion estimation from the pattern of all channels and the 
amplitude of the raw EMG signals. 

 

Furthermore, to allow impedance control of a robotic hand, the following values computed 
after Ed (n) were rectified and filtered using a digital Butterworth filter (cut-off frequency: fc 
Hz): 
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where st

dE is the average of EMG signals Ed (n) in a relaxed state and max
kE is the pre-

measured E (n) of each motion under the maximum voluntary contraction (MVC). )(nk  
therefore describes the muscular contraction level for each motion ( 1)(0  nk ). 

 
3.2 Determination of the driven joint 
For the estimation of operator's intended motion, this subsection focuses on the pattern 
discrimination of the EMG signals using a probabilistic neural network (PNN). Since the 
PNN integrates statistical models into the neural network architecture as prior knowledge, 
outstanding performance has been reported [14]. For EMG pattern recognition using PNNs, 
the feature characteristics usually include: (1) amplitude, (2) frequency and (3) spatial 
information from multiple channels of EMG signals. However, significant temporal 
characteristics exist in the transient and non-stationary EMG signals, which cannot be 
considered by the traditional PNNs based on static stochastic models, and, in some cases, 
temporal characteristics could be only clues for reliable recognition. To overcome this 
problem, a Recurrent Log-Linearized Gaussian Mixture Network (R-LLGMN)[15] is utilized 
as the PNN for EMG pattern discrimination in the proposed system. 
Since this network is composed of a feedforward NN including a Gaussian mixture model 
and feedback connections from output to input, the filtering process and the pattern 
discrimination are unified together and realized in a single network. The R-LLGMN 
includes a hidden Markov Model (HMM) [16] in its structure and can regulate the weight 
coefficients based on the learning scheme of the back-propagation through time (BPTT) 
algorithm [17]. The R-LLGMN ensures the filtering process and the pattern discrimination 
to be achieved at the same time and can attain high discrimination ability. The network 
therefore can classify time series of raw EMG signals [17].  
The structure of R-LLGMN is shown in Fig. 2. This network is a five-layer recurrent NN 
with feedback connections between the 3rd layer and the 4th layer. First of all, the input 
vector   d

dd txtxtxt  T
21 )(,),(),()( x  is pre-processed with a non-linear computation and 

converted into the modified vector HX : 
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Fig. 3. Structure of the R-LLGMN 
 
The first layer consists of H units corresponding to the dimension of X (the dimension H is 
determined as H = 1 + d(d + 3)/2) and the identity function is used for activation of each 
unit. Each unit in the first layer is defined as 
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where )()1( tIh  and )()1( tOh  denote the input and the output, respectively, of the hth unit in 
the first layer. 
Unit },,,{ mkkc  ),...,1;,...1,;,...,1( ,kcC MmKkkCc   in the second layer receives the output 

of the first layer weighted by the coefficient c
hmkkw ,,, . The relationship between the input and 

the output in the second layer is defined as 
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where C is the number of classes, Kc is the number of states, Mc,k is the number of the 
components of the Gaussian mixture distribution corresponding to the class c and the state k 
[18].  
The input into a unit },,{ kkc   in the third layer integrates the outputs of units },,,{ mkkc   

),...,1( ,kcMm   in the second layer. The output in the third layer is that input weighted by 
the previous output in the fourth layer. The input-output relationship of the unit in the third 
layer is defined as 
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where 0.1)0()4( 
c
kO  for the initial state. 

The fourth layer receives the integrated outputs of units },,{ kkc   in the third layer. The 
input-output relationship in the fourth layer is defined as 
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At last, a unit c in the fifth layer integrates the outputs of Kc units },{ kc ),...1( CKk   in the 
fourth layer. The relationship in the fifth layer is defined as 
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The output of the network )()5( tOc  corresponds to the a posteriori probability of the input 
vector )(tx  for the class c, while only the weight coefficients c

hmkkw ,,,  between the first layer 
and the second layer are adjusted by learning. 
The entropy of R-LLGMN’s output is calculated to prevent the risk of misdiscrimination. 
The entropy is defined as 
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If the entropy H(t) is less than the discrimination threshold Hd, the specific motion with the 
largest probability is determined according to the Bayes decision rule. If not, the 
determination is suspended. 
The details of the raw EMG pattern discrimination using the R-LLGMN are described in [17]. 
In the proposed system, the driven joint j is selected based on the output of the R-LLGMN. 
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If the entropy H(t) is less than the discrimination threshold Hd, the specific motion with the 
largest probability is determined according to the Bayes decision rule. If not, the 
determination is suspended. 
The details of the raw EMG pattern discrimination using the R-LLGMN are described in [17]. 
In the proposed system, the driven joint j is selected based on the output of the R-LLGMN. 
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3.3 Impedance control 

 
Fig. 4. Impedance control system 
 
Human hand and wrist movement can be expressed based on a mechanical impedance 
model encompassing stiffness, viscosity and inertia [13]. The introduction of a human hand 
and wrist impedance model to control a robotic hand will make it possible to realize a 
natural feeling of control similar to that of human movement. This subsection explains a 
method to control a robot hand based on the mechanical impedance of the human hand’s 
wrist movements. 
First, the equation of motion around the manipulator’s joint j is defined as 
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where Ij, Bj (j) and Kj (j) are the moment inertia, joint viscosity and stiffness, respectively. 
Here, it is assumed that the joint torques caused by muscular contraction of the flexors and 
extensors have almost the same properties, and the muscular contraction level of each joint 
is expressed as , ,j j f j e    . j and o

j  describe the joint angle and its equilibrium 

position, and j and ex
j  are the joint torque and external torque, respectively. Muscular 

contraction level j  and joint torque j  can be expressed as follows: 
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where j is the joint driven during motion k, and max

k  describes the maximum torque 
measured from the subject for each motion k in advance. It should be noted that the torque 
is assumed to remain the same (i.e., )1()(  nn jj  ) when the discrimination results are 
suspended.  
Using the above equations, the desired joint angles can be calculated numerically using 
dynamic equation (20) considering changes in the EMG signals. Figure 4 shows the 
impedance control system used in this study. Here, Kp, Ki and Kv are the gain parameters for 
PID control. This method can be expected to provide a natural feeling of control similar to 
that of the original limb if the impedance parameters are set as values similar to those of the 
human arm. The hand can also react to external forces using a force sensor. 
 

 

3.4 Robotic hand [12] 
 

 
Fig. 5. Robotic hand 
 
A photograph of the robotic hand utilized in this study is shown in Fig. 5 [12]. It is almost 
the same size as an adult hand, and weighs about 1.0 [kg]. The hand has three degrees of 
freedom (supination/pronation, radial flexion/ulnar flexion, grasp/open), and each joint is 
driven by an ultrasonic motor (Sinsei Corp.) [7]. An encoder or potentiometer is installed as 
an angular sensor for each joint as shown in Fig. 5. The unit can be attached to the 
amputation site and used as a prosthetic hand. 

 
4. Determination of human wrist impedance parameters 
 

Impedance control is an effective technique for achieving natural feeling similar to that of a 
human hand in prosthetic control. However, it is difficult to set the relevant parameters 
appropriately. Measurement experiments to ascertain human wrist joint impedance 
characteristics were therefore carried out. 

 
4.1 Measurement of human wrist joint impedance   
This section outlines Tsuji’s method [13] for measurement of human wrist joint impedance. 
In a case where the subject performs single-joint motion of the wrist on a 2D plane, the 
dynamic properties of the hand can be approximated using a mechanical impedance model 
on a 2D plane as follows: 

)()()()( ttKtBtI hhh    , (23) 

 
where  (t) is the joint angle,   (t) is the joint torque, and Ih, Bh and Kh are the moment of 
inertia, joint viscosity and stiffness, respectively.  
In order to estimate the relevant parameters, the hand of the subject is displaced from 
equilibrium by means of a small short-duration disturbance (Fig. 6). A small disturbance is 
necessary to enable the assumption of an approximate constancy for Ih, Bh and Kh, which are 
known to depend on posture in smooth conditions. Here, at the onset time t0 of the 
disturbance, we have 

)()()()( 0000 ttKtBtI hhh    . (24) 

 
The dynamic hand properties at given time t are established by Eqs. (23) and (24): 
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where  (t) is the joint angle,   (t) is the joint torque, and Ih, Bh and Kh are the moment of 
inertia, joint viscosity and stiffness, respectively.  
In order to estimate the relevant parameters, the hand of the subject is displaced from 
equilibrium by means of a small short-duration disturbance (Fig. 6). A small disturbance is 
necessary to enable the assumption of an approximate constancy for Ih, Bh and Kh, which are 
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Fig. 6. Impedance model of the wrist joint 
 

 
Fig. 7. Experimental apparatus 

 
)()()()( tdtdKtdBtdI hhh    , (25) 

 
where )()()( 0tttd   and )()()( 0tttd   . The parameters Ih, Bh and Kh of the subject 
can be estimated using the least square method from n equations for each sample (t = t1,...,tn). 
Figure 7 shows the experimental apparatus for measurement of impedance parameters, 
which uses a linear motor table (Nippon Thompson Co., Ltd.) with one degree of freedom 
adopting a magnetic drive to forcibly displace the subject’s hand. In the experiments, the 
right hand of the subject sitting in front of the table was fixed to a handle through a cast 
made of glass fiber. In addition, the subject’s forearm was fixed to an arm-supporting stand 
by the cuff. The surface EMG was then measured from the agonist and antagonist muscles 
of the wrist joint in the subject’s forearm in order to clarify the activity of the muscles 
around the joint. A display for online monitoring of the muscle contraction level was set in 
front of the subject. The task for the subjects involved isometric flexion and extension 
movement of the wrist joint. During the experiments, the subjects could regulate the muscle 
contraction level as instructed by the experimenter since the contraction levels of each 

 

 

muscle were monitored by the display. The force generated by the subject was measured 
using a six-axis force sensor (BL Autotec Co. Ltd; resolution ability: force x-and y-axes: 0.05 
N; z-axis: 0.15 N) attached to the handle of the table. The output from the encoder and force 
sensor were sampled at 2 kHz. 
From the slight hand displacement in the x axial direction x(t) and the hand’s resultant force 
along the x axis Fx(t), we obtain the joint angle displacement (t) and joint torque (t) using 
the following equations: 
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where l is the distance from the handle to the center of the wrist joint (see Fig. 6). 
 

 
Fig. 8. A typical example of measured results for human wrist while maintaining posture 

 
4.2 Results 
Four healthy male subjects participated in the experiments. Figure 8 shows an example of 
the measurement results for wrist joint displacement in the extension direction. The figure 
shows the joint angle )(td , velocity )(td , acceleration )(td , wrist joint torque )(td  and 
the EMG signals of the flexor carpi radialis (FCR) and extensor carpi ulnaris (ECU). From 
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the figure, it can be seen that the measured torque (shown by the solid line) corresponds 
with the estimated torque (the dotted line) using the measured )(td , )(td  and )(td  and 
the impedance parameters Ih, Bh and Kh computed from them. The results indicate that an 
impedance model based on Eqs. (23), (24) and (25) can express the human wrist joint’s 
characteristics. 
Examples of the relationships between the muscular contraction levels and estimated 
parameters Ih, Bh and Kh are shown in Fig. 9. In this figure,  (0      1) indicates the 
muscular contraction levels estimated from the EMG signals, and the plotted data show the 
measured values. From the figure, moment inertia Ih is maintained at a constant value, and 
viscosity Bh and stiffness Kh change according to the level of muscle contraction. In 
particular, Bh and Kh increase as muscle contraction levels become high. This study therefore 
approximated the relationships between muscular contraction levels and the impedance 
properties of stiffness and viscosity around the wrist joint as follows: 
 

 
Fig. 9. Estimated impedance parameters of human wrist joint 
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where )(ˆ hB and )(ˆ hK are the estimated values of viscosity and stiffness around the wrist 
joint, ki and bi (i = 1, 2, 3) are constants, and k3 and b3 correspond to the level of viscoelasticity 
seen when the arm is in a relaxed state. The solid line in Fig. 9 shows the impedances 
estimated by Eqs. (28) and (29) using the least square method from the values obtained. 
From the figure, it is seen that the tendency of each parameter can be expressed using Eqs. 
(28) and (29). 

 
 
 
 
 

 

5. Robotic hand control experiments 
 

5.1 Experimental conditions 
In the experiments, the cut-off frequency fc and sampling frequency fs were set as 3.0 Hz and 
1,000 Hz, respectively. Based on the above-mentioned experiments, the impedance 
parameters for controlling the robotic hand were set as follows: 
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where j = 1, 2, 3 is the joint number, and each parameter in Eqs. (30), (31) and (32) is shown 
in Table 1. Four healthy male subjects participated in the experiments. It should be noted 
that the impedance parameters estimated from the human impedance characteristics 
measured were for the wrist joint only (i.e., flexion and extension), and the parameters of 
other joints were defined by trial and error based on the wrist joint characteristics. 
 

 
Table 1. Impedance parameters used in the experiments 
 

 
Fig. 10. Estimation of the joint angle from EMG signals based on biomimetic impedance 
model 

 
5.2 Biomimetic impedance control   
Here, in order to examine the validity of the impedance parameters, the motion of the 
subject's wrist joint and that of the manipulator were compared.  
The subject executed wrist flexion and extension, and the wrist joint angle and EMG signals 
were measured as shown in Fig. 9. The muscle contraction level j was calculated from the 
EMG signals using the proposed method, and the desired joint angle *

j  (see Fig. 10) was 
calculated according to the muscle contraction level and the motion equation for the wrist 
joint with variable viscoelasticity (Eqs. (20), (21), and (22)).  
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(28) and (29). 

 
 
 
 
 

 

5. Robotic hand control experiments 
 

5.1 Experimental conditions 
In the experiments, the cut-off frequency fc and sampling frequency fs were set as 3.0 Hz and 
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where j = 1, 2, 3 is the joint number, and each parameter in Eqs. (30), (31) and (32) is shown 
in Table 1. Four healthy male subjects participated in the experiments. It should be noted 
that the impedance parameters estimated from the human impedance characteristics 
measured were for the wrist joint only (i.e., flexion and extension), and the parameters of 
other joints were defined by trial and error based on the wrist joint characteristics. 
 

 
Table 1. Impedance parameters used in the experiments 
 

 
Fig. 10. Estimation of the joint angle from EMG signals based on biomimetic impedance 
model 

 
5.2 Biomimetic impedance control   
Here, in order to examine the validity of the impedance parameters, the motion of the 
subject's wrist joint and that of the manipulator were compared.  
The subject executed wrist flexion and extension, and the wrist joint angle and EMG signals 
were measured as shown in Fig. 9. The muscle contraction level j was calculated from the 
EMG signals using the proposed method, and the desired joint angle *

j  (see Fig. 10) was 
calculated according to the muscle contraction level and the motion equation for the wrist 
joint with variable viscoelasticity (Eqs. (20), (21), and (22)).  
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Fig. 11. Comparison between the estimated and measured angles of the wrist joint 
 
In the experiment, four electrodes (L = 4: 1 ch. flexor carpi radialis, FCR; 2 ch. flexor carpi 
ulnaris, FCU; 3 ch. extensor carpi radialis, ECR; and 4 ch. brachioradialis, BR) were used, 
two motions (k = 2; flexion and extension) were discriminated using the neural network, and 
the motion appearance threshold was set as Ed = 0.17. 
Figure 11 shows an example of the experimental results. The wrist joint angle of the 
manipulator almost corresponds with that of the subject. Moreover, the maintenance of 
posture under conditions of muscle co-contraction was realized. It can be seen that the joint 
angles of the prosthetic hand can be controlled using EMG signals. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Changes of joint angles of the finger part corresponding to external torque 
 

 

 
Fig. 13. An example of experimental control results (healthy subject) 
 
To verify the response characteristics of the robotic hand for external torque, its movement was 
investigated by a human pressing the distal parts of its finger (attached to a pressure sensor) 
during in a relaxed state (j = 0). The experimental results are shown in Fig. 12, in which the solid 
line shows the desired joint angle *

3  computed based on the impedance model, and the dotted 
line shows the joint angle 3  obtained (see Fig. 4). From the figure, it can be observed that the 
joint angle of the robotic hand changes according to the external force applied, but a time delay 
between the measured and estimated values is seen. This was mainly caused by the control gains 
of the PID controller being set low (Kp = 0.16, Ki = 0.001 and Kv = 0.006) because the robotic hand, 
which is operated with ultrasonic motors, cannot provide smooth control with large gains. 

 
5.3 Robotic hand control 
Control experiments of the robotic hand based on EMG signals were carried out to verify the 
proposed method using the estimated muscular contraction levels. The experimental conditions 
were almost the same as those of the previous experiments. Six electrodes (L = 6: 1 ch. flexor carpi 
radialis; 2 ch. triceps brachii; 3 ch. extensor carpi radialis; 4 ch. biceps brachii; 5 ch. 
brachioradialis; and 6 ch. flexor carpi ulnaris) were attached to the forearm of a healthy subject 
(male, 25 years old), and EMG signals were measured. Figure 13 shows an example of the 
experimental results, including EMG signals from the six channels, entropy, discrimination 
results, estimated torque and joint angle; the shaded areas indicate periods with no motion. From 
the figure, it can be seen that the measured EMG signals can be classified accurately using the 
proposed method, and that the joint angles of the robotic hand can be controlled using these 
EMG signals.  
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Fig. 14. Changes in the joint angles of the finger part in response to external torque 
 
To confirm the suitability of the proposed method for people with physical disabilities, the 
EMG signals of an amputee subject (male, 44 years old) were measured and used to control 
the robotic hand for verification experiments. The subject’s forearm was amputated at the 
age of 41. In this experiment, the R-LLGMN parameters were set as follows: the number of 
classes was K = 6; the number of states for each class was K1,...,K6 = 1; the number of 
components was M1,1,...,M6,1 = 1; the teacher vector length was T = 20 (about 100 ms), and 
eight data sets were used for learning. Figure 14 shows the experimental results, including 
photographs of the robotic hand during control, raw EMG signals, integrated EMG (IEMG), 
entropy and discrimination results, respectively. The shaded area shows periods when no 
motion was judged from the IEMG. From the figure, it can be seen that the subject could 
control the robotic hand smoothly using EMG patterns, and the discrimination rate in this 
operation was 95.5%. The results lead us to conclude that the proposed method can be used 
for robotic hand control based on human impedance characteristics. 

 
5. Conclusion 
 

This chapter explained a biomimetic impedance control method based on raw EMG 
classification for the development of a multi-joint robotic control system. In the experiments 
performed, a natural feeling of prosthetic control similar to that of the human hand was 
realized using the neural network and the biomimetic impedance control.  
In the future, the authors plan to improve accuracy of estimation for the cooperation ratio of 
multiple muscles and construct a system that allows a more natural feeling of control. 
Publications concerning this chapter are listed in the bibliography [17], [19]. 
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1. Introduction

Space robots are featured by a dynamic coupling which causes the rotation of the main body
with the coordinated motions of the arm. A number of dynamic and control problems are
unique to this area due to the distinctive and complex dynamics found in many applications.
In-space operations such as assembly, inspection and maintenance of satellites or space sta-
tions have been receiving considerable research efforts. Considering the hostile environment
where a space robot operates, which can deteriorate its structure and physical characteristics,
and also considering the difficulty of taking the system back to reformulate its dynamic model
due to these uncertainties, the proposal of intelligent adaptive robust controllers to this kind
of system becomes very interesting.
One of the representative types of space robotic systems identified by [Dubowsky & Pa-
padopoulos (1993)], free-floating space manipulators are systems that allows the spacecraft
to move freely in response to the manipulator motions in order to conserve fuel and electri-
cal power, [Papadopoulos & Dubowsky (1991)]. Trajectory planning algorithms have been
developed in order to minimize the reaction motion of the free-floating base while executing
the manipulator task, [Huang & Xu (2006); Liu et al. (2009); Papadopoulos et al. (2005); Torres
& Dubowsky (1992); Tortopidis & Papadopoulos (2006)]. In case of redundant manipulators,
coordinated spacecraft/manipulator motion control has been addressed in [Caccavale & Sicil-
iano (2001); Dubowsky & Torres (1991)].
Solving control problems in joint space is an inconvenient task for a space robot with a free-
floating base. When the base is free-floating, the kinematic mapping from task space to joint
space, where the control is executed, becomes non-unique because of non-integrable angular
momentum conservation. This may cause non-existence of the reference trajectory in joint
space. Also, parametric uncertainties appear not only in the dynamic equation, but also in
kinematic mapping from the joint space to the task space due to the absence of a fixed base.
The model inaccuracies lead to the deviation of operational space trajectory provided by the
kinematic mapping. [Parlaktuna & Ozkan (2004)] and [Abiko & Hirzinger (2009)] applied
on-line adaptive techniques to deal with parametric uncertainties in controlling free-floating
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manipulators at task space. [Fu et al. (2007)], on the other hand, established an off-line adap-
tive estimator to provide accurate identified parameters to a dynamic control law. In order to
cope with the nonlinear parameterization problem of the dynamic model of the free-floating
space robot system, [Gu & Xu (1993)], [Parlaktuna & Ozkan (2004)] and [Fu et al. (2007)] have
modeled the system as an extended arm, and [Abiko & Hirzinger (2009)] used the inverted
chain approach to explicitly describe the coupled dynamics between the end-effector and the
robot arm.
This chapter deals with the problem of robust trajectory tracking control in task space for
free-floating manipulator systems subject to plant uncertainties and external disturbances. To
conduct a comparative study, adaptive techniques are developed considering nonlinear H∞
controllers based on game theory. A first approach is proposed considering a well defined
structure for the plant, where the parameter uncertainties are represented as external distur-
bances. Artificial neural networks are applied in two other approaches. The first one applies
the intelligent system to learn the dynamic behavior of the robotic system, which is consid-
ered totally unknown. The second intelligent strategy considers a well defined nominal model
structure and the neural networks are applied to estimate only the behavior of parametric un-
certainties and the spacecraft dynamics, considered here as non-modeled dynamics. The H∞
criterion is applied to the proposed techniques to attenuate the effect of estimation errors and
external disturbances.
The dynamic model of the free-floating space manipulator (SM) is described in this chapter
through the Dynamically Equivalent Manipulator (DEM) approach, [Liang et al. (1996)]. The
DEM is a fixed-base manipulator with its first joint being a passive spherical one and, whose
model is both kinematically and dynamically equivalent to the SM dynamics.
Trajectory tracking of the SM’s end-effector in task space is considered for simulation. A fixed-
base, three-link, planar manipulator whose first joint is configured as passive (UArmII - Un-
deractuated Arm II) is taken as a dynamically equivalent reference to a free-floating space
planar manipulator with two links. Parametric uncertainties and finite energy exogenous dis-
turbances are included in the nominal model. In order to validate and compare the proposed
strategies, graphical and numerical analysis are provided.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the model description through the
DEM approach; the solutions for the nonlinear H∞ control problems based on model and
neural networks are presented in Section 3; and, finally, simulation results for a two-link free-
floating space manipulator are presented in Section 4.

2. Model Description and Problem Formulation

2.1 Free-Floating Space Manipulator Mapped by a Dynamically Equivalent Fixed-Base Ma-
nipulator

Consider an n-link serial-chain rigid manipulator mounted on a free-floating base and that
no external forces and torques are applied on this system. Consider also the Dynamically
Equivalent Manipulator (DEM) approach, [Liang et al. (1996)]. The DEM is an (n + 1)-link
fixed-base manipulator with its first joint being a passive spherical one and whose model is
both kinematically and dynamically equivalent to the SM dynamics. Since it is a conventional
manipulator, it can be physically built and experimentally used to study control algorithms
for space manipulators.
Figure 1 shows the representation and the parameter notation for both SM and DEM ma-
nipulators. Let the SM parameters be identified by apostrophe (φ′, θ′, ρ′, J′), the links of the
manipulators are numbered from 2 to n + 1; the Z-Y-Z euler angles (φ, θ, ρ) represent the SM

Fig. 1. The space manipulator and its corresponding DEM.

base attitude and the DEM first passive joint orientation; Ji is the joint connecting the (i− 1)-th
link and i-th link; θi is the rotation of the i-th link around joint Ji; Ci is the center of mass of the
i−th link; Li is the vector connecting Ji

′ and Ci
′; Ri is the vector connecting Ci

′ and Ji+1
′; lci is

the vector connecting Ji and Ci; and Wi is the vector connecting Ji and Ji+1.
Considering that the DEM operates in the absence of gravity and that its base is located at the
center of mass of the SM, the kinematic and dynamical parameters of the DEM can be found
from the SM parameters as
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, i = 2, ..., n + 1,

(1)

where Mt is the total mass of the SM. Observe that the mass of the passive joint, m1, is not
defined by the equivalence properties.
Let the generalized coordinates q = [ φ θ ρ θ2 · · · θn+1 ]T be partitioned as q =

[ qT
b qT

m ]T , where the indexes b and m represent the passive spherical joint (base) and the
active joints (manipulator), respectively. From Lagrange theory, dynamic equations of the
DEM are given by

M(qm)q̈ + C(qm, q̇)q̇ = τ, (2)

where M(qm) ∈ R(n+3×n+3) is the symmetric positive definite inertia matrix,
C(qm, q̇) ∈ R(n+3×n+3) is the matrix of Coriolis and centrifugal forces, and τ =
[ 0 0 0 τ2 · · · τn+1 ]T is the torque vector acting upon the joints of the DEM. Para-
metric uncertainties can be introduced dividing the parameter matrices M(qm) and C(qm, q̇)
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manipulators at task space. [Fu et al. (2007)], on the other hand, established an off-line adap-
tive estimator to provide accurate identified parameters to a dynamic control law. In order to
cope with the nonlinear parameterization problem of the dynamic model of the free-floating
space robot system, [Gu & Xu (1993)], [Parlaktuna & Ozkan (2004)] and [Fu et al. (2007)] have
modeled the system as an extended arm, and [Abiko & Hirzinger (2009)] used the inverted
chain approach to explicitly describe the coupled dynamics between the end-effector and the
robot arm.
This chapter deals with the problem of robust trajectory tracking control in task space for
free-floating manipulator systems subject to plant uncertainties and external disturbances. To
conduct a comparative study, adaptive techniques are developed considering nonlinear H∞
controllers based on game theory. A first approach is proposed considering a well defined
structure for the plant, where the parameter uncertainties are represented as external distur-
bances. Artificial neural networks are applied in two other approaches. The first one applies
the intelligent system to learn the dynamic behavior of the robotic system, which is consid-
ered totally unknown. The second intelligent strategy considers a well defined nominal model
structure and the neural networks are applied to estimate only the behavior of parametric un-
certainties and the spacecraft dynamics, considered here as non-modeled dynamics. The H∞
criterion is applied to the proposed techniques to attenuate the effect of estimation errors and
external disturbances.
The dynamic model of the free-floating space manipulator (SM) is described in this chapter
through the Dynamically Equivalent Manipulator (DEM) approach, [Liang et al. (1996)]. The
DEM is a fixed-base manipulator with its first joint being a passive spherical one and, whose
model is both kinematically and dynamically equivalent to the SM dynamics.
Trajectory tracking of the SM’s end-effector in task space is considered for simulation. A fixed-
base, three-link, planar manipulator whose first joint is configured as passive (UArmII - Un-
deractuated Arm II) is taken as a dynamically equivalent reference to a free-floating space
planar manipulator with two links. Parametric uncertainties and finite energy exogenous dis-
turbances are included in the nominal model. In order to validate and compare the proposed
strategies, graphical and numerical analysis are provided.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the model description through the
DEM approach; the solutions for the nonlinear H∞ control problems based on model and
neural networks are presented in Section 3; and, finally, simulation results for a two-link free-
floating space manipulator are presented in Section 4.

2. Model Description and Problem Formulation

2.1 Free-Floating Space Manipulator Mapped by a Dynamically Equivalent Fixed-Base Ma-
nipulator

Consider an n-link serial-chain rigid manipulator mounted on a free-floating base and that
no external forces and torques are applied on this system. Consider also the Dynamically
Equivalent Manipulator (DEM) approach, [Liang et al. (1996)]. The DEM is an (n + 1)-link
fixed-base manipulator with its first joint being a passive spherical one and whose model is
both kinematically and dynamically equivalent to the SM dynamics. Since it is a conventional
manipulator, it can be physically built and experimentally used to study control algorithms
for space manipulators.
Figure 1 shows the representation and the parameter notation for both SM and DEM ma-
nipulators. Let the SM parameters be identified by apostrophe (φ′, θ′, ρ′, J′), the links of the
manipulators are numbered from 2 to n + 1; the Z-Y-Z euler angles (φ, θ, ρ) represent the SM

Fig. 1. The space manipulator and its corresponding DEM.

base attitude and the DEM first passive joint orientation; Ji is the joint connecting the (i− 1)-th
link and i-th link; θi is the rotation of the i-th link around joint Ji; Ci is the center of mass of the
i−th link; Li is the vector connecting Ji

′ and Ci
′; Ri is the vector connecting Ci

′ and Ji+1
′; lci is

the vector connecting Ji and Ci; and Wi is the vector connecting Ji and Ji+1.
Considering that the DEM operates in the absence of gravity and that its base is located at the
center of mass of the SM, the kinematic and dynamical parameters of the DEM can be found
from the SM parameters as

mi =
M2

t mi
′

i−1
∑

k=1
mk

′
i

∑
k=1

mk
′
, i = 2, ..., n + 1,

Ii = Ii
′, i = 1, ..., n + 1,

W1 = R1

i
∑

k=1
mk

′

Mt
,

Wi = Ri

i
∑

k=1
mk

′

Mt
+ Li

i−1
∑

k=1
mk

′

Mt
, i = 2, ..., n + 1,

lc1 = 0,

lci = Li

i−1
∑

k=1
mk

′

Mt
, i = 2, ..., n + 1,

(1)

where Mt is the total mass of the SM. Observe that the mass of the passive joint, m1, is not
defined by the equivalence properties.
Let the generalized coordinates q = [ φ θ ρ θ2 · · · θn+1 ]T be partitioned as q =

[ qT
b qT

m ]T , where the indexes b and m represent the passive spherical joint (base) and the
active joints (manipulator), respectively. From Lagrange theory, dynamic equations of the
DEM are given by

M(qm)q̈ + C(qm, q̇)q̇ = τ, (2)

where M(qm) ∈ R(n+3×n+3) is the symmetric positive definite inertia matrix,
C(qm, q̇) ∈ R(n+3×n+3) is the matrix of Coriolis and centrifugal forces, and τ =
[ 0 0 0 τ2 · · · τn+1 ]T is the torque vector acting upon the joints of the DEM. Para-
metric uncertainties can be introduced dividing the parameter matrices M(qm) and C(qm, q̇)
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into a nominal and a perturbed part

M(qm) = M0(qm) + ∆M(qm),
C(qm, q̇) = C0(qm, q̇) + ∆C(qm, q̇),

where M0(qm) and C0(qm, q̇) are nominal matrices and ∆M(qm) and ∆C(qm, q̇) are the para-
metric uncertainties.

2.2 Problem Formulation
As we are dealing with a free-floating space manipulator, it is considered that only the active
joints of the DEM are controlled, with the passive spherical joint not locked. In this case, the
passive joint dynamics intervenes with the control of the manipulator active joints.
The vector of orientation and inertial position of the end-effector,

p = [ φe f θe f ψe f xe f ye f ze f ],

is function of free-floating base position and attitude and of generalized coordinates of manip-
ulator joints, qm. Once the DEM modelling technique locates the inertial frame origin at the
center of mass of the SM, the dependence of end-effector coordinates on base position is elim-
inated by integrating its equation of linear momentum, [Papadopoulos & Dubowsky (1991)].
However, the dependence on base attitude cannot be eliminated since the angular momentum
of the system cannot be analytically integrated to provide the base attitude as a function of the
variables of manipulator joints.
Let J(q) be the Jacobian that relates the velocities of joints coordinates, q̇, and the velocities of
the end-effector, ṗ:

ṗ = J(q)q̇. (3)

Considering that det(J(q)) �= 0, applying (3) and its derivative, p̈ = J̇(q)q̇ + J(q)q̈, to (2), we
have

τ = Me f (q) p̈ + Ce f (q, q̇) ṗ, (4)

where
Me f (q) = M(qm)J−1(q),
Ce f (q, q̇) = (C(qm, q̇)− M(qm)J−1(q) J̇(q, q̇))J−1(q).

It must be noted that the Jacobian, J(q), introduces the values of spacecraft’s attitude, qb, in
the dynamic equation matrices, Me f and Ce f . This does not happen when the problem is
formulated in joint space, [Taveira et al. (2006)]. Another remark is that, in this formulation,
Me f (q) is not a symmetric positive definite matrix, neither Ne f (q, q̇) = Ṁe f (q, q̇)− 2Ce f (q, q̇)
is skew-symmetric. In order to preserve the characteristics of dynamics formulated in joint
space, a force transformation is applied to (4), [Lewis et al. (1993)]:

τ = JT(q)F, (5)

where F is a vector of generalized forces of the end-effector in inertial space. Therefore,

F = M̄e f (q) p̈ + C̄e f (q, q̇) ṗ, (6)

with

M̄e f (q) = J−T(q)Me f (q) = J−T(q)M(qm)J−1(q),
C̄e f (q, q̇) = J−T(q)Ce f (q, q̇) = J−T(q)(C(qm, q̇)− M(qm)J−1(q) J̇(q, q̇))J−1(q).

In this format the dynamic equation formulated in inertial space maintains the structure and
properties found in joint space. So, M̄e f (q) is symmetric positive definite and N̄e f (q, q̇) =
˙̄Me f (q, q̇)− 2C̄e f (q, q̇) is skew-symmetric.

A characteristic inherited from underactuated manipulators, dealing with a system with na
actuators leads to controlling only na degrees of freedom at a time, [Siqueira & Terra (2004)].
The DEM presents n active joints and , then, na = n. So, let’s define p = [ pT

u pT
a ]T the

vector of generalized coordinates of the system, with pu ∈ R(6−n)×1 and pa ∈ Rn×1, where
the indexes u and a represent the passive variables (which are let free during the control pro-
cedure) and the controlled variables, respectively. Partitioning equation (6), we have

[
Fu
Fa

]
=

[
M̄e fuu (q) M̄e fua (q)
M̄e fau (q) M̄e faa (q)

] [
p̈u
p̈a

]
+

[
C̄e fuu (q, q̇) C̄e fua (q, q̇)
C̄e fau (q, q̇) C̄e faa (q, q̇)

] [
ṗu
ṗa

]
, (7)

with M̄e fuu ∈ R(6−n)×(6−n), M̄e fua ∈ R(6−n)×n, M̄e fau ∈ Rn×(6−n), M̄e faa ∈ Rn×n, C̄e fuu ∈
R(6−n)×(6−n), C̄e fua ∈ R(6−n)×n, C̄e fau ∈ Rn×(6−n), C̄e faa ∈ Rn×n, Fu ∈ R(6−n)×1 e Fa ∈ Rn×1.
This decomposition should also preserve the properties of dynamic equation for the matrices
M̄e faa (q) and C̄e faa (q, q̇):

• M̄e faa (q) = M̄T
e faa

(q) > 0 and

• N̄e faa (q, q̇) = ˙̄Me faa (q, q̇)− 2C̄e faa (q, q̇) is skew-symmetric.

Define δ = [ δT
u δT

a ]T as a vector representing the sum of parametric uncertainties of the
system and Fd as a finite energy external disturbance also introduced. Equation (7) can be
rewritten as:

[
Fu
Fa

]
+

[
δu
δa

]
+ Fd =

[
M̄e fuu (q) M̄e fua (q)
M̄e fau (q) M̄e faa (q)

] [
p̈u
p̈a

]
+

+

[
C̄e fuu (q, q̇) C̄e fua (q, q̇)
C̄e fau (q, q̇) C̄e faa (q, q̇)

] [
ṗu
ṗa

]
, (8)

where
[

δu(q, q̇, ṗ, p̈, τd)
δa(q, q̇, ṗ, p̈, τd)

]
= −

[
∆M̄e fuu (q) p̈u + ∆M̄e fua (q) p̈a + ∆C̄e fuu (q, q̇) ṗu + ∆C̄e fua (q, q̇) ṗa
∆M̄e fau (q) p̈u + ∆M̄e faa (q) p̈a + ∆C̄e fau (q, q̇) ṗu + ∆C̄e faa (q, q̇) ṗa

]

For simplicity of notation, the index 0 referring to the nominal system was suppressed.
Let pd

a ∈ Rn and ṗd
a ∈ Rn be the desired reference trajectory and the corresponding velocity

for the end-effector controlled variables, respectively. The state tracking error is defined as

x̃e f =

[
ṗa − ṗd

a
pa − pd

a

]
=

[ ˙̃pa
p̃a

]
. (9)

The variables pd
a , ṗd

a , and p̈d
a (desired acceleration) are assumed to be within the physical and

kinematics limits of the control system and there exists no reference trajectory for the base.
Also, assume that pd

a , ṗd
a , and p̈d

a , belong entirely to the path independent workspace (PIW),
[Torres & Dubowsky (1992)], and therefore, they will not conduce to any dynamic singularity,
i.e., det(J) �= 0 throughout the path.
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into a nominal and a perturbed part

M(qm) = M0(qm) + ∆M(qm),
C(qm, q̇) = C0(qm, q̇) + ∆C(qm, q̇),

where M0(qm) and C0(qm, q̇) are nominal matrices and ∆M(qm) and ∆C(qm, q̇) are the para-
metric uncertainties.

2.2 Problem Formulation
As we are dealing with a free-floating space manipulator, it is considered that only the active
joints of the DEM are controlled, with the passive spherical joint not locked. In this case, the
passive joint dynamics intervenes with the control of the manipulator active joints.
The vector of orientation and inertial position of the end-effector,

p = [ φe f θe f ψe f xe f ye f ze f ],

is function of free-floating base position and attitude and of generalized coordinates of manip-
ulator joints, qm. Once the DEM modelling technique locates the inertial frame origin at the
center of mass of the SM, the dependence of end-effector coordinates on base position is elim-
inated by integrating its equation of linear momentum, [Papadopoulos & Dubowsky (1991)].
However, the dependence on base attitude cannot be eliminated since the angular momentum
of the system cannot be analytically integrated to provide the base attitude as a function of the
variables of manipulator joints.
Let J(q) be the Jacobian that relates the velocities of joints coordinates, q̇, and the velocities of
the end-effector, ṗ:

ṗ = J(q)q̇. (3)

Considering that det(J(q)) �= 0, applying (3) and its derivative, p̈ = J̇(q)q̇ + J(q)q̈, to (2), we
have

τ = Me f (q) p̈ + Ce f (q, q̇) ṗ, (4)

where
Me f (q) = M(qm)J−1(q),
Ce f (q, q̇) = (C(qm, q̇)− M(qm)J−1(q) J̇(q, q̇))J−1(q).

It must be noted that the Jacobian, J(q), introduces the values of spacecraft’s attitude, qb, in
the dynamic equation matrices, Me f and Ce f . This does not happen when the problem is
formulated in joint space, [Taveira et al. (2006)]. Another remark is that, in this formulation,
Me f (q) is not a symmetric positive definite matrix, neither Ne f (q, q̇) = Ṁe f (q, q̇)− 2Ce f (q, q̇)
is skew-symmetric. In order to preserve the characteristics of dynamics formulated in joint
space, a force transformation is applied to (4), [Lewis et al. (1993)]:

τ = JT(q)F, (5)

where F is a vector of generalized forces of the end-effector in inertial space. Therefore,

F = M̄e f (q) p̈ + C̄e f (q, q̇) ṗ, (6)

with

M̄e f (q) = J−T(q)Me f (q) = J−T(q)M(qm)J−1(q),
C̄e f (q, q̇) = J−T(q)Ce f (q, q̇) = J−T(q)(C(qm, q̇)− M(qm)J−1(q) J̇(q, q̇))J−1(q).

In this format the dynamic equation formulated in inertial space maintains the structure and
properties found in joint space. So, M̄e f (q) is symmetric positive definite and N̄e f (q, q̇) =
˙̄Me f (q, q̇)− 2C̄e f (q, q̇) is skew-symmetric.

A characteristic inherited from underactuated manipulators, dealing with a system with na
actuators leads to controlling only na degrees of freedom at a time, [Siqueira & Terra (2004)].
The DEM presents n active joints and , then, na = n. So, let’s define p = [ pT

u pT
a ]T the

vector of generalized coordinates of the system, with pu ∈ R(6−n)×1 and pa ∈ Rn×1, where
the indexes u and a represent the passive variables (which are let free during the control pro-
cedure) and the controlled variables, respectively. Partitioning equation (6), we have

[
Fu
Fa

]
=

[
M̄e fuu (q) M̄e fua (q)
M̄e fau (q) M̄e faa (q)

] [
p̈u
p̈a

]
+

[
C̄e fuu (q, q̇) C̄e fua (q, q̇)
C̄e fau (q, q̇) C̄e faa (q, q̇)

] [
ṗu
ṗa

]
, (7)

with M̄e fuu ∈ R(6−n)×(6−n), M̄e fua ∈ R(6−n)×n, M̄e fau ∈ Rn×(6−n), M̄e faa ∈ Rn×n, C̄e fuu ∈
R(6−n)×(6−n), C̄e fua ∈ R(6−n)×n, C̄e fau ∈ Rn×(6−n), C̄e faa ∈ Rn×n, Fu ∈ R(6−n)×1 e Fa ∈ Rn×1.
This decomposition should also preserve the properties of dynamic equation for the matrices
M̄e faa (q) and C̄e faa (q, q̇):

• M̄e faa (q) = M̄T
e faa

(q) > 0 and

• N̄e faa (q, q̇) = ˙̄Me faa (q, q̇)− 2C̄e faa (q, q̇) is skew-symmetric.

Define δ = [ δT
u δT

a ]T as a vector representing the sum of parametric uncertainties of the
system and Fd as a finite energy external disturbance also introduced. Equation (7) can be
rewritten as:

[
Fu
Fa

]
+

[
δu
δa

]
+ Fd =

[
M̄e fuu (q) M̄e fua (q)
M̄e fau (q) M̄e faa (q)

] [
p̈u
p̈a

]
+

+

[
C̄e fuu (q, q̇) C̄e fua (q, q̇)
C̄e fau (q, q̇) C̄e faa (q, q̇)

] [
ṗu
ṗa

]
, (8)

where
[

δu(q, q̇, ṗ, p̈, τd)
δa(q, q̇, ṗ, p̈, τd)

]
= −

[
∆M̄e fuu (q) p̈u + ∆M̄e fua (q) p̈a + ∆C̄e fuu (q, q̇) ṗu + ∆C̄e fua (q, q̇) ṗa
∆M̄e fau (q) p̈u + ∆M̄e faa (q) p̈a + ∆C̄e fau (q, q̇) ṗu + ∆C̄e faa (q, q̇) ṗa

]

For simplicity of notation, the index 0 referring to the nominal system was suppressed.
Let pd

a ∈ Rn and ṗd
a ∈ Rn be the desired reference trajectory and the corresponding velocity

for the end-effector controlled variables, respectively. The state tracking error is defined as

x̃e f =

[
ṗa − ṗd

a
pa − pd

a

]
=

[ ˙̃pa
p̃a

]
. (9)

The variables pd
a , ṗd

a , and p̈d
a (desired acceleration) are assumed to be within the physical and

kinematics limits of the control system and there exists no reference trajectory for the base.
Also, assume that pd

a , ṗd
a , and p̈d

a , belong entirely to the path independent workspace (PIW),
[Torres & Dubowsky (1992)], and therefore, they will not conduce to any dynamic singularity,
i.e., det(J) �= 0 throughout the path.
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Consider the following state transformation, [Johansson (1990)],

z̃ = T0 x̃e f =

[
T11 T12
0 I

] [ ˙̃pa
p̃a

]
, (10)

where T11, T12 ∈ Rn×n are constant matrices to be determined. From (8), (9) and (10), state
space representation of the DEM is given by

˙̃xe f = ĀTe f (q, q̇)x̃e f + B̄Te f (q)T11(−F̄(xee f )− Ē(xeb ) + Fa + δa + Fd)

= ĀTe f (q, q̇)x̃e f + B̄Te f (q)u + B̄Te f (q)ω, (11)

where

ĀTe f (q, q̇) = T−1
0

[
−M̄−1

e faa
(q)C̄e faa (q, q̇) 0

I 0

]
T0,

B̄Te f (q) = T−1
0

[
M̄−1

e faa
(q)

0

]
,

F̄(xee f ) = M̄e faa (q)( p̈d
a − T−1

11 T12 ˙̃pa) + C̄e faa (q, q̇)( ṗd
a − T−1

11 T12 p̃a),

Ē(xeb ) = M̄e fau (q) p̈u + C̄e fau (q, q̇) ṗu,

u = T11(−F̄(xee f )− Ē(xeb ) + Fa), and

ω = T11(δa + Fd),

with xee f =
[

qT q̇T pT
a ṗT

a (pd
a)

T ( ṗd
a)

T ( p̈d
a)

T ]T and xeb =[
qT q̇T ṗT

u ( p̈u)T ]T .
The vector of generalized forces related to active variables, Fa, comes from the second line of
equation (7):

Fa = M̄e fau (q) p̈u + M̄e faa (q) p̈a + C̄e fau (q, q̇) ṗu + C̄e faa (q, q̇) ṗa. (12)

Decomposing (4) as in (7), the 2nd order non-holonomic constraint imposed by the free-
floating base (passive joint at MDE) to the system is described by

Me fuu (q) p̈u + Me fua (q) p̈a + Ce fuu (q) ṗu + Ce fua (q) ṗa = 0. (13)

From (12) and (13), we have
Fa = MFa (q) p̈a + CFa (q, q̇) ṗ, (14)

where

MFa (q) = M̄e faa (q)− M̄e fau (q)M−1
e fuu

(q)Me fua (q),
CFa (q, q̇) =[

C̄e fau (q, q̇)− M̄e fau (q)M−1
e fuu

(q)Ce fuu (q, q̇) C̄e faa (q, q̇)− M̄e fau (q)M−1
e fuu

(q)Ce fua (q, q̇)
]

.

The controller applied to the state dynamic equation, (11), provides the necessary value of p̈a
to set Fa that leads to the desired trajectory:

p̈a = p̈d
a − T−1

11 T12 ˙̃pa − T−1
11 M̄−1

e faa
(q)(C̄e faa (q, q̇)BTT0 x̃e f − ū). (15)

Applying back the force transformation, (5), one obtains the value of joint torques as:
[

0
τa

]
=

[
Juu(q) Jua(q)
Jau(q) Jaa(q)

]T [
Fu
Fa

]
. (16)

Since Juu(q) is admitted invertible, Fu is taken from the first line of (16) as Fu =
−J−T

uu (q)JT
au(q)Fa, and replaced at the second line of (16), taking to

τa = (−JT
ua(q)J−T

uu (q)JT
au(q) + JT

aa(q))Fa. (17)

3. Robust Controller Design

3.1 Nonlinear H∞ Control
The state feedback H∞ control strategy proposed in [Chen et al. (1994)], seeks the disturbance
attenuation in the system by a control law of the form u = K(x)x in order to satisfy

min
u(·)∈L2

max
0 �=ω(·)∈L2

∫ ∞
0

(
1
2 x̃T

e f (t)Qx̃e f (t) + 1
2 uT(t)Ru(t)

)
dt

∫ ∞
0

(
1
2 ωT(t)ω(t)

)
dt

≤ γ2, (18)

where Q and R are symmetric positive definite weighting matrices defined by the designer,
γ > 0 is the desired disturbance attenuation level, ω is referred to the disturbance term in (11)
and x̃e f (0) = 0. Following the game theory, the known solution of this problem is given, in a
simplified form, in terms of the algebraic equation

[
0 K
K 0

]
− TT

0 B
(

R−1 − 1
γ2 I

)
BTT0 + Q = 0, (19)

with B = [ I 0 ]T . Therefore, to solve the H∞ problem, it is only necessary to find matrices
K and T0 which solve (19). Considering the matrix R1 the result of the Cholesky factorization

RT
1 R1 =

(
R−1 − 1

γ2 I
)−1

,

and Q factorized as

Q =

[
QT

1 Q1 Q12
QT

12 QT
2 Q2

]
,

the solution of (19) is given by

T0 =

[
RT

1 Q1 RT
1 Q2

0 I

]
and K = 1

2
(
QT

1 Q2 − QT
2 Q1

)
− 1

2
(
QT

21 + Q12
)

,

with the conditions: K > 0 and R < γ2 I. The optimal control input is established for the
proposed application in the following.
Given a desired disturbance attenuation level γ > 0, the H∞ control problem (18) subject to
(11) has an optimal solution

ū∗ = −R−1BTT0 x̃e f , (20)

if γ2 I > R and if there exist matrices K > 0 and a non-singular T0 solutions of (19). The forces
related to active variables can be computed applying (20) at (15), and then, using this result at
(14). Joint torques are computed by (17).
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Consider the following state transformation, [Johansson (1990)],

z̃ = T0 x̃e f =

[
T11 T12
0 I

] [ ˙̃pa
p̃a

]
, (10)

where T11, T12 ∈ Rn×n are constant matrices to be determined. From (8), (9) and (10), state
space representation of the DEM is given by

˙̃xe f = ĀTe f (q, q̇)x̃e f + B̄Te f (q)T11(−F̄(xee f )− Ē(xeb ) + Fa + δa + Fd)

= ĀTe f (q, q̇)x̃e f + B̄Te f (q)u + B̄Te f (q)ω, (11)

where

ĀTe f (q, q̇) = T−1
0

[
−M̄−1

e faa
(q)C̄e faa (q, q̇) 0

I 0

]
T0,

B̄Te f (q) = T−1
0

[
M̄−1

e faa
(q)

0

]
,

F̄(xee f ) = M̄e faa (q)( p̈d
a − T−1

11 T12 ˙̃pa) + C̄e faa (q, q̇)( ṗd
a − T−1

11 T12 p̃a),

Ē(xeb ) = M̄e fau (q) p̈u + C̄e fau (q, q̇) ṗu,

u = T11(−F̄(xee f )− Ē(xeb ) + Fa), and

ω = T11(δa + Fd),

with xee f =
[

qT q̇T pT
a ṗT

a (pd
a)

T ( ṗd
a)

T ( p̈d
a)

T ]T and xeb =[
qT q̇T ṗT

u ( p̈u)T ]T .
The vector of generalized forces related to active variables, Fa, comes from the second line of
equation (7):

Fa = M̄e fau (q) p̈u + M̄e faa (q) p̈a + C̄e fau (q, q̇) ṗu + C̄e faa (q, q̇) ṗa. (12)

Decomposing (4) as in (7), the 2nd order non-holonomic constraint imposed by the free-
floating base (passive joint at MDE) to the system is described by

Me fuu (q) p̈u + Me fua (q) p̈a + Ce fuu (q) ṗu + Ce fua (q) ṗa = 0. (13)

From (12) and (13), we have
Fa = MFa (q) p̈a + CFa (q, q̇) ṗ, (14)

where

MFa (q) = M̄e faa (q)− M̄e fau (q)M−1
e fuu

(q)Me fua (q),
CFa (q, q̇) =[

C̄e fau (q, q̇)− M̄e fau (q)M−1
e fuu

(q)Ce fuu (q, q̇) C̄e faa (q, q̇)− M̄e fau (q)M−1
e fuu

(q)Ce fua (q, q̇)
]

.

The controller applied to the state dynamic equation, (11), provides the necessary value of p̈a
to set Fa that leads to the desired trajectory:

p̈a = p̈d
a − T−1

11 T12 ˙̃pa − T−1
11 M̄−1

e faa
(q)(C̄e faa (q, q̇)BTT0 x̃e f − ū). (15)

Applying back the force transformation, (5), one obtains the value of joint torques as:
[

0
τa

]
=

[
Juu(q) Jua(q)
Jau(q) Jaa(q)

]T [
Fu
Fa

]
. (16)

Since Juu(q) is admitted invertible, Fu is taken from the first line of (16) as Fu =
−J−T

uu (q)JT
au(q)Fa, and replaced at the second line of (16), taking to

τa = (−JT
ua(q)J−T

uu (q)JT
au(q) + JT

aa(q))Fa. (17)

3. Robust Controller Design

3.1 Nonlinear H∞ Control
The state feedback H∞ control strategy proposed in [Chen et al. (1994)], seeks the disturbance
attenuation in the system by a control law of the form u = K(x)x in order to satisfy

min
u(·)∈L2

max
0 �=ω(·)∈L2

∫ ∞
0

(
1
2 x̃T

e f (t)Qx̃e f (t) + 1
2 uT(t)Ru(t)

)
dt

∫ ∞
0

(
1
2 ωT(t)ω(t)

)
dt

≤ γ2, (18)

where Q and R are symmetric positive definite weighting matrices defined by the designer,
γ > 0 is the desired disturbance attenuation level, ω is referred to the disturbance term in (11)
and x̃e f (0) = 0. Following the game theory, the known solution of this problem is given, in a
simplified form, in terms of the algebraic equation

[
0 K
K 0

]
− TT

0 B
(

R−1 − 1
γ2 I

)
BTT0 + Q = 0, (19)

with B = [ I 0 ]T . Therefore, to solve the H∞ problem, it is only necessary to find matrices
K and T0 which solve (19). Considering the matrix R1 the result of the Cholesky factorization

RT
1 R1 =

(
R−1 − 1

γ2 I
)−1

,

and Q factorized as

Q =

[
QT

1 Q1 Q12
QT

12 QT
2 Q2

]
,

the solution of (19) is given by

T0 =

[
RT

1 Q1 RT
1 Q2

0 I

]
and K = 1

2
(
QT

1 Q2 − QT
2 Q1

)
− 1

2
(
QT

21 + Q12
)

,

with the conditions: K > 0 and R < γ2 I. The optimal control input is established for the
proposed application in the following.
Given a desired disturbance attenuation level γ > 0, the H∞ control problem (18) subject to
(11) has an optimal solution

ū∗ = −R−1BTT0 x̃e f , (20)

if γ2 I > R and if there exist matrices K > 0 and a non-singular T0 solutions of (19). The forces
related to active variables can be computed applying (20) at (15), and then, using this result at
(14). Joint torques are computed by (17).
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Remark 1. This nonlinear H∞ control strategy assumes that the model structure is completely known
and represents parameter uncertainties as internal disturbances, treating them the same way as external
disturbances.

Remark 2. This model-based nonlinear H∞ control strategy does not demand measured values of
acceleration from the free-floating base neither from the arm.

3.2 Adaptive Neural Network Nonlinear H∞ Control
Define a set of n neural networks Ek(xe, Θk), k = 1, · · · , n, where xe is the input vector and Θk
are the adjustable weights in the output layers. The single-output neural networks are of the
form

Ek(xe, Θk) =
pk

∑
i=1

θkiG




qk

∑
j=1

wk
ijxe j + bk

i


 = ξT

k Θk, (21)

where qk is the size of vector xe and pk is the number of neurons in the hidden layer. The
weights wk

ij and the biases bk
i for 1 ≤ i ≤ pk, 1 ≤ j ≤ qk and 1 ≤ k ≤ n are assumed to be

constant and specified by the designer. Thus, the adjustment of neural networks is performed
only by updating the vectors Θk. The activation function for the neurons in the hidden layer
is chosen to be G(.) = tanh(.). The complete neural network is denoted by

E(xe, Θ) =




E1(xe, Θ1)
...

En(xe, Θn)


 =




ξT
1 0 . . . 0

0 ξT
2

... 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . ξT

n







Θ1
Θ2
...

Θn


 = ΞΘ. (22)

Consider a first approach where the term

E1(xee f , xeb ) = F̄(xee f ) + Ē(xeb )− δa

in (11) is completely unknown regarding its structure and parameter values. The neural net-
work defined in (22) is applied to learn the dynamic behavior of the robotic system:

E1(xee f , xeb ) ≈ Ê(xe, Θ) = ΞΘ, (23)

where the input vector xe should be defined as

xe =
[

qT q̇T pT
a ṗT p̈T

u (pd
a)

T ( ṗd
a)

T ( p̈d
a)

T ]T .

However, the values of qb, q̇b, ṗu and p̈u would be necessary, but they are not easy to obtain
in practice. Considering that a neural network based approach is usually used when it is not
possible to supply all the variables values to the system model, we have defined the vector xe
as

xe =
[

qT
m q̇T

m (pd
a)

T ( ṗd
a)

T ( p̈d
a)

T ]T , (24)

avoiding the necessity of any data from the free-floating base or related to passive variables.
Simulation results will show the feasibility of this assumption. Defining the following opti-
mization problem

Θ∗ = arg min
Θ∈ΩΘ

max
x̃e f ∈Ωx̃e f

∥∥∥Ê(xe, Θ∗)− E1(xee f , xeb )
∥∥∥

2
,

the modified error equation (11) may be rewritten as

˙̃xe f = ĀTe f (q, q̇)x̃e f + B̄Te f (q)T11(Fa − E1(xee f , xeb ) + Fd + Ê(xe, Θ∗)− Ê(xe, Θ∗))

= ĀTe f (q, q̇)x̃e f + B̄Te f (q)T11(Fa − Ê(xe, Θ∗)) + B̄Te f (q)T11(Ê(xe, Θ∗)− E1(xee f , xeb ) + Fd)

= ĀTe f (q, q̇)x̃e f + B̄Te f (q)u + B̄Te f (q)ω, (25)

with

u = T11(Fa − Ê(xe, Θ∗)), (26)

ω = T11(Ê(xe, Θ∗)− E1(xee f , xeb ) + Fd), (27)

where ω refers to the estimation error from the neural network system and external distur-
bances. Considering u = ū the control law provided by the nonlinear H∞ controller in (20),
Fa can be computed by

Fa = Ê(xe, Θ∗) + T−1
11 ū. (28)

Thus, considering the stability analysis developed by [Chang & Chen (1997)], the adaptive
neural network nonlinear H∞ control is stated for the proposed application as follows.
Let E(xe, Θ) be a set of n neural networks defined by (22) with xe being a vector of available
data defined by (24) and Θ being a vector of adjustable parameters. Given a desired distur-
bance attenuation level γ > 0 and matrices Z = ZT > 0, Q = QT > 0, P0 = PT

0 > 0, Z0 =

ZT
0 > 0, and R = RT < γ2 I, the following performance criterion

∫ T

0

(
x̃T

e f Qx̃e f + ūT Rū
)

dt ≤ x̃T
e f (0)P0 x̃e f (0) + Θ̃T(0)Z0Θ̃(0) + γ2

∫ T

0
(ωTω)dt, (29)

where Θ̃ = Θ − Θ∗ denotes the neural parameter estimation error, is satisfied, for any initial
condition, if there exists a dynamic state feedback controller

Θ̇ = β(t, x̃e f ) = −Z−TΞTT11BTT0 x̃e f , (30)

Fa = Fa(t, Θ̂, x̃e f ) = ΞΘ − T−1
11 R−1BTT0 x̃e f , (31)

solution of the adaptive neural network nonlinear H∞ control problem subject to (25). The
torques applied upon the joints are given by (17).
On the other hand, a second approach may be proposed. Consider that model structure and
nominal values for the term F̄(xee f ) are well defined and available for the controller. In this
case, the neural network is applied to estimate only the behavior of parametric uncertainties
and spacecraft dynamics (considered as a non-modeled dynamic):

E2(xee f , xeb ) ≈ Ê(xe, Θ) = ΞΘ, (32)

where E2(xee f , xeb ) = Ē(xeb )− δa.
Similarly, xe is defined by (24), the optimal approximation parameters vector is given by

Θ∗ = arg min
Θ∈ΩΘ

max
x̃e f ∈Ωx̃e f

∥∥∥Ê(xe, Θ∗)− E2(xee f , xeb )
∥∥∥

2
,
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Remark 1. This nonlinear H∞ control strategy assumes that the model structure is completely known
and represents parameter uncertainties as internal disturbances, treating them the same way as external
disturbances.

Remark 2. This model-based nonlinear H∞ control strategy does not demand measured values of
acceleration from the free-floating base neither from the arm.

3.2 Adaptive Neural Network Nonlinear H∞ Control
Define a set of n neural networks Ek(xe, Θk), k = 1, · · · , n, where xe is the input vector and Θk
are the adjustable weights in the output layers. The single-output neural networks are of the
form

Ek(xe, Θk) =
pk

∑
i=1

θkiG




qk

∑
j=1

wk
ijxe j + bk

i


 = ξT

k Θk, (21)

where qk is the size of vector xe and pk is the number of neurons in the hidden layer. The
weights wk

ij and the biases bk
i for 1 ≤ i ≤ pk, 1 ≤ j ≤ qk and 1 ≤ k ≤ n are assumed to be

constant and specified by the designer. Thus, the adjustment of neural networks is performed
only by updating the vectors Θk. The activation function for the neurons in the hidden layer
is chosen to be G(.) = tanh(.). The complete neural network is denoted by

E(xe, Θ) =




E1(xe, Θ1)
...

En(xe, Θn)


 =




ξT
1 0 . . . 0

0 ξT
2

... 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . ξT

n







Θ1
Θ2
...

Θn


 = ΞΘ. (22)

Consider a first approach where the term

E1(xee f , xeb ) = F̄(xee f ) + Ē(xeb )− δa

in (11) is completely unknown regarding its structure and parameter values. The neural net-
work defined in (22) is applied to learn the dynamic behavior of the robotic system:

E1(xee f , xeb ) ≈ Ê(xe, Θ) = ΞΘ, (23)

where the input vector xe should be defined as

xe =
[

qT q̇T pT
a ṗT p̈T

u (pd
a)

T ( ṗd
a)

T ( p̈d
a)

T ]T .

However, the values of qb, q̇b, ṗu and p̈u would be necessary, but they are not easy to obtain
in practice. Considering that a neural network based approach is usually used when it is not
possible to supply all the variables values to the system model, we have defined the vector xe
as

xe =
[

qT
m q̇T

m (pd
a)

T ( ṗd
a)

T ( p̈d
a)

T ]T , (24)

avoiding the necessity of any data from the free-floating base or related to passive variables.
Simulation results will show the feasibility of this assumption. Defining the following opti-
mization problem

Θ∗ = arg min
Θ∈ΩΘ

max
x̃e f ∈Ωx̃e f

∥∥∥Ê(xe, Θ∗)− E1(xee f , xeb )
∥∥∥

2
,

the modified error equation (11) may be rewritten as

˙̃xe f = ĀTe f (q, q̇)x̃e f + B̄Te f (q)T11(Fa − E1(xee f , xeb ) + Fd + Ê(xe, Θ∗)− Ê(xe, Θ∗))

= ĀTe f (q, q̇)x̃e f + B̄Te f (q)T11(Fa − Ê(xe, Θ∗)) + B̄Te f (q)T11(Ê(xe, Θ∗)− E1(xee f , xeb ) + Fd)

= ĀTe f (q, q̇)x̃e f + B̄Te f (q)u + B̄Te f (q)ω, (25)

with

u = T11(Fa − Ê(xe, Θ∗)), (26)

ω = T11(Ê(xe, Θ∗)− E1(xee f , xeb ) + Fd), (27)

where ω refers to the estimation error from the neural network system and external distur-
bances. Considering u = ū the control law provided by the nonlinear H∞ controller in (20),
Fa can be computed by

Fa = Ê(xe, Θ∗) + T−1
11 ū. (28)

Thus, considering the stability analysis developed by [Chang & Chen (1997)], the adaptive
neural network nonlinear H∞ control is stated for the proposed application as follows.
Let E(xe, Θ) be a set of n neural networks defined by (22) with xe being a vector of available
data defined by (24) and Θ being a vector of adjustable parameters. Given a desired distur-
bance attenuation level γ > 0 and matrices Z = ZT > 0, Q = QT > 0, P0 = PT

0 > 0, Z0 =

ZT
0 > 0, and R = RT < γ2 I, the following performance criterion

∫ T

0

(
x̃T

e f Qx̃e f + ūT Rū
)

dt ≤ x̃T
e f (0)P0 x̃e f (0) + Θ̃T(0)Z0Θ̃(0) + γ2

∫ T

0
(ωTω)dt, (29)

where Θ̃ = Θ − Θ∗ denotes the neural parameter estimation error, is satisfied, for any initial
condition, if there exists a dynamic state feedback controller

Θ̇ = β(t, x̃e f ) = −Z−TΞTT11BTT0 x̃e f , (30)

Fa = Fa(t, Θ̂, x̃e f ) = ΞΘ − T−1
11 R−1BTT0 x̃e f , (31)

solution of the adaptive neural network nonlinear H∞ control problem subject to (25). The
torques applied upon the joints are given by (17).
On the other hand, a second approach may be proposed. Consider that model structure and
nominal values for the term F̄(xee f ) are well defined and available for the controller. In this
case, the neural network is applied to estimate only the behavior of parametric uncertainties
and spacecraft dynamics (considered as a non-modeled dynamic):

E2(xee f , xeb ) ≈ Ê(xe, Θ) = ΞΘ, (32)

where E2(xee f , xeb ) = Ē(xeb )− δa.
Similarly, xe is defined by (24), the optimal approximation parameters vector is given by

Θ∗ = arg min
Θ∈ΩΘ

max
x̃e f ∈Ωx̃e f

∥∥∥Ê(xe, Θ∗)− E2(xee f , xeb )
∥∥∥

2
,
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and the modified error equation (11) may be rewritten as

˙̃xe f = ĀTe f (q, q̇)x̃e f + B̄Te f (q)T11(Fa − F̄(xee f )− E2(xee f , xeb ) + Fd + Ê(xe, Θ∗)− Ê(xe, Θ∗))

= ĀTe f (q, q̇)x̃e f + B̄Te f (q)T11(Fa − F̄(xee f )− Ê(xe, Θ∗)) + B̄Te f (q)T11(Ê(xe, Θ∗)+

− E2(xee f , xeb ) + Fd)

= ĀTe f (q, q̇)x̃e f + B̄Te f (q)u + B̄Te f (q)ω, (33)

with

u = T11(Fa − F̄(xee f )− Ê(xe, Θ∗)), (34)

ω = T11(Ê(xe, Θ∗)− E2(xee f , xeb ) + Fd), (35)

where ω refers to the estimation error from the neural network system and external distur-
bances. Considering u = ū the control law provided by the nonlinear H∞ controller in (20),
Fa can be computed by

Fa = F̄(xee f ) + Ê(xe, Θ∗) + T−1
11 ū. (36)

For this approach, the adaptive neural network nonlinear H∞ control can be enunciated as
follows.
Let E(xe, Θ) be a set of n neural networks defined by (22) with xe being a vector of available
data defined by (24) and Θ being a vector of adjustable parameters. Given a desired distur-
bance attenuation level γ > 0 and matrices Z = ZT > 0, Q = QT > 0, P0 = PT

0 > 0, Z0 =

ZT
0 > 0, and R = RT < γ2 I, the following performance criterion

∫ T

0

(
x̃T

e f Qx̃e f + ūT Rū
)

dt ≤ x̃T
e f (0)P0 x̃e f (0) + Θ̃T(0)Z0Θ̃(0) + γ2

∫ T

0
(ωTω)dt, (37)

where Θ̃ = Θ − Θ∗ denotes the neural parameter estimation error, is satisfied, for any initial
condition, if there exists a dynamic state feedback controller

Θ̇ = β(t, x̃e f ) = −Z−TΞTT11BTT0 x̃e f , (38)

Fa = Fa(t, Θ̂, x̃e f ) = F̄(xee f ) + ΞΘ − T−1
11 R−1BTT0 x̃e f , (39)

solution of the adaptive neural network nonlinear H∞ control problem subject to (33). The
stability analysis developed in [Chang & Chen (1997)] is also valid for this case, [Petronilho
et al. (2005)]. The torques applied upon the joints are given by (17).

Remark 3. The adaptive neural network nonlinear H∞ strategies do not demand measured values of
acceleration from the free-floating base neither from the arm.

Remark 4. The adaptive designs proposed apply an intelligent learning strategy to estimate uncertain
parameters and also the behavior of non-modeled dynamics. The H∞ control law is applied to attenuate
the effects of estimation errors and external disturbances.

4. Results

For validation and comparison purposes, the proposed adaptive H∞ control solutions are ap-
plied to a free-floating, planar, two-link space manipulator system, whose nominal parameters
are given in Table 1. The corresponding DEM is a fixed-base, three-link, planar manipulator
whose first joint is configured as passive, that is, qm = [ q2 q3 ]T are the joints to be con-
trolled. Its structure is based on the fixed-base manipulator UArmII (Underactuated Arm II),
whose nominal parameters are given in Table 2. Nominal matrices M(q) and C(q, q̇) for the
DEM can be found in [Liang et al. (1996)] and the Jacobian is given in the appendix.

Body mi
′ Ii

′ Ri Li
(kg) (kgm2) (m) (m)

Base 4.816 0.008251 0.253 0
Link 2 0.618 0.0075 0.118 0.12
Link 3 0.566 0.006 0.126 0.085

Table 1. SM Parameters

Body mi Ii Wi lci
(kg) (kgm2) (m) (m)

Link 1 1.932 0.008251 0.203 0
Link 2 0.850 0.0075 0.203 0.096
Link 3 0.625 0.006 0.203 0.077

Table 2. DEM Parameters

A trajectory tracking task is defined for the space manipulator end-effector. The Cartesian
positions pa = [ xe f ye f ]T of the end-effector are chosen to be the controlled variables,
while its orientation φe f is let free. The reference trajectory is defined as a semi-circle starting
at the end-effector initial position (set by q(0) = [ 0o 20o −40o ]T) and characterized by
radius = 5 cm. The angles that determine the semi-circle reference trajectory follows a fifth
degree polynomial with t f = 3s (time defined for the task execution). During the simulation,
a limited disturbance, initializing at t = 1s, was introduced in the following form

τd =

[
0.025e−2t sin(2πt)
0.015e−2t sin(2πt)

]
.

Compared to the torque applied in case that none disturbance is inserted, the disturbance τd
presents peaks of approximately 75% of that torque peak value. Multiplicative uncertainties
were also applied to the values of mass, moment of inertia, length and center of mass position
as δ =

[
0.7 ∗ m 1.2 ∗ I 1.7 ∗ W 0.5 ∗ lc

]
.

In order to clearly identify the controllers actuation, Figures 2 to 5 illustrate the results ob-
tained without adding disturbances and uncertainties to the model (nominal case) while Fig-
ures 6 to 9 show the results for the disturbed situation (disturbed case). To establish a basis
for comparison, define a computed torque control by

p̈a = Kp p̃a + Kd ˙̃pa + Ki

∫
p̃a + p̈d

a , (40)

with Kp = 50I2, Kd =


 50

√∣∣Kp
∣∣ 0

0 1.5
√∣∣Kp

∣∣


 and Ki = I2. Applying (40) to (14) provides

the forces related to active variables and joint torques are computed by (17). Simulation results
are presented by Figures 2 and 6.
The level of disturbance attenuation defined for the proposed nonlinear H∞ controllers is
γ = 2. The selected weighting matrices are shown in Table 3. Figures 3 and 7 are the results
obtained by the nonlinear H∞ control described in Section 3.1. For the nonlinear H∞ con-
trollers via neural network proposed, let n = 2 be the size of pa determined by the number
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and the modified error equation (11) may be rewritten as

˙̃xe f = ĀTe f (q, q̇)x̃e f + B̄Te f (q)T11(Fa − F̄(xee f )− E2(xee f , xeb ) + Fd + Ê(xe, Θ∗)− Ê(xe, Θ∗))

= ĀTe f (q, q̇)x̃e f + B̄Te f (q)T11(Fa − F̄(xee f )− Ê(xe, Θ∗)) + B̄Te f (q)T11(Ê(xe, Θ∗)+

− E2(xee f , xeb ) + Fd)

= ĀTe f (q, q̇)x̃e f + B̄Te f (q)u + B̄Te f (q)ω, (33)

with

u = T11(Fa − F̄(xee f )− Ê(xe, Θ∗)), (34)

ω = T11(Ê(xe, Θ∗)− E2(xee f , xeb ) + Fd), (35)

where ω refers to the estimation error from the neural network system and external distur-
bances. Considering u = ū the control law provided by the nonlinear H∞ controller in (20),
Fa can be computed by

Fa = F̄(xee f ) + Ê(xe, Θ∗) + T−1
11 ū. (36)

For this approach, the adaptive neural network nonlinear H∞ control can be enunciated as
follows.
Let E(xe, Θ) be a set of n neural networks defined by (22) with xe being a vector of available
data defined by (24) and Θ being a vector of adjustable parameters. Given a desired distur-
bance attenuation level γ > 0 and matrices Z = ZT > 0, Q = QT > 0, P0 = PT

0 > 0, Z0 =

ZT
0 > 0, and R = RT < γ2 I, the following performance criterion

∫ T

0

(
x̃T

e f Qx̃e f + ūT Rū
)

dt ≤ x̃T
e f (0)P0 x̃e f (0) + Θ̃T(0)Z0Θ̃(0) + γ2

∫ T

0
(ωTω)dt, (37)

where Θ̃ = Θ − Θ∗ denotes the neural parameter estimation error, is satisfied, for any initial
condition, if there exists a dynamic state feedback controller

Θ̇ = β(t, x̃e f ) = −Z−TΞTT11BTT0 x̃e f , (38)

Fa = Fa(t, Θ̂, x̃e f ) = F̄(xee f ) + ΞΘ − T−1
11 R−1BTT0 x̃e f , (39)

solution of the adaptive neural network nonlinear H∞ control problem subject to (33). The
stability analysis developed in [Chang & Chen (1997)] is also valid for this case, [Petronilho
et al. (2005)]. The torques applied upon the joints are given by (17).

Remark 3. The adaptive neural network nonlinear H∞ strategies do not demand measured values of
acceleration from the free-floating base neither from the arm.

Remark 4. The adaptive designs proposed apply an intelligent learning strategy to estimate uncertain
parameters and also the behavior of non-modeled dynamics. The H∞ control law is applied to attenuate
the effects of estimation errors and external disturbances.

4. Results

For validation and comparison purposes, the proposed adaptive H∞ control solutions are ap-
plied to a free-floating, planar, two-link space manipulator system, whose nominal parameters
are given in Table 1. The corresponding DEM is a fixed-base, three-link, planar manipulator
whose first joint is configured as passive, that is, qm = [ q2 q3 ]T are the joints to be con-
trolled. Its structure is based on the fixed-base manipulator UArmII (Underactuated Arm II),
whose nominal parameters are given in Table 2. Nominal matrices M(q) and C(q, q̇) for the
DEM can be found in [Liang et al. (1996)] and the Jacobian is given in the appendix.

Body mi
′ Ii

′ Ri Li
(kg) (kgm2) (m) (m)

Base 4.816 0.008251 0.253 0
Link 2 0.618 0.0075 0.118 0.12
Link 3 0.566 0.006 0.126 0.085

Table 1. SM Parameters

Body mi Ii Wi lci
(kg) (kgm2) (m) (m)

Link 1 1.932 0.008251 0.203 0
Link 2 0.850 0.0075 0.203 0.096
Link 3 0.625 0.006 0.203 0.077

Table 2. DEM Parameters

A trajectory tracking task is defined for the space manipulator end-effector. The Cartesian
positions pa = [ xe f ye f ]T of the end-effector are chosen to be the controlled variables,
while its orientation φe f is let free. The reference trajectory is defined as a semi-circle starting
at the end-effector initial position (set by q(0) = [ 0o 20o −40o ]T) and characterized by
radius = 5 cm. The angles that determine the semi-circle reference trajectory follows a fifth
degree polynomial with t f = 3s (time defined for the task execution). During the simulation,
a limited disturbance, initializing at t = 1s, was introduced in the following form

τd =

[
0.025e−2t sin(2πt)
0.015e−2t sin(2πt)

]
.

Compared to the torque applied in case that none disturbance is inserted, the disturbance τd
presents peaks of approximately 75% of that torque peak value. Multiplicative uncertainties
were also applied to the values of mass, moment of inertia, length and center of mass position
as δ =

[
0.7 ∗ m 1.2 ∗ I 1.7 ∗ W 0.5 ∗ lc

]
.

In order to clearly identify the controllers actuation, Figures 2 to 5 illustrate the results ob-
tained without adding disturbances and uncertainties to the model (nominal case) while Fig-
ures 6 to 9 show the results for the disturbed situation (disturbed case). To establish a basis
for comparison, define a computed torque control by

p̈a = Kp p̃a + Kd ˙̃pa + Ki

∫
p̃a + p̈d

a , (40)

with Kp = 50I2, Kd =


 50

√∣∣Kp
∣∣ 0

0 1.5
√∣∣Kp

∣∣


 and Ki = I2. Applying (40) to (14) provides

the forces related to active variables and joint torques are computed by (17). Simulation results
are presented by Figures 2 and 6.
The level of disturbance attenuation defined for the proposed nonlinear H∞ controllers is
γ = 2. The selected weighting matrices are shown in Table 3. Figures 3 and 7 are the results
obtained by the nonlinear H∞ control described in Section 3.1. For the nonlinear H∞ con-
trollers via neural network proposed, let n = 2 be the size of pa determined by the number
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of joints of the space manipulator (active joints in DEM), which define the size of xe, qk = 10.
Define E(xe, Θ) := [ E1(xe, Θ1) E2(xe, Θ2) ]T with pk = 7 neurons in the hidden layer, the
bias vector bk = [ −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 ] and the weighting matrix for the first layer

Ωk
i = [ωk

ij] = [ 1 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 ].

The uncertain vector Θ is defined as Θ = [ Θ1 Θ2 ]T , with ΘT
1 = [ θ11 · · · θ17 ] and

ΘT
2 = [ θ21 · · · θ27 ], and the matrix Ξ can be computed with ξT

1 = [ ξ11 · · · ξ17 ]

and ξT
2 = [ ξ21 · · · ξ27 ]. Simulation results for the adaptive neural network nonlinear

H∞ controller are shown in Figures 4 and 8. For the second approach, neural network plus
nominal model, simulation results are shown in Figures 5 and 9.

γ = 2 R Q1 Q2 Z

Nonlinear H∞

[
3 0
0 3

] [
0.16 0

0 0.16

] [
49 0
0 9

]
-

Adaptive Neural H∞ (1)
[

3 0
0 3

] [
0.04 0

0 0.04

] [
100 0

0 64

] [
1000 0

0 1000

]

Adaptive Neural H∞ (2)
[

3 0
0 3

] [
0.16 0

0 0.16

] [
4 0
0 9

] [
1000 0

0 1000

]

Table 3. Selected Weighting Matrices
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Fig. 2. Nominal case: End-effector trajectory, position errors and velocities - Computed torque
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Fig. 3. Nominal case: End-effector trajectory, position errors and velocities - Nonlinear H∞
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Fig. 4. Nominal case: End-effector trajectory, position errors and velocities - Adaptive Neural
Network Nonlinear H∞ (1)
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Fig. 5. Nominal case: End-effector trajectory, position errors and velocities - Adaptive Neural
Network Nonlinear H∞ (2)
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Fig. 6. Disturbed case: End-effector trajectory, position errors and velocities - Computed
torque
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Fig. 7. Disturbed case: End-effector trajectory, position errors and velocities - Nonlinear H∞
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of joints of the space manipulator (active joints in DEM), which define the size of xe, qk = 10.
Define E(xe, Θ) := [ E1(xe, Θ1) E2(xe, Θ2) ]T with pk = 7 neurons in the hidden layer, the
bias vector bk = [ −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 ] and the weighting matrix for the first layer

Ωk
i = [ωk

ij] = [ 1 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 ].

The uncertain vector Θ is defined as Θ = [ Θ1 Θ2 ]T , with ΘT
1 = [ θ11 · · · θ17 ] and

ΘT
2 = [ θ21 · · · θ27 ], and the matrix Ξ can be computed with ξT

1 = [ ξ11 · · · ξ17 ]

and ξT
2 = [ ξ21 · · · ξ27 ]. Simulation results for the adaptive neural network nonlinear

H∞ controller are shown in Figures 4 and 8. For the second approach, neural network plus
nominal model, simulation results are shown in Figures 5 and 9.

γ = 2 R Q1 Q2 Z

Nonlinear H∞

[
3 0
0 3

] [
0.16 0

0 0.16

] [
49 0
0 9

]
-

Adaptive Neural H∞ (1)
[

3 0
0 3

] [
0.04 0

0 0.04

] [
100 0

0 64

] [
1000 0

0 1000

]

Adaptive Neural H∞ (2)
[

3 0
0 3

] [
0.16 0

0 0.16

] [
4 0
0 9

] [
1000 0

0 1000

]

Table 3. Selected Weighting Matrices
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Fig. 2. Nominal case: End-effector trajectory, position errors and velocities - Computed torque
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Fig. 3. Nominal case: End-effector trajectory, position errors and velocities - Nonlinear H∞
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Fig. 4. Nominal case: End-effector trajectory, position errors and velocities - Adaptive Neural
Network Nonlinear H∞ (1)
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Fig. 5. Nominal case: End-effector trajectory, position errors and velocities - Adaptive Neural
Network Nonlinear H∞ (2)
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Fig. 6. Disturbed case: End-effector trajectory, position errors and velocities - Computed
torque
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Fig. 7. Disturbed case: End-effector trajectory, position errors and velocities - Nonlinear H∞
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Fig. 8. Disturbed case: End-effector trajectory, position errors and velocities - Adaptive Neural
Network Nonlinear H∞ (1)
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Fig. 9. Disturbed case: End-effector trajectory, position errors and velocities - Adaptive Neural
Network Nonlinear H∞ (2)

A comparison among the graphical results illustrate that the proposed controllers reject distur-
bance efficiently and attenuate its effect in the trajectory tracking task. The computed torque
control, however, presents an excellent result in Figure 2, where the plant model is completely
defined and no disturbances and uncertainties are applied, but it is not able to reject the distur-
bances and uncertainties effects when they occur, Figure 6. These results clearly demonstrate
the robustness of H∞ criterion.
Considering that the same value of γ was applied to all the proposed controllers, two perfor-
mance indexes are used to numerically compare the controllers applied: the L2 norm of the
state vector

L2[x̃e f ] =


 1
(tr − t0)

tr∫

t0

∥∥∥x̃e f (t)
∥∥∥2

2
dt




1/2

,

where ‖ · ‖2 is the Euclidean norm, and the sum of the applied torques

E[τa] =
2

∑
i=1




tr∫

t0

|τai (t)| dt


 .

The results are presented in Table 4 as follows. A quantitative analysis based on Table 4 en-
dorses the results verified by the graphics. The robustness provided by the nonlinear H∞
control law is shown by the L2[x̃e f ] results when compared to the results presented by the
computed torque method. The results presented by the adaptive neural networks approaches
exhibits their efficiency in estimating the effect of uncertainties, and mainly, the non-modeled
dynamics of the spacecraft. The energy spent by the first approach of adaptive neural network
strategy is greater than the one spent by strategy (2), however, their error avoidance capacity

Nominal case Disturbed case
L2[x̃e f ] E[τa](Nms) L2[x̃e f ] E[τa](Nms)

Computed Torque 1.24 × 10−4 0.0449 0.0210 0.0592
Nonlinear H∞ 1.39 × 10−4 0.0449 0.0024 0.0458

Adaptive Neural H∞ (1) 3.63 × 10−4 0.0452 0.0022 0.0559
Adaptive Neural H∞ (2) 16 × 10−4 0.0442 0.0020 0.0444

Table 4. Performance Indexes

are very similar. Thus, the designer should ponder between energy demand and availability
of the plant model. It must be emphasized that none of the proposed H∞ approaches demands
measured acceleration values from the free-floating base or the arm.

5. Conclusion

This chapter presents an investigation on the motion control of a free-floating space manip-
ulator subject to parametric uncertainties and external disturbances performed by different
methods of nonlinear H∞ controllers.
The free-floating space manipulator model is developed based on the Dynamically Equivalent
Manipulator concept. Trajectory tracking of the SM’s end-effector in task (Cartesian) space is
considered including the existence of parametric uncertainties in the model, the application
of external disturbances and considering unknown the spacecraft dynamics. Nonlinear H∞
control techniques are designed according to the knowledge and availability of the parameter
matrices for the controllers. Simulations in a free-floating space planar manipulator with two
links were evaluated to demonstrate the effectiveness of the presented approaches. A qual-
itative analysis of trajectory tracking graphics identifies the action of the proposed control
laws. A quantitative comparison among the strategies is provided by performance indexes
regarding energy consumption and error avoidance.
The nonlinear H∞ controller procedure demands a precise knowledge of the model structure,
but its efficiency in attenuating the effects of parametric uncertainties and external distur-
bances was verified before the results of a computed torque controller. The first approach for
adaptive neural network H∞ controller applies the intelligent system to learn the dynamic be-
havior of the robotic system, which is considered totally unknown. This strategy proved to be
very effective in estimating the non-modeled plant behavior. The proposal of combining the
model-based technique (once the model is largely known) and the intelligent adaptive tool,
joined the best characteristics of both strategies, robustness and flexibility, and exhibited the
best numerical results.
The space applications area of research is wide and full of unique issues. Future research on
the topic presented in this chapter should include application of the proposed strategies in a
real robot arm, supported by the modeling concept used in this chapter, and also the proposal
of other intelligent techniques, such as fuzzy systems.
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Fig. 8. Disturbed case: End-effector trajectory, position errors and velocities - Adaptive Neural
Network Nonlinear H∞ (1)
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Fig. 9. Disturbed case: End-effector trajectory, position errors and velocities - Adaptive Neural
Network Nonlinear H∞ (2)

A comparison among the graphical results illustrate that the proposed controllers reject distur-
bance efficiently and attenuate its effect in the trajectory tracking task. The computed torque
control, however, presents an excellent result in Figure 2, where the plant model is completely
defined and no disturbances and uncertainties are applied, but it is not able to reject the distur-
bances and uncertainties effects when they occur, Figure 6. These results clearly demonstrate
the robustness of H∞ criterion.
Considering that the same value of γ was applied to all the proposed controllers, two perfor-
mance indexes are used to numerically compare the controllers applied: the L2 norm of the
state vector

L2[x̃e f ] =


 1
(tr − t0)

tr∫

t0

∥∥∥x̃e f (t)
∥∥∥2

2
dt




1/2

,

where ‖ · ‖2 is the Euclidean norm, and the sum of the applied torques

E[τa] =
2

∑
i=1




tr∫

t0

|τai (t)| dt


 .

The results are presented in Table 4 as follows. A quantitative analysis based on Table 4 en-
dorses the results verified by the graphics. The robustness provided by the nonlinear H∞
control law is shown by the L2[x̃e f ] results when compared to the results presented by the
computed torque method. The results presented by the adaptive neural networks approaches
exhibits their efficiency in estimating the effect of uncertainties, and mainly, the non-modeled
dynamics of the spacecraft. The energy spent by the first approach of adaptive neural network
strategy is greater than the one spent by strategy (2), however, their error avoidance capacity

Nominal case Disturbed case
L2[x̃e f ] E[τa](Nms) L2[x̃e f ] E[τa](Nms)

Computed Torque 1.24 × 10−4 0.0449 0.0210 0.0592
Nonlinear H∞ 1.39 × 10−4 0.0449 0.0024 0.0458

Adaptive Neural H∞ (1) 3.63 × 10−4 0.0452 0.0022 0.0559
Adaptive Neural H∞ (2) 16 × 10−4 0.0442 0.0020 0.0444

Table 4. Performance Indexes

are very similar. Thus, the designer should ponder between energy demand and availability
of the plant model. It must be emphasized that none of the proposed H∞ approaches demands
measured acceleration values from the free-floating base or the arm.

5. Conclusion

This chapter presents an investigation on the motion control of a free-floating space manip-
ulator subject to parametric uncertainties and external disturbances performed by different
methods of nonlinear H∞ controllers.
The free-floating space manipulator model is developed based on the Dynamically Equivalent
Manipulator concept. Trajectory tracking of the SM’s end-effector in task (Cartesian) space is
considered including the existence of parametric uncertainties in the model, the application
of external disturbances and considering unknown the spacecraft dynamics. Nonlinear H∞
control techniques are designed according to the knowledge and availability of the parameter
matrices for the controllers. Simulations in a free-floating space planar manipulator with two
links were evaluated to demonstrate the effectiveness of the presented approaches. A qual-
itative analysis of trajectory tracking graphics identifies the action of the proposed control
laws. A quantitative comparison among the strategies is provided by performance indexes
regarding energy consumption and error avoidance.
The nonlinear H∞ controller procedure demands a precise knowledge of the model structure,
but its efficiency in attenuating the effects of parametric uncertainties and external distur-
bances was verified before the results of a computed torque controller. The first approach for
adaptive neural network H∞ controller applies the intelligent system to learn the dynamic be-
havior of the robotic system, which is considered totally unknown. This strategy proved to be
very effective in estimating the non-modeled plant behavior. The proposal of combining the
model-based technique (once the model is largely known) and the intelligent adaptive tool,
joined the best characteristics of both strategies, robustness and flexibility, and exhibited the
best numerical results.
The space applications area of research is wide and full of unique issues. Future research on
the topic presented in this chapter should include application of the proposed strategies in a
real robot arm, supported by the modeling concept used in this chapter, and also the proposal
of other intelligent techniques, such as fuzzy systems.
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1. Introduction     
 

The control of robotic manipulators has become important due to the development of the 
flexible automation. Requirements such as the high speed and high precision trajectory 
tracking make the modern control indispensable for versatile applications of manipulators 
(Middleton & Goodwin, 1998; Ortega & Spong, 1999; Popescu et al., 2008). Rigid robot 
systems are subjects of the research in both robotic and control fields. The reported research 
leads to a variety of control methods for such rigid robot systems (Ortega & Spong, 1999; 
Raimondi et al., 2004; Bobaşu & Popescu, 2006; Dinh et al., 2008). 
Conventional controllers for robotic structures are based on independent control schemes in 
which each joint is controlled separately by a simple servo loop. This classical control 
scheme (for example a PD control) is inadequate for precise trajectory tracking. The imposed 
performance for industrial applications requires the consideration of the complete dynamics 
of the manipulator. Moreover, in real-time applications, the ignoring parts of the robot 
dynamics or errors in the parameters of the robotic manipulator may cause the inefficiency 
of this classical control. An alternative solution to PD control is the computed torque 
technique. This classical method is in fact a nonlinear technique that takes account of the 
dynamic coupling between the robot links. The main disadvantage of this structure is the 
assumption of an exactly known dynamic model. However, the basic idea of this method 
remains important and it is the base of the neural and adaptive control structures (Gupta & 
Rao, 1994; Pham & Oh, 1994; Dumbravă & Olah, 1997; Ortega & Spong, 1999; Aoughellanet 
et al., 2005; Popescu et al. 2008). 
Industrial robotic manipulators are exposed to structured and unstructured uncertainties. 
Structured uncertainties are characterized by having a correct model but with parameter 
uncertainty (unknown loads and friction coefficients, imprecision of the manipulator link 
properties, etc.). Unstructured uncertainties are characterized by unmodelled dynamics. 
Generally speaking, two classes of strategies have been developed to maintain performance 
in the presence of the parameter uncertainties: robust control and adaptive control. The 
adaptive controllers can provide good performances in face of very large load variation. 
Therefore the adaptive approach is intuitively superior to robust approach in this type of 
application. When the dynamic model of the system is not known a priori (or is not 
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available), a control law is designed based on an estimated model. This is the basic idea 
behind adaptive control strategies (Ortega & Spong, 1999).  
Over the last few years several authors (Zalzala & Morris, 1996; Miyamoto et al., 1998; 
Popescu et al. 2001; Raimondi et al., 2004; Popescu et al., 2008) have considered the use of 
artificial neural networks (ANNs) within a control system for robotic arms. The differences 
in control schemes are in the role that ANN is playing, and the way it is trained for 
achieving desired trajectory tracking performance. 
In this chapter, which is an extended work of the research achieved in some papers of the 
authors (Popescu, 1998; Popescu et al., 2001, Selişteanu et al., 2001; Popescu et al., 2008), 
classical, adaptive and neural strategies for a robotic manipulator with two revolute joints 
are presented. The first section analyses the computed-torque method (based on the so-
called inverse dynamics of the robotic manipulator), which is a starting point for the design 
of the adaptive and neural control techniques. In the next section, an overview of adaptive 
strategies is presented, and two adaptive controllers for rigid manipulators are designed. 
First, a direct adaptive control with adaptation law of gradient type is analyzed. Second, an 
indirect adaptive controller is designed; this controller uses the prediction errors of the 
filtered joint torques to generate parameter estimates. In the following section, various non-
model and model-based neural control schemes have been designed. The ANN is used in 
order to generate auxiliary joint control torque to compensate for the uncertainties in the 
computed torque based primary robotic manipulator. Three neural control strategies are 
studied: feedforward neural control, feedback neural control, and feedback error based 
neural control. Also, numerical simulations are performed, in order to analyse the behaviour 
and the performance of the control strategies, and to make some useful comparisons. The 
final section deals with concluding remarks and further research directions. 

 
2. The computed-torque control strategy 
 

The robotic manipulator is modeled as a set of n rigid bodies connected in series with one 
end fixed to the ground and the other end free. The bodies are connected via either revolute 
or prismatic joints and a torque actuator acts at each joint.  
The dynamic equation of an n-link robotic manipulator is given by (Ivănescu, 2003; Popescu, 
1998): 
 

       qFqGqqqVqqJT   , , (1)
 
where:  T  is an (n 1) vector of joint torques;  J(q) is the (n n) manipulator inertia matrix; 

),( qqV   is an (n n) matrix representing centrifugal and Coriolis effects;  G(q) is an (n 1) 
vector representing gravity; )(qF   is an (n 1) vector representing friction forces; qqq  ,,  are 
the (n 1) vectors of joint positions, speeds and accelerations, respectively. 
The equations (1) form a set of coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations which are 
quite complex, even for simple robotic arms. For simplicity, we denote 
 

       qqHqFqGqqqV  ,,  , (2)
 
so that (1) can be rewritten as: 

 

   qqHqqJT  , . (3)
 
The computed-torque method is a conventional control technique, which takes account of 
the dynamic coupling between the manipulator links. This method, also called the inverse 
model control technique (Zalzala & Morris, 1996; Ortega & Spong, 1999) leads to a 
completely decoupled error dynamics equation. The structure of this control strategy is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. 
One of most used computed-torque control scheme is based on the exactly linearization of 
the nonlinear dynamics of the robotic manipulator. If the dynamic model is exact, the 
dynamic perturbations are exactly cancelled. The total torque driving the robotic 
manipulator is given by (Dumbravă & Olah, 1997): 
 

           qqHTqJqFqGqqqVTqJT  ,ˆˆˆˆ,ˆˆ  , (4)

 
where: HFGVJ ˆ,ˆ,ˆ,ˆ,ˆ  are estimates of J, V, G, F, H, respectively, and T  is defined as:  
 

eKeKqT PVd   . (5)
 
The closed loop equation is found to be: 
 

                 qqHqqJqJqFqGqqqVqqJqJeKeKe PV  ,
~~ˆ~~

,
~~ˆ 11   , (6)

 
where HHHFFFGGGVVVJJJ ˆ~

;ˆ~
;ˆ~

;ˆ~
;ˆ

~
 are the modelling errors and the 

tracking error is qqe d  . 
If the robotic manipulator's parameters are perfectly known, the closed loop equation (6) 
takes a linear, decoupled form: 
 

0 eKeKe PV  . (7)
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Fig. 1. The computed-torque control scheme 
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available), a control law is designed based on an estimated model. This is the basic idea 
behind adaptive control strategies (Ortega & Spong, 1999).  
Over the last few years several authors (Zalzala & Morris, 1996; Miyamoto et al., 1998; 
Popescu et al. 2001; Raimondi et al., 2004; Popescu et al., 2008) have considered the use of 
artificial neural networks (ANNs) within a control system for robotic arms. The differences 
in control schemes are in the role that ANN is playing, and the way it is trained for 
achieving desired trajectory tracking performance. 
In this chapter, which is an extended work of the research achieved in some papers of the 
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indirect adaptive controller is designed; this controller uses the prediction errors of the 
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order to generate auxiliary joint control torque to compensate for the uncertainties in the 
computed torque based primary robotic manipulator. Three neural control strategies are 
studied: feedforward neural control, feedback neural control, and feedback error based 
neural control. Also, numerical simulations are performed, in order to analyse the behaviour 
and the performance of the control strategies, and to make some useful comparisons. The 
final section deals with concluding remarks and further research directions. 
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One of most used computed-torque control scheme is based on the exactly linearization of 
the nonlinear dynamics of the robotic manipulator. If the dynamic model is exact, the 
dynamic perturbations are exactly cancelled. The total torque driving the robotic 
manipulator is given by (Dumbravă & Olah, 1997): 
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The closed loop equation is found to be: 
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tracking error is qqe d  . 
If the robotic manipulator's parameters are perfectly known, the closed loop equation (6) 
takes a linear, decoupled form: 
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Fig. 1. The computed-torque control scheme 
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The computed-torque control method has performance problems because of its reliance on a 
fixed dynamic model. The robotic arm structures have to face uncertainty in the dynamics 
parameters. Two classes of approach have been studied to maintain performances in the 
presence of parametric uncertainties - the robust control and the adaptive control. The next 
section deals with the adaptive control strategy for the robotic manipulator. 

 
3. The adaptive control method 
 

Adaptive controllers can be a good alternative when it is neither possible nor economical to 
make a thorough investigation of the causes of the process variations. In other situations, 
some of the dynamics may be well understood, but other parts are unknown. This is the 
case of robots, for which the geometry, motors and gearboxes do not change, but the load 
does change. An adaptive controller can be defined as a controller with adjustable 
parameters and a mechanism for adjusting the parameters (Astrom & Wittenmark, 1995). 
The modern adaptive control approach consists in the explicit introduction of the linear 
parameterization of the robot dynamics. The adaptive controllers can be classified into three 
major categories (Zalzala & Morris, 1996): direct, indirect and composite. 

 
3.1 Direct adaptive controller 
The direct adaptive controllers use tracking errors of the joint motion to drive parameter 
adaptation. The main goal of the control strategy is to reduce the tracking errors. Such a 
direct technique is an adaptive control method based on computed torque control. This 
method has been pioneered by (Craig et al., 1987), and the properties of stability and 
convergence are established in (Slotine & Li, 1987; Ortega & Spong, 1999). The controller is 
in fact composed of a modified computed-torque control and an adaptation law. 
Next, this direct adaptive strategy is used for the robot arm structure (1). Let's consider   
the vector of the uncertain (unknown) parameters, which are the viscous friction 
coefficients, the Coulomb friction coefficients and the load mass. Then, the dynamics of the 
robot arm can be written as: 
 

        ,,,,, qFqGqqqVqqJT  . (8)
 
A linear parameterization of (8) is: 
 

                 ),,(,,,,,, qqqRqFqGqqqVqqJqFqGqqqVqqJ CCCC  , (9)
 
where        .,.,.,. CCCC FGVJ  represent the known (certain) part of the dynamics and 

),,( qqqR   is the regressor matrix. 
The design of the control law is reached by using in (8) the vector of the estimated 
parameters. The linearization (9) allows us to obtain the torque: 
 

                 ˆ),,(,ˆ,ˆ,ˆ,,ˆ, qqqRqFqGqqqVqqJqFqGqqqVqqJT CCCC  , (10)
 
where ̂  is the vector of estimated parameters. 

 

From the equations (5), (10) the closed loop dynamics is obtained: 
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with 
 ˆ~  the estimation parameter error vector. 

If the inertia matrix is nonsingular, we can write: 
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The state representation of (12) can be obtained if the state Teex ][ 

  is used: 
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We can choose a gradient type adaptation law for the on-line estimation of the parameters: 
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with 0 T  the amplification matrix and 0 TPP  a quadratic nn   matrix, solution 
of the Lyapunov equation: 
 

QPAPA m
T
m  , (15)

 

where 0 TQQ . 
 
Remark 1. The Lyapunov function 

~~TTPxxV  can be used to show that the tracking 
errors go to zero.  � 
 
The final adaptive control law consists of the computed-torque Eq. (4) and the estimates 
provided by the adaptation law (14). 
The global convergence of the direct adaptive controller based on computed-torque method 
is demonstrated in (Slotine & Li, 1987). The disadvantages of this adaptive method are the 
use of the acceleration measurements and the necessity of inversion of the estimated inertia 
matrix. The advantages are the simplicity of the method (comparatively to a least squares 
indirect method for example) and the rejection of the parametric disturbances, inherent for 
an adaptive method. 

 
3.2 Indirect adaptive controller 
The indirect adaptive control method for manipulators has been pioneered by (Middleton & 
Goodwin, 1998), who used prediction errors on the filtered joint torques to generate 
parameter estimates to be used in the control law. 
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The computed-torque control method has performance problems because of its reliance on a 
fixed dynamic model. The robotic arm structures have to face uncertainty in the dynamics 
parameters. Two classes of approach have been studied to maintain performances in the 
presence of parametric uncertainties - the robust control and the adaptive control. The next 
section deals with the adaptive control strategy for the robotic manipulator. 
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The final adaptive control law consists of the computed-torque Eq. (4) and the estimates 
provided by the adaptation law (14). 
The global convergence of the direct adaptive controller based on computed-torque method 
is demonstrated in (Slotine & Li, 1987). The disadvantages of this adaptive method are the 
use of the acceleration measurements and the necessity of inversion of the estimated inertia 
matrix. The advantages are the simplicity of the method (comparatively to a least squares 
indirect method for example) and the rejection of the parametric disturbances, inherent for 
an adaptive method. 

 
3.2 Indirect adaptive controller 
The indirect adaptive control method for manipulators has been pioneered by (Middleton & 
Goodwin, 1998), who used prediction errors on the filtered joint torques to generate 
parameter estimates to be used in the control law. 
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Such indirect adaptive controller can be composed of a modified computed-torque control 
and a modified least-squares estimator.  
The design of this indirect control law for the manipulator (1) is based on the estimate of the 
torque: 
 

         ˆ),,(,ˆ qqqRqFqGqqqVqqJT CCCC  , (16)
 
where ̂  is the vector of estimated parameters. 
Now we can calculate the prediction error for the torque from (9), (16) 
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with 
 ˆ~  the estimation parameter error vector. 

The prediction error is filtered to eliminate the measurements of the accelerations in the 
control law. First, the torque T is filtered through a first-degree filter with the transfer 

function 
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)( , where f  is the crossover frequency of the filter. The filtered torque 

is the convolution 
 

)(*)( tTthTf  , (18)
 
where h(t) is the impulse response of  H(s). 
The estimated torque is also filtered. We define 
 

       qFqGqqqVqqJT CCCCC   , , (19)
 
and from (16), (19) the estimated torque can be written as 
 

 ˆ),,(ˆ qqqRTT C  . (20)
 
We have 
 

)(*)()( tTthtT CCf  , (21)
)(*)()( tRtht  . (22)

 
In the relations (21), (22), CfT  and the filtered regressor matrix   depend only of the state 
q(t) and of the time derivative )(tq , and not of the accelerations (Ivănescu, 2003): 
 

))(),(()());(),(()( tqtqttqtqTtT CfCf   . (23)
 
We obtain the filtered estimated torque from (20), (21), and (22): 

 

 ˆˆ
Cff TT . (24)

 
Now we can obtain the filtered prediction error, which will be used in the adaptation law. 
From (17), (18), (24) the filtered prediction error is 
 

)(*)(ˆ)()(ˆ tTthttTTT Cffff  . (25)
 
The torque T can be written as 
 

 RTT C , (26)
 
therefore the filtered prediction error becomes 
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The adaptation parameter law is based on a least-squares estimator (Dumbravă & Olah, 
1997) that it has as input the filtered prediction error (27). The equations of the adaptation 
law are 
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with .0)0()0(  T  The matrix 0)()(  tt T  is the amplification matrix. 
The final indirect adaptive control law consists of the computed-torque equation (4) and the 
estimates provided by the adaptation law (28), (29): 
 

        )ˆ,()ˆ,()ˆ,,()ˆ,(ˆˆ,ˆˆ  qFqGqqqVTqJqFqGqqqVTqJT  , (30)
 
with T' given by (5). 
The indirect adaptive control structure is presented in Fig. 2. 
The least-squares estimator (28), (29) has good convergence and stability properties 
(Ivănescu, 2003). A disadvantage can be the complexity of the algorithm and the correlation 
between the prediction error and the estimation parameter error (Ivănescu, 2003; Dumbravă 
& Olah, 1997). This disadvantage can be canceled by addition of a stabilizing signal to the 
control law (Dumbravă & Olah, 1997). 
 
Remark 2. Indirect controllers allow the various parameter-estimation algorithms to be used 
to select time variations of the adaptation gains.  � 
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Such indirect adaptive controller can be composed of a modified computed-torque control 
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with T' given by (5). 
The indirect adaptive control structure is presented in Fig. 2. 
The least-squares estimator (28), (29) has good convergence and stability properties 
(Ivănescu, 2003). A disadvantage can be the complexity of the algorithm and the correlation 
between the prediction error and the estimation parameter error (Ivănescu, 2003; Dumbravă 
& Olah, 1997). This disadvantage can be canceled by addition of a stabilizing signal to the 
control law (Dumbravă & Olah, 1997). 
 
Remark 2. Indirect controllers allow the various parameter-estimation algorithms to be used 
to select time variations of the adaptation gains.  � 
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Composite adaptive controllers for manipulators have been developed by (Slotine & Li, 
1989). These adaptive control strategies use both tracking errors in the joint motions and 
prediction errors on the filtered torque to drive the parameter adaptation. 
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Fig. 2. The indirect adaptive control scheme for the rigid link manipulator 

 
4. Neural control strategies 
 

Various neural control schemes have been studied, proposed and compared. The differences 
in these schemes are in the role that artificial neural network (ANN) is playing in the control 
system and the way it is trained for achieving desired trajectory tracking performance 
structures (Psaltis et al., 1988; Gupta & Rao, 1994; Zalzala & Morris, 1996; Raimondi et al., 
2004; Aoughellanet et al., 2005; Dinh et al., 2008). Two classes of approaches have been 
studied: non-model based neural control and model based neural control. Non-model based 
neural control consists of PD feedback controller and an ANN. The inverse dynamics is 
learned by measuring the input and output signals in the manipulator and then adjusting 
the connection weights vector by using a learning algorithm. After the learning was 
finished, the actual trajectory of the manipulator followed well the desired trajectory. But, 
when the desired trajectory was changed to one not used in the training of ANN, the error 
between the actual and desired trajectory became large. This means that the ANN had fitted 
a relationship between the input/output data but had no succeeded in learning the inverse-
dynamics model (Zalzala & Morris, 1996). We want that training doesn't depend on desired 
trajectory. Hence, we proposed to train the ANN with  eeqqq d  ,,,,  (see Fig. 3). 
For training of ANN, there are two possibilities: off-line or on-line. From the viewpoint of 
real time control it's better to train ANN on-line. But, from the viewpoint of initial weights 
and biases, rate of convergence and stability of learning it's better to train ANN off-line. The 
tracking performance was better if ANN was trained off-line and then ANN was used to 
improve the performance of PD feedback controller (Popescu et al., 2001). 
In this section, model based neural control structures for a robotic manipulator are 
implemented. Various neural control schemes have been studied, proposed and compared. 
The differences in these schemes are in the role that ANN is playing in the control system 

 

and the way it is trained for achieving desired trajectory tracking performance. The most 
popular control scheme is one which uses ANN to generate auxiliary joint control torque to 
compensate for the uncertainties in the computed torque based primary robotic manipulator 
controller that is designed based on a nominal robotic manipulator dynamic model.  
This is accomplished by implementing the neural controller in either a feedforward or a 
feedback configuration, and the ANN is trained on-line. Based on the computed torque 
method, a training signal is derived for neural controller. Comparison studies based on a 
robotic planar manipulator have been made for the neural controller implemented in both 
feedforward and feedback configurations. Also, a feedback error based neural controller is 
proposed. In this approach, a feedback error function is minimized and the advantage over 
Jacobian based approach is that Jacobian estimation is not required. 

 
4.1 Feedforward neural control strategy 
The feedforward neural controller (Fig. 3) is designed to achieve perturbation rejection for a 
computed torque control system of a robotic manipulator. The ANN output cancels out the 
uncertainties caused by inaccurate robotic manipulator’s model in the computed torque 
controller. The robot joint torques are: 
 

   ),(ˆ'ˆ
ddfd qqHTqJT  . (31)

 
The closed loop error system is 
 

  fPV HqJJeKeKe   ~~ˆ 1  . (32)
 
Since the control objective is to generate f  to reduce u to zero, we therefore propose to use: 
 

eKeKeu PV   , (33)
 
as the error signal for training the ANN. Then, the ideal value of f  at u = 0 is: 
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Fig. 3. The structure of the feedforward neural controller 
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Composite adaptive controllers for manipulators have been developed by (Slotine & Li, 
1989). These adaptive control strategies use both tracking errors in the joint motions and 
prediction errors on the filtered torque to drive the parameter adaptation. 
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Fig. 2. The indirect adaptive control scheme for the rigid link manipulator 

 
4. Neural control strategies 
 

Various neural control schemes have been studied, proposed and compared. The differences 
in these schemes are in the role that artificial neural network (ANN) is playing in the control 
system and the way it is trained for achieving desired trajectory tracking performance 
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between the actual and desired trajectory became large. This means that the ANN had fitted 
a relationship between the input/output data but had no succeeded in learning the inverse-
dynamics model (Zalzala & Morris, 1996). We want that training doesn't depend on desired 
trajectory. Hence, we proposed to train the ANN with  eeqqq d  ,,,,  (see Fig. 3). 
For training of ANN, there are two possibilities: off-line or on-line. From the viewpoint of 
real time control it's better to train ANN on-line. But, from the viewpoint of initial weights 
and biases, rate of convergence and stability of learning it's better to train ANN off-line. The 
tracking performance was better if ANN was trained off-line and then ANN was used to 
improve the performance of PD feedback controller (Popescu et al., 2001). 
In this section, model based neural control structures for a robotic manipulator are 
implemented. Various neural control schemes have been studied, proposed and compared. 
The differences in these schemes are in the role that ANN is playing in the control system 

 

and the way it is trained for achieving desired trajectory tracking performance. The most 
popular control scheme is one which uses ANN to generate auxiliary joint control torque to 
compensate for the uncertainties in the computed torque based primary robotic manipulator 
controller that is designed based on a nominal robotic manipulator dynamic model.  
This is accomplished by implementing the neural controller in either a feedforward or a 
feedback configuration, and the ANN is trained on-line. Based on the computed torque 
method, a training signal is derived for neural controller. Comparison studies based on a 
robotic planar manipulator have been made for the neural controller implemented in both 
feedforward and feedback configurations. Also, a feedback error based neural controller is 
proposed. In this approach, a feedback error function is minimized and the advantage over 
Jacobian based approach is that Jacobian estimation is not required. 

 
4.1 Feedforward neural control strategy 
The feedforward neural controller (Fig. 3) is designed to achieve perturbation rejection for a 
computed torque control system of a robotic manipulator. The ANN output cancels out the 
uncertainties caused by inaccurate robotic manipulator’s model in the computed torque 
controller. The robot joint torques are: 
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The closed loop error system is 
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Fig. 3. The structure of the feedforward neural controller 
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4.2 Feedback neural control strategy 
The main difference between feedforward and feedback neural controller schemes is that the 
joint variables used in the ANN inputs and the computed torque controller are either the 
desired values  tqd  or the actual values  tq . The ANN inputs can be either  tqd ,  tqd , 

 tqd , or  tq ,  tq ,  tq , or the time-delayed values  tqd ,  1tqd ,  2tqd , or  tq , 
 1tq ,  2tq . Delay time is chosen as the sampling period of the controller. In 

simulations the ANN performs better when time-delayed joint values are used instead of the 
velocity and acceleration values calculated from finite difference approximations based on 
samples of  tq . 
For feedback neural controller (Fig. 4) the robotic manipulator joint torques are: 
 

    qqHTqJT b ,ˆˆ  . (35)
 
The three-layer feedforward neural network is used as the compensator. It is composed of 
an input layer (6 neurons), a nonlinear hidden layer, and a linear output layer (2 neurons). 
The weight updating law minimizes the objective function J which is a quadratic function of 
the training signal u: 
 

 J =  uuT

2
1 . (36)

 
For simplicity, we use   for f  or b . Differentiating equation (36) and making use of (32) 
yields the gradient of J  as follows: 
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Fig. 4. The structure of the feedback neural controller 
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The gradient of  J  is: 
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The backpropagation updating rule for the weights with momentum term is: 
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5. Simulation results and comparisons 
 

In order to test the proposed adaptive and neural control strategies, the control of the simple 
planar robotic manipulator with two revolute joints shown in Fig. 6 was considered. 
The elements of the dynamic equation (1) for this robotic manipulator with electrical motor 
dynamics are (Selişteanu et al., 2001; Popescu et al., 2008): 
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with 1m  - mass of link 1, pmmm  202 , 20m - mass of link 2, pm  - mass of payload, 1l  - 
length of link 1, 2l  - length of link 2,   2,1,cos  iqc ii ,   2,1,sin  iqs ii ,  2112 cos qqc  , 

 2112 sin qqs  , 2,1, iJi  - moments of inertia for electrical motor i, 2,1, ini  - factor of 
reduction gear i, 2,1, ivi - viscous friction for joint i, 2,1, iCi  - Coulomb friction for joint i. 
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For simulation and comparisons, the planar robot manipulator with two revolute joints (1), 
(44)-(47) is used. The simulation model parameters are (SI units): 101 m , 2m  consists of  
mass of link 2, 5.220 m , and mass of payload pm , 5.0,1 21  ll , link lengths. 
The robot manipulator starts at position  0,0 21  qq , and the control objective is to track 
the desired trajectory given by: 
 

 tq d  4,0sin4.01 ,  tq d  5,0sin5.02 . (48)
 
In order to test the performance and to analyze the behaviour of the control strategies, 
several numerical simulations were performed. We considered three basic simulation cases: 
 
1) When the model of robot manipulator is known, the use of the computed-torque method 
is recommended. The equations (4), (5) are used and a simulation has been done for the 
tuning parameters 15,6,50,50 2121  vvpp KKKK  (matrices pK , vK  of diagonal form). 

The time evolution of tracking errors    Tdd
T qqqqeee 221121   is presented in Fig. 7. 

 
2) The computed-torque method provides good results when the model is exactly known. If 
parametric uncertainties occur, an adaptive control method can be used. Let's consider that 
the uncertain parameters are the viscous friction coefficients, the Coulomb friction 
coefficients and the load mass. Therefore we have:  Tp CvCvm 2211 . The direct 
adaptive control law (9), (10), (14) is implemented with the design parameters 

,501 pK ,502 pK  ,61 vK  ,152 vK  and the diagonal matrix   15,5,1   iiiii . The 
results are presented in Fig. 8. 

We can see that even if the estimated parameters  Tp CvCvm 2211
ˆˆˆˆˆˆ   are used, the 

evolution of tracking errors remains good.  
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The gradient of  J  is: 
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The imposed trajectories are preserved in the presence of the parametric uncertainties. 
Another simulation is done for the indirect adaptive control law (28)-(30), which is 
implemented with the parameters  ,501 pK ,502 pK  ,61 vK  ,152 vK  5f  and the 
diagonal matrix     15,0 5,1   iiiii . The estimated parameters have a fast convergence 
to their actual ("true") values. The evolution of tracking errors is illustrated in Fig. 9. 
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3) The neural control strategies were implemented. For feedforward neural control law and 
for feedback neural controller (with the neural network structure of the form 6 x 10 x 2), 
with update backpropagation rule (38), the time evolution of the tracking errors is presented 
in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, respectively.  
Also, for the feedback error based neural control law (with the neural network structure of 
the form 6 x 9 x 2), and with the update backpropagation rule (43), the time profiles of the 
tracking errors are depicted in Fig. 12. 
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The comparisons between the control strategies can be done by visualization of tracking 
errors, but accurate comparisons can be done by considering a criterion based on averaged 
square tracking errors – see (Whitcomb et al., 1991; Popescu et al., 2008): 
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where ST  is the total simulation time. 
The values of 1I  and 2I , computed for the studied control strategies (manipulator with two 
revolute joints), and for numerous simulations (including PD control law and non-model 
based neural controllers) are presented in Table 1. 
 

Control Strategies Performances 
I1 I2 

Classical PD controller (exactly known model 
and manipulator parameters) 

4.2*10-4 3.1*10-4 

Computed-torque method (exactly known 
model and manipulator parameters) 

1.2*10-4 0.8*10-4 

Direct adaptive controller (gradient 
adaptation law)  

1.7*10-4 1.0*10-4 

Indirect adaptive controller (least-squares 
estimator as adaptation law) 

1.1*10-4 0.7*10-4 

Non-model based neural controller 2*10-4 1.1*10-4 
Model based neural controller 0.9*10-4 0.5*10-4 

Table 1. Performance criterion results 

 

 

6. Conclusion 
 

In this chapter, some classical, adaptive and neural control strategies for a simple planar 
robotic manipulator with two revolute joints were designed and implemented.  
First, the conventional computed-torque method was discussed. This control method solves 
the precision tracking problem, by using an exactly linearization of the nonlinearities of the 
manipulator model. The main disadvantage is the assumption of an exactly known dynamic 
model. If the model is imprecise known, it is necessary to design adaptive and/or neural 
control strategies. 
Direct and indirect adaptive controllers have been studied and implemented in order to 
preserve the tracking performances when parameter uncertainties occur. From the 
simulation point of view, it can be noticed that the evolution of tracking errors remains 
good, even if the estimated parameters are used in the control law. 
Also, three neural based control strategies were developed: a feedforward neural controller, 
a feedback neural control scheme, and a feedback error based neural controller. The 
simulations showed that the proposed neural controllers obtain results comparable to those 
achieved using adaptive control strategies. If a classical (PD or computed-torque) controller 
already controls a manipulator the advantage of proposed neural structures is that extension 
to a neural controller for performances improvement is easy. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Novel robotic applications have demanded lighter robots that can be driven using small 
amounts of energy, for example robotic booms in the aerospace industry, where lightweight 
manipulators with high performance requirements (high speed operation, better accuracy, 
high payload/weight ratio) are required (Wang & Gao, 2003). Unfortunately, the flexibility 
of these robots leads to oscillatory behaviour at the tip of the link, making precise pointing 
or tip positioning a daunting task that requires complex closed-loop control. In order to 
address control objectives, such as tip position accuracy and suppression of residual 
vibration, many control techniques have been applied to flexible robots (see, for instance, 
the survey (Benosman & Vey, 2004)). There are two main problems that complicate the 
control design for flexible manipulators viz: (i) the high order of the system, (ii) the no 
minimum phase dynamics that exists between the tip position and the input (torque applied 
at the joint). In addition, recently, geometric nonlinearities have been considered in the 
flexible elements. This chapter gives an overview to the modelling and control of flexible 
manipulators and focuses in the implementation of the main control techniques for single 
link flexible manipulators, which is the most studied case in the literature. 

 
2. State of the art 
 

Recently, some reviews in flexible robotics have been published. They divide the previous 
work attending to some short of classification: control schemes (Benosman & Vey, 2004), 
modelling (Dwivedy & Eberhard, 2006), overview of main researches (Feliu, 2006), etc. They 
are usually comprehensive enumerations of the different approaches and/or techniques 
used in the diverse fields involving flexible manipulators. However, this section intends to 
give a chronological overview of how flexible manipulators have evolved since visionaries 
such as Prof. Mark J. Balas or Prof. Wayne J. Book sowed the seeds of this challenging field 
of robotics. Moreover, some attention is given to main contributions attending to the impact 
of the work and the goodness of the results. 
In the early 70's the necessity of building lighter manipulators able to perform mechanical 
tasks arises as a part of the USA Space Research. The abusive transportation costs of a gram 
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of material into orbit and the reduced room and energy available inside an spacecraft cause 
the imperative need for reducing weight and size as far as possible in any device aboard. 
Unfortunately, as the manipulator reduces weight, it reduces also accuracy in its 
manoeuvres due to the appearance of structural flexibility (and hence, vibrations) of the 
device. 
The interest of NASA in creating these manipulators for use in spatial applications 
motivated the investment for the research of flexible robots and its associated new control 
problems. In 1974, Prof. Wayne J. Book provided the first known work dealing with this 
topic explicitly in his Ph. D. Thesis (Book, 1974) entitled as “Modeling, design and control of 
flexible manipulators arms” and supervised by Prof. Daniel E. Whitney, who was a professor 
at MIT Mechanical Engineering Department. In the same department than Prof. Book, the 
very same year Dr. Maizza-Neto also studied the control of flexible manipulator arms but 
from a modal analysis approach (Maizza-Neto, 1974). Fruits of their joint labour, the first 
work published in a journal in the field of flexible robotics appeared in 1975, dealing with 
the feedback control of a two-link-two-joints flexible robot (Book et al., 1975). After this 
milestone, Dr. Maizza-Neto quitted from study of elastic arms but Prof. Book continued 
with its theoretical analysis of flexible manipulators, e.g. taking frequency domain and 
space-state approaches (Book & Majette, 1983), until he finally came up with a recursive, 
lagrangian, assumed modes formulation for modelling a flexible arm (Book, 1984) that 
incorporates the approach taken by Denavit and Hartenberg (Denavit & Hartenberg, 1955), 
to describe in a efficient, complete and straightforward way the kinematics and dynamics of 
elastic manipulators. Due to the generality and simplicity of the technique applied, this 
work has become one of the most cited and well-known studies in flexible robotics. This 
structural flexibility was also intensively studied in satellites and other large spacecraft 
structures (again spatial purposes and NASA behind the scenes) which generally exhibit 
low structural damping in the materials used and lack of other forms of damping. A special 
mention deserves Prof. Mark J. Balas, whose generic studies on the control of flexible 
structures, mainly between 1978 and 1982, e.g. (Balas, 1978) and (Balas, 1982), established 
some key concepts such as the influence of high nonmodelled dynamics in the system 
controllability and performance, which is known as "spillover". In addition, the 
numerical/analytical examples included in his work dealt with controlling and modelling 
the elasticity of a pinned or cantilevered Euler-Bernoulli beam with a single actuator and a 
sensor, which is the typical configuration for a one degree of freedom flexible robot as we 
will discuss in later sections.  
After these promising origins, the theoretical challenge of controlling a flexible arm (while 
still very open) turned into the technological challenge of building a real platform in which 
testing those control techniques. And there it was, the first known robot exhibiting notorious 
flexibility to be controlled was built by Dr. Eric Schmitz (Cannon & Schmitz, 1984) under the 
supervision of Prof. Robert H. Cannon Jr., founder of the Aerospace Robotics Lab and 
Professor Emeritus at Stanford University. A single-link flexible manipulator was precisely 
positioned by sensing its tip position while it was actuated on the other end of the link. In 
this work appeared another essential concept in flexible robots: a flexible robot it is a 
noncolocated system and thus of nonminimum phase nature. This work is the most 
referenced ever in the field of flexible robotics and it is considered unanimously as the 
breakthrough in this topic.  

Point-to-point motion of elastic manipulators had been studied with remarkable success 
taking a number of different approaches, but it was not until 1989 that the tracking control 
problem of the end-point of a flexible robot was properly addressed. Prof. Siciliano 
collaborated with Prof. Alessandro De Luca to tackle the problem from a mixed open-closed 
loop control approach (De Luca & Siciliano, 1989) in the line proposed two years before by 
Prof. Bayo (Bayo, 1987). Also in 1989, another very important concept called passivity was 
used for the first time in this field. Prof. David Wang finished his Ph.D Thesis (Wang, 1989) 
under the advisement of Prof. Mathukumalli Vidyasagar, studying this passivity property 
of flexible links when an appropriate output of the system was chosen (Wang & Vidyasagar, 
1991). 
In (Book, 1993), a review on the elastic behaviour of manipulators was meticulously 
performed. In his conclusions, Prof. Book remarks the exponential growth in the number of 
publications and also the possibility of corroborating simulation results with experiments, 
what turns a flexible arm into "one test case for the evaluation of control and dynamics 
algorithms". And so it was. It is shown in (Benosman & Vey 2004) a summary of the main 
control theory contributions to flexible manipulators, such as PD-PID, feedforward, 
adaptive, intelligent, robust, strain feedback, energy-based, wave-based and among others.  

 
3. Modelling of flexible manipulators 
 

One of the most studied problems in flexible robotics is its dynamic modelling (Dwivedy & 
Eberhard, 2006). Differently to conventional rigid robots, the elastic behaviour of flexible 
robots makes the mathematical deduction of the models, which govern the real physical 
behaviour, quite difficult. One of the most important characteristic of the flexible 
manipulator models is that the low vibration modes have more influence in the system 
dynamics than the high ones, which allows us to use more simple controllers, with less 
computational costs and control efforts. Nevertheless, this high order dynamics, which is 
not considered directly in the controller designed, may give rise to the appearance of bad 
system behaviours, and sometimes, under specific conditions, instabilities. This problem is 
usually denoted in the literature as spillover (Balas, 1978).  
The flexibility in robotics can appear in the joints (manipulators with flexible joints) or in the 
links (widely known as flexible link manipulators or simply flexible manipulators). The joint 
flexibility is due to the twisting of the elements that connect the joint and the link. This 
twisting appears, for instance, in reduction gears when very fast manoeuvres are involved, 
and produces changes in the joint angles. The link flexibility is due to its deflection when 
fast manoeuvres or heavy payloads are involved. From a control point of view, the 
flexibility link problem is quite more challenging than the joint flexibility.   

 
3.1 Single-link flexible manipulators 
Single-link flexible manipulators consist of a rigid part, also denominated as actuator, which 
produces the spatial movement of the structure; and by a flexible part, which presents 
distributed elasticity along the whole structure. Fig. 1 shows the parametric representation 
of a single-link flexible manipulator, which is composed of the following: (a) a motor and a 
reduction gear of 1:nr reduction ratio at the base, with total inertia (rotor and hub) J0, 
dynamic friction coefficient  and Coulomb friction torque f; (b) a flexible link with 
uniform linear mass density , uniform bending stiffness EI and length L; and (c) a payload 
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of material into orbit and the reduced room and energy available inside an spacecraft cause 
the imperative need for reducing weight and size as far as possible in any device aboard. 
Unfortunately, as the manipulator reduces weight, it reduces also accuracy in its 
manoeuvres due to the appearance of structural flexibility (and hence, vibrations) of the 
device. 
The interest of NASA in creating these manipulators for use in spatial applications 
motivated the investment for the research of flexible robots and its associated new control 
problems. In 1974, Prof. Wayne J. Book provided the first known work dealing with this 
topic explicitly in his Ph. D. Thesis (Book, 1974) entitled as “Modeling, design and control of 
flexible manipulators arms” and supervised by Prof. Daniel E. Whitney, who was a professor 
at MIT Mechanical Engineering Department. In the same department than Prof. Book, the 
very same year Dr. Maizza-Neto also studied the control of flexible manipulator arms but 
from a modal analysis approach (Maizza-Neto, 1974). Fruits of their joint labour, the first 
work published in a journal in the field of flexible robotics appeared in 1975, dealing with 
the feedback control of a two-link-two-joints flexible robot (Book et al., 1975). After this 
milestone, Dr. Maizza-Neto quitted from study of elastic arms but Prof. Book continued 
with its theoretical analysis of flexible manipulators, e.g. taking frequency domain and 
space-state approaches (Book & Majette, 1983), until he finally came up with a recursive, 
lagrangian, assumed modes formulation for modelling a flexible arm (Book, 1984) that 
incorporates the approach taken by Denavit and Hartenberg (Denavit & Hartenberg, 1955), 
to describe in a efficient, complete and straightforward way the kinematics and dynamics of 
elastic manipulators. Due to the generality and simplicity of the technique applied, this 
work has become one of the most cited and well-known studies in flexible robotics. This 
structural flexibility was also intensively studied in satellites and other large spacecraft 
structures (again spatial purposes and NASA behind the scenes) which generally exhibit 
low structural damping in the materials used and lack of other forms of damping. A special 
mention deserves Prof. Mark J. Balas, whose generic studies on the control of flexible 
structures, mainly between 1978 and 1982, e.g. (Balas, 1978) and (Balas, 1982), established 
some key concepts such as the influence of high nonmodelled dynamics in the system 
controllability and performance, which is known as "spillover". In addition, the 
numerical/analytical examples included in his work dealt with controlling and modelling 
the elasticity of a pinned or cantilevered Euler-Bernoulli beam with a single actuator and a 
sensor, which is the typical configuration for a one degree of freedom flexible robot as we 
will discuss in later sections.  
After these promising origins, the theoretical challenge of controlling a flexible arm (while 
still very open) turned into the technological challenge of building a real platform in which 
testing those control techniques. And there it was, the first known robot exhibiting notorious 
flexibility to be controlled was built by Dr. Eric Schmitz (Cannon & Schmitz, 1984) under the 
supervision of Prof. Robert H. Cannon Jr., founder of the Aerospace Robotics Lab and 
Professor Emeritus at Stanford University. A single-link flexible manipulator was precisely 
positioned by sensing its tip position while it was actuated on the other end of the link. In 
this work appeared another essential concept in flexible robots: a flexible robot it is a 
noncolocated system and thus of nonminimum phase nature. This work is the most 
referenced ever in the field of flexible robotics and it is considered unanimously as the 
breakthrough in this topic.  

Point-to-point motion of elastic manipulators had been studied with remarkable success 
taking a number of different approaches, but it was not until 1989 that the tracking control 
problem of the end-point of a flexible robot was properly addressed. Prof. Siciliano 
collaborated with Prof. Alessandro De Luca to tackle the problem from a mixed open-closed 
loop control approach (De Luca & Siciliano, 1989) in the line proposed two years before by 
Prof. Bayo (Bayo, 1987). Also in 1989, another very important concept called passivity was 
used for the first time in this field. Prof. David Wang finished his Ph.D Thesis (Wang, 1989) 
under the advisement of Prof. Mathukumalli Vidyasagar, studying this passivity property 
of flexible links when an appropriate output of the system was chosen (Wang & Vidyasagar, 
1991). 
In (Book, 1993), a review on the elastic behaviour of manipulators was meticulously 
performed. In his conclusions, Prof. Book remarks the exponential growth in the number of 
publications and also the possibility of corroborating simulation results with experiments, 
what turns a flexible arm into "one test case for the evaluation of control and dynamics 
algorithms". And so it was. It is shown in (Benosman & Vey 2004) a summary of the main 
control theory contributions to flexible manipulators, such as PD-PID, feedforward, 
adaptive, intelligent, robust, strain feedback, energy-based, wave-based and among others.  

 
3. Modelling of flexible manipulators 
 

One of the most studied problems in flexible robotics is its dynamic modelling (Dwivedy & 
Eberhard, 2006). Differently to conventional rigid robots, the elastic behaviour of flexible 
robots makes the mathematical deduction of the models, which govern the real physical 
behaviour, quite difficult. One of the most important characteristic of the flexible 
manipulator models is that the low vibration modes have more influence in the system 
dynamics than the high ones, which allows us to use more simple controllers, with less 
computational costs and control efforts. Nevertheless, this high order dynamics, which is 
not considered directly in the controller designed, may give rise to the appearance of bad 
system behaviours, and sometimes, under specific conditions, instabilities. This problem is 
usually denoted in the literature as spillover (Balas, 1978).  
The flexibility in robotics can appear in the joints (manipulators with flexible joints) or in the 
links (widely known as flexible link manipulators or simply flexible manipulators). The joint 
flexibility is due to the twisting of the elements that connect the joint and the link. This 
twisting appears, for instance, in reduction gears when very fast manoeuvres are involved, 
and produces changes in the joint angles. The link flexibility is due to its deflection when 
fast manoeuvres or heavy payloads are involved. From a control point of view, the 
flexibility link problem is quite more challenging than the joint flexibility.   

 
3.1 Single-link flexible manipulators 
Single-link flexible manipulators consist of a rigid part, also denominated as actuator, which 
produces the spatial movement of the structure; and by a flexible part, which presents 
distributed elasticity along the whole structure. Fig. 1 shows the parametric representation 
of a single-link flexible manipulator, which is composed of the following: (a) a motor and a 
reduction gear of 1:nr reduction ratio at the base, with total inertia (rotor and hub) J0, 
dynamic friction coefficient  and Coulomb friction torque f; (b) a flexible link with 
uniform linear mass density , uniform bending stiffness EI and length L; and (c) a payload 
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of mass MP and rotational inertia JP. Furthermore, the applied torque is m, coup denotes the 
coupling torque between the motor and the link, m is the joint angle and t represents the 
tip angle. 

 
Fig. 1. Parametric representation of a single link flexible manipulator with a rotational joint. 
 
The dynamic behaviour of the system is governed by a differential partial equation which 
presents infinite vibration modes. The objective is to obtain a simplified model (finite 
number of vibration modes) of the differential equation that characterizes the dynamics of 
the link. A number of models can be found in the literatures obtained from methods such as 
the truncation of the infinite dimensional model (Cannon & Schmitz, 1984); the 
discretization of the link based on finite elements (Bayo, 1987); or directly from concentrated 
mass models (Feliu et al., 1992).  
The hypothesis of negligible gravity effect and horizontal motion are considered in the 
deduction of the model equations. In addition, the magnitudes seen from the motor side of 
the gear will be written with an upper hat, while the magnitudes seen from the link side will 
be denoted by standard letters. With this notation and these hypotheses, the momentum 
balance at the output side of the gear is given by the following expression 
 

                      0
ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ

m m m m f coupt K u t J t t t t          , (1) 

where Km is the motor constant that models the electric part of the motor (using a current 
servoamplifier) and u is the motor input voltage. This equation can be represented in a block 
diagram as shown in  
Fig. 2, where Gc(s) and Gt(s) are the transfer functions from m to coup and t respectively.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Block diagram of the single-link flexible manipulator system. 
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The link model is deduced by considering small deformations, which allows us to use a 
linear beam model to obtain the dynamic equations.  Based on this hypothesis, in this 
chapter we use models derived from the truncation of infinite dimensional model obtained 
from concentrated mass model and assumed mode method. 

 
3.1.1 Concentrated mass models 
In the concentrated mass models, the link mass is concentrated in several points along the 
whole structure (see Fig. 3), where the inertia produced by the point mass rotations is 
rejected. An example of this technique can be found in (Feliu et al., 1992). Fig. 3 shows the 
scheme of the concentrated mass model. The lumped masses are represented by mi, with 1 i 
 n; the distance between two consecutive masses i–1 and i is li, l1 is the distance between the 
motor shaft and the first mass; finally, the distance between the mass mi and the motor shaft 
is Li. Fn represents the applied external force at the tip of the link. n is the torque applied in 
the same location. Assuming small deflections and considering that the stiffness EI is 
constant through each interval of the beam the deflection is given by a third order 
polynomial: 

2 3
,0 ,1 1 ,2 1 ,3 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i i i i i i i iy x u u x L u x L u x L         ,  (2) 

where uij are the different coefficients for each interval, and L0=0. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Concentrated masses model of a single-link flexible manipulator. 
 
The dynamic model of the flexible link is obtained from some geometric and dynamic 
equations as follows (see (Feliu et al., 1992) for more details): 
 

 
2

2 m n n
dM EI A B P QF
dt


     , (3) 

 
where M=diag(m1,m2,…,mn) represents the masses matrix of the system and =[1,2,…, n]T. 
On the other hand, Anxn is a constant matrix, B=-A[1,1,…,1]T, Pnx1 and Qnx1 are 
constant column vectors, which only depend on the link geometry.  
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of mass MP and rotational inertia JP. Furthermore, the applied torque is m, coup denotes the 
coupling torque between the motor and the link, m is the joint angle and t represents the 
tip angle. 
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The dynamic behaviour of the system is governed by a differential partial equation which 
presents infinite vibration modes. The objective is to obtain a simplified model (finite 
number of vibration modes) of the differential equation that characterizes the dynamics of 
the link. A number of models can be found in the literatures obtained from methods such as 
the truncation of the infinite dimensional model (Cannon & Schmitz, 1984); the 
discretization of the link based on finite elements (Bayo, 1987); or directly from concentrated 
mass models (Feliu et al., 1992).  
The hypothesis of negligible gravity effect and horizontal motion are considered in the 
deduction of the model equations. In addition, the magnitudes seen from the motor side of 
the gear will be written with an upper hat, while the magnitudes seen from the link side will 
be denoted by standard letters. With this notation and these hypotheses, the momentum 
balance at the output side of the gear is given by the following expression 
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where Km is the motor constant that models the electric part of the motor (using a current 
servoamplifier) and u is the motor input voltage. This equation can be represented in a block 
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The link model is deduced by considering small deformations, which allows us to use a 
linear beam model to obtain the dynamic equations.  Based on this hypothesis, in this 
chapter we use models derived from the truncation of infinite dimensional model obtained 
from concentrated mass model and assumed mode method. 

 
3.1.1 Concentrated mass models 
In the concentrated mass models, the link mass is concentrated in several points along the 
whole structure (see Fig. 3), where the inertia produced by the point mass rotations is 
rejected. An example of this technique can be found in (Feliu et al., 1992). Fig. 3 shows the 
scheme of the concentrated mass model. The lumped masses are represented by mi, with 1 i 
 n; the distance between two consecutive masses i–1 and i is li, l1 is the distance between the 
motor shaft and the first mass; finally, the distance between the mass mi and the motor shaft 
is Li. Fn represents the applied external force at the tip of the link. n is the torque applied in 
the same location. Assuming small deflections and considering that the stiffness EI is 
constant through each interval of the beam the deflection is given by a third order 
polynomial: 
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where uij are the different coefficients for each interval, and L0=0. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Concentrated masses model of a single-link flexible manipulator. 
 
The dynamic model of the flexible link is obtained from some geometric and dynamic 
equations as follows (see (Feliu et al., 1992) for more details): 
 

 
2
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dM EI A B P QF
dt


     , (3) 

 
where M=diag(m1,m2,…,mn) represents the masses matrix of the system and =[1,2,…, n]T. 
On the other hand, Anxn is a constant matrix, B=-A[1,1,…,1]T, Pnx1 and Qnx1 are 
constant column vectors, which only depend on the link geometry.  
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Finally, the coupling torque affecting the motor dynamics (see Equation (1)) is defined as 
coup=–2EIu1,2. Notice that the coupling torque has the same magnitude and different sign to 
the joint torque 2EIu1,2.  This torque can be expressed as a linear function: 
 

1 2coup n m n nC c c      ,  (4) 

where C=(c1,c2,…,cn), ci, 1 i  n+2, are parameters which do not depend on the concentrated 
masses along the structure and cn+1=-C[1,1,…,1]t.  
For example, the transfer functions Gc(s) and Gt(s) for only one point mass located in the tip 
(m1) are as follows: 
 

                2 2 2 2 2
1 1 13 / /  and /c tG s EI L s G s s , (5) 

in which   3
1 13 /EI L m . This model can be used for flexible robots with a high 

payload/weight ratio. 

 
3.1.2 Assumed mode method 
The dynamic behaviour of an Euler-Bernoulli beam is governed by the following PDE (see, 
for example, (Meirovitch, 1996)) 
 

     , , ,IVEIw x t w x t f x t  , (6) 

where f(x,t) is a distributed external force, w is the elastic deflection measured from the 
undeformed link. Then, from modal analysis of Equation (6), which considers w(x,t) as 
 

     
1

, i i
i

w x t x t 




  ,  (7) 

 
in which i(x) are the eigenfunctions and i(t) are the generalized coordinates, the system 
model can be obtained (see (Belleza et al., 1990) for more details).  

 
3.2 Multi-link flexible manipulators 
For these types of manipulators truncated models are also used. Some examples are: (De 
Luca & Siciliano, 1991) for planar manipulators, (Pedersen & Pedersen, 1998) for 3 degree of 
freedom manipulators and (Schwertassek et al., 1999), in which the election of shape 
functions is discussed.  
The deflections are calculated from the following expression: 
 

         , ,  1T
i i i Lw x t x t i n ,  (8) 

(see for example (Benosman & Vey 2004)), in which i means the number of the link, nL the 
number of links, i (x) is a column vector with the shape functions of the link (for each 
considered mode), i(t)=(1i,…, Ni)T is a column vector that represents the dynamics of each 
mode, in which N is the number of modes considered. 

The dynamics equations of the overall system from the Lagrange method are described as 
follows: 

R
k

k k k

d L L D u
dt q q q

  
  

   
, (9) 

 
where L is the lagrangian defined as L=E-P, being E the total kinetic energy of the 
manipulator and P its potential energy. This expression is similar to the used in rigid robots, 
but in this case the potential energy is the sum of the gravity and the elastic deformation 
terms. The term DR is the dissipation function of Rayleigh, which allows us to include 
dissipative terms like frictions, and uk is the generalized force applied in qk. From Equation 
(9) the robot dynamics can be deduced (see for example Chapter 1 of (Wang & Gao, 2003)) 
 

       ,I Q Q b Q Q K Q Q D Q g Q F           , (10) 

were Q=(1,…, nL|1,…,nL)T is the vector of generalized coordinates that includes the first 
block of joint angles i (rigid part of the model) and the elastic deflections of the links i;  is 
the vector of motor torques of the joints, I is the inertias matrix of the links and the payload 
of the robot, which is positive definite symmetric, b is the vector that represents the spin and 
Coriolis forces (  ,b Q Q Q   ) , K is stiffness matrix, D is the damping matrix, g is the 

gravity vector and F is the connection matrix  between the joints and the mechanism. 
Equation (10) presents a similar structure to the dynamics of a rigid robot with the 
differences of: (i) the elasticity term (  K Q Q  ) and (ii) the vector of generalized coordinates 

is extended by vectors that include the link flexibility.  

 
3.3 Flexible joints 
In this sort of systems, differently to the flexible link robots, in which the flexibility was 
found in the whole structure from the hub with the actuator to the tip position, the flexibility 
appears as a consequence of a twist in those elements which connect the actuators with the 
links, and this effect has always rotational nature. Therefore, the reduction gears used to 
connect the actuators with the links can experiment this effect when they are subject to very 
fast movements. Such a joint flexibility can be modelled as a linear spring (Spong, 1987) or 
as a torsion spring (Yuan & Lin, 1990). Surveys devoted to this kind of robots are (Bridges et 
al., 1995) and (Ozgoli & Taghirad, 2006), in which a comparison between the most used 
methods in controlling this kind of systems is carried out. Nevertheless, this problem in 
flexible joints sometimes appears combined with flexible link manipulators. Examples of 
this problem are studied in (Yang & Donath, 1988) and (Yuan & Lin, 1990). 

 
4. Control techniques 
 

This section summarizes the main control techniques for flexible manipulators, which are 
classified into position and force control.  
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Finally, the coupling torque affecting the motor dynamics (see Equation (1)) is defined as 
coup=–2EIu1,2. Notice that the coupling torque has the same magnitude and different sign to 
the joint torque 2EIu1,2.  This torque can be expressed as a linear function: 
 

1 2coup n m n nC c c      ,  (4) 

where C=(c1,c2,…,cn), ci, 1 i  n+2, are parameters which do not depend on the concentrated 
masses along the structure and cn+1=-C[1,1,…,1]t.  
For example, the transfer functions Gc(s) and Gt(s) for only one point mass located in the tip 
(m1) are as follows: 
 

                2 2 2 2 2
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in which   3
1 13 /EI L m . This model can be used for flexible robots with a high 

payload/weight ratio. 

 
3.1.2 Assumed mode method 
The dynamic behaviour of an Euler-Bernoulli beam is governed by the following PDE (see, 
for example, (Meirovitch, 1996)) 
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where f(x,t) is a distributed external force, w is the elastic deflection measured from the 
undeformed link. Then, from modal analysis of Equation (6), which considers w(x,t) as 
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in which i(x) are the eigenfunctions and i(t) are the generalized coordinates, the system 
model can be obtained (see (Belleza et al., 1990) for more details).  

 
3.2 Multi-link flexible manipulators 
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(see for example (Benosman & Vey 2004)), in which i means the number of the link, nL the 
number of links, i (x) is a column vector with the shape functions of the link (for each 
considered mode), i(t)=(1i,…, Ni)T is a column vector that represents the dynamics of each 
mode, in which N is the number of modes considered. 

The dynamics equations of the overall system from the Lagrange method are described as 
follows: 
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where L is the lagrangian defined as L=E-P, being E the total kinetic energy of the 
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were Q=(1,…, nL|1,…,nL)T is the vector of generalized coordinates that includes the first 
block of joint angles i (rigid part of the model) and the elastic deflections of the links i;  is 
the vector of motor torques of the joints, I is the inertias matrix of the links and the payload 
of the robot, which is positive definite symmetric, b is the vector that represents the spin and 
Coriolis forces (  ,b Q Q Q   ) , K is stiffness matrix, D is the damping matrix, g is the 

gravity vector and F is the connection matrix  between the joints and the mechanism. 
Equation (10) presents a similar structure to the dynamics of a rigid robot with the 
differences of: (i) the elasticity term (  K Q Q  ) and (ii) the vector of generalized coordinates 

is extended by vectors that include the link flexibility.  

 
3.3 Flexible joints 
In this sort of systems, differently to the flexible link robots, in which the flexibility was 
found in the whole structure from the hub with the actuator to the tip position, the flexibility 
appears as a consequence of a twist in those elements which connect the actuators with the 
links, and this effect has always rotational nature. Therefore, the reduction gears used to 
connect the actuators with the links can experiment this effect when they are subject to very 
fast movements. Such a joint flexibility can be modelled as a linear spring (Spong, 1987) or 
as a torsion spring (Yuan & Lin, 1990). Surveys devoted to this kind of robots are (Bridges et 
al., 1995) and (Ozgoli & Taghirad, 2006), in which a comparison between the most used 
methods in controlling this kind of systems is carried out. Nevertheless, this problem in 
flexible joints sometimes appears combined with flexible link manipulators. Examples of 
this problem are studied in (Yang & Donath, 1988) and (Yuan & Lin, 1990). 

 
4. Control techniques 
 

This section summarizes the main control techniques for flexible manipulators, which are 
classified into position and force control.  
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4.1 Position Control 
The benefits and interests jointly with advantages and disadvantages of the most relevant 
contributions referent to open and closed control schemes for position control of flexible 
manipulators have been included in the following subsections:  

 
4.1.1 Command generation 
A great number of research works have proposed command generation techniques, which 
can be primarily classified into pre-computed and real-time. An example of pre-computed is 
(Aspinwall, 1980), where a Fourier expansion was proposed to generate a trajectory that 
reduces the peaks of the frequency spectrum at discrete points. Another pre-computed 
alternative uses multi-switch bang-bang functions that produce a time-optimal motion. 
However, this alternative requires the accurate selection of switching times which depends 
on the dynamic model of the system (Onsay & Akay, 1991). The main problem of pre-
computed command profiles is that the vibration reduction is not guaranteed if a change in 
the trajectory is produced.  
The most used reference command generation is based on filtering the desired trajectory in 
real time by using an input shaper (IS). An IS is a particular case of a finite impulse response 
filter that obtains the command reference by convolving the desired trajectory with a 
sequence of impulses (filter coefficients) ((Smith, 1958) and (Singer & Seering, 1990)). This 
control is widely extended in the industry and there are many different applications of IS 
such as spacecraft field (Tuttle & Seering, 1997), cranes and structures like cranes (see 
applications and performance comparisons in (Huey et al., 2008)) or nanopositioners 
(Jordan, 2002). One of the main problems of IS design is to deal with system uncertainties. 
The approaches to solve this main problem can be classified into robust (see the survey of 
(Vaughan et al., 2008)), learning ((Park & Chang, 2001) and (Park et al., 2006)) or adaptive 
input shaping (Bodson, 1998).  
IS technique has also been combined with joint position control ((Feliu & Rattan 1999) and 
(Mohamed et al., 2005)), which guarantees trajectory tracking of the joint angle reference 
and makes the controlled system robust to joint frictions. The main advantages of this 
control scheme are the simplicity of the control design, since an accurate knowledge of the 
system is not necessary, and the robustness to unmodelled dynamics (spillover) and 
changes in the systems parameters (by using the aforementioned robust, adaptive and 
learning approaches). However, these control schemes are not robust to external 
disturbance, which has motivated closed loop controllers to be used in active vibration 
damping. 

 
4.1.2 Classic control techniques  
In this chapter, the term “classic control techniques” for flexible manipulators refers to 
control laws derived from the classic control theory, such as proportional, derivative and/or 
integral action, or phase-lag controllers. Thus, classic control techniques, like Proportional-
Derivative (PD) control (De Luca & Siciliano, 1993) or Lead-Lag control (Feliu et al., 1993) 
among others, have been proposed in order to control the joint and tip position (angle) of a 
lightweight flexible manipulator. The main advantage of these techniques is the simplicity 
of its design, which makes this control very attractive from an industrial point of view. 
However, in situations of changes in the system, its performance is worse (slow time 

response, worse accuracy in the control task...) than other control techniques such as robust, 
adaptive or learning approaches among others. Nevertheless, they can be used in 
combination with more modern and robust techniques (e.g. passive and robust control 
theories) to obtain a controller more adequate and versatile to do a determined control task, 
as a consequence of its easy implementation. Classic control techniques are more convenient 
when minimum phase systems are used (see discussions of (Wang et al., 1989)), which can 
be obtained by choosing an appropriate output ((Gervarter, 1970), (Luo, 1993) and (Pereira 
et al., 2007)) or by redefining it ((Wang & Vidyasagar 1992) and (Liu & Yuan, 2003)).   

 
4.1.3 Robust, Optimal and Sliding Mode Control  
It is widely recognized that many systems have inherently uncertainties, which can be 
parameters variations or simple lack of knowledge of their physical parameters, external 
disturbances, unmodelled dynamics or errors in the models because of simplicities or 
nonlinearities. These uncertainties may lead to inaccurate position control or even 
sometimes make the closed-loop system unstable. The robust control deals with these 
uncertainties (Korolov & Chen, 1989), taking them into account in the design of the control 
law or by using some analysis techniques to make the system robust to any or several of 
these uncertainties. The output/input linearization added to Linear Quadratic Regulator 
(LQR) was applied in (Singh & Schy, 1985).  Nevertheless, LQR regulators are avoided to be 
applied in practical setups because of the well-known spillover problems. The Linear 
Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) was investigated in (Cannon & Schmitz, 1984) and (Balas, 1982). 
However, these LQG regulators do not guarantee general stability margins (Banavar & 
Dominic, 1995). Nonlinear robust control method has been proposed by using singular 
perturbation approach (Morita et al., 1997). To design robust controllers, Lyapunov’s second 
method is widely used (Gutman, 1999). Nevertheless the design is not that simple, because 
the main difficulty is the non trivial finding of a Lyapunov function for control design. 
Some examples in using this technique to control the end-effector of a flexible manipulator 
are (Theodore & Ghosal, 2003) and (Jiang, 2004).  
Another robust control technique which has been used by many researchers is the optimal 
H∞ control, which is derived from the L2-gain analysis (Yim et al., 2006). Applications of this 
technique to control of flexible manipulators can be found in (Moser, 1993), (Landau et al., 
1996), (Wang et al., 2002) and (Lizarraga & Etxebarria, 2003) among others. 
Major research effort has been devoted to the development of the robust control based on 
Sliding Mode Control. This control is based on a nonlinear control law, which alters the 
dynamics of the system to be controlled by applying a high frequency switching control. 
One of the relevant characteristics of this sort of controllers is the augmented state feedback, 
which is not a continuous function of time. The goal of these controllers is to catch up with 
the designed sliding surface, which insures asymptotic stability. Some relevant publications 
in flexible robots are the following: (Choi et al., 1995), (Moallem et al., 1998), (Chen & Hsu, 
2001) and (Thomas & Mija, 2008). 

 
4.1.4 Adaptive control 
Adaptive control arises as a solution for systems in which some of their parameters are 
unknown or change in time (Åström & Wittenmark, 1995). The answer to such a problem 
consists in developing a control system capable of monitoring his behaviour and adjusting 
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However, this alternative requires the accurate selection of switching times which depends 
on the dynamic model of the system (Onsay & Akay, 1991). The main problem of pre-
computed command profiles is that the vibration reduction is not guaranteed if a change in 
the trajectory is produced.  
The most used reference command generation is based on filtering the desired trajectory in 
real time by using an input shaper (IS). An IS is a particular case of a finite impulse response 
filter that obtains the command reference by convolving the desired trajectory with a 
sequence of impulses (filter coefficients) ((Smith, 1958) and (Singer & Seering, 1990)). This 
control is widely extended in the industry and there are many different applications of IS 
such as spacecraft field (Tuttle & Seering, 1997), cranes and structures like cranes (see 
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(Vaughan et al., 2008)), learning ((Park & Chang, 2001) and (Park et al., 2006)) or adaptive 
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(Mohamed et al., 2005)), which guarantees trajectory tracking of the joint angle reference 
and makes the controlled system robust to joint frictions. The main advantages of this 
control scheme are the simplicity of the control design, since an accurate knowledge of the 
system is not necessary, and the robustness to unmodelled dynamics (spillover) and 
changes in the systems parameters (by using the aforementioned robust, adaptive and 
learning approaches). However, these control schemes are not robust to external 
disturbance, which has motivated closed loop controllers to be used in active vibration 
damping. 

 
4.1.2 Classic control techniques  
In this chapter, the term “classic control techniques” for flexible manipulators refers to 
control laws derived from the classic control theory, such as proportional, derivative and/or 
integral action, or phase-lag controllers. Thus, classic control techniques, like Proportional-
Derivative (PD) control (De Luca & Siciliano, 1993) or Lead-Lag control (Feliu et al., 1993) 
among others, have been proposed in order to control the joint and tip position (angle) of a 
lightweight flexible manipulator. The main advantage of these techniques is the simplicity 
of its design, which makes this control very attractive from an industrial point of view. 
However, in situations of changes in the system, its performance is worse (slow time 

response, worse accuracy in the control task...) than other control techniques such as robust, 
adaptive or learning approaches among others. Nevertheless, they can be used in 
combination with more modern and robust techniques (e.g. passive and robust control 
theories) to obtain a controller more adequate and versatile to do a determined control task, 
as a consequence of its easy implementation. Classic control techniques are more convenient 
when minimum phase systems are used (see discussions of (Wang et al., 1989)), which can 
be obtained by choosing an appropriate output ((Gervarter, 1970), (Luo, 1993) and (Pereira 
et al., 2007)) or by redefining it ((Wang & Vidyasagar 1992) and (Liu & Yuan, 2003)).   

 
4.1.3 Robust, Optimal and Sliding Mode Control  
It is widely recognized that many systems have inherently uncertainties, which can be 
parameters variations or simple lack of knowledge of their physical parameters, external 
disturbances, unmodelled dynamics or errors in the models because of simplicities or 
nonlinearities. These uncertainties may lead to inaccurate position control or even 
sometimes make the closed-loop system unstable. The robust control deals with these 
uncertainties (Korolov & Chen, 1989), taking them into account in the design of the control 
law or by using some analysis techniques to make the system robust to any or several of 
these uncertainties. The output/input linearization added to Linear Quadratic Regulator 
(LQR) was applied in (Singh & Schy, 1985).  Nevertheless, LQR regulators are avoided to be 
applied in practical setups because of the well-known spillover problems. The Linear 
Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) was investigated in (Cannon & Schmitz, 1984) and (Balas, 1982). 
However, these LQG regulators do not guarantee general stability margins (Banavar & 
Dominic, 1995). Nonlinear robust control method has been proposed by using singular 
perturbation approach (Morita et al., 1997). To design robust controllers, Lyapunov’s second 
method is widely used (Gutman, 1999). Nevertheless the design is not that simple, because 
the main difficulty is the non trivial finding of a Lyapunov function for control design. 
Some examples in using this technique to control the end-effector of a flexible manipulator 
are (Theodore & Ghosal, 2003) and (Jiang, 2004).  
Another robust control technique which has been used by many researchers is the optimal 
H∞ control, which is derived from the L2-gain analysis (Yim et al., 2006). Applications of this 
technique to control of flexible manipulators can be found in (Moser, 1993), (Landau et al., 
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Major research effort has been devoted to the development of the robust control based on 
Sliding Mode Control. This control is based on a nonlinear control law, which alters the 
dynamics of the system to be controlled by applying a high frequency switching control. 
One of the relevant characteristics of this sort of controllers is the augmented state feedback, 
which is not a continuous function of time. The goal of these controllers is to catch up with 
the designed sliding surface, which insures asymptotic stability. Some relevant publications 
in flexible robots are the following: (Choi et al., 1995), (Moallem et al., 1998), (Chen & Hsu, 
2001) and (Thomas & Mija, 2008). 

 
4.1.4 Adaptive control 
Adaptive control arises as a solution for systems in which some of their parameters are 
unknown or change in time (Åström & Wittenmark, 1995). The answer to such a problem 
consists in developing a control system capable of monitoring his behaviour and adjusting 
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the controller parameters in order to increase the working accuracy. Thus, adaptive control 
is a combination of both control theory, which solves the problem of obtaining a desired 
system response to a given system input, and system identification theory, which deals with 
the problem of unknown parameters. 
For obvious reasons, robotics has been a platinum client of adaptive control since first robot 
was foreseen. Manipulators are general purpose mechanisms designed to perform arbitrary 
tasks with arbitrary movements. That broad definition leaves the door open for changes in 
the system, some of which noticeably modify the dynamics of the system, e.g. payload 
changes (Bai et al., 1998).  
Let us use a simple classification for adaptive control techniques, which groups them in 
(Åström & Wittenmark, 1995): 
 
•Direct Adaptive Control, also called Control with Implicit Identification (CII): the system 
parameters are not identified. Instead, the controller parameters are adjusted directly 
depending on the behaviour of the system. CII reduces the computational complexity and 
has a good performance in experimental applications. This reduction is mainly due to the 
controller parameters are adjusted only when an accurate estimation of the uncertainties is 
obtained, which requires, in addition to aforementioned accuracy, a fast estimation. 
 
•Indirect Adaptive Control, also called Control with Explicit Identification (CEI): the system 
parameters estimations are obtained on line and the controller parameters are adjusted or 
updated depending on such estimations. CEI presents good performance but they are not 
extendedly implemented in practical applications due to their complexity, high 
computational costs and insufficient control performance at start-up of the controllers. 
 
First works on adaptive control applied to flexible robots were carried out in second half of 
80’s (Siciliano et al., 1986), (Rovner & Cannon, 1987) and (Koivo & Lee, 1989), but its study 
has been constant along the time up to date, with application to real projects such as the 
Canadian SRMS (Damaren, 1996). Works based on the direct adaptive control approach can 
be found: (Siciliano et al., 1986), (Christoforou & Damaren 2000) and (Damaren, 1996); and 
on the indirect adaptive control idea: (Rovner & Cannon, 1987) and (Feliu en al., 1990). In 
this last paper a camera was used as a sensorial system to close the control loop and track 
the tip position of the flexible robot. In other later work (Feliu et al., 1999), an accelerometer 
was used to carry out with the same objective, but presented some inaccuracies due to the 
inclusion of the actuator and its strong nonlinearities (Coulomb friction) in the estimation 
process. Recently, new indirect approaches have appeared due to improvements in sensorial 
system (Ramos & Feliu, 2008) or in estimation methods (Becedas et al., 2009), which reduce 
substantially the estimation time without reducing its accuracy. In both last works strain 
gauges located in the coupling between the flexible link and the actuator were used to 
estimate the tip position of the flexible robot. 

 
4.1.5 Intelligent control  
Ideally, an autonomous system must have the ability of learning what to do when there are 
changes in the plant or in the environment, ability that conventional control systems totally 
lack of. Intelligent control provides some techniques to obtain this learning and to apply it 
appropriately to achieve a good system performance. Learning control (as known in its 

beginnings) started to be studied in the 60’s (some surveys of this period are (Tsypkin, 1968) 
and (Fu, 1970)), and its popularity and applications have increased continuously since, being 
applied in almost all spheres of science and technology. Within these techniques, we can 
highlight machine learning, fuzzy logic and neural networks. 
Due to the property of adaptability, inherent to any learning process, all of these schemes 
have been widely applied to control of robotic manipulator (see e.g. (Ge et al., 1998)), which 
are systems subjected to substantial and habitual changes in its dynamics (as commented 
before). In flexible robots, because of the undesired vibration in the structure due to 
elasticity, this ability becomes even more interesting. For instance, neural networks can be 
trained for attaining good responses without having an accurate model or any model at all. 
The drawbacks are: the need for being trained might take a considerable amount of time at 
the preparation stage; and their inherent nonlinear nature makes this systems quite 
demanding computationally. On the other hand, fuzzy logic is an empirical rules method 
that uses human experience in the control law. Again, model is not important to fuzzy logic 
as much as these rules implemented in the controller, which rely mainly on the experience 
of the designer when dealing with a particular system. This means that the controller can 
take into account not only numbers but also human knowledge. However, the performance 
of the controller depends strongly on the rules introduced, hence needing to take special 
care in the design-preparation stage, and the oversight of a certain conduct might lead to an 
unexpected behaviour. Some examples of these approaches are described in (Su & 
Khorasani, 2001), (Tian et al., 2004) and (Talebi et al., 2009) using neural networks; (Moudgal 
et al., 1995), (Green, & Sasiadek, 2002) and (Renno, 2007) using fuzzy logic; or (Caswar & 
Unbehauen, 2002) and (Subudhi & Morris, 2009) presenting hybrid neuro-fuzzy proposals. 

 
4.2 Force control 
Manipulator robots are designed to help to humans in their daily work, carrying out 
repetitive, precise or dangerous tasks. These tasks can be grouped into two categories: 
unconstrained tasks, in which the manipulator moves freely, and constrained task, in which the 
manipulator interacts with the environment, e.g. cutting, assembly, gripping, polishing or 
drilling. 
Typically, the control techniques used for unconstrained tasks are focused to the motion 
control of the manipulator, in particular, so that the end-effector of the manipulator follows 
a planned trajectory. On the other hand, the control techniques used for constrained tasks can 
be grouped into two categories: indirect force control and direct force control (Siciliano & 
Villani, 1999). In the first case, the contact force control is achieved via motion control, 
without feeding back the contact force. In the second case, the contact force control is 
achieved thanks to a force feedback control scheme. In the indirect force control the position 
error is related to the contact force through a mechanical stiffness or impedance of 
adjustable parameters. Two control strategies which belong to this category are: compliance 
(or stiffness) control and impedance control. The direct force control can be used when a force 
sensor is available and therefore, the force measurements are considered in a closed loop 
control law. A control strategy belonging to this category is the hybrid position/force control, 
which performs a position control along the unconstrained task directions and a force 
control along the constrained task directions. Other strategy used in the direct force control is 
the inner/outer motion /force control, in which an outer closed loop force control works on an 
inner closed loop motion control. 
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the controller parameters in order to increase the working accuracy. Thus, adaptive control 
is a combination of both control theory, which solves the problem of obtaining a desired 
system response to a given system input, and system identification theory, which deals with 
the problem of unknown parameters. 
For obvious reasons, robotics has been a platinum client of adaptive control since first robot 
was foreseen. Manipulators are general purpose mechanisms designed to perform arbitrary 
tasks with arbitrary movements. That broad definition leaves the door open for changes in 
the system, some of which noticeably modify the dynamics of the system, e.g. payload 
changes (Bai et al., 1998).  
Let us use a simple classification for adaptive control techniques, which groups them in 
(Åström & Wittenmark, 1995): 
 
•Direct Adaptive Control, also called Control with Implicit Identification (CII): the system 
parameters are not identified. Instead, the controller parameters are adjusted directly 
depending on the behaviour of the system. CII reduces the computational complexity and 
has a good performance in experimental applications. This reduction is mainly due to the 
controller parameters are adjusted only when an accurate estimation of the uncertainties is 
obtained, which requires, in addition to aforementioned accuracy, a fast estimation. 
 
•Indirect Adaptive Control, also called Control with Explicit Identification (CEI): the system 
parameters estimations are obtained on line and the controller parameters are adjusted or 
updated depending on such estimations. CEI presents good performance but they are not 
extendedly implemented in practical applications due to their complexity, high 
computational costs and insufficient control performance at start-up of the controllers. 
 
First works on adaptive control applied to flexible robots were carried out in second half of 
80’s (Siciliano et al., 1986), (Rovner & Cannon, 1987) and (Koivo & Lee, 1989), but its study 
has been constant along the time up to date, with application to real projects such as the 
Canadian SRMS (Damaren, 1996). Works based on the direct adaptive control approach can 
be found: (Siciliano et al., 1986), (Christoforou & Damaren 2000) and (Damaren, 1996); and 
on the indirect adaptive control idea: (Rovner & Cannon, 1987) and (Feliu en al., 1990). In 
this last paper a camera was used as a sensorial system to close the control loop and track 
the tip position of the flexible robot. In other later work (Feliu et al., 1999), an accelerometer 
was used to carry out with the same objective, but presented some inaccuracies due to the 
inclusion of the actuator and its strong nonlinearities (Coulomb friction) in the estimation 
process. Recently, new indirect approaches have appeared due to improvements in sensorial 
system (Ramos & Feliu, 2008) or in estimation methods (Becedas et al., 2009), which reduce 
substantially the estimation time without reducing its accuracy. In both last works strain 
gauges located in the coupling between the flexible link and the actuator were used to 
estimate the tip position of the flexible robot. 

 
4.1.5 Intelligent control  
Ideally, an autonomous system must have the ability of learning what to do when there are 
changes in the plant or in the environment, ability that conventional control systems totally 
lack of. Intelligent control provides some techniques to obtain this learning and to apply it 
appropriately to achieve a good system performance. Learning control (as known in its 

beginnings) started to be studied in the 60’s (some surveys of this period are (Tsypkin, 1968) 
and (Fu, 1970)), and its popularity and applications have increased continuously since, being 
applied in almost all spheres of science and technology. Within these techniques, we can 
highlight machine learning, fuzzy logic and neural networks. 
Due to the property of adaptability, inherent to any learning process, all of these schemes 
have been widely applied to control of robotic manipulator (see e.g. (Ge et al., 1998)), which 
are systems subjected to substantial and habitual changes in its dynamics (as commented 
before). In flexible robots, because of the undesired vibration in the structure due to 
elasticity, this ability becomes even more interesting. For instance, neural networks can be 
trained for attaining good responses without having an accurate model or any model at all. 
The drawbacks are: the need for being trained might take a considerable amount of time at 
the preparation stage; and their inherent nonlinear nature makes this systems quite 
demanding computationally. On the other hand, fuzzy logic is an empirical rules method 
that uses human experience in the control law. Again, model is not important to fuzzy logic 
as much as these rules implemented in the controller, which rely mainly on the experience 
of the designer when dealing with a particular system. This means that the controller can 
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of the controller depends strongly on the rules introduced, hence needing to take special 
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et al., 1995), (Green, & Sasiadek, 2002) and (Renno, 2007) using fuzzy logic; or (Caswar & 
Unbehauen, 2002) and (Subudhi & Morris, 2009) presenting hybrid neuro-fuzzy proposals. 

 
4.2 Force control 
Manipulator robots are designed to help to humans in their daily work, carrying out 
repetitive, precise or dangerous tasks. These tasks can be grouped into two categories: 
unconstrained tasks, in which the manipulator moves freely, and constrained task, in which the 
manipulator interacts with the environment, e.g. cutting, assembly, gripping, polishing or 
drilling. 
Typically, the control techniques used for unconstrained tasks are focused to the motion 
control of the manipulator, in particular, so that the end-effector of the manipulator follows 
a planned trajectory. On the other hand, the control techniques used for constrained tasks can 
be grouped into two categories: indirect force control and direct force control (Siciliano & 
Villani, 1999). In the first case, the contact force control is achieved via motion control, 
without feeding back the contact force. In the second case, the contact force control is 
achieved thanks to a force feedback control scheme. In the indirect force control the position 
error is related to the contact force through a mechanical stiffness or impedance of 
adjustable parameters. Two control strategies which belong to this category are: compliance 
(or stiffness) control and impedance control. The direct force control can be used when a force 
sensor is available and therefore, the force measurements are considered in a closed loop 
control law. A control strategy belonging to this category is the hybrid position/force control, 
which performs a position control along the unconstrained task directions and a force 
control along the constrained task directions. Other strategy used in the direct force control is 
the inner/outer motion /force control, in which an outer closed loop force control works on an 
inner closed loop motion control. 
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There are also other advanced force controls that can work in combination with the previous 
techniques mentioned, e.g. adaptative, robust or intelligent control. A wide overview of the 
all above force control strategies can be found in the following works: (Whitney, 1987), 
(Zeng & Hemami, 1997) and (Siciliano & Villani, 1999). All these force control strategies are 
commonly used in rigid industrial manipulators but this kind of robots has some problems 
in interaction tasks because their high weight and inertia and their lack of touch senses in 
the structure. This becomes complicated any interaction task with any kind of surface 
because rigid robots do not absorb a great amount of energy in the impact, being any 
interaction between rigid robots and objects or humans quite dangerous.  
The force control in flexible robots arises to solve these problems in interaction tasks in 
which the rigid robots are not appropriated. A comparative study between rigid and flexible 
robots performing constrained tasks in contact with a deformable environment is carried out 
in (Latornell et al., 1998). In these cases, a carefully analysis of the contact forces between the 
manipulator and the environment must be done. A literature survey of contact dynamics 
modelling is shown in (Gilardi & Sharf, 2002). 
Some robotic applications demand manipulators with elastic links, like robotic arms 
mounted on other vehicles such a wheelchairs for handicapped people; minimally invasive 
surgery carried out with thin flexible instruments, and manipulation of fragile objects with 
elastic robotic fingers among others. The use of deformable flexible robotic fingers improves 
the limited capabilities of robotic rigid fingers, as is shown in survey (Shimoga, 1996). A 
review of robotic grasping and contact, for rigid and flexible fingers, can be also found in 
(Bicchi & Kumar, 2000). 
Flexible robots are able to absorb a great amount of energy in the impact with any kind of 
surface, principally, those quite rigid, which can damage the robot, and those tender, like 
human parts, which can be damaged easily in an impact with any rigid object. Nevertheless, 
despite these favourable characteristics, an important aspect must be considered when a 
flexible robot is used: the appearance of vibrations because of the high structural flexibility. 
Thus, a greater control effort is required to deal with structural vibrations, which also 
requires more complex designs, because of the more complex dynamics models, to achieve a 
good control of these robots. Some of the published works on force control for flexible 
robots subject, by using different techniques, are, as e.g., (Chiou & Shahinpoor, 1988), 
(Yoshikawa et al., 1996), (Yamano et al., 2004) and (Palejiya & Tanner, 2006), where a hybrid 
position/force control was performed; in (Chapnik, et al., 1993) an open-loop control system 
using 2 frequency-domain techniques was designed; in (Matsuno & Kasai, 1998) and (Morita 
et al., 2001) an optimal control was used in experiments; in (Becedas et al., 2008) a force 
control based on a flatness technique was proposed; in (Tian et al., 2004) and (Shi & Trabia, 
2005) neural networks and fuzzy logic techniques were respectively used; in (Siciliano & 
Villani, 2000) and (Vossoughi & Karimzadeh, 2006), the singular perturbation method was 
used to control, in both, a two degree-of-freedom planar flexible link manipulator; and 
finally in (Garcia et al., 2003 ) a force control is carried out for a robot of three degree-of-
freedom. 
Unlike the works before mentioned control, which only analyze the constrained motion of 
the robot, there are models and control laws designed to properly work on the force control, 
for free and constrained manipulator motions. The pre-impact (free motion) and post-
impact (constrained motion) were analyzed in (Payo et al., 2009), where a modified PID 
controller was proposed to work properly for unconstrained and constrained tasks. The 

authors only used measurements of the bending moment at the root of the arm in a closed 
loop control law. This same force control technique for flexible robots was also used in 
(Becedas et al., 2008) to design a flexible finger gripper, but in this case the implemented 
controller was a GPI controller that presents the characteristics described in Section 0 

 
5. Design and implementation of the main control techniques for single-link 
flexible manipulators 
 

Control of single link flexible manipulators is the most studied case in the literature (85% of 
the published works related to this field (Feliu, 2006)), but even nowadays, new control 
approaches are still being applied to this problem. Therefore, the examples presented in this 
section implement some recent control approaches of this kind of flexible manipulators. 

 
5.1 Experimental platforms 
5.1.1 Single link flexible manipulator with one significant vibration mode 
In this case, the flexible arm is driven by a Harmonic Drive mini servo DC motor RH-8D-
6006-E050A-SP(N), supported by a three-legged metallic structure, which has a gear with a 
reduction ratio of 1:50. The arm is made of a very lightweight carbon fibre rod and supports 
a load (several times the weight of the arm) at the tip. This load slides over an air table, 
which provides a friction-free tip planar motion. The load is a disc mass that can freely spin 
(thanks to a bearing) without producing a torque at the tip. The sensor system is integrated 
by an encoder embedded in the motor and a couple of strain gauges placed on to both sides 
of the root of the arm to measure the torque. The physical characteristics of the platform are 
specified in Table 1. Equation (5) is used for modelling the link of this flexible manipulator, 
in which the value of m1 is equal to MP. For a better understanding of the setup, the 
following references can be consulted (Payo et al., 2009) and (Becedas et al., 2009). Fig. 4a 
shows a picture of the experimental platform. 

 
5.1.2 Single link flexible manipulator with three significant vibration modes 
The setup consists of a DC motor with a reduction gear 1:50 (HFUC-32-50-20H); a slender 
arm made of aluminium flexible beam with rectangular section, which is attached to the 
motor hub in such way that it rotates only in the horizontal plane, so that the effect of 
gravity can be ignored; and a mass at the end of the arm. In addition, two sensors are used:  
an encoder is mounted at the joint of the manipulator to measure the motor angle, and a 
strain-gauge bridge, placed at the base of the beam to measure the coupling torque. The 
physical characteristics of the system are shown in Table 1. The flexible arm is approximated 
by a truncated model of Equation (7) with the first three vibration modes to carry out the 
simulations (Bellezza et al., 1990). The natural frequencies of the one end clamped link 
model obtained from this approximate model, almost exactly reproduce the real frequencies 
of the system, which where determined experimentally. More information about this 
experimental setup can be found in (Feliu et al., 2006). Fig. 4b shows a picture of the 
experimental platform. 
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Fig. 4. Experimental platforms: (a) Single link flexible arm with one significant vibration 
mode; (b) Single link flexible arm with three significant vibration modes. 
 

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION PLATFORM 1 
VALUE 

PLATFORM 2 
VALUE 

Data of the flexible link 
EI Stiffness 0.37 Nm2 2.40 Nm2 

l Length 0.7 m 1.26 m 
d Diameter 2.80·10-3 m - 
h Width - 5·10-2  m 
b Thickness - 2·10-3  m 

MP Mass in the tip 0.03 kg 0-0.30 kg 
JP Inertia in the tip - 0-5.88·10-4  kgm2 

Data of the motor-gear set 
J0 Inertia 6.87·10-5 kgm2 3.16·10-4 kgm2 

 Viscous friction 1.04·10-3 kgm2s 1.39·10-3 kgm2s 
nr Reduction ratio of the motor gear 50 50 
Km Motor constant 2.10·10-1 Nm/V 4.74·10-1 Nm/V 
usat Saturation voltage of the servo 

amplifier 
± 10 V ± 3.3 V 

Table 1. Physical characteristics of the utilized experimental platforms.  

 
5.2 Actuator position control.  
Control scheme shown in Fig. 5 is used to position the joint angle. This controller makes the 
system less sensible to unknown bounded disturbances (coup in Equation (1)) and minimizes 
the effects of joint frictions (see, for instance (Feliu et al., 1993)). Thus, the joint angle can be 
controlled without considering the link dynamics by using a PD, PID or a Generalized 
Proportional Integral (GPI) controller, generically denoted as Ca(s). In addition, this 
controller, as we will show bellow, can be combined with other control techniques, such as 
command generation, passivity based control, adaptive control or force control.  

 
Fig. 5. Schematic of the inner control loop formed by a position control of m plus the 
decoupling term coup/nrKm. 

 
5.3 Command generation 
The implementation of the IS technique as an example of command generation is described 
herein. It is usually accompanied by the feedback controller like the one shows in Fig. 5. 
Thus, the general control scheme showed in Fig. 6 is used, which has previously utilized 
with success for example in (Feliu & Rattan, 1999) or (Mohamed et al., 2005). The actuator 
controller is decided to be a PD with the following control law: 
 

          *
coup r m p m m v mu t t n K K t t K t        , (11) 

where coup/nrKm (decoupling term) makes the design of the PD constants (Kp, Kv) 
independent of the link dynamics. Thus, if the tuning of the parameters of the PD controller 
(Kp, Kv) is carried out to achieve a critically damped second-order system, the dynamics of 
the inner control loop (Gm(s)) can be approximated by 
 

         2* * 1m m m ms G s s s s      , (12) 

where  is the constant time of Gm(s). From Equations (11) and (12) the values of Kp and Kv 
are obtained as 
 

 2
0 0,  2p r m v r mK J n K K n J K     . (13) 

As it was commented in Section 0, the IS (C(s)) can be a robust, learning or adaptive input 
shaper. In this section, a robust input shaper (RIS) for each vibration mode obtained by the 
so-called derivative method (Vaughan et al., 2008) is implemented. This multi-mode RIS is 
obtained as follows: 
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pi is a positive integer used to increase the robustness of each Ci(s) and i and i denote the 
natural frequencies and damping ratio of each considered vibration mode. 
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independent of the link dynamics. Thus, if the tuning of the parameters of the PD controller 
(Kp, Kv) is carried out to achieve a critically damped second-order system, the dynamics of 
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where  is the constant time of Gm(s). From Equations (11) and (12) the values of Kp and Kv 
are obtained as 
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As it was commented in Section 0, the IS (C(s)) can be a robust, learning or adaptive input 
shaper. In this section, a robust input shaper (RIS) for each vibration mode obtained by the 
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Fig. 6. General control scheme of the RIS implementation. 
 
This example illustrates the design for the experimental platform of Fig. 4b of the multi-
mode RIS of Equation (14) for a payload range MP[0.02, 0.12]kg and JP[0.0, 5.88·10-4]kgm2. 
Each of one Ci(s) is designed for the centre of three first frequency intervals, which has the 
next values: 1=5.16 2=35.34 and 3=100.59rad/s. If the damping is neglected (1, 2 and 3 

equal to zero), the parameters of C(s) are z1=z2=z3=1, d1=0.61, d2=0.089 and d3=0.031s.  In 
addition, if the maximum residual vibration is kept under 5% for all vibration modes, the 
value of each pi is: p1=3, p2=2 and p3=2. The dynamics of Gm(s) is designed for =0.01. Then 
from Table 1 and Equations (12) and (13), the values of Kp and Kv were 350.9 and 6.9. This 
value of  makes the transfer function Gm(s) robust to Coulomb friction and does not 
saturate the DC motor if the motor angle reference is ramp a reference with slope and final 
value equal to 2 and 0.2rad, respectively. Fig. 7 shows the experimental results for the multi-
mode RIS design above. The residual vibration for the nominal payload (Mp=0.07 kg and 
Jp=310-4 kgm2) is approximately zero whereas one of the payload limits (Mp = 0.12 kg and Jp 
= 5.8810-4 kgm2) has a residual vibration less than 5%.  
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(a) Mp = 0.07 kg and Jp = 310-4 kgm2                                                     (b) Mp = 0.12 kg and Jp = 5.8810-4 kgm2 

Fig. 7. Experimental results for the multi-mode RIS. (…) References, (---) without RIS and (−) 
with RIS. 

 
5.4 Classic control techniques 
This subsection implements the new passivity methodology expounded in (Pereira et al., 
2007) in the experimental platform of Fig. 4b, whose general control scheme is shown in Fig. 
8. This control uses two control loops. The first one consists of the actuator control shown in 
Section 5.2, which allows us to employ an integral action or a high proportional gain. Thus, 
the system is robust to joint frictions. The outer controller is based on the passivity property 
of coup(s)/sm(s), which is independent of the link and payload parameters. Thus, if 
sC(s)Gm(s) is passive, the controller system is stable. The used outer controller is as 
following: 
 

   1 ,cC s K s s   (16) 
 

in which the parameter Kc imparts damping to the controlled system and  must be chosen 
together with Gm(s) to guarantee the stability. For example, if Gm(s) is equal to Equation (12), 

t(s) 
Gm(s) 

* m(s) 
G(s) C(s) 

m(s) * t(s) the necessary and sufficient stability condition is 0</2< (see (Pereira et al., 2007) for more 
details). 

 
Fig. 8. General control scheme proposed in (Pereira, et al., 2007). 
 

 
Fig. 9. Tip angle t: ( ). Simulation with MP = 0; ( ) Experiment with MP = 0; ( ) 
Simulation with MP = 0.3; ( ) Experiment with MP = 0.3; ( ) the reference. 
 
Taking into account the maximum motor torque (i.e., usat in Table 1), the constant time of the 
inner loop is set to be  = 0.02. Then, the parameters of the PD controller are obtained: Kp = 
83.72 and Kv = 3.35. Next, the nominal condition is taken for MP = 0 and C(s) is designed  
( = 0.05 and Kc = 1.8) in such a way that the poles corresponding to the first vibration mode 
are placed at 3.8. Notice that  fulfils the condition 0</2< and is independent of the 
payload. Once the parameters of the control scheme are set, we carry out simulations and 
experiments for MP = 0 and MP = 0.3 kg (approximately the weight of the beam) and  
Jp  0 kgm2). Figure 9 shows the tip angle, in which can be seen that the response for the two 
mass values without changing the control parameters is acceptable for both simulations and 
experiments. Notice that the experimental tip position response is estimated by a fully 
observer since it is not measured directly, which is not used for control purpose. Finally, a 
steady state error in the vicinity of 1% compared with the reference command arises for in 
the tip and motor angle for experimental results. This error is due to Coulomb friction and 
can be minimized using a PD with higher gains in the actuator control.  

 
5.5 Adaptive control 
Adaptive controller described in this section is based on the flatness characteristic of a 
flexible robotic system (see (Becedas, et al., 2009)).  The control system is based on two 
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Fig. 6. General control scheme of the RIS implementation. 
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(a) Mp = 0.07 kg and Jp = 310-4 kgm2                                                     (b) Mp = 0.12 kg and Jp = 5.8810-4 kgm2 

Fig. 7. Experimental results for the multi-mode RIS. (…) References, (---) without RIS and (−) 
with RIS. 

 
5.4 Classic control techniques 
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in which the parameter Kc imparts damping to the controlled system and  must be chosen 
together with Gm(s) to guarantee the stability. For example, if Gm(s) is equal to Equation (12), 
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m(s) * t(s) the necessary and sufficient stability condition is 0</2< (see (Pereira et al., 2007) for more 
details). 

 
Fig. 8. General control scheme proposed in (Pereira, et al., 2007). 
 

 
Fig. 9. Tip angle t: ( ). Simulation with MP = 0; ( ) Experiment with MP = 0; ( ) 
Simulation with MP = 0.3; ( ) Experiment with MP = 0.3; ( ) the reference. 
 
Taking into account the maximum motor torque (i.e., usat in Table 1), the constant time of the 
inner loop is set to be  = 0.02. Then, the parameters of the PD controller are obtained: Kp = 
83.72 and Kv = 3.35. Next, the nominal condition is taken for MP = 0 and C(s) is designed  
( = 0.05 and Kc = 1.8) in such a way that the poles corresponding to the first vibration mode 
are placed at 3.8. Notice that  fulfils the condition 0</2< and is independent of the 
payload. Once the parameters of the control scheme are set, we carry out simulations and 
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Jp  0 kgm2). Figure 9 shows the tip angle, in which can be seen that the response for the two 
mass values without changing the control parameters is acceptable for both simulations and 
experiments. Notice that the experimental tip position response is estimated by a fully 
observer since it is not measured directly, which is not used for control purpose. Finally, a 
steady state error in the vicinity of 1% compared with the reference command arises for in 
the tip and motor angle for experimental results. This error is due to Coulomb friction and 
can be minimized using a PD with higher gains in the actuator control.  
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nested loops with two controllers designed for both motor and flexible link dynamics. The 
controller is called Generalized Proportional Integral (GPI). This presents robustness with 
respect to constant perturbations and does not require computation of derivatives of the 
system output signals. Therefore, the output signals are directly feedbacked in the control 
loops, then the usual delays produced by the computation of derivatives and the high 
computational costs that require the use of observers do not appear. In addition, due to the 
fact that one of the most changeable parameter in robotics is the payload, a fast algebraic 
continuous time estimator (see (Fliess & Sira-Ramírez, 2003)) is designed to on-line estimate 
the natural frequency of vibration in real time. The estimator calculates the real value of the 
natural frequency when the payload changes and updates the gains of the controllers. 
Therefore, this control scheme is an Indirect Adaptive Control. A scheme of the adaptive 
control system is depicted in Fig. 10, where 1e represents the estimation of the vibration 
natural frequency of the flexible arm, used to update the system controller parameters. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Two-stage adaptive GPI control implemented in (Becedas, et al., 2009). 
 
The system dynamics is obtained by the simplification to one vibration mode of the 
concentrated mass model (see Section 0). Adding the decoupling term defined in Section 5.2 
to the voltage control signal uc allows us to decouple both motor and link dynamics. Thus, 
the design of the controllers, one for each dynamics, is widely simplified. By using the 
flatness characteristic of the system, the two nested GPI controllers are designed as follows: 
Outer control law (Co(s)): 
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where *m  is now an auxiliary ideal open loop control for the outer loop, *t represents the 
reference trajectory for the payload, and i, i=0, 1, 2, are the outer loop controller gains, 
which are updated each time that the estimator estimates the real values of the system 
natural frequency. 
Inner control law (Ca(s)): 
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where u*c represents the ideal open loop control for the inner loop, *mr represents the 
reference trajectory for the motor angle, and i, i=0, 1, 2, 3 are the inner loop controller gains. 
The algebraic estimator for the natural frequency is given by the following equation: 
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Then, this control technique is implemented in the experimental platform of Figure 4a. The 
value of the tip angle is approximated by t=m-L/(3EI)coup, where m and coup are obtained 
from the encoder and strain gauges measurements respectively. The desired reference to be 
tracked by the flexible robotic system is a two seconds Bezier eighth order trajectory with 
1rad of amplitude. The control system starts working with an arbitrary computation of the 
tip mass, which is represented by a natural frequency 0i=9rad/s, very different from the 
real value 1e=15.2rad/s. In a small time interval =0.5s (dashed line), the algebraic fast 
estimator estimates the real value 1e, and updates the inner (u*c) and outer (*m, 2, 1 and 
0) loop controllers (see details in (Becedas et al., 2009)).  After the updating the control 
system perfectly tracks the desired trajectory (see Fig. 11). 
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Fig. 11. Trajectory tracking of the reference trajectory with the GPI adaptive controller. 

 
5.6 Force control 
The special feature of the force control for flexible robots described here (Payo et al., 2009) is 
that the control law is designed to control the force exerted by a robot on the environment, 
which surrounds for both free and constrained motion tasks. The flexible robot of one 
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nested loops with two controllers designed for both motor and flexible link dynamics. The 
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where u*c represents the ideal open loop control for the inner loop, *mr represents the 
reference trajectory for the motor angle, and i, i=0, 1, 2, 3 are the inner loop controller gains. 
The algebraic estimator for the natural frequency is given by the following equation: 
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Fig. 11. Trajectory tracking of the reference trajectory with the GPI adaptive controller. 
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that the control law is designed to control the force exerted by a robot on the environment, 
which surrounds for both free and constrained motion tasks. The flexible robot of one 
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degree of freedom used is described in Section 0. The system dynamics of the arm is 
obtained by the simplification to one vibration mode of the concentrated mass model (see 
Section 0, specifically Equation (5)). The tracking of the desired force is obtained by using a 
feedback control loop of the torque at the root of the arm. This control law is based on a 
modified PID controller (I-PD controller (Ogata, 1998)), and it is demonstrated the 
effectiveness of the proposed controller for both free and constrained motion tasks. The 
sensor system used in this control law is constituted by a sole sensor very lightweight (two 
strain gauges placed at the root of the arm) to measure the torque, neither the contact force 
sensor nor the angular position sensor of the motor are used in the control method, unlike 
others methods described in Section 4.2. The controlled system presents robust stability 
conditions to changes in the tip mass, viscous friction and environment elasticity. It is also 
important to mention the good performance of the system response in spite of the nonlinear 
Coulomb friction term of the motor which was considered to be a perturbation. Fig. 12 
shows the control scheme used to implement this force control technique, where the control 
law is given by the following equation: 
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where a0, a1 and a2 are the design parameters of the I-PD and dcoup is the reference signal. 
The environment impedance is represented by the well known spring-dashpot model 
(Latornell et al., 1998) and (Erickson et al., 2003): 
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where ke, be are the stiffness and damping characteristics of the environment and xe is the 
local deformation of the environment. The plant dynamics for free and constrained motion 
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Fig. 12. Force control scheme. 
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The proposed strategy needs an online collision detection mechanism in order to switch 
between a command trajectory for free motion torque and a contact torque reference for the 
case of constrained motion. The collision was detected when the torque exceeded a 
threshold () that depends on the amplitude of the reference signal, the Coulomb friction of 
the motor (C) and the noise in the measured signal (3) according to the following equation 
(a detailed explication of this can be found in (Payo, et al., 2009)): 
 

1 2 3coup f        , (25) 

 
where 1 and 2 are normalized maximum deviations of the measured signal. 
Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the results obtained in two experimental tests where the robot 
carried out both free and constrained motion tasks. The controlled torque is displayed 
before and after collision. A small value for the torque in free motion was used to prevent 
possible damages to the arm or to the object at the moment of collision. The chosen torque in 
these tests for free motion was equal to 0.07Nm. The constrained environment used in these 
tests was a rigid object with high impedance. Once the collision was detected, the Control 
law changed the reference value of the torque for constrained motion depending on the 
particular task carried out. For example, the first experiment matches a case in which the 
force exerted on the object was increased; and in the second experiment the force exerted on 
the object was decreased to avoid possible damages on the contact surfaces (case of fragile 
objects, for instance).  
 

 
Fig. 13. System response for first experiment. 
 

 
Fig. 14. System response for second experiment. 
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6. Future of flexible manipulators 
 

After the huge amount of literature published on this topic during the last thirty years, 
flexible robotics is a deeply studied field of autonomous systems. Even complete books 
have been already devoted to the subject (Tokhi & Azad, 2008) and (Wang & Gao, 2003). 
Still, new control techniques can be studied due to simplicity of the physical platform, 
but, as discussed in (Benosman & Vey, 2004), most of the topics regarding modelling or 
controllability have been satisfactorily addressed in the previous literature. 
However, some topics are still open and leave a considerable margin for improvement. 
Some manipulators with a small rigid arm attached to a large flexible base (called macro-
micro manipulators, see (George & Book, 2003) for instance) have been developed for 
precision tasks, but the technological issue of building flexible robots with similar features 
to those of actual industrial robots has not been completely solved. While there exists a 
real prototype of a 3 dof flexible robot (Somolinos et al., 2002) achieving three 
dimensional positioning of the tip, a mechanical wrist still needs to be coupled for giving 
the manipulator the ability of reaching a particular position with a particular orientation. 
On the control side, the search for the perfect controller is still open and, probably, never 
to be closed. All the robust, adaptive, intelligent techniques have their limitations and 
drawbacks. Many new controllers have been proposed but there is no standard 
measurement of the performance and, hence, no objective classification can be performed. 
The creation of a family of ‘benchmark’ problems would provide some objectivity to the 
results analysis. 
One of the most potential aspects of flexible robots is their recently evolution in the 
position and force control. Such a combination provides of touch sensibility to the robotic 
system. Thus, the robot does not only have accuracy in the different positioning tasks, but 
also has the possibility of detecting whatever interaction with the environment that 
surrounds it. This characteristic allows the system to detect any collision with an object or 
surface, and to limit the actuating force in order not to damage the robotic arm nor the 
impact object or surface. Applications in this sense can be developed for robots involved 
in grasping, polishing, surface and shape recognition, and many other tasks (Becedas et 
al., 2008). 
Nonlinear behaviour of flexible manipulators has been poorly accounted for in literature. 
A few works dealing with modelling of geometrical nonlinearities due to large 
displacements in the links have been published in (Payo et al., 2005) and (Lee, 2005) and a 
solution for achieving precise point-to-point motion of these systems has also been 
reported in (O’Connor et al., 2009). But these works are based on single link manipulators, 
and the multiple link case still has to be addressed. If we think of applications in which 
the robot is interacting with humans, these large displacements structures increase the 
safety of the subjects because the system is able to both absorb a great amount of energy 
in the impact and control effectively the contact force almost instantaneously (hybrid 
position/force controls). Thus, the development of human-machine interfaces becomes a 
potential application field for this kind of systems (Zinn, 2004). 
Another interesting and not very studied approach to the flexibility of manipulators 
consists of taking advantage of it for specific purposes. Flexibility is considered as a 
potential benefit instead of a disadvantage, showing some examples with margin of 
improvement in assembling (Whitney, 1982), collision (García et al., 2003), sensors (Ueno 
et al., 1998) or mobile robots (Kitagawa et al., 2002). 
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precision tasks, but the technological issue of building flexible robots with similar features 
to those of actual industrial robots has not been completely solved. While there exists a 
real prototype of a 3 dof flexible robot (Somolinos et al., 2002) achieving three 
dimensional positioning of the tip, a mechanical wrist still needs to be coupled for giving 
the manipulator the ability of reaching a particular position with a particular orientation. 
On the control side, the search for the perfect controller is still open and, probably, never 
to be closed. All the robust, adaptive, intelligent techniques have their limitations and 
drawbacks. Many new controllers have been proposed but there is no standard 
measurement of the performance and, hence, no objective classification can be performed. 
The creation of a family of ‘benchmark’ problems would provide some objectivity to the 
results analysis. 
One of the most potential aspects of flexible robots is their recently evolution in the 
position and force control. Such a combination provides of touch sensibility to the robotic 
system. Thus, the robot does not only have accuracy in the different positioning tasks, but 
also has the possibility of detecting whatever interaction with the environment that 
surrounds it. This characteristic allows the system to detect any collision with an object or 
surface, and to limit the actuating force in order not to damage the robotic arm nor the 
impact object or surface. Applications in this sense can be developed for robots involved 
in grasping, polishing, surface and shape recognition, and many other tasks (Becedas et 
al., 2008). 
Nonlinear behaviour of flexible manipulators has been poorly accounted for in literature. 
A few works dealing with modelling of geometrical nonlinearities due to large 
displacements in the links have been published in (Payo et al., 2005) and (Lee, 2005) and a 
solution for achieving precise point-to-point motion of these systems has also been 
reported in (O’Connor et al., 2009). But these works are based on single link manipulators, 
and the multiple link case still has to be addressed. If we think of applications in which 
the robot is interacting with humans, these large displacements structures increase the 
safety of the subjects because the system is able to both absorb a great amount of energy 
in the impact and control effectively the contact force almost instantaneously (hybrid 
position/force controls). Thus, the development of human-machine interfaces becomes a 
potential application field for this kind of systems (Zinn, 2004). 
Another interesting and not very studied approach to the flexibility of manipulators 
consists of taking advantage of it for specific purposes. Flexibility is considered as a 
potential benefit instead of a disadvantage, showing some examples with margin of 
improvement in assembling (Whitney, 1982), collision (García et al., 2003), sensors (Ueno 
et al., 1998) or mobile robots (Kitagawa et al., 2002). 
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1. Introduction 
 

Development of automation and robotization in manufacturing process stimulates interest 
in pneumatic servo-systems whose advantages include low manufacturing costs, high 
dynamics and reliability (Situm et al., 2004). Unsatisfactory positioning accuracy of 
multiaxis pneumatic servosytems considerably reduces their application in manipulating 
machines, manipulators and robots. Rapid advance in parallel pneumatic manipulators 
imposes a lot of demands on controllers of pneumatic servo-drive concerning positioning 
accuracy, resistance to alternating parameters of state and disturbing signals (Dindorf et al., 
2005; Takosoglu & Dindorf, 2005; Schulte & Hahn, 2004). The problem of positioning 
accuracy of servo-pneumatic systems is difficult to solve when no sufficient information on 
the process of conversion of the compressed gas energy into mechanical energy of 
pneumatic cylinder is available (Zhu, 2006; Takosoglu, 2005). Because of that, new control 
methods based on artificial intelligence, for example, fuzzy logic are introduced (Schulte & 
Hahn, 2004; Renn & Liao, 2004; Dindorf & Takosoglu, 2005). In traditional control systems of 
pneumatic servo-drives control algorithms are designed intuitively on the basis of 
operator’s experience. In fuzzy control the knowledge coded in knowledge base is the result 
of experience, intuition as well as theoretical and practical understanding of control system 
dynamics which in this case is the dynamics of pneumatic servosystems. Thanks to fuzzy 
logic the operator’s knowledge can be represented by means of mathematical operations. 
Fuzzy control enables moving from qualitative to quantitative control of pneumatic servo-
drive. Application of fuzzy controller makes control of multiaxial pneumatic sevosystems 
possible in manipulators and robots of various kinematic structures: series, parallel or 
hybrid series/parallel. Advancements in software for rapid prototyping in real time and in 
hardware-in-the-loop simulations enable to construct and test positioning fuzzy control 
(Bucher & Balemi, 2006) of pneumatic servo-drives in laboratory conditions. Such an 
approach minimizes the design costs of control systems of pneumatic servo-drives. 
Pneumatic servo-drives with teaching/playback control system have considerable practical 
significance, especially in the control of manipulating machines, manipulators, industrial 
robots as well as rehabilitation and physiotherapy manipulators. 
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Pneumatic servo-cylinders used in multi-axis electro-pneumatic systems and referred to as 
pneumatic axes perform operations and function as supporting structure. Cartesian 
manipulators with pneumatic axes connected in series are classified as open-loop chain 
kinematic mechanisms. In serial kinematic chain elastic strains accumulate on particular 
pneumatic axes, which lowers the positioning accuracy of pneumatic manipulators. Parallel 
mechanism is a closed-loop mechanism in which the moving platform is connected to the 
fixed base by independent kinematic chains. Kinematic structure in the form of a closed-
loop chain finds application in parallel kinematic robot (PKR) and parallel kinematic 
machine (PKM). Manipulators based on parallel kinematics structure can achieve better 
accuracy of repeatability and they can apply larger forces than conventional serial 
manipulators because of the higher stiffness of their mechanical structure. By using parallel 
kinematics in machine tools high stiffness and high machine dynamics is achieved. With 
Stewart-Gough Platform as a base numerous kinematic structures of parallel manipulators 
(Nonapod, Hexapod, Tripod) and hybrid manipulators (Tricept, Dyna-M, LinaPod) were 
formed. The names of kinematic structures of parallel manipulators are related to the kind 
of kinematic joint and the number of degrees of freedom (DoF). To calculate degrees of 
freedom of parallel manipulators the formula proposed by Tsai is used. The family of 
parallel manipulators includes translational parallel manipulators (TPM) based on three 
degrees of freedom (3-DoF) and containing at least one prismatic joint. In the group of 3-
DoF TPM manipulators the most common are – spatial parallel mechanism of the structure: 
3-PUU, 3-UPU, 3-UPS, 3-CPU, 3-PUS, 3-PCRR and planar parallel mechanism of the 
structure: 3-RPR, 3-PRR. 3-PPR, 3-RRR (Merlet, 2006). 

 
2. Simulation model of electro-pneumatic servo-system 
 

The object of research is control system of pneumatic servo-drive which is presented in Fig. 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1. The diagram of electro-pneumatic servo-drive control system 
 
The controller of pneumatic servo-system processes the position error e(t) = yo(t)-y(t) into 
voltage signal u(t) in the selenoid of proportional directional control valve controlling the 
slide of the rodless cylinder, where yo(t) is the input signal, and y(t) the signal generated by 
displacement transducer of the rodless cylinder’s linear slide of x(t)coordinate. The 
functional model of the analyzed pneumatic servo-drive with rodless cylinder controlled by 

 

proportional directional control valve is presented in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b and its nonlinear 
dynamic model is written as the following set of differential equations (Takosoglu & 
Dindorf, 2005): 
– equation of motion for the piston – slide of rodless cylinder: 
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where: x, v – displacement and velocity of piston – slide, 

A –area of piston, 
Δp – pressure difference between cylinder chambers, Δp = p1–p2,  
p1, p2 – absolute pressures in cylinder’s chambers, 
M – mass of piston and slide, 
fl – viscous friction coefficient, 
Fk – kinetic friction force (Coulomb friction force), 
vk – critical value of velocity, characteristic velocity of the Stribeck friction, 
Fpr – break away force, 
kp – friction coefficient dependent upon seal dimensions, 
m – initial load mass, 
g – acceleration of gravity,  
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Pneumatic servo-cylinders used in multi-axis electro-pneumatic systems and referred to as 
pneumatic axes perform operations and function as supporting structure. Cartesian 
manipulators with pneumatic axes connected in series are classified as open-loop chain 
kinematic mechanisms. In serial kinematic chain elastic strains accumulate on particular 
pneumatic axes, which lowers the positioning accuracy of pneumatic manipulators. Parallel 
mechanism is a closed-loop mechanism in which the moving platform is connected to the 
fixed base by independent kinematic chains. Kinematic structure in the form of a closed-
loop chain finds application in parallel kinematic robot (PKR) and parallel kinematic 
machine (PKM). Manipulators based on parallel kinematics structure can achieve better 
accuracy of repeatability and they can apply larger forces than conventional serial 
manipulators because of the higher stiffness of their mechanical structure. By using parallel 
kinematics in machine tools high stiffness and high machine dynamics is achieved. With 
Stewart-Gough Platform as a base numerous kinematic structures of parallel manipulators 
(Nonapod, Hexapod, Tripod) and hybrid manipulators (Tricept, Dyna-M, LinaPod) were 
formed. The names of kinematic structures of parallel manipulators are related to the kind 
of kinematic joint and the number of degrees of freedom (DoF). To calculate degrees of 
freedom of parallel manipulators the formula proposed by Tsai is used. The family of 
parallel manipulators includes translational parallel manipulators (TPM) based on three 
degrees of freedom (3-DoF) and containing at least one prismatic joint. In the group of 3-
DoF TPM manipulators the most common are – spatial parallel mechanism of the structure: 
3-PUU, 3-UPU, 3-UPS, 3-CPU, 3-PUS, 3-PCRR and planar parallel mechanism of the 
structure: 3-RPR, 3-PRR. 3-PPR, 3-RRR (Merlet, 2006). 

 
2. Simulation model of electro-pneumatic servo-system 
 

The object of research is control system of pneumatic servo-drive which is presented in Fig. 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1. The diagram of electro-pneumatic servo-drive control system 
 
The controller of pneumatic servo-system processes the position error e(t) = yo(t)-y(t) into 
voltage signal u(t) in the selenoid of proportional directional control valve controlling the 
slide of the rodless cylinder, where yo(t) is the input signal, and y(t) the signal generated by 
displacement transducer of the rodless cylinder’s linear slide of x(t)coordinate. The 
functional model of the analyzed pneumatic servo-drive with rodless cylinder controlled by 

 

proportional directional control valve is presented in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b and its nonlinear 
dynamic model is written as the following set of differential equations (Takosoglu & 
Dindorf, 2005): 
– equation of motion for the piston – slide of rodless cylinder: 
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where: x, v – displacement and velocity of piston – slide, 
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fl – viscous friction coefficient, 
Fk – kinetic friction force (Coulomb friction force), 
vk – critical value of velocity, characteristic velocity of the Stribeck friction, 
Fpr – break away force, 
kp – friction coefficient dependent upon seal dimensions, 
m – initial load mass, 
g – acceleration of gravity,  
α – servo-motor infliction angle. 
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where: xr, vr – displacement and velocity of valve spool, 
mr – mass of spool, 
km –coefficient of electromechanical force transducer, 
Rc – resistance of the solenoid, 
u – coil voltage, 
n – number of  coils, 
B – magnetic induction, 
lc – length of coil, 
L – inductance of the solenoid, 
ft – coefficient of viscous friction, 
ks – spool spring rate. 
 

– equations for pressure in cylinder chambers: 
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where:  – adiabatic exponent, 

l0 – length of dead zone of the pneumatic cylinder,  
l – stroke length of pneumatic cylinder, 
R – specific gas constant, 
 – overall heat-transfer coefficient, 
T1,T2 – temperature in cylinder chambers, 
Ta – ambient temperature, 
A10, A20 – heat transfer surface, 

dt
dm

dt
dm 21 , - mass flow rate, 

– equations for mass flow rate through proportional control valve: 
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where: ρ0 – air density in the normal reference atmosphere (ANR), 

T0 – normal ambient temperature, 
pz – air supply pressure, 
Tz – air supply temperature, 
C14, C45, C12, C23 – sonic conductance consistent with the standard ISO 6358-1989 for 

critical pressure ratio, 
w14, w45, w12, w23 – nonlinear flow function (sonic flow and subsonic flow) depending 

on the pressure ratio and on the critical pressure ratio,  
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where: b14, b45, b12, b23 – critical pressure ratio. 
 
The simulation model of pneumatic servo-drive represented by equations (1) – (8), was used 
for selection and initial verification of fuzzy controller. The model of pneumatic servo-drive 
was implemented for Matlab-Simulink package with Fuzzy Logic Toolbox. The block 
diagram of the model of pneumatic servo-drive with fuzzy controller is presented in Fig. 3.  
 

 
Fig. 3. The simulink block diagram of simulation model of electro-pneumatic servo-drive 
with fuzzy controller 
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where: b14, b45, b12, b23 – critical pressure ratio. 
 
The simulation model of pneumatic servo-drive represented by equations (1) – (8), was used 
for selection and initial verification of fuzzy controller. The model of pneumatic servo-drive 
was implemented for Matlab-Simulink package with Fuzzy Logic Toolbox. The block 
diagram of the model of pneumatic servo-drive with fuzzy controller is presented in Fig. 3.  
 

 
Fig. 3. The simulink block diagram of simulation model of electro-pneumatic servo-drive 
with fuzzy controller 
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Fuzzy PD controller constructed in Fuzzy Logic Tollbox of Matlab Simulink package was 
suggested for the purpose of controlling pneumatic servo-drive. The pneumatic servo-drive 
together with fuzzy PD controller constitute a system of MISO type with two inputs: 
position error e(t) and change of position error Δe(t) and one output: proportional valve coil 
voltage u(t). Output and input signals underwent fuzzification process with regular 
distribution of 7 fuzzy sets of triangular and trapezoid membership functions) (Takosoglu & 
Dindorf, 2005). The knowledgebase rules of fuzzy controller are 49 Mac Vicar-Whelen rules 
described in the table entered to Fuzzy Logic Toolbox. In the inference process the firing 
degree was determined by means of MIN operator, implication operator and all the inputs 
of particular rules were aggregated by MAX operator. In the defuzzyfication process the 
center-of-gravity-method (COG) was applied. The dialogue window ”Rule Viewer” of 
Fuzzy Logic Toolbox  is a kind of diagnostic device which enables tracing which fuzzy rules 
were activated on particular states of input. It also enables observation of fuzzy system 
output value. The fuzzy logic controller of PD type was tuned by means of Simulink 
Response Optimization Toolbox of Matlab-Simulink package. 

 
3. Research stand 
 

The view and diagram of the test stand used to conduct experiments on fuzzy logic control 
of pneumatic servo-drive are presented in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. 
 

 
Fig. 4. The test stand of electro-pneumatic servo-drive control system: 1 – position 
transducer, 2 – rodless cylinder, 3 –xPC Target computer screen, 4 – pneumatic F.R. unit, 5 – 
power supply, 6 – axis controller, 7 – pressure transducer, 8 – proportional control valve 
 

 

 
Fig. 5. The diagram of pneumatic servo-drive control system: 1 – rodless cylinder,  
2 – position transducer, 2 – proportional control valve, 4 – computer Host, 5 – computer 
Target 
 
The test stand consists of the following elements:  

 pneumatic rodless cylinder (Festo DGPL-25-224) with piston diameter of 25 mm 
and stroke length of 224 mm, 

 proportional 5/3 directional control valve (Festo MPYE-5-1/8-HF-010-B) controlled 
by 0-10 V voltage of nominal flow rate 700 l/min and switching frequency 80 Hz, 

 non-contact micropulse displacement transducer (Balluff BTL5-A11-M0600-P-S32), 
analog output signal – voltage 0-10 V, 

 16-bit measurement card (Measurement Computing Corporation AD/DA PCI-
DAS1602/16) with 8 analog inputs and 2 outputs, 

 PC computers Host and Target. 
The proposed pneumatic servo-drive control system contains two PC computers 

Target and Host where the first computer directly controls the pneumatic servo-drive and 
the second functions as the operator towards the direct control layer. In the computer 
marked as Host in Fig. 5 the software Matlab-Simulink together with xPC Target for rapid 
prototyping and real time control were installed. Target possesses an analog I/O card and a 
Real-Time xPC Target system which activates measurement data and controls pneumatic 
servo-drive. Host and Target communicate with each other by means of the TCP/IP 
protocol. Our work with the package for rapid prototyping consisted in construction and 
compilation of Simulink model, and sending the compiled model onto Target which 
together with analog I/O card and Real-Time xPC Target system functioned as real 
controller. Thanks to xPC Target software, the visualization of the analyzed control process 
was possible. The diagram showing how xPC Target works and communicates with Host 
computer is presented in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. Configuration of a link between Host and Target computers 
 
In order to control pneumatic servo-drive, fuzzy PD controller was designed. The controller 
had two inputs e(t) – position error and Δe(t) – change of position error and one output u(t) – 
voltage of coil valve obtained by means of Fuzzy Logic Toolbox of Matlab-Simulink 
package. The fuzzy controller operates on knowledge base containing IF-THEN rules 
(McNeill, 1994; Wolkenhauer, 2001; Kandel & Langholz, 1991; Yager et al., 1994; Driankov et 
al., 1996; Spooner et al., 2002) for undetermined predicates and fuzzy control mechanism 
(Driankov et al., 1996): 
 

 )(),...,2(),1(),(),...,1(),()( vkukukuvkekekeFku  ,   (9) 
 
where: u(k) – control signal describing relation between controller’s input and output,  

e(k) –position error between input signal y0(k) and output signal y(k), 
k –discrete time (sampling instant), k=t/T, 
t –continuous time, 
T –sampling period, 
v – parameter determining controller’s order,  
F – nonlinear function describing knowledge base of FLC (Driankov et al., 1996). 

 
The FLC describes relations between the change of control signal Δu(k) from one side and 
position error e(k) and change of position error Δe(k)=e(k)-e(k-1) from the other side. Thus 
fuzzy logic control relation for v=1 can be written as follows: 
 

 )(),()( kekeFku   .    (10) 
 
The real output of u(k) controller is obtained from the past control value u(k-1) and its 
updating Δu(k) as follows: 
 

)()1()( kukuku  .    (11) 
 
The fuzzy controller of this type was proposed for the first time by Mamdani and Assilian, 

 

and was called fuzzy logic controller of Mamdani type (Driankov et al., 1996). The Control 
Law of Fuzzy PD Controller can be written as follows: 
 

 )(),()( kekeFku  .    (12) 
 

The inference algorithm transforms the Control Law (12) into non-fuzzy control algorithm 
which resembles the equation of traditional PD controller) (Wolkenhauer, 2001; Kandel & 
Langholz, 1991; Driankov et al., 1996): 
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 ,  (13) 

 

where kP and kD represent gain of the proportional and derivative controller.  
The rules for fuzzy PD controller are written as follows (Yager et al., 1994; Driankov et al., 
1996): 
IF eP(k) is <linguistic label> AND eD(k) is <linguistic label> THEN u(k) <linguistic label>. 
 

e\e NB NS Z PS PB 
NB NB NB NB NB NB 
NS NB NS NS NS PS 
Z NB NS Z PS PB 
PS NS PS PS PB PB 
PB PB PB PB PB PB 

Table 1. Knowledge base 
 
The position error e(k) changed in the range from –3,7 V to 3,7 V which was the range of 
displacement of slide cylinder. For extreme values  and L sets were used which enabled to 
compensate the incomplete knowledge base for high amplitude values of e(k) signal. 
Additionally, for position error e(k) approaching zero a set of trapezoid type was used 
which enabled to determine the value of the assumed static error 2  and to avoid oscillation 
around the zero error. For Δe(k) signal  the domain was determined in the range from –
25 V/s to 25 V/s which corresponded to the range of displacement of slide cylinder. With 
the above assumptions taken into account the input signal e(t) underwent fuzzyfication 
process with distribution of fuzzy sets while the input signal Δe(t) underwent 
defuzzyfication process with distribution of fuzzy sets. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Output control surface 
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The measurements showed that flow rate characteristics of the proportional control valve 
are asymmetrical. Therefore, in the central position of spool valve where the voltage was 5 V 
the set of sigmoidal type shifted towards right (in accordance with the asymmetrical 
character of the valve) was used. For extreme fuzzy sets the sets of  and L type were 
applied as it was the case for input signals. Knowledge base contained 25 fuzzy rules 
included in table 1. As the number of fuzzy rules and consequently the number of fuzzy sets 
was limited to 25 the sets were concentrated/ refined near zero error. This enabled smooth 
change of output signal near zero error, which implies, small jumps of the signal while 
passing from one fuzzy rule to the other. The surface control of the fuzzy controller is 
presented in Fig. 7. In the fuzzy inference process the firing degree of MIN type, fuzzy 
implication of MIN type and aggregation of particular outputs of the rule of MAX type were 
determined. In order to obtain crisp value the method of the Centre of Gravity was used. 

 
4. Results of simulations and experimental tests of electro-pneumatic servo-
drive 
 

The performance control of the pneumatic servo-drive with fuzzy controller was checked by 
means of standard performance index including: settling time tR, overshoot p=ym–y0, 
positioning error e=y0– y(t) as well as integral performance indexes: IAE, ITAE, ISE, ITSE 
(Takosoglu & Dindorf, 2005). The additional performance criteria for follow-up control 
comprised absolute position error Δx and absolute velocity error) Δv: 
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where: N – number of measuring points. 
Simulations and experimental tests were conducted for the following parameters: 

 pneumatic unit: pz = 0,6 MPa, Tz = 293,15 K,  
 normal air: T0 = 293,15 K, p0 = 0,6 MPa, 0 = 1,205 kg/m3, R = 288 N·m/kg·K, 

 = 1,4, 
 proportional directional control valve: C14=C12=C23=C45 = 1,462·10-8 m4·s/kg, b14, 

b12, b23, b45 = 0,28, 
 pneumatic rodless cylinder: A = 49 10-5 m2, l0 = 0,02 m, l = 0,2 m, M = 1 kg, fl = 250 

N·s/m, kp = 3 N/Pa, Fk = 100 N, Fpr = 200 N, vk = 0,1 m/s. 
The simulation and experimental tests of pneumatic servo-drive were conducted 

mainly to check the operation of the designed control system with Fuzzy PD Controller 
during positioning of slide cylinder at various load mass. In accordance with the earlier 
assumption FLC with feedback caused by the displacement of slide cylinder was 
constructed. The displacement of pneumatic rodless cylinder slide was analyzed in the 
range x = 0-200 mm, at velocity v corresponding to 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 100% of 
maximum velocity vmax and mass load m = 0-16,5 kg. The tasks to be performed by fuzzy 
controller included transpose control and follow-up control of pneumatic servo-drive. The 

 

input signals for transpose control were step signals and for follow-up control ramp and sin 
signals. The paper compares the selected results of simulation and experimental tests of 
position error displacement and velocity error of pneumatic servo-drive slide obtained in 
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of cylinder slide for input signal of step type 
 
In Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b the position, position error, velocity and velocity error of cylinder slide 
obtained during follow-up control for input signal of ramp type from the position x = 12 mm 
to the position x = 180 mm with velocity 0,5 m/s and mass load m = 3,67 kg are presented. 
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Fig. 9. Experimental and simulation results of position and position error a) and velocity b) 
of cylinder slide during follow-up control for input signal of ramp type 
 
Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b shows the changes of absolute follow-up error of position signal and 
absolute follow-up error of velocity signal for follow-up control with input signal of ramp 
type. 
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The measurements showed that flow rate characteristics of the proportional control valve 
are asymmetrical. Therefore, in the central position of spool valve where the voltage was 5 V 
the set of sigmoidal type shifted towards right (in accordance with the asymmetrical 
character of the valve) was used. For extreme fuzzy sets the sets of  and L type were 
applied as it was the case for input signals. Knowledge base contained 25 fuzzy rules 
included in table 1. As the number of fuzzy rules and consequently the number of fuzzy sets 
was limited to 25 the sets were concentrated/ refined near zero error. This enabled smooth 
change of output signal near zero error, which implies, small jumps of the signal while 
passing from one fuzzy rule to the other. The surface control of the fuzzy controller is 
presented in Fig. 7. In the fuzzy inference process the firing degree of MIN type, fuzzy 
implication of MIN type and aggregation of particular outputs of the rule of MAX type were 
determined. In order to obtain crisp value the method of the Centre of Gravity was used. 
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where: N – number of measuring points. 
Simulations and experimental tests were conducted for the following parameters: 
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a)      b) 

 
Fig. 10. Experimental and simulation results of absolute follow-up error of position signal 
Δx a) and velocity signal Δv b) 
 
In Fig. 11a and Fig. 11b the position, position error, velocity and velocity error of pneumatic 
servo-drive cylinder slide for follow-up control with input signal of sin type and frequency 
0,5 Hz without mass load (m = 0) is presented. 
 

a)      b) 

 
Fig. 11. Experimental and simulation results of position and position error a) and velocity b) 
of cylinder slide for sin input signal with frequency 0,5 Hz 
 
In Table 2 average performance indexes of fuzzy control obtained during experimental tests 
for transpose control with input signal of step type and follow-up control with input signal 
of ramp and sin type are compared. 
 

tR 
[s] 

P 
[mm] IAE ISE ITAE ITSE x 

mm 
v 

mm/s 
Step input 

0,32 0,5 22,4 3301 3,8 490,1 - - 
Ramp input 

0,17 0,6 7,2 343,7 0,7 26,43 9,5 230,1 
Sin input 

- - 23,5 64,2 116,3 320,8 2,4 62,6 

Table 2. Performance indexes 

 

On the basis of the results of experimental research and simulations it may be concluded 
that the changes of position and velocity of pneumatic servo-drive cylinder slide obtained 
during experimental tests and simulations are convergent. From experimental research it 
follows that in the initial phase of the cylinder slide motion a small delay (approx. 0,5 s) in 
relation to input signal may be caused by break-away friction force in cylinder seals. During 
cylinder slide motion the correcting effect of FLC is clearly visible. In the next phase of 
cylinder slide motion the simulation and experimental results are almost the same. The runs 
of absolute follow-up error of position signal and velocity are also similar and the 
differences result from the quality of performance control. However, for bigger load mass 
(m = 3,67 kg) the oscillatory motion of servo-motor slide is observed. The differences 
between simulation and experimental results are also caused by measurements noise in 
displacement transducer (for simulation tests the measurement noise was not taken into 
account). The designed fuzzy PD controller efficiently carries out the transpose and follow-
up control of pneumatic servo-drive. 

 
5. Teaching/play-back control of electro-pneumatic servo-drive 
 

A teaching/play-back control system of electro-pneumatic servo-drive was constructed. Its 
input signal introduced manually by the operator by means of linear potentiometer was 
reproduced by pneumatic cylinder of pneumatic servo drive. In the teaching/play-back 
control system the software with PD Fuzzy PD Controller performing the task of teaching 
the pneumatic servo-drive motion was used. The suggested control system operates as 
follows: the operator by manually moving the linear potentiometer sets an optional motion 
trajectory and next the slide of rodless cylinder of pneumatic servo-drive reproduces this 
trajectory in real time. The view of the research stand of pneumatic servo-drive play-back 
control system is presented in Fig. 12 and its control diagram in Fig. 13. The research stand 
was constructed of the following elements: 

 pneumatic rodless cylinder (Festo DGPL-25-224) with piston diameter of 25 mm 
and stroke length of 224 mm,  

 proportional 5/3 directional control valve (Festo MPYE-5-1/8-HF-010-B) of 
nominal flow rate 700 l/min and switching frequency 80 Hz controlled by analog 
voltage signal 0-10 V, 

 non-contact micropulse displacement transducer (Balluff BTL5-A11-M0600-P-S32), 
analog output signal – voltage 0-10 V, 

 linear potentiometer (Festo MLO-POT-225-TLF), supply voltage 13-30 V, output 
voltage 0-10V, resistance 5 kΩ, frequency 5 Hz-2 kHz, 

 16-bit measurement card (Measurement Computing Corporation AD/DA PCI-
DAS1602/16) with 8 inputs and 2 analog outputs, 

 PC computers Host and Target. 
During the experimental tests optional motion trajectories were set by means of linear 
potentiometer and motion trajectories reproduced by pneumatic servo-drive were recorded 
in real time. Each trajectory could be reproduced unlimited number of times in real time or 
recorded in the control program. The recorded motion trajectories were then reproduced by 
pneumatic servo-drive. 
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a)      b) 

 
Fig. 10. Experimental and simulation results of absolute follow-up error of position signal 
Δx a) and velocity signal Δv b) 
 
In Fig. 11a and Fig. 11b the position, position error, velocity and velocity error of pneumatic 
servo-drive cylinder slide for follow-up control with input signal of sin type and frequency 
0,5 Hz without mass load (m = 0) is presented. 
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Fig. 11. Experimental and simulation results of position and position error a) and velocity b) 
of cylinder slide for sin input signal with frequency 0,5 Hz 
 
In Table 2 average performance indexes of fuzzy control obtained during experimental tests 
for transpose control with input signal of step type and follow-up control with input signal 
of ramp and sin type are compared. 
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the pneumatic servo-drive motion was used. The suggested control system operates as 
follows: the operator by manually moving the linear potentiometer sets an optional motion 
trajectory and next the slide of rodless cylinder of pneumatic servo-drive reproduces this 
trajectory in real time. The view of the research stand of pneumatic servo-drive play-back 
control system is presented in Fig. 12 and its control diagram in Fig. 13. The research stand 
was constructed of the following elements: 

 pneumatic rodless cylinder (Festo DGPL-25-224) with piston diameter of 25 mm 
and stroke length of 224 mm,  

 proportional 5/3 directional control valve (Festo MPYE-5-1/8-HF-010-B) of 
nominal flow rate 700 l/min and switching frequency 80 Hz controlled by analog 
voltage signal 0-10 V, 

 non-contact micropulse displacement transducer (Balluff BTL5-A11-M0600-P-S32), 
analog output signal – voltage 0-10 V, 

 linear potentiometer (Festo MLO-POT-225-TLF), supply voltage 13-30 V, output 
voltage 0-10V, resistance 5 kΩ, frequency 5 Hz-2 kHz, 

 16-bit measurement card (Measurement Computing Corporation AD/DA PCI-
DAS1602/16) with 8 inputs and 2 analog outputs, 

 PC computers Host and Target. 
During the experimental tests optional motion trajectories were set by means of linear 
potentiometer and motion trajectories reproduced by pneumatic servo-drive were recorded 
in real time. Each trajectory could be reproduced unlimited number of times in real time or 
recorded in the control program. The recorded motion trajectories were then reproduced by 
pneumatic servo-drive. 
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Fig. 12. The research stand of electro-pneumatic servo-drive motion teaching/play-back 
control system: 1 – linear potentiometer, 2 – position transducer, 3 – rodless cylinder, 4 – 
Target computer screen, 5 – pneumatic F.R. unit, 6 – power supply, 7 – pressure transducer, 
8 – proportional control valve 
 

 
Fig. 13. The diagram of pneumatic servo-drive motion  teaching/play-back control system: 
1 – rodless cylinder, 2 – position transducer, 2 – proportional control valve, 4 – linear 
potentiometer, 5 – Host computer , 6 – Target computer 
 
The quality of teaching/play-back control with FLC was checked by means of standard 
performance indexes including position error) x=x0–x(t), velocity error v=v0–v(t) and 
acceleration error a=a0–a(t). In follow-up control the additional quality criteria comprised:  
absolute error signal Δx(t) of velocity Δv(t) and acceleration position Δa(t): 
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where: N – number of measurement points. 
The results of experimental tests on displacement, position error, velocity and velocity error 
as well as acceleration and acceleration error of cylinder slide of pneumatic servo-drive 
during reproduction of optional motion trajectory are presented in Fig. 14. 
 

a) b) 

 
        c) 

 
Fig. 14. Experimental results of position a), velocity b) and acceleration c) of cylinder slide 
 
The changes of absolute follow-up error signal of displacement, velocity and acceleration of 
pneumatic servo-drive cylinder slide are presented in Fig. 15. 
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where: N – number of measurement points. 
The results of experimental tests on displacement, position error, velocity and velocity error 
as well as acceleration and acceleration error of cylinder slide of pneumatic servo-drive 
during reproduction of optional motion trajectory are presented in Fig. 14. 
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Fig. 14. Experimental results of position a), velocity b) and acceleration c) of cylinder slide 
 
The changes of absolute follow-up error signal of displacement, velocity and acceleration of 
pneumatic servo-drive cylinder slide are presented in Fig. 15. 
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a) b) 

 
        c) 

 
Fig. 15. Experimental values of absolute follow-up error signal of position a), velocity b) and 
acceleration c) 

 
6. Prototype of electro-pneumatic parallel 3-UPRR tripod manipulator 
 

In the Division of Mechatronics (Kielce University of Technology, Poland) a prototype of 
pneumatic translational parallel manipulator (PTPM) of tripod kinematic structure was 
constructed (Dindorf et al., 2005; Laski & Dindorf, 2007). The prototype of tripod parallel 
manipulator with Festo servopneumatic precision positioning systems is presented in 
Fig. 1a. The manipulator possesses a supporting structure, fixed base, moving platform and 
three pneumatic linear motions (servopneumatic axis). Each servopneumatic axis consists of: 
rodless pneumatic cylinder type DGPIL-25-600 with integral feedback transducer (built-in 
'Temposonic' encoders for continual positioning feedback to the master control unit), 5/3 
servopneumatic valve (proportional directional control valve) type MPYE-5-1/8-HF-010B, 
axis interface type SPC-AIF, positioning axis sub-controller type SPC-200 (the use of a sub-
controller card permits control of up to four axes) and Ethernet/Can Bus interface. 
According to the systematics the prototype of 3-DoF pneumatic translational parallel 
manipulators is of 3-UPRR kinematic structure (Fig. 1b). Each of the three identical closed-
loop chains of the manipulator consists of serial kinematic chains: universal cardan joint (U), 
prismatic joint (P), formed by a rodless pneumatic cylinder and two revolute joints (2R) 
formed after universal cardan had been parted. The slide of rodless cylinder was connected 
with fixed base by means of articulated joints of U cardan and the end cap of cylinder were 

 

connected by revolute joint R to the moving platform. The second revolute joint R was 
placed in tool center point (TCP) of the moving platform. The presented construction of the 
parallel manipulator ensures parallel position of the moving platform to the fixed base for 
optional position of pneumatic cylinder. The kinematic structure of a new prototype of 3-
UPRR pneumatic parallel manipulator is an interesting solution expanding the architecture 
of parallel manipulators, type 3-DoF TPM. 
 

a)      b) 

 
Fig. 16. Pneumatic translational parallel manipulator: a) prototype, b) kinematics 
scheme 

 
7. Model research of electro-pneumatic parallel 3-UPRR tripod manipulator 
 

CAD software (SolidWorks, Mechanical Desktop, Solid Edge) commonly used by 
constructors enables designing solid models of complex mechanisms of parallel kinematics. 
A solid model of 3-UPRR pneumatic parallel manipulator obtained by SolidWorks is 
presented in Fig. 17a. To record geometric and kinematic relations holding for pneumatic 
parallel manipulator of 3-UPRR kinematics its kinematic model presented in Fig. 17b was 
used. 
 

 
Fig. 17. Solid model a) of pneumatic parallel manipulator b) and kinematic model  
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By means of Dynamic Designer Motion, which possesses graphic interface SolidWorks the 
simulation of pneumatic parallel manipulator’s motion was conducted. In order to simulate 
the manipulator’s motion it was necessary to define the basic parameters, kinematic joints 
and motion restrictions. For solid model a few composite relations were defined which 
enabled assigning them kinematic joints. In some cases it was necessary to introduce joints 
describing the construction’s stiffness. Basing upon material properties and the shape of 
particular solids the mass of the solid model was calculated. The simulation of 
manipulator’s parallel mechanism motion was saved in .avi format. The simulations 
conducted on a solid model aimed at position analysis of TCP point of the moving platform. 
The position of TCP point results from linear motion of pneumatic rodless cylinder, 
independently controlled by servo-valves.  
Since the application of SolidWorks in modeling kinematics and dynamics of parallel 
manipulators is restricted further simulation was carried out by means of SimMechanics 
library of Matlab-Simulink package. The library enables the construction of complex 
mechanisms of parallel manipulators excluding mathematical descriptions of their 
kinematics and dynamics. The kinematic model of 3-UPRR manipulator obtained by means 
of SimMechanics library is presented as block diagram in Fig. 18. 
 

 
Fig. 18. The block-diagram of kinematic model of electro-pneumatic parallel tripod 
manipulator 
 
On the basis of this block-diagram the equivalent model of pneumatic parallel manipulator 
was worked out (Fig. 19a). In simulations based upon SimMechanics library an equivalent 
model of pneumatic tripod manipulator with its spatial orientation indicated was 
constructed. In SimMechanics library all the solid elements of the manipulator were 
described by substitute geometry by means of ellipsoids and assigned both masses and 
inertial tensors. In Matlab-Simulink environment tripod-based parallel kinematic 

 

manipulator was connected with its control system. The equivalent model retains kinematic 
joints and spatial orientation defined in solid model in SolidWorks. To create the equivalent 
model it was necessary to define the gravity centre of solids in central and local coordinates. 
The kinematic model was used to TCP trajectory analysis. The TCP trajectory of pneumatic 
parallel manipulator in Cartesian coordinates is shown in Fig. 19b.  
The research on the model was supplemented with the analysis of servo-pneumatic axis 
control applied in 3-UPRR pneumatic parallel manipulator. By means of simulation model 
and experimental setup transpose control, follow-up control, trajectory motion control and 
fuzzy control of single servo-pneumatic axis were investigated (Takosoglu 2005). To control 
the servo-pneumatic axis a controller FLC (Fuzzy Logic Controller) of PD type was used. In 
fuzzyfication process conditionally firing rules of type MIN, implication operator of type 
MIN and aggregation of output rules of type MAX were employed. Twenty five FLC’s 
knowledge base forming FLC’s control surface were used. To obtain fuzzy output value the 
center of gravity function (COG) was used.  
 

a) 

 
b)     c) 

 
Fig. 19. The equivalent model a), TCP trajectory b) and velocity of electro-pneumatic parallel 
tripod manipulator 
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By means of Dynamic Designer Motion, which possesses graphic interface SolidWorks the 
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fuzzy control of single servo-pneumatic axis were investigated (Takosoglu 2005). To control 
the servo-pneumatic axis a controller FLC (Fuzzy Logic Controller) of PD type was used. In 
fuzzyfication process conditionally firing rules of type MIN, implication operator of type 
MIN and aggregation of output rules of type MAX were employed. Twenty five FLC’s 
knowledge base forming FLC’s control surface were used. To obtain fuzzy output value the 
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Fig. 19. The equivalent model a), TCP trajectory b) and velocity of electro-pneumatic parallel 
tripod manipulator 
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Application of FLC controller improved dynamics and positioning accuracy of 
servopneumatic axis and eliminated disturbances in its control system. On the basis of the 
research the control of servopneumatic axis using fuzzy logic for trajectory planning of 
parallel manipulators can be established. The research proves applicability of fuzzy logic in 
control of pneumatic parallel manipulators with different kinematic chain structure. 
Advanced servopneumatic positioning contributes to a new generation of parallel 
manipulators. Especially parallel manipulators actuated by servopneumatic axis enable 
realization of very fast pick and place in 3-D workspace. 
 

 
Fig. 20. Working space of pneumatic parallel manipulator 
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Application of FLC controller improved dynamics and positioning accuracy of 
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the next motion phase the simulation and experimental characteristics are almost the same. 
The runs of absolute follow-up error of position signal and velocity are also similar and the 
differences result from the quality of performance control. Some oscillations of transient 
response most probably caused by time delay, stick-slip effect in seals and strip of 
pneumatic rodless cylinder are observed. In the the mathematical model of the cylinder 
Stribeck friction force was taken into account. Including LuGre (Lund-Grenoble) model in 
the friction would considerably improve the simulation results but would also make the 
numerical solutions of simulation model much more complex. It seems that other 
simplifications of mathematical model do not influence the difference between simulation 
and experimental results. It should be noted however, that differences between simulation 
and experimental results are affected by measurement noise in displacement transducer. In 
simulations measurement noise was not taken into account. 
The teaching/play-back control system using fuzzy logic control was constructed and 
practically applied in various servo-pneumatic systems used in production automation. 
Basing upon the presented control/teaching/play-back system the prototype of 
physiotherapy manipulator facilitating the movement of hand and leg is being constructed 
(Takosoglu, 2005). 
The research on models shortened the construction process of the prototype of 3-UPRR 
electro-pneumatic parallel manipulator. The analysis of geometric and kinematic properties 
of the prototype resulted in numerous changes and modifications of its construction made 
in order to obtain the biggest workspace without collision with pneumatic linear motion. 
The research enabled drawing the conclusions on construction optimization and control of 
3-UPRR pneumatic parallel manipulator. Our further research will focus on dynamic 
analysis and dynamic synthesis as well as on 3-UPRR pneumatic parallel manipulator’s 
programming. The presented novel 3-UPRR parallel mechanism will find its application in 
manufacturing manipulators and rehabilitation manipulators. Thanks to application of 
parallel kinematics in construction of electropneumatic manipulators higher rigidity of the 
whole pneumatic structure has been obtained and both positioning precision and dynamic 
properties have been improved. The closed mechanical chains make the dynamics of 
parallel manipulators coupled and highly nonlinear. 
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The runs of absolute follow-up error of position signal and velocity are also similar and the 
differences result from the quality of performance control. Some oscillations of transient 
response most probably caused by time delay, stick-slip effect in seals and strip of 
pneumatic rodless cylinder are observed. In the the mathematical model of the cylinder 
Stribeck friction force was taken into account. Including LuGre (Lund-Grenoble) model in 
the friction would considerably improve the simulation results but would also make the 
numerical solutions of simulation model much more complex. It seems that other 
simplifications of mathematical model do not influence the difference between simulation 
and experimental results. It should be noted however, that differences between simulation 
and experimental results are affected by measurement noise in displacement transducer. In 
simulations measurement noise was not taken into account. 
The teaching/play-back control system using fuzzy logic control was constructed and 
practically applied in various servo-pneumatic systems used in production automation. 
Basing upon the presented control/teaching/play-back system the prototype of 
physiotherapy manipulator facilitating the movement of hand and leg is being constructed 
(Takosoglu, 2005). 
The research on models shortened the construction process of the prototype of 3-UPRR 
electro-pneumatic parallel manipulator. The analysis of geometric and kinematic properties 
of the prototype resulted in numerous changes and modifications of its construction made 
in order to obtain the biggest workspace without collision with pneumatic linear motion. 
The research enabled drawing the conclusions on construction optimization and control of 
3-UPRR pneumatic parallel manipulator. Our further research will focus on dynamic 
analysis and dynamic synthesis as well as on 3-UPRR pneumatic parallel manipulator’s 
programming. The presented novel 3-UPRR parallel mechanism will find its application in 
manufacturing manipulators and rehabilitation manipulators. Thanks to application of 
parallel kinematics in construction of electropneumatic manipulators higher rigidity of the 
whole pneumatic structure has been obtained and both positioning precision and dynamic 
properties have been improved. The closed mechanical chains make the dynamics of 
parallel manipulators coupled and highly nonlinear. 
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1. Introduction

Recently, network robotics attracts many researchers’ attention and a lot of software and hard-
ware on communication technologies are developed for network robotics (Chong et al., 2003;
Rogers, 2001; Sanfeliu et al., 2008; Sheridan, 1995; Stassen, 1997). Teleoperation techniques
of robot have been developed for many purposes such as ball catching task (Smith et al.,
2008), remote handling of dangerous materials in a nuclear environment (Geeter et al., 1999),
undersea operation, explosive material disposals, robot-assisted surgery (Challacombe, 2003;
Marohn, 2004; Park, 2006) and manipulation systems for planetary exploration (Nickels et al.,
2001). Performance of a variety of elements and factors for the telemanipulation system have
been investigated by an experimental study (Mora, 2007) and the Internet based teleoperation
systems are also eagerly developed (Bambang, 2008; Slawiñski et al., 2007; You et al., 2001).
For a point of view of control, control techniques of teleoperation system have been inves-
tigated such as bilateral control (Aziminejad et.al., 2001; Hokayem et al., 2001; Slawiñski et
al., 2007) and nonlinear adaptive control (Hung, 2003). Explosively grown network technol-
ogy and robot technology are inextricable relation and expectation on the network robotics
becomes large.
In usual teleoperation systems, the operational side and the working side are determined def-
initely in advance, and the robot in the working side moves according to the command from
the operational side. Moreover, in order to operate the robot in the working side, special skill
for the operation of the equipment in the operational side is usually required. On the other
hand, many kinds of the industrial robot arms have been operated in factories. If these robot
arms can be applied both to the operational side and the working side of the teleoperation
system, the handleability of the teleoperation system will be remarkably improved. For ex-
ample, similar mechanism between the operational side and the working side is preferable for
intuitive operation of the teleoperation system.
In order to realize passive motion of the industrial robot arms, the forcefree control had been
proposed (Goto, 2007). The forcefree control realises the passive motion of the robot arm
according to the external force under the zero friction and zero gravity condition. Moreover,
the forcefree control was expanded to the forcefree control with independent compensation
(Goto et al., 2007). With the forcefree control with independent compensation, the robot arm
moves passively according to the external force as in the circumstance of the assigned friction,
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the assigned gravity and the assigned inertia. The forcefree control can be applied to the direct
teaching (Kushida et al., 2001) and pull-put work of the industrial robot arms (Kushida et al.,
2003).
In this research, the teleoperation system is proposed by applying the forcefree control to the
robot in the operational side and the position control to the robot in the working side. The
method can realize alternation of the roles in the operational side and the working side only
by changing the control techniques. The effectiveness of the proposed teleoperation system is
confirmed by the experimental results using actual robot arms.

2. Teleoperation System by Using Forcefree Control and Position Control

2.1 Handleability of Teleoperation
Figure 1 shows the concept of the proposed teleoperation system. Both of the operational side
and of the working side, any types of industrial robot arms can be used. In the operational
side, the forcefree control technique is adopted in order to realize the passive motion due to
the influence of external force. When an operator impresses a force upon the robot arm in
the operational side by his hand, the robot move according to the applied force. The infor-
mation of the motion of the robot in the operational side is transmitted to the working side
through network. In the working side, the position control is adopted for realization of the
same motion of the robot arm in the operational side.
In order to realize the teleoperation system, the dedicated equipment especially for the op-
erational side is usually adopted, and the specific transmission line is usually used. Various
equipment is required for various purpose of the teleoperation system, however, the devel-
opment of the dedicated equipment is costly. If various robot arms can be used both for the
operational side and the working side, the development of the dedicated equipment is not
required.
The main advantage of the proposed teleoperation system is the usage of the existing equip-
ment and technology. Both for the operational side and for the working side, any kind of
robot arms are utilizable. Moreover, the Internet technology is used for the data transmission
between the operational side and the working side. Thereby, the most preferable mechanism
of the robot arms both for the operational side and for the working side can be selected and
the teleoperation system can be constructed freely if the Internet is available.
In addition, the operational side and the working side can be replaced freely by putting both
the operational program and the working program in the computer that controls the robot
arms. The operational role can be replaced with the working role only by executing the work-
ing program, and the working role can be replaced with the operational role only by executing
the operational program.

2.2 Configuration Procedure of Teleoperation System
The block diagram of the proposed teleoperation system is shown in Fig. 2. The left side of
the Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the operational side and the hand side shows that of the
working side. The operational side and the working side are connected by the network.
A servo controller of industrial robot arm includes a position loop and a velocity loop (Kyura,
1996; Nakamura et al., 2004). Input to the industrial robot arm is usually the joint position of
each link. Hence, the industrial robot arms should be considered as the combination of the
mechanism of the robot arm and the servo controller. The control loop of the servo controller
is shown both on the left side and on the right side of Fig. 2. In the operational side, the





  





 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of teleoperation system

forcefree control is added to the robot arm and the passive motion according to the external
force can be realized.
The tip position of the robot arm in the working side must coincide with that of the robot arm
in the operational side. If the robot arm mechanisms between the operational side and the
working side are exactly the same, the position output of the robot arm in the operational side
can be directly used for the reference input of the robot arm in the working side. However, the
robot arm mechanism in the working side is generally different from that in the operational
side. Hence, the compensation of mechanism difference is required. The compensated refer-
ence input is transmitted to the robot arm in the working side through the network. Then, the
robot arm in the working side moves according to the robot arm in the operational side.

2.2.1 Operational Side Control (Forcefree Control)
In the operational side control, the forcefree control is adopted in order to realize the passive
motion of the robot arm. Figure 3 shows the concept of the forcefree control. In industrial
robot arms, the servo controller is adapted to control the motion of the robot arm, and the
robot arm moves according to the position reference of each joint. The external force im-
pressed upon the robot arm is treated as disturbance and the servo controller compensates
such disturbance. Hence, the external force never move the industrial robot arm. The force-
free control can achieve the passive motion of the industrial robot arms under virtual circum-
stances of zero gravity and zero friction without any change of the built-in controller. By use
of the forcefree control, the robot arm moves passively according to the external force directly
as if it were under the circumstances of zero friction and zero gravity.
The entire dynamics of the industrial robot arms controlled by the forcefree control is de-
scribed as

Ho(qo)q̈o + ho(qo, q̇o) = τ o
f (1)

where Ho(qo) is the inertia matrix, ho(qo q̇o) is the coupling nonlinear term, τ o
f is the joint

torque corresponding to the external force f on the tip of robot arm.
Dynamics of an articulated robot arm is expressed by

Ho(qo)q̈o + Doq̇o + No
µ f o

s (q̇
o) + ho(qo, q̇o) + g(qo) = τ o

s + τ o
f (2)

where Doq̇o + No
µ f o

s (q̇
o) is the friction term, g(qo) is the gravity term, qo is the position of

joint angle, τ o
s is the torque input to the robot arm. The dynamic equation of an industrial
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the assigned gravity and the assigned inertia. The forcefree control can be applied to the direct
teaching (Kushida et al., 2001) and pull-put work of the industrial robot arms (Kushida et al.,
2003).
In this research, the teleoperation system is proposed by applying the forcefree control to the
robot in the operational side and the position control to the robot in the working side. The
method can realize alternation of the roles in the operational side and the working side only
by changing the control techniques. The effectiveness of the proposed teleoperation system is
confirmed by the experimental results using actual robot arms.

2. Teleoperation System by Using Forcefree Control and Position Control

2.1 Handleability of Teleoperation
Figure 1 shows the concept of the proposed teleoperation system. Both of the operational side
and of the working side, any types of industrial robot arms can be used. In the operational
side, the forcefree control technique is adopted in order to realize the passive motion due to
the influence of external force. When an operator impresses a force upon the robot arm in
the operational side by his hand, the robot move according to the applied force. The infor-
mation of the motion of the robot in the operational side is transmitted to the working side
through network. In the working side, the position control is adopted for realization of the
same motion of the robot arm in the operational side.
In order to realize the teleoperation system, the dedicated equipment especially for the op-
erational side is usually adopted, and the specific transmission line is usually used. Various
equipment is required for various purpose of the teleoperation system, however, the devel-
opment of the dedicated equipment is costly. If various robot arms can be used both for the
operational side and the working side, the development of the dedicated equipment is not
required.
The main advantage of the proposed teleoperation system is the usage of the existing equip-
ment and technology. Both for the operational side and for the working side, any kind of
robot arms are utilizable. Moreover, the Internet technology is used for the data transmission
between the operational side and the working side. Thereby, the most preferable mechanism
of the robot arms both for the operational side and for the working side can be selected and
the teleoperation system can be constructed freely if the Internet is available.
In addition, the operational side and the working side can be replaced freely by putting both
the operational program and the working program in the computer that controls the robot
arms. The operational role can be replaced with the working role only by executing the work-
ing program, and the working role can be replaced with the operational role only by executing
the operational program.

2.2 Configuration Procedure of Teleoperation System
The block diagram of the proposed teleoperation system is shown in Fig. 2. The left side of
the Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the operational side and the hand side shows that of the
working side. The operational side and the working side are connected by the network.
A servo controller of industrial robot arm includes a position loop and a velocity loop (Kyura,
1996; Nakamura et al., 2004). Input to the industrial robot arm is usually the joint position of
each link. Hence, the industrial robot arms should be considered as the combination of the
mechanism of the robot arm and the servo controller. The control loop of the servo controller
is shown both on the left side and on the right side of Fig. 2. In the operational side, the





  





 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of teleoperation system

forcefree control is added to the robot arm and the passive motion according to the external
force can be realized.
The tip position of the robot arm in the working side must coincide with that of the robot arm
in the operational side. If the robot arm mechanisms between the operational side and the
working side are exactly the same, the position output of the robot arm in the operational side
can be directly used for the reference input of the robot arm in the working side. However, the
robot arm mechanism in the working side is generally different from that in the operational
side. Hence, the compensation of mechanism difference is required. The compensated refer-
ence input is transmitted to the robot arm in the working side through the network. Then, the
robot arm in the working side moves according to the robot arm in the operational side.

2.2.1 Operational Side Control (Forcefree Control)
In the operational side control, the forcefree control is adopted in order to realize the passive
motion of the robot arm. Figure 3 shows the concept of the forcefree control. In industrial
robot arms, the servo controller is adapted to control the motion of the robot arm, and the
robot arm moves according to the position reference of each joint. The external force im-
pressed upon the robot arm is treated as disturbance and the servo controller compensates
such disturbance. Hence, the external force never move the industrial robot arm. The force-
free control can achieve the passive motion of the industrial robot arms under virtual circum-
stances of zero gravity and zero friction without any change of the built-in controller. By use
of the forcefree control, the robot arm moves passively according to the external force directly
as if it were under the circumstances of zero friction and zero gravity.
The entire dynamics of the industrial robot arms controlled by the forcefree control is de-
scribed as

Ho(qo)q̈o + ho(qo, q̇o) = τ o
f (1)

where Ho(qo) is the inertia matrix, ho(qo q̇o) is the coupling nonlinear term, τ o
f is the joint

torque corresponding to the external force f on the tip of robot arm.
Dynamics of an articulated robot arm is expressed by

Ho(qo)q̈o + Doq̇o + No
µ f o

s (q̇
o) + ho(qo, q̇o) + g(qo) = τ o

s + τ o
f (2)

where Doq̇o + No
µ f o

s (q̇
o) is the friction term, g(qo) is the gravity term, qo is the position of

joint angle, τ o
s is the torque input to the robot arm. The dynamic equation of an industrial
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Fig. 3. Concept of the forcefree control

articulated robot arm in the operational side including the servo controller is given by

Ho(qo)q̈o + ho(qo, q̇o) = Ko
τ [K

o
v{Ko

p(q
o
r − qo)− q̇o}] (3)

where qo
r is the position reference of joint angle, Ko

p, Ko
v and Ko

τ
are position loop gain, velocity

loop gain and torque constant for the robot in the operational side, respectively
In order to realize the entire dynamics of the industrial robot arms (1), the inputs of joint angle
(qo

r ) for the forcefree control is given by

qo
r = (Ko

p)
−1{(Ko

v)
−1(Ko

τ)
−1τ o

f + q̇o}+ qo (4)

where τ o
f is the joint torque corresponding to the external force f on the tip of robot arm as

τ o
f = −(τ o

s − τ o
d − τ o

g ) (5)

where τ o
d is the friction torque described by

τ o
d = Doq̇o + No

µ f o
s (q̇

o) (6)
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where τ o
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where τ o
d is the friction torque described by
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o) (6)
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and τ o
g is the gravity torque described by

τ o
g = g(qo). (7)

2.2.2 Compensation of Mechanism
In order to coincide with the tip position of the robot arm in the working side to that in the
operational side, the compensation of the mechanism difference between the operational side
and the working side is required. The tip position of the robot arm in the operational side
(xo) is calculated from the position output (qo) by using the kinematics of the robot arm in the
operational side as

xo = f o(qo) (8)

where f 0 means the kinematics of the robot arm in the operational side. The inputs of joint
angle (qw

d ) for the robot arm in the working side is given by using the inverse kinematics of
the robot arm in the working side as

qw
r = ( f w)−1(xo) (9)

where ( f w)−1 means the inverse kinematics of the robot arm in the working side. Thereby, the
tip position of the robot arm in the working side coincides with that in the operational side.

2.2.3 Working Side Control (Position Control)
In the working side control, the usual servo controller for industrial robot arms is adopted
as a position control. The position control can realize the following motion of the position
reference of the robot arm.
The dynamic equation of an industrial articulated robot arm in the working side including the
servo controller is given by

Hw(qw)q̈w + hw(qw, q̇w) = Kw
τ [K

w
v {Kw

p (q
w
r − qw)− q̇w}] (10)

where Hw(qw) is the inertia matrix, hw(qw q̇w) is the coupling nonlinear term, qw is the po-
sition of joint angle, Kw

p , Kw
v and Kw

τ
are position loop gain, velocity loop gain and torque

constant for the robot in the working side, respectively.

2.3 Communication Procedure
The Internet technology is used for the communication of the teleoperation because the main
advantage of the proposed teleoperation is the usage of the existing technology and the Inter-
net is easily available for the communication channel of the teleoperation system. Concretely,
the Socket communication via TCP/IP is applied for communication technique of the tele-
operation system. Table 1 shows the data format of the communication. The transmit data
from the operational side to the working side are the position reference of the robot arm in
the working side and the received data of the operational side from the working side are the
position output of the robot arm in the working side.
Figure 4 shows the time chart of the teleoperation system. The robot arms both of the op-
erational side and of the working side are controlled by the real time tasks at the constant
sampling interval. On the other hand, the real time property can not be fulfilled by the Socket
communication via TCP/IP, then the communication must be operated by using the non real
time task.

Transmit data Time[s] Position reference qsw
r1 [rad] Position reference qw

r2[rad]
Received data Time[s] Position output qo

1[rad] Position output qo
2[rad]

Table 1. Data format of the communication between the operational side and the working side

MK.3 SCARA
Resolution 8192 8000
Link2 gear ratio 160 1
Link3 gear ratio 160 1
Link2 Length[m] 0.25 0.3
Link3 Length[m] 0.215 0.3

Table 2. Schematic parameters of Performer MK3 and SCARA

Concerning about the communication, the position reference generated in the operational side
is transmitted to the working side. After receiving of the position reference, the position refer-
ence is sent to the real time task of the robot arm control in the working side. Then, the robot
arm in the working side is moved according to the received position reference. As a result,
even if the time intervals between the successively received position references in the working
side are varying, the teleoperation system works well.
The flow of the teleoperation system is explained as follows;

1. The start command is transmitted from the operational side to the working side through
the Socket communication via TCP/IP.

2. In the operational side, the robot arm is controlled by the forcefree control at the con-
stant sampling time interval.

3. In the operational side, the position request is sent to the real time task, then the position
response of the robot arm in the operational side is received.

4. In the operational side, the position reference of the working side is calculated from the
position response of the robot arm in the operational side.

5. The position reference of the working side is transmitted from the operational side to
the working side through the Socket communication via TCP/IP.

6. The position output of the working side is transmitted from the working side to the
operational side through the Socket communication via TCP/IP.

7. In the working side, the received position reference is sent to the real time task of the
robot arm control and the robot arm is controlled at the constant sampling time interval,
then the position response of the robot arm in the operational side is received.

3. Validation of the Proposed Teleoperation System

3.1 Experimental Condition
In order to assure the effectiveness of the proposed teleoperation system, an experimental
study was carried out using actual robot arms connected with LAN. Figure 5 shows the ex-
perimental setup. In order to conform that the proposed teleoperation system is applicable to
various types of the robot arms, two different types of the articulated robot arms were used
for experiments. One was a vertical articulated robot arm, Performer MK3 (Yahata Electric
Machinery Mfg. Co. Ltd.) and another was a SCARA (Selective Compliant Articulated Robot
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and τ o
g is the gravity torque described by

τ o
g = g(qo). (7)

2.2.2 Compensation of Mechanism
In order to coincide with the tip position of the robot arm in the working side to that in the
operational side, the compensation of the mechanism difference between the operational side
and the working side is required. The tip position of the robot arm in the operational side
(xo) is calculated from the position output (qo) by using the kinematics of the robot arm in the
operational side as

xo = f o(qo) (8)

where f 0 means the kinematics of the robot arm in the operational side. The inputs of joint
angle (qw

d ) for the robot arm in the working side is given by using the inverse kinematics of
the robot arm in the working side as

qw
r = ( f w)−1(xo) (9)

where ( f w)−1 means the inverse kinematics of the robot arm in the working side. Thereby, the
tip position of the robot arm in the working side coincides with that in the operational side.

2.2.3 Working Side Control (Position Control)
In the working side control, the usual servo controller for industrial robot arms is adopted
as a position control. The position control can realize the following motion of the position
reference of the robot arm.
The dynamic equation of an industrial articulated robot arm in the working side including the
servo controller is given by

Hw(qw)q̈w + hw(qw, q̇w) = Kw
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w
r − qw)− q̇w}] (10)

where Hw(qw) is the inertia matrix, hw(qw q̇w) is the coupling nonlinear term, qw is the po-
sition of joint angle, Kw

p , Kw
v and Kw

τ
are position loop gain, velocity loop gain and torque

constant for the robot in the working side, respectively.

2.3 Communication Procedure
The Internet technology is used for the communication of the teleoperation because the main
advantage of the proposed teleoperation is the usage of the existing technology and the Inter-
net is easily available for the communication channel of the teleoperation system. Concretely,
the Socket communication via TCP/IP is applied for communication technique of the tele-
operation system. Table 1 shows the data format of the communication. The transmit data
from the operational side to the working side are the position reference of the robot arm in
the working side and the received data of the operational side from the working side are the
position output of the robot arm in the working side.
Figure 4 shows the time chart of the teleoperation system. The robot arms both of the op-
erational side and of the working side are controlled by the real time tasks at the constant
sampling interval. On the other hand, the real time property can not be fulfilled by the Socket
communication via TCP/IP, then the communication must be operated by using the non real
time task.

Transmit data Time[s] Position reference qsw
r1 [rad] Position reference qw

r2[rad]
Received data Time[s] Position output qo

1[rad] Position output qo
2[rad]

Table 1. Data format of the communication between the operational side and the working side

MK.3 SCARA
Resolution 8192 8000
Link2 gear ratio 160 1
Link3 gear ratio 160 1
Link2 Length[m] 0.25 0.3
Link3 Length[m] 0.215 0.3

Table 2. Schematic parameters of Performer MK3 and SCARA

Concerning about the communication, the position reference generated in the operational side
is transmitted to the working side. After receiving of the position reference, the position refer-
ence is sent to the real time task of the robot arm control in the working side. Then, the robot
arm in the working side is moved according to the received position reference. As a result,
even if the time intervals between the successively received position references in the working
side are varying, the teleoperation system works well.
The flow of the teleoperation system is explained as follows;

1. The start command is transmitted from the operational side to the working side through
the Socket communication via TCP/IP.

2. In the operational side, the robot arm is controlled by the forcefree control at the con-
stant sampling time interval.

3. In the operational side, the position request is sent to the real time task, then the position
response of the robot arm in the operational side is received.

4. In the operational side, the position reference of the working side is calculated from the
position response of the robot arm in the operational side.

5. The position reference of the working side is transmitted from the operational side to
the working side through the Socket communication via TCP/IP.

6. The position output of the working side is transmitted from the working side to the
operational side through the Socket communication via TCP/IP.

7. In the working side, the received position reference is sent to the real time task of the
robot arm control and the robot arm is controlled at the constant sampling time interval,
then the position response of the robot arm in the operational side is received.

3. Validation of the Proposed Teleoperation System

3.1 Experimental Condition
In order to assure the effectiveness of the proposed teleoperation system, an experimental
study was carried out using actual robot arms connected with LAN. Figure 5 shows the ex-
perimental setup. In order to conform that the proposed teleoperation system is applicable to
various types of the robot arms, two different types of the articulated robot arms were used
for experiments. One was a vertical articulated robot arm, Performer MK3 (Yahata Electric
Machinery Mfg. Co. Ltd.) and another was a SCARA (Selective Compliant Articulated Robot
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Fig. 4. Time chart of the teleoperation system
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Arm). The schematic parameters of these robots are shown in Table 2. The position loop gain
was given as Kp = 25 [1/s] and the velocity loop gain was given as Kv = 150 [1/s] for Per-
former MK3 and the position loop gain was given as Kp = 2 [1/s] and the velocity loop gain
was given as Kv = 120 [1/s] for SCARA. The sampling interval of the real time task for the
robot arm control was 4 [ms], and the time interval of the position reference generation in
the non real time task of the operational side was approximately 50 [ms]. Two links of the
link2 and the link3 were used both for Performer MK2 and for SCARA. The robot arm in the
operational side was moved passively according to the external force applied by a human
hand.

3.2 Experimental Result by Using Actual Industrial Robot Arms
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Fig. 6. Experimental result of the teleoperation when the robot arm in the operational side
was Performer MK3 and that in the working side was SCARA

First, Performer MK3 was used as the robot arm in the operational side and SCARA was used
as the robot arm in the working side. Experimental result is shown in Fig. 6 (a) the time
trajectory of the joint position of link2, (b) the time trajectory of the joint position of link3, (c)
the time trajectory of the tip position of X-axis, (d) the time trajectory of the tip position of
Y-axis and (e) the tip position locus. As shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (b), the joint position in the
working side is different from that in the operational side. This is caused by the difference
of the mechanism between the working side and the operational side. The tip position in the
working side, however, is almost the same as that in the operational side as shown in Fig 6
(c) and (d) because of the appropriate mechanism compensation. The communication delay
was negligible small because LAN was used for the communication channel. The delay about
200[ms] of the working side from the operational side was caused by the dynamics of the
robot arm in the working side. As shown in Fig. 6, the robot arm in the working side follows
the motion of that of the operational side. The result shows that the teleoperation system by
using the forcefree control can be achieved.

3.3 Experimental Result of Alternation of Operational Side and Working Side
Next, the roles of the two robot arms were alternated. SCARA was used as the robot arm
in the operational side and Performer MK3 was used as the robot arm in the working side.
Experimental result is shown in Fig. 7 (a) the time trajectory of the joint position of link2, (b)
the time trajectory of the joint position of link3, (c) the time trajectory of the tip position of X-
axis, (d) the time trajectory of the tip position of Y-axis and (e) the tip position locus. As shown
in Fig. 7, the robot arm in the working side followed the motion of that of the operational
side. The delay about 16[ms] of the working side from the operational side was caused by the
dynamics of the robot arm in the working side. The result shows that the teleoperation system
by using the forcefree control can be achieved when the operational side and the working side
are alternated.

4. Discussion

4.1 Handleability
The proposed teleoperation system can realize the teleoperation as if the operator were in the
working side. In the proposed teleoperation system, any types of the industrial robot arms
are applicable both for the operational side and for the working side. The experimental study
showed that both of the vertical articulated robot arm and SCARA can be applied to both of
the operational side and of the working side in the proposed teleoperation system. The servo
controller of the industrial robot arm is without change and the additional software of the
forcefree control and communication program is enough for the realization of the teleoper-
ation system. The advantage brings flexible teleoperation system construction by use of the
appropriate mechanism selection both for the operational side and for the working side.

4.2 Effects on Communication Delay and Data Loss
The Internet technology is used for the proposed teleoperation system. The Socket commu-
nication via TCP/IP may include communication delay and data losses. With respect to the
communication delay, the influence may appear as the delay of the robot arm motion in the
working side from the motion in the operational side because the position reference generated
in the operational side is transmitted to the working side, and the robot arm in the work side is
moved according to the received position reference with communication delay. With respect
to the data loss, the influence may appear as an awkward robot arm motion in the working
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First, Performer MK3 was used as the robot arm in the operational side and SCARA was used
as the robot arm in the working side. Experimental result is shown in Fig. 6 (a) the time
trajectory of the joint position of link2, (b) the time trajectory of the joint position of link3, (c)
the time trajectory of the tip position of X-axis, (d) the time trajectory of the tip position of
Y-axis and (e) the tip position locus. As shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (b), the joint position in the
working side is different from that in the operational side. This is caused by the difference
of the mechanism between the working side and the operational side. The tip position in the
working side, however, is almost the same as that in the operational side as shown in Fig 6
(c) and (d) because of the appropriate mechanism compensation. The communication delay
was negligible small because LAN was used for the communication channel. The delay about
200[ms] of the working side from the operational side was caused by the dynamics of the
robot arm in the working side. As shown in Fig. 6, the robot arm in the working side follows
the motion of that of the operational side. The result shows that the teleoperation system by
using the forcefree control can be achieved.

3.3 Experimental Result of Alternation of Operational Side and Working Side
Next, the roles of the two robot arms were alternated. SCARA was used as the robot arm
in the operational side and Performer MK3 was used as the robot arm in the working side.
Experimental result is shown in Fig. 7 (a) the time trajectory of the joint position of link2, (b)
the time trajectory of the joint position of link3, (c) the time trajectory of the tip position of X-
axis, (d) the time trajectory of the tip position of Y-axis and (e) the tip position locus. As shown
in Fig. 7, the robot arm in the working side followed the motion of that of the operational
side. The delay about 16[ms] of the working side from the operational side was caused by the
dynamics of the robot arm in the working side. The result shows that the teleoperation system
by using the forcefree control can be achieved when the operational side and the working side
are alternated.

4. Discussion

4.1 Handleability
The proposed teleoperation system can realize the teleoperation as if the operator were in the
working side. In the proposed teleoperation system, any types of the industrial robot arms
are applicable both for the operational side and for the working side. The experimental study
showed that both of the vertical articulated robot arm and SCARA can be applied to both of
the operational side and of the working side in the proposed teleoperation system. The servo
controller of the industrial robot arm is without change and the additional software of the
forcefree control and communication program is enough for the realization of the teleoper-
ation system. The advantage brings flexible teleoperation system construction by use of the
appropriate mechanism selection both for the operational side and for the working side.

4.2 Effects on Communication Delay and Data Loss
The Internet technology is used for the proposed teleoperation system. The Socket commu-
nication via TCP/IP may include communication delay and data losses. With respect to the
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Fig. 7. Experimental result of the teleoperation when the robot arm in the operational side
was SCARA and that in the working side was Performer MK3

side because the reference position corresponding to the lost data is vanished. However, the
teleoperation system will not become unstable caused by the communication delay or the data
loss because the information from the working side is fed back to the operational side.

5. Conclusion

The teleoperation system of the robot arm by using the forcefree control and the position
control was proposed. The Internet technology was applied to the communication channel of
the teleoperation system. In the proposed teleoperation system, the existing robot arms can be
used both for the operational side and for the working side. The experimental results show the
effectiveness of the proposed teleoperation system. In the future, further teleoperation system
for industrial robot arms considering position, force and visual feedback will be investigated.
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1. Introduction 
 

Mobile robot navigation has stood as an open and challenging problem over decades. 
Despite the number of significant results obtained in this field, people still look for better 
solutions. Some mobile robots are subject to constraints of rolling without slipping and thus 
belong to non-holonomic systems. Mobile robots also are subject to navigate in 
environments cluttered with obstacles. Now, in case the mobile robot presents a non-
holonomic constraint, the problem consists of finding a path taking into account constraints 
imposed both by the obstacles and the non-holonomic constraints. Since non-holonomy 
make path planning more difficult, many techniques have been proposed to plan and 
generate paths. May be the most popular is the method of potential field (Khatib, 1986). 
However, this method may present some problems such as sticking to local minima. 
Moreover, the kinematic constraint is the other problem that can face trajectory planning. 
This can make time derivatives of some configuration variables non-integrable and hence, a 
collision free path in the configuration space not achievable by steering control.. Some 
researchers worked to find feasible path using different methodologies (Sundar & Shiller, 
1997), (Laumond et al, 1994), (Reeds & Shepp, 1990). To deal with obstacles, some 
researchers decomposed the dynamic motion to static paths and velocity-planning problem 
(Murray et al, 1994), (Tilbury et al, 1995). In the work of (Qu et all, 2004), the authors treated 
the problem as a family of curves where the optimal path is found by adjusting a certain 
polynomial parameter. This idea was raised in many references including (Kant & Zucker, 
1988) and (Murray & Sastry,1993), where trajectories are represented by sinusoidal, 
polynomial or piecewise constant functions. In our recent work, and based on intelligent 
control, we proposed a fuzzy control methodology to navigate a mobile robot in a cluttered 
environment with the aim to reach the goal while avoiding static and/or dynamic obstacles 
(Abdessemed et al, 2004). Concerning robot arm path planning and trajectory generation, 
considerable efforts have been devoted to make these mechanical systems succeeding in 
their tasks. If we consider a robot arm with n-joints that move independently, the robot’s 
configuration can be described by a 3-dimentional coordinate: (xe, ye, ze) for the location of 
the end effector. These coordinates characterize the workspace representation, since they 
represent exactly the same coordinates of the object it intends to manipulate or to avoid. 
Although the workspace is well suited for collision avoidance, it happens that we are still 
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facing some other problems. In fact the task is usually expressed in the workspace 
coordinates and the question is how to map this space into configuration space. This 
problem finds its solution in the inverse kinematics. However, calculating the inverse 
kinematics is hard, and the problem becomes much harder if the robot has many DOFs. 
Moreover, for a particular workspace coordinates, many distinct configurations are possible. 
The other problem that may arise when using configuration space is the presence of 
obstacles. Within the scope of all these problems, many methods to path planning emerged. 
Among the techniques found in the literature, we state the cell decomposition methods 
(Russel & Norvig, 1995), Skeletonization methods (e.g. Voronoi graph (Okabe et al, 2000)), 
potential field. Due to some problems of the applied techniques already mentioned, such as 
local minima and uncertainties, probabilistic and robust methods have been explored. 
Demonstration of robustness of fuzzy logic and genetic algorithm encouraged many 
researchers to use these concepts for path planning and obstacle avoidance. We note that 
robust methods assume a bounded amount of uncertainties and do not assign any 
probabilities to values. The robots could replace good number of specific machine tools and 
could continue to supplant the man in a lot of complex tasks. In spite of all, the robot 
manipulators on fixed base have a lot of limitations. This is why like a man who has the 
faculty to move to achieve some tasks at different places or to do continuous tasks requiring 
a work of the arm during the displacement, the mobile manipulators have been considered. 
Mobile manipulators received particular attentions these last decades (Zhao et al, 1994); (Pin 
& Culioli, 1992); (Pin et al, 1996); (Lee &  Cho, 1997); (Seraji, 1995). This is mainly due to their 
analytic problems and their various applications. A mobile manipulator consists of an arm 
fixed on a mobile platform. Such a configuration leads us toward a kinematically redundant 
system. Although we can construct non redundant mobile manipulators but, there are some 
good reasons to make us thinking of these systems as for example: increasing the working 
space of the arm, avoiding static or dynamic obstacles or, to avoid the robot singularities. 
From these observations, which allow to increase the working space by the mobility of the 
platform that a number of applications have been appeared. When these systems are 
devoted to indoor tasks, they are often equipped with wheels. The arrangement of the 
wheels and their actuation device determine the holonomic or non-holonomic nature of its 
locomotion system (Campion et al, 1996). Whereas some wheeled mobile manipulators built 
from an omni-directional platform are holonomic. Extensive research efforts have led people 
to plan the collision free paths for mobile manipulators. Many techniques have been 
proposed for path planning and trajectory generation. A desired task is usually specified in 
the work space. The first type has been a subject of our previous work [Abdessemed et al] 
where as the second type considers the plat form to be holonomic [Djebrani et al]. However, 
trajectory following control is easily performed in the joint space. Therefore, it is essential to 
obtain the desired joint space trajectory given the desired Cartesian space trajectory. This is 
accomplished using the inverse kinematics transformation. Controlling such systems is hard 
and the problem is more difficult to solve in case where the mobile platform contains some 
non-holonomic kinematical constraints. However, one should know that such a constraint 
does not decrease the configuration space reachable by the mobile platform but decreases 
the velocity space. Therefore, the mobile platform moves only along trajectories having a 
certain shape. On the other hand, if we choose a holonomic platform, the control would be 
much easier. In fact, A holonomic platform robot is an omni-directional robot whose 
mechanical structure enables it to change its displacement at any direction, without waiting 

for the reconfiguration of its rolling parts. One of the consequences of the omni-
directionality is that the orientation of a robot becomes independent of the trajectory 
performed, provided that each "wheel" of the robot has the 3 degrees of mobility (2 
translations and 1 rotation). In this book chapter, we try to see the two case studies, namely 
a holonomic and a non-holonomic mobile manipulator. The approach presented describes 
the development of the complete kinematic representation of a mobile manipulator. In this 
case, we present the analysis of the whole mechanical system constituted of a mobile 
platform over which a robot manipulator is mounted, forming thus the mobile manipulator 
(Fig. 1); the arm and the mobile platform are considered as a unique system. In this part of 
analysis, the mobile manipulator is considered as a unique entity. In order to have an overall 
study, we consider the two types of mobile platforms. The mobility introduced by the 
mobile platform is exploited to solve problems like collision avoidance and joints 
saturations. The results obtained demonstrate the effectiveness of the approaches for simple 
situations as well as for complex situations when obstacles are encountered. 

 
2. Mobile manipulator with non-holonomic platform 
 

2.1 Analysis 
In this case a mobile manipulator with non-holonomic platform is viewed. Figure. 2 shows 
the four main reference axes: The stationary reference axis, the reference axis attached to the 
mobile platform, the reference axis attached to the base of the robot manipulator, and finally 
the reference axis attached to the end point of the effector. The homogeneous matrix found 
by a successive multiplication of the three homogeneous sub matrices can obtain the 
position and the orientation of the terminal point of the end effector with respect to the 
stationary reference axis: 

po o mT = T .T .Te p m e  (1) 

Such that the matrix oTp is determined by a certain matrix A(q), 
pTm is a fixed matrix and 

mTe is determined by the joint variable vector 
T

θ = θ , θ , ..., θn1 2 m
   , nm represents the 

degree of freedom of the arm manipulator. 
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Fig. 1. Mobile Manipulator appearance 
 

 
Fig. 2. Mobile Manipulator features 
 
The equations of the geometric model are found to be: 
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(xA, yA, ) represent the mobile platform coordinates and its orientation in the world frame. 
(1, 2, 3) are the three angles of the arm, and l1, l2 and l3 its lengths. (x , y ,z )e e e  are the 
coordinates of the end effector in the world frame. As we can see, the position vector 

E 

A 

X (x , y , z )e e ee   of the end effector E with respect to the world coordinate W is a non-

linear function of the configuration vector:   nTTθ,Tpq  , (n=3+nm). Now, if the 

vector dXe  is the vector of the wanted task then  
dX = X = f(q)e e  (3) 

 
If we derive this equation, we get the kinematic equation of the model  
 

X = J (q).qe m   (4) 

 
where Jm(q) is the mxn Jacobienne matrix of the mobile manipulator. This equation 
represents a holonomic kinematic constraint since it can be written as  
 

H(q) = 0  (5) 
If the mobile platform is non holonomic and without slip, then the following kinematic 
constraint is true: 

A(p).p = 0  (6) 
 
such that : 

T T
p = x , y , = X , 

A A A
    

      
      

(7) 

 
Equivalently, we can write the non-holonomic constraint (5) as: 
 

 J q q = 0v   (8) 

where:  J (q) = A(p) 0v   

q  cannot be eliminated by integration to give 
 d J (q)v = 0

dq
, this means that the system is 

non holonomic. Equations (4) and (8) are combined to give the differential kinematic model 
of the system including the mobile platform and the robot manipulator [1]. 
 

J (q) 0v
 q  =  

J (q) Xm e

  
  
  
  

      

 


 

 
 

(9) 

Such that,    T3θ,2θ,1θ,,Ay,AxTθ,Tpq  . In a compact form, equation (9) can be 
written as: 

J(q)q = X  (10) 

where: 
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where: 
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J(q) =

J (q)m

 
 
 
 
  

 ,  
T

X = 0 Xe 
 

   

 
If we assume that the speed of the end-effector is Xd

 , we need then to solve the following 

differential equation: 
J(q)q = X

d
  (11) 

The term redundancy designates the determination of admissible control signal for this 
redundant system. However, the system being undetermined, it is necessary to use some 
criteria that allow determining one of the infinite solutions of the problem. according to 
(Liégeois, 1997), the general formulation of the inverse kinematics is expressed by the 
following equation  

# #q = J X + (I - J J)zd
  (12) 

Where , J# is the generalized inverse of the Jacobian matrix. The first term of the equation 
(12) represents the particular solution used to achieve the desired velocity of the end 

effector, and the term #(I - J J)  is an operator of projection that projects an arbitrary vector 

into the null space of J. Therefore, the term #(I - J J)z is the general solution of the 
homogeneous equation: 

Jq = 0  (13) 
 
The homogeneous solution contributes only in a motion within the joint space of the 
mechanical system named the self-motion. In order to find the optimal solutions, let us 
mention the techniques most commonly used for serial-chain redundant arms: 

 Minimization of joint velocities 
 

TC = q qv    (14) 

 
 Minimization of joint acceleration 

 
TC = q qa    (15) 

 
 Minimization of kinetic energy 

 
TC = q Hqe    (16) 

 
 Minimization of joint torques 

 
τTτtC   (17) 

 
Some of these techniques can present some problems as: nonzero joint velocities 
corresponding to zero end-effector velocities, and instability of the motion. Otherwise, if the 
mobile manipulator is brought to evolve in an environment cluttered of obstacles, then the 
goal consists to find the solutions to the problem that must take them into consideration, 
consequently, one can write the relation as a certain function f such that, 
q = f(q, x, obstacles)   

 
2.2 Geometric solution with no obstacles 
For this redundant system the matrix J is of dimension mxn, with m<n. We seek a solution 
to equation (12), which guarantees a minimum value for the norm, in addition to a number 
of solutions in the null space of J. The solutions in the null space can be used to optimize 
some tasks as for example: to avoid some obstacles or to warn saturations of the joints. 
However, it is not recommended in practice to use directly the solution with minimal norm. 
Indeed, to avoid big velocities values, one can impose a weighting matrix 

 W = diag w , wv a b
 for the linear and angular velocities, in order to minimize the sum of 

their norms: 
bw||θ||aw||p||   . 

such that: 

1

2

n

w 0 0
0 w 0

W
0

0 0 w



 
 
 
 
 



  


, where : 
b

iw =
i bmax

, such that: 

  b = (q ) - (q )   and  b max b , b , , bmax max ni i i min 1 2  

Thus, the optimal solution is the one that optimises the norm defined by the following 
expression: 

qWTq   (18) 

 
While noticing that the matrix W is diagonal, it could be split into two diagonal matrices 
such that: 
 

TW = W Wo o  (19) 

 
In this case the norm could be written as : 
 

2T T Tq Wq = q W W q = W qo o o      
(20) 

 
and relation (11) becomes: 
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q
0

W1-
0

JW
d

X    (21) 

 
To find q , one should solve equation (21), which minimizes the norm (18). The problem 

becomes an optimization problem, where we consider -1JWo  as a system matrix and the 

product W qo   as the vector whose norm is to be minimized; the solution is thus: 

 -1-1 T -1 Tq = W J JW J X + Hz
d
  

(22) 

knowing that: 

 -1-1 -1 T -1 TH = W - W J JW J JWo o  
(23) 

 
The first term of the equation (22), represent the optimal solution and the second term the 
homogeneous solution. The vector z is an arbitrary vector that is projected by the matrix H 
in the null space of J. It can be used to prevent saturation of the manipulator joints or to 
avoid unforeseen obstacles. To correct any drift of the trajectory of the space of the task, we 
introduce the error that measures the difference between the wanted vector and the one 
measured to yield: 

 -1-1 T -1 Tq = W J JW J X + K(X - X) + Hzd d    
 

(24) 

 
However, if we try to solve the equation (24), one can fall on a problem of numeric 
instability. To overcome this problem, we propose to use the singular value decomposition 
as a solution. This algorithm is a stable numerical procedure based on the decomposition 
theorem. 
 
Theorem 
Given a matrix A of size mxn, it can be written as a product of three matrices as: 

T
nxm.Vmxn.ΣmxmUmxnA   

 
The matrices U et V are orthogonal matrices and  is a diagonal matrix for which the 
elements on the diagonal are the singular values of the A matrix. 
If one applies this theorem to the matrix: 
 

-1A = JWo  (25) 

Then 
TUΣΣ1

oJW   (26) 

 
In this case, the complete solution becomes: 
 

]zTΣVVΣI1
0WX)dK(XdXTUVΣ1

0Wq  [][   (27) 

 

Where  -1+ T TΣ = Σ ΣΣ . The complete solution makes intervene also the matrix H 

representing the projection of an arbitrary vector z in the null space of the Jacobian matrix J. 

 
2.3 Geometric solution with obstacle avoidance  
Now, if we consider a smooth function g(q), representing a certain criterion to be 
minimized, then the vector z of the general solution given by equation (22) can be defined as 
follows: 

z = g(q)  (28) 

where 
T

gg(q) =
q

 
  

 
is the gradient of g, and the homogeneous solution is obtained by 

projecting z in the null space of J. However, we can use any function as far as it can be 
reduced to an expression that involves only terms of generalized joint variables. The method 
of the gradient is of a very vast use because it allows an easy incorporation of the different 
performance criteria in the control algorithm. This technique is used in our case to satisfy 
two objectives; first avoiding obstacles and second avoiding joint limits. Thus, the vector z is 
composed of two terms: 

z = z + z1 2  (29) 

where 
q
1V

β1z



  and 

q
2V

2β2z



 . V1 is the potential associated with the joint limits such 

that: and V2 is the potential associated with the obstacle presence. 
 

Tq+q q+q1
V (q)= q- q-1 2 2 2

   
   
   

 

 
(30) 

 
q

i
 and q

i
represent respectively the upper and lower joint limits. Whereas V2 is the 

potential associated with the obstacle presence such that: 
 

η
V = V

2 2ii=1
  

(31) 

Such that 
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1 1 1

k   d d1 0V = 2 d (x) d2i i 0
0                                  d>d0


        


 

 
 

(32) 

 
k1 denotes some adjusting coefficient, d and d0 represent respectively the distance of a 
certain point on the robot to the obstacle and  the minimal security distance. 

 
2.4 Simulation results 
A series of simulation were conducted in order to illustrate the performance of the method. 
Fig. 3, shows the terminal point of the end-effector following a reference trajectory in a free 
obstacle environment in the case where we consider the whole system as unique. In this 
case, one notes, according to Fig. 4, that the mobile platform follows a non-deformable 
trajectory in the x-y plane. The curves presented in Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8 shows the evolution of 
the corresponding mobile manipulator joints. However, if an obstacle is put on the path of 
the mobile platform then, one can see that the mobile platform succeeds in getting around 
the obstacle while maintaining the terminal point on the reference trajectory; this is depicted 
in Fig. 9, and the new trajectory of the mobile platform in the x-y plane is clearly shown in 
Fig. 10. The curves presented in Figs. 11, 12, 13 and 14 show the evolution of the new 
corresponding mobile manipulator joints. 
 

 
Fig.3. A 3D-view of the arm and the mobile platform evolutions in an obstacle free space. 
 

 
Fig. 4. End–effector and mobile platform trajectories in the x-y plane with no obstacles. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Articulation 1 curve 

 
Fig.6. Articulation 2 curve 
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Fig. 7. Articulation 3 curve 
 

 
Fig. 8. Articulation  curve 

 
Fig. 9. A 3D-View of the arm and the platform evolutions in presence of obstacles. 
 

 
Fig. 10. End–effector and mobile platform trajectories in the x-y plane in presence of obstacles. 
 

 
Fig. 11. Evolution curve of the joint 1 
 

 
Fig. 12. Evolution curve of the joint 2 
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Fig. 7. Articulation 3 curve 
 

 
Fig. 8. Articulation  curve 

 
Fig. 9. A 3D-View of the arm and the platform evolutions in presence of obstacles. 
 

 
Fig. 10. End–effector and mobile platform trajectories in the x-y plane in presence of obstacles. 
 

 
Fig. 11. Evolution curve of the joint 1 
 

 
Fig. 12. Evolution curve of the joint 2 
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Fig. 13.  Evolution curve of the joint 3 
 

 
Fig. 14.  Evolution curve of the joint  

 
3. Mobile manipulator with holonomic platform 
 

3.1. Analysis 
The other type of mobile platforms that we intend to present in this section is the one with 
omnidirectional wheels. These particular types of wheels are used to develop a holonomic 
mobile robot. They enable the robot to move in any direction at any orientation. There is no 
need to change the orientation of the platform while moving in an arbitrary trajectory. The 
direction of the linear velocity is independent from the orientation of the mobile platform. 
We used the particular concept of a wheel formed with 2 truncated spheres 
intermechanically dependent developed in Mourioux and his colleagues, (Mourioux et al., 
2006). Two parallel planes truncate each sphere. An axis enables each sphere to turn on it 
freely. This axis is maintained by a fork, which can rotate by using a DC motor. We consider 
here the mobile manipulator shown in Figure 15. The location of the platform is given by a 

vector [ , , ]  Tx yp ; which defines the position and the orientation of the platform in the 

fixed frame The position of the point O4 in the fixed frame is thus given by its Cartesian 
coordinates 1,  2, and 3. 

 

 
Fig. 15. Mobile manipulator with omni directional platform 

 
3.2 Geometric solution with no obstacles 

The control of the mobile manipulator is given by T T Tu = [u , u ] = [q , q , q , x, y, ]a p a1 a2 a3
     , 

with Tu = q = [q , q ]a a a1 a2
    being the control of the robotic arm and Tu = [x, y, ]p    the 

control of the platform. The degree of mobility of the mobile manipulator is 
= n + = 3 + 3 = 6a m mp =, with mp  the degree of mobility of the platform. According 

to Figure 16, the geometric model of this mobile manipulator is: 
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(33) 

From (32), we get the instantaneous location kinematics model: 
 

ξ = J.u  (34) 

Where; 
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With the following intermediate variables: 
 

 
1

cos1 aqC   ,  
1

sin1 aqS   ,   
21

cos12 aa qqC ,   
21

sin12 aa qqS , 

23131 SCaD  , 12122 DSCaD   , 23132123 CSaCSaD   ,  

23134 SSaD  , 42125 DSSaD   , 23132126 CCaCCaD   , 
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 2337 CaD  , 7228 DCaD  ,  

39 DbCaSD   , 610 DbSaCD    
 

The kinematic control problem is aimed to find the control vector   u(t)|  t [t ,t ]0 f  to 

achieve the desired operational motion  ]ft,0[tt|(t)*ξ   of the end effector in such a way 

that the error (t)(t)*e(t) ξξ   approaches zero. Since the system is redundant ( δm < m ), 

we set madd additional tasks (Seraji, 1998) so that  
 

ξ = J .u
add add
  (35) 

J
add

 is a matrix of dimension δm ×
add m . Also we want to regulate ξ (t)

add
 to the 

velocities of the desired additional tasks ξ* (t)
add

. Equation (34) and (35) are combined to 

give the differential kinematics model 
 

ξ = J .utt
  (36) 

Such that:
J

J = Jt add

 
 
 

 and 
ξ

ξ ξ
add

=t
 
 
 

 

The problem is now to regulate the actual value of ξ t  to * *T *T Tξ =[ξ ,ξ ]t add
. Let 

*ξ -ξt t
T T Te = [e , e ] =t add

with *ξ -ξ
add add

e =
add

. The matrix Jt  is of dimension 

(m + madd) × δm . Depending on the desired additional tasks this matrix is not necessarily 

square. If we suppose that Jt  is of full rank and if r = rank(J )t , then r = min (m+madd)xm. 

The control vector u is computed by solving the linear system ξ t = J ut
  (Bayle et al., 2002). 

Now, if we consider only the position of the end effector, then [ , , ]
1 2 3

    T , i.e., m=3; 

and if T
padd ]y,[x,ξξ  , i.e., madd=3. In this case, we can determine the vector u such 

that 
* *ξ ξ -ξ td d

-1u = J ( + W ( ))t t  (37) 

Where Wt is an (m + madd)-order definite positive matrix and * *ξ (t)=ξ (t)td
 denotes the 

desired motion.  

 
 

3.3. Geometric solution with obstacles 
Up to now we have supposed the path of the robot clear from any obstacles.. However, in 
case of presence of obstacles some modifications have to be done. In this case, we use an 
approach based on virtual impedance model (Arai & Ota, 1996). This model can be seen as 
an extension of the potential field concept (Khatib, 1986). This model determines the motion 

of a robot by means of a desired trajectory *ξ t  modified by a sum of different forces. These 

forces consist of three parts: an attractive force named Ftarget, generated to attract the robot 
toward the objective, a repulsive force generated between the robot and the obstacles Fobs, 
and a third force generated between the platform and the carried arm manipulator Fman, (see 
Fig 16). In this work, only the first two forces are considered. The closed loop dynamical 
equation is expressed as equation (37). 

extF)tξ
*
t(ξdK)tξ

*
tξ(dB)tξ

*
tξ(dM    (38) 

Where Fext  represents all the forces exerted on the mobile robot, such that:  

F = F + F + Fi manext target obs
  (39) 

 
From equation (37), we can derive the desired impedance Zd such that: 
 

2Z = M s + B s + K
d d d d

 (40) 

Where M , B , K
d d d

 are diagonal positive definite desired mass, damping and spring 

effects. Equation (38) can be expressed in terms of the desired impedance and the trajectory 
tracking. Let ed be a new signal error such that 
 

*ξ -ξt

Fexte = ( ) -td Z
d

 
(41) 

If e
d

 approaches zero, then equation (38) is realized. The realized trajectory in equation (41) 

can be seen as the sum of the desired trajectory *ξ t  and the force correction 
Fext
Z

d

 to give 

what we call the desired modification motion: 

*ξ ξ t

F* ext(t) (t) +
d Z

d

  
(42) 

Note that Fext =0 in free motion. 
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(m + madd) × δm . Depending on the desired additional tasks this matrix is not necessarily 

square. If we suppose that Jt  is of full rank and if r = rank(J )t , then r = min (m+madd)xm. 

The control vector u is computed by solving the linear system ξ t = J ut
  (Bayle et al., 2002). 

Now, if we consider only the position of the end effector, then [ , , ]
1 2 3

    T , i.e., m=3; 

and if T
padd ]y,[x,ξξ  , i.e., madd=3. In this case, we can determine the vector u such 

that 
* *ξ ξ -ξ td d

-1u = J ( + W ( ))t t  (37) 

Where Wt is an (m + madd)-order definite positive matrix and * *ξ (t)=ξ (t)td
 denotes the 

desired motion.  

 
 

3.3. Geometric solution with obstacles 
Up to now we have supposed the path of the robot clear from any obstacles.. However, in 
case of presence of obstacles some modifications have to be done. In this case, we use an 
approach based on virtual impedance model (Arai & Ota, 1996). This model can be seen as 
an extension of the potential field concept (Khatib, 1986). This model determines the motion 

of a robot by means of a desired trajectory *ξ t  modified by a sum of different forces. These 

forces consist of three parts: an attractive force named Ftarget, generated to attract the robot 
toward the objective, a repulsive force generated between the robot and the obstacles Fobs, 
and a third force generated between the platform and the carried arm manipulator Fman, (see 
Fig 16). In this work, only the first two forces are considered. The closed loop dynamical 
equation is expressed as equation (37). 

extF)tξ
*
t(ξdK)tξ

*
tξ(dB)tξ

*
tξ(dM    (38) 

Where Fext  represents all the forces exerted on the mobile robot, such that:  

F = F + F + Fi manext target obs
  (39) 

 
From equation (37), we can derive the desired impedance Zd such that: 
 

2Z = M s + B s + K
d d d d

 (40) 

Where M , B , K
d d d

 are diagonal positive definite desired mass, damping and spring 

effects. Equation (38) can be expressed in terms of the desired impedance and the trajectory 
tracking. Let ed be a new signal error such that 
 

*ξ -ξt

Fexte = ( ) -td Z
d

 
(41) 

If e
d

 approaches zero, then equation (38) is realized. The realized trajectory in equation (41) 

can be seen as the sum of the desired trajectory *ξ t  and the force correction 
Fext
Z

d

 to give 

what we call the desired modification motion: 

*ξ ξ t

F* ext(t) (t) +
d Z

d

  
(42) 

Note that Fext =0 in free motion. 
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Fig. 16. Virtual impedance model for the mobile platform 
 

 
Fig. 17.Obstacle repulsion force 
 
The magnitude Fobs is chosen to be (Borenstein & Koren, 1991): 

 2F = a - b d(t) - d
minobs obs obs

 where aobs and bobs are positive constants satisfying the 

condition 2a = b (d - d )max minobs obs
, dmax is the maximum distance between the robot 

and the detected obstacle that causes a nonzero repulsive force, dmin represents the 
minimum distance accepted between the robot and the obstacle and d(t) is the distance 
measured between the robot and the obstacle dmin < d(t) < dmax ( Fig. 17). Note that the 
bound dmax characterizes the repulsion zone. Which is inside the region where the repulsion 
force has a non-zero value. Desired interaction impedance is defined as the linear dynamic 

relationship Zd = Bds + Kd where Bd and Kd are positive constants simulating the damping 
and the spring effects, respectively, involved in the robot obstacle interaction inside the 
repulsion zone. 

 
3.4 Simulation results 
Simulations are conducted in order to show the performance of the proposed methodology. 
The numerical example supposes the lengths of the arm are such that 
a = 0.6,  a = 0.4,  a = 0.3

1 2 3
 and the initial configuration of the mobile manipulator is such 

that:  ξ = (0.1,  0.1,  π/6)p  and T/4]/2,/4,[aq   . The end effector is supposed to track 

the following straight-line trajectory    TT
ttttttt 1.01,1.0,1.0)(),(),()( *

3
*
2

*
1

*   ; 
Furthermore, we imposed the following additional tasks to the mobile platform 

* * * *ξ (t) = (x (t), y (t), (t)) = (t, t, π/4)p  . Fig. 18 shows the stance of the whole system when the 

end effector tracks the reference trajectory. The resulting trajectory of the end effector as 
well as that of the mobile plat form is depicted in Fig. 19. Figures 20, 21, 22 and 23describe 
the evolution of the angles of the arm and the orientation of the platform respectively. If the 
robot finds an obstacle at less than d = 1mmax  the impedance control is activated, and the 

collision is avoided as it can be seen in Fig. 24.  
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Fig. 18. A 3D-view of the arm and the mobile platform evolutions in an obstacle free space. 
 
The resulted trajectories of the arm as well as of the mobile plat form appear in Fig. 26. The 
corresponding curves showing the evolution of the angles of the arm and the orientation of 
the platform  are depicted in Figs. 27, 28, 29 and 30 respectively. 
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Fig. 18. A 3D-view of the arm and the mobile platform evolutions in an obstacle free space. 
 
The resulted trajectories of the arm as well as of the mobile plat form appear in Fig. 26. The 
corresponding curves showing the evolution of the angles of the arm and the orientation of 
the platform  are depicted in Figs. 27, 28, 29 and 30 respectively. 
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Fig. 19. End–effector and mobile platform trajectories in the x-y plane with no obstacles. 
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Fig. 20. Articulation qa1 curve 
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Fig.21. Articulation qa2 curve 
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Fig. 22. Articulation qa3 curve 
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Fig. 23. Articulation   curve 
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Fig. 24. A 3D-View of the arm and the platform evolutions in presence of obstacles 
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Fig. 19. End–effector and mobile platform trajectories in the x-y plane with no obstacles. 
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Fig. 20. Articulation qa1 curve 
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Fig.21. Articulation qa2 curve 
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Fig. 22. Articulation qa3 curve 
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Fig. 23. Articulation   curve 
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Fig. 24. A 3D-View of the arm and the platform evolutions in presence of obstacles 
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Fig. 25. End–effector and mobile platform trajectories in the x-y plane in presence of 
obstacles 
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Fig. 26. Evolution curve of the joint 1 
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Fig. 27. Evolution curve of the joint 2 
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Fig. 28.  Evolution curve of the joint 3 
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Fig. 29. Articulation   curve 

 
4. Conclusion 
 

This work proposed two different methodologies to generating desired joint trajectories for 
both holonomic and non-holonomic mobile manipulators given prespecified operational 
tasks. The first part considers a non-holonomic platform where the generalized inverses in 
the resolution of a redundant system are used. The additional degrees of freedom are 
exploited to avoid unforeseen obstacles and joint limits. In the second part of the work a 
holonomic platfrom is used. In this case, the trajectory is generated using a reactive 
approach based on virtual impedance and additional tasks. When the robot task is about a 
stationary point, the mobile manipulator showed a good tracking for the manipulator. As 
perspective an estimate procedure must be conducted in order to estimate the contact forces 
and the unknown holonomic mobile manipulator parameters driving the system Computer 
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Fig. 25. End–effector and mobile platform trajectories in the x-y plane in presence of 
obstacles 
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Fig. 26. Evolution curve of the joint 1 
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Fig. 27. Evolution curve of the joint 2 
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Fig. 28.  Evolution curve of the joint 3 
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Fig. 29. Articulation   curve 

 
4. Conclusion 
 

This work proposed two different methodologies to generating desired joint trajectories for 
both holonomic and non-holonomic mobile manipulators given prespecified operational 
tasks. The first part considers a non-holonomic platform where the generalized inverses in 
the resolution of a redundant system are used. The additional degrees of freedom are 
exploited to avoid unforeseen obstacles and joint limits. In the second part of the work a 
holonomic platfrom is used. In this case, the trajectory is generated using a reactive 
approach based on virtual impedance and additional tasks. When the robot task is about a 
stationary point, the mobile manipulator showed a good tracking for the manipulator. As 
perspective an estimate procedure must be conducted in order to estimate the contact forces 
and the unknown holonomic mobile manipulator parameters driving the system Computer 
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simulations have validated to show the effectiveness of the two approaches. The reference 
values obtained by the two methods can be used as inputs to controllers for real mtion. 
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1. Introduction    
 

Many advanced methods proposed for control of robot manipulators are based on the 
dynamic models of the robot systems. Model-based control design needs a correct dynamic 
model and precise parameters of the system. Practically speaking, however, every dynamic 
model has some degrees of incorrectness and every parameter associates with some degrees 
of identification error. The incorrectness and errors eventually result positioning or 
trajectory tracking errors, and even cause the system to be unstable. In the past two decades, 
intensive research activities have been devoted on the design of robust control systems and 
adaptive control systems for the robot in order to overcome the control system drawback 
caused by the model errors and uncertain parameters, and a great number of research 
results have been reported, for example, (Hsia, 1989), (Kou, and Wang, 1989), (Slotine and Li, 
1989), ( Spong, 1992), and (Cheah, Liu and Slotine, 2006). However, almost parts of results 
associate with complicated control system design approaches and difficulties in the control 
system implementation for industrial robot manipulators.   
Recently, neural network technology attracts many attentions in the design of robot 
controllers. It has been pointed out that multi-layered neural network can be used for the 
approximation of any nonlinear function. Other advantages of the neural networks often 
cited are parallel distributed structure, and learning ability. They make such the artificial 
intelligent technology attractive not only in the application areas such as pattern recognition, 
information and graphics processing, but also in intelligent control of nonlinear and 
complicated systems such as robot manipulators (Sanger, 1994), (Kim and Lewis, 1999),  
(Kwan and Lewis, 2000), (Jung and Yim, 2001) (Yu and Wang, 2001). A new field in robot 
control using neural network technology is beginning to emerge to deal with the issues 
related to the dynamics in the robot control design. A neural network based dynamics 
compensation method has been proposed for trajectory control of a robot system (Jung and 
Hsia, 1996). A combined approach of neural network and sliding mode technology for both 
feedback linearization and control error compensation has been presented (Barambones and 
Etxebarria, 2002). Sensitivity of a neural network performance to learning rate in robot 
control has been investigated (Clark and Mills, 2000).  
In the following, we present a simple control system consisting of a traditional controller 
and a neural network controller with parallel structure for trajectory tracking control of 
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industrial robot manipulators. First, a PD controller is designed. Second, a neural network 
with three layers is designed and added to the control system in the parallel way to the PD 
controller. Finally, a learning scheme used to train the weights of each layer of the neural 
network is derived by minimizing a criterion prescribed in a quadratic form of the error 
between a planed trajectory and response of the robot. Control system implementation issue 
is discussed. Both the motivation function of the neural network and dynamic model used 
in the calculation of the learning law are simplified to meet practical needs. An industrial 
manipulator AdeptOne is adopted as an experimental test bed. Trajectory tracking control 
simulations and experiments are carried out. The results demonstrate effectiveness and 
usefulness of the proposed control system. 

 
2. Dynamic models of robot manipulators 
 

2.1 Torque-based dynamic model 
A torque-based dynamic model of robot manipulator describes relationship between motion 
and joint torque of the robot without concerning what generates the torque and how. This 
class of dynamic formulation is most popular and widely used in the control design and 
simulation of the robot manipulator. Usually, a torque-based dynamic model can be 
systematically derived by using the Lagrange method as follows 
 

τθgθθθHθθM  )(),()(              (1) 
 

where, nRθ  and nRτ are joint variable and torque, nnR )(θM is inertia matrix, 
nRθθθH  ),(  contains Coriolis and centrifugal forces, and nR)(θg  denotes 

gravitational force.  
Remarks: In motion equation (1), )(θM  is a symmetric matrix, and ),(2)( θθHθM    is a 
skew symmetric matrix. These properties of robot dynamics allow one to design the control 
system on the basis of dynamic model in an easier way.  

 
2.2 Voltage-based dynamics model 
In the almost cases of industrial robot manipulators, the torque-based dynamic model 
cannot be used directly because most industrial manipulators are not functionally designed 
on the basis of torque/force control but servo control. In the other words, as actuators 
almost all robot manipulators are equipped with servo motors that are controlled by input 
voltage not by current. The former results the so-called velocity servo, and the later meets 
the needs of the torque-based control that may require the torque-based dynamic model.  
For, the robot with servo-controlled motors, we need to take the characteristics of the motors 
and servo-units into consideration in the dynamic modeling, parameter identification and 
control design. Generally, the dynamic model of the motor with a servo unit can be given as 
follows.  
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For the n-link robot manipulator, the dyanmic characteristics of the motors and servo 
units can be rewritten in a compact form as  
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Though rates of amplifiers of the servo units are included in the parameters in the above 
equation, in the following, we rather like to use the nominal terms of parameters that are 
often referred directly to a servo motor. ),,,( 21 nuuudiag u  denotes the input voltage of 
the servo units; ),,,( 21 nLLLdiag L , ),,,( 21 nRRRdiag R  are matrices of inductance 
and resistance; and ),,,( 21 ndiag  α is the matrix with the elements being the back 
electromotive constant of each servo motor; ),,,( 21 vnvvv fffdiag f  denotes matrix of 
viscous friction constants, and  )(θD  is a diagonal matrix that diagonal elements indicate the 
constants of Coulomb frictions and electrical dead zones of the motors. Combining (1) and 
(3) together, after some simple manipulations we obtain 
 

  uθθ,Hθθθ,RθθL  )(ˆ)(ˆ)(ˆ                                                            (4) 
where 
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3. Control problem statement 
 

Standing on the theoretical view point, the dynamic model given by (4) can be used in 
model-based control system design with a kind of computed-torque like control method. 
Implementation of such a control system, however, is difficult to carry out since either 
acceleration sensors or numerical derivative approaches are necessary for calculating the 
control input that contains acceleration feedback. Acceleration sensors are not available in 
industrial robots, and the numerical derivative approaches would result high frequency 
noises and phase lag. On the other hand, every dynamic model contains more or less 
modeling errors and/or parameter uncertainties that cause imprecise trajectory tracking in 
the control based on the dynamic model. 
Although what we are discussing here is about high-performance advanced control 
methods, the practical world that we have to face is that all commercialized industrial robot 
manipulators associate with built-in traditional PID controllers. However, a significant 
drawback of the PID control system is that it cannot guarantee a precise tracking result for 
given dynamic trajectories since such the control system is essentially driven by trajectory 
error itself. 
From the above discussion, we clarified the problems in dynamic trajectory control of robot 
manipulators, and found two key points for the problem-solving in the dynamic trajectory 
tracking control system design: one is how to utilize the built-in PID controller of the robot 
system; another one is how to take the dynamic characteristics of the robot into 
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modeling errors and/or parameter uncertainties that cause imprecise trajectory tracking in 
the control based on the dynamic model. 
Although what we are discussing here is about high-performance advanced control 
methods, the practical world that we have to face is that all commercialized industrial robot 
manipulators associate with built-in traditional PID controllers. However, a significant 
drawback of the PID control system is that it cannot guarantee a precise tracking result for 
given dynamic trajectories since such the control system is essentially driven by trajectory 
error itself. 
From the above discussion, we clarified the problems in dynamic trajectory control of robot 
manipulators, and found two key points for the problem-solving in the dynamic trajectory 
tracking control system design: one is how to utilize the built-in PID controller of the robot 
system; another one is how to take the dynamic characteristics of the robot into 
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consideration in the trajectory control. The neural network provides us with some new 
options in the control design in many ways: to approximate dynamics and/or inverse 
dynamics, to compensate dynamic effects, to be a controller itself, etc. In this chapter, we 
combine the built-in controller and a neural network together to design a new control 
system for trajectory control of the robot. We aim at high precision trajectory tracking 
control of the industrial robot manipulators using simple and applicable control method. 
We design a control strategy with both technologies of PID control a neural network for 
taking the advantages of both simplicity on design and implementation of a PID controller, 
and learning capacity of neural network control. The main idea is to establish a control 
system with the PID controller and a neural network control scheme which are parallel to 
each other in structure for achieving precise tracking control of dynamic trajectories. The 
detail description of the control system design yields to the next section. 

 
4. Structures of the robot control system using neural network 
 

It is usual that the neural network controllers are structurely degined as the feedback 
controllers in the control system. The neural networks are trained such that the trjactory 
tracking erorr e converge to zero.   Fig.1 and  Fig.2  show two kinds of block structures of the  
 

 
Fig. 1. Structure of a neural network control system with the trajectory error being the input 
of the neural network. 
 

    
Fig. 2. Structure of a neural network control system with the state variable being the input of 
the neural network. 
 
neural network system. In Fig.1, the neural network is driven by the trajectory trcking error, 
whereas in Fig.2 the neural network is dirven by the states of the robot system.  
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To combine a neural network controller and a built-in PID controller together in parallel, we 
have two ways according to two structures shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2. In detail, the control 
system black diagrams are given in Fig. 3 and Fig.4. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Structure of robot control system with the trajectory error being the input of the 
neural network. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Structure of robot control system with the state variable being the input of the neural 
network. 
 
In control system of Fig.3, what role the neural network controller plays is no more than a 
controller since the neural network’s input is trajectory error. On the other hand, the neural 
network controller given in Fig.4 has possibility to work as not only a controller but also a 
dynamic compensator. The later generates the forces/torques to compensate the gravity and 
other dynamic forces/torques according to the dynamic trajectories so that the trajectory 
tracking may be more accurately achieved.  In the rest part of this chapter, we will mainly 
discuss the design of control system that the structure is shown in Fig.4. 

 
5. Control system design 
 

5.1 The control strategy 
In the control system shown in Fig.4, the total control scheme is given as follows. 
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where dθ and dθ are planned trajectories of joint displacements and velocities, vk , pk , and 

ik  are gain matrices.   

nu  is the control input of the neural network controller being designed. The structure of 
neural network controller is shown in Fig. 5. The detail mathematical description of the 
neural network is given by  
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input nodes to the hidden layer and from hidden layer to the output layer; lR)(f  is an 
activation function vector of the hidden layer with elements being selected as a saturation 
function, such as a sigmoid function; l is the number of hidden nodes. Though the 
dimension of robot joint inputs equals joint numbers n, here we denote it as m in order to 
describe the network controller design clearer.  
 

 
Fig. 5. Multilayer neural network controller. 

 
2.2 Detail design of the neural network controller 
For tracking control of a robot with a designed dynamic trajectory, only the PD controller is 
not enough to ensure a proper tracking precision. For this reason, we design the neural 
network controller such that it takes the important part on which the PD controller has 
shown its limitation and/or powerlessness. In doing so, the neural network controller 
should be trained in such the way: the trajectory tracking error getting smaller and smaller 
while training. First, we choose a performance criterion of the whole control system with a 
quadratic form of the trajectory tracking error and velocity tracking error, as follows.  
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The weights’ learning algorithm is derived based on the back-propagation approach. The 
tuning law is to give weights’ increments to be proportional to the negative gradient of the 
performance criterion with respect to the weights. For updating of the weights between the 
hidden layer and the output layer, we define an increment as   
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where,  j and  k indicate the one between jth node of the hidden layer and kth node of the 
output layer , and jk  is a constant of proportionality, to be designed as a learning rate.  

Whereas for the weights between the input layer and hidden layer, we give 
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where ij  is a learning rate to be designed by the user.  

Using the chain rule and noting that the weights are independent with lu , the partial 
derivative of (12) can be expressed as follows, 
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where jf  is the output of jth node of the hidden layer.  

Similarly, one can use the chain rule to (13) to obtain 
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where jz  is the summation of input signals to jth node of the hidden layer, i.e. 
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In (19), b is a matrix depended on the dynamics of the robot, and will be specified in the next 
subsection. kb  in (16) is the kth column vector of b.  
The fourth partial derivative term of right side of (18) can be determined directly using 
partial derivative jjjjj zzfzf  /)(/  for a designed activation function )( jj zf . 

 
5.3 An implementation issue 
In the design of the neural network controller, since we aimed at trajectory tracking 
performance of the system, we designed the performance criterion using error’s quadratic 
form of the inputs of the neural network other than using error’s quadratic form of the 
outputs of the neural network, though the later is much usual in neural network design. It 
eventually results the use of dynamics of the system in deriving the learning law with back 
propagation method since the inputs and outputs of the robot system and neural network 
controller are contrary to each other. Ignoring the small parameters, usually dynamics (3) 
can be simplified as  
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Generally, the solution of (23) can be given by 
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One can numerically calculate b in a real time control process as 
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where it  indicates the ith sampling time.  

 
6. Simulation and experimental studies 
 

6.1 The test bed 
The experimental test bed used in this research is an AdeptOne XL robot manipulator 
shown in Fig.6. It is a SCARA type high performance Direct Drive (DD) industrial robot 
manipulator possessed with 4 joints. Except the third joint being a prismatic joint, all joints 
are revolute. Though a closed-loop servo system is built-in by Adept Technology 
Corporation on the basis of servo units and servo motors, using the Advanced Servo Library 
the user is allowed to access the D/A converter directly to establish a user-designed close-
loop servo system for the development of more advanced control system by V+ language. 
We developed control software on such the software and hardware environment. 
Since the third joint is prismatic and dynamically independent with other joints, control 
subsystem for the third joint can be designed independently and easily.  
 

  
Fig. 6. AdeptOne robot manipulator 
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Focusing on control of the most complex part of the robot, we do not take the third joint into 
consideration in the control design. The fourth joint is extremely light-weight designed 
comparing with other joints and its link length is zero. Fourth joint does not cause dynamic 
coupling to the others. Therefore, we do not take it into consideration as well in control 
design and experiments. 

 
6.2 Trajectory tracking control simulations 
The joint trajectory tracking control simulations were carried out based on a simplified 
dynamic model of (3). The neural network controller was designed with three layers, four 
nodes for the input layer and hidden layer respectively, and two nodes for the output layer. 
The learning scheme was designed using the method given in section IV. The desired joint 
trajectories are designed using triangle functions with amplitudes to be 45 and 30 degrees 
for joint1 and joint2. The feedback gain matrices of the PD controller were determined 
as )1.0,6.0(diagp k , )3.0,8.0(diagv k . Learning rates in (12) and (13) were chosen 

as 07.01 j , 04.02 j  )4.,1( j , )4.,1;4,,1(01.0   jiij . Simulations were taken 

place under Matlab environment.  
Fig.7 ~ Fig.10 show an example of the simulations. Fig.7 gives the planned joint trajectories 
and tracking control results. The broken lines indicate the planned trajectories which are not 
easy to be seen since they are almost completely covered by the thick lines i.e. the tracking 
results in fourth time learning. The dotted lines indicate results according PD control only, 
and the thin lines are first learning results.  
Fig.8 gives velocity tracking results with the lines’ types being the same meaning as 
described for Fig.7. Fig.9 shows control inputs of joint 1, (b) and (c) are control input 
generated by PD controller and neural network controller, respectively. (a) is the whole 
control input, i.e. the summation of (b) and (c). Fig.10 shows control inputs of joint 2. 
From the simulation results it is seen that using the combined control system with PD 
controller and neural net work controller high precise joint trajectory tracking performance 
can be achieved under learning process of the weights of the neural network. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Simulation results: planned joint trajectories and tracking results. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Simulation results: planned joint velocity trajectories and tracking results. 
 

 
Fig. 9. Simulation results: control inputs of joint 1. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Simulation results: control inputs of joint 2.  
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6.3 Trajectory tracking control experiments  
The joint trajectory tracking control experiments were carried out under almost same 
conditions of the simulation except the feedback gain matrices were chosen as 

)6.0,5.1(diagp k , )4.0,3.1(diagv k , and amplitudes of the trajectories of joint 1 and 2 are 

planned as 25 and 20 degrees. 
Fig.11~Fig.14 show the experimental results. Meaning of each figure stands for the same 
corresponding to the simulation results shown in the last subsection, as well as the lines in 
figures. 
From the experimental results, it can be seen that though the trajectory tracking accuracy is a 
little bit lower comparing with the simulation results, the trajectory tracking error becomes 
less and less when learning time increases. It confirms the effectiveness and usefulness of 
the proposed control method. 
 

 
Fig. 11. Experimental results: planned joint trajectories and tracking results. 
 

 
Fig. 12 Experimental results: planned joint velocity trajectories and tracking results. 

 

 
Fig. 13. Experimental results: control inputs of joint 1. 

 
Fig. 14. Experimental results: control inputs of joint 2. 

 
6.4 Discussion 
PID controller controlled robot system is essentially driven by position error or trajectory 
tracking error. In dynamic trajectory tracking of a robot under PD control, the PD controller 
plays two important roles: one is motion regulation for guaranteeing stability of the robot 
system; another one is to generate force/torque required by the dynamic trajectory to drive 
the robot such that it would follow the trajectory.  The latter needs a big enough tracking 
error in order to generate actuating force/torque required by the trajectory for the robot.  
From the simulation results one can see that the tracking error significantly decreases as 
learning time increases while the control inputs generated by the neural network controller. 
Comparing Fig.9 (b) with (c) or Fig.10 (b) with (c) it can be interestingly found that learning 
for four times the neural network controller took PD controller over and played the main 
role in generating actuation voltages for the robot. On the other hand, in the experimental 
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results Fig.13 and Fig.14 “the roles changing” seems not as evident as in their simulation 
counterparts. The reason lies on a fact that we had added the dead-zone compensating 
inputs into PD control inputs.  
Standing on the dynamics point of view, with the same tracking accuracy to a designed 
dynamic trajectory, the whole control input should be the same judging with the same unit 
of the input (whatever it counted by torque/force or voltage) regardless what kind of 
control method is adopted. In robot control with neural network, it is a popular way to use a 
neural network to approximate dynamics of the robot rather than use it as a controller itself. 
From the simulation and experimental results, it can be concluded that the neural network 
controller proposed in this paper not only plays the role as a controller but also play the role 
to generate force/torque required by dynamic trajectories just as an approximated dynamic 
model using neural network in computed torque control. 
Though the results given here are limited on 4th time learning for the simulation and 6th time 
learning for the experiment, we carried out much more simulations and experiments, 
learning for 20 times, for example. The results show that after some specified time the 
learning effect will remain unchanged.  

 
7. Conclusions 
 

In this article, we presented dynamic trajectory tracking control of industrial robot 
manipulators using a PD controller and a neural network controller. Some different kinds 
strucutres of neural network control systems were discuessed. The neural network 
controller was designed as a three layers feed-forward network. The learning law of weights 
of the neural network was derived using a simplified dynamic model of the robot and back 
propagation approach. Dynamic trajectory tracking control simulations and experiments 
were carried out using an industrial manipulator AdeptOne XL robot. The results showed 
the effectiveness and usefulness of the proposed control method. From the simulations and 
experiments, it was seen that according the increase of learning times the neural network 
controller took over of the PD controller on playing the role in generating actuating 
force/torque required by the dynamic trajectory. It also was clarified that the learning effect 
of the neural network has some limitation, i.e. after some specified time of learning, 
trajectory tracking accuracy remains unchanged. 
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1. Introduction      
 

The current trend towards industrial robotics requires the development of simple 
programming techniques. Programming by demonstration has emerged as one of the most 
promising solutions for effective programming of robot tasks (Ikeuchi & Suehiro, 1994; 
Zollner et al., 2002). Contour following is one of basic task in industrial robot manipulation. 
In this task, the robot is holding a tool to follow the contour of an object whose shape and 
pose are often unknown (Mi & Jia, 2004). These applications include part polishing, 
inspection, sealing, painting, cleaning, modeling, etc. During the following process, the tool 
is constrained on the surface to maintain contact force while moving along some tangential 
direction.  
In order to use robotics for such application two sequences of step need to be considered, 
the programming phase and the playback phase. In the programming phase, teaching a 
group of points is required while for playback phase, the robot Tool Centre Point (TCP) will 
follow the taught points recorded previously. This programming phase especially for 
contour following application is quite tedious and time consuming. For example, in order to 
track an arc, the robot programmer needs to manually use teaching box or teaching pendant 
to jog (powered motion) the robot Tool Centre Point to three points that enclosed an arc. For 
a complex contour, several series of three points must be taught, besides finding the 
optimum process parameter (voltage, current and electrode speed for arc welding 
application) related to those points. Next, the motion instruction, speed and type of 
termination that describes the closeness of zoning radial distance to the taught points needs 
also to be defined. The programmer must iterate the points and process parameters several 
times until the optimum combination are achieved. In comparison to assembly operation 
where the programmer just need to teach few points such as approach, insert and depart 
points, contour following for painting, arc welding and sealing application requires a large 
number of points recorded and at the best location. After all the best program and process 

17
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parameters are achieved for one sample part, the same quality is expected for the 
subsequent parts in a batch. This expectation alone poses difficult challenges to the industry 
since parts do vary dimensionally due to inaccuracy in manufacturing and joining 
operation. For example, in welding job such as gas-metal arc welding (GMAW) process the 
part expands dimensionally since the volume of molten material in the weld bead is 
proportional to the heat input (Tomizuka et. al., 1980). Furthermore, the current Flexible 
Manufacturing System (FMS) concept requires different kind of parts variations for one 
production run. This means that a great number of robot programming is required to cater 
parts variations and uncertainties per production run compared to the old days of batch or 
mass production concept. 
This work describes a study on developing several types of simple algorithms in order to 
automate the manual programming process. The main objective of the study is to present 
the performance evaluation of those algorithms for autonomous contour following task. The 
algorithms have been developed and tested using Adept Selective Compliant Assembly 
Robot Arm (SCARA). These algorithms include adapting gradient method, staircase 
method, and sweeping radius method . 

 
2. Automation and Enhancement of the Robot Teaching Process 
 

Certain robot application requires complex and tedious teaching procedures where skilled 
programmer needs to iterate the teaching process several times until the disposal of 
opposing parameter are achieved for optimum robot contour tracking program such as in 
the arc welding, windshield glass sealing  and painting application. Normally it takes days 
to teach several optimal arc welding points especially in a flexible, just-in-time, and CAD 
customized production approach (Samsi & Nazim, 2005).  
A lot of efforts have been done in automating and enhancing the teaching process of the 
discussed applications above. Yuehong et al. (2004) explained that for the application of 
robot to complex tasks, which often requires its end-effector to come into contact with the 
unknown surface, it is often necessary to control not only the position but also the force 
exerted by the end-effector on an object, otherwise the arising contact forces may damage 
the object and the robot system. Active tracking of unknown surface is also a real problem in 
the industrial world. Force sensing and control, similar to vision, is a fundamental part of 
robot. It essentially simulates human tactility. Over 70% information can be obtained by 
human vision from external environments. However, over 2/3 of human brain and neural 
system are used to manage the tactility. The senses of force, contact, press, and slide all 
belong to human tactility. Compared with the others, force sensing is the most synthetic and 
complex means, because it consist of touching the object with the robotic system while 
maintaining optimum path. Therefore, active tracking of unknown surface using force 
sensing and control technique has become one of the most important studies in robotics. 
But, the strategy of force sensing and control has not been effectively solved because of the 
acute contradiction between the strict requirement of the force exerted by robot on external 
environment and the stiffness of position-servo and mechanism of robot in the free space. 
Cartesian space force control is achieved by controlling every actuators torque in joint space. 
The simplest torque control is an armature current control loop, which is often called an 
inner current loop.  

 

Robotics welding process is quite challenging for robot programmers since different parts 
are to be welded demanding an intelligent robot-welding concept because of the individual 
part dimension deviations due to heat and low tolerance manufacturing process. The 
realization of such ambitious goals leads to the use of sensors which provide the robot with 
the necessary information, so that it can interact within their environment (Hewit, 1996). 
Further requirements are that the robot must hold the electrode at the correct orientation 
and distance to the seam and move at a constant velocity so that a constant of material flow 
into the joint. This problem becomes too complex for three dimensional objects than on flat 
plates, and often requires geometric modeling to plan the robot motion. Several types of arc 
welding sensors are under investigations (Prinze & Gunnarson, 1984). The most promising 
are preview sensing, through the arc sensing, and direct-arc sensing. Variants of these are 
available commercially (Hanright, 1984). The majority of research into seam tracking focuses 
on non-contact sensors. The most promising sensing method is optical triangulation, where 
a rotating mirror scans a thin beam of light across the objects to be welded (Oomen & 
Verbeck, 1983). Preferentially, the robot should autonomously find and precisely weld metal 
joining paths in order to fulfill some given manufacturing tasks. This solution can be 
expanded further to surface following task in painting application and the data measured 
can be used for machining purpose as in coordinate mesuring machine (CMM). 
Adolfo et. al. (2001) used predictive look ahead sensor guided technique using CCD camera 
to capture contour line and approximate them with a polynomial of certain degree to 
smooth out the curve and neglecting any experimental error. It was shown how a smart tool 
integrated with sensor that can look ahead and plan the trajectory can be attached and 
reattached in a flexible manner to robotic manipulators. This solution can automate 
industrial programming processes in an intelligent manner. Those are objects of intense 
research efforts in the field of artificial intelligence (AI): to build machines that consider the 
information captured from the surrounding environment in a proper (intelligent) manner. 
With the support of sensors the working trajectory of the robot can be obtained within a 
certain sensor field which will be used here as the minimization of the tracking error. The 
main contribution of the work was an on-line tracking optimization scheme for sensor 
guided robotic manipulators by associating sensor information, manipulator dynamics and 
a path generator model. Experimental results on implementation of a CCD-camera guided 
hydraulic robot and a welding robot demonstrates the proposed approach. 
Intelligence and flexibility are two essential features in a smart mechatronics product. In his 
research work several problems were addressed such as sensor integration, real-world 
modeling, trajectory path planning, task-level planning and execution, and the control of the 
robotic system as a whole. Moreover, building autonomous smart tool that enhances the 
welding process provides a stringent test bed for new concepts and approaches in both 
hardware and software which is very near to commercialization. The concentration of the 
work was on the design and development of an autonomous platform, using mechatronics 
to implement intelligent behaviors, with the help of a industrial robot controller interfaced 
with sensors (Gopalakrishnan et. al., 2004). 
In the automation of arc welding, it is necessary to find the starting point for the welding 
and control the welding torch precisely along the welding line. However, in the actual 
welding, there are a lot of external variations including the change of the weld gap, the 
movement of work piece due to local thermal expansion, and the existence of obstacles and 
weld tacks. They are mainly to detect a groove location with high precision by the slit 
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parameters are achieved for one sample part, the same quality is expected for the 
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environment and the stiffness of position-servo and mechanism of robot in the free space. 
Cartesian space force control is achieved by controlling every actuators torque in joint space. 
The simplest torque control is an armature current control loop, which is often called an 
inner current loop.  
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information captured from the surrounding environment in a proper (intelligent) manner. 
With the support of sensors the working trajectory of the robot can be obtained within a 
certain sensor field which will be used here as the minimization of the tracking error. The 
main contribution of the work was an on-line tracking optimization scheme for sensor 
guided robotic manipulators by associating sensor information, manipulator dynamics and 
a path generator model. Experimental results on implementation of a CCD-camera guided 
hydraulic robot and a welding robot demonstrates the proposed approach. 
Intelligence and flexibility are two essential features in a smart mechatronics product. In his 
research work several problems were addressed such as sensor integration, real-world 
modeling, trajectory path planning, task-level planning and execution, and the control of the 
robotic system as a whole. Moreover, building autonomous smart tool that enhances the 
welding process provides a stringent test bed for new concepts and approaches in both 
hardware and software which is very near to commercialization. The concentration of the 
work was on the design and development of an autonomous platform, using mechatronics 
to implement intelligent behaviors, with the help of a industrial robot controller interfaced 
with sensors (Gopalakrishnan et. al., 2004). 
In the automation of arc welding, it is necessary to find the starting point for the welding 
and control the welding torch precisely along the welding line. However, in the actual 
welding, there are a lot of external variations including the change of the weld gap, the 
movement of work piece due to local thermal expansion, and the existence of obstacles and 
weld tacks. They are mainly to detect a groove location with high precision by the slit 
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lighting method (Awahara & Taki, 1979), gap by an edge detection operator (Inoue, 1979), 
and to detect a weld line on a thin plate by considering lighting condition (Suga et al., 1992).  
Rasol et al. (2001) successfully created a prototype system that automates the teaching of 
spot welding process by building a prototype knowledge based expert system software. 
Two main areas were considered such as automatic setting of spot welding parameters and 
automated placing of spot welds using a robot fitted with a welding head. The prototype 
system reduces the teaching time, improves positioning of spot welds location, reducing 
unnecessary spot weld points and increases the flexibility level of manufacturing system.  
Andersson & Johansson (2000) developed method to implement a control strategy for wood 
carving operations. A control method that improves robot control and supports simpler 
programming, based on a wrist mounted force/torque-sensor, is proposed for the wood 
carving process. Their work describes the structure and control algorithm of the system and 
how different machining parameters affect the cutting forces. The evaluation of the system 
showed that it is possible to control the cutting depth at speeds up to 7.5 mm/s by adjusting 
the rake angle of the tool to obtain a nominal force.  
All the previous works reviewed require force sensor, vision system, laser sensor and CAD 
data. These entire devices are quite expensive relatively and the algorithm that support 
them also quite complex. Majority of the works require contact sensing between end-effector 
and work piece which is undesirables in term of tool reliability and work piece quality in 
certain process. These research vacuums justify the unique scope of undertaking research to 
develop and design a cheap and non contact simpler algorithm program which is being 
tested using real industrial machines. So, a research that employs a simpler solution system 
which uses only one cheap discrete sensor with simple algorithm, and taking advantage of 
common industrial robot controller, is justified. 

 
3. Contour Following Methods  
 

3.1 Adapting Gradient  
This method requires a sampling distance at time T where the robot TCP traversing a 
distance dX defined by user. The sampling distance dX is the critical parameter that defines 
the contour resolution measured just like sweeping segment radius r as in the method 
discussed earlier. The longer the distance dX, the coarser the curve modeled, and the smaller 
the r value the finer the curve is modeled (Prabuwono & Samsi, 2007). Fig. 1 shows the 
details of adapting gradient formulation. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Adapting gradient formulation. 
 

 

After the initial sampling distance X, then the sensor on tool tip will sense if the contour is 
within the sensor sensing range. If the sensor reading is on, that is mean that the tool is 
inside the contour and need to be brought upward. Fig. 2 shows the adapting gradient 
algorithm. 
 

          
Fig. 2. Adapting gradient algorithm. 
 
On the other hand if the sensor is off then that means the tool is too well upward above the 
contour and needs to be brought downward incrementally. Incremental downward or 
upward movement is then employed depending on the sensor status whether on or off . At 
the end of each cycle the position is stored. The process is being repeated until the whole 
complex contour is measured. The incremental distances dX and dZ variable are very 
important in measuring the chord segment of this method. Unlike sweeping chord 
algorithm that maintains constant chord segment length while measuring and recording the 
 angle, the adapting gradient method only maintaining constant sampling distance dX 
while having variable dZ measured and recorded.  
The chord length and slope of the ratio of dZ/dX are functions of dX and dZ. The upward 
adapting motion will approximate incrementally the positive gradient along contour while 
downward adapting motion will approximate the negative gradient along contour. Using 
this method the position p[i] after each measuring cycle is stored in the position database 
and to be used repeatedly in the playback mode. In this way the whole contour is being 
approximated and the positions stored (refer to Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). The positions can be used 
for Pi+1 = PiD(i+1). The drive function that summarizes all these can be represented as: 
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tested using real industrial machines. So, a research that employs a simpler solution system 
which uses only one cheap discrete sensor with simple algorithm, and taking advantage of 
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the contour resolution measured just like sweeping segment radius r as in the method 
discussed earlier. The longer the distance dX, the coarser the curve modeled, and the smaller 
the r value the finer the curve is modeled (Prabuwono & Samsi, 2007). Fig. 1 shows the 
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algorithm. 
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On the other hand if the sensor is off then that means the tool is too well upward above the 
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upward movement is then employed depending on the sensor status whether on or off . At 
the end of each cycle the position is stored. The process is being repeated until the whole 
complex contour is measured. The incremental distances dX and dZ variable are very 
important in measuring the chord segment of this method. Unlike sweeping chord 
algorithm that maintains constant chord segment length while measuring and recording the 
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adapting motion will approximate incrementally the positive gradient along contour while 
downward adapting motion will approximate the negative gradient along contour. Using 
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The advantage about this method is that the numbers of points measured and stored are 
constant throughout horizontal contour length regardless of contour complexity (only chord 
length differs). Anyway, for short sensing range and at high gradient complex contour this 
method is quite dangerous which can cause collision because it penetrates into the contour 
solid areas. The decision to measure variable distance dZ is not consistent, from the solid to 
empty contour edge at positive gradient and from inside the empty contour to the edge of 
contour, the condition is not uniform. Several precautions must be taken care proactively 
such as the sampling distance dX and speed 

dX dynamic overshoot for high gradient and 
short sensing distance. 

 
3.2 Staircase  
Staircase method is introduced whereby it requires the robot TCP climbing a constant 
distance LZ and the sampling distance LX. Then the tool moves downward incrementally 
until the contour is within the sensor sensing range (Prabuwono et al., 2008). Then it repeats 
the previous process of climbing upward a constant distance LZ and traversing horizontally 
a distance LX. At this moment the new position of point P(i+1) is being recorded and the 
difference dZ(i) of LZ(i+1) and dZ(i) is calculated. This method is maintained constantly dX 
and dZ. The dZ(n) is the critical parameter that defines the contour resolution measured just 
like sweeping segment radius r. Fig. 3 shows the staircase method formulation in several 
sequences.  

 
Fig. 3. Staircase method formulation in several sequences. 

 

The longer the distance LX, the coarser the curve modeled, and the smaller the LX values the 
finer the curve being modeled. In this way the whole contour is being approximated and the 
positions stored. The positions can be used for Pi+1 = PiD(i+1). 
The drive function that summarizes all these can be represented as: 
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Unlike sweeping chord algorithm that maintains constant chord segment length and while 
measuring and recording the  angle, the offset staircase method only maintains constant 
sampling distance LX and LZ while having variable dZ measured and recorded. The chord 
length and gradient slope of the ratio of dZ/LX are a function of LX, LZ and dZ(n). The 
upward staircase (dZ is positive value) will approximate incrementally the positive gradient 
along contour while downward staircase (dZ is negative value) will approximate the 
negative gradient along contour. Using this method the contour information is stored in the 
position database to be used repeatedly in the playback mode. The sampling distance dX is 
constant throughout the horizontal X axis distance along the complex contour regardless of 
gradient slope measured.  
The measurement variable is only distance dZ where through some manipulations the slope 
dZ/dX at constant segment 22 dZdXCL   is being derived and stored at program 
database. The problem with this method is the nature of uniform constant horizontal 
segment regardless of variable slope gradient .The number of positions stored can be 
calculated depending upon the horizontal contour distance and sampling distance dX. On 
the other hand the chord length CL will vary according to the measured dZ and constant 
sampling distance dX. Since dX is constant the slope will be decided by the dZ length, the 
higher the dZ value, the higher the length of chord segment. The advantage of this method 
is that the numbers of points measured and stored are constant throughout horizontal 
contour length regardless of contour complexity. Fig. 4 shows staircase algorithm. 
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The advantage about this method is that the numbers of points measured and stored are 
constant throughout horizontal contour length regardless of contour complexity (only chord 
length differs). Anyway, for short sensing range and at high gradient complex contour this 
method is quite dangerous which can cause collision because it penetrates into the contour 
solid areas. The decision to measure variable distance dZ is not consistent, from the solid to 
empty contour edge at positive gradient and from inside the empty contour to the edge of 
contour, the condition is not uniform. Several precautions must be taken care proactively 
such as the sampling distance dX and speed 

dX dynamic overshoot for high gradient and 
short sensing distance. 
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Unlike sweeping chord algorithm that maintains constant chord segment length and while 
measuring and recording the  angle, the offset staircase method only maintains constant 
sampling distance LX and LZ while having variable dZ measured and recorded. The chord 
length and gradient slope of the ratio of dZ/LX are a function of LX, LZ and dZ(n). The 
upward staircase (dZ is positive value) will approximate incrementally the positive gradient 
along contour while downward staircase (dZ is negative value) will approximate the 
negative gradient along contour. Using this method the contour information is stored in the 
position database to be used repeatedly in the playback mode. The sampling distance dX is 
constant throughout the horizontal X axis distance along the complex contour regardless of 
gradient slope measured.  
The measurement variable is only distance dZ where through some manipulations the slope 
dZ/dX at constant segment 22 dZdXCL   is being derived and stored at program 
database. The problem with this method is the nature of uniform constant horizontal 
segment regardless of variable slope gradient .The number of positions stored can be 
calculated depending upon the horizontal contour distance and sampling distance dX. On 
the other hand the chord length CL will vary according to the measured dZ and constant 
sampling distance dX. Since dX is constant the slope will be decided by the dZ length, the 
higher the dZ value, the higher the length of chord segment. The advantage of this method 
is that the numbers of points measured and stored are constant throughout horizontal 
contour length regardless of contour complexity. Fig. 4 shows staircase algorithm. 
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Fig. 4. Staircase algorithm. 

 
3.3 Sweeping Radius  
This method is to automate the incremental measuring motion utilizing the gross output of 
total positions and yaw orientation angles from task planning algorithm. Another important 
point is the slope gradient measurement at any knot points for correcting the optical sensor 
reflectance correction factor along the contour positive and negative slope gradient. The 
complex contour of any different gradient is being approximated by segment of chord 
distance r. The smaller the r value, the higher the accuracy of contour shapes being 
measured but at a higher computation cost  (refer to Fig. 6 and Fig. 7). The first part of robot 
program is to measure the incremental position and slope along the contour gradient and 
store the positions recorded in the database. The stored locations will be used repeatedly for 
playback purpose in subsequent passes (running a production part program). A low cost 
digital optical sensor is being fitted into a tool holder as shown in Fig. 5.  
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Fig. 5. Smart tool holder with sensor. 
 
This sensor has a sensing range of about 25 millimeter, which is important to avoid tool 
colliding with the contour surface. The robot TCP started by moving upward in Z axis a 
distance r and suddenly sweeping downward in radius r from angular step  = 0 to  = 180 
in one degree step. The sweeping motion is terminated when the contour shape is within the 
digital optical sensing range. In this way, at certain angle  and segment chord length r, the 
new relative point and slope is measured and recorded. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Semi-circle sweeping radius method. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Tool axes. 
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This sensor has a sensing range of about 25 millimeter, which is important to avoid tool 
colliding with the contour surface. The robot TCP started by moving upward in Z axis a 
distance r and suddenly sweeping downward in radius r from angular step  = 0 to  = 180 
in one degree step. The sweeping motion is terminated when the contour shape is within the 
digital optical sensing range. In this way, at certain angle  and segment chord length r, the 
new relative point and slope is measured and recorded. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Semi-circle sweeping radius method. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Tool axes. 
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Measuring slope is also important for correcting the optical digital sensor reflectance factor. 
In this way the whole contour is being approximated and the positions stored. The positions 
can be used for Pi+1 = PiD(i+1). The drive function that summarizes all these can be 
represented as: 
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Total trajectory point generated at point N for playback purpose in subsequent passes is: 
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Constant chord segment will follow complex contour regardless of gradient slope measured. 
The measurement variable is only angle  where through some manipulation the slope at 
constant segment will be derived and stored at program database. Fig. 8 shows sweeping 
radius algorithm. 
 

                         
Fig. 8. Sweeping radius algorithm. 
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The problem with this method is the nature of constant segment will measure the flat 
surface with the same intensity as high slope gradient (the measurement should vary 
according to gradient slope which should be less in flat surface contour and a bit high on 
higher slope gradient contour).  

 
4. Task Planning Formulation 
 

4.1 Cartesian Trajectory Planning 
In the path planning process, two choices were given either keying several points of X-Y 
Cartesian coordinate or manually jog the robot tool centre point (TCP) to the desired initial 
and final location defining one line segment. By jogging, user will bring the robot end 
effector TCP using powered motion via a teach pendant (refer to Fig. 9 and Fig. 10). This 
process will be repeated for multi segment lines defining a closed curve or an open curve. 
The information from these two initial and final points will be used to adjust the end 
effector TCP yaw orientation rotation angle from initial point heading to final point. 
 

 
Fig. 9. Initial line top view position teaching (point recording). 
 

 
Fig. 10. Final line top view position teaching (point recording). 
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Fig. 10. Final line top view position teaching (point recording). 
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The initial and final location of robot TCP taught locations are actually homogeneous 
transformation matrices describing both orientation and position of the TCP with respect to 
robot base world coordinate system. The homogeneous transformation matrices are shown 
below which role is to describe the initial and final location of taught points. 
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The final point is related to initial point through the Gross X-Y plane task planning matrix as 
follows: 
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Multiplying by the inverse of initialP  for both sides, the gross motion X-Y plane task planning 
matrices are derived as follows (● indicates dot product of two vectors): 
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Information from gross X-Y plane task planning matrices can be used to describe the tool 
position component Px, Py, Pz in Cartesian coordinate, the rectilinear distance L and 
orientation yaw angle βz as described below: 
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Fig. 11. Hybrid three dimensional path planning. 
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Fig. 11 shows the hybrid three dimensional path planning. In this diagram, the selected 
algorithm will replace autonomous incremental X-Z plane points generation. The nA, SA, A 
and θz will become input into incremental X-Z plane segment differential chord planning 
which is the major problem to be solved in this work. 

 
4.2 Drive Transform Model 
Smart sensor feedback and programming algorithm will guide the TCP to approximate the 
curve with a straight line segments that knot from points to points in three dimensional 
Cartesian X-Y-Z plane. The measured knot points and segment slope at any points will be 
stored in the database and will be used repeatedly in robot part program playback mode. 
The objectives of automating tedious and time consuming contour tracking programming 
process will be achieved. Adapting gradient algorithm will further explain the incremental 
position of δX, δY and δZ of general incremental drive transform described in Equation 19. For 
start, in order to simplify the mathematical formulation, four degree of freedom Adept 
SCARA robot is used. In future research, a six degree of freedom robot can be used to test 
the robustness and applicability of the algorithms. Utilizing drive transform equation for 
four degree of freedom SCARA robot will simplify a lot of things (Paul, 1972; Paul, 1979). 
For example, only one yaw orientation angle exist. Then, the chord segment relative path 
transformation drive transform is being decomposed only into one rotation matrix to 
orientate tool about Z axis and one straight line translation matrix also along tool axis. In 
order to achieve the motion between two consecutive Cartesian knot points, the derivation 
of segment drive transform is very useful since motion from i to i + 1 is related to drive 
transform as: 
 
                                                      T4(i+1) = CworkobjectPiD(i+1)(toolTi+1)-1                                 (18) 
 
T4 (1 + 1) is the transformation stored to the database and contain both tool position and 
orientation at any points which also becomes input to the inverse kinematics routine in 
order to get local coordinate of individual robot joint angles (another joint level cubic 
polynomial trajectory planning or differential Jacobian method which is not discussed here). 
After some mathematical operation, the position of consecutive knot points at beginning 
from i to end of segment i + 1 is a function of drive transform as Pi+1 = PiD(i+1).             
The general transformation matrices drive transform that summarizes all these can be 
represented as: 
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The yaw orientation angle θ is actually an input from gross motion task planning that was 
discussed previously. The detail of incremental position in Cartesian X-Y-Z three 
dimensional plane δX, δY and δZ explained in several individual alternate algorithm 
developments in the previous section just to automate this differential relative motion. 
Incremental drive transform will describe the final position at any point N is generated as: 
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The related transformation at any point N which became input to inverse kinematics routine 
for joints space trajectory planning as follows:  
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5. Experiment and Results 
 

5.1 Experiment 
The V+ programs from those algorithms will be written and will be tested using an Adept 
SCARA robot. The contours traced by robot TCP on the semicircle object which has radius 
value of 40 millimeter along the X axis are plotted according to the algorithm used. All 
actual contour coordinate traced at any point will be compared to the known geometry 
contour shape equation in order to find tracking error at any point i. The error between 
actual coordinated traced by robot TCP and known coordinate value of semicircle geometry 
at any time i is: 
 
                                                                          i i iw z                                                                  (22) 
 
Where wi is actual geometry and zi is the contour traced. 
Two graphs are plotted for individual algorithm such as the actual contour traced versus 
semicircle geometry, tracking error versus contour geometry (all along X axis).The mean of 
tracking error will be used to measure the performance index of proposed algorithm for all 
point N captured as follows:  
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Another criterion to measure the error distribution is by employing standard deviation as 
follows: 
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 Semicircle shape was chosen because it provides an ideal test bed and it contains all ranges 
of slope gradient that are available in real world. It exhibits infinity value at the very 
beginning point and progressing down with a finite very high positive slope. The slope 
decreasing into zero value in the middle of the contour and finally reaches very high 
negative slope at the other end along the X axis. At the very end of the semicircle contour 
the infinity slope reappear again. These phenomena cause high reading of Cartesian vector 
Z for any minute vector X displacement value. These infinity region problems will be 
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avoided by introducing a safety margin ranging from 0.1-2.5 millimeter at the both ends of 
the semicircle geometry. The numbers of sampling measurement points depend on the 
method employed so the sampling points of every method do vary depend on the method 
employed. It is anticipated that the tracking error value will be quite high in certain slope 
region of contour gradient (Prabuwono et al., 2009). Fig. 12 shows the four degrees of 
freedom SCARA robot that used in this study. 
 

Fig. 12. The four degrees of freedom SCARA robot. 

 
5.2 Results 
The actual contour traced and the tracking error along contour, matching the semicircle 
geometry of radius 40 millimeter is plotted. For adapting gradient method, the enlargement 
of mean of tracking error with the value of - 0.3773 millimeter and the standard deviation of 
tracking error with the value of 2.3085 millimeter are shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 
respectively. The safety margin of 0.1 to 1 millimeter is allowed at the beginning and near to 
the end of semicircle object in order to avoid measuring the very high slope at those regions. 
The adapting gradient measuring advance parameter of 1 millimeter is chosen for this 
contour following experiment. The total sample of good 79 points was collected over 80 
millimeter horizontal measuring distance. 
 

 
Fig. 13. Contour traced along half circle geometry with adapting gradient method. 

 

 
Fig. 14. Tracking error along half circle geometry with adapting gradient method. 
 
For staircase method, the enlargement of mean of tracking error with the value of 3.4011 
millimeter and the standard deviation of tracking error with  the value of 1.8412 millimeter 
are shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 respectively. The safety margin of 0.1 to 1 millimeter is 
allowed at the beginning and near to the end of semicircle object in order to avoid 
measuring the very high slope at those regions. The staircase measuring advance parameter 
of 1 millimeter is chosen for this contour tracking experiment.The total good sample of 78 
points was collected over 80 millimeter horizontal measuring distance. 
 

 
Fig. 15. Contour traced along half circle geometry with staircase method. 
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Fig. 14. Tracking error along half circle geometry with adapting gradient method. 
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Fig. 15. Contour traced along half circle geometry with staircase method. 
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Fig. 16. Tracking error along half circle geometry with staircase method. 
 
For sweeping radius method, the enlargement of mean of tracking error with the value of 
0.2101 millimeter and the standard deviation of tracking error with the value of 3.2663 
millimeter are shown in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 respectively. The safety margin of 0.1 to 1 
millimeter is allowed at the beginning and near to the end of the semicircle object in order to 
avoid measuring the very high slope at those regions. The sweeping radius parameter of 1 
millimeter is chosen for this contour tracking experiment. The total sample of 67 points was 
collected over 80 millimeter horizontal measuring distance. 
 

 
Fig. 17. Contour traced along half circle geometry with sweeping radius method. 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 18. Tracking error along half circle geometry with sweeping radius metohd. 

 
6. Performance Evaluation 
 

Fig. 19 summarizes all different methods for  path traveling in order to evaluate their 
efficiency among all algorithms or methods implemented previously. The efficiency is 
measured with regard to the least tracking error standard deviation value and the shortest 
distance traveled. The best is assumed to be the least tracking error standard deviation value 
with the shortest sampling distance. In Fig. 19, the adapting gradient method follows path 
1A to 2A, while the sweeping radius method starts from path 1B to 2B. The staircase method 
is the path that started from 1B to 4D. 
 

 
Fig. 19. Path comparison among three different contour following methods. 
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Fig. 16. Tracking error along half circle geometry with staircase method. 
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It is clearly seen in that the staircase method has the longest path followed by the adapting 
gradient method. The shortest distance is done by the sweeping radius method. With the 
same speed, it seems that the staircase method takes the longest time while sweeping radius 
is the fastest of all methods. 
All the results are tabulated in Table 1. The adapting gradient method consumes medium 
teaching time at standard deviation value of 2.3085 millimeter, while the staircase method 
consumes the longest teaching time at standard deviation value of 1.8412 millimeter. The 
sweeping radius method is very efficient in term of shortest teaching path but its standard 
deviation value of 3.2663 is a bit high.  
 

Criteria Adapting Gradient Staircase Sweeping Radius 

Mean of Error -0.3773 3.4011 0.2101 

Standard Deviation 2.3085 1.8412 3.2663 

Path Length Medium Long Shortest 

Table. 1. Summaries of the results for three different contour following methods. 

 
7. Conclusion 
 

In this study, the performance evaluations of autonomous contour following task with three 
different algorithms have been performed for Adept SCARA robot. A prototype of smart 
tool integrated with sensor has been designed. It can be attached and reattached into robot 
gripper and interfaced through I/O pins of Adept robot controller for automated robot 
teaching operation. The algorithms developed were tested on a semicircle object of 40 
millimeter radius. The semicircle object was selected because it exhibits the stringent test 
bed which provides the changing gradient gradually from steepest positive slope into zero 
slope of flat curve in the middle and finally to steepest negative slope. The adapting 
gradient method consumes medium teaching time at reasonable accuracy of standard 
deviation value of 2.3085 millimeter, while the staircase method consumes the longest 
teaching time at standard deviation value of 1.8412 millimeter. The sweeping radius method 
is very efficient in term of shortest teaching path but its standard deviation value of 3.2663 is 
a bit high. It can be concluded that the staircase method is the most accurate method, while 
the sweeping radius method has the shortest teaching path. 
These tests exhibit the performance of algorithms used which prove its possibility to be 
applied in the real world application. For the future, automatic curve radius determination 
between straight line segments can be improved by integrating vision system for the 
automation of top view (X-Y coordinate) edge finding and path planning. The integration of 
vision system with the present study will improve the automation level of the project from 
two to three dimensional capabilities. 
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Table. 1. Summaries of the results for three different contour following methods. 
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1. Introduction 

The very precise control of robot manipulator to track the desired trajectory is a very tedious 
job and almost unachievable to certain limit with the help of adaptive controllers. This task 
is achievable to certain limit with the help of adaptive controllers but these controllers also 
have their own limitation of assuming that the system parameters being controlled change 
relatively very slow. With reference to the tasks assigned to an industrial robot, one 
important issue is to determine the motion of the joints and the end effectors of the robot. 
Therefore, the purpose of the robot arm control, as Fu et al (1987) wrote in one classical 
works on robotics, is to maintain the dynamic response of the manipulator in accordance 
with some prespecified performance   criterion. Among the early robots of the first 
generation, non-servo control techniques, such as bang-bang control and sequence control 
were used.  These robots move from one position to another under the control or limit 
switches, relays, or mechanical stops. During the 1970s, a great deal of work was focused on 
including such internal state sensors as encoders, potentiometers, tachogenerators, etc., into 
the robot controller to facilitate manipulative operation ((Inoue, H.,(1974) and Wills, et al 
(1975))  . Since then, feedback control techniques have been applied for servoing robot 
manipulators. Up till now, the majority of practical approaches to the industrial robot arm 
controller design use traditional techniques, such as Proportional and Derivative (PD) or 
Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controllers, by treating each joint of the manipulator 
as a simple linear servomechanism. In designing these kinds of controllers, the non-linear, 
coupled and time-varying dynamics of the mechanical part of the robot manipulator system 
are completely ignored, or dealt with as disturbances. These methods generally give 
satisfactory performance when the robot operates at a low speed.  
However, when the links are moving simultaneously and at a high speed, the non-linear 
coupling effects and the interaction forces between the manipulator links may degrade the 
performance of the overall system and increase the tracking errors. The disturbances and 
uncertainties in a task cycle may also reduce the tracking quality of robot manipulators. 
Thus, these methods are only suitable for relatively slow manipulator motion and for 
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limited-precision tasks can be found in the work by Sciavicco (1996). The Computed Torque 
Control (CTC) is commonly used in the research community. The CTC law has the ability to 
make the error asymptotically stable if the dynamics of the robot are exactly known .Paul, 
R.C (1972). However, manipulators are subject to structured and/or unstructured 
uncertainty. Structured uncertainty is defined as the case of a correct dynamic model but 
with parameter uncertainty due to tolerance variances in the manipulator link properties, 
unknown loads, inaccuracies in the torque constants of the actuators, and others. 
Unstructured uncertainty describes the case of unmodeled dynamics, which result from the 
presence of high-frequency modes in the manipulator, neglected time-delays and nonlinear 
friction. It has been widely recognized that the tracking performance of the CTC method in 
high-speed operations is severely affected by the structured and unstructured uncertainties.  
To cope with the problem, some adaptive approaches have been proposed to maintain the 
tracking performance of the robotic manipulator in the presence of structured uncertainty. 
Dubowsky(1979). To overcome the above mentioned drawback in manipulator motion 
control, the chapter proposed a Tuned-ANFIS controller for three links Selective Compliant 
Articulated Robot Arm (SCARA) manipulators. The proposed Tuned-Adaptive Neuro 
Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) controller is designed to overcome the unmodeled 
dynamics in the presence of structured and unstructured uncertainties of SCARA. The 
proposed   Tuned-ANFIS Controller combines the advantages of fuzzy and neural network 
intelligence, which helps to improve the overall learning ability, adaptability of the ANFIS 
controller and also to achieve robust control of SCARA in unmodeled dynamic control. This 
Tuned-ANFIS Controller has been applied to the Continuous Path Control of SCARA. The 
result obtained through the tuned ANFIS is encouraging and shows very good tracking 
performance. The chapter is structured as follows, Section 2 Overview of SCARA robot 
control system, Section 3 describes the proposed Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System 
and Section 4 presents the ANFIS architecture and learning algorithm and simulation of 
Continuous Path Motion (CPM) of real-world applications of SCARA Robot Manipulator. 
Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section5. 
Prabu D† was a Master of Technology (M.Tech) graduate student in the Department of Electrical Engineering ( 
with Specialization of System Engineering and Operations Research) of Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) 
Roorkee, Uttarakhand, 247667, India. This work was done during 2002 through 2004. Currently, He is working 
with the Wipro Technologies, USA (R&D), Brunswick City, NJ, USA.  The proposed book chapter work is not 
connected with Wipro Technologies, USA. He can be reached for any correspondence of this paper by E-mail: 
prabud.iitr@gmail.com. He is a member of IEEE, ACM and CMG. Dr Surendra Kumar‡ is a faculty with the 
Department of Electrical Engineering, IIT Roorkee, Uttarakhand, 247667, India. E-mail: 
surendra_iitr@yahoo.com. He is a member of IEEE and Chapter President & Director, India Service Region,Olu 
Olu Institute Consortium for Teaching,Research,Learning & Development, Ruston Louisiana,USA.  Dr. 
Rajendra Prasad‡ is a faculty with the Department of Electrical Engineering, IIT Roorkee, Uttarakhand, 247667, 
India. E-mail: rpdeefee@iitr.ernet.in. 

 
2. Overview of SCARA Robot Control System 

The SCARA acronym stands for Selective Compliant Assembly Robot Arm or Selective 
Compliant Articulated Robot Arm. SCARA is normally used in industries for pick and place 
operation, etc. 
 

Fig. 1. Shows the SCARA Robot 
 
The figure 1 shows the model picture of SCARA with two vertical revolute joint and one 
vertical prismatic joint used in this experiment. In this experiment, the dynamical model of 
SCARA robot is derived using Newton Euler formulation is used for simulating the CPM 
control using ANFIS and PD Controller. Robot Manipulator control action are exercised in 
the joint co-ordinates. Moreover, the dynamical model of the three links SCARA is given in 
many robotics books and papers. The figure 2 shows the basic ANFIS feedback control 
system for the CPM control of SCARA Manipulator used in this experiment. 

Fig. 2. Shows the ANFIS feedback control system for Continuous Path Motion control of 
SCARA 
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The feedback control system consists of ANFIS controller, servo actuating system for the 
SCARA Robot manipulator system and the SCARA robot manipulator system. The whole 
feedback system is simulated using Desired Trajectory (DT) generator to achieve minimum 
tracking error. The ANFIS controller is designed for the two control input viz, error (e) and 
change in error (ce) and one output as a control signal (u). In order to achieve the feedback 
control design, the output of the SCARA joint torque angles (o) is fedback to the system. As 
a result the error and change error obtained at the adder of the feedback control system is 
given as the input to ANFIS controller for the SCARA CPM control. The ANFIS output 
control signals (u) are usually weak signals, which cannot able to drive the SCARA joints 
directly, so the signal (u) is amplified and actuated by the servo control system for SCARA 
manipulator joints. The outputs (t) of the servo system are given to individual manipulator 
links of the SCARA. The simulation model of ANFIS controller architecture is described 
elaborately in the section 3. 

 
3. Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System  

Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) is an artificial intelligence technique, 
which creates a fuzzy inference system based on the input-output model data pairs of the 
system. The membership functions of the ANFIS are tuned based on the nature of the input-
output obtained from system or system model. The tuning of the ANFIS membership 
functions are done by using the Back Propagation (BP) algorithm or using least square 
method in combination with BP algorithm. ANFIS structures with fuzzy IF-THEN-rule 
based models whose consequent constituents are constants, membership functions, and 
linear functions as shown in figure 3. The Fuzzy logic can also be used to map complex 
nonlinear relations by a set of IF-THEN rules. The membership functions are designed by 
intuitive human reasoning. This causes three different problems. One, for different control 
applications, a new set of membership functions have to be developed, second, latent 
stability problem., Rong-Jong Wai(2003) and third, once these membership functions are 
developed and implemented there is no means of changing them. This means fuzzy logic 
lacks a learning function. In the past decades, there is a growing interest in Neural-Fuzzy 
Systems (NFS) as they continue to find success in a wide range of applications. 
Unfortunately, it has broaden the application spectrum, this paved the way to discover that 
most existing neural-fuzzy systems. ((Berenji(1992), Jang(1993) and Lin(1996))  exhibit 
several major drawbacks that may eventually lead to performance degradation. One of the 
drawbacks is the curse of dimensionality or fuzzy rule explosion. This is an inherent 
problem in fuzzy logic control systems; that is, too many fuzzy rules are used to 
approximate the input-output function of the system because the number of rules grows 
exponentially with the number of input and output variables. Another drawback is their 
lack of ability to extract input-output knowledge from a given set of training data. Since 
neural-fuzzy systems are trained by numerical input output data, the cause-effect 
knowledge is hidden in the training data and is difficult to be extracted. Another drawback 
is their inability to re-structure the internal structure. i.e. the fuzzy term sets and the fuzzy 
rules in their hidden layers. 

 
Fig. 3. The architecture of Sugeno Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) 
 
In addition, this chapter proposes a systematic approach for establishing a concise ANFIS 
that is capable of online self-organizing and self-adapting its internal structure for learning 
the required control knowledge that satisfies the desired system performance. The initial 
structure of the proposed ANFIS has no rule or term set node. The rule nodes and the term-
set nodes are created adaptively and dynamically via simultaneous selforganizing learning 
and parameter learning procedures. In order to optimize the existing structure, the 
established rules and term sets are re-examined based on a significance index and similarity 
measure. Wang(1999). Thus, the rules with the index values below a prespecified threshold 
are pruned and the highly similar input term sets are combined. The back propagation 
algorithm and/or the recursive least square estimate are incorporated into the ANFIS to 
optimally adjust the parameters. This pruning of rule nodes and term-set nodes will result 
in a more concise ANFIS structure without sacrificing the system performance. 
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The feedback control system consists of ANFIS controller, servo actuating system for the 
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directly, so the signal (u) is amplified and actuated by the servo control system for SCARA 
manipulator joints. The outputs (t) of the servo system are given to individual manipulator 
links of the SCARA. The simulation model of ANFIS controller architecture is described 
elaborately in the section 3. 
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Fig. 3. The architecture of Sugeno Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) 
 
In addition, this chapter proposes a systematic approach for establishing a concise ANFIS 
that is capable of online self-organizing and self-adapting its internal structure for learning 
the required control knowledge that satisfies the desired system performance. The initial 
structure of the proposed ANFIS has no rule or term set node. The rule nodes and the term-
set nodes are created adaptively and dynamically via simultaneous selforganizing learning 
and parameter learning procedures. In order to optimize the existing structure, the 
established rules and term sets are re-examined based on a significance index and similarity 
measure. Wang(1999). Thus, the rules with the index values below a prespecified threshold 
are pruned and the highly similar input term sets are combined. The back propagation 
algorithm and/or the recursive least square estimate are incorporated into the ANFIS to 
optimally adjust the parameters. This pruning of rule nodes and term-set nodes will result 
in a more concise ANFIS structure without sacrificing the system performance. 
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Fig. 4. Membership functions before ANFIS learning 

the hybrid learning rule, a computational speedup may be possible by using variants of the 
gradient method or other optimization techniques on the premise parameters. Since ANFIS 
and radial basis function networks (RBFNs) are functionally equivalent, a variety of learning 
methods can be used for both of them. Figure 4 and 5 shows the membership function of the 
input before training and after training.  
 

Fig. 5. Membership functions after ANFIS learning 
 
4. Design of ANFIS Controller for SCARA  

This section discuss the tracking and adaptability features of the ANFIS control applied to a 
three-link SCARA manipulator are tested using simulation. Figure 5 shows the architecture 
of the fuzzy system with the ANFIS approach. The ANFIS methodology is used to estimate 
the parameters of the membership functions and the consequent functions. In this 
experiment, ANFIS network is implemented with help of MATLAB, ANFIS toolbox. ANFIS 
Input variable consist of error (e) and change in error (ce), which has been describes by low, 
medium and high membership function in the ANFIS network. The training data (control 

signal data) is obtained from the dynamic model of SCARA. The designed Sugeno -ANFIS 
network is trained for SCARA control signal. The back propagation algorithm and/or the 
recursive least square estimate are incorporated into the ANFIS to optimally adjust(tuned) 
the parameters (linguistic variables) of the membership function. It is found that there is a 
significant difference between the ANFIS membership functions before and after training as 
shown in the figures 4 and 5 respectively. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Generated rule base of the ANFIS structure. 
 
This show the membership functions learns the training data and adjusts its shapes 
according to the dynamics of the system. The nine rules are used to model the fuzzy part of 
the ANFIS controller as shown in figure 6 and three membership functions for each 
linguistic input variable. The fuzzy rules generated by the ANFIS method are shown in 
figure 6. Figure 7 and 8 shows the loading and training of ANFIS structure using the 
SCARA dynamic data. The ANFIS structure is trained for 50 epochs, with error tolerance of 
0.  and the performance Mean Square Error (MSE) is found to be 0.0064759. Figure 9 shows 
the fuzzy rule viewer of MATLAB, which is used for predetermine the output of the model 
for specific input values. 
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Fig. 7. Loading Training data for ANFIS structure. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Training when error tolerance is chosen to be 0 and number of epochs is limited to 50. 

Fig. 9. Rule viewer of ANFIS structure 
 

Fig.10. Simulation model of the step/sinusoidal trajectories tracking of three-link SCARA 
manipulator with PD controller for joint angles (q1 (t) = 0.8sin (t), q2 (t) = 0.5sin (t)) and joint 
distance (q3 (t) = 0.3m) 
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4.1 Continuous Path Control & Experimental Results. 
The Continuous Path Motion (CPM), sometimes called controlled-path motion, Schilling 
(1990). Normally SCARA’s are used for pick and place applications in many industries. The 
positioning and controlling of SCARA End effectors and manipulator are more challenging 
control problem. The upcoming simulation results with tuned control parameters of ANFIS 
controller, have achieved a very good tracking performance compared to conventional PD 
controllers. The figure 10 shows the simulation model of a three-link SCARA manipulator 
with PD controller for the given joint angle trajectories. This SCARA dynamic model is 
constructed using MATLAB Simulink software. SCARA is initially tuned for PD values as 
per the dynamics of the system and its environment. The designed model is experimented 
with desired trajectories (qd (t) = 0.8sin (t), q 2(t) = 0.5sin (t)) and joint distance (q3 (t) = 
0.3m) as shown in figure 10. The figure 11 shows good trajectory characteristics at the joint 
distance, but some tracking error for the sinusoidal trajectories.  
 

 
Fig. 11. The step/ sinusoidal trajectories tracking of three-link SCARA manipulator with PD 
controller for joint angles viz,   (q 1 (t) = 0.8sin (t), q 2 (t) = 0.5sin (t)) and joint distance (q3 (t) 
= 0.3m) 
 
The figure 12 depicts the simulation model of three-link SCARA Manipulator with ANFIS 
controller for joint angles (q (t) = 0.8sin (t), q 2(t) = 0.5sin (t)) and joint distance (q3 (t) = 
0.3m). The ANFIS model for SCARA is designed as per the design discussed in section 4 of 
this chapter. The trained ANFIS network model is shown in figure 12 is modeled by using 

ANFIS tool and Simulink software. From the figure 13 it shows ANFIS controller is able to 
cope with the uncertainty and model deficiency of the system. The actual trajectories and 
desired trajectories in ANFIS network almost overlaid each other. Figure 11 and figure 13 
together reveal the tracking performance of PD and ANFIS controller. The results are 
compared with a classical PD controller and with an ANFIS controller Sugeno (1999), to 
measure how much the adaptive neuron fuzzy approach can improve the performance. Of 
course, the neuro-fuzzy controller (designed with ANFIS) was better in tracking and 
adaptability than the other controllers. 

Fig. 12. Simulation model of the step/sinusoidal trajectories tracking of three-link SCARA 
manipulator with ANFIS Controller (q1 (t) = 0.8sin (t), q 2 (t) = 0.5sin (t)) and joint distance 
(q3 (t) = 0.3m) 
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Another advantage of this method over classical quantitative controllers is that, it does not 
require a fixed sampling time. Therefore, the proposed design confirms the fact that ANFIS 
control is relevant to the control fast of non-linear processes such as robot manipulator 
controls where quantitative methods are not always appropriate. From the response shown 
in figure 13 is very clear that ANFIS controller gives no tracking error,i.e the response of the 
desired trajectories is almost superimposed with the actual one, Thus the ANFIS controller 
gave the best results when compare to conventional PD controller. It is very clear from 
figure 11, the tracking performance of the conventional PD controller is not that appreciable 
since it is not able cope up with sudden change in the state this leads to some tracking error 
in its response and also it is not able to follow faithfully as the ANFIS controller does. 
 

 
Fig. 13. The step/ sinusoidal trajectories tracking of three-link SCARA manipulator with 
ANFIS controller for joint angles. With (q1 (t) = 0.8sin (t), q 2 (t) = 0.5sin (t)) and joint 
distance (q3 (t) = 0.3m). 
 
The figure 13 shows the ANFIS controller response of the SCARA for the given desired joint 
angle trajectories. It is found that actual trajectories of the SCARA are almost merged with 
the desired trajectories. From this inference, it is concluded that the ANFIS training is 
completely satisfied and SCARA tracking error is almost nearly zero.  

 

5. Conclusions 

In this chapter, the feasibility of ANFIS control for a three link SCARA manipulator has 
been proved and illustrated by simulation. The best parameters for the fuzzy controller were 
determined by using the ANFIS methodology and by using simulations of the SCARA 
manipulator dynamics. ANFIS take only few number of iteration to complete the training of 
membership functions. A simulation tool (i.e., Neuro-Fuzzy logic toolbox (ANFIS)) was 
used to validate experimentally the tracking ability and the insensibility to SCARA System 
parameter changes. The ANFIS controller presented very interesting tracking features and 
was able to respond to different dynamic conditions. In addition, the fuzzy control 
computation is very inexpensive, and this regulator could be used for the control of machine 
tools and robotics manipulators [11] without significantly increasing the cost of the drive. 
The proposed design confirms the fact that fuzzy control is relevant to the fast control of 
non-linear processes such as SCARA manipulator control where quantitative methods are 
not always appropriate. Thus, the results obtained using the ANFIS controllers are 
encouraging when compared to conventional PD controller. 
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1. Introduction    
 

Due to their multi-loop architecture, parallel manipulators can reach higher stiffness and 
load-bearing capability than serial manipulators of equivalent weight. This feature has made 
them attractive for many applications, including high-precision machining tools, space 
robots and high-speed manipulators. Unfortunately, the drawback of parallel architectures 
is the more entangled kinematics, which causes many a problem during design and 
operation of parallel machines. 
The first problem is that it may be impossible to reach a desired configuration without 
disassembling the mechanism, even though such configuration satisfies all kinematic 
constraints. A classical trivial example is Grashof four-bar linkage (see Paul, 1979), such as 
the one depicted in Fig. 1.  If the mechanism is at configuration 1, it is impossible to reach 
configuration 2 without dismantling the kinematic chain. 
The configuration of a mechanism will be henceforth meant as the ordered set containing 
the actual poses (positions and orientations) of all the links of a mechanism. If the pose of at 
least one link changes, then the configuration changes.  
The configuration space of a mechanism is the manifold containing all allowed 
configurations of the mechanism. The problem of determining whether or not any 
configurations can be reached is strictly connected with the number of disjoint regions 
composing the configuration space. If the configuration space is connected, then any 
configuration can be reached. On the other hand, if the configuration space is composed of 
two or more disjoint regions, there will always exist unreachable configurations.  
Such disjoint regions were named assembly circuits for single-dof mechanism in (Chase & 
Mirth, 1993), where an interesting discussion is provided to discriminate circuits from 
branches. Many authors tackled the problem of counting the different assembly circuits in 
single-dof mechanisms (see for example (Chase & Mirth, 1993), (Mirth &Chase, 1993), 
(Midha et al., 1985)  ). 
The denomination assembly configuration (AC henceforth) was introduced in (Foster & 
Cipra, 1998), to generalize the notion of assembly circuit to multi-dof mechanisms. A 
criterion was given in (Foster & Cipra, 1998) to determine the number of ACs composing the 
configuration space of any single-loop planar kinematic chain, which was proved to be at 
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most two. A counting method for the ACs of two-dof multi-loop mechanisms was given in 
(Foster & Cipra, 2002) and (Dou & Ting, 1998).  
 

 
Fig. 1. A Grashof four-bar likage. 
 
A second hindrance to path-planning toward a target configuration is the presence of 
singularities. In (Gosselin & Angeles, 1998) all manipulator singularities where classified 
into three types. Type 1 singularities occur when the inverse kinematics Jacobian matrix is 
singular. Such singularities are also named serial singularities, because they are typical of 
serial kinematic chains. Type 2 singularities  occur when the direct kinematics Jacobian 
matrix is singular, whereas type 3 singularities occur when both the afore mentioned 
conditions are satisfied. Type 2 and 3 singularities are also named parallel singularities, 
because they are featured by parallel manipulators only.  
Serial singularities might cause some loss of dexterity, but are fairly harmless, whereas 
parallel singularities might trigger the loss of platform control, or the structural break down 
of the machine. Indeed, the actuator forces required to balance the external actions on the 
platform might burst to infinity, while crossing a parallel singularity. 
It is therefore utterly important to know whether a configuration of the manipulator can be 
reached or not without meeting  a parallel singularity. If, at two different configurations of 
the manipulator, the Jacobian determinant has opposite signs, then it is impossible to go 
from one configuration to the other without meeting a singularity, for sooner or later the 
Jacobian determinant must vanish to change its sign. Nevertheless, if the sign is the same, 
the existence of a singularity-free path between the two configurations is uncertain. 
Many solutions to the challenging problem of singularity-free path-planning are available in 
the literature, e.g. the geometrical methods proposed in (Dasgupta, and Mruthyunjaya, 
1998),  and (Bhattacharya et al., 1998), or the variational formulation adopted in (Sen et 
al.,2003). However, the methods hitherto proposed are mainly local, i.e., they might fail to 
find any singularity-free paths, though some do indeed exist. 
The singularity-free path-planning problem is strictly related to the number of disjoint 
regions into which the configuration space is partitioned by the parallel singularity locus, 
i.e. the maximal connected regions free of parallel singularities. These disjoint regions will 
be henceforth named  parallel-singularity-free regions (PSFRs). For the purpose of this 
paper, serial singularities will be ignored, because they are not dangerous for the 
manipulator. 
This paper proposes a method to identify and count all the ACs and PSFRs of a fully-parallel 
(see Chablat & Wenger, 1998) manipulator. Once this identification process is finished, it is 
possible to asses whether any singularity-free path connecting any two configurations of the 
mechanism exists, and whether any path at all exists. The proposed method is based on 
some elements of differential topology, which will be recalled in the next section. The 

 

developed method will be applied to three classes of parallel manipulators with three 
degrees of freedom, and numerical examples will show its effectiveness. 

 
2. Morse Theory 
 

Morse theory is an important branch of differential topology. Its aim is to asses the 
topological properties of a compact manifold through the critical points of a regular function 
defined on it. In this section, the main definitions and results used in the rest of the paper 
will be briefly recalled. Further details may be found in (Milnor, 1969). 
Let M be a smooth n-dimensional compact manifold and f  be a differentiable, real valued 
function on M. In the neighbourhood of any point P of M it is possible to define a local 
system of coordinates (x1, ... ,xn). With reference to these coordinates, the gradient of  f at P is 
defined as 
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The points of M where f  0  are named critical points of f. The property of being critical 
does not depend on the local coordinate system chosen to calculate the gradient. 
The Hessian matrix of f is defined at a point P of M as 
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A critical point C of f is said to be nondegenerate if f C
H is nonsingular. The index  of a 

nondegenerate critical point is defined as the number of negative eigenvalues of the Hessian 
matrix f C

H . Neither the property of being nondegenerate nor the index depend on the 

local coordinate system chosen to compute f C
H .   

For each real value a, let aM
  be 
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the sub-manifold of M where the function f is greater than a. The following two relevant 
topological results can be stated (see (Milnor, 1969)): 
Theorem 1: Let a<b and suppose that the set  1[ , ]f a b , consisting of all points P M with 

(P)a f b  , contains no critical points of f. Then aM   is diffeomorphic to bM
 . 

 

 
Fig. 2. Attaching a 1-cell to a topological space Y. 
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Fig. 1. A Grashof four-bar likage. 
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developed method will be applied to three classes of parallel manipulators with three 
degrees of freedom, and numerical examples will show its effectiveness. 
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the sub-manifold of M where the function f is greater than a. The following two relevant 
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Theorem 1: Let a<b and suppose that the set  1[ , ]f a b , consisting of all points P M with 
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Theorem 2: Let c be a real value in the image of f. Suppose that 1( )f c contains a 
nondegenerate critical point of f. Then, for all sufficiently small >0, cM 


   is homotopic to  

cM 

  with a k-cell attached. If  is the index of the critical point and n the dimension of M, 

then k equals n. 
Rigorous definitions of diffeomorphism and homotopy can be found in (Hirsch, 1976) and 
(Whitehead, 1978). Connectedness is conserved by homotopy and diffeomorphism: if two 
sets are diffeomorphic or homotopic they must be composed of the same number of disjoint 
regions. Theorems 1 and 2 can be thus specialized in these two corollaries: 
Corollary 1: Let a<b and suppose that the set 1[ , ]f a b  contains no critical points of f. Then 
the number of disjoint regions composing aM   equals the number of  disjoint regions 
composing bM

 . 
Corollary 2: Let c be a real value in the image of f. Suppose that 1( )f c contains one 
nondegenerate critical point of f. Then, for all sufficiently small >0, cM 


  is composed of 

the same number of disjoint regions as a topological space obtained by attaching a k-cell to 
cM 

 . If  is the index of the critical point and n the dimension of M, then k equals n. 

Corollaries 1 and 2 are useful to understand how the number of disjoint regions composing 
aM   varies as the real value a decreases. As long as the critical points of f contained in aM

   
remain the same, the number of disjoint regions is constant, by virtue of Corollary 1.  As 
soon as a new critical point is included in aM  , the number of disjoint regions composing it 
may vary. By virtue of corollary 2 this variation is the same as the one obtained by attaching 
a k-cell to aM

 .  
A k-cell is the k-dimensional ball of radius 1. Roughly speaking, to attach a k-cell to a 
topological space Y means to glue k-cell the at its boundary to Y. Fig. 2 shows an example: a 
1-cell is glued to the topological space Y. After attaching the cell, the number of disjoint 
regions of  Y changes: it consists of one region only. 
Not any variation of the number of disjoint regions composing a topological space can be 
obtained through the attachment of a k-cell, for the ensuing three corollaries hold (see 
(Paganelli, 2008)): 
Corollary 3: The number of disjoint regions composing a topological space increases when a 
k-cell is attached to it if and only if k equals 0. In this case only one disjoint region is added. 
Corollary 4: If the number of disjoint regions composing a topological space decreases when 
a k-cell is attached to it, then k equals 1. If a 1-cell is attached to a topological space, the 
number of disjoint regions composing it may remain the same or be diminished at most by 
one. 
Corollary 5: If k is greater than 1, the number of disjoint regions composing any topological 
space does not change after a k-cell is attached to it. 
Finally, note that corollaries 1 and 2 can be analogously formulated for the set aM

 , 
containing all the points of M where f a  (see (Paganelli, 2008)). 

 
 
 

 

3. Analysis of Singularity Loci 
 

In most cases, as it will be shown in section 4, the singularity locus of a manipulator is 
defined on the configuration space by an equation 0J  , where J  is a Jacobian 
determinant. By using the notation of section 2, there is a compact manifold C, the 
configuration space, upon which a differentiable real-valued function J  is defined. It will 
be assumed that the manipulator has three degrees of freedom, as the manipulators 
analyzed in section 4, but all results can be easily generalized for higher mobility 
manipulators.  The aim of this section is to determine how many PSFRs where J  is positive 
exist, i.e. how many disjoint regions compose aC

  according to definition (3). The same 
method will be applied to count the PSFRs in aC

 , and the number of ACs composing C. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Generation and joining of disjoint regions. 
 
The evolution of the set aC

  is studied as the level a decreases, starting from a level above 
the absolute maximum, down to zero level. In order to visualize this process, pretend that 
the manifold C were two-dimensional, and that the graph of J  could be plotted as a three-
dimensional landscape on C (see Fig. 3). This fictitious lower-dimensional representation is 
only adopted for visualizing the real process, which occurs on a four-dimensional landscape 
plotted on the three-dimensional manifold C. Imagine now that the landscape is completely 
flooded with water. Now let the water level a decrease: as the water level reaches the height 
of the highest peak, M1, an island crops out from the water. The set aC

 is the projection on C 
of the section obtained by cutting the landscape with a plane at height a. As soon as a critical 
point of J  is met, the number of disjoint regions composing aC

 varies. Before meeting the 
absolute maximum M1, aC

  was empty: it contained zero disjoint regions. After meeting the 
absolute maximum, the number of disjoint regions composing it changes as if a k-cell were 
attached to it. The maximum is a critical point of index 3 and the dimension of the manifold 
C is also 3, thus, k equals 0 (corollary 2). For corollary 3, if a 0-cell is attached to the set one 
disjoint region is added, thus, after the maximum, the number of disjoint regions is one.  
The level of water a keeps on decreasing: as long as it remains between m1 and m2, the 
heights of the two maxima of Fig. 3, the number of disjoint regions remains equal to one, by 
virtue of corollary 1. There exists only one island above the water. As soon as maximum M2 
is reached, another island appears and a new disjoint region of aC

  is generated. The 
number of disjoint regions remains equal to two until the saddle point S is reached. 
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Consider a point P of aC
 , with a contained in the open interval (s, m2). It is possible to 

establish whether P belongs to the disjoint region generated by M1 or to the disjoint region 
generated by M2. The steepest ascent path starting from P must reach one of the two 
maxima M1 or M2: P belongs to the disjoint region generated by the reached maximum. 
Thus, the maxima work as “labels” for the disjoint regions: each disjoint region is identified 
by the maximum contained in it. 
As the level a reaches the height of the saddlepoint S, another change of the number of 
disjoint regions of aC

  is expected. Suppose that S is a 2-saddle, i.e. the Hessian matrix has 
two negative eigenvalues and the index of S is equal to 2, thus the number of disjoint 
regions composing aC

  changes as if a 1-cell were attached to it. For corollary 4 the number 
of disjoint regions may be diminished by one or remain constant.  
To decide whether or not the number of disjoint regions has decreased, it is necessary to 
find out to which one of the existing disjoint regions the saddle point belongs. The method 
to reach this goal is identical to that proposed for a noncritical point: the steepest ascent path 
is followed, starting from the saddle, until a maximum is reached. There are two different 
steepest ascent paths starting from a 2-saddle. If the steepest ascent paths reach the same 
maximum, then a disjoint region is joining with itself, and the number of disjoint regions 
remains constant. If the steepest ascent paths reach two different maxima, the disjoint 
regions generated by the two maxima join together (Fig. 3). To identify the disjoint region 
generated by the joining, the maxima inside it can be used: the steepest ascent paths starting 
from any points inside the new region will lead to one of  its maxima. 
The procedure is henceforth analogous. Each maximum generates a new disjoint region, and 
each 2-saddle may connect two existing disjoint regions. Following the two steepest ascent 
paths as for the first 2-saddle, two maxima are reached: if they belong to two different 
disjoint regions, such  disjoint regions have joined together. If the reached maxima belong to 
the same disjoint region, the number of disjoint regions remains constant.  
As the level a reaches the value zero, the number of disjoint regions that compose 0C

 is 
determined. These disjoint regions are the PSFRs with a positive sign of the Jacobian 
determinant. Each PSFR is provided with a set of maxima which completely characterizes it. 
Furthermore, all maxima of a PSFR are connected by a network of singularity-free steepest 
ascent paths. Given any two configurations where the Jacobian determinant is positive (e.g. 
P1 and P2 in Fig. 3), it can be assessed whether or not they belong to the same PSFR: if the 
steepest ascent paths starting from the two given points reach two maxima of the same 
PSFR, the two points belong to the same PSFR too, otherwise not. If they do, a singularity-
free path is obtained by joining the steepest ascent paths connecting the two points to the 
maxima and any path in the singularity-free network connecting the maxima of the PSFR. 
The positive minima and the positive 1-saddles (i.e. saddle-points with index λ equal to 1) 
are ignored during the identification of PSFRs. In these two cases, the index λ is lesser than 
2, thus only k-cells with  k greater than 1 are attached to aC

 . Corollary 5 ensures that the 
number of disjoint regions composing aC

  can neither increase nor decrease. Also any 
singular critical point is irrelevant to classify the PSFRs: two disjoint PSFRs may touch on 
the boundary at a saddle point, or a singular isolated point appears at a singular maximum, 
but no regions are generated or joined. 

 

If a degenerate critical point is met, it is not possible to know whether the number of disjoint 
regions is changing by means of the Hessian matrix only. Higher derivatives have to be 
considered: the point might be a maximum, thus a new disjoint region is born. Or it might 
be neither a maximum nor a minimum and two or more disjoint regions could join together 
(see for example the “monkey-saddle” in (Milnor, 1969)). 
An analogous method can be used to count and identify the number of PSFRs where the 
Jacobian determinant is negative, thus, at the end of this procedure, it is possible to establish 
to which PSFR any nonsingular point belongs.  
Suppose now that the level a keeps on decreasing, below zero level. The process of 
generation and joining of disjoint regions continues just the same as above zero level: the 
negative maxima generate new disjoint regions, whereas negative 2-saddles may join 
existing disjoint regions, but now if the steepest ascent paths starting from negative 2-
saddles reach positive maxima, they are not singularity-free anymore. However, they are 
still feasible paths, even though control might be lost while crossing parallel singularities. 
There must exist an absolute minimum of the function J  on C, for C is compact and J  is 
continuous. As soon as level a reaches the absolute minimum level, the manifold aC

   
coincides with the whole configuration space C. Therefore, the disjoint regions composing 

aC
  are indeed the ACs composing the whole configuration space C. As for the PSFR, each 

AC is endowed with a set of maxima of the function J , which completely defines it. All the 
maxima contained in the same AC are connected through a network of steepest ascent 
feasible paths.  
In order to assess whether two points belong to the same AC, the steepest ascent paths 
starting from such points can be followed, until any of the maxima is reached. If the two 
maxima belong to the same AC, then there exists at least one feasible path connecting them, 
which can be obtained by joining the steepest ascent paths from the two points to the 
reached maxima, and any of the feasible paths among the network connecting the two 
maxima. This path is singularity-free only if the two points belong to the same PSFR, which 
can be assessed through the method just described. 
This process can be analogously repeated for the manifold aC

 , letting the level a increase 
from the absolute minimum to the absolute maximum. This second procedure is redundant 
for the purpose of determining the ACs, but it might be useful to find out which negative 
PSFRs belong to which AC, and to cross-check the results hitherto obtained. 
The procedure described in the previous two sections can be summarized as follows: 

1) All critical points of the Jacobian determinant J  on the configuration space C are 
determined. 

2) The critical points are classified into positive and negative maxima and into positive 
and negative 1- and 2-saddles.  

3) The two steepest ascent paths are followed, starting from each positive 2-sadlle up to 
two positive maxima. The two positive maxima, and any maxima belonging to their 
PSFRs are assigned to the same PSFR. After all the positive 2-saddles have been 
processed, the positive maxima belonging to each positive PSFR are stored. 

4) The two steepest ascent paths are followed, starting from each negative 2-sadlle up to 
two maxima. The two maxima, and any maxima belonging to their ACs are assigned 
to the same AC. After having processed all negative 2-saddles, the maxima of  each 
AC are stored. 
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5) Step 3) is repeated, suitably modified, for the negative PSFRs, to find the negative 
minima contained in each negative PSFR. 

6) Step 4) is repeated, suitably modified, for the positive 1-saddles, to find the minima 
contained in each AC.  

 
4. Case studies 
 

4.1 3UPS Spherical wrists 
Spherical wrists are manipulators whose task is to position a rigid body with a fixed point. 
Thus, by moving the actuators, the orientation of the platform is varied. 3UPS spherical 
wrists devise a simple parallel architecture to reach this target, which is depicted in Fig. 4. 
A 3UPS spherical wrist is composed of a platform, connected to the base by a spherical joint, 
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The workspace of a 3UPS spherical wrists contains all possible orientations of the platform. 
According to Euler theorem, any possible orientation of a rigid body with a fixed point can 
be obtained from a given reference position of the body by rotating of an angle  about an 

 

axis directed as a unit vector u and containing the fixed point. Therefore, adopted a 
reference position where frames S’ and S coincide, any orientation of the platform can be 
defined by way of a unit vector u and an angle  . The orientations of the platform 
associated to u and  , and to - u and  always coincide, thus the variation range of the 
angle  can be restricted to the interval [0, ]. 
A possible visualization of the workspace can be obtained by considering a ball of radius 
 in the three-dimensional Euclidean space. With reference to Fig. 5., every point P inside 
the ball represents the orientation of the platform identified by the unit vector directed as 
the position vector of P, and by the angle  equal to the length of the position vector of P. 
Thus, every orientation of the platform with an angle  lesser than   corresponds to only 
one point inside the ball, whereas any orientation with    is identified by two 
diametrically opposite points on the boundary sphere of the ball. 
It is useful to introduce a more homogeneous parameterization of the orientation of a rigid 
body, i.e. Euler parameters, which will enable an easier determination of the critical points 
of the Jacobian determinant. We consider the vector e, containing the four Euler parameters 
 0 1 2 3, , ,e e e e , such that: 

 
2 2 2 2
1 2 3 4 1e e e e     

 

(4) 

and 0 0e  . In this section, Euler parameters will be used for the mathematical 
representation of the workspace, whereas the visualisation of Fig. 5. will be adopted to show 
results on a three-dimensional graph. 
Each point of the jointspace can be identified via the three length of the legs, i.e. the three 
distances li between points Pi and Qi of Fig. 4.  
The vector  0 1 2 3 1 2 3, , , , , ,e e e e l l l  can be used to identify a configuration of the parallel wrist, 
yet, not any such vector determines an allowed configuration of the wrist, for three 
constraints must be satisfied. The equations expressing these constraints are derived by 
means of Carnot theorem applied to the three triangles PiOQi, as shown in Fig. 6. For each of 
such triangles one can write the constraint: 
 

 
2 T
i i il  p R q  

 

(5) 

 
where R is the rotation matrix ruling the coordinate change from S’ to S, whereas pi and Rqi 
are the column vectors containing the coordinates of points Pi and Qi in the fixed frame S. 
The rotation matrix can be written as a quadratic function of the four Euler parameters, , 
thus Eq. (5) represents a set of three quadratic equations in Euler parameters and leg 
lengths. If only positive leg lengths are accepted, which indeed does not exclude any 
configuration of the wrist, there is only one set of leg lengths for any orientation of the 
platform. Thus, the workspace alone can be used to represent the whole configuration space 
of the wrist, and there is only one AC. 
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Fig. 5. Workspace of a 3UPS wrist. 
 
In order to determine the singularity locus of the 3UPS spherical wrist, Eq. (5)  is 
differentiated, obtaining the ensuing relationship between the virtual displacement of the 
platform and the virtual variations of leg lengths: 
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where A and B are the Jacobian matrices of Eq. (5) with respect to leg lengths and Euler 
parameters respectively. 
Moreover, not any virtual variation of Euler parameters is allowed, for  Eq.(4) must hold for 
first order variations too. Thus, differentiation of Eq.(4) yields the ensuing constraint upon 
the virtual variations of Euler parameters: 
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If equations (7) and (6) are put together, the ensuing relation is obtained: 
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Parallel singularities occur whenever a nonzero virtual displacement of the platform is 
allowed by the constraints, although the actuators undergo no virtual displacements.  
This implies that the determinant of the matrix at the right-hand side of Eq. (8) vanishes. 
Thus the parallel singularity locus is defined as the zero level set of a function J  on the 
configuration space, which contains all possible orientations of the platform. The function 
J  can be obtained as: 

0 1 2 3

detJ
e e e e
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Fig. 6. Constraints of the spherical wrist through Carnot theorem 
 
Each element of matrix B is linear and homogeneous in the four Euler parameters, therefore 
J is a fourth-order homogeneous polynomial in the four Euler parameters. The singularity 

locus 0J   can be represented as a two-dimensional surface cutting the workspace, and the 
method developed in Section 3 can be used to determine how many PSFRs are partitioned 
by the singularity locus, and to find out whether it is possible or not to reach a desired 
position in the workspace without crossing a parallel singularity. 
The toughest and most important task is the determination of all critical points of the 
function J on the configuration space, which coincides in this case with the workspace. For 
the case at hand, a redundant parameterization is used, because the four Euler parameters, 
tied by Eq.(4) identify a point of the three dimensional manifold containing all possible 
orientations of a rigid body. 
The most straightforward way to tackle the problem is to resort to Lagrange's multipliers. At 
the critical points of J , the gradient of J is parallel to the gradient of the constraint, 
formalized by Eq.(4), i.e.: 
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where   is a Lagrange multiplier, and can be easily eliminated considering the ensuing 
equation set: 
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(11) 

which stems from Eq. (10)  by multiplying the ith equation by ej and by subtracting the result 
from the product of the jth equation by ej, with a proper choice of i and j. 
Eq.(11) is set of three homogeneous fourth-order polynomial equations, in the four Euler 
parameters. Each solution in the projective space of such equation, when properly 
normalized, is a set of Euler parameters defining a critical point of J on the workspace, 
except some extraneous solutions introduced while passing from Eq. (10)  to Eq.(11). Such 
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extraneous solutions are obtained when e0  or e1 are posed equal to zero. If 0 0e  , Eq.(11) 
becomes: 
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where the first two equations degenerate into the same one. Therefore, Eq.(12) is a set of two 
homogeneous equations, the first of degree three and the second of degree four, in three 
unknowns. By virtue of Bezout theorem, Eq.(12) admits 12 solutions, which are extraneous 
solutions to Eq. (10) , that does not admit, in general, solutions with 0 0e  . 
Analogously, if 1 0e   Eq.(11) degenerates again into two equations, that yield twelve 
additional extraneous solutions. Eq.(11) is a set of three homogeneous equations of degree 4, 
therefore, by virtue of Bezout theorem, it admits 43=64 solutions in the complex projective 
space. Since 24 solutions are extraneous for Eq. (10) , there are 40 solutions to Eq.(11), and 
the real ones are critical points of J . 
Such forty solutions can be obtained by partial homogenization. First of all, Eq.(11) is 
transformed into a non homogeneous system of equations, by posing 0 1e  . In this way, any 
homogeneous solution with 0 0e   becomes a solution at infinity, included 12 of the 24 
extraneous solutions. Then, Eq.(11) is partially homogenized, by posing 2 1 0/e x x  and 

3 2 0/e x x , and by simplifying the denominators. In this way, Eq.(11) becomes a system of 
three homogeneous equations of degree four in the three variables 1x , 2x , and 0x , where 
variable 1e , that has been left out of partial homogenization, is hidden in the coefficients. 
Variables 1x , 2x , and 0x can be got rid of by means of classical elimination methods, ( see for 
example (Salmon, 1885) ), obtaining a polynomial in the hidden variable 1e .  
Stemming from a homogeneous equation set that should have 64 solutions, the resultant 
polynomial should be of degree 64. However, since the homogeneous equation set always 
possesses 12 solutions with 0 0e  , the resultant polynomial must have at least 12 solutions 
at infinity, and its degree will be at most 52.  
Furthermore, since there are always twelve extraneous solutions with 1 0e  , the resultant 
polynomial will be divisible by the monomial 12

1e . By dividing the resultant by 12
1e , a final 

equation of degree 40 is obtained, that is completely purged from extraneous solutions.  
The polynomial of degree 40 is solved numerically, and the values of 2e  and 

3e corresponding to each solution in 1e are easily found (Salmon, 1885) . The values obtained 
are homogeneous solutions with 0 1e  .In order to obtain the four Euler parameters 
identifying the orientation of the rigid body, the four values just obtained must be 
normalized, so that Eq.(4) is satisfied. Should there be any critical point with 0 0e  , this 
would be another solution at infinity to the resultant polynomial, whose degree would be 
lesser than 40. In this case, the loss of a solution is easily detected by the loss of one degree 
of the final polynomial, and the lost solution can easily be found by substituting 0 0e  into 
Eq. (10) . 

 

In this way, all 40 complex solutions to Eq. (10)  are found, and the real ones are the critical 
points of the function J . These critical points must be classified into maxima, minima, 1-
saddles and 2-saddles. In order to perform the classification, a local coordinate system could 
be chosen, and the Hessian matrix could be calculated and analyzed. However, this is not 
the most straightforward way to proceed, for the parameterization used henceforth is 
redundant, and represents no local coordinate system. At the same way Lagrange 
multipliers enable determination of critical points  with no need of local coordinate systems, 
it is possible to intrinsically analyze second order variations of J in the neighborhood of a 
critical point through the following eigenvalue problem (see (Fletcher, 1987)): 

 

 * * * 0
e

 H I a  
 

(13) 

where: 
 *

e
H   is the bordered Hessian, i.e. the Hessian matrix of the Lagrangian function, 
calculated at the critical point e . The Lagrangian function is defined as 
     ,L J c   e e e , where   1Tc  e e e   is the optimization constraint. 

 *I is equal to the 5x5 identity matrix, save the fifth element of the fifth row, 
which is equal to zero. 

 *a is a five-dimensional vector obtained appending a dummy variable to a four 
dimensional vector, representing a small variation of Euler parameters in the 
neighbourhood of the critical point. 

The steepest increase or decrease directions are the directions for which the ensuing 
condition is satisfied: 
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Fig. 7.  Critical points in the workspace of W1 
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Eq.(14)  is always a third order polynomial in the eigenvalue  , therefore three solutions 
are expected. For each solution, Eq.(13)   yields the corresponding direction of steepest 
variation of J : it is represented by the first four components of the eigenvector *a of each 
eigenvalue  . The eigenvectors corresponding to positive eigenvalues are steepest increase 
directions, whereas the eigenvectors corresponding to negative eigenvalues are steepest 
descent directions. The index of the critical point is thus the number of negative solutions to 
Eq.(14)  , which enables the classification of any possible critical point of J . 
Also the generation of the steepest ascent or descent paths does not require the use of a local 
coordinate system. A small displacement in the steepest ascent direction just found is used 
to leave a saddle point. Then, small displacements following the projection of the gradient of 
J along the constraint surface described by Eq.(4) will build the steepest variation path, 

ending upon a maximum or a minimum. Whenever, while following a steepest ascent or 
descent path, a set of Euler parameters e  with 0 0e   is reached, it is immediately replaced 
with e , which is the same position of the platform, in order that 0e is always greater than 
zero, as discussed above. 
The 3UPS spherical wrist W1 will be used as a numerical application. The parameters 
defining manipulator W1 are reported in Table 1. 

 

p1 p2 p3 q1 q2 q3 
(1,0,0) (0,1,0) (0,1,1) (-9,2,6)/11 (6,6,7)/11 (-1,1,0) 

Table 1. Parameters defining manipulator W1 

 

Through the elimination method just described, 32 critical points are determined, among 
which there are 4 positive maxima, 2 positive 2-saddles,  4 negative minima, 12  negative 1-
saddles, and 10 singular 2-saddles. 

 
Fig. 7 shows the workspace of the spherical wrist, through the representation proposed in 
Fig. 5. The four positive maxima M1, M2, M3 and M4, are depicted as cones, and the two 
positive 2-saddles S1 and S2, depicted as spheres.  

 

The steepest ascent paths starting from the two 2-saddles S1 and S2 join M1to M2 and M3 to 
M4 respectively, thus there are two positive PSFRs. The steepest ascent paths are 
represented in 

 
Fig. 7 as black lines. 
Given the three points P1, P2, and P3, where J is positive, it can be assessed to which one of 

the two positive regions they do belong by following the steepest ascent paths (black lines in 

 
Fig. 7. The steepest ascent paths starting from P1, P2, and P3 reach the maxima M1, M2 and 
M3, respectively. Therefore P1 and P2 belong to the same region, and the path P1 -M1 -S1 -M2 
-P2, connecting P1 to P2 is singularity-free. The steepest ascent path starting from P3 reaches 
M3, which belongs to a different region, therefore there exists no singularity-free path at all 
to reach  P1or P2 starting from P3. 
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ending upon a maximum or a minimum. Whenever, while following a steepest ascent or 
descent path, a set of Euler parameters e  with 0 0e   is reached, it is immediately replaced 
with e , which is the same position of the platform, in order that 0e is always greater than 
zero, as discussed above. 
The 3UPS spherical wrist W1 will be used as a numerical application. The parameters 
defining manipulator W1 are reported in Table 1. 

 

p1 p2 p3 q1 q2 q3 
(1,0,0) (0,1,0) (0,1,1) (-9,2,6)/11 (6,6,7)/11 (-1,1,0) 

Table 1. Parameters defining manipulator W1 

 

Through the elimination method just described, 32 critical points are determined, among 
which there are 4 positive maxima, 2 positive 2-saddles,  4 negative minima, 12  negative 1-
saddles, and 10 singular 2-saddles. 

 
Fig. 7 shows the workspace of the spherical wrist, through the representation proposed in 
Fig. 5. The four positive maxima M1, M2, M3 and M4, are depicted as cones, and the two 
positive 2-saddles S1 and S2, depicted as spheres.  

 

The steepest ascent paths starting from the two 2-saddles S1 and S2 join M1to M2 and M3 to 
M4 respectively, thus there are two positive PSFRs. The steepest ascent paths are 
represented in 

 
Fig. 7 as black lines. 
Given the three points P1, P2, and P3, where J is positive, it can be assessed to which one of 

the two positive regions they do belong by following the steepest ascent paths (black lines in 

 
Fig. 7. The steepest ascent paths starting from P1, P2, and P3 reach the maxima M1, M2 and 
M3, respectively. Therefore P1 and P2 belong to the same region, and the path P1 -M1 -S1 -M2 
-P2, connecting P1 to P2 is singularity-free. The steepest ascent path starting from P3 reaches 
M3, which belongs to a different region, therefore there exists no singularity-free path at all 
to reach  P1or P2 starting from P3. 
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Fig. 8. Kinematic architecture of a 3UPU translational manipulator. 
 
The four minima are all connected through a network of steepest descent paths starting 
from the negative saddles, therefore there is only one negative singularity-free region. 

 
4.2 3UPU Translational Manipulators 
3UPU translational manipulators have been proposed and analyzed in (Tsai, 1996), (Di 
Gregorio & Parenti Castelli, 1998), and (Parenti Castelli et al.., 1998). 
The architecture that will be hereafter considered is that proposed in (Di Gregorio & Parenti 
Castelli, 1998), and sketched in Fig. 8. The platform is connected to the base by means of 
three legs, consisting of two links connected to each other by a prismatic joint and to the 
base and the platform through universal joints. The universal joints satisfy the ensuing two 
geometrical requirements: 

 in each leg, the axes of the two revolute joints connected to the base and to the 
platform are parallel; 

 in each leg, the axes of the two middle revolute joints, not connected to the base 
nor to the platform, are parallel. 

It can be proved that this architecture constrains the platform to pure translational motions 
(see (Di Gregorio & Parenti Castelli, 1998)). 
With reference to Fig. 8, the geometry of 3UPU translational manipulators, can be 
parametrized in the ensuing way: 

 two reference frames S and S’ with parallel axes, attached to the base and to the 
platform respectively, are defined; 

 on the ith leg, the center Pi of the universal joint attached to the base is identified 
through its coordinate vector pi in frame S; 

 on the ith leg, the center Qi of the universal joint attached to the platform is 
identified through its coordinate vector qi in frame S’; 

 on the ith leg, the common directions of the axes of the revolute joints attached to 
the base or to the platform is identified by way of a unit vector ri 

Therefore, the nine vectors pi , qi, and ri , for i=1,2,3,  completely define the kinematic 
architecture of 3UPU translational manipulators. 
The workspace of a 3UPU translational manipulator is the manifold containing all possible 
positions of the platform. Each point of the workspace can be identified by means of the 

 

coordinate vector  , ,x y zx  of a point, for example the origin O’ of S’, with respect to the 
fixed frame S. Therefore the workspace is the whole three dimensional Euclidean space. 
Any point of the jointspace is defined by the vector l=(l1, l2, l3), containing the lengths of the 
three actuated legs, thus the jointspace is a subset of the three dimensional Euclidean space, 
too. More specifically, the length li is equal to the distance between points Pi and Qi. No 
limits will be considered for leg length, thus each li  can range from zero to infinity. 
The vector  1 2 3, , , , ,l l l x y z  identifies a configuration of the manipulator only if the ensuing 
constraints are satisfied: 

 

   2 22
i i i i il Q P    q x p  

 

(15) 

Like the spherical wrists, if only positive lengths are accepted to describe the length of the 
legs, there exists only one point of the jointspace that defines a configuration along with a 
given point in the workspace, which means that the workspace and the configuration space 
can be considered as the same manifold. In other words, the vector (x,y,z) identifies both a 
position of the platform and a configuration of the manipulator, and there is only one AC. 
Eq. (15) can be differentiated, obtaining the ensuing relation: 

 

 A l B x  
 

(16) 

where the ith row of matrix B is the vector 2(Qi -Pi) , which can be written as 2(x+ci), where ci  
is a constant vector for the ith row. This means that the determinant of B is linear in the 
variables x, y, and z. 
The parallel singularity locus is therefore a plane in the three-dimensional Euclidean space, 
because it is determined by the equation: 

 
det 0pJ  B  

 
(17) 

which is linear in the variables x, y, and z. 
Parallel singularities derived by Eq. (17) are not the only dangerous configurations for a 
3UPU manipulator. Eq. (17) is based upon the implicit assumption that only translational 
virtual displacement of the platform are allowed, but there is no direct kinematic constraint 
enforcing this condition. Translational motion is the result of the particular choice of the U-
joint axes, which might be unable to hinder virtual rotations at some singular positions. 
These singular positions were named in (Zlatanov et al., 2002) constraint singularities, 
because at such positions some constraints of the parallel architecture are locally lost. 
Constraint singularities are typical of lower mobility parallel manipulators where the 
platform possesses less than six degrees of freedom. In such manipulators, some of the six 
degrees of freedom of the platform are controlled through the actuators of the manipulator, 
whereas some other (the rotational ones, in the case at hand) are passively constrained 
through the geometry of the legs. Parallel singularities are always detected by 
differentiating the equations connecting the input variables of the jointspace to the output 
variables of the workspace, but constraint singularities may not. In order to detect constraint 
singularities is always necessary to consider all six degrees of freedom of the platform, and 
to investigate under which conditions the constraints upon the degrees of freedom that are 
not controlled by the actuators might fail.  
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Constraint singularities of translational 3UPU manipulators were studied and rigorously 
determined in  (Parenti Castelli & Di Gregorio, 2002). Constraint singularities are organized 
in a locus, which is defined by the ensuing equation: 

 
det 0cJ  C  

 
(18) 

The ith column of the 3x3 matrix C is the axis direction of the rotation hindered by the ith leg, 
that can be expressed as follows: 

 

   Ti i i i i i it        q x p q x p r r  
 

(19) 

Eq. (19) is a third order polynomial in the coordinates x, y and z, identifying the 
configuration of the manipulator. 
Both constraints and parallel singularities are equally dangerous for a 3UPU translational 
manipulator, and must be avoided while moving from a configuration to another. The 
surface to be avoided is the zero level set of the function p cJ J  on the workspace of the 
3UPU translational manipulator. Unfortunately, the workspace of a translational 
manipulator is the three-dimensional Euclidean space, which is not compact. Thus, the 
method developed in Section 3 cannot be straightforwardly applied, because it works on 
compact manifolds only.  
Yet, it is possible to transform the three-dimensional Euclidean space into a compact 
manifold. First of all, consider the three-dimensional real projective space associated to the 
three-dimensional Euclidean space, i.e. each vector  0 1 2 3, , ,x x x x of the projective space is 

such that  1 0 2 0 3 0( , , ) / , / , /x y z x x x x x x . Each point of the projective space corresponds to one 
point of the Euclidean space, except the points with x0=0, i.e. points at infinity, that do not 
exist in the Euclidean space.  
We can imagine the workspace of the 3UPU manipulator as the projective space, where the 
points with 0 0x  must never be crossed, exactly like singularities. Thus, the locus of 
''forbidden'' points, is defined by the ensuing equation in the real projective space: 

 

0 0p cJ x J J   
 

(20) 

where pJ  and cJ  are properly converted to homogeneous coordinates.  
 

 
Fig. 9. Singularity locus of the 3UPU translational manipulator. 

 

The real projective space can be represented as a ball, analogous to the manifold containing 
all orientations of a rigid body. With reference to Fig. 9, a three-dimensional ball with radius 
1 is considered. For any point inside the ball, the coordinates of the point are the 
homogeneous coordinates x1, x2, and x3, of the corresponding point in the projective space. 
The projective coordinate x0 is defined as 2 2 2

0 1 2 31x x x x    . In this way, all the points of 
the ball correspond to one point of the projective space. Furthermore, all points on the 
spherical boundary of the ball are points with 0 0x  , i.e. points at infinity. Like Euler 
parameters, we represent a point of the projective space as a four-dimensional vector 

 * 0 1 2 3, , ,x x x xx  with the constraint: 
 

* * 1Tc  x x  
 

(21) 

The critical points of J  on the configuration space must be found. The configuration space 
is the three-dimensional real projective space, and the critical points can be found through 
Lagrange multipliers method: 

 

* *

J c 


 x x
 (22) 

Lagrange multiplier   can be easily eliminated considering the equation set: 
 

   
   
   

1 1 0 0 1

2 2 0 0 2

3 3 0 0 3

/ / 0

/ / 0

/ / 0

T J x x J x x

T J x x J x x

T J x x J x x

      

      

      

 

 

(23) 

obtained by extracting   from the first equation and then substituting it into the remaining 
three. Eq. (23) is a set of three homogeneous equations of degree five. Any critical point with 

0 0x  must not be considered, because it lies on the locus 0J  . Thus 0 1x   can be 
substituted into Eq. (23), which is solved in terms of 1x , 2x , and 3x . 
Since J is divisible by cJ and pJ , Eq. (23) can be written in the ensuing form: 

 

c

p

c p

J
J
J J

 
 

 
 
 

M 0  

 

(24) 

Therefore all points where 0c pJ J   are critical points of J . These points form in general 
a curve in the workspace, and, not being isolated, are always degenerate critical points. 
Fortunately, the critical points where 0c pJ J  are all singular, and must be ruled out of 
the analysis. Thus, only critical points where either cJ or pJ  do not vanish must be 
considered, which, along with Eq. (24) yields the additional equation: 

 

4 det 0T  M  
 

(25) 

Eq.(25)  is a third order equation in 1x , 2x , and 3x  and can be used to reduce the degree of 
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Therefore all points where 0c pJ J   are critical points of J . These points form in general 
a curve in the workspace, and, not being isolated, are always degenerate critical points. 
Fortunately, the critical points where 0c pJ J  are all singular, and must be ruled out of 
the analysis. Thus, only critical points where either cJ or pJ  do not vanish must be 
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Eq.(25)  is a third order equation in 1x , 2x , and 3x  and can be used to reduce the degree of 
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Eq. (23). Each of the three polynomials 1T , 2T , and 3T  can be written as follows: 
 

4i i iT T Q R   (26) 

where Qi and Ri are the quotient and the remainder of a polynomial division on Ti through 
the divisor T4  with respect to a given variable xj. At every point where all Ti  vanish along 
with T4, all remainders Ri  must vanish too. Therefore the equation set 

 

1 2 3 4 0R R R T     
 

(27) 

is always equivalent to Eq. (23), along with the condition 4 0T  . If R1 , R2, and R3 are 
remainders of polynomial divisions with respect to variables x2, x1, and x1, respectively, R1 , 
R2, and R3 are polynomials of degree four in the two variables x2 and x3. Therefore the 
equation set: 

 

1 2 3 0R R R    
 

(28) 

can be solved with a method similar to that used for spherical wrists. Variable x1 can be 
hidden in the coefficients, and a partial homogenization with respect to x2 and x3 yields a set 
of three homogeneous equations in three unknowns of degree four. A resultant polynomial 
in x1 can then be found through classical elimination methods. 
 

    
a)                                                                   b) 

Fig. 10. a) Positive critical points of manipulator T1; 

            b) All critical points of manipulator T1. 

 
Fig. 11. The steepest ascent and descent paths are all singularity-free. 

 

Unfortunately, in this way the condition 4 0T   has not been directly imposed: Eq.(28) is not 
completely equivalent to Eq.(27), which introduces extraneous solutions. The author has 
found no way to factor out such extraneous solutions from the resultant polynomial, 
however they can be easily detected, for they do not satisfy the condition 4 0T  . 
Once all real solutions have been found by numerically solving the resultant polynomial, 
and all extraneous solutions have been cancelled, all critical points of J are known. The 
classification of critical points, and the determination of steepest ascent paths is then 
analogous to the one proposed in Section 4.1 for spherical wrists. 
Manipulator T1 is now considered as a numerical example. According to the conventional 
parameterization adopted before, T1, is defined by vectors reported in Table 2. 
 

p1 p2 p3 q1 q2 q3 r1 r2 r3 

(1,0,0) (0,1,0) (0,1,-1) (1,1,1) (0,1,-1) (1,1,1) (1,0,1) / 2
 

(1,0,1) / 2
 

(1,0,1) / 2
 

Table 2. Parameters defining manipulator T1 

 
In the workspace of T1 there are three positive maxima and two positive 2-saddles, shown in 
Fig. 10. a) Positive critical points of manipulator T1;Fig. 10a through the conventional ball 
visualization proposed in Fig. 9. Fig. 10a also shows the steepest ascent paths (black lines), 
departing from the positive 2-saddles and reaching the maxima. It can be seen that maxima 
M2 and M3 are joined, while no paths reach maximum M1. Therefore there are two positive 
regions, free of parallel and constraint singularities. 
There are five negative minima and four negative 1-saddles, and the network of steepest 
descent paths is such that there are also two negative regions. 
Fig. 10b shows all relevant critical points: the positive maxima are depicted as upward 
bound cones, the negative minima as downward bound cones, and the saddle points as 
spheres. The network of singularity-free steepest ascent and descent paths is represented as 
black lines.  
Fig. 11 shows two rotated views of the locus 0J  . The outer spherical boundary belongs to 
the locus, but it has not been plotted, in order for the inside of the ball to be visible. The 
darker surface inside the ball represents the locus of parallel singularities, whereas the 
brighter surface the locus of constraint singularities. The intersection curve of the two 
surfaces is a set of singular degenerate critical points, that have been ruled out from the 
determination of critical points by means of the polynomial division. It is possible to verify 
that the steepest ascent and descent paths never cross the spherical boundary, nor the 
parallel and constraint singularity loci.  

 
4.3 3RRR Planar manipulators 
A 3RRR planar manipulator with general structure is depicted in Fig. 12. The platform is 
connected to the rigid frame through three legs, composed of two connecting rods and three 
revolute joints, with the middle one actuated. 
The center of the ith leg revolute joint on the fixed frame is indicated by Pi, whereas the 
center of the ith leg revolute joint on the platform is indicated by Qi. The center of the 
actuated revolute joint of the ith leg is denoted by Ri. 
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parallel and constraint singularity loci.  

 
4.3 3RRR Planar manipulators 
A 3RRR planar manipulator with general structure is depicted in Fig. 12. The platform is 
connected to the rigid frame through three legs, composed of two connecting rods and three 
revolute joints, with the middle one actuated. 
The center of the ith leg revolute joint on the fixed frame is indicated by Pi, whereas the 
center of the ith leg revolute joint on the platform is indicated by Qi. The center of the 
actuated revolute joint of the ith leg is denoted by Ri. 
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The kinematic structure of the platform can be determined through the three parameters u2, 
u3, and v3, defining the coordinates of Q1, Q2, and Q3 in the reference frame uQ1v attached to 
the platform, as shown in Fig. 12..  Analogously, the kinematic structure of the fixed frame is 
given by the three parameters a2, a3, and b3, defining the coordinates of P1, P2, and P3 in the 
fixed reference frame xP1 y. The ith leg can be defined through the lengths of the two 
connecting rods: li and mi (see Fig. 12). Thus twelve parameters are used to define a 3RRR 
manipulator. 
This class of planar manipulators have been widely studied, and often used as an example, 
due to its simple kinematic architecture. Workspace analysis methods for similar 
manipulators were proposed in (Pennock & Kassner, 1993) and (Merlet et al.,1998) and the 
singularity locus of analogous manipulators was defined and studied in (Sefrioui & 
Gosselin, 1995) and (Wang & Gosselin, 1997). 
The workspace of a 3RRR planar manipulator is a subset of the manifold containing all 
possible positions of the platform in the plane. Each point of the workspace will be 
identified by the coordinates x and y of point Q1 in the fixed reference frame xP1y and by the 
angle   between x- and u-axes. 

 
Fig. 12. A 3RRR manipulator. 
 
The position of the ith actuator is given by the angle  , between the two rods composing 
each leg. Any point in the jointspace is therefore identified by the three angles 1 2 3( , , )   .   
Any configuration of the manipulator can be represented through the six parameters  

1 2 3( , , , , , )x y     . However, not any combination of these six parameters identifies a 
configuration of the manipulator, for the ensuing constraints imposed by the three legs must 
be satisfied: 

 

f 0  
 

(29) 

where f=( f1,  f2,  f3), and 
 

2 2 2(P Q ( , , )) 2 cos ,        1,2,3i i i i i i i if x y l m m l i        
 

(30) 

Eq.(29) can be easily derived by expressing the coordinates of each Qi in the fixed reference 
frame xP1y, and by applying Carnot theorem to the three triangles PiQiRi. 
The configuration space can be represented as the three dimensional manifold C described 
by Eq. (29) and embedded in the six dimensional manifold containing all the possible 
vectors 1 2 3( , , , , , )x y     . 

 

Unlike the manipulators presented so far, the configuration space of planar 3RRR 
manipulators does not coincide with the workspace, and might be composed of more than 
one assembly configuration, therefore the proposed method will be applied to determine 
also the number of ACs and existence of feasible paths between any two configurations. 
In order to derive the equation of the singularity locus the relationship between the first 
order displacements of the platform and the actuators is needed. Such relationship is 
obtained by differentiating Eq. (29): 

 

  
 

 
f fs q 0
s q

 

 

(31) 

where s=(x, y,  ) and q=(1, 2, 3). Parallel singularities occur when the platform can 
undergo infinitesimal displacements s, even though all actuators are locked, i.e. q 
vanishes. Thus all singular points must satisfy the condition: 

 

( , , ) det 0J x y      

f
s

 

 

(32) 

The singularity locus is a two-dimensional manifold defined by the zero level-set of the 
function J , on the three-dimensional configuration space C.  
Lagrange’s optimization method is used again to find out critical points. The Lagrangian 
function L can be defined as: 

 

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 1 2 2 3 3( , , , , , , , , )L x y J f f f              
 

(33) 

where f1,  f2, and f3, are defined by Eq.(30). The critical points of J  constrained on C are the 
points where the gradient of L with respect to all its nine variables vanishes.  
By equating to zero the derivatives of L with respect to the ith actuator angle i, the ensuing 
equations are obtained: 

 

sin( ) 0,           =1,2,3.i i i    
 

(34) 

Therefore, the following four cases are given. 
Case a): All Lagrange’s multipliers i are not equal to zero. 
In this case the sine of the three angles i must vanish (Eq.(34)), thus all three legs are 
completely outstretched or folded-up, for i is equal to 0 or . Such positions can be obtained 
by substituting all possible combinations of 0 and  into each i of Eq.(29), which is 
reobtained as derivatives of L with respect to Lagrange’s multipliers. By subtracting the first 
equation of Eq.(29) from the last two, two linear equations in x and y are obtained. From 
these linear equations, x and y can be determined as functions of the sine and cosine of , 
and back substituted into the first of Eq. (29), yielding a trigonometric equation in , which 
is easily solved through standard techniques. Lagrange’s multipliers, which are useful for 
the classification of critical points, can be determined through the remaining derivatives of 
L. 
Case b): ith Lagrange’s multiplier is equal to zero. 
In this case, only the sines of j and k vanish, with j and k different from i. Analogous to the 
previous case, two equations for x, y, and  are obtained by substituting all possible 
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combinations of 0 and  into the cosine of j and k, in the jth and the kth equations of Eq. (29). 
By subtracting one of such equations from the other, a linear equation in x is obtained: 

 

( , ) ( , ) 0g y x h y    (35) 

which yields x as a function of y and . By equating to zero the derivatives of L with respect 
to x, y, and , the ensuing equation is obtained: 

 

( , , ) (1, , )Tj kx y      A 0  
 

(36) 

where A is a 33 matrix, whose columns contain the gradients of J , fj, and fk with respect to 
variables x, y, and . Eq.(36) implies that the determinant of A must vanish, which yields the 
third condition in x, y, and . By substituting the expression of x obtained from Eq.(35) into 
this equation and into the jth equation of Eq.(29), the variable x is eliminated, and two 
polynomial equations in y and the tangent of /2 are obtained, which can be easily solved 
through Sylvester dyalitic elimination method (see Salmon, 1885). Among the solutions just 
obtained, there are some extraneous solutions, which can be easily got rid of, for at such 
solutions the two coefficients g and h of Eq.(35) vanish. The angles j and k are equal to 0 or 
, whilst the angle i can be derived from the ith equation of Eq. (29). The jth and kth 
Lagrange’s multipliers are obtained from Eq. (36), and the ith is obviously zero. 
Case c): ith and jth Lagrange’s multipliers vanish. 
By equating to zero the derivatives of L with respect to x, y, and , the ensuing equation is 
obtained: 

 

( , , ) (1, )Tkx y    B 0  
 

(37) 

Where B is a 32 matrix, whose columns contain the gradients of J  and fk with respect to 
variables x, y, and . Eq.(37) implies that all the three 22 minors of B are singular, which 
yields three equations. By considering two of the three conditions just derived, along with 
the equation obtained by substituting 0 or  into k in the kth equation of Eq. (29), three 
equations in the variables x, y, and   are obtained, which can be solved analogously to case 
b). It is possible to prove that, by equating to zero only two of the three 22 minor 
determinants, some extraneous solutions are introduced, which do not make the third 
determinant vanish. By imposing this last condition, it is possible get rid of such extraneous 
solutions. 
Case d): All Lagrange’s multipliers are equal to zero. 
In this case the gradient of J  with respect to x, y, and  must vanish, which yields two 
linear equations in x and y, and a quadratic equation in x and y. This equation set can be 
solved by techniques analogous to case a). 
 Once the critical points are determined, they are all classified by means of the bordered 
Hessian, as discussed in Section 4.1, and the maximum increase and decrease directions in 
the neighbourhoods of the saddle points are determined. 
Two numerical examples are presented hereafter, manipulators P1 and P2. The kinematical 
structure of the two examples is summarized in Table 3, according to the parameterization 
adopted. 
 

 

a2 a3 b3 u2 u3 v3 l1 m1 l2 m2 l3 m3 

P1 10 3 10 10 3 3 1 2 10 2 6 7 
P2 10 3 10 10 3 3 1 2 4 2 5 6 

Table 3. Parameters defining manipulators P1 and P2 . 
 
In manipulator P1 there are four positive maxima, nine positive 2-saddles, four negative 2-
saddles, and no negative maxima. The four positive maxima are shown in Fig. 13a. Maxima 
M1 and M2 are joined by steepest ascent paths starting from some of the positive 2-saddles, 
while M3 and M4 are not connected to any other maximum by any steepest ascent path 
starting from any positive or negative 2-saddle. There are three ACs: one containing M1 and 
M2, and the other two containing M3 and M4. Manipulator P1 was generated by imposing 
that the loop composed by leg 1, leg 2, the platform and the frame have two ACs, through 
the condition derived in (Foster & Cipra, 1998), and that leg 3 be able to completely 
outstretch in one of such ACs, but not in the other. Therefore one of the two ACs of the loop 
is split into two ACs by the fact that leg 3 can never outstretch, nor fold back. 
 

    
a)                                                                      b) 

Fig. 13. a) The four maxima of manipulator P1. 
              b) Three maxima of manipulator  P2. 
 
The analysis of the negative critical points shows that each of the tree ACs is split into two 
PSFRs, one positive, and one negative. Therefore, if the sign of the Jacobian determinant is 
the same at two configurations belonging to the same AC, a singularity-free path connecting 
them always exists. 
However, the ACs are not always split into two PSFRs only, as manipulator P2 shows. In 
manipulator P2 there is only one AC, therefore any configuration of the manipulator is 
reachable, but this AC is split into four PSFRs, three positive and one negative. Fig. 12b 
shows three positive maxima belonging to the three positive PSFRs: many feasible paths 
connect these three configurations where the Jacobian determinant is positive, but none of 
them is free of parallel singularities. 
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7. Conclusion 
 

This work presented a numerical method able to count and identify the PSFRs and the ACs 
carved by the singularity locus in the configuration space of a manipulator, and its 
application to three types of parallel manipulators.  
In principle, this method works for any manipulator, but some very particular cases, where 
there are degenerate critical points of the Jacobian determinant. The application is rather 
simple, except the determination of all critical points of the Jacobian determinant on the 
configuration space. This part of the procedure reduces in most cases to the determination of 
all solutions to a polynomial equation set, that might be a very hard task in practice, 
although it is always theoretically possible.  
However, if the determination of the critical points of the Jacobian determinant is viable, like 
the presented examples, the proposed method represents a stable and powerful tool for 
analyzing the topology of the singularity locus and for planning singularity-free paths. 
The proposed method does not take into account the possible reduction of configuration 
space of a manipulator due to the mechanical interference between the links, or by actuator 
limits. The analysis of the singularity locus under the additional constraint that no collision 
between the links takes place is a possible future development of the proposed method, as 
well as its application to more parallel manipulators with six degrees of freedom.  
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1. Introduction

Robotics has been a paradigm for science in the last few decades. At first, scientists’ efforts
were devoted to the solution of the problem of planning and control of the motion of robot ma-
nipulators. However, the motion control of robot manipulators in unstructured environments
is today an attractive scientific problem. An interesting solution for motion control is the
use of sensor information, such as computer vision, in the system’s feedback. Several works
and tools have been developed in recent years in this field (Corke; 2005), (Chaumette and
Hutchinson; 2006). The more typical approaches consider visual perception for servoing and
for the so called look and move (Hutchinson et al.; 1996). Visual servoing (Kelly et al.; 2000) can
be classified into two approaches: camera-in-hand or camera-to-hand (Flandin et al.; 2000).
In camera-to-hand robotic systems, multiple cameras or a single camera fixed in the world-
coordinate frame capture images of both, the robot and its environment. The tracking of the
object with visual feedback can be made in 2D or 3D. An interesting solution for the visual
servoing of camera-in hand robot manipulators in 2D can be found in e. g. (Bonfe et al.; 2002)
and (Hernández et al.; 2008) where stability demonstration of a decoupled controller have
been presented. For 3D tracking some solutions reported are look and move controller, with
one camera (Sim et al.; 2002) or more than one camera (Xie et al.; 2005). A 3D visual servoing
with stability analysis in continuous time is presented by (Hernández et al.; 2008a) and (Kelly
et al.; 2006) present a direct visual servoing with transpose Jacobian control technique for reg-
ulation of robot manipulators in the 3D Cartesian space. In a similar vein (Enescu et al.; 2006)
present mobile robot navigation for person tracking using a stereo head-camera.
In this chapter, we consider the control problem of camera-in-hand robot manipulators in 2D
and 3D. In both cases only one camera is mounted on the robot’s arm, which supplies visual
information of the environment, with the aim of moving the manipulator by maintaining the
image of the tracked object (a sphere) in the centre of the image plane, despite the possible
movements of the object. In the 3D control the constant radius is used as a feature too. In this
work, the proposed control system considers two loops in cascade, an internal loop solving
the robots’ joint control, and an external loop implementing a dynamic look and move visual
controller. A stability analysis in discrete time is developed under the conditions that it is
possible to approximate the dynamic effect of the internal loop as an external loop time delay
(Corke; 1996) and (Bonfe et al.; 2002). The more classic presentations of servovisual control
are velocity controllers, based in the term feature Jacobian,(Chaumette and Hutchinson; 2006)
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Fig. 1. Camera-in-hand robotic system

(Chaumette and Hutchinson; 2007), but we present the robotic and vision systems modeled
for small variations about the operating point for position control and in these conditions the
stability of the whole system are balanced.
A particular study is made using an ASEA IRB6 robot manipulator which has mechanically
decoupled wrist. This allows keeping the orientation of the camera’s optical axis while the
arm is moving.
In order to validate the proposed control system, a general stability analysis is presented and
an analysis of the step response in a regulator type system is made. The disturbance is inter-
preted as initial conditions. To illustrate the proposed controller, the control system stability
and its performance, both simulation results as well as experimental results using the ASEA
IRB6 robot manipulator are presented. Our experimental results confirm the expected step
response in the image plane, with good time performance and zero steady-state error.

2. Robotic System Model

As shown in Fig. 1, the robotic system considered has a robot manipulator with a camera in its
hand. The basic mathematical description of this system consists of the robot and the camera
model.

2.1 Robot Kinematics Model
The kinematics of a manipulator gives the relationship between the joint positions q and the
corresponding tool translational (x, y, z) and angular position (α, β, γ). For an n-axis rigid
link manipulator, the forward kinematic solution, T, could be computed for any manipulator,

irrespective of the number of joints or kinematic structure (Barrientos et al.; 1997). A generic
mathematical representation could be:

[
x y z α β γ

]T
= f (q1, q2, . . . , qn) = T (1)

For manipulator path planning, the inverse kinematic solution T−1 gives the joint angles q re-
quired to reach the specified tool’s position. In general this solution is non-unique (Barrientos
et al.; 1997). A generic mathematical representation could be:

q =
[

q1 q2 . . . qn
]T

= g(x, y, z, α, β, γ) = T−1 (2)

2.2 Robot Dynamics Model
In the absence of friction or other disturbances, the dynamics of a serial n-link rigid robot
manipulator can be written as (Kelly and Santibáñez; 2003)

M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + g(q) = τ (3)

where:

M(q) n × n symmetric positive definite manipulator inertia matrix
q n × 1 vector of joint displacements
C(q) n × 1 vector of centripetal and Coriolis torques
g(q) n × 1 vector of gravitational torques
τ n × 1 vector of applied joint torques

2.3 Camera Model
According to Fig. 1 we consider a vision system mounted on the robot tool, with coordinate
frame, ΣC, which moves in the space < XR, YR, ZR > of the robot coordinate frame ΣR. The
origin of the camera coordinate frame (tool frame) with respect to the robot coordinate frame

is represented by the vector PR
Corg with coordinates

[
pR

xc pR
yc pR

zc

]T
∈ �3.

Points of interest in the workspace are identified as pC
o with coordinates[

pC
xo pC

yo pC
zo

]T
∈ �3 in the camera reference system ΣC, and pR

o =
[

pR
xo pR

yo pR
zo

]T
∈ �3 in the robot reference system ΣR.

2.3.1 Camera Model for Visual-Based 2D Control
The image acquired by the camera supplies a two-dimensional (2D) array of brightness values
from a three-dimensional (3D) scene. This image may undergo various types of computer
processing to enhance image properties and extract image features. In this paper we work
with a known spherical object with radius ro. The centre of gravity is used as object features
(state) for the 2D control. We assume that the image features are the projection into the 2D
image plane of the 3D characteristics of the scene.
The object moves in a plane parallel to the plane < YC, ZC > of the camera coordinate frame
ΣC. The camera’s optical axis coincides with XC axis.
A perspective projection with a focal λ is assumed. The point pC

o with coordinates[
pC

xo pC
yo pC

zo

]T
in the camera frame projects onto a point (u, v) (pixel) on the image

plane.
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(Chaumette and Hutchinson; 2007), but we present the robotic and vision systems modeled
for small variations about the operating point for position control and in these conditions the
stability of the whole system are balanced.
A particular study is made using an ASEA IRB6 robot manipulator which has mechanically
decoupled wrist. This allows keeping the orientation of the camera’s optical axis while the
arm is moving.
In order to validate the proposed control system, a general stability analysis is presented and
an analysis of the step response in a regulator type system is made. The disturbance is inter-
preted as initial conditions. To illustrate the proposed controller, the control system stability
and its performance, both simulation results as well as experimental results using the ASEA
IRB6 robot manipulator are presented. Our experimental results confirm the expected step
response in the image plane, with good time performance and zero steady-state error.

2. Robotic System Model

As shown in Fig. 1, the robotic system considered has a robot manipulator with a camera in its
hand. The basic mathematical description of this system consists of the robot and the camera
model.

2.1 Robot Kinematics Model
The kinematics of a manipulator gives the relationship between the joint positions q and the
corresponding tool translational (x, y, z) and angular position (α, β, γ). For an n-axis rigid
link manipulator, the forward kinematic solution, T, could be computed for any manipulator,

irrespective of the number of joints or kinematic structure (Barrientos et al.; 1997). A generic
mathematical representation could be:

[
x y z α β γ

]T
= f (q1, q2, . . . , qn) = T (1)

For manipulator path planning, the inverse kinematic solution T−1 gives the joint angles q re-
quired to reach the specified tool’s position. In general this solution is non-unique (Barrientos
et al.; 1997). A generic mathematical representation could be:

q =
[

q1 q2 . . . qn
]T

= g(x, y, z, α, β, γ) = T−1 (2)

2.2 Robot Dynamics Model
In the absence of friction or other disturbances, the dynamics of a serial n-link rigid robot
manipulator can be written as (Kelly and Santibáñez; 2003)

M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + g(q) = τ (3)

where:

M(q) n × n symmetric positive definite manipulator inertia matrix
q n × 1 vector of joint displacements
C(q) n × 1 vector of centripetal and Coriolis torques
g(q) n × 1 vector of gravitational torques
τ n × 1 vector of applied joint torques

2.3 Camera Model
According to Fig. 1 we consider a vision system mounted on the robot tool, with coordinate
frame, ΣC, which moves in the space < XR, YR, ZR > of the robot coordinate frame ΣR. The
origin of the camera coordinate frame (tool frame) with respect to the robot coordinate frame

is represented by the vector PR
Corg with coordinates

[
pR

xc pR
yc pR

zc

]T
∈ �3.

Points of interest in the workspace are identified as pC
o with coordinates[

pC
xo pC

yo pC
zo

]T
∈ �3 in the camera reference system ΣC, and pR

o =
[

pR
xo pR

yo pR
zo

]T
∈ �3 in the robot reference system ΣR.

2.3.1 Camera Model for Visual-Based 2D Control
The image acquired by the camera supplies a two-dimensional (2D) array of brightness values
from a three-dimensional (3D) scene. This image may undergo various types of computer
processing to enhance image properties and extract image features. In this paper we work
with a known spherical object with radius ro. The centre of gravity is used as object features
(state) for the 2D control. We assume that the image features are the projection into the 2D
image plane of the 3D characteristics of the scene.
The object moves in a plane parallel to the plane < YC, ZC > of the camera coordinate frame
ΣC. The camera’s optical axis coincides with XC axis.
A perspective projection with a focal λ is assumed. The point pC

o with coordinates[
pC

xo pC
yo pC

zo

]T
in the camera frame projects onto a point (u, v) (pixel) on the image

plane.
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Let pC
o be the position of the object’s centre of gravity. According to the perspective projection

(Hutchinson et al.; 1996), we have

ξ =

[
u
v

]
= −α

λ

pC
xo

[
pC

yo
pC

zo

]
(4)

where α is the scaling factor in pixels per meter due to the camera sampling, λ is the focal
length of the camera lens. This model is also called the imaging model (Kelly et al.; 2000).
The object distance pC

xo along the camera’s optical axis XC is constant.
The orientation of the camera frame with respect to the robot frame in the plane < YR, ZR >
of ΣR is denoted by RC

R = RC
R(ψ) ∈ SO(2)

where

RC
R(ψ) =

[
Cψ −Sψ
Sψ Cψ

]
(5)

Where Si is sin(i) and Ci is cos(i), with ψ being the mechanical angle between ΣC and ΣR.
Note that RC

R(ψ) is an orthogonal matrix.
Following the configuration of Fig. 1, and taking into account equation (5), it is possible to
obtain the y and z components of vector pC

o as:
[

pC
yo

pC
zo

]
= RC

R(ψ)
T
([

pR
yo

pR
zo

]
−

[
pR

yc
pR

zc

])

and finally, according to (4) and (5)we obtain:

ξ =

[
u
v

]
= −h

[
Cψ Sψ
−Sψ Cψ

] ([
pR

yo
pR

zo

]
−

[
pR

yc
pR

zc

])
(6)

Where h = α λ
pC

xo
.

2.3.2 Camera Model for Visual-Based 3D Control
In the 3D control the object moves in the space < XR, YR, ZR > of the robot coordinate frame
ΣR; and the camera’s optical axis coincide with the ZC axis of the camera’s coordinate frame
ΣC. We continue work with a known spherical object with radius ro; and in this case the object
features (state) are the centre of gravity and image radio.
According to this consideration Equation (4) becomes:

ξ =

[
u
v

]
= −α

λ

pC
zo

[
pC

xo
pC

yo

]
(7)

In order to estimate the object’s distance pC
zo along the camera’s optical axis ZC it is possible to

use a well-known object size and the corresponding apparent size in the image plane (Corke;
1996). Our object is a sphere with radius ro and the apparent image radius is r. Following
Equation (7), pC

zo, ro and r can be related by,

r = − αλro

pC
zo

(8)

Finally combining Equations (7) and (8) we define the object state (feature) vector:

ξ ′ =




u
v
r


 = −α

λ

pC
zo




pC
xo

pC
yo

ro


 (9)

The orientation of the camera frame, ΣC, with respect to the robot frame, ΣR is denoted by
R′R

C = R′R
C(φ, θ, ψ) ∈ SO(3) where RR

C can be described by Euler angles (Barrientos et al.;
1997).
Let (φ, θ, ψ) being the given set of Euler angles, the following rotations: Frame rotation by the
angle φ about axis Z, frame rotation by the angle θ about axis Y′ and frame rotation by the
angle ψ about axis Z′′.
In this case the rotation matrix is:

R′R
C(φ, θ, ψ) =




CφCθCψ − SφSψ −CφCθSψ − SφCψ CφSθ
SφCθCψ + CφSψ −SφCθSψ + CφCψ SφSθ

−SθCψ SθSψ Cθ


 (10)

Following the configuration of Fig. 1, and taking into account Equation (10), it is possible to
obtain the components of vector pC

o as:




pC
xo

pC
yo

pC
zo


 = R′R

C(φ, θ, ψ)T






pR
xo

pR
yo

pR
zo


−




pR
xc

pR
yc

pR
zc




 (11)

2.3.3 Linear Camera Model
According to Fig. 1, the axes ZR and ZC are parallel and, for simplicity in the analysis, they
are taken with the same direction. In this case, the Euler’s angles are φ = 0, θ = 0 and ψ varies
according the rotation of the robot’s base. In these conditions Equation (10) becomes:

R′R
C(ψ) =




Cψ −Sψ 0
Sψ Cψ 0
0 0 1


 (12)

According to the assumption A2.1, only a small variation about the operating point will be
taken into account. If we set ψ0 = 0 as operating point and take the linear approximation of
(12), the variations of Equation (11) can be written as:




δpC
xo

δpC
yo

δpC
zo


 =




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1








δpR
xo

δpR
yo

δpR
zo


−




δpR
xc

δpR
yc

δpR
zc




 (13)

We can express their perturbation using Taylor series expansion. Since we look for a linear
dependency on the variables, we only use the first order terms of the series. With this analysis
Equation (9) becomes:

δξ ′ =




δu
δv
δr


 = −α

λ

pC
zo




δpC
xo

δpC
yo

− roδpC
zo

pC
zo


 (14)

and finally, according to (13) and (14) we obtain:
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Let pC
o be the position of the object’s centre of gravity. According to the perspective projection

(Hutchinson et al.; 1996), we have

ξ =

[
u
v

]
= −α

λ

pC
xo

[
pC

yo
pC

zo

]
(4)

where α is the scaling factor in pixels per meter due to the camera sampling, λ is the focal
length of the camera lens. This model is also called the imaging model (Kelly et al.; 2000).
The object distance pC

xo along the camera’s optical axis XC is constant.
The orientation of the camera frame with respect to the robot frame in the plane < YR, ZR >
of ΣR is denoted by RC

R = RC
R(ψ) ∈ SO(2)

where

RC
R(ψ) =

[
Cψ −Sψ
Sψ Cψ

]
(5)

Where Si is sin(i) and Ci is cos(i), with ψ being the mechanical angle between ΣC and ΣR.
Note that RC

R(ψ) is an orthogonal matrix.
Following the configuration of Fig. 1, and taking into account equation (5), it is possible to
obtain the y and z components of vector pC

o as:
[

pC
yo

pC
zo

]
= RC

R(ψ)
T
([

pR
yo

pR
zo

]
−

[
pR

yc
pR

zc

])

and finally, according to (4) and (5)we obtain:

ξ =

[
u
v

]
= −h

[
Cψ Sψ
−Sψ Cψ

] ([
pR

yo
pR

zo

]
−

[
pR

yc
pR

zc

])
(6)

Where h = α λ
pC

xo
.

2.3.2 Camera Model for Visual-Based 3D Control
In the 3D control the object moves in the space < XR, YR, ZR > of the robot coordinate frame
ΣR; and the camera’s optical axis coincide with the ZC axis of the camera’s coordinate frame
ΣC. We continue work with a known spherical object with radius ro; and in this case the object
features (state) are the centre of gravity and image radio.
According to this consideration Equation (4) becomes:

ξ =
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u
v

]
= −α

λ

pC
zo
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pC
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pC

yo

]
(7)

In order to estimate the object’s distance pC
zo along the camera’s optical axis ZC it is possible to

use a well-known object size and the corresponding apparent size in the image plane (Corke;
1996). Our object is a sphere with radius ro and the apparent image radius is r. Following
Equation (7), pC

zo, ro and r can be related by,

r = − αλro
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zo

(8)

Finally combining Equations (7) and (8) we define the object state (feature) vector:
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u
v
r


 = −α

λ

pC
zo
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 (9)

The orientation of the camera frame, ΣC, with respect to the robot frame, ΣR is denoted by
R′R

C = R′R
C(φ, θ, ψ) ∈ SO(3) where RR

C can be described by Euler angles (Barrientos et al.;
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Let (φ, θ, ψ) being the given set of Euler angles, the following rotations: Frame rotation by the
angle φ about axis Z, frame rotation by the angle θ about axis Y′ and frame rotation by the
angle ψ about axis Z′′.
In this case the rotation matrix is:
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2.3.3 Linear Camera Model
According to Fig. 1, the axes ZR and ZC are parallel and, for simplicity in the analysis, they
are taken with the same direction. In this case, the Euler’s angles are φ = 0, θ = 0 and ψ varies
according the rotation of the robot’s base. In these conditions Equation (10) becomes:

R′R
C(ψ) =




Cψ −Sψ 0
Sψ Cψ 0
0 0 1


 (12)

According to the assumption A2.1, only a small variation about the operating point will be
taken into account. If we set ψ0 = 0 as operating point and take the linear approximation of
(12), the variations of Equation (11) can be written as:




δpC
xo

δpC
yo

δpC
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 =




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1








δpR
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We can express their perturbation using Taylor series expansion. Since we look for a linear
dependency on the variables, we only use the first order terms of the series. With this analysis
Equation (9) becomes:
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 = −α

λ
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δξ ′ = −α
λ

pC
zo




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 − ro

pC
zo








δpR
xo

δpR
yo

δpR
zo


−




δpR
xc

δpR
yc

δpR
zc




 (15)

In the case of ψ �= 0 Equation (15) becomes:

δξ ′ = −h′




Cψ Sψ 0
−Sψ Cψ 0

0 0 − ro
pC

zo








δpR
xo

δpR
yo

δpR
zo


−




δpR
xc

δpR
yc

δpR
zc




 (16)

Where h′ = α λ
pC

zo
.

3. Control Problem

Recall that, our aim is moving the manipulator maintaining the image of the tracked object
(its centre of gravity) coincident to the centre of the image plane, for the 2D control; and the
image of the tracked object (its centre of gravity) coincident to the centre of the image plane
with a given image radius, for the 3D control.
The control problem is formulated as the design of a controller which computes a control
signal ∆ corresponding to the movement of the robot’s arm in such a way that the actual
image object state reaches the desired state.

3.1 2D Control Problem Formulation
For 2D control the desired state,

[
ud vd

]T , is the centre of gravity of the object’s image.
The state error being defined as:

ξ̃ = ξd − ξ =

[
ũ
ṽ

]
=

[
ud
vd

]
−

[
u
v

]

which could be calculated at every measurement time and used to move the robot in a direc-
tion allowing its decrease. Therefore, the control aims at ensuring that

lim
t→∞

ξ̃ = lim
t→∞

[
ũ(t) ṽ(t)

]T
= 0 ∈ �2

provided that the initial feature error ξ̃(0) is sufficiently small.
We make the following assumptions for the 2D control problem:

A1.0 The object is static.

A1.1 There exists a robot joint configuration qd for which ξd = ξ(qd).

A1.2 ψ is the mechanical angle between ΣC and ΣR, and can take different values but will be
constant in each experiment.

A1.3 The axes XR and XC, Fig. 1, are parallels.

A1.4 The distance pC
xo from the camera to the object is constant.

Assumption A1.0, ensures that only the control problem is evaluated. Assumption A1.1, en-
sures that the control problem is solvable. Assumption A1.2, stability condition, will be dif-
ferent for each value of ψ. Assumption A1.3 maintains the condition of equation (5).

Fig. 2. Control scheme with visual feedback

3.2 3D Control Problem Formulation
In the case of 3D control the desired state object’s image centre of gravity and radius is repre-
sented by

[
ud vd rd

]T . The state error is defined as

ξ̃ ′ = ξ ′d − ξ ′ =
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The control aims at ensuring that

lim
t→∞

ξ̃ ′ = lim
t→∞

[
ũ(t) ṽ(t) r̃(t)

]T
= 0 ∈ �3

provided that the initial feature error ξ̃ ′(0) is sufficiently small.
We make the following assumptions the 3D control problem:

A2.0 The object is static for position regulation.

A2.1 There exists a robot joint configuration qd for which ξ ′d = ξ ′(qd).

A2.2 The axes ZR and ZC, Fig. 1, are parallel.

A2.3 The initial feature error ξ̃ ′(0) is sufficiently small.

A2.4 The object moves with low velocity in following a simple trajectory.

Assumption A2.0, ensures that the regulation problem is evaluated. Assumption A2.1, en-
sures that the control problem is solvable. Assumption A2.2, conditions for Euler angles.
Assumption A2.3 makes possible the linear analysis about the operating point. Assumption
A2.4 conditions of trajectory following.

3.3 Controller With Visual Feedback
For our control problem formulation, the state vector of the object can only be measured
through the camera, as such, a direct knowledge of the desired joint position qd is not avail-
able. Nevertheless, the desired joints position can be obtained as a result of the estimated
control signal ∆ and the solution of the kinematics problems.
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A1.1 There exists a robot joint configuration qd for which ξd = ξ(qd).

A1.2 ψ is the mechanical angle between ΣC and ΣR, and can take different values but will be
constant in each experiment.

A1.3 The axes XR and XC, Fig. 1, are parallels.

A1.4 The distance pC
xo from the camera to the object is constant.

Assumption A1.0, ensures that only the control problem is evaluated. Assumption A1.1, en-
sures that the control problem is solvable. Assumption A1.2, stability condition, will be dif-
ferent for each value of ψ. Assumption A1.3 maintains the condition of equation (5).
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The control aims at ensuring that

lim
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ξ̃ ′ = lim
t→∞

[
ũ(t) ṽ(t) r̃(t)

]T
= 0 ∈ �3

provided that the initial feature error ξ̃ ′(0) is sufficiently small.
We make the following assumptions the 3D control problem:

A2.0 The object is static for position regulation.

A2.1 There exists a robot joint configuration qd for which ξ ′d = ξ ′(qd).

A2.2 The axes ZR and ZC, Fig. 1, are parallel.

A2.3 The initial feature error ξ̃ ′(0) is sufficiently small.

A2.4 The object moves with low velocity in following a simple trajectory.

Assumption A2.0, ensures that the regulation problem is evaluated. Assumption A2.1, en-
sures that the control problem is solvable. Assumption A2.2, conditions for Euler angles.
Assumption A2.3 makes possible the linear analysis about the operating point. Assumption
A2.4 conditions of trajectory following.

3.3 Controller With Visual Feedback
For our control problem formulation, the state vector of the object can only be measured
through the camera, as such, a direct knowledge of the desired joint position qd is not avail-
able. Nevertheless, the desired joints position can be obtained as a result of the estimated
control signal ∆ and the solution of the kinematics problems.
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The implemented closed-loop block diagram can be described as shown in Fig. 2. The control
system has two loops in cascade, the internal loop solving the robotsŠ joint control, and the
external loop implementing a dynamic look and move visual controller.
The inner control loop has an open control architecture; in this architecture it is possible to
implement any type of controller. One possibility is to use a non-linear controller in the state
variables, called torque-calculated (Kelly and Santibáñez; 2003)having the following control
equation:

τ = M(q)[q̈d + Kvi ˙̃q + Kpiq̃] + C(q, q̇)q̇ + g(q)

Where Kpi ∈ �n×n and Kvi ∈ �n×n are the symmetric positive-definite matrices and q̃ =
q − qd. Kelly (Kelly and Santibáñez; 2003) demonstrated that with this configuration the
system behaves in a closed loop as a linear multivariable system, decoupled for each robot’s
joint, suggesting that the matrices could be specified as:

Kpi = diag{ω2
1, . . . , ω2

n}
Kvi = diag{ω1, . . . , ωn}

In this way each joint behaves as a critically damping second order linear system with band-
width ωi. The bandwidth ωi determines the speed of response of each joint. In such way
the dynamic effect of the internal loop could be independent with regard to the external loop,
being, according to (Hernández et al.; 2008), under the conditions that:

q(t) = qd(t) ∀t > 0 (17)

Nevertheless, the vision-based control systems are fully sampled data systems. The feed-
back sensor has some dynamic characteristics such as: transport delay of pixel camera, image
processing algorithms, communication between the vision system and control computer, etc.
Åström (Astrom and Wittenmark; 1990) established that the sampling rate of digital control
systems should be between 10 and 30 time the desired closed loop bandwidth. For the case of
a 20Hz vision system the close loop bandwidth should be between 0.66 to 2 Hz.
With these conditions for the internal and external loop it is possible to make a design in order
to avoid the dynamic effect of the internal loop in relation with the dynamics of the external
loop (Lange and Hirzinger; 2003), a complete analysis of this topic can be found in (Hernández
et al.; 2008).
But, if we analyze the control problem in the field of digital control systems, other dynamic
representation of the set robot vision system could be as one or two delay units for the vision
set (Corke; 1996) or for the robot (Bonfe et al.; 2002). Using this consideration we modify
Equation (17) as,

q(k) = qd(k − 1) ∀k > 0 (18)

In this chapter, we consider a simpler approach, which consists of directly using the image
feature vectors ξ̃ for 2D control or ξ̃ ′ for 3D control, being the difference between the centre
of the image plane ξd or ξ ′d and the centre of gravity of the object in the image space ξ or ξ ′;
and for 3D control the difference between the desired radius in the image plane rd and the
actual radius of the object in the image plane r (image coordinate frame). This error depends on
the object’s absolute position, in the task space pR

o , and the camera’s centre position, pR
Corg,

according to Equations (6) 2D or (16) 3D.

Fig. 3. 2D Vision-based simplified control scheme

4. 2D Vision-based Control. Stability Analysis

A very simple I controller can be used in this control scheme (Hernández et al.; 2008), for that
case the control law can be given by:

∆ = KI

∫
ξ̃ (19)

Where KI ∈ �2×2 is the symmetric integral matrix:

KI =

[
−KI1 0

0 −KI2

]
(20)

As in Sim’s work (Sim et al.; 2002), ∆ can be interpreted as the coordinates increment in the
world space as a result of the image feature error ξ̃. Solving the inverse kinematics problem
T−1 it is possible to obtain qd. The proposed system works as a regulator system, because ξd
is constant and can be set = 0.
Taking into account Fig. 2, obtaining the discrete equivalence of the controller of Equation
(19) and according to Equations (6) and (18); a simplified diagram can be obtained as shown
in Fig. 3.
Making

K = −α λ
pC

xo

[
Cψ Sψ
−Sψ Cψ

]
= −h

[
Cψ Sψ
−Sψ Cψ

]
and KI =

[
−KI1 0

0 −KI2

]

according to Fig. 3 and if we consider the disturbance
[

δpR
xc δpR

yc

]T
as the system’s initial

conditions, the closed loop transfer function, taking a sampling period of 50ms, can be written
as:

0.05KIK
(z2 − z)

[U(z)− Y(z)] = Y(z) (21)

where

Y(z) = ξ(z)

Solving and taking the inverse Z transform we obtain:

y(k + 2)− y(k + 1) = −0.05KIKy(k) + 0.05KIKu(k) (22)
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Equation (17) as,
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according to Equations (6) 2D or (16) 3D.
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4. 2D Vision-based Control. Stability Analysis

A very simple I controller can be used in this control scheme (Hernández et al.; 2008), for that
case the control law can be given by:

∆ = KI

∫
ξ̃ (19)

Where KI ∈ �2×2 is the symmetric integral matrix:

KI =
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−KI1 0

0 −KI2
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(20)

As in Sim’s work (Sim et al.; 2002), ∆ can be interpreted as the coordinates increment in the
world space as a result of the image feature error ξ̃. Solving the inverse kinematics problem
T−1 it is possible to obtain qd. The proposed system works as a regulator system, because ξd
is constant and can be set = 0.
Taking into account Fig. 2, obtaining the discrete equivalence of the controller of Equation
(19) and according to Equations (6) and (18); a simplified diagram can be obtained as shown
in Fig. 3.
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conditions, the closed loop transfer function, taking a sampling period of 50ms, can be written
as:
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(z2 − z)

[U(z)− Y(z)] = Y(z) (21)

where

Y(z) = ξ(z)

Solving and taking the inverse Z transform we obtain:

y(k + 2)− y(k + 1) = −0.05KIKy(k) + 0.05KIKu(k) (22)
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Fig. 4. Root-locus of axis model for: a) I controller with closed poles for gain hKIi = 10. b) PI
controller with Closed poles for gain hKIi = 30

Taking into account that the aim is moving the manipulator maintaining the image of the
tracked object (its centre of gravity) coincident to the centre of the image plane, we can make
u=0 and v=0, then u=0 and (22) becomes

y(k + 2) = y(k + 1)− 0.15KIKy(k) (23)

The Equations (23) can be represented in the state space as
[

y(k + 1)
y(k + 2)

]
=

[
0 I

−0.15KIK I

] [
y(k)

y(k + 1)

]
(24)

where

Φ =

[
0 I

−0.15KIK I

]
=




0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

−0.05hCψKI1 −0.05hSψKI2 1 0
0.05hSψKI1 −0.05hCψKI2 0 1




In this work a robot manipulator ASEA IRB6 with camera in hand is used as case study. This
type of robot has the wrist mechanically decoupled from the arm’s movements, this allows to
maintain the orientation of the camera. It is possible to establish ψ constant and for simplicity
we set ψ = 0.
With this consideration and according to Equation (4) Equation (24) can be transformed into
two decoupled control systems, one in each axis. The representation of these systems in the
space state is:

[
v(k + 1)
v(k + 2)

]
=

[
0 1

−0.05hKI1 1

] [
v(k)

v(k + 1)

]
(25)

[
u(k + 1)
u(k + 2)

]
=

[
0 1

−0.05hKI2 1

] [
u(k)

u(k + 1)

]
(26)

The system’s stability is determined by the roots of the characteristic polynomial of matrix Φ.
In these conditions it is easy to design the regulator for each axis.
A better illustration is shown by the root-locus diagram of the systems (25) or (26), given
in Fig. 4 a), where instability is clearly indicated as the loop gain increases. If we use a PI
controller, including a zero in z = −0.2, the diagram of Fig. 4 a) is modified as is shown in
Fig. 4 b). In this case the stability condition of the system has been increased.
With the PI controller Equations (25) and (26) are modifed as:

[
v(k + 1)
v(k + 2)

]
=

[
0 1

−0.01hKI1 1 − 0.05hKI1

] [
v(k)

v(k + 1)

]
(27)

[
u(k + 1)
u(k + 2)

]
=

[
0 1

−0.01hKI2 1 − 0.05hKI2

] [
u(k)

u(k + 1)

]
(28)

5. 3D Vision-based Control. Stability Analysis

Similar to the 2D vision-based control analysis, we use a very simple I controller in the control
scheme, for that case the control law is given by:

∆′ = K′
I

∫
ξ̃ ′ (29)

Where K′
I ∈ �3×3 is the symmetrical integral matrix:

K′
I =




−K′
I1

0 0
0 −K′

I2
0

0 0 K′
I3


 (30)

In this case too, ∆′ can be interpreted as the coordinates increment in the world space as a
result of the image feature error ξ̃ ′. Solving the inverse kinematics problem T−1 it is possible to
obtain qd. An analysis of this control scheme in continuous time can be found in (Hernández
et al.; 2008a), where also the control performance in following simple trajectories in 3D is
presented.
The system works as regulator, because ξ ′d is constant and can be set = 0. In these condi-
tions, following the analysis of Section 4, using Equations (15) and (29) the system’s output[

u(k) v(k) r(k)
]T , can be obtained as decoupled equations by axis, as:
[

v(k + 1)
v(k + 2)

]
=

[
0 1

−0.05h′K′
I1

1

] [
v(k)

v(k + 1)

]
(31)

[
u(k + 1)
u(k + 2)

]
=

[
0 1

−0.05h′K′
I2

1

] [
u(k)

u(k + 1)

]
(32)

[
r(k + 1)
r(k + 2)

]
=

[
0 1

−0.05 h′ro
pC

zo
K′

I3
1

] [
r(k)

r(k + 1)

]
(33)

We considered the disturbance
[

δpR
xo δpR

yo δpR
zo

]T
as system initial conditions.

With ψ �= 0 as operating point, for the three previous Equations, according Equation (16),
only (33) is enabled. Its stability analysis can be done in a Root-locus similar to Fig. 4. For the
analysis along the axes v and u Equation (16) can be simplified as:
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Fig. 4. Root-locus of axis model for: a) I controller with closed poles for gain hKIi = 10. b) PI
controller with Closed poles for gain hKIi = 30

Taking into account that the aim is moving the manipulator maintaining the image of the
tracked object (its centre of gravity) coincident to the centre of the image plane, we can make
u=0 and v=0, then u=0 and (22) becomes

y(k + 2) = y(k + 1)− 0.15KIKy(k) (23)

The Equations (23) can be represented in the state space as
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In this work a robot manipulator ASEA IRB6 with camera in hand is used as case study. This
type of robot has the wrist mechanically decoupled from the arm’s movements, this allows to
maintain the orientation of the camera. It is possible to establish ψ constant and for simplicity
we set ψ = 0.
With this consideration and according to Equation (4) Equation (24) can be transformed into
two decoupled control systems, one in each axis. The representation of these systems in the
space state is:
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=
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−0.05hKI1 1
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=
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0 1

−0.05hKI2 1

] [
u(k)

u(k + 1)

]
(26)

The system’s stability is determined by the roots of the characteristic polynomial of matrix Φ.
In these conditions it is easy to design the regulator for each axis.
A better illustration is shown by the root-locus diagram of the systems (25) or (26), given
in Fig. 4 a), where instability is clearly indicated as the loop gain increases. If we use a PI
controller, including a zero in z = −0.2, the diagram of Fig. 4 a) is modified as is shown in
Fig. 4 b). In this case the stability condition of the system has been increased.
With the PI controller Equations (25) and (26) are modifed as:
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5. 3D Vision-based Control. Stability Analysis

Similar to the 2D vision-based control analysis, we use a very simple I controller in the control
scheme, for that case the control law is given by:

∆′ = K′
I

∫
ξ̃ ′ (29)

Where K′
I ∈ �3×3 is the symmetrical integral matrix:

K′
I =
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 (30)

In this case too, ∆′ can be interpreted as the coordinates increment in the world space as a
result of the image feature error ξ̃ ′. Solving the inverse kinematics problem T−1 it is possible to
obtain qd. An analysis of this control scheme in continuous time can be found in (Hernández
et al.; 2008a), where also the control performance in following simple trajectories in 3D is
presented.
The system works as regulator, because ξ ′d is constant and can be set = 0. In these condi-
tions, following the analysis of Section 4, using Equations (15) and (29) the system’s output[

u(k) v(k) r(k)
]T , can be obtained as decoupled equations by axis, as:
[

v(k + 1)
v(k + 2)

]
=

[
0 1

−0.05h′K′
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1

] [
v(k)
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]
(31)

[
u(k + 1)
u(k + 2)

]
=

[
0 1

−0.05h′K′
I2

1

] [
u(k)

u(k + 1)

]
(32)

[
r(k + 1)
r(k + 2)

]
=

[
0 1

−0.05 h′ro
pC

zo
K′

I3
1

] [
r(k)

r(k + 1)

]
(33)

We considered the disturbance
[

δpR
xo δpR

yo δpR
zo

]T
as system initial conditions.

With ψ �= 0 as operating point, for the three previous Equations, according Equation (16),
only (33) is enabled. Its stability analysis can be done in a Root-locus similar to Fig. 4. For the
analysis along the axes v and u Equation (16) can be simplified as:
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Fig. 5. 3D Vision-based simplified control scheme
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For simplicity the δ has been avoided in Equations.
Taking into account Fig. 2 and according to Equation (17) a simplified diagram can be obtained
as shown in Fig. 5.
Making
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]

according to Fig. 5 and if we consider the disturbance
[

δpR
xo δpR

yo

]T
as the system’s initial

conditions, the closed loop transfer function, taking a sampling period of 50ms, can be written
as:
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K′

(z2 − z)
[U(z)− Y(z)] = Y(z) (35)

where

Y(z) = ξ ′′(z) (36)

solving and taking the inverse Z transform we obtain:

y(k + 2)− y(k + 1) = −0.15K′
IR

K′y(k) + 0.15K′
IR

K′u(k) (37)

In the same way as in Section 4, we can make u=0 and v=0, then u=0 and (37) becomes

y(k + 2) = y(k + 1)− 0.15K′
IR

K′y(k) (38)

The Equations (38) can be represented in the state space as
[

y(k + 1)
y(k + 2)

]
=

[
0 I

−0.05K′
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] [
y(k)

y(k + 1)

]

and

Fig. 6. a) Module of the two complex conjugated roots of the characteristic equation of I
controller for K′

I1,2
= 1, in relation with ψ. b) Module of the angle limit for the stability of I

controller in dependence of KI1,2
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The system’s stability is determined by the roots of the characteristic polynomial of matrix
Φ. If the module of any root is bigger than 1, out of unit circle, the system is not stable. An
analytical solution for the roots of characteristic equation of matrix Φ is very difficult in this
case, but a graphic solution to illustrate the tendency of stability in relation with K′

IR
and ψ

can be found. With K′
I1

= K′
I2

= K′
I1,2

= 1, in Fig. 6 a) the module of the two complex
conjugated roots of the characteristic equation is plotted, in relation to ψ. It is clear that for
−77.4o < ψ < 77.4o the system is stable, these angle limits define the control system work
space, while in Fig. 6 b) the module of the angle limit for the stability for differences values of
K′

I1,2
is shown.

If we use a PI controller, including a zero in z = −0.2 in each axis, Equation (35) is modified
as:

0.05K′
IR

K′(z + 0.2)

(z2 − z)
[U(z)− Y(z)] = Y(z) (39)

and Equation (22) becomes:

y(k + 2)− (I − 0.05K′
IR

K′)y(k + 1) =

− 0.01K′
IR

K′y(k) + 0.05K′
IR

K′u(k + 1) + 0.03K′
IR

K′u(k) (40)

The representation of Equation (40) in the state space,with u=0, is:
[

y(k + 1)
y(k + 2)

]
=

[
0 I

−0.03K′
IR

K′ I − 0.15K′
IR

K′

] [
y(k)

y(k + 1)

]
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Fig. 7. Module of the two complex conjugated roots of the characteristic equation of PI con-
troller for K′

I1,2
= 10, in relation with ψ
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With the inclusion of PI controller in each axis the stability system condition of the system
is increased, as is shown in Fig. 7, where K′

I1,2
= 10, 10 times the gain of Fig. 6 the stability

performance is similar.

6. Experimental Study

A robot manipulator ASEA IRB6 with open computer control architecture designed and built
at the Departamento de Automática de la Universidad Central de Las Villas, Santa Clara,
Cuba, is used as a study case. The control scheme described in Section 4, 2D vision-based
control, has been implemented in the links two and three of the robot and the control scheme
described in Section 5, 3D vision-based control, has been implemented in the links one, two
and three of the robot. The inner loops are implemented in a PC Intel Pentium III 500 MHz
connected to the robot through a Humusoft MF624 board which reads the encoder’s joint
position, executes the control algorithm and gives the control signal to the power unit with a
sampling period of 1ms. The video signal is acquired via a frame grabber EZ-Capture with
chipset BT878 mounted on a second Intel Celeron at 2.0 GHz computer which processes the
images, extracts the object’s centre of gravity and radius and solves the inverse kinematic
problem. Data are sent back to the main host computer during robot operation through a
RS232 serial communication link, the sampling period of the external loop is 50ms.

6.1 Practical Design Consideration
As shown in Fig. 2 the control system has two loops. The external loop calculates the image
feature error at every measurement time. This control system allows the possibility of tracking

Fig. 8. Geometric description of the robotic system

Link ai αi di qi
1 0 π/2 d1 q1
2 a2 0 0 q2
3 a3 0 0 q3

Table 1. Denavit-Hartenberg parameters

objects in the environment and hence using more complex vision tasks as e.g. in (Enescu et al.;
2006), for this reason a sampling period of 50ms has been taken for the external loop.
Åström (Astrom and Wittenmark; 1990) established that for a correct representation of time
response of a continuous system, a sreasonable sampling rate is 4 to 10 samples during the
rise time. With this consideration 1.5s of settling time is adequate for our external loop.
The internal loop does not need the same sampling period, in this case we implemented a P-
PI (Sciavicco and Sciciliano; 1996) decoupled controller with ϕ = 0.9 and ωn = 40 as design
characteristics and 1ms as sampling period for each robot joint.
With these conditions for the internal and external loop it is possible to avoid the dynamic ef-
fect of the internal loop in relation with the dynamic of the external loop (Lange and Hirzinger;
2003), (Hernández et al.; 2008), or make the approximation that the dynamic or the internal
loop is equivalent to a time delay of the external loop, (Corke; 1996).

6.2 Simulation
Following the scheme of Fig. 2 a simulation process has been developed using MAT-
LAB/Simulink. The Denavit-Hartenberg parameters of the robot’s geometric configuration
(Fig. 8) are specified in Table 1.
According to Fig. 8 the forward and inverse kinematic (1) and (2) are obtained.
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Following the scheme of Fig. 2 a simulation process has been developed using MAT-
LAB/Simulink. The Denavit-Hartenberg parameters of the robot’s geometric configuration
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For the forward kinematic:

pR
xc = C1(a2C2 + a3C23)

pR
yc = S1(a2C2 + a3C23)

pR
zc = a2S2 + a3S23 + d1

Where S23 is sin(q2 + q3) and, C23 is cos(q2 + q3).
And for the inverse kinematic:

q1 = arctan

(
pR

yc

pR
xc

)

q2 = arctan


 pR

zc − d1

±
√

pR
xc

2
+ pR

yc
2


+ arctan

(
a3 sin(q3)

a2 + a3 cos(q3)

)

q3 = arctan

(
±
√

1 − cos2(q3)

cos(q3)

)

where

cos(q3) =
pR

xc
2
+ pR

yc
2
+ (pR

zc − d1)
2 − a2

2 − a3
2

2a2a3

and: d1 = 0.8m, a2 = 0.4m and a3 = 0.67m
For our simulation the transfer function of the DC motors of each joint is:

G(s)motor =
Km

s(Tms + 1)
=

1550
s(0.024s + 1)

In the simulation, the robot dynamic model is avoided, taking into account the slow robot
velocity and that the gear reducer is 1

150 .
The simulation of the 3D vision-based control is presented, in this case we used the vision
system model as given by Equation (16) with a sampling period of 50ms.
We make the simulation over small variation about the operating point: ud = 0, vd = 0 and
rd = 40pixels; corresponding to object position in reference to the camera: pC

xo = 0, pC
yo = 0

and pC
zo = 1.10m.

In the simulation, after guaranteeing the correct position of the camera, in the second 2, a
step displacement of 0.2m in the object position is produced in all the axes, as the following
mathematical representation shows.

pR
xo =

{
0.67m, i f t < 2sec
0.87m, i f t ≥ 2sec

pR
yo =

{
0.00, i f t < 2sec

0.20m, i f t ≥ 2sec

pR
zo =

{
2.30m, i f t < 2sec
2.50m, i f t ≥ 2sec

Fig. 9. Simulation of the step disturbance response in image coordinates: a) u (green) and v
(blue); and b) radius

Fig. 10. Simulation of control to follow a desired trajectory

The result of the simulation for the image coordinates ξ =
[

u v
]T is shown in Fig. 9

a) where it is clear that the condition ξ̃ =
[

ũ ṽ
]T

=
[

ud vd
]T −

[
u v

]T
= 0 is

achieved near 1.5s after the disturbance and in Fig. 9 b)the same process for the image radius
is shown.
As an additional test we simulated the movement of the object in a desired trajectory as an
inclined ellipse in the space, as is shown in blue in Fig. 10. In green in the figure is shown the
movement of the center of camera coordinate frame. The following is made with a permanent
error.

6.3 Experimental Results
The control scheme proposed was implemented on the platform developed for a robot
ASEA IRB6. The control algorithm of the inner loop has been implemented using MAT-
LAB/Simulink with the Real Time Workshop Toolbox and Real Time Windows Target. For the
vision loop a monochromatic camera JAI CV-252 has been used. A software component has
been developed in Borland Delphi to capture the visual information and the Matrox Image
Library is used to process the acquired images in real time. For our experiments, focal length
λ = 8mm and scaling factor α = 129 pixels

m .
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The result of the simulation for the image coordinates ξ =
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=
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As an additional test we simulated the movement of the object in a desired trajectory as an
inclined ellipse in the space, as is shown in blue in Fig. 10. In green in the figure is shown the
movement of the center of camera coordinate frame. The following is made with a permanent
error.

6.3 Experimental Results
The control scheme proposed was implemented on the platform developed for a robot
ASEA IRB6. The control algorithm of the inner loop has been implemented using MAT-
LAB/Simulink with the Real Time Workshop Toolbox and Real Time Windows Target. For the
vision loop a monochromatic camera JAI CV-252 has been used. A software component has
been developed in Borland Delphi to capture the visual information and the Matrox Image
Library is used to process the acquired images in real time. For our experiments, focal length
λ = 8mm and scaling factor α = 129 pixels
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Fig. 11. 2D Vision-based control, experimental set-up

Fig. 12. Time response of image centre of gravity position in axis u a) and axis v b).

6.3.1 2D Vision-based Control.
Fig. 11 shows a view of the experimental set-up for the 2D vision-based control.
For the experiment the wanted image values changes in step for ud between 250pixels to
90pixels; and for vd between 200pixels to 90pixels.
The time responses to the steps are showed in Fig. 12 for the parameters: Fig. 12 a) shows
the time response of centre of gravity image u and Fig. 12 b) shows time response of centre
of gravity image v. In all the cases the final values are obtained with a good settling time and
without steady state error.
Also the control to follow a desired trajectory such as a circle has been implemented. In Fig. 13
the desired trajectory and the actual trajectory are shown, in the image plane. The trajectory
control has a permanent error.

6.3.2 3D Vision-based Control.
For the 3D vision-based control, Fig. 14 shows a view of the experimental set-up. For easier
physical implementation, the camera axis ZC is parallel to ZR axis, according to assumption
A2.2, but with different direction. For that reason for the rotation matrix (10), φ = 0 and θ = π
and Equation (12) becomes:

Fig. 13. Trajectory control in the image plane

Fig. 14. 3D Vision-based control, experimental set-up

R′R
C(ψ) =




−Cψ Sψ 0
Sψ Cψ 0
0 0 −1


 (41)

The only consequence of this modification is the change in the theoretical sign in the regulator
of axis u and z.
For the experiment the wanted image values are ud = 120pixels, vd = 100pixels and rd =
30pixels. In t = 0 the actual object image features, initial conditions, are u0 = 30pixels,
v0 = 240pixels and r0 = 13pixels. The control system moves the robot camera (Tool Centre
Point) as is presented in Fig. 15.
The time responses to the step in the initial conditions are shown in Fig. 16 for the three
parameters: Fig. 16 a) and b) show respectively time response of centre of gravity image, u
and v; and c) show the time response of image radius. In all the cases the final values are
obtained with a good settling time (around 1.5sec) and without steady state error.
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Fig. 15. Movement of the robot Tool Centre Point from the initial position to the wanted space
position

Fig. 16. Time response of image centre of gravity position in axis u a) and axis v b); and time
response of image radius r c).

7. Conclusion

In this chapter we presented an image-based visual controller 2D and 3D control of camera-
in-hand Robot Manipulators.
The controllers are structured in two loops, the internal loop solves the robot’s joint control
and in the external loop is implemented a visual controller. The dynamic effect of the internal
loop is approximated as an external loop time delay. The robotic and vision systems are mod-
eled for small variation around the operating point for position control. In these conditions
the stability of the whole system in discrete time is balanced for I and PI controllers in the
external loop in both cases. A particular study is made using an ASEA IRB6 robot manipu-
lator which has its wrist mechanically decoupled. This allows maintaining the orientation of
camera axis while the arm is moving. The experimental results presented illustrate the control
system’s stability and performance.
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1. Introduction  

 

A great effort has been made towards the integration of object recognition capability in 
robotics especially in humanoids, mobile robots and advanced industrial manipulators. 
Industrial robots today are not equipped with this capability in its standard version, but as 
an option. Robot vision systems can differentiate parts by pattern matching irrespective of 
part orientation and location and even some manufacturers offer 3D guidance using robust 
vision and laser systems so that a 3D programmed point can be repeated even if the part is 
moved varying its rotation and orientation within the working space. Despite these 
developments, current industrial robots are still unable to recognise objects in a robust 
manner; that is, to distinguish among equally shaped objects unless and alternative method 
is used, for instance taking into account not only the object’s contour but also its form, 
which is precisely the major contribution of this chapter. 
How objects are recognized by humans is still an open research field. There are researchers 
that favour the theory of object recognition via object-models like Geons (Biederman, 1987), 
but other researchers agree on two types of image-based models: viewpoint dependent or 
viewpoint invariant. But, in general there is an agreement that humans recognise objects as 
established by the similarity principle –among others- of the Gestalt theory of visual 
perception, which states that things which share visual characteristics such as shape, size, 
colour, texture, value or orientation will be seen as belonging together. This principle 
applies to human operators; for instance, when an operator is given the task to pick up a 
specific object from a set of similar objects; the first approaching action will probably be 
guided solely by visual information clues such as shape similarity. But, if further 
information is given (i.e. type of surface), then a finer clustering is accomplished to identify 
the target object. 
We believe that it is possible to integrate a robust invariant object recognition capability in 
industrial robots following the above assumptions by using image features from the object’s 
contour (boundary object information) and its form (i.e. type of curvature or topographical 
surface information). Both features can be concatenated in order to form an invariant vector 
descriptor which is the input to an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for learning and 
recognition purposes. In previous work, it was demonstrated the feasibility of the approach 

21
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to learn and recognise multiple 3D working pieces using its contour from 2D images using a 
vector descriptor called the Boundary Object Function (BOF) (Peña-Cabrera, et al., 2005).  
The BOF resulted invariant with different geometrical pieces, but did not considered surface 
topographical information. In order to overcome this condition and to have a more robust 
descriptor, a methodology that includes a shape index using the Shape From Shading (SFS) 
method (Horn, 1970) is presented. The main idea of our approach is to concatenate both 
vectors, (BOF+SFS) so that not only the contour but also the object’s curvature information 
(form) is taken into account by the ANN. 
The organisation of the chapter is as follows. In section 2, the related work is reviewing from 
the perspective of 2D-2.5D object recognition. In section 3, the original contribution is 
explained. Section 4, describes inspiring ideas that motivated the use of the FuzzyARTMAP 
ANN and a qualitative description of the network. Section 5 presents the algorithm for 
determining the object’s contour of an object using the BOF algorithm while section 6 
presents formally the SFS algorithm. Section 7 describes the robotic test bed as well as the 
workpieces that were used during experiments. Experimental results are provided in section 
8 and finally, in section 9 conclusions and further work are given. 

 
2. Related Work 
 

Vision recognition systems must be capable of perceiving and detecting images and objects, 
as close as the human vision does; this fact has encouraged research activity to design 
artificial vision systems based on the neural morphology of the biological human vision 
system. Now scientists understand better about how computational neural structures and 
artificial vision systems must be designed following neural paradigms, mathematical 
models and computational architectures. When a system involves these aspects, it can be 
referred to as a “Neuro-Vision System” (Gupta & Knopf, 1993), which can be defined as an 
artificial machine with ability to see our environment and provide visual formatted 
information for real time applications. It has been shown by psychological and clinical 
studies that visual object recognition involves a large activity area on the cerebral cortex 
when objects are seen the first time and the region’s activity is reduced when familiar objects 
are perceived (Gupta & Knopf, 1993). New objects can also be learned quickly if certain 
clues are given to the learner. Following this psychological evidence a novel architecture 
was designed that included information from its shape as well as its form. 
Some authors have contributed with techniques for invariant pattern classification using 
classical methods as invariant moments (Hu, 1962), or artificial intelligence techniques, as 
used by (Cem Yüceer & Kemal Oflazer, 1993), which describes an hybrid pattern 
classification system based on a pattern pre-processor and an ANN invariant to rotation, 
scaling and translation, (Stavros J. & Paulo Lisboa, 1992), developed a method to reduce and 
control the number of weights of a third order network using moment classifiers and 
(Shingchern D. You and G. Ford, 1994), proposed a network for invariant object recognition 
of objects in binary images. 
More recently, Montenegro uses the Hough transform to invariantly recognize rectangular 
objects (chocolates) including simple defects (Montenegro, 2006). This was achieved by 
using the polar properties of the Hough transform, which uses the Euclidian distance to 
classify the descriptive vector. This method showed to be robust with geometric figures, 
however for complex object it would require more information coming from other 

 

techniques such as histogram information or information coming from images with different 
illumination sources and levels. 
Another example is the use of the Fourier descriptor, which obtains image features through 
silhouettes from 3D objects (Gonzalez, 2004). Gonzalez´s method is based on the extraction 
of silhouettes from 3D images obtained from laser scan, which increases recognition times.  
Worthington studies topographical information from image intensity data in gray scale 
using the Shape from Shading (SFS) algorithm (Worthinghton, 2001). This information is 
used for object recognition. It is considered that the shape index information can be used for 
object recognition based on the surface curvature. Two attributes were used, one was based 
in low level using curvature histogram and the other is based on structural arrangement of 
the shape index maximal patches and its attributes in the associated region. 
Lowe defines a descriptor vector named SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform), which is 
an algorithm that detects distinctive image points and calculates its descriptor based on the 
histograms of the orientation of key points encountered (Lowe, 2004). The extracted points 
are invariants to scale, rotation as well as source and illumination level changes. These 
points are located within a maximum and minimum of a Gaussian difference applied to the 
space scale. This algorithm is very efficient, but the processing time is relatively high and 
furthermore the working pieces have to have a rich texture. 

 
3. Original work 
 

Moment invariants are the most popular descriptors for image regions and boundary 
segments, but computation of moments of a 2D image involves a significant amount of 
multiplications and additions in a direct method. In many real-time industry applications 
the speed of computation is very important, the 2D moment computation is intensive and 
involves parallel processing, which can become the bottleneck of the system when moments 
are used as major features. In addition to this limitation, observing only the piece’s contour 
is not enough to recognise an object since object with the same contour can still be confused. 
In order to cope with this limitation a novel method that also includes its form (i.e. type of 
curvature or topographical surface information) is proposed. Both features (contour and 
form) are concatenated in order to form a more robust invariant vector descriptor which is 
the input to an Artificial Neural Network (ANN). The methodology includes a shape index 
using the Shape From Shading (SFS) method (Horn, 1970). The main idea of our approach is 
to concatenate both vectors, (BOF+SFS) so that not only the contour but also the object’s 
curvature information (form) is taken into account by the ANN. 

 
4. Inspiring ideas and ART models 
 

Knowledge can be built either empirically or by hand as suggested by Towell and Shavlik 
(Towell & Shavlik, 1994). Empirical knowledge can be thought of as giving examples on 
how to react to certain stimuli without any explanation and hand-built knowledge, where 
the knowledge is acquired by only giving explanations but without examples. It was 
determined that in robotic systems, a suitable strategy should include a combination of both 
methods. Furthermore, this idea is supported by psychological evidence that suggests that 
theory and examples interact closely during human learning (Feldman, 1993). 
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Learning in natural cognitive systems, including our own, follows a sequential process as it 
is demonstrated in our daily life. Events are learnt incrementally, for instance, during 
childhood when we start making new friends, we also learn more faces and this process 
continues through life. This learning is also stable because the learning of new faces does not 
disrupt our previous knowledge. These premises are the core for the development of 
connectionist models of the human brain and are supported by Psychology, Biology and 
Computer Sciences. Psychological studies suggest the sequential learning of events at 
different stages or “storage levels” termed as sensory memory (SM), short term memory 
(STM) and long term memory (LTM). There are different types of ANN, for this research a 
Fuzzy ARTMAP network is used. This network was chosen because of its incremental 
knowledge capabilities and stability, but mostly because of the fast recognition and 
geometrical classification responses. 
The adaptive resonance theory (ART) is a well established associative brain and competitive 
model introduced as a theory of the human cognitive processing developed by Stephen 
Grossberg at Boston University. Grossberg resumed the situations mentioned above in what 
he called the Stability- Plasticity Dilemma suggesting that connectionist models should be 
able to adaptively switch between its plastic and stable modes. That is, a system should 
exhibit plasticity to accommodate new information regarding unfamiliar events. But also, it 
should remain in a stable condition if familiar or irrelevant information is being presented. 
He identified the problem as due to basic properties of associative learning and lateral 
inhibition. An analysis of this instability, together with data of categorisation, conditioning, 
and attention led to the introduction of the ART model that stabilises the memory of self-
organising feature maps in response to an arbitrary stream of input patterns (Carpenter & 
Grossberg, 1987). The core principles of this theory and how STM and LTM interact during 
network processes of activation, associative learning and recall were published in the 
scientific literature back in the 1960s. 
The theory has evolved in a series of real-time architectures for unsupervised learning, the 
ART-1 algorithm for binary input patterns (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1987). Supervised 
learning is also possible through ARTMAP (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1991) that uses two 
ART-1 modules that can be trained to learn the correspondence between input patterns and 
desired output classes. Different model variations have been developed to date based on the 
original ART-1 algorithm, ART-2, ART-2a, ART-3, Gaussian ART, EMAP, ViewNET, Fusion 
ARTMAP, LaminART just to mention but a few. 

 
4.1 FuzzyARTMAP 
In the Fuzzy ARTMAP (FAM) network there are two modules ARTa and ARTb and an inter-
ART module “Map field” that controls the learning of an associative map from ARTa 

recognition categories to ARTb categories. This is illustrated in Figure 1. 
The Map field module also controls the match tracking of ARTa vigilance parameter. A 
mismatch between Map field and ARTa category activated by input Ia and ARTb category 
activated by input Ib increases ARTa vigilance by the minimum amount needed for the 
system to search for, and if necessary, learn a new ARTa category whose prediction matches 
the ARTb category. The search initiated by the inter-ART reset can shift attention to a novel 
cluster of features that can be incorporated through learning into a new ARTa recognition 
category, which can then be linked to a new ART prediction via associative learning at the 
Map-field. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Architecture FuzzyARTMAP 
 
A vigilance parameter measures the difference allowed between the input data and the 
stored pattern. Therefore this parameter is determinant to affect the selectivity or 
granularity of the network prediction. For learning, the FuzzyARTMAP has 4 important 
factors: Vigilance in the input module (a), vigilance in the output module (b), vigilance in 
the Map field (ab) and learning rate (). 

 
5. Object’s contour 
 

As mentioned earlier, the Boundary Object Function (BOF) method considers only the 
object’s contour to recognize different objects. It is very important to obtain as accurately as 
possible, metric properties such as area, perimeter, centroid, and distance from the centroid 
to the points of the contour of the object, to obtain better results and therefore a better 
analysis of visual data. In this section, a detailed description of the BOF method is 
presented. 

 
5.1 Metric properties 
The metric properties for the algorithm used are based on distance  21, PP  between two 
points in the plane of the image. For this measure is used the Euclidean distance. 
As first step, the object in the image is located, performing a pixel-level scan from left to 
right and top to bottom, so that if an object is higher than the others, in the image, this will 
be the first object found. So the first point found inside an object is the highest pixel (first 
criterion) and more to the left (as the second criterion). 

 
5.1.1 Perimeter  
The definition of perimeter is the set of points that make up the shape of the object, in 
discrete form is the sum of all pixels that lie on the contour, which can be expressed as:  
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ARTMAP, LaminART just to mention but a few. 

 
4.1 FuzzyARTMAP 
In the Fuzzy ARTMAP (FAM) network there are two modules ARTa and ARTb and an inter-
ART module “Map field” that controls the learning of an associative map from ARTa 

recognition categories to ARTb categories. This is illustrated in Figure 1. 
The Map field module also controls the match tracking of ARTa vigilance parameter. A 
mismatch between Map field and ARTa category activated by input Ia and ARTb category 
activated by input Ib increases ARTa vigilance by the minimum amount needed for the 
system to search for, and if necessary, learn a new ARTa category whose prediction matches 
the ARTb category. The search initiated by the inter-ART reset can shift attention to a novel 
cluster of features that can be incorporated through learning into a new ARTa recognition 
category, which can then be linked to a new ART prediction via associative learning at the 
Map-field. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Architecture FuzzyARTMAP 
 
A vigilance parameter measures the difference allowed between the input data and the 
stored pattern. Therefore this parameter is determinant to affect the selectivity or 
granularity of the network prediction. For learning, the FuzzyARTMAP has 4 important 
factors: Vigilance in the input module (a), vigilance in the output module (b), vigilance in 
the Map field (ab) and learning rate (). 

 
5. Object’s contour 
 

As mentioned earlier, the Boundary Object Function (BOF) method considers only the 
object’s contour to recognize different objects. It is very important to obtain as accurately as 
possible, metric properties such as area, perimeter, centroid, and distance from the centroid 
to the points of the contour of the object, to obtain better results and therefore a better 
analysis of visual data. In this section, a detailed description of the BOF method is 
presented. 

 
5.1 Metric properties 
The metric properties for the algorithm used are based on distance  21, PP  between two 
points in the plane of the image. For this measure is used the Euclidean distance. 
As first step, the object in the image is located, performing a pixel-level scan from left to 
right and top to bottom, so that if an object is higher than the others, in the image, this will 
be the first object found. So the first point found inside an object is the highest pixel (first 
criterion) and more to the left (as the second criterion). 

 
5.1.1 Perimeter  
The definition of perimeter is the set of points that make up the shape of the object, in 
discrete form is the sum of all pixels that lie on the contour, which can be expressed as:  
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The equation (1) shows how to calculate the perimeter, the problem is to know which are the 
pixels in the images that belong to the perimeter. For searching purposes, the system 
calculates the perimeter obtaining: 

 number of points around a piece 
 group of points coordinates X&Y, corresponding to the perimeter of the piece 

measured clockwise 
 boundaries of the piece 2D Bounding Box (2D-BB) 

The perimeter calculation for every piece in the ROI is performed after the binarization. 
Search is always accomplished from left to right and from top to bottom. Once a white pixel 
is found, all the perimeter is calculated with a search function (figure 2).  
 

           
Fig. 2. Perimeter calculation of a workpiece 
 
The next definitions are useful to understand the algorithm: 

 A nearer pixel to the boundary is any pixel surrounded mostly by black pixels in 
connectivity eight. 

 A farther pixel to the boundary is any pixel that is not surrounded by black pixels in 
connectivity eight. 

 The highest and lowest coordinates are the ones that create a rectangle (Boundary 
Box). 

The search algorithm executes the following procedures once it has found a white pixel: 
1. Searches for the nearer pixel to the boundary that has not been already located. 
2. Assigns the label of actual pixel to the nearer pixel to the boundary recently found. 
3. Paints the last pixel as a visited pixel. 
4. If the new coordinates are higher than the last higher coordinates, it is assigned the 

new values to the higher coordinates. 
5. If the new coordinates are lower than the last lower coordinates, it is assigned the 

new values to the lower coordinates. 
6.  Steps 1 to 5 are repeated until the procedure begins to the initial point, or no other 

nearer pixel to the boundary is found. 
This technique will surround any irregular shape, and will not process useless pixels of the 
image, therefore this is a fast algorithm that can perform on-line classification, and can be 
classified as linear: 

O (N * 8*4) 
 

 

First pixel 
found 

 

where N is the size of the perimeter, and 8 & 4 are the number of comparisons the algorithm 
needs to find the pixel farther to the boundary, the main difference with the traditional 
algorithm consist of making the sweep in an uncertain area which is always larger than the 
figure, this turns the algorithm into: 

O(N*M) 
 
N*M, is the size of the Boundary Box in use, and it does not obtain the coordinates of the 
perimeter in the desired order. 
 
5.1.2 Area  
The area of the objects is defined as the space between certain limits, in other words, the 
sum of all pixels that make up the object, which you can be defined by: 
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5.1.3 Centroid 

The centre of mass of an arbitrary shape is a pair of coordinates (Xc, Yc) in which all its mass 
is considered concentrated and also on which the resultant of all forces is acting. In other 
words is the point where a single support can balance the object. Mathematically, for the 
discrete domain of any form they are defined as: 
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5.1.4 Distance from centroid to the contour 

This phase provides valuable information for the invariant recognition of objects by the 
BOF, finding the distance from the centroid to the perimeter or boundary pixels. If assuming 
that  111 ,YXP  are the coordinates of the centroid  YcXc,  and  222 ,YXP  a point on the 
perimeter, then, that distance is determined by the following equation: 
 

                    212
2

1221, yyxxPPd   (4) 

 
5.2 Generation of descriptive vector 

The part of the descriptor vector in 2D contains 180 elements, which are obtained every two 
degrees around the object and is normalized by dividing all vectors by the maximum value 
found in the same vector, so as shown in Figure 3, where the beginning or first value of the 
descriptor vector is at the top of the piece however it can start at any point for the case of a 
circle. 
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5.2 Generation of descriptive vector 

The part of the descriptor vector in 2D contains 180 elements, which are obtained every two 
degrees around the object and is normalized by dividing all vectors by the maximum value 
found in the same vector, so as shown in Figure 3, where the beginning or first value of the 
descriptor vector is at the top of the piece however it can start at any point for the case of a 
circle. 
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Fig. 3. Obtaining BOF for a circle 
 
In more complicated figures, the starting point is crucial, so the following rules apply: the 
first step is to find the longest line passing through the centre of the piece, as shown in 
Figure 4(a), where there are several lines. The longest line is taken and divided by two, 
taking the centre of the object as reference. Thus, the longest middle part of the line is as 
shown in Figure 4(b) and this is taken as starting point for the vector descriptor. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Example of begin of BOF vector. 
 
Figure 5 shows an ideal example of the BOF vector descriptor of a triangle. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Ideal example of the BOF vector descriptor 

 
6. Object’s form 
 

The Shape From Shading (SFS) consists primarily of obtaining the orientation of the surface 
due to local variations in brightness that is reflected by the object, in other words, the 
intensities of the greyscale image is taken as a topographic surface. 
SFS is the process of obtaining three-dimensional surface shape from reflection of light from 
a greyscale image. In the 70's, Horn formulated the problem of Shape From Shading finding 
the solution of the equation of brightness or reflectance trying to find a single solution 
(Horn, 1970). Today, the issue of Shape from Shading is known as an ill-posed problem, as 
mentioned by Brooks, causing ambiguity between what has a concave and convex surface, 
which is due to changes in lighting parameters (Brooks, 1983). 

 

To solve the SFS problem, it is important to study how the image is formed, as mentioned 
by Zhang (Zhang, et al., 1999). A simple model of the formation of an image is Lambertian 
model, where the gray value in the pixels of the image depends on the direction of light and 
surface normal. So if we assume a Lambertian reflection, we know the direction of light and 
brightness can be described as a function of the object surface and the direction of light, the 
problem becomes a little simpler. 
The algorithm consist to find the gradient of the surface and determine the normals, since 
they are perpendicular to the normals and appear in the reflectance cone whose centre is 
given by the direction of light, to calculate the normal of the entire surface of the object to be 
recognised, then smoothing is performed so that the normal direction of the local regions are 
not very uneven. When smoothing is performed, some lie outside of the normal cone 
reflectance, then it is necessary to make them to rotate and to re-enter these normals within 
the cone, smoothing and rotation using iterations. Finally getting the kind of local curvature 
of the surface generates a histogram. 
The greyscale image is taken as a topographic surface and is known the vector of reflected 
light, so, the reflectance equation is calculated, as shown below: 
 

                       snjiE k
ji  ,,  (5) 

 

Where: s  is a unit vector of the direction of light, E  is the reflectance of the light in  ji, , 
and snk

ji , are the estimated normals in the thk  iteration 

The reflectance equation of the image is defined by a cone of possible directions normal to 
the surface as shown in Figure 6 where the reflectance cone has an angle of   jiE ,cos 1  
 

 
Fig. 6. Possible normal directions to the surface over the reflectance cone 
 
If the normals satisfy recovered reflectance equation of the image, then the normals must fall 
on their respective reflectance cones. 

 
6.1 Image’s Gradient 
The first step is to calculate the surface normals which are calculated using the gradient of 
the image (I), as shown in equation (6). 
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Where  qp  are used to obtain the gradient and they are known as Sobel operators. 

 
6.2 Normals  

As the normals are perpendicular to the tangents, the tangents can be finded by the cross 
product, which is parallel to  Tqp 1,, . Thus we can write the normal like: 
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Assuming that z component of the normal to the surface is positive. 

 
6.3 Smoothness and rotation  
The smoothing, in few words can be described as avoiding abrupt changes between normal 
and adjacent. The Sigmoidal Smoothness Constraint makes the restriction of smoothness or 
regularization forcing the error of brightness to satisfy the matrix rotation  , deterring 
sudden changes in direction of the normal through the surface. 
With the normal smoothed, proceed to rotate these so that they are in the reflectance cone as 
shown in Figure 7. 

 
Fig. 7. Rotation of the normals in the reflectance cone 
 
Where k

jin ,  are the normals smoothed. k
jin

,  are the normals after the smoothness and before 

the rotation. 1
,
k
jin  are the normals after the rotation of  grades. With the normals smoothed 

and rotated with the smoothness constraints, this can result in having several iterations, 
which is represented by the letter k. 

 
6.4 Shape index 
Koenderink (Koenderink, &Van Doorn, 1992) separated the shape index in different regions 
depending on the type of curvature, which is obtained through the eigenvalues of the 
Hessian matrix, which will be represented by 1k  and 2k  as showing the equation 7. 
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The result of the shape index   has values between [-1, 1] which can be classified, according 
to Koenderink it depends on its local topography, as shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Classification of the Shape Index 
 
Figure 8 shows the image of the local form of the surface depending on the value of the 
Shape Index, and in the Figure 9 an example of the SFS vector is showed. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Representation of local forms of the classification of Shape Index. 
 

 
Fig. 9. Example of SFS Vector 

 
7. Robotic Test Bed 
 

The robotic test bed is integrated by a KUKA KR16 industrial robot as it is shown in figure 
10. It also comprises a visual servo system with a ceiling mounted Basler A602fc CCD 
camera (not shown). 
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Where  qp  are used to obtain the gradient and they are known as Sobel operators. 
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Table 1. Classification of the Shape Index 
 
Figure 8 shows the image of the local form of the surface depending on the value of the 
Shape Index, and in the Figure 9 an example of the SFS vector is showed. 
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Fig. 9. Example of SFS Vector 

 
7. Robotic Test Bed 
 

The robotic test bed is integrated by a KUKA KR16 industrial robot as it is shown in figure 
10. It also comprises a visual servo system with a ceiling mounted Basler A602fc CCD 
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Fig. 10. Robotc test bed 
 
The work domain is comprised by the pieces to be recognised and that are also illustrated in 
figure 10. These workpieces are geometric pieces with different curvature surface. These 
figures are showed in detail in figure 11.  
 

 
Rounded-Square (RS) Pyramidal-Square (PSQ) 

 
Rounded-Triangle (RT) Pyramidal-Triangle (PT) 

 
Rounded-Cross (RC) Pyramidal-Cross (PC) 

 
Rounded-Star (RS) Pyramidal-Star (PS) 

Fig. 11. Objects to be recognised 

 
8. Experimental results 
 

The object recognition experiments by the FuzzyARTMAP (FAM) neural network were 
carried out using the above working pieces. The network parameters were set for fast 
learning (=1) and high vigilance parameter (ab = 0.9). There were carried out three. The 
first experiment considered only the BOF taking data from the contour of the piece, the 
second experiment considered information from the SFS algorithm taking into account the 

 

reflectance of the light on the surface and finally, the third experiment was performed using 
a fusion of both methods (BOF+SFS). 

 
8.1 First Experiment (BOF) 
For this experiment, all pieces were placed within the workplace with controlled light 
illumination at different orientation and this data was taken to train the FAM neural 
network. Once the neural network was trained with the patterns, then the network was 
tested placing the different pieces at different orientation and location within the work 
space. 
The figure 12 shows some examples of the object’s contour. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Different orientation and position of the square object. 
 
The object’s were recognised in all cases having only failures between Rounded shaped 
objects and Square shaped ones. In these cases, there was always confusion due to the fact 
that the network learned only contours and in both cases having only the difference in the 
type of surface the contour is very similar. 

 
8.2 Second Experiment (SFS) 
For the second experiment and using the reflectance of the light over the surface of the 
objects (SFS method), the neural network could recognise and differentiate between 
rounded and pyramidal objects. It was determined during training that for the rounded 
objects to be recognised, it was just needed one vector from the rounded objects because the 
change in the surface was smooth. For the pyramidal objects it was required three different 
patterns during training to recognise the objects, from which it was used one for the square 
and triangle, one for the cross and other for the star. It was noticed that the reason was that 
the surface was different enough between the pyramidal objects. 

 
8.3 Third Experiment (BOF+SFS) 
For the last experiment, data from the BOF was concatenated with data from the SFS. The 
data was processed in order to meet the requirement of the network to have inputs within 
the [0, 1] range. The results showed a 100% recognition rate, placing the objects at different 
locations and orientations within the viewable workplace area. 
To verify the robustness of our method to scaling, the distance between the camera and the 
pieces was modified. The 100% size was considered the original size and a 10% reduction 
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for instance, meant that the piece size was reduced by 10% of its original image. Different 
values with increment of 5 degrees were considered up to an angle θ = 30 degrees (see figure 
13 for reference). 

 
Fig. 13. Plane modifies. 
 
The obtained results with increments of 5 degrees step are shown in Table 2. 
 

Grades R.S. P.SQ R.T. P.T R.C. P.C. R.S P.S. 
5 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
10 100 100 100 100 100 100 87 100 
15 98 100 96 100 82 100 72 100 
20 91 100 81* 97* 58 100 51* 82* 
25 53 100 73* 93* 37* 91* 44* 59* 
30 43 100 54* 90* 4* 83* 20* 26* 

Table 2. Recognition results 
 
The “numbers” are errors due to the BOF algorithm, the “numbers*” are errors due to SFS 
algorithm, and the “numbers*” are errors due to both, the BOF and SFS algorithm. The first 
letter is the capital letter of the curvature of the objects and the second one is the form of the 
object, for instance, RS (Rounded Square) or PT (Pyramidal Triangle). Figure 14 shows the 
behaviour of the ANN recognition rate at different angles. 
 

 
Fig. 14. Recognition graph 

 

The Figure 14 shows that the pyramidal objects have fewer problems to be recognized in 
comparison with the rounded objects. 

 
9. Conclusions and future work 
 

The research presented in this chapter presents an alternative methodology to integrate a 
robust invariant object recognition capability into industrial robots using image features 
from the object’s contour (boundary object information) and its form (i.e. type of curvature 
or topographical surface information). Both features can be concatenated in order to form an 
invariant vector descriptor which is the input to an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for 
learning and recognition purposes. 
Experimental results were obtained using two sets of four 3D working pieces of different 
cross-section: square, triangle, cross and star. One set had its surface curvature rounded and 
the other had a flat surface curvature so that these object were named of pyramidal type. 
Using the BOF information and training the neural network with this vector it was 
demonstrated that all pieces were recognised irrespective from its location an orientation 
within the viewable area since the contour was only taken into consideration. With this 
option it is not possible to differentiate the same type of object with different surface like the 
rounded and pyramidal shaped objects.  
When both information was concatenated (BOF + SFS), the robustness of the vision system 
improved recognising all the pieces at different location and orientation and even with 5 
degrees inclination, in all cases we obtained 100% recognition rate. 
Current results were obtained in a light controlled environment; future work is envisaged to 
look at variable lighting which may impose some consideration for the SFS algorithm. It is 
also intended to work with on-line retraining so that recognition rates are improved and 
also to look at the autonomous grasping of the parts by the industrial robot. 
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1. Introduction 
 

To handle a hand-size object is one of fundamental abilities for a robot which works on 
home and office environments. Such abilities have capable of doing various tasks by the 
robot, for instance, carrying an object from one place to another. Conventionally, researches 
which coped well with such challenging tasks have taken several approaches. The one is 
that detail object models were defined in advance (Miura et al., 2003) , (Nagatani & Yuta, 
1997 ) and (Okada et al., 2006). 3D geometrical models or photometric models were utilized  
to recognize target objects by vision sensors, and their robots grasped its target objects based 
on the handling point given by manual. Other researchers took an approach to give 
information to their target objects by means of  ID tags (Chong & Tanie, 2003} or QR codes 
(Katsuki et al., 2003). In these challenges, what kind of information of the object should be 
defined was mainly focused on.  
These researches had an essential problem that a new target object cannot be added without 
a heavy programming or a special tools. Because there are plenty of objects in real world,  
robots should have abilities to extract the information for picking up the objects 
autonomously. We are motiveted above way of thinking so that this chapter describes 
different approach from conventional researches. Our approach has two special policies for 
autonomous working. The one is to create dense 3D shape model from image streams  
(Yamazaki et. al., 2004). Another is to plan various grasp poses from the dense shape of the 
target object (Yamazaki et. al., 2006). By combining the two approaches, it is expected that 
the robot will be capable of handling in daily environment even if it targets an unknown 
object. 
In order to put all the characteristics, following conditions are allowed in our framework: 
- The position of a target object is given 
- No additional information on the object and environment is given 
- No information about the shape of the object is given 
- No information how to grasp it is given 

22
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According to our framework, robots will be able to add its handling target without giving 
shape and additional marks by manual, except one constraint that the object has some 
texture on its surface for object modeling.  
The major purpose of this article is to present whole framework of autonomous modeling 
and grasp planning. Moreover, we try to illustrate our approach by implementing a robot 
system which can handle small objects in office environment. In experiments, we show that 
the robot could find various ways of grasp autonomously and could select the best grasping 
way on the spot. Object models and its grasping ways had enough feasibility to be easily 
reused after they acquired at once. 

 
2. Issues and approach 
 

2.1 Issues on combination with modeling and grasp planning 
Our challenge can roughly be divided two phases, (1)the robot creates an object model 
autonomously, and (2)the robot detects a grasp pose autonomously. An important thing is 
that these two processes should be connected by a proper data representation. In order to 
achieve it, we apply a model representation named "oriented points". An object model is 
represented as 3D dense points that each point has normal information against object 
surface. Because this representation is pretty simple, it has an advantage to autonomous 
modeling. 
In addition, the oriented points representation has another advantage can in grasp planning 
because the normal information enables to plan grasp poses effectively. One of the issues in 
the planning is to prepare sufficient countermeasures against the shape error of the object 
model which is obtained from a series of images. We take an approach to search good 
contacts area which is sufficient to cancel the difference. 
The object modeling method is described in section 3, and the grasp planning method is 
described in section 4.  

 
2.2 Approach 
In order to generate whole 3D shape of an object, sensors have to be able to observe the 
object from various viewpoint. So we take an approach to mount a camera on a robotic arm. 
That is, multiple viewpoint sensing can be achieved by moving the arm around the object. 
From the viewpoint of shape reconstruction, there is a worry that a reconstruction process  
tends to unstable comparing with a stereo camera or a laser range finder. However, a single 
camera is suitable to mount a robotic arm because of its simple hardware and light weight. 
A hand we utilize for object grasping is a parallel jaw gripper. Because one of the purposes 
of the authors is to develop a mobile robot which can pick up an object in real world, such 
compact hand has an advantage. In grasp planning, we think grasping stability is more 
important than dexterous manipulation which takes rigorous contact between fingers and 
an object into account. So we assume that fingers of the robot equip soft cover which has a 
role of comforming to irregular surfaces to the object. The important challenge is to find 
stable grasping pose from a model which includes shape error. Effective grasp searching is 
also important because the model has relatively large data. 

 
 

 

3. Object Modeling 
 

3.1 Approach to modeling 
When a robot arranges an object information for grasping it, main information is 3D shape. 
Conventionally, many researchers focused on grasping strategy to pick up objects, the 
representation of object model has been assumed to be formed simple predefined shape 
primitives such as box, cylinder and so on. One of the issues of these approaches is that such 
model is difficult to acquire by the robot autonomously.  
In constrast, we take an approach to reconstruct an object shape on the spot. This means that 
the robot can grasp any object if an object model is able to be acquired by using sensors 
mounted on the robot. Our method only needs image streams which are captured by a 
movable single camera. 3D model is reconstructed based on SFM (structure from motion)  
which provides an object sparse model from image streams. In addition, by using motion 
stereo and 3D triangle patch based reconstruction, the sparse shape improved into 3D dense 
points. Because this representation consists of simple data structure, the model can be 
autonomously acquired by the robot relatively easily.  Moreover, unlike primitive shape 
approach, it can represent the various shapes of the objects . 
One of the issues is that the object model can have shape errors accumulated through the 
SFM process. In order to reduce the influence to grasp planning, each 3D point on 
reconstructed dense shape is given a normal vector standing on the object surface. Oriented 
points is similar to the ``needle diagram'' proposed by Ikeuchi (Ikeuchi et al., 1986). This 
representation is used as data registration or detection of object orientation. 
Another issue is data redundancy. Because SFM based reconstruction uses multiple images, 
the reconstructed result can have plenty of points that are too much to plan grasp poses. In 
order to cope with this redundancy, we apply voxelization and its hierarchy representation 
to reduce the data. The method described in chapter 5 improves planning time significantly. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Surface model reconstruction 

 
3.2 Modeling Outline 
Fig.1 shows modeling outline. An object model is acquired according to following 
procedure: first, image feature points are extracted and tracked from a small area which has 
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strong intensity by using KLT-tracker (Lucas & Kanade, 2000). From these points, object 
sparse shape and camera poses are reconstructed by means of SFM (we call this process 
“sparse model reconstruction” in the rest of this paper). Next, dense shape is acquired from 
a close pair of images ( “dense shape reconstruction” in the rest of this paper). As a result, 
quite a number of points are reconstructed in online. Details of these two phases are 
described in next subsection. 

 
3.3 Sparse Shape Reconstruction 
In our assumption, because there are almost no given information about an object when the 
robot tries to grasp it, what the robot has firstly to do is to acquire its shape by using sensors 
mounted on. We especially focus on SFM by means of a single camera because of its small 
and light system. This means that the robot can have an ability to acquire whole shape of an 
object with observing from various viewpoints by moving its manipulator. In this approach, 
it is hoped that we should also consider a viewpoint planning which decide manipulator 
motion on the spot, so that sequential reconstruction should be applied.  
Factorization method (Tomasi & Kanade, 1992) is a major approach to SFM. 3D shape can be 
acquired only from image feature correspondences. However, because it is basically batch 
process, this property prevents our purpose which demands sequential reconstruction. So 
we apply the factorization only initial process, and use the result as input to sequential 
reconsturction process. The process consist of motion stereo and bundle adjustment. 
Moreover, there are other issues to utilize the result to object grasping, that is, (1) the 
reconstruction result inluldes the error of  camera model linearization, (2) the scale of 
reconstructed object is not conisdered, (3) the shape is basically sparce. We cope with the 
item (1) by compensating the result of factorization method by means of bundle adjustment.  
The item (2) will be solved by using odometory or other sensors such as LRF before 
reconstruction. The item (3) will be solved by an approach described in next subsection. 

 
3.3.1 Initial Reconstruction 
In our assumption, the position of a target object is roughly given in advance. What the 
robot should firstly do is to specify the position of the object. In this process, the robot finds 
the target object and measures the distance between itself and the object. Next, image 
streams which observe the object from various viewpoints are captured, and feature points 
are extracted from the first image and tracked to other images. By using feature 
correspondences in several images which are captured from the beginning, a matrix W is 
generated. A factorization method is suitable in this condition because it is able to calculate 
camera poses and 3D position of feature points simultaneously. The W is decomposed as 
follows : 

 
 
where the matrix M includes camera poses and the matrix S is a group of 3D feature points. 
We use the factorization based on weak perspective camera model (Poalman & Kanade, 
1997) whose calculation time is very short but its reconstruction result includes linear 
approximation error. In order to eliminate the linearization error, bundle adjustment is 
applied. Basically the adjustment needs the initial state of camera poses and 3D feature 
points, the result of factorization applies it with good input. After the robot acquired the 

MSW 

 

distance between itself and a target object, nonlinear minimization is performed obeying the 
following equation: 

 
 

 
 
 

where mi denotes ith coordinates of a feature point in jth image. P is number of observable 
feature points. r is a column vector of a rotation matrix R, tx, ty and tz are the elements of  
translation vector from world coordinates to camera coordinates. X, Y and Z indicate 3D 
position of the feature point.  
Through this process, despite the factorization includes linear approximation error, finally 

obtained result has good values for the next step. 

 
3.3.2 Sequential Reconstruction 
The initial reconstruction result provides next process with a part of 3D shape and camera 
poses, remained object shape is reconstructed sequentially in the next step. One of the issues 
on this phase is the influence of occlusion, that is, image feature points disappear or arise 
according to viewpoint changes. In such condition, the reconstruction should be performed 
whenever a new image is captured.  
As often as new image is obtained, following processes are applied: 
A. A camera pose is estimated by means of bundle adjustment by using feature points 

which are well tracked and their 3-D position has already obtained in the former 
processes. 

B. 3D position of newly extracted feature points are calculated by means of motion 
stereo.  

Feature point extraction will have frequent changes obeying the viewpoint of the camera. In 
this situation, motion stereo is effective because it can calculate the 3-D position of a point in 
each. However this method needs a pair of pre-estimated camera poses, the position of a 
new camera pose is firstly calculated by means of bundle adjustment. Several feature points 
whose 3D position is known is utilized to this process. The evaluation equation is as follows:  
 
 
 
 
 
where mi denotes ith coordinates of a feature point, P is number of observable points.  
By using this equation, back projection error is evaluated and adjusted by means of Newton  
method. On the other hand,  the equation of motion stereo is as follows: 
 
 
 
where 1m  and 2m  denotes extended vectors about corresponded feature point between 
two images. X = (X,Y,Z) indicates 3D position of the feature point, R and T denotes relative 
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strong intensity by using KLT-tracker (Lucas & Kanade, 2000). From these points, object 
sparse shape and camera poses are reconstructed by means of SFM (we call this process 
“sparse model reconstruction” in the rest of this paper). Next, dense shape is acquired from 
a close pair of images ( “dense shape reconstruction” in the rest of this paper). As a result, 
quite a number of points are reconstructed in online. Details of these two phases are 
described in next subsection. 

 
3.3 Sparse Shape Reconstruction 
In our assumption, because there are almost no given information about an object when the 
robot tries to grasp it, what the robot has firstly to do is to acquire its shape by using sensors 
mounted on. We especially focus on SFM by means of a single camera because of its small 
and light system. This means that the robot can have an ability to acquire whole shape of an 
object with observing from various viewpoints by moving its manipulator. In this approach, 
it is hoped that we should also consider a viewpoint planning which decide manipulator 
motion on the spot, so that sequential reconstruction should be applied.  
Factorization method (Tomasi & Kanade, 1992) is a major approach to SFM. 3D shape can be 
acquired only from image feature correspondences. However, because it is basically batch 
process, this property prevents our purpose which demands sequential reconstruction. So 
we apply the factorization only initial process, and use the result as input to sequential 
reconsturction process. The process consist of motion stereo and bundle adjustment. 
Moreover, there are other issues to utilize the result to object grasping, that is, (1) the 
reconstruction result inluldes the error of  camera model linearization, (2) the scale of 
reconstructed object is not conisdered, (3) the shape is basically sparce. We cope with the 
item (1) by compensating the result of factorization method by means of bundle adjustment.  
The item (2) will be solved by using odometory or other sensors such as LRF before 
reconstruction. The item (3) will be solved by an approach described in next subsection. 

 
3.3.1 Initial Reconstruction 
In our assumption, the position of a target object is roughly given in advance. What the 
robot should firstly do is to specify the position of the object. In this process, the robot finds 
the target object and measures the distance between itself and the object. Next, image 
streams which observe the object from various viewpoints are captured, and feature points 
are extracted from the first image and tracked to other images. By using feature 
correspondences in several images which are captured from the beginning, a matrix W is 
generated. A factorization method is suitable in this condition because it is able to calculate 
camera poses and 3D position of feature points simultaneously. The W is decomposed as 
follows : 

 
 
where the matrix M includes camera poses and the matrix S is a group of 3D feature points. 
We use the factorization based on weak perspective camera model (Poalman & Kanade, 
1997) whose calculation time is very short but its reconstruction result includes linear 
approximation error. In order to eliminate the linearization error, bundle adjustment is 
applied. Basically the adjustment needs the initial state of camera poses and 3D feature 
points, the result of factorization applies it with good input. After the robot acquired the 
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distance between itself and a target object, nonlinear minimization is performed obeying the 
following equation: 

 
 

 
 
 

where mi denotes ith coordinates of a feature point in jth image. P is number of observable 
feature points. r is a column vector of a rotation matrix R, tx, ty and tz are the elements of  
translation vector from world coordinates to camera coordinates. X, Y and Z indicate 3D 
position of the feature point.  
Through this process, despite the factorization includes linear approximation error, finally 

obtained result has good values for the next step. 

 
3.3.2 Sequential Reconstruction 
The initial reconstruction result provides next process with a part of 3D shape and camera 
poses, remained object shape is reconstructed sequentially in the next step. One of the issues 
on this phase is the influence of occlusion, that is, image feature points disappear or arise 
according to viewpoint changes. In such condition, the reconstruction should be performed 
whenever a new image is captured.  
As often as new image is obtained, following processes are applied: 
A. A camera pose is estimated by means of bundle adjustment by using feature points 

which are well tracked and their 3-D position has already obtained in the former 
processes. 

B. 3D position of newly extracted feature points are calculated by means of motion 
stereo.  

Feature point extraction will have frequent changes obeying the viewpoint of the camera. In 
this situation, motion stereo is effective because it can calculate the 3-D position of a point in 
each. However this method needs a pair of pre-estimated camera poses, the position of a 
new camera pose is firstly calculated by means of bundle adjustment. Several feature points 
whose 3D position is known is utilized to this process. The evaluation equation is as follows:  
 
 
 
 
 
where mi denotes ith coordinates of a feature point, P is number of observable points.  
By using this equation, back projection error is evaluated and adjusted by means of Newton  
method. On the other hand,  the equation of motion stereo is as follows: 
 
 
 
where 1m  and 2m  denotes extended vectors about corresponded feature point between 
two images. X = (X,Y,Z) indicates 3D position of the feature point, R and T denotes relative 
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rotation matrix and  relative translation vector between two images, respectively. From this 
equation, 3D feature position is calculated by means of least squares.  
In this step, each process is fast and reconstruction of the target object can be performed 
sequentially when an image is captured. This enables a robot to plan next camera viewpoint 
to acquire better shape model from the reconstructed shape in realtime. 

 
3.3.3 Dense Reconstruction 
3D dense shape is approximately calculated by using triangle patches (Fig.1, (2)). By using 
three vertices which are selected from neighboring features in an image, 3D parches are 
generated by means of motion stereo. In addition, pixels existing inner the triangle are also 
reconstructed by means of affine transformation based interpolaion. 
The reconstruction procedure is as follows: first, three feature correspondences in a pair of 
images are prepared, and a triangle patch is composed. Next, image pixels are densely 
sampled on the triangle. At this time, normal information of the patch is also added to each 
point (Fig.1 (3)).  These process is applied to mutilple pairs of images, and all the results of 
3D points are integrated as a 3D shape of  the target object. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Feature correspondense by using affine invarianse 
 
Fundamentally, dense 3D shape reconstruction is achieved by a correlation base stereo, all 
the correspondence of pixels in two images must be established and camera poses of them 
are known. However, making correlation is computational power consuming process and 
takes long time. So this section describes a smart and faster algorithm for dense 3-D 
reconstruction, where sparse correspondence of the feature points which is already obtained 
in the sequential phase is fully utilized. The crucial point of the proposed approach is to 
make use of affine invariance in finding a presumed pixel Q in Image B in Fig.2 when a pixel 
P in Image A in Fig.2 is assigned in a triangle that is formed by the neighbor three feature 
points. The affine invariance parameter  and is defined as follows: 
 

 
where z is a coordinate vector of pixel P, and pn (n = 1, 2, 3) is a feature point in image A in 
Fig.2.  and  are invariant parameters which enable to correspond a pixel P in image A 
with a pixel Q in image B by following equation: 
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where p’n (n = 1, 2, 3) in image B in Fig.2 is a corresponding feature point to pn  (n = 1, 2, 3) 
in image A respectively. 
In this approach, we must take notice that the proposed approach employs 2 dimensional 
affine transformation, and the presumed point Q contains an error in the coordinate vector 
z’. Therefore, it is necessary to verify the point z’ with the criteria as follows: 

- Distance between presumed pixel z’ of Q to epipolar line in image B in Fig.2 from 
image A is within a certain threshold. 

- A radiance of the pixel Q in image B in Fig.2 is same with the pixel P in image A. 
After making the pixel to presumed pixel correspondence in the two images, conventional 
motion stereo method yields dence 3-D object shape reconstruction. Avoiding conventional 
correlation matching of the pixels in the two images provides computation time merit in the 
reconstruction process.  
In the next step, 3-D points which are obtained by above stereo reconstruction are voted and 
integrated into a voxel space. Because the reconstruction method by affine invariance 
includes 2-D affine approximation, reconstruction error will become larger at a scene which 
has long depth or a target object which has rough feature points. There will be phantom 
particles in shape from the reconstruction by two images. Therefore, voting is effective 
method to scrape redundant or phantom particles off and to extract a real shape. Fig.3 
shows the voxelization outline. The generated model (oriented points) becomes a group of 
voxels with giving normal information in each voxel. 

 
Fig. 3. Model voxelization 
 
In addition to above voxelization process to cope with 3-D error originated from Affine 
transformation, not only the voxel just on the surface of the reconstructed 3-D shape but also 
the adjacent voxels are also voted into the voxel space. After finishing the vote from all the 
reconstructed shapes originated from the image stream around the target object, voxels that 
has the large voted number exceeding the threshold are saved and other voxels are 
discarded. The result of reconstruction is presented by a group of voxels which has 
thickness in its shape. 
We also propose hierarchy data representation for effective grasp planning. It is described in 
section 5 in detail. 
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rotation matrix and  relative translation vector between two images, respectively. From this 
equation, 3D feature position is calculated by means of least squares.  
In this step, each process is fast and reconstruction of the target object can be performed 
sequentially when an image is captured. This enables a robot to plan next camera viewpoint 
to acquire better shape model from the reconstructed shape in realtime. 
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3D dense shape is approximately calculated by using triangle patches (Fig.1, (2)). By using 
three vertices which are selected from neighboring features in an image, 3D parches are 
generated by means of motion stereo. In addition, pixels existing inner the triangle are also 
reconstructed by means of affine transformation based interpolaion. 
The reconstruction procedure is as follows: first, three feature correspondences in a pair of 
images are prepared, and a triangle patch is composed. Next, image pixels are densely 
sampled on the triangle. At this time, normal information of the patch is also added to each 
point (Fig.1 (3)).  These process is applied to mutilple pairs of images, and all the results of 
3D points are integrated as a 3D shape of  the target object. 
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where p’n (n = 1, 2, 3) in image B in Fig.2 is a corresponding feature point to pn  (n = 1, 2, 3) 
in image A respectively. 
In this approach, we must take notice that the proposed approach employs 2 dimensional 
affine transformation, and the presumed point Q contains an error in the coordinate vector 
z’. Therefore, it is necessary to verify the point z’ with the criteria as follows: 
- Distance between presumed pixel z’ of Q to epipolar line in image B in Fig.2 from 
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correlation matching of the pixels in the two images provides computation time merit in the 
reconstruction process.  
In the next step, 3-D points which are obtained by above stereo reconstruction are voted and 
integrated into a voxel space. Because the reconstruction method by affine invariance 
includes 2-D affine approximation, reconstruction error will become larger at a scene which 
has long depth or a target object which has rough feature points. There will be phantom 
particles in shape from the reconstruction by two images. Therefore, voting is effective 
method to scrape redundant or phantom particles off and to extract a real shape. Fig.3 
shows the voxelization outline. The generated model (oriented points) becomes a group of 
voxels with giving normal information in each voxel. 
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In addition to above voxelization process to cope with 3-D error originated from Affine 
transformation, not only the voxel just on the surface of the reconstructed 3-D shape but also 
the adjacent voxels are also voted into the voxel space. After finishing the vote from all the 
reconstructed shapes originated from the image stream around the target object, voxels that 
has the large voted number exceeding the threshold are saved and other voxels are 
discarded. The result of reconstruction is presented by a group of voxels which has 
thickness in its shape. 
We also propose hierarchy data representation for effective grasp planning. It is described in 
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4. Grasp Planning 
 

The purpose of our grasp planning is to find reasonable grasp pose based on automatically 
created model. 

 
4.1 Approach to Grasp Planning 
Grasp planning in this research has two major issues: 
- how to plan a grasp pose efficiently from the 3D dense points,  
- how to ensure a grasp stability under the condition that 

the model may have shape error. 
It is assumed that fingers will touch the object by contacting with some area not at a point. 
Because the object model obtained from a series of images in this paper is not perfectly 
accurate, the area contact will save the planning algorithm from the difference of the model 
shape and real shape of the object. 
In order to decide the best grasp pose to pick up the object, planned poses are evaluated by 
three criteria. First criterion is the size of contact area between the hand and the object 
model, second criterion is a gravity balance depending on grasp position on the object, and 
third criterion is manipulability when a mobile robot reaches it hand and grasps the object. 

 
4.2 Evaluation method 
The input of our grasp planning is 3D object model which is built autonomously. The 
method should allow the model data redundancy and the shape error. The authors propose 
to judge grasp stability by the lowest sum total of three functions as follows:  
 

 
where P1 is a center point of finger plane on the hand. This point is a point to contact with 
object. o

hx  is a hand pose (6-DOF) ,  is a position of a robot. wi is a weight. 
 F1 ( . )  represents the function of contact area between the hand and the object. The 
evaluation value becomes smaller if the hand pose has more contact area. F2 ( . ) represents 
the function of a gravity balance. The evaluation value becomes small if a moment of the 
object is small. F3 ( . ) represents the function of the grasping pose. The evaluation value 
becomes small if the amount of robot motion to reach to the object is small. The policy of 
grasp planning is to find P1, o

hx  and which minimize the function of F. 
As it is necessary to yield the moment of inertia of the object, the model must be volumetric. 
For this purpose, voxelized model are extended to everywhere dense model through 
following procedure: a voxel space including all the part of the model is defined, then the 
voxels of outside of the object are pruned away. Finally, the reminder voxels is a volumetric 
model.  
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Fig.4 Grasp evaluation based on contact area 

 
4.2.1 Grasp Evaluation based on Contact Area 
In order to calculate the function ),( 11

o
hF xP , contact area between the hand and the object is 

considered. Detail equation can be represented as follows : 

  
where S0 is a threshold. S  (P1, o

hx ) is the size of contact area. c is a positive constant. 
The size of contact area is approximately estimated by counting the voxels in the vicinity of 
the fingers. The advantage of this approach is that the estimation can merely be 
accomplished in spite of complexity of the object shape. As shown in Fig.4, the steps to 
evaluate the contact area are as follows: (i) assume that the hand is maximally opened, (ii) 
choose one contact point P1 which is a voxel on the surface of the model, (iii) consider the 
condition that the center of the one finger touches at P1 and the contact direction is 
perpendicular to the normal at P1, (iv) calculate contact area as the number of voxels which 
are adjacent P1 with the finger tips. (v) Assume that the other finger is touched with the 
counter side of the object and count the number of voxels which are touched with the finger 
plane.  
The grasping does not possible if any of following contact conditions applies.  
- contact area is too small for either one or both of fingers, 
- the width between the finger exceeds the limit, 
- the normal with the contacting voxel is not perpendicular to the finger plane. 

Change the posture P1 by rotating the hand around the normal with certain step angles, 
above evaluation (i) to (v) is repeated. 
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4.2.1 Grasp Evaluation based on Contact Area 
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considered. Detail equation can be represented as follows : 
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hx ) is the size of contact area. c is a positive constant. 
The size of contact area is approximately estimated by counting the voxels in the vicinity of 
the fingers. The advantage of this approach is that the estimation can merely be 
accomplished in spite of complexity of the object shape. As shown in Fig.4, the steps to 
evaluate the contact area are as follows: (i) assume that the hand is maximally opened, (ii) 
choose one contact point P1 which is a voxel on the surface of the model, (iii) consider the 
condition that the center of the one finger touches at P1 and the contact direction is 
perpendicular to the normal at P1, (iv) calculate contact area as the number of voxels which 
are adjacent P1 with the finger tips. (v) Assume that the other finger is touched with the 
counter side of the object and count the number of voxels which are touched with the finger 
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The grasping does not possible if any of following contact conditions applies.  
- contact area is too small for either one or both of fingers, 
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Fig. 5. Grasping evaluationbased on gravity balance 

 
4.2.2 Grasp Evaluation of Gravity Balance at Gradient 
In order to calculate the function ),( 12

o
hF xP , a moment caused by a gravity is considered. 

The moment is easily calculated by investigating voxels which occupies in the volume of the 
object model. As shown in Fig.5, the model is divided into two volumes by a plane which is 
parallel to the direction of gravitation. If the two volumes give equivalent moment, good 
evaluation is obtained: 

, 
where 
 
 
. 
The mu is a moment to u derived from gravitation. K is a positive constant. The equation to 
calculate M has a role of nomalization which prevent a difference of the moment at volume 
u, v relying on the size of the object.  
Although it is naturally strict to consider another balance requirement such as force-closure, 
the authors rather take F2 ( . ) for moment balance criterion according to the following 
reasons. The one reason is that it is difficult to evaluate the amount of the friction force 
between the hand and grasped object, because there are no knowledge about the material or 
mass of the object. The second reason is that a grasping pose which is finally fixed on the 
basis of this evaluation can be expected to maintain the gravity balance of the object. Our 
approach assumes that the grasping can be successfully achieved unless the grasp position 
is shifted in very wrong balance, because a jaw gripper hand is assumed to have enough 
grasping force. This means that the finally obtained grasp pose by the method proposed 
here roughly maintains forceclosure grasp. 
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4.2.3 Grasp pose evaluation based on robot poses 
Although evalation criteria described above are a closed solution between an object and a 
hand, other criteria should be considerd when we aim to develop an object grasping by a 
real robot. Even if good evaluation is acquired from the functions F1 ( . ) and F2 ( . ), it may 
be worthless that the robot cannot have grasping pose due to kinematic constraint of  its 
manipulator.  
In order to judge the reachability to planned poses, we adopt two-stage evaluation. At first, 
whether or not inverse kinematics can be solved is tried to a given grasp pose. If 
manipulator pose exist, the F3 ( . ) is set to 0. In other case, second phase planning is 
performed. Robot poses including standing position of the wheelbase are also planned. In 
this phase grasping pose is decided by generating both wheelbase motion and joint angles of 
the manipulator (Yamazaki et al, 2008).  

 
4.3 Efficient grasp pose searching 
In the pose searching process, oriented point which is touched to P1 is selected from the 
model in order. Because such monotonous searching is inefficient, it is important to reduce 
vain contact between finger and the object model. In order to implement fast planner, 
oriented points which can have good evaluation are firstly selected. This can be achieved to 
restrict the direction of the contact by utilizing normal information of each point. In addition, 
another approach to reduce the searching is also proposed in next section. 

 
5. Model Representation for Efficient Implementation 
 

As described in section 3, the model represented by oriented points has redundant data for 
grasp planning. By transforming these points to voxelized model, redundant data can be 
reduced. This section describes some issues on the voxelization and its solution. 

 
5.1 Pruning voxels away to generate thin model 
 From a viewpoint of ensuring grasping success rate, it is expected that the size of voxel is 
set 2mm to 5mm because of allowable shape error. One of the issues of voxelization under 
the setting is that the voting based model tends to grow in thickness on its surface. This 
phenomenon should be eliminated for effective grasp planning. 
An algorithm to acquire a “thin” model is as follows : (1) select a certain voxel from 
voxelized model, (2) define cylindrical region whose center is the voxel and its direction is 
parallel to the normal of the voxel. (3) Search 26 neigbor voxels and find voxels which are 
included the cylindrical region. This process is performed recursively. (4) calcurate an 
average position and normal from the listed voxels, and decide a voxel which can be 
ascribed to object surface.  
Through this thinning, number of reconstructed points reduces from several hundred 
thousands to several handreds. Moreover, this averaging has effect of diminishing shape 
error of the model. 
As described in section 4.2, volumetric model is also needed. Such model is generated from 
the model created through above procedure. Because the process consumes few time, this is 
one of the advantage of voxelized model. 
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4.2.3 Grasp pose evaluation based on robot poses 
Although evalation criteria described above are a closed solution between an object and a 
hand, other criteria should be considerd when we aim to develop an object grasping by a 
real robot. Even if good evaluation is acquired from the functions F1 ( . ) and F2 ( . ), it may 
be worthless that the robot cannot have grasping pose due to kinematic constraint of  its 
manipulator.  
In order to judge the reachability to planned poses, we adopt two-stage evaluation. At first, 
whether or not inverse kinematics can be solved is tried to a given grasp pose. If 
manipulator pose exist, the F3 ( . ) is set to 0. In other case, second phase planning is 
performed. Robot poses including standing position of the wheelbase are also planned. In 
this phase grasping pose is decided by generating both wheelbase motion and joint angles of 
the manipulator (Yamazaki et al, 2008).  

 
4.3 Efficient grasp pose searching 
In the pose searching process, oriented point which is touched to P1 is selected from the 
model in order. Because such monotonous searching is inefficient, it is important to reduce 
vain contact between finger and the object model. In order to implement fast planner, 
oriented points which can have good evaluation are firstly selected. This can be achieved to 
restrict the direction of the contact by utilizing normal information of each point. In addition, 
another approach to reduce the searching is also proposed in next section. 

 
5. Model Representation for Efficient Implementation 
 

As described in section 3, the model represented by oriented points has redundant data for 
grasp planning. By transforming these points to voxelized model, redundant data can be 
reduced. This section describes some issues on the voxelization and its solution. 

 
5.1 Pruning voxels away to generate thin model 
 From a viewpoint of ensuring grasping success rate, it is expected that the size of voxel is 
set 2mm to 5mm because of allowable shape error. One of the issues of voxelization under 
the setting is that the voting based model tends to grow in thickness on its surface. This 
phenomenon should be eliminated for effective grasp planning. 
An algorithm to acquire a “thin” model is as follows : (1) select a certain voxel from 
voxelized model, (2) define cylindrical region whose center is the voxel and its direction is 
parallel to the normal of the voxel. (3) Search 26 neigbor voxels and find voxels which are 
included the cylindrical region. This process is performed recursively. (4) calcurate an 
average position and normal from the listed voxels, and decide a voxel which can be 
ascribed to object surface.  
Through this thinning, number of reconstructed points reduces from several hundred 
thousands to several handreds. Moreover, this averaging has effect of diminishing shape 
error of the model. 
As described in section 4.2, volumetric model is also needed. Such model is generated from 
the model created through above procedure. Because the process consumes few time, this is 
one of the advantage of voxelized model. 
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5.2 Hierarchical Data Representation 
The method mentioned in 5.1 can reduce the number of pose searching. However, the 
searching has potential to be still capable of improving. For instance, there are somewhat 
points which obviously need not to be checked. From this reason, hierarchical data 
representation is adopted to exclude needless points before judging the quality of grasp 
pose. Using the new formed model, the searching can be performed at some parts on object 
model where will have rich contact area with fingers.  
The hierarchical representation is similar to octree. Octree is often used for judging collision 
in the field of computer graphics. The transformation procedure is as follows: at first, initial 
voxels which construct original voxelized model are set hierarchical A. Next, other voxel 
space which is constructed w times larger voxels than hierarchical A is superimposed on the 
voxels of hierarchical A. A new model is represented by the larger voxels which are set 
hierarchical B. In this processing, only voxels belonging to hierarchical B are adopted when 
these voxels include much number of voxels which has similar orientation at hierarchical A. 
The same hierarchy construction is performed from hierarchical B to hierarchical C, too. As a 
result, one voxel of hierarchical C includes several voxels of hierarchical A. Because these 
voxels of hierarchcal A are grouped and has similar orientation, the area can be expected 
that it supplies rich contact area with finger.  
In the grasp pose searching, voxels of hierarchical C are selected in order. The evaluation is 
performed about inner voxels which belong to hierarchical A. This approach can achieve 
efficient searching with selecting only voxels which are guaranteed to provide good 
evaluation result about contact area. 
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Fig. 7. A robot system and an assumed task 

 
6. Experiments 
 

6.1 System setup 
Fig7. shows a robot system in our use. A 5DOF manipulator made by Nuronics Inc. was 
mounted on the mobile base ``Yamabico'' which was developed by Intelligent robot 
laboratory, Univ. of Tsukuba. A camera mounted on the wrist of the manipulator was used 
to capture image streams with observing a target object while the manipulator moving. A 
LRF sensor, URG04-LX made by Hokuyo Inc. was mounted on the wheelbase. Two portable 
computers were also equipped. The One (Celeron 1.1GHz) was to controll the wheelbase 
and  the manipulator from the result of planning. Another (Pentium M 2.0GHz) was to 
manage reconstruction and planning process.  
 

 
Fig. 8. Image streams in case of a plastic bottle 

 
6.2 Proof experiments of automatic 3D modeling and grasp planning 
Firstly, several small objects having commonly texture and shape were selected and they 
were tried to reconstruct the shape and to plan grasp poses.  
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The procedure of proof experiments was as follows : (i) the robot moved to the front of 
instructed position by manual, and (ii) observed to detect a target object position by using 
LRF. (iii) From the result, camera trajectory (several via points and their interpolation for the 
end-effector of the manipulator) was calculated to capture image streams related to the 
target object. 
Fig.8 shows an example when a target object was a plastic bottle which had 120mm height. 
Number of captured images were 134,  and 150 feature points were extracted and tracked in 
each image. These image features were used to reconstruct its 3D shape by means of an 
algorithm described in section 3.  
Factorization method and bundle adjustment took 300 msec for firstly captured 10 images. 
After that, one time of sequential reconstruction of a camera pose and object shape took 30 
msec in each image. Dense shape reconstruction was performed when all images were 
finished to capture. It used 55 image pairs to make oriented points and the result was 
integrated into voxel space. The processing time was 2.4 sec. 
  

 
Fig. 9. Experimental results of object modeling 
 
Fig.9 shows several results of object modeling and grasp planning. There were five objects 
which had relatively rich texture on its surface. Numbers in ‘Poins’ row  shows number of 
reconstructed points after voxelization, and numbers in ‘Grasp pose candidates ‘ shows 
number of grasping poses through the algorithm descibed in section 4. Other 2 rows shows 
processing times of the planning. 
Notice that the planning times were not related to object shape complexity. In these 
experiments, dozens of grasp poses could be found from each created models about 1 
second (Pentium M, 2.0 GHz) as shown in processing times (A). On the other hand, the 
results in (B) as shown in Fig.9 indicate the processing time without utilizing hierarchy data 
representation describe in section 5.2. The representation succeeded 7 to 10 times speeding 
up the planning. 
On the other hand, some problems were cleared up through this experiments. For instance, 
an area where had no texture cannot reconstructed  by our modeling method. This means 
grasp poses which touch to inner of the cup could not be selected in grasp planning.  
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Fig. 10. Examples of object grasping by using planning result 
 

 
Fig. 11. Planned grasping poses in case of a cup 
 

 
Fig. 12. Implementation to delivery task 
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Fig.11 shows grasp planning results in case of a cup as shown second example in Fig.9. Red 
points indicate 3D reconstructed points, and blue rectangles show pseudo finger planes. The 
most right graph shows a distribution of evalation of grasp poses. Because low value 
indicates a good evaluation, grasp poses which touched to the side of the cup without a 
knob were judged to stable area to contact.  

 
6.4 Integration to delivery task 
An object carrying task was tried by using a mobile manipulator. The goal of this 
experiment was to hand an object to a person who stood another place from the object 
position.  As described in section 2, we assumed that (i)there were no constraint on the 
object shape and no tags or marks on the object, (ii)relatively much natural texture could be 
found on the object surface, and (iii)the object has equivalent size that human could grasp it 
by one hand. Jaw Gripper hand which was a compact and light weight were used for 
grasping the object. Thin sponges were pasted up to the fingers to ensure area-based contact 
with the object.  
Environment map which included the position of the object was given in advance. 
Moreover, the initial position of the robot and the position of the person were given in 
advance, too. In this condition, the robot planned its motion trajectory automatically by 
using artificial potential method (Connoly et al., 1990). As shown in Fig.12, the robot 
succeeded to picking up the object based on our automatic 3D modeling and grasp planning, 
and handed the object to a person who sit down on the side of a table. 

 
7. Conclusion 
 

In this chapter, a 3D modeling and grasp planning methods were discribed. Because the two 
methods were densely combined with the model representation ‘oriented points’, 
autonomous mobile manipulator implemented these methods can handle objects which are 
placed on real world without giving their shape and grasp information in advance.  The 
authors showed the effectiveness of our approach through experiments by using a real robot.  
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1. Introduction 
 

Automatic control has become an important part of the modern industrial processes. 
Progress both in basic research as applied to automatic control, provide a way to obtain the 
optimum performance of the dynamical systems, improve the quality and reduce the costs. 
Robotics, as a part of automatics, represents nowadays an important research area, and it 
has an essential role in the productive modernization (UNECE and IFR, 2005). The inclusion 
of industrial manipulators in the manufacturing process allows obtaining better and cheaper 
products. Therefore, the development of an open software structure for the industrial robots 
controlling is a very important objective to be achieved (William, 1994), (Frederick and 
Albus, 1997). 
The main characteristic of an open software structure for robotics applications is the 
interface that relates the components of the robot with the basic internal structure. In 
industrial area, one of the most important works was developed in the framework of the 
European project OSACA (Open System Architecture for Control within Automation 
Systems). Similarly, significant contributions were reached in Japan through OSEC (Open 
System Environment for Controllers) under IROFA (International Robotics and Factory 
Automation Center), (Sawada and Akira, 1997), and in the United States of America through 
OMAC (Open Modular Architecture Control). The objective of all these research projects is 
to develop an open control system including the reference model of the components, the 
general application interface and the structure so that all the components work together. So 
far manufacturers do not work together to develop standard control software that could be 
applied to any industrial robot. 
On the other hand, several commercial software packages, that run under Windows, for 
mobile robots can be found. Among the best known ones, Advanced Robotics Interface for 
Applications (ARIA) is used in the robots manufactured by Mobile Robots Inc., 
BotController software were developed by MobotSoft and it is used for the well known 
Khepera and Koala robots. Even when these software packages are powerful and have 
many benefits, they can be applied only to the robots that were developed.   

23
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The main objectives of this chapter are the development and the implementation of an open 
software structure with reusable components, which works as a link between the hardware 
of an industrial robot manipulator and its control algorithm in order to implement these 
control algorithms with minimum efforts. Having this kind of software structure is very 
useful for researching and teaching in robotics as well as for industrial applications. The 
software structure runs under QNX Real Time operating system (Krten, 1999), and can be 
used for a large number of industrial robots.  
With the aim of achieving the raised objectives, the developed system is compound by two 
different programs. First one is the responsible for the sensors’ data acquisition and sending 
the control action to the servos. This program uses a shared memory block to save the data 
obtained from the sensors and to get the control action to be sent to the servos. In the second 
one runs the control algorithm. This program, similar to the first one, uses the same shared 
memory block to get the sensors’ data and to save the control action to be sent to the servos. 
This way, the control algorithm execution is isolated from the signals transmission between 
the software and the robot’s hardware, allowing a time and efforts reduction in the 
implementation of different control algorithms. 
Then, two different controllers have been implemented in order to evaluate the performance 
of the proposed open software structure, applied to the SCARA robot manipulator Bosch 
SR-800. First, a classical PD (proportional-derivative) controller is used to allow the robot to 
achieve a desired position on the workspace. This controller uses the position information 
from the encoders of the robot. Finally, an advanced passivity based visual servoing with 
“eye-in-hand” camera configuration (Weiss et al., 1987) is implemented to allow the robot to 
reach a position relative to some static target. Additionally, finite L2-gain for the passivity 
based control system is proven when a moving object is considered, allowing the robot to 
track the moving target with L2-gain  performance. Experimental results for both, the 
classical PD controller and the passivity based visual controller are presented in order to 
show the good performance of the proposed open software structure when it is applied to 
industrial robot manipulators. 
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the used industrial robot 
manipulator. Section 3 presents the open control software developed. Section 4 comments 
the control strategies used to evaluate the software structure and shows the experimental 
results. Finally, Section 5 presents same conclusions of the work. 

 
2. Industrial robot Bosch SR-800 
 

The robot manipulator Bosch SR-800 is 4 dof SCARA like industrial robotic arm. This kind 
of manipulator is useful for smooth and fast movements, especially for assembly tasks. First, 
second and fourth joints are rotational and they move on the horizontal plane; and third 
joint is linear and it moves on the vertical plane. Figure 1 shows the robot’s configuration 
and it physical dimensions. It is important to remark that the third joint is uncoupled by a 
mechanical system based on toothed belts. This way, the end effector is always in the same 
orientation when no control action is applied to the third joint. 
The manipulator Bosch SR-800 has a Riho control unit, provided by the manufacturer, 
consisting of four servo-amplifiers and a CPU. The servo-amplifiers command the joints of 
the robot and the CPU is used to compute a position control algorithm with internal velocity 
loop for each joint. 

 
Fig. 1. Industrial robot Bosch SR-800 
 
In order to reach the proposed objectives, the closed control system, i.e. the CPU provided 
by the manufacturer, was replaced by an open control system, i.e. a PC based control 
system. This new control system has input-output data boards AD/DA-Q12 from 
Microaxial®, to make the data interchange between the control system and the robot’s 
hardware. A block diagram of the described system is shown in Fig. 2.The robot was also 
equipped was a force sensor FS6-120 and a vision camera Sony XC77, both located at the 
end effector of the robot. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Control diagram of the robot Bosch SR-800 
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2. Industrial robot Bosch SR-800 
 

The robot manipulator Bosch SR-800 is 4 dof SCARA like industrial robotic arm. This kind 
of manipulator is useful for smooth and fast movements, especially for assembly tasks. First, 
second and fourth joints are rotational and they move on the horizontal plane; and third 
joint is linear and it moves on the vertical plane. Figure 1 shows the robot’s configuration 
and it physical dimensions. It is important to remark that the third joint is uncoupled by a 
mechanical system based on toothed belts. This way, the end effector is always in the same 
orientation when no control action is applied to the third joint. 
The manipulator Bosch SR-800 has a Riho control unit, provided by the manufacturer, 
consisting of four servo-amplifiers and a CPU. The servo-amplifiers command the joints of 
the robot and the CPU is used to compute a position control algorithm with internal velocity 
loop for each joint. 

 
Fig. 1. Industrial robot Bosch SR-800 
 
In order to reach the proposed objectives, the closed control system, i.e. the CPU provided 
by the manufacturer, was replaced by an open control system, i.e. a PC based control 
system. This new control system has input-output data boards AD/DA-Q12 from 
Microaxial®, to make the data interchange between the control system and the robot’s 
hardware. A block diagram of the described system is shown in Fig. 2.The robot was also 
equipped was a force sensor FS6-120 and a vision camera Sony XC77, both located at the 
end effector of the robot. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Control diagram of the robot Bosch SR-800 
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2.1 Robot kinematic model 
Let’s consider the industrial manipulator briefly described above, with a global coordinate 
system whose origin is located at the intersection between the rotation axis of the first joint 
and the horizontal plane yx, ,  as Fig. 3 shows.  
 

 
Fig. 3. Geometric description of the robot Bosch SR-800 
 
In Fig. 3, l1 and l2 are the length of the first and second links respectively, qi are the joint 
positions of each link, and h is the distance between the first link and the base of the robot.  
Then, the kinematic model that relates the position of the end effector with the joints 
variables are represented by the following set of equations, 
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2.2 Dynamic model 
In the absence of friction or other disturbances, the dynamics of a n-link rigid SCARA robot 
manipulator can be written as (Spong and Vidyasagar, 1989), 
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where: 

1R  nq  is the vector of joint displacements; 
1R  nτ  is the vector of applied joint torques; 
nnRM is the symmetric positive definite manipulator inertia matrix; 
1 nRqC   is the vector of centripetal and Coriolis torques. 
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Some important properties of the robot dynamics are the following. 
 
Property 1—The time derivative of the inertia matrix, and the centripetal and Coriolis 
matrix satisfy 
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that is,  CM 2 is an antisymmetric matrix. 
 
Property 2 – The dynamic structure of the manipulator can be written as, 
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where   mnR,, qqq  ; and nR is a vector of parameters. 
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2.3 Camera model 
A vision camera transforms a 3D space into a 2D projection on the image plane, where the 
vision sensor is located. This projection causes the lost of the depth perception, which means 
that each point on the image plane corresponds to a ray in the 3D space. 
Several projection models for the representation of the image formation process have been 
proposed. The most used is the perspective projection model or “pin-hole” model. In this 
model, a coordinate system ZYXO CCC

C ,,,  attached to the camera is defined in such a way 

that the X and Y axes define a base for the image plane and the Z axis is parallel to the optic 
axis. The origin of the framework ZYXO CCC

C ,,,  is located at the focus of the camera lens. 

From Fig. 4, a fixed point P in the 3D space with coordinates  TCCC ZYXP  on the 
framework attached to the perspective camera will be projected on the image plane as a 
point with coordinates  Tvuξ  given by (Hutchinson et al., 1996), 
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where   is the focal length of the camera expressed in pixels. 
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where   is the focal length of the camera expressed in pixels. 
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Fig. 4. Perspective projection camera model 

 
2.3.1 Punctual image feature 
An image feature is usually defined as a quantifiable relation on the image plane. In (Jang et 
al., 1991), a formal definition for image features is given, 
 
    dvduvuIvuf ,,,  (4) 
 
where  vuI , is the intensity of the pixel at the position  vu, . Function  can be a linear or a 
non lineal mapping, depending on the considered image feature. It may even be a delta 
function.  
Some common examples of image features are: 

 Cross-correlation correspondence or sum of squares’ difference to determine the 
coordinates of a known pattern of pixels in the image. 

 Spatial or central moments of the image. 
 Length or orientation of objects’ borders. 
 Length or orientation of the segments that connect different objects in the scene.  

In (Kelly et al., 2000), it is presented the relation between the time variation of the image 
feature vector and the movement velocity of an object relative to the vision system placed at 
the end effector of the robot, when a punctual image feature is considered. 
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CR is the rotation matrix of the coordinate system attached to the robot’s base 
relative to the coordinate system attached to the vision camera; GJ is the geometric Jacobian 
of the robot (Sciavicco and Siciliano, 2001); and imgJ  and OJ  are the image and the object 
Jacobians respectively, with: 
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3. Open software design 
 

3.1 Users 
The software system developed in this chapter is expected to be useful in control system 
teaching, human resources training, research, as well as in industrial area. Users in all these 
areas can be classified in four different levels, depending on how they would use the 
software system. 
 

 Level 1: those users who do not need to make any changes in the software system, 
for example: undergraduate students.    

 
 Level 2: those users who need to evaluate the performance of new control 

algorithms. They would need to modify just the implemented control law, using 
the rest of the system without any change. Those users have to have minimum 
knowledge about data structures and the system operation in order to make 
appropriate modifications. For example: postgraduate students, researchers.  
 

 Level 3: those users who want to make they own control software implementation, 
using only the sensors’ data acquisition program. 

 
 Level 4: those users who need to add one or more sensors or actuators in the system. 

Those users have to be knowledgeable about data structures and the system 
operation. 

 
3.2 Operational requirements 
Based on the main objectives of this development, the operational requirements of the 
software system are: 
 

 The control software for the industrial robot manipulator Bosch SR-800 must allow 
implementing and evaluating different control algorithms, using the information 
from the force sensor, position sensors, and visual sensor. All relevant data of the 
experiments have to be saved for later analysis.  

 The software developed must be flexible and with an open architecture in order to 
facilitate the incorporation of new components, such as sensors, actuators, 
teleoperation devices, etc. 

 
3.3 Reuse-based design 
In many engineering disciplines, like mechanical of electrical engineering, the design 
process is based on the reuse of the components. In the last decades, software engineering 
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has directed its efforts to imitate these techniques by encapsulating software units for its 
later reuse (Sommerville, 2000). With this aim, object oriented architecture is developed to 
handle different devices and hardware components, such as sensors, actuators, 
teleoperation devices. Therefore, data and inner tasks of each device are encapsulated, 
running in independents threads. This way, the software modules designed for each device 
can be reused for the inclusion of some new hardware component. 

 
3.4 Operating system and programming environment 
All the software development was made under platform QNX (Krten, 1999). This operating 
system has been selected because it is one of the best real time operating systems with high 
stability and robustness of operation. Additionally, QNX support multi-processors systems 
and several benefits can be obtained from the memory management unit (MMU) protection. 
The programming language chosen is C++, and the user interface has been implemented by 
using the Photon microGui. 
Different objects in the software are implemented in classes, which are initialized at the 
beginning of the program but they do not star working until their activation function is 
called.  In the particular cases of objects related to the sensors and the actuators, each one of 
them has an associated function that runs in a different thread, with a suitable sample time 
for each device.  

 
3.5 Design of the software structure 
The software structure is designed with independent modules for the user interface, the 
hardware devices, and the control algorithm. Figure 5 shows a block diagram of the 
software structure. The different tasks are divided into two processes or programs that 
communicate each other and work cooperatively. Communication task between the 
software and the hardware devices, and the synchronization of the control sample time are 
carried out by the so called Critic Time Program; whereas the control algorithm runs in the so 
called Control Program.    
The function that implements the control algorithm can be easily modified to allow 
evaluating different control strategies with a minimum effort. This function is called at each 
control sample instant, which is defined by the user through the user interface.  
In the following sections, main characteristics of both the Critic Time Program and the Control 
Program of the software are briefly described. 

 
3.5.1 Critic Time Program 
The Time Critic Program is responsible for communicating with the sensors and the actuators 
through the data acquisition and control hardware, updating the sensors’ data in the shared 
memory block, and it is also responsible for synchronizing the Control Program for the 
correct running of the control algorithm at each sample instant.  
This program has four different classes, 
 

 Motor: this object is responsible for applying the control actions obtained by the 
control algorithm to the motors of the industrial manipulator through the D/A 
converter of the data acquisition and control hardware. 

 Vision system: this object uses the TCP/IP connection functions to receive the 
visual information from the vision PC. This vision PC process the image obtained 
through the camera and sends the image features to the Critic Time Program via 
the TCP/IP connection. 

 Position:  this object is responsible for obtaining the position data from the internal 
encoders of each joint of the industrial robot. The data acquisition hardware is used 
to carry out this task. 

 Force: this object is responsible for obtaining the force data from the force sensor 
FS6-120. The serial port RS232 of the control PC is used. 

 
Additionally, a timer is used in this program to determine the sample instant of the control 
algorithm; and a graphic user interface is also implemented. Through this interface, users 
have a set of graphic controls that allow them to select the desired sensors and set their 
parameters, set the sample period, and start or stop the experiment.  
 

 
Fig. 5. Block diagram of the developed software system 
 
3.5.2 Control Program 
As explained above, the control algorithm runs in this program. Since the Control Program 
may be modified by users of Level 2, who may have not a large experience in software 
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has directed its efforts to imitate these techniques by encapsulating software units for its 
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development, some issues are commented. These issues should be taken into account to 
develop a program that efficiently uses the available hardware resources. 

 Determine the correct number of threads of the program, according to available PC 
hardware. 

 Avoid high time demanding operations. Perform I/O operations on files and 
communication devices asynchronously. 

 Do not use global variables. The reuse-based design using object oriented 
programming is desirable.  

 Use shared memory blocks for the data interchange between different processes. 
 Use events for the system synchronization. 
 If an on-line data writing to a hard disk device is needed, use a double buffer 

structure and an asynchronous writing. 
 Determine and set the correct priority of each thread according to its tasks. 

 
4. Implemented control laws 
 

The open software system developed has been tested by the implementation of two different 
control strategies. First, a classical PD position controller was implemented, based in the 
robot position information obtained from the internal encoders of the robot.  Then, a 
passivity based visual controller was implemented. This way, the performance of the 
software system is evaluated not only when internal sensors are used, but also when a 
vision camera placed at the end effector of the robot is used as sensor of the control system. 
In addition, it allows showing the possibility of a fast and easy control law interchange. 
Throughout this Section, a brief description of the control laws and some experimental 
results will be presented.  

 
4.1 PD controller 
The PD controller is a typical control algorithm used in robotics teaching. With the proposed 
open software structure, teaching duties relative to the laboratory experimentation can be 
fast and easy, bringing more time to the theoretical classes. Next, a brief explanation of the 
PD controller is presented.  
The PD position controller is defined as, 
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~ is 

the joint position error; and qq  ~ since a position problem is considered . A block diagram 
of the control system is shown in Fig. 6. 
By equating the control law (6) with the robot’s dynamic model (2), the close loop equation 
is obtained, 
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and recalling La Salle theorem (Slotine and Li, 2001; Khalil, 2001), the asymptotic stability of 
the control system can be proven.  
 

 
Fig. 6. PD controller block diagram 

 
4.2 Passivity based visual controller 
The proposed open software structure can also be used for the experimentation of new 
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system can be stabilized by a simple negative output feedback ykv  , with 0k (see Fig. 
7). Therefore, passivity is a useful property for the non linear systems analysis and design, 
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Fig. 7. Stabilized passive system 
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development, some issues are commented. These issues should be taken into account to 
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In addition, it allows showing the possibility of a fast and easy control law interchange. 
Throughout this Section, a brief description of the control laws and some experimental 
results will be presented.  

 
4.1 PD controller 
The PD controller is a typical control algorithm used in robotics teaching. With the proposed 
open software structure, teaching duties relative to the laboratory experimentation can be 
fast and easy, bringing more time to the theoretical classes. Next, a brief explanation of the 
PD controller is presented.  
The PD position controller is defined as, 
 
 qKqKτ ~~

vp   (6) 
 
where  pip kdiagK  and  viv kdiagK  are positive definite gain matrices; qqq  d

~ is 

the joint position error; and qq  ~ since a position problem is considered . A block diagram 
of the control system is shown in Fig. 6. 
By equating the control law (6) with the robot’s dynamic model (2), the close loop equation 
is obtained, 
 qKqKqCqM  vp  ~  (7) 
 
Considering the following Lyapunov candidate function and its time derivative (Slotine and 
Li, 2001; Khalil, 2001), 
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and recalling La Salle theorem (Slotine and Li, 2001; Khalil, 2001), the asymptotic stability of 
the control system can be proven.  
 

 
Fig. 6. PD controller block diagram 

 
4.2 Passivity based visual controller 
The proposed open software structure can also be used for the experimentation of new 
advanced control algorithms, such as passivity based visual servoing. This way, researchers 
can find in the proposed software system a useful experimentation platform, saving time in 
the implementation, focusing their efforts on the controllers design. Next, a brief 
explanation of the passivity based visual controller is presented. 
Passivity is an important property between input and output of a system that has been 
widely used in the stability analysis of non-lineal systems (Hill and Moylan, 1976; Lin, 1995; 
Willems, 1972a; Willems, 1972b) and the stability analysis of interconnected systems, 
especially in cascade structures (Vidyasagar, 1979; Byrnes et al., 1991; Ortega et al., 1995). 
The concept of passivity shows, in an intuitive way, that a passive system cannot provide 
more energy than the energy received, and it allows to prove that a non linear passive 
system can be stabilized by a simple negative output feedback ykv  , with 0k (see Fig. 
7). Therefore, passivity is a useful property for the non linear systems analysis and design, 
representing a good alternative to the Lyapunov method. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Stabilized passive system 
 
Some important definitions about the passive systems theory are (Ortega et al., 1998; van 
der Schaft, 2000), 
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Definition 1 – The mapping ee LLH 22:   is passive if there exist some constant  such 
that, 

  ,0;, 2 TLxxHx
T

  
Definition 2 – The mapping ee LLH 22:   is strictly passive if there exist some constants 

0  and  such that, 

  ,0;, 2
2

,2
TLxxxHx TT   

Definition 3 – The mapping ee LLH 22:   is strictly input passive if there exist some 
constants   and  such that, 

  ,0;, 2
2

,2
TLxxxHx TT   

Definition 4 – The mapping ee LLH 22:   is strictly output passive if there exist some 
constants   and  such that, 

  ,0;, 2
2

,2
TLxHxxHx TT   

 
4.2.1 Passivity property of the vision system 
Considering a static object 0P  , equation (5) can be written as,  
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where G
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RJJ













0
0 ; being  imgJ  the image Jacobian matrix, and GJ  the robot 

geometric Jacobian (Kelly et al., 2000). 

Taking the energy function ξξξ
T

2
1

V  and making its time derivative (Fujita et al., 2007), 

 qJξξξξ  TT V  (10) 
and integrating in  T,0  
 

      00
000 ξξξξξ qνqJξ VVTVdtdtdtV TTT

   TT  (11) 

 
where ξJνξ

T . 
Therefore, it can be concluded that the mapping qνξ   is passive. 

 
4.2.2 Control system design 
Considering now the variable     dξξξ  tt

~
 instead of  tξ  in order to contemplate the 

regulation problem, and also considering perfect velocity tracking ( uq  ), it is possible to 
prove that the passivity property of the vision system is preserved, that is,  
 

 TβdtT
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 ξνu ~T ;  then ξνu ~  is passive.  (12) 

 

where ξJν ξ
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~ T  and  0~
ξV  with ξξξ
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2
1

~ TV . 

Then, the following control law is proposed, according to the general structure of Fig. 7, 
 

 
ξKJu

Kνu ξ~
~

T


 (13) 

 
where K  is a symmetric and positive definite gain matrix. The control structure is shown in 
Fig. 8. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Block diagram of the passivity based control approach 

 
4.2.2 Control system analysis 
From (12), and replacing the control law expression (13), 
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where  Kminλ represents the minimum eigenvalue of matrix K . Therefore, from Definition 
3, the controller is strictly input passive from u νξ ~ . This way, the closed loop system of 

Fig. 8 is built by the interconnections of passive subsystems.  
By adding equations (12) and (15), the following inequality can be obtained 
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which implies that 2~ L ξν . Then, for  L ξν~ , the Barbalat’s lemma allows concluding 

that   0~ tξν , and therefore 0ξ 
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 with t , achieving the control objective.  
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4.2.3 Robustness to the object movement: L2-gain performance design 
In this section, the possibility of moving objects existence is considered and the control 
system’s performance for tracking tasks is evaluated. With this aim, the object’s velocity is 
considered as an external disturbance of the control system and a robust controller with L2-
gain performance criteria is designed (Fujita et al., 2007).   
The system ξw

~
 would have finite L2-gain if (van der Schaft, 2000), 

 

 0;
~
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22
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2
  Tdtdt TT

 wξ  (17) 

 
being PJw 

O  the object’s velocity on the image plane, considered as an external 
disturbance; 0 ; and 0 . In this context,   represents an indicator of the system’s 
tracking performance. The proposed control system will have finite L2-gain if 
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As can be easily verified by integrating (18) in  T,0 . In order to find a gain matrix K that 
fulfils the L2-gain performance criteria (18), it is considered again the positive definite 
function ξ

~V  and its time derivative, 
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Considering again perfect velocity tracking ( uq  ), the control law (13) is introduced in 
(19),   
 wξξJKJξξξξ

TTTT ~~~~
~  V  (20) 

 
and imposing L2-gain performance condition (18) to (20), the following inequality is 
obtained, 
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Reorganizing (21), the following matrix inequality is obtained, 
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The problem now is to find a symmetric and positive definite matrix K  and a value for  , 
such that the matrix inequality (22) is fulfilled. With this aim, the LMI technique (Boyd et al., 

1994) is used by restricting the Jacobian matrix J  to a convex set. The only restriction 
imposed to the gain matrix K  is that it must be symmetric and positive definite (in order to 
fulfill the passivity property of the controller (15)), and the condition of be diagonal is not 
imposed allowing the controller to incorporate dynamics coupling, obtaining better 
performances.  
Now, the problem that immediately rises in the selection of the gain matrix K  is that, if a 
small value for   is adopted for a good performance in moving objects tracking, actuators 
could be saturated in presence of large image features errors. On the other hand, if a large 
value for   is adopted, the saturation of the actuators would be avoided to de detriment of 
the tracking performance. The proposed solution to this problem lies in the use of a variable 
gain matrix, as a function of the image features error. With this aim, two different gain 
matrices 1K  and 2K  are found by solving the matrix inequality (22) ( 1K  for small features 
errors and 2K  for large features errors), and the gain matrix K  is obtained as,  
 
 21)1( KKK    (23) 

where 

max

~

~

ξ

ξ
 ; and being 

max

~
ξ  the maximum image features error. This way, matrix 

K  always fulfils the performance condition  , accepting a large value for large image 
features errors and adopting a smaller value for small image features errors, according to 
the design specifications. 

 
4.3 Experimental results 
Both the PD controller and the passivity based visual controller explained above were 
implemented in the industrial robot manipulator Bosch SR-800 shown in Fig. 9, with the 
open software developed. For the first experiment, as well as for the second one, it could be 
confirmed the fast implementation of the control algorithms. 
 
 

 
Fig. 9. Industrial robot manipulator Bosch SR-800, at the National University of San Juan, 
Argentina 
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4.3.1 Experimental results for the PD controller 
Some experiments are carried out with the classical PD controller, considering only first and 
second joint of the robot. The controller is implemented in the Control Program and runs 
with a sample time of 1 msec. In the first experiment, the end effector of the robots must 
achieve the desired position  30,50 (expressed in centimetres) on the Cartesian space, 
which means that the desired joint positions are rad194.11 q and rad52.12 q . On the 
other hand, in the second experiment, the end effector of the robots must achieve the desired 
position  30,50  (expressed in centimetres) on the Cartesian space, which means that the 
desired joint positions are rad113.01 q and rad52.12 q . In both experiments, the 
following gain matrices were used, 
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62.130
074.12

vK  

 
Figures 10, 11 and 12 show the results for the first experiment. Figures 10 and 11 show the 
time evolution of the joint positions; and Fig. 12 shows the trajectory described by the end 
effector on the Cartesian space. Figures 13, 14 and 15 show the results for the second 
experiment. Figures 13 and 14 show the time evolution of the joint positions; and Fig. 15 
shows the trajectory described by the end effector on the Cartesian space. 
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Fig. 10. Time evolution of 1q  
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Fig. 11. Time evolution of 2q  
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Fig. 12. Trajectory described on the Cartesian space 
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Fig. 13. Time evolution of 1q  
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Fig. 14. Time evolution of 2q  
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Fig. 15. Trajectory described on the Cartesian space 

 
4.3.2 Experimental results for the visual controller 
Third experiment is carried out with the passivity based visual controller, considering only 
first and second joint of the robot. The controller is implemented in the Control Program 
and runs with a sample time of 1 msec. for the controller and 33 msec. for the image 
processing. The gain matrices, obtained with the LMI-tool (El Ghaoui et al., 1995) are, 
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The experiment starts with an initial vector of image features  6548)0( ξ  pixels and 
the first reference on the image plane is chosen as  201 dξ  pixels, and then the reference 
changes to  64722 dξ  pixels. At instant 15t sec. the object starts moving.  
Figures 16 and 17 show the time evolution of the image features 1ξ  and 2ξ  respectively, 
being 1ξ  and 2ξ  the components of the vector ξ . The time evolution of the features error 
norm can be seen in Fig. 18. In this last plot, it can be seen that the image error is below 2 
pixels when the object is not moving ( 15t sec); and with a moving object, the features error 
is below 10 pixels. Figure 19 shows the control actions for 1q  and 2q . Finally, Fig. 20 shows 
the evolution of the image features on the image plane. 
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Fig. 16. Time evolution of the image feature 1ξ  
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Fig. 17. Time evolution of the image feature 2ξ  
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Fig. 18. Time evolution of the image features error norm ξ
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Fig. 19. Control actions for 1q and 2q  
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Fig. 16. Time evolution of the image feature 1ξ  
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Fig. 17. Time evolution of the image feature 2ξ  
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Fig. 18. Time evolution of the image features error norm ξ
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Fig. 19. Control actions for 1q and 2q  
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Fig. 20. Image features trajectory on the image plane 

 
5. Conclusions 
 

In this chapter, the design, implementation and experimentation of an open software 
structure for industrial robot manipulators have been presented. The developed software 
allows the users to save time and efforts in the implementation and performance evaluation 
of new control algorithms, as well as in the addition of new hardware components, i.e. 
sensors or actuators. Therefore, the developed software is useful for research in the field of 
robotics and human resource training, with potential impact in industry. 
The software system has been split into two different programs that communicate each 
other, clearly dividing different tasks of the control system. This way, a modular reuse 
based system is obtained. First program (Critic Time Program) is responsible for 
communicating with the sensors and the actuators through the data acquisition and control 
hardware, updating the sensors’ data in the shared memory block, and it is also responsible 
for synchronization of the two programs. Each one of the hardware devices is handled with 
a different object, obtaining the desirable encapsulation for the data and methods associated 
to each device. Second program (Control Program) is responsible for running the control 
algorithm and updating the control actions in the shared memory block. 
Additionally, the proposed open software structure has been evaluated with two different 
control algorithms: first, a classical PD controller using the internal position sensors of the 
robot; and second, a passivity based visual controller using a vision system placed at the 
end effector of the robot. Both, the classical PD controller and the visual controller were 
successfully implemented in the proposed software structure, showing that the main 
objectives of the work presented in this chapter have been achieved. 
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1. Introduction  
 

In recent world, there are many small mechanical parts and products are used for mobile 
phones, medical devices, home appliances, and so on. However, manufacturing systems for 
those devices are large and complex. Manufacturing systems are not goals. So, 
manufacturing systems should be small as possible within satisfying requirements in the 
production. In addition, every activity in manufacturing industry is required to be 
environmentally benign, these days. Being environmental consciousness a big trend in 
manufacturing technology, space occupied and energy used by conventional manufacturing 
systems became considered as big wastes. Among all the energy usage of a manufacturing 
system, just a small portion is used for cutting and the rest for moving heavy structures of 
machines or generating heat. So, a large machine represents considerable waste. As a 
countermeasure for the situation, AIST (National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science 
and Technology) proposed a concept of a microfactory that consists of tiny machine tools 
and robots. However, for the first decade, the concept had been only a figure indicating a 
future application after micro-machine technology has been developed. Miniaturization of 
machine tools to size compatible to the target products without compromising the 
machining tolerances leads to enormous savings in energy, space, and resources. It also 
makes it easy to change the production layout of the factory. In 1996, AIST developed the 
first prototype of the miniaturized machine tool; a micro-lathe [1], with considerable metal 
cut capability and substantial energy saving effects. The machining capability of the lathe 
was far better than we expected in advance. This success of the micro lathe was the driving 
force to prototype a whole factory that performs a series of fabrication and assembly on a 
desktop. In 1999, AIST designed and established a machining microfactory, which consisted 
of afore-mentioned micro-lathe, other small size machine tools and manipulators for parts 
handling and assembly. Ttest results showed that a downsized manufacturing system 
could be a feasible option for micro mechanical fabrication. Some other miniature 
manufacturing systems [4-6] have been proposed since then and the concept has now 
become quite common.  

24
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Downsizing of manufacturing systems could potentially reduce environmental impacts and 
manufacturing costs, especially for diverse-types-and-small-quantity production. However, 
since no studies have been carried out to evaluate the effect of downsizing quantitatively, 
the actual potential of such systems to reduce environmental impacts in micro mechanical 
fabrication is still unknown. In addition, it was found that aforementioned miniature 
systems had some problems in the aspect of productivity and flexibility, since they mainly 
focused on reducing the size. In 2007, AIST developed the new concept of downsized 
manufacturing system called “on-demand MEMS factory.”  And a simple method for 
evaluating the environmental consciousness and productivity to help system configuration 
design was also proposed. Then AIST compared the evaluation results with that of a 
conventional manufacturing facility, in order to say that the concept is feasible and hopeful. 

 
2. The First Prototype; Microfactory 
 

2.1 Micro/Meso Mechanical Fabrication 

“Microfactory” was a concept of a future manufacturing system as an answer to the 
situation. It was proposed in the Japanese national R&D project named “Micro Machine 
Project [1].” The concept of the microfactory was very simple. The development team 
including one of the authors thought if it is possible to build “a super-miniature factory” for 
micro mechanical fabrication, environmental impact of manufacturing can be decreased 
greatly. In 1999, AIST developed the first prototype of a microfactory that consists of 
miniature machine tools and miniature manipulators. (Fig.1) The microfactory was able to 
perform a series of fabrication and assembly within a small desktop [2,3]. The result of the 
test production led us to conclude that the microfactory had considerable capability of micro 
mechanical fabrication.  
The development team insisted that the microfactory would reduce environmental impact 
and costs of “diverse-types-and-small-quantity production”, “one-off production” or 
“variety-and-variant production”. Since the smallness of the machines enables flexible 
layout changes, it can control the increase of the costs when the product designs have been 
modified. However, since there have been no effort to evaluate efficiency of the microfactory 
comparing with conventional factory quantitatively, the advantage to reduce environmental 
impact is still uncertain. The purpose of this report is to explain briefly about the 
microfactory and propose a simple and useful efficiency index to support system 
configuration design of microfactory-like system. 

 
2.2 Design of the Microfactory 

The features of the microfactory due to extreme compactness are shown below. 
a)  Significant reduction of energy consumptions for machine drive and atmosphere control. 
b)  Increase of flexibility in the system layout. 
c) Improvement of machine robustness against external error sources due to low heat 
generation and high resonance frequency. 
d)  Increase of speed and positioning accuracy due to decrease of inertial forces. 
These features can be implemented to systemize various type of future manufacturing 
systems, which were extracted from an investigation [2]. Those are on-site manufacturing, 
mobile manufacturing, manufacturing under extreme condition, and so forth. In 1998, the 
authors proposed a conceptual drawing shown in Fig.1. The figure shows the microfactory 

 

under microscopic vision and master-slave control by an operator to assemble small parts to 
a product. We tried to prototype the practical microfactory according to the figure. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Concept of the microfactory 
 
Although the original concept contains not only machine tools and manipulators but also 
measurement instruments, for the first systemizing effort, we tried to prototype the left 
upper half of the drawing, except inspection devices. The actual factory shown in Fig. 2 is 
the first prototype of the microfactory developed in 1999, integrating of three machine tools 
and two manipulators. The components of the factory were set on a desktop, which is 
approximately 50cm deep and 70cm wide. Controllers, amplifiers and measurement systems 
were placed under the table. Using the desktop microfactory, test production experiments 
were conducted to confirm the capability of the system for machining and assembly to 
manufacture miniature mechanical products. The concept of the microfactory is to fabricate 
small products using small amount of energy and space. Production rate has not been a 
critical issue at this time. On the other hand, the configuration change of the factory 
corresponding to the product will be flexible. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Overview of the desktop microfactory 
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From the beginning of the project, new manufacturing systems enabled by the microfactory 
technology have been always focused on. For example, microfactories will enable on-site 
and on-demand manufacturing by transferring complete set-ups of factories to places where 
small products are necessary. In 2000, the second prototype of the microfactory was 
packaged in a suitcase having the same components as the first desktop prototype had, to 
demonstrate its portability and the above-mentioned concept will have a reality in future. 
The portable microfactory shown in Fig. 3 is driven by single AC100V power source and its 
power consumption during operation is 60W. The dimensions of the external case are 
625mm long, 490mm wide and 380mm high and it weighs approximately 34kg. The target 
device is selected with a rotary switch and controlled manually by using two levers. An 
operator can observe the machining sections via an LCD monitor and three CCD cameras 
mounted on three machine tools. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Portable microfactory 
 
Development of a miniature manufacturing system as the afore-mentioned microfactory is 
becoming a trend in precision manufacturing area. In the US [3], Germany [4], Switzerland, 
Singapore and in some other countries, many microfactories have been developed or 
proposed. In Japan, the other interesting trial is an EDM microfactory prototyped through 
collaborative research work by several private companies. (Fig. 4) 
 

 
Fig. 4. EDM microfactory 

 

2.3 Component Design of the Microfactory 
As it was mentioned in the former section, the microfactory consists of three miniature 
machine tools and two small manipulators. The components are the micro lathe, a micro 
press machine, a micro mill, a micro transfer arm and a micro two-fingered hand. 
 
Micro-lathe: 
The first performable component of the factory, micro-lathe developed in 1996. Fig.5 shows 
a photograph of the micro-lathe. The major parts of the micro-lathe are a main spindle unit, 
two linear feed units, and a tool holder. The dimensions of the micro-lathe are 32 mm in 
length, 25 mm in depth, and 30.5 mm in height. It weighs 100g and the motor to drive the 
main spindle is only 1.5 W DC motor. The dimensions, weight and the rated power of the 
micro-lathe are respectively about 1/50, 1/10000, and 1/500 of a normal lathe. By attaching 
cemented carbide or diamond tool as the cutting tool, the micro-lathe could machine brass, 
stainless steel and other materials. Surface roughness and roundness error were measured 
to evaluate the machining performance of the lathe. In the case of brass, the surface 
roughness (R max) in the feed direction was approximately 1.5 m and the roundness error 
was 2.5 m in average. Roughly speaking, these results indicate that the micro lathe is more 
accurate than a conventional lathe. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Micro-lathe 
 
Micro press: 
The next component of the microfactory is the micro press machine indicated in fig. 6 
Plasticity processing seems to be a hopeful area to replace conventional large machines my 
miniature machines. Although the press machine is only 170mm in height, it implements six 
stages forward-feed process including four punching and two bending processes shown in 
Fig. 7. in a single small die-set.(Fig.8) The small die-set enabled a high accuracy and high 
speed stroking performance reaches nearly 500 strokes/min. The late is no less than that of a 
big so-called “high speed press machine”. As the study indicated, the micro press machine 
has a high possibility for practical use for micro mechanical fabrication. 
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As it was mentioned in the former section, the microfactory consists of three miniature 
machine tools and two small manipulators. The components are the micro lathe, a micro 
press machine, a micro mill, a micro transfer arm and a micro two-fingered hand. 
 
Micro-lathe: 
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a photograph of the micro-lathe. The major parts of the micro-lathe are a main spindle unit, 
two linear feed units, and a tool holder. The dimensions of the micro-lathe are 32 mm in 
length, 25 mm in depth, and 30.5 mm in height. It weighs 100g and the motor to drive the 
main spindle is only 1.5 W DC motor. The dimensions, weight and the rated power of the 
micro-lathe are respectively about 1/50, 1/10000, and 1/500 of a normal lathe. By attaching 
cemented carbide or diamond tool as the cutting tool, the micro-lathe could machine brass, 
stainless steel and other materials. Surface roughness and roundness error were measured 
to evaluate the machining performance of the lathe. In the case of brass, the surface 
roughness (R max) in the feed direction was approximately 1.5 m and the roundness error 
was 2.5 m in average. Roughly speaking, these results indicate that the micro lathe is more 
accurate than a conventional lathe. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Micro-lathe 
 
Micro press: 
The next component of the microfactory is the micro press machine indicated in fig. 6 
Plasticity processing seems to be a hopeful area to replace conventional large machines my 
miniature machines. Although the press machine is only 170mm in height, it implements six 
stages forward-feed process including four punching and two bending processes shown in 
Fig. 7. in a single small die-set.(Fig.8) The small die-set enabled a high accuracy and high 
speed stroking performance reaches nearly 500 strokes/min. The late is no less than that of a 
big so-called “high speed press machine”. As the study indicated, the micro press machine 
has a high possibility for practical use for micro mechanical fabrication. 
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Fig. 6. Micro press machine 
 

 
Fig. 7. Integrated production processes 
 

 
Fig. 8. Miniature die-set 
 
Micro mill: 
For the machine tools of the microfactory, the existing experience of machine tool design 
may not be applicable. Machine tool designers will need a general design guideline to 
appropriately reduce the size of machine tools. In designing the third component of the 
microfactory; the micro mill, we proposed a new design assisting tool. The tool combines an 
analytical procedure representing the machining motions known as form-shaping theory [6] 
with a well-known robust design procedure; the "Taguchi method" [7]. The effort identifies 
critical design parameters that have significant influence on the machining tolerance [8].  In 
this paper we applied the method to analyze the effect that the machine tool structure has 

 

on its machining performance. To obtain a design guideline, we compared two different 
designs having same machine parts, same dimensions and different distribution of degrees 
of freedom (DOF). Following the machine tool elements from the product towards the 
cutting tool, one has two axes before the static part (type 1), whereas the other has all three 
axes concentrated (type 2). Fig. 9 shows the two designs. Machine structure like type 1 is the 
most common design for mills. A significant question is which of the two typical types has 
better theoretical performance than the other. Design evaluation method proposed by one of 
the authors [9] clarified type 1 is better. According to the evaluation result, actual micro mill 
used in the microfactory was designed as Fig.10. The machine has three feed axes and the 
main spindle, being approximately 12 X 12 X 10 cm. It can perform drilling up to 2mm in 
depth and face milling up to 3 mm X 3 mm in area. For the feed motions and the rotational 
motion, DC servo motors were used. 
 

(a) Distributed DOF     (b) Concentrated DOF 
Fig. 9. Two design candidates of the micro mill 

 

 
Fig. 10. Micro mill 
 
Micro transfer arm: 
In a factory, assembly is also an important process. As for the parts handling of the 
microfactory, the micro transfer arm was designed. (Fig. 11) One of the primary functions 
needed to the arm was a pick-and-place capability of the parts machined by micro machine 
tools. According to the purpose, multiple requirements such as compact mechanism for less 
space occupation, wide work-area for transfer capability and fine positioning accuracy were 
necessary. To meet these requirements, the arm features parallel mechanism shown in the 
figure and has 4 degrees of freedom (DOF) for the end-effector, 3-DOF for transitional 
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motions, and 1 for a wrist rotational motion. AC servo motors to drive two transitional 
motions and one rotational motion are concentrated in the cylindrical body to achieve a 
compact size and flexible movement at the same time. Vertical motion of the gripper is done 
by a linear ultrasonic motor. Using vacum suction, the arm can transfer all the parts handled 
in the microfactory, from a parts stocker to an assembly yard. Locations of the stocker and 
the assebmly yard should be studied by the controller in advance to the operation. However, 
to dettach the parts from the machine tools and to place them to the stocker, must be done 
by human operation.The basic configuration of the transfer arm is shown in Fig. 12. The 
parallel mechanism in the top consists of one active joint A and three passive joints B, C and 
D. The links AB and AC are driven at joint A by DC servo motors. By moving AB and AC to 
the same directions, the end-effector rotates around joint A. The end-effector moves towards 
or against joint A, by moving AB and AC to opposite directions. Through experimental 
evaluations, the repetitive positioning error of the gripper edge along the X-Y plane was less 
than 10 m. 
 

 
Fig. 11. Micro transfer arm [9] 

 

 
Fig. 12. Configuration of the micro transfer arm 

 

Micro two-fingered hand: 
The last component of the microfactory is shown in fig. 13. The two-fingered micro hand 
with two finger modules was designed for parts assembly in the microfactory. It was 
designed based on the chopsticks manipulation [10]. The chopsticks manipulation can be 
performed with two fingers having 3-DOF parallel mechanism each. Each finger module has 
a thin glass rods, is driven by three PZT actuators and works collaboratively to achieve high 
positioning accuracy for micro assembly. Using two fingers, the micro-hand can grasp, 
move or rotate the small objects from about 50 to 200 microns. In this size, since surface 
force is more significant than gravity, it is relatively difficult to release the object, rather than 
to grasp it. The main reason to use glass for the fingers is that it is relatively easy to obtain 
sharp edges by heating and stretching the glass rods. Being the positioning accuracy of the 
edge of the glass finger within 0.5 microns, this micro hand was originally developed for cell 
handling, and contributed in the microfactory project by assembling the tiny parts placed by 
the transfer arm. Parts to be handled in the micorfactory have a few hundreds microns in 
size, and it is necessary that a working area of the hand is more than the parts sizes at least. 
However, a PZT device as an actuator has only about 1 % elongation capability of its length. 
Layer type PZT actuators were used to satisfy the requirements. Because a micro hand with 
compact size was demanded for the micrfactory, the hand was arranged as turning back an 
inner finger module into inside of an outer finger module. 
 

 
Fig. 13. Micro two-fingered hand  

 
2.4 Test Production 

To prove that the microfactory is capable to machine and assemble a “product”, we selected 
an extra small ball bearing as the test product. Fig. 14 shows the target product, which is a 
ball bearing having 100 m rotary shaft diameter and 900 m outer diameter. The next Fig. 
15 shows the results of the test production. The shape appears in the top of the photograph 
is the bearing assembly that 7 steel balls each side.  
Following procedure was the anufacturing process for the test product shown in Fig.15. 
1) The micro press machine punched the top cover of the bearing. 
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2) The micro lathe turn-cut the rotary shaft. 
3) Micro mill machined the top and bottom surfaces of the cup type bearing housing and 

drilled the inner cavity. 
4) The micro transfer arm transferred the parts from the parts stocker to the assemble 

yard by vacuum suction type gripper. 
5) The micro two-fingered hand assembled all the machined parts and steel balls. 
6) To ensure the assembly, top cover and the bearing housing were fixed by liquid bond. 
 
As the result of the fabrication of the ball bearing, the microfactory was capable to assemble 
the test product within a single desktop, which is approximately 50 by 70cm. In addition, 
because of its extremely small size, it would be easy to reconfigure the system 
corresponding to the large variety of the products. Therefore, the microfactory has a future 
possibility as a manufacturing system to produce many varieties of extra small machine 
parts. However, it still has some problems, such as the low production rate or the difficulty 
of the fixture of the product. To apply the microfactory or similar small manufacturing 
systems to actual productions, those problems have to be solved. 
 

unit m 
Fig. 14. Target product 
 
3. Proposal of Total Performance Analysis 
 

3.1 Total Performance Analysis of Eco-Products 
This paper tries to define an index that can be used to evaluate the efficiency of 
manufacturing processes. Based on existing research [11], the authors have proposed an 
index that can be used to evaluate the real environmental performances of products by 
considering each product’s utility value, cost and environmental impact, throughout the 
lifecycle of the product. The efficiency index is defined by (1). 
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TPI: total performance indicator 
UV: utility value of the product 

 

LCC: lifecycle cost of the product 
LCE: lifecycle environmental impact of the product 
 

 
Fig. 15. Bearing parts and the assembly 
 
Value per cost is often used to evaluate product performance in the field of quality 
engineering, and additional value per environmental impact (so-called eco-efficiency [12]) is 
also a common index used in design for the environment [13] when evaluating other aspects 
of product performance. However, there are three major reasons why we consider that these 
existing evaluation indexes cannot be applied to practical design improvements for 
individual products.  
1) Existing indexes cannot evaluate the environmental and economic aspects simultaneously. 
2) Since the “value” is a fixed amount, existing indexes cannot accommodate any change in 
value throughout the product lifecycle.  
3) Since existing indexes often consider a product as an inseparable object, they are not 
helpful in identifying bottleneck components.  
In order to address the point 1) of the abovementioned problems, the proposed index 
comprises the simplest possible combination of the value/economic efficiency and the 
value/environmental efficiency. In our proposal, because the utility value of the product 
can be expressed as an integral of its occasional value throughout its lifecycle, it can 
simulate value deviation. About the point 2), Fig. 16 shows the assumed value decrease 
curve, due to two reasons shown in the figure.  
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Fig. 16. Changenof product value due to two causes 
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In addition to solve the point 3), when estimating the value in the equation, it is possible to 
allocate value to each component by using a QFD [14] approach. By this approach, it will be 
possible to calculate the defined TPI for each component. Then, by comparing the 
component TPI with that of the product average, we can answer which component is the 
bottleneck in enhancing the total environmental efficiency of the product. Therefore, our 
proposed TPI can provide an answer to the problems encountered with existing eco-
performance indicators. 

 
3.2 Extension to Manufacturing Systems 
The same approach can be used to evaluate the efficiencies of manufacturing systems. The 
extended calculation shown in (2) was proposed in the existing paper  [15] and is used to 
evaluate system efficiency of the on-demand MEMS factory on the same basis. In this 
equation, the efficiency of the system is defined by the sum total of product values produced 
by the manufacturing system within a set period of time. Cost and environmental impact 
during the corresponding period are also considered. The cost and environmental impact 
involved in building the manufacturing system itself (the so-called initial cost and initial 
environmental impact) should be divided by the lifetime of the manufacturing system, and 
assigned to C and E in the equation. 
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T: period of estimation 
m: kinds of product 
k: number of the first process in the system 
l: number of the last process in the system

 
However, it is not easy to quantitatively calculate (2) when the system produces a range of 
different products because it is necessary to quantify all the values of these different 
products. However, when the product of the manufacturing system is always the same, the 
system TPI equation can be simplified to (3). 
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Tp: throughput of the system  
(number of products produced in an hour) 
Cm: initial total cost of the machines (104 yen) 
CL: labor cost (104 yen/year) 
CE: energy cost (104 yen/year) 

 

L: lifetime of the system (years)  
Ee: environmental impact caused by electricity use 
Em: environmental impact caused by the machines

 
Instead of using the utility value of a product, as defined in the original index, the 
throughput of the manufacturing system, “Tp”, can be adopted. By defining the throughput 
as the number of products fabricated within an hour, the total performance indicator of the 
manufacturing system can be calculated. “C” can be calculated by using the sum total of 
machine costs, labor costs and energy costs during the corresponding time period. However, 
other costs such as the cost of electricity (about 20 yen/kWh) are negligible. The cost of labor 
is assumed to be 5.0 (million yen) per person per year. For “E,” equivalent CO2 emission is 
the simplest index that can be used to evaluate the environmental impact. Therefore, “E” 
can be expressed by using the sum of CO2 emission values caused by power consumption 
and the materials used for machines and products. When considering electricity usage, 
1kWh of electricity consumption is equivalent to 0.38kg-CO2. 

 
4. Analysis of the Microfactory 
 

4.1 Analysis of the Manufacturing Process 
To fabricate the test product; miniature ball bearing shown in Fig.15, manufacturing process 
in Fig.17 was applied. Every part starts from the material shown in the upper side, passes 
through some sub-processes shown in the block and reaches the assembly processes written 
in the lower side. From the figure it is easily imaginable that the assembly processes are very 
time-consuming, because the processes should be done sequentially under a microscopic 
vision using the micro-hand. Table 1 indicates the average process time of the corresponding 
processes in Fig.17, after operators had been skilled enough. Number of operators required 
for each process is also shown in the table 1. 
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Fig. 17. Manufacturing process used in the test production of the microfactory 
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Process name Process time Number of operators 
Fixture 1 10 sec.  1 
Fixture 2 5 sec. 1 

Surface milling 1 min. 1 
Cavity milling 2 min. 1 

Turning 2 min. 1 
Press 0.2 sec. 0 

Releasing 1 10 sec.  1 
Releasing 2 5 sec. 1 

Transferring 1 1 sec. 0 
Transferring 2 1 sec.  0 
Transferring 3 1 sec.  0 

Assembly 1 3 min. (per ball) 1 
Assembly 2 3 min.  1 
Assembly 3 3 min. (per ball) 1 
Assembly 4 3 min. 1 

Gluing 1 1 min. 1 
Gluing 2 2 min. 1 

Table 1. Required time for each process per unit 

 
4.2 Total Performance Analysis of the Microfactory 
According to Fig.17 and Table 1, it is evident that the assembly operations done by the micro 
hand were the bottlenecks for the throughput. However, it is necessary to be aware that the 
flexibility of the process was assured by the function of the micro hand. Machine and labour 
costs are also important for manufacturing system designs. Table 2 shows the rough 
estimation for the cost of the machines used in the microfactory. And also the energy 
consumption of each machine is an important factor to consider system efficiencies. Table 3 
shows the average power consumption of the machines during the operation. Both tables 
show that the micro hand was the most critical components for cost and energy, as well. 
 

Machine Milling Turning Press Arm Hand 
Cost (millionYen) 0.7 1.2 2.0 3.0 5.0 

Table 2. Machine costs 
 

Machine Milling Turning Press Arm Hand 
Average power consumption  (kw) 0.25 0.3 0.05 0.2 0.4 

Table 3. Energy consumption 

 
4.3 Configuration Design Based on the Analysis 
Analysis of the manufacturing process mentioned in the former section showed that the 
assembly processes performed by “micro-hand” is critical both for throughput and 
environmental impact. When the number of components or operators is not limited to be 1, 
a simple strategy to enhance system efficiency will be to increase the number of the “hands.” 
By assuming the annual operation time of the system is 1600 hours, the efficiency is 
calculated by aforementioned equation (3). By changing the system configuration, 

 

bottleneck will not always be the micro hand. Case study is necessary. Fig.18 shows the 
behaviour of the system efficiency calculated by the equation. 
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Fig. 18. Behaviour of the system efficiency (TPI) 

 
In the figure, since press and transferring processes are not significant for the overall 
throughput, the figure shows the behaviour of the system efficiency according to the change 
of the number of hands, lathes and mills. According to Fig.18, it can be said that there are 
some local maximums. The result suggests that there are some suitable system 
configurations to satisfy low environmental impact and high efficiency simultaneously. By 
using the proposed efficiency indicator, it is possible to optimize system configuration of a 
microfactory-like miniature and modular manufacturing system. 

 
5. Proposal of On-Demand Factory 
 

5.1 Overview of the New System 

To apply the idea of the first “microfactory” to practical manufacturing systems, a new 
development was necessary. The next-generation microfactory should be a system which 
enhances the original concepts of “miniature,” “flexible,” “environmentally benign” and 
“lean” to practical levels. Fig.19 shows a new prototype for a downsized factory (developed 
by AIST) which is called the “on-demand MEMS factory” [16]. As shown in the figure, there 
are four modularized units connected in-line. Each unit is 500mm wide, 800mm deep and 
1200mm high. In this system, each unit corresponds to one process.  
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5.1 Overview of the New System 

To apply the idea of the first “microfactory” to practical manufacturing systems, a new 
development was necessary. The next-generation microfactory should be a system which 
enhances the original concepts of “miniature,” “flexible,” “environmentally benign” and 
“lean” to practical levels. Fig.19 shows a new prototype for a downsized factory (developed 
by AIST) which is called the “on-demand MEMS factory” [16]. As shown in the figure, there 
are four modularized units connected in-line. Each unit is 500mm wide, 800mm deep and 
1200mm high. In this system, each unit corresponds to one process.  
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Fig. 19. Overview of the On-demand factory 

 
5.2 What’s New?; Metal-Based MEMS 

The set-up shown in the figure includes a mechanical press unit, an aerosol deposition (AD) 
[17] unit, an annealing unit and a wiring unit. AD deposition (Fig.20) is an innovative and 
very productive manufacturing process for fabricating thin functional layers such as PZT 
layer. The system was designed to produce an optical scanner [18]. Micro optical scanners 
are a typical MEMS device and are usually fabricated on a silicon base structure. Silicon 
processing technologies, such as chemical vapour deposition, photolithography, reactive ion 
etching, etc. are used for the fabrication. Silicon is a good option for the base material of 
optical scanners, but other options are available. If there is an alternative material that can 
support the functional layers of the scanner, such as the electrode and PZT-resistor, and if a 
micro machining process can be applied, then “silicon” is not irreplaceable. In the on-
demand MEMS factory, the use of a metal-base structure was proposed. It meant that the 
structure of the optical scanner is made of metal and that the electrode, PZT-resistor, etc. are 
directly deposited onto the base structure. For the fabrication of the base structure shown in 
Fig.21, a progressive micro mechanical press (Fig.22) can be used. Mechanical press is a low-
cost, environmentally benign and highly efficient manufacturing process. Since the micro 
press unit composes the base structure of the device, it is not necessary to use silicon dry 
etching process which is a rather time-consuming process, requires a large facility, also. In 
addition, when product design changes, in the system can correspond by exchanging the 
die-set of the press unit. When there is a change in the process requirement, it is also 
possible to comply by switching the modularized units. Therefore, when product design 
changes occur frequently, high flexibility may compensate for low throughput. 
 

 

 
Fig. 20. Schematic view of the AD unit 

 

 
Fig. 21. Base structure of the optical scanner 
 

 
Fig. 22. Progressive mechanical press unit 
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Fig. 21. Base structure of the optical scanner 
 

 
Fig. 22. Progressive mechanical press unit 
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5.3 Comparison with Conventional MEMS Fabrication 
To test whether the on-demand MEMS factory is a feasible system for diverse-types-and-
small-quantity production, system efficiency was compared with that of a conventional 
MEMS facility. AS for the set-up of the on-demand MEMS factory shown in Fig.19, task 
times for each unit are shown in Table 4. It is also necessary to estimate machine costs, 
power consumptions and environmental impacts. However, since the system was 
developed by a package, it is difficult to determine the initial cost of each unit. Basically, the 
budget to prototype the units varied from 4 to 6 million JPY. Therefore, the average cost of 
each unit is assumed to have been 5 million JPY. Power consumption for each unit is shown 
in Table 5. Finally, the environmental impact (based on machine fabrication) should also be 
estimated. The weight of each unit varies from about 50 to 100kg, and each unit has one or 
two computers inside a structure made from aluminum, stainless steel and various plastics. 
A rough approximation of environmental impact was therefore based on LCA examples for 
computers and a typical mixed material machine (automobiles [19]). Survey data showed 
that, for a laptop computer, CO2 emissions from the production stage totaled 109kg, while 
the equivalent figure for a car was about 2,800kg (estimated to be 2.8kg-CO2/kg). The 
results are shown in Table 6.  
 

Name of the process Average task time (seconds) 
Mechanical press 26 

Aerosol deposition 28 
Annealing 60 

Wiring 60 
Table 4. Task time for on-demand factory units 
 

Name of the unit Average power consumption 
(kW) 

Mechanical press 0.2 
Aerosol deposition 0.5 

Annealing 1.5 
Wiring 0.2 

Other (pump, compressor 
etc.) 1.6 

Table 5. Power consumptions for on-demand factory units 
 

Name of the unit Weight (kg) Environmental impact (kg-
CO2) 

Mechanical press 100 519 
Aerosol deposition 70 319 

Annealing 70 319 
Wiring 50 259 

Table 6. Environmental impact caused by the fabrication of on-demand factory units 
 
Based on these data, the system TPI of the on-demand factory, in various configurations, can 
be calculated. Typical manufacturing processes for MEMS devices are based on silicon 
processing technologies. The process requires expensive machines for photolithography and 
etching, high levels of power consumption, solvents, and so on. Fig.23 shows a typical 

 

manufacturing process to fabricate silicon-made MEMS devices using semi-conductor-
fabrication based technologies. 
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Reactive Ion 

Etching  
Fig. 23. Block diagram of a typical MEMS device fabrication process 
 
However, focusing on diverse-types-and-small-quantity production of MEMS devices, an 
important requirement for manufacturing systems is the ability to change processes and 
system configurations flexibly in response to the frequent design changes made to the 
product. The on-demand factory has the ability to cope with such changes. In this system, 
one unit corresponds to one process. Since the micro press unit makes the base structure of 
the device, the system can respond to product design changes by exchanging the die-set of 
the press unit. Therefore, when frequent product design changes occur, high flexibility may 
compensate for low throughput. To simulate this point, the system efficiency of the on-
demand factory was compared with that of a conventional MEMS line. Table 7 shows the 
comparison between an on-demand MEMS factory and a conventional silicon-based MEMS 
fabrication facility. Assuming that etching is the bottleneck process, the system throughput 
of the silicon-based MEMS can be calculated from the etch rate of silicon. In a technical 
paper [20], it was stated that the maximum Si etch rate was 15.6mm/min. Using the most 
recent dry etching equipment [21], an etch rate of 56mm/min has been reported. Assuming 
that the thickness of the sacrificial layer is about 500mm and that the equipment can have 6 
parallel lines, the maximum throughput of the total system can be calculated. The 
comparison shown assumes that 12 devices can be made from one 4-inch wafer. Other data 
have been derived from surveys [22] As for the machine weight, since this is difficult to 
estimate quantitatively, we have assumed that it is roughly proportional to the machine set-
up area. Fig.24 shows the comparison between the system TPI of the on-demand MEMS 
factory and that of a conventional MEMS production facility. In this figure, the maximum 
throughput of the conventional MEMS facility is shown along the horizontal axis. As shown 
in the figure, the maximum throughput of a single optimized on-demand factory is 120 
units/hour. Therefore, as long as the required throughput is lower than this, one on-
demand factory is sufficient. In order to respond to higher throughput, however, a second 
on-demand factory system is needed.  
 

Type Silicon-based MEMS fabrication On-demand MEMS factory 

Power Consumption 
(kWh/year) 

320000 6400-9120 

System throughput 1.5 min/sheet max. [21] (12 
units/sheet) 

0.5-1 min/unit 

Other environmental impacts Process gas, solvent etc. None 
Machine cost 540 million JPY[22] 20-30 million JPY 

Machine set-up area 50m2 3m2 
Machine weight 5,000kg (total) 290-430kg (total) 

Table 4. Comparison of power consumption and throughput 
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Fig. 24. Comparison of system efficiency(TPI) 

When the required throughput is just over 120 units/hour, the TPI of two on-demand 
factory systems is almost half the maximum TPI of the single system, and when the second 
system approaches its full operation stage, the throughput of the total system approaches 
240 units/hour and the TPI of the total system reaches its maximum. 
As shown in the figure, it is evident that the system TPI of the on-demand factory is always 
higher than that of the conventional MEMS facility. Of course, this is only a simulation and 
it contains many assumptions. For example, it is not clear whether the maximum 
throughput can be always achieved by the on-demand MEMS factory, and it is not evident 
whether the value of a silicon-based MEMS device and a metal-based MEMS device is the 
same. Even though there are still some problems to be resolved, the comparison indicates 
that the newly developed on-demand MEMS factory has a bright future as a practical 
diverse-types-and-small-quantity production system of MEMS devices. 

 
6. Summary 
 

In this chapter, the microfactory developed by AIST in 1999 was introduced. The prototyped 
desktop microfactory showed the capability as a space-saving and energy-saving 
manufacturing system for small products. The portable microfactory demonstrated a 
concept of a future on-site manufacturing. The capability was proved through the test 
production. The development team explained that the advantages of microfactory-like 
miniature manufacturing systems are low environmental impact and high production 
flexibility. However, the actual effect has not been estimated quantitatively until now. 
In order to evaluate system efficiencies of those manufacturing systems and to prove that 
microfactory-like systems are reasonable options for diverse-types-and-small-volume 

 

production, a simple index to evaluate the system efficiency of manufacturing systems was 
proposed, based on the Total Performance Indicator proposed by the authors group. The 
indicator can evaluate the balance of functionality, cost and environmental impact of 
various products, considering value change throughout the product lifecycle. This time, the 
same idea was applied to manufacturing system evaluation. Using the modified equation, 
system efficiency of the first microfactory was calculated. As the results of the analysis, it 
was suggested that it would be able to re-design system configuration, by using the 
evaluation result. It led us to conclude that the proposed efficiency index is suitable for a 
modular manufacturing system like the microfactory. However, the actual efficiency of the 
microfactory was not high comparing to a typical mass production system for the same 
product.  The fact suggested that a newer development would be necessary. 
Then, a new concept of a miniature manufacturing system called on-demand MEMS factory 
was introduced. And the same index to evaluate the system efficiency of a downsized 
manufacturing system was applied by considering system throughput, machine costs, labor 
cost, and CO2 emission caused by machine material and electricity. The evaluation result 
was compared with a rough estimation of the efficiency of a conventional MEMS fabrication 
facility based on semi-conductor fabrication technologies. The comparison indicated that the 
efficiency index of the on-demand MEMS factory was basically higher than that of the 
conventional facility. Especially when the required throughput is low, the advantage of the 
on-demand MEMS factory was evident. Thus, it was concluded that the concept is suitable 
for diverse-types-and-small-quantity productions of MEMS devices. In addition, 
manufacturing processes implemented in the on-demand MEMS factory such as “aerosol 
deposition” and “progressive mechanical press” were highly productive and 
environmentally benign processes comparing to conventional semiconductor fabrication 
technologies. Therefore, it was suggested that by applying new manufacturing technologies, 
an alternative material and a well-designed system, MEMS fabrication can be greatly 
improved. 
As the future work, more precise comparisons with conventional manufacturing systems 
are required in order to prove the effectiveness of the concept. And quantification of 
product value when the design of the product is changed is also necessary. About the 
evaluation method, modification of efficiency index to consider production flexibility along 
with frequent changes of product design will become necessary to estimate the real 
advantage of modularized manufacturing systems. And comparison with other integrated 
eco-efficiency evaluation methods will be necessary to insist the advantages of the 
proposing method. 
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are required in order to prove the effectiveness of the concept. And quantification of 
product value when the design of the product is changed is also necessary. About the 
evaluation method, modification of efficiency index to consider production flexibility along 
with frequent changes of product design will become necessary to estimate the real 
advantage of modularized manufacturing systems. And comparison with other integrated 
eco-efficiency evaluation methods will be necessary to insist the advantages of the 
proposing method. 
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1. Introduction  
 

Today, welding tasks can be accomplished in two ways: 1) Manual or conventional, which is 
made by humans with a welding gun; and 2) Automated welding that is carried out by 
robots, this robots are called “Welding Robots”. Current welding robots are able to perform 
welding tasks continuously under different working conditions in low-scale production 
such as shipbuilding or in high-scale production such as in the automotive industry. Even in 
well defined and structured environments such as in the automotive industry robot 
reprogramming is still necessary in order to cope with uncertainties. This additional task 
involves hiring specialized personnel, lost of production time, quality assessment, 
destructive testing, etc., which necessarily increases the production costs.  
The design proposal considers first to simulate the whole welding process considering 
issues like floor plant space, robot configuration, trajectory planning, welding equipment 
and supplies, etc. and secondly, the utilization of novel teaching tools for welding 
trajectories. The contribution has been divided in two chapters as follows: In Part I, the 
robotic cell set up (including off-line and on-line programming) using current 3D software 
simulation, equipment commissioning and testing, distributed workcell communication and 
the voice-command program design are presented; while in Part II, the description of an 
error recovery strategy in conjunction with a novel teaching trajectory using machine vision 
is presented. 
In this chapter, we describe the design to integrate a robotic welding cell within a 3D 
simulation environment. The design was used as a reference for the actual construction of 
the robotized GMAW welding cell. We report a methodology to set up a welding robot cell 
from scratch using a 3D software robot simulation from Delmia named Robotics V5®. The 
simulation included welding accessories that were designed first in CAD software and 
imported by the Delmia® software. These accessories were gas tanks, wire coils, Lincoln 455 
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Power wave station, 10R automated Lincoln wire feeder, Magnum 400 robotic torch, 
welding part conveyor and an industrial KUKA KR16 industrial robot.  
The methodology included layout definition, welding part design, robot and welding 
station commissioning, off-line programming including collision avoidance reports during 
simulations. The whole setting was completed by simulation and different layout schemes 
were tested. The design also considered a voice-command driven environment, so that the 
robot cell could be commanded via voice. The voice-command software was developed in 
C++ using the Microsoft Speech Application Interface (SAPI V5.0). This interface was also 
simulated off-line using two computers first with wireless communications and later, 
including the robot. 
The organisation of the chapter is as follows. In section 2, the GMAW welding process is 
reviewed. In section 3, different aspects of the robot welding system are considered 
including the design stages of the welding workcell from simulation to implementation. 
Section 4, describes the robot simulation as well as an assessment of collision failures. 
Section 5 presents a robot program example using off-line programming. In section 6, the 
design of the distributed robotic workcell is explained as well as some issues regarding 
distributed systems using CORBA. The voice-command application and grammar 
description are presented in section 7. Finally, section 8 provides the conclusions and further 
work. 

 
2. Gas Metal Arc Welding Process  
 

In Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) process an electric arc is established between a 
consumable electrode fed continuously to the weld pool and the work-piece. When this 
process starts, the weld pool is shielded by an inert gas, giving the process the popular 
designation of Metal Inert Gas (MIG). Nowadays actives gases such as carbon dioxide or 
mixtures of inert and active gases are also used and the designation GMAW includes all 
these cases. This process is widely used in industrial application due to its numerous 
benefits. It can weld almost all metallic materials, in a large range of thicknesses (above 1 
mm and up to 30 mm or more) and is effective in all positions. GMAW is a very economic 
process because it has higher deposition rates than for example the manual metal arc 
process, and does not require frequent stops to change electrodes, as is the case of this 
former process. Less operator skill is required than for other conventional processes because 
electrode wire is fed automatically (semi-automatic process) and a self-adjustment 
mechanism maintains the arc length approximately constant even when the distance weld 
torch to work-piece varies within certain limits. These advantage make the process very well 
adapted to be automated and particularly to robotic welding applications. The process is 
sensitive to the effects of wind, which can disperse the shielding gas, and it is difficult to use 
in narrow spaces due to the torch size (Holliday, D B 2005).  

 
2.1 Welding equipment 
Basic equipment for conventional GMAW consist of the power source, the electrode feed 
unit, the welding torch and the shielding gas regulator, as represented schematically in 
Figure 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of gas metal arc welding process (GMAW) 

 
2.1.1 Power Source 
Most common GMAW power sources are of the inverter type providing a constant-voltage 
output. A constant-voltage power source used in conjunction with a constant speed wire 
feeder can provide self-adjustment and stabilization of the arc length, in order to 
compensate for the variation in the torch to work-piece distance that occur mainly during 
manual welding operation. In addition these machines provide slope control of the power 
source characteristics and of the inductance in order to control spatter in short-circuiting 
transfer (Norrish, J. 1992). 

 
2.1.2 Electrode Feed Unit 
The electrode feed unit and the welding control mechanism are generally furnished in one 
integrate package. The electrode feed unit pulls the electrode from the reel and pushes it 
through a conduit to the welding torch (gun). This unit is composed of  a direct-current 
motor, that varies the motor speed over a large range, a gear box and two pairs of rolls with 
a pressure adjusting screw and wire guides, that transmit mechanical energy, straighten and 
guide the electrode. The welding control mechanism regulates not only the electrode feed 
speed and the start and stop of the electrode but also the delivery of shielding gas, current 
and cooling water (when necessary) to the torch. When the torch cable is externally attached 
to the robot arm it is exposed to work-piece interface and to premature wear. Modern 
robotic systems can include special arms with internal cabling, in order to prevent 
interference, increasing cable life.  

 
2.1.3 Welding Torch 
Main functions of the welding torch are to furnish the electrode with electrical current and 
direct the electrode and gas flow to the work-piece. Main components of the welding torch 
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are the contact tube, where the current is transmitted to the electrode, the nozzle, which 
provides a laminar gas flow to the weld pool, the torch switch, which sends signals to the 
feed unit, and the handle. The handle supports the gas and water (if necessary) tubes, the 
electrode guide tube and cables for current and signals. MIG torches for low current and 
light duty cycle (up to 60%) are gas cooled. Robotic torches are in general water cooled, but 
if gas cooled torches are used they must be larger than manual torches. Robotic torches 
usually have emergency-stop capability to prevent damage to the robot arm and the 
welding torch is in the event of a collision. They are also provided with automatic cleaning, 
that may include a pressurized air system for blowing spatter out of the nozzle (Hancock & 
Johnsen, 2004). 

 
2.2 Process Parameters 
Welding parameters affect the way the electrode is transferred to the work-piece, the arc 
stability, spatter generation, weld bead geometry and overall weld quality. The main 
parameters of the process are current, voltage, travel speed, electrode extension and 
electrode diameter, though others, such as electrode orientation, electrode composition and 
shielding gas, also have direct influence on the metal transfer mechanisms. These 
parameters are not independent. The current and voltage, for example, are correlated by the 
arc characteristic curves. Voltage depends not only of the arc length but also on the 
electrode extension and on the shielding gas. 

 
2.2.1 Current 
Direct current electrode positive (DCEP) is the most used current in GMAW because it gives 
stable electric arc, low spatter, good weld bead geometry and the greatest penetration depth. 
For low currents and voltages in combination with active shielding gases or mixture 
containing active gases, dip or short-circuiting transfer is obtained. The utilization of 
relatively low current can give insufficient penetration and excessive weld reinforcement, 
occasioned by poor wetting action of the weld metal. Globular repelled transfer can be 
found when electrode negative polarity is used with solid wire, but this mode of transfer 
has no industrial application due to poor stability and high spatter levels. 

 
2.2.2 Voltage 
Arc voltage is directly related to current, as indicated above, and with arc length, increasing 
with it. Voltage also depends on the shielding gas and electrode extension. The increase of 
arc voltage widens and flattens the weld bead. Low voltages increase the weld 
reinforcement and excessively high voltages can cause arc instability, spatter, and porosity 
and even undercut. 

 
2.2.3 Welding Speed 
Increase in the welding speed gives a decrease in the linear heat input to the work-piece and 
the filler metal deposition rate per unit of length. The initial increase in welding speed can 
cause some increase in penetration depth, because the arc acts more directly in the parent 
material, but further increase in speed decreases penetration and can cause undercut, due to 
insufficient material to fill the cavity produced by the arc. 

2.2.4 Electrode Extension 
The electrode extension is the electrode length that is out of the contact tube. The increase of 
electrode extension, produced by the increase of the torch distance to the work-piece for a 
specific parameters set, increases electrode melting rate because of the Joule effect. Electrode 
extension ranges from 5 to 15 mm for dip transfer, being higher (up to 25 mm) for the other 
transfer modes. 

 
2.2.5 Shielding Gas 
Shielding gases have an effect on arc stability, metal transfer mode, weld bead shape and 
melting rate. Gases used in GMAW can be pure gases, binary, ternary and exceptionally 
quaternary mixtures. Common pure gases are argon, helium and carbon dioxide. The first 
two are inert gases and are used principally in welding of light alloys, nickel, copper and 
reactive materials. Helium has a higher ionization potential than argon, providing larger 
weld pools, but is more expensive. Carbon dioxide is an active gas and is used in welding of 
carbon steel. It produces high levels of spatter but provides high penetration depth. Binary 
mixture are commonly argon/carbon dioxide (up to 20% CO2), argon/oxygen (up to 5% 
O2) and argon/helium (up to 75% He). The first is used in the welding of carbon and low 
alloy steels, the second of stainless steels and the third of nonferrous materials. The addition 
of oxygen or carbon dioxide to argon stabilizes the welding arc and changes the bead shape. 
The objective of adding helium to argon is to increase heat input and consequently welding 
speed, but also to reduce the incidence of weld porosity (Lyttle, K. A. 2002). 
 
2.2.6 Health and Safety 
The major potential hazards of arc welding processes are the high-voltage electricity, which 
can injure and kill personnel, the fumes and gases, which can be dangerous to health, the 
electric arc radiation, which can injure eyes and burn skin and the noise that can damage 
hearing. The exposure to the high open - circuit voltage of power supplies can cause 
dangerous electric shocks, which can be prevented by connecting all the electrical 
equipment and work – pieces to a suitable electrical ground. All electric cables should be 
suited to the maximum current and must remain insulated and dry. 
 

Fumes and gases are generated in all arc welding processes, being particularly intense in the 
flux cored arc welding process.  Metal fumes of nickel, chromium, zinc, lead or cadmium, 
for example, and gases such as carbon monoxide, ozone and nitrogen oxides formed in the 
arc are very harmful to the health. Enough ventilation or exhaust at the arc, or both must be 
used in order to keep fumes and gases from the personnel breathing zone. 

 
3. Robotic Welding: System Issues 
 

Robotic welding research deals with the relevant technical and scientific aspects involved in 
the task of reproducing the work of the experienced and skilled human welder. Welding 
was for a long time a task performed only by humans, being a craft that combines skills with 
art and science. Automating welding is therefore a very difficult and demanding objective, 
because of the required adaptive behaviour of the automatic system. Therefore, for the 
design of the automated system, a simulator tool is highly desirable in order to consider all 
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the aspects before the actual construction of the cell. In this section, we present the 
simulation design using Delmia Robotics V5 and wherever needed the design of the 
required parts using Solid Works ® is explained. 

 
3.1 Environment in 3D Simulator  
The simulation is used for the identification of design problems in an early phase, for an 
iterative design process from design to the finished product. The use of dynamic 3D 
simulations constitutes an advanced methodology for the analysis of the risks associated to 
the installation of the systems and solutions in robotics. The advantages of these techniques 
become evident when facilitating, among other things, the determination of impact risks 
(collisions) of the robot's part in the tasks during assembly, ergonomics of the position, 
demarcation of the environment of the robot's work, etc.  
Delmia Robotics V5 allows to be carried out simulations of automated manufacturing 
processes, specifically with robots; this software has a great variety of robots models, as well 
as of different brands. Delmia Robotics V5 offers an easy and flexible use of solutions for the 
definition of tools and simulation cells. It provides all the necessary tools to define and to 
analyze the behaviours and the necessary resources to apply the process plan. The software 
helps to describe exactly how parts are loaded and unloaded, fixtures, and selection of 
welding tools. The analysis and validation of the process can be carried out easily and 
accurately through simulations based on the resources available and have the option to 
incorporate additional tooling or fixtures (Caie, J. 2008).   
The Robotics V5® environment is composed for a great variety of tools called “toolbars”, 
which are presented as icons around the main screen, inside it; they are two very important 
functions, the compass and the tree PPR (Product, Process and Resource). The compass is 
used to change position and to move the elements to use, and the tree PPR is used to show 
the products, resources and how it is carrying out the process inside the simulator, as well 
as to take a relation among them because they work together. Figure 2 shows the main 
screenshot when selecting the robot type to be used. 
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Fig. 2. Main screenshot of the Robotics V5 

For the design of specific components, there are many types of software, in our case Solid 
Works® was used, due to its compatibility with Robotics V5 when exporting the parts. 

 
3.2 Virtual Development of a Robotic Workcell 
The first step in our design was to identify the physical location of the welding cell as well 
as its area dimensions in the shop floor. An important aspect to consider is the floor and 
environment; the floor requires withstanding the weight of the various devices and 
machines and the environment have to be dust-free to guarantee appropriate working 
condition for the electronic devices. 
For the workcell simulation, some of the components that are not included in the libraries 
had to be designed separately. For instance, the welding table, the conveyor belt, the KRC2 
robot controller, the physical structure of the cell (walls, windows), etc. These components 
were designed using Solid Works® and exported to Robotics V5®. A very important issue at 
this stage is that the design of the components must be carefully made to scale.  Finally, but 
not the least, it is recommended to consider the security of the cell considering emergency 
exits, placement of fire extinguishers, fume vents and emergency kit location. A screenshot 
of the cell layout is shown in Figure 3. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Workcell in Solid Works® environment 
 
It is also possible to design parts using CATIA® software. This software can be used directly 
in the simulator Robotics 3D without having to export the designs. They only have to be 
saved using a CATPart extension. The first step to design the part is to open an application 
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the aspects before the actual construction of the cell. In this section, we present the 
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saved using a CATPart extension. The first step to design the part is to open an application 
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in Delmia called “Mechanical Design”, and then in the option of part design choice open a 
new project in CatProduct mode. An example of a piece to be welded it is shown in Figure 4.  
 

 
Fig. 4. Piece to be welded in CATIA environment 

 
3.3 Layout Construction in the Robotics V5 
Industrial robots generally work with others devices such as conveyor belts, production 
machines, holding fixtures and tools. The robot and the equipment form a workcell. Also 
you can use the term work station, but this term is generally used to identify 1) One 
workcell with only one robot or 2) a work position along of a line production of some station 
of robots work. Two problems in applications of robots engineering are, the physical design 
of the work cell and the design of the control system that it will coordinate the activities 
among the diverse components of the workcell (Groover M. et al, 1995). 
For the construction of the layout in the simulation software Robotics V5, is it necessary to 
open a document in “process“ mode in order to be able to work in the simulation 
environment and to be able to open the  “PPR tree“. It is necessary to program in the 
beginning mode and simulation resource the option of “Device task definition“.  To create 
the layout in the first screen, it is necessary to insert products and resources. Inserting 
products and resources will depend on the way they are used in the process. Products such 
as Body Side Assembly Part, Robot Kuka KR16, welding table, torch, workcell and a riser (platform 
for the Robot) need to be selected from the PPR screen and then attached together. To mount 
the welding torch on the robot, the toolbar “Robot management>Robot dress up“needs to be 
used as it is illustrated in Figure 5. DELMIA can import files with .cgr extension from Solid 
Works (EES 2006). 
 

 
Fig. 5. Mounted torch and power feed to the Robot Kuka KR16 
 
Finally, after considering all accessories and equipment needed in the welding cell, the final 
layout was completed and built as shown in Figure 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. 
The lay out construction is presented in Figure 6. 
 

 
Fig. 6(a). Lay out of the workcell.                        Fig. 6(b). Finished workcell. 

 
4. Robot Welding Simulation 
 

The second part of the research involved the simulation of the robot welding in order to 
analyse the robot’s working envelope to prevent any crash or collision with the 
environment. This is an important off-line stage since the user can learn how to move the 
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robot and program diverse tasks and later, if needed, the robot program can be translated 
into another robot’s manufacturer language. This is also a useful feature that could be used 
for learning how to program certain robot. 
In the simulator, it is necessary to create tags and robot tasks associated to them. Tags are 
those points for which the robot will carry out the welding operations. To complete the 
programming process, the robot’s motion has to be adjusted with the help of the Teach 
pendant and moving the compass to determine the robot movement. Alternatively, a 
function inside the Teach Pendant called Jog, that manipulates the robot’s movement 
through each one of the DOF, can be used (EES 2006). 

 
4.1 Simulation Example 
First of all, it is important to maintain intact the positions of the components within the 
workcell at the beginning of each simulation, an initial state has to be selected and a robot 
type. In our case we worked with the KUKA KR16 Industrial Robot. A snapshot of the 
simulation is shown in figure 7(a) and in figure 7(b) the actual workcell is shown. 
 

 
Fig. 7(a). Simulation welding process.                  Fig. 7(b). Real workcell 
 
Despite the cell distribution and robot location and configuration, it is possible to make 
contact and collision with other components. The simulator provides a Matrix of contacts 
and clashes in order to reprogram the trajectories if necessary. Figure 8 shows the results of 
the clashes with high relevance due to detected collisions between the torch and the work 
table and also small contacts between robot articulations. 
In Figure 8, it is also shown on the left hand side a graph of the area affected by the collision 
between the robot and the torch with one product named “piece to be welded”. On the right 
hand side, it shows the relation matrix of collisions and contacts, among all the devices. In 
this example, the simulation resulted in a total of 19 interferences, from which 9 were 
collisions and 10 contacts. In these results, the collisions are important since they can 
damage some devices and even the robot. 
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Fig. 8. Matrix simulation results 
 
A human welder must be able to interpret all the results of this simulator. The examination 
of the Standard CRAW-OT (Certified Robotic Arc Welding, Operator and Technician) by the 
AWS is designed to test the knowledge of welding fundamentals and robotic welding (EES 
2006). Table 1 presents the CRAW-OT subjects that can be evaluated in the simulator in 
comparison with a real workcell. 

 

Subject Real 
Workcell 

Virtual 
Simulator 

Weld Equipment Setup    
Welding Processes     
Weld Examination    

Definitions and Terminology     
Symbols    

Safety     
Destructive Testing    

Conversion and Calculation     
Robot Programming     
Welding Procedures     
Programming Logic     
Kinematics Concepts     

Robot Arc Weld Cell Components     
Table 1. Comparison between Real Workcell and Virtual Simulator 

 
5. Robot Program Using Off-Line Programming 
 

One of the most important tasks is programming the robot, which is considered very 
difficult to evaluate because each brand has its own robot programming code. This 
programming task is easier to evaluate since the simulator provides a conversion utility 
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those points for which the robot will carry out the welding operations. To complete the 
programming process, the robot’s motion has to be adjusted with the help of the Teach 
pendant and moving the compass to determine the robot movement. Alternatively, a 
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Fig. 8. Matrix simulation results 
 
A human welder must be able to interpret all the results of this simulator. The examination 
of the Standard CRAW-OT (Certified Robotic Arc Welding, Operator and Technician) by the 
AWS is designed to test the knowledge of welding fundamentals and robotic welding (EES 
2006). Table 1 presents the CRAW-OT subjects that can be evaluated in the simulator in 
comparison with a real workcell. 
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Virtual 
Simulator 
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Definitions and Terminology     
Symbols    

Safety     
Destructive Testing    

Conversion and Calculation     
Robot Programming     
Welding Procedures     
Programming Logic     
Kinematics Concepts     

Robot Arc Weld Cell Components     
Table 1. Comparison between Real Workcell and Virtual Simulator 

 
5. Robot Program Using Off-Line Programming 
 

One of the most important tasks is programming the robot, which is considered very 
difficult to evaluate because each brand has its own robot programming code. This 
programming task is easier to evaluate since the simulator provides a conversion utility 
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between different commercial robots. A code example produced by the simulator is 
provided in Table 2. 

 
Robot KUKA Robot FANUC Robot RAPID 

&ACCESS RVP             
&REL 1 
&PARAM EDITMASK = * 
DEF Welding_Task( ) 
;FOLD PTP ViaPoint2 
Vel= 50 %  
PDAT1 Tool[1]:cell2-
torch.1. 
ToolFrame 
Base[0];%{PE} 
%R 
4.1.5,%MKUKATPBASIS, 
%CMOVE,%VPTP,%P 1:PTP, 
2:ViaPoint2, 3:, 5:50, 
7:PDAT1 
$BWDSTART=FALSE 
PDAT_ACT=PPDAT1 
BAS(#PTP_DAT) 
;ENDFOLD 
END 

/PROG  Welding_Task 
/ATTR 
OWNER = MNEDITOR; 
PROG_SIZE   = 0; 
FILE_NAME  = ; 
VERSION   = 0; 
LINE_COUNT  = 0; 
MEMORY_SIZE     = 0; 
PROTECT    = READ_WRITE; 
TCD:  STACK_SIZE      = 0, 
      TASK_PRIORITY   = 50, 
     TIME_SLICE        = 0, 
     BUSY_LAMP_OFF     = 0, 
     ABORT_REQUEST     = 0, 
     PAUSE_REQUEST     = 0; 
DEFAULT_GROUP = 1,1,1,*,*; 
/POS  
P[1]{ 
GP1: UF : 1, UT : 2, CONFIG: 
'S 2 , 0, 0, 0', 
  X = 1157.208  mm,  Y =  
212.886  mm,  Z = 1002.855  
mm, 
  W =  136.239 deg,   P =  
11.951 deg,   R =  103.725 
deg }; 

%%% 
  VERSION:1 
  LANGUAGE:ENGLISH 
%%% 
MODULE Welding_Task_mod 
  PERS robtarget ViaPoint2:= 
[[1157.208,212.886,1002.8551,
0,0,0  
PERS robtarget  
Tag1:=[[938.236,285.366,460.4
29], 
[0.111893,0.51089,0.851944,0.
025754] 
,[,0,0,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,
9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]]; 
  PERS robtarget  
PROC Welding_Task() 
  MoveJ 
ViaPoint2,Default,Default,cel
l2-torch_1_ToolFrame; 
  MoveJ 
Tag1,Default,Default,cell2-
torch_1_ToolFrame; 
ENDPROC 
ENDMODULE 
 

Table 2. Program code for three different robots 
 
The simulation process produces a robot program like the one shown in Table 2. This 
program can be loaded to the specific robot controller to perform a real welding cycle using 
the specified robot. This program is ready to start a welding task which can be programmed 
either by using a predefined routine (off-line) or via a teaching device (on-line) (Lopez-
Juarez, I et al. 2009). In both cases a friendly user interface via voice has been designed in 
order to facilitate robot programming which is described in section 7. 

 
6. Robotized Welding System 
 

The welding system used for experimentation is integrated by a KUKA KR16 industrial 
robot. It also comprises a visual servo system with a ceiling mounted Basler A602fc CCD 
camera as it is shown in figure 9. 
Two computers are used, the Master Controller and the Speech Recognition. The Master 
Controller is in charge of low-level serial communication with the robot controller using the 
3964a protocol. It also connects to the Lincoln 455M power source and 10R wire feeder using 
an I/O Data Acquisition Card so that the welding process can be switched on-off and the 
current and voltage can be controlled by this computer. Additionally, it also handles the 
programming user-interface through a wireless gamepad. On the other hand, the Speech 
Recognition computer is in charge of giving voice commands to the robot in order to carry 
out the welding tasks. 
 

 
Fig. 9. Robotized Welding System 

 
6.1 Distributed Robotic System 
The concept of distributed systems and other technologies recently have made possible the 
creation of new application called “Networked Robot Systems”. The main idea is to solve 
the heterogeneity problem found in robotic systems due to the multiple component vendors 
and computational platforms.  
The development of robot systems based on distributed components is well supported by 
different researchers. In (Amoretti et al., 2003), Michael Amoretti et al., present an analysis 
of three techniques for sensor data distribution through the network. In (Amoretti, 2004) it is 
proposed a robotic system using CORBA as communication architecture and it is 
determined several new classes of telerobotic applications, such as virtual laboratories, 
remote maintenance, etc. which leads to the distributed computation and the increase of 
new developments like teleoperation of robots. In (Bottazzi et al., 2002), it is described a 
software development of a distributed robotic system, using CORBA as middleware. The 
system permits the development of Client-Server application with multi thread supporting 
concurrent actions. The system is implemented in a laboratory using a manipulator robot 
and two cameras, commanded by several users. In (Dalton et al., 2002), several middleware 
are analyzed, CORBA, RMI (Remote Method Invocation) and MOM (Message Oriented 
Middleware). But they created their own protocol based on MOM for controlling a robot 
using Internet. In (Lopez-Juarez & Rios-Cabrera, 2006) a CORBA-based architecture for 
robotic assembly using Artificial Neural Networks was introduced. 
In the current investigation, though the system only includes two computers using the same 
OS, the master controller and the speech recognition. It is important in this early stage to 
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between different commercial robots. A code example produced by the simulator is 
provided in Table 2. 

 
Robot KUKA Robot FANUC Robot RAPID 

&ACCESS RVP             
&REL 1 
&PARAM EDITMASK = * 
DEF Welding_Task( ) 
;FOLD PTP ViaPoint2 
Vel= 50 %  
PDAT1 Tool[1]:cell2-
torch.1. 
ToolFrame 
Base[0];%{PE} 
%R 
4.1.5,%MKUKATPBASIS, 
%CMOVE,%VPTP,%P 1:PTP, 
2:ViaPoint2, 3:, 5:50, 
7:PDAT1 
$BWDSTART=FALSE 
PDAT_ACT=PPDAT1 
BAS(#PTP_DAT) 
;ENDFOLD 
END 

/PROG  Welding_Task 
/ATTR 
OWNER = MNEDITOR; 
PROG_SIZE   = 0; 
FILE_NAME  = ; 
VERSION   = 0; 
LINE_COUNT  = 0; 
MEMORY_SIZE     = 0; 
PROTECT    = READ_WRITE; 
TCD:  STACK_SIZE      = 0, 
      TASK_PRIORITY   = 50, 
     TIME_SLICE        = 0, 
     BUSY_LAMP_OFF     = 0, 
     ABORT_REQUEST     = 0, 
     PAUSE_REQUEST     = 0; 
DEFAULT_GROUP = 1,1,1,*,*; 
/POS  
P[1]{ 
GP1: UF : 1, UT : 2, CONFIG: 
'S 2 , 0, 0, 0', 
  X = 1157.208  mm,  Y =  
212.886  mm,  Z = 1002.855  
mm, 
  W =  136.239 deg,   P =  
11.951 deg,   R =  103.725 
deg }; 

%%% 
  VERSION:1 
  LANGUAGE:ENGLISH 
%%% 
MODULE Welding_Task_mod 
  PERS robtarget ViaPoint2:= 
[[1157.208,212.886,1002.8551,
0,0,0  
PERS robtarget  
Tag1:=[[938.236,285.366,460.4
29], 
[0.111893,0.51089,0.851944,0.
025754] 
,[,0,0,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,
9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]]; 
  PERS robtarget  
PROC Welding_Task() 
  MoveJ 
ViaPoint2,Default,Default,cel
l2-torch_1_ToolFrame; 
  MoveJ 
Tag1,Default,Default,cell2-
torch_1_ToolFrame; 
ENDPROC 
ENDMODULE 
 

Table 2. Program code for three different robots 
 
The simulation process produces a robot program like the one shown in Table 2. This 
program can be loaded to the specific robot controller to perform a real welding cycle using 
the specified robot. This program is ready to start a welding task which can be programmed 
either by using a predefined routine (off-line) or via a teaching device (on-line) (Lopez-
Juarez, I et al. 2009). In both cases a friendly user interface via voice has been designed in 
order to facilitate robot programming which is described in section 7. 

 
6. Robotized Welding System 
 

The welding system used for experimentation is integrated by a KUKA KR16 industrial 
robot. It also comprises a visual servo system with a ceiling mounted Basler A602fc CCD 
camera as it is shown in figure 9. 
Two computers are used, the Master Controller and the Speech Recognition. The Master 
Controller is in charge of low-level serial communication with the robot controller using the 
3964a protocol. It also connects to the Lincoln 455M power source and 10R wire feeder using 
an I/O Data Acquisition Card so that the welding process can be switched on-off and the 
current and voltage can be controlled by this computer. Additionally, it also handles the 
programming user-interface through a wireless gamepad. On the other hand, the Speech 
Recognition computer is in charge of giving voice commands to the robot in order to carry 
out the welding tasks. 
 

 
Fig. 9. Robotized Welding System 

 
6.1 Distributed Robotic System 
The concept of distributed systems and other technologies recently have made possible the 
creation of new application called “Networked Robot Systems”. The main idea is to solve 
the heterogeneity problem found in robotic systems due to the multiple component vendors 
and computational platforms.  
The development of robot systems based on distributed components is well supported by 
different researchers. In (Amoretti et al., 2003), Michael Amoretti et al., present an analysis 
of three techniques for sensor data distribution through the network. In (Amoretti, 2004) it is 
proposed a robotic system using CORBA as communication architecture and it is 
determined several new classes of telerobotic applications, such as virtual laboratories, 
remote maintenance, etc. which leads to the distributed computation and the increase of 
new developments like teleoperation of robots. In (Bottazzi et al., 2002), it is described a 
software development of a distributed robotic system, using CORBA as middleware. The 
system permits the development of Client-Server application with multi thread supporting 
concurrent actions. The system is implemented in a laboratory using a manipulator robot 
and two cameras, commanded by several users. In (Dalton et al., 2002), several middleware 
are analyzed, CORBA, RMI (Remote Method Invocation) and MOM (Message Oriented 
Middleware). But they created their own protocol based on MOM for controlling a robot 
using Internet. In (Lopez-Juarez & Rios-Cabrera, 2006) a CORBA-based architecture for 
robotic assembly using Artificial Neural Networks was introduced. 
In the current investigation, though the system only includes two computers using the same 
OS, the master controller and the speech recognition. It is important in this early stage to 
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consider the overall layout considering that additional components are being included in 
the network. 

 
6.1.1 CORBA specification and terminology 
The CORBA specification (Henning, 2002), (OMG, 2000) is developed by the OMG (Object 
Management Group), where it is specified a set of flexible abstractions and specific 
necessary services to give a solution to a problem associated to a distributed environment. 
The independence of CORBA for the programming language, the operating system and the 
network protocols, makes it suitable for the development of new application and for its 
integration into distributed systems already developed. 
It is necessary to understand the CORBA terminology, which is listed below: 
 

 A CORBA object is a virtual entity, found by an ORB (Object Request Broker, 
which is an ID string for each server) and it accepts petitions from the clients. 

 A destine object in the context of a CORBA petition, it is the CORBA object to 
which the petition is made. 

 A client is an entity which makes a petition to a CORBA object. 
 A server is an application in which one or more CORBA objects run. 
 A petition is an operation invocation to a CORBA object, made by a client. 
 An object reference is a program used for identification, localization and 

direction assignment of a CORBA object. 
 A server is an entity of the programming language that implements one or 

more CORBA objects. 
 

The petitions are showed in the figure 10: it is created by the client, goes through the ORB 
and arrives to the server application. 
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Fig. 10. Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) 
 
The client makes the petitions using static stub or using DII (Dynamic Invocation Interface). 
In any case the client sends its petitions to the ORB nucleus linked with its processes. The 
ORB of the client transmits its petitions to the ORB linked with a server application. The 
ORB of the server redirect the petition to the object adapter just created, to the final object. 

The object adapter directs its petition to the server which is implemented in the final object. 
Both the client and the server can use static skeletons or the DSI (Dynamic Skeleton 
Interface). The server sends the answer to the client application. 
In order to make a petition and to get an answer, it is necessary to have the next CORBA 
components: 
Interface Definition Language (IDL): It defines the interfaces among the programs and is 
independent of the programming language. 
Language Mapping: it specifies how to translate the IDL to the different programming 
languages. 
Object Adapter: it is an object that makes transparent calling to other objects. 
Protocol Inter-ORB: it is an architecture used for the interoperability among different ORBs. 
The characteristics of the petitions invocation are: transparency in localization, transparency 
of the server, language independence, implementation, architecture, operating system, 
protocol and transport protocol. (Henning, 2002). 
 

The aim of having a Master Controller, is to generate a high level central task controller 
which uses its available senses (vision and voice commands) to make decisions, acquiring 
the data on real-time and distributing the tasks for the welding task operation.  
The architecture of the distributed system uses a Client/Server in each module. Figure 11 
shows the relationship client-server in the Master Controller and Speech Recognition. With 
the current configuration, it is possible a relationship from any other future server to any 
client, since they share the same network. It is only necessary to know the name of the 
server and obtain the IOR (Interoperable Object Reference). The interfaces or IDL 
components would need to establish the relations among the modules. 
 

 
Fig. 11. Client/server architecture of the distributed cell 

 
7. Robot Controller Using Voice-Command Software 
 

The system provides a user interface to receive directions in natural language using natural 
language processing and Context Free Grammars (CFG). After the instruction is given, a 
code is generated to execute ordered sentences to the welding system. To effectively 
communicate the robot controller, it was needed to work in speech recognition (speech-to-text) 
as well as in speech synthesis to acknowledge the command (text-to-speech). Using these 
features it is possible to instruct the robot via voice-command and to receive an 
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consider the overall layout considering that additional components are being included in 
the network. 
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The client makes the petitions using static stub or using DII (Dynamic Invocation Interface). 
In any case the client sends its petitions to the ORB nucleus linked with its processes. The 
ORB of the client transmits its petitions to the ORB linked with a server application. The 
ORB of the server redirect the petition to the object adapter just created, to the final object. 

The object adapter directs its petition to the server which is implemented in the final object. 
Both the client and the server can use static skeletons or the DSI (Dynamic Skeleton 
Interface). The server sends the answer to the client application. 
In order to make a petition and to get an answer, it is necessary to have the next CORBA 
components: 
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independent of the programming language. 
Language Mapping: it specifies how to translate the IDL to the different programming 
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Object Adapter: it is an object that makes transparent calling to other objects. 
Protocol Inter-ORB: it is an architecture used for the interoperability among different ORBs. 
The characteristics of the petitions invocation are: transparency in localization, transparency 
of the server, language independence, implementation, architecture, operating system, 
protocol and transport protocol. (Henning, 2002). 
 

The aim of having a Master Controller, is to generate a high level central task controller 
which uses its available senses (vision and voice commands) to make decisions, acquiring 
the data on real-time and distributing the tasks for the welding task operation.  
The architecture of the distributed system uses a Client/Server in each module. Figure 11 
shows the relationship client-server in the Master Controller and Speech Recognition. With 
the current configuration, it is possible a relationship from any other future server to any 
client, since they share the same network. It is only necessary to know the name of the 
server and obtain the IOR (Interoperable Object Reference). The interfaces or IDL 
components would need to establish the relations among the modules. 
 

 
Fig. 11. Client/server architecture of the distributed cell 

 
7. Robot Controller Using Voice-Command Software 
 

The system provides a user interface to receive directions in natural language using natural 
language processing and Context Free Grammars (CFG). After the instruction is given, a 
code is generated to execute ordered sentences to the welding system. To effectively 
communicate the robot controller, it was needed to work in speech recognition (speech-to-text) 
as well as in speech synthesis to acknowledge the command (text-to-speech). Using these 
features it is possible to instruct the robot via voice-command and to receive an 
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acknowledgement when tasks such as the weld perimeter, weld trajectory, stop, start, go-
home, etc. are accomplished. 
The Voice Interface was based on Windows XP SP3 operating system using a Speech 
Recognition PC (§ see section 6). The implementation of the voice command software for the 
robotic welding system was developed in C++ using the Microsoft Software Development 
Kit (SDK) and the Speech Application Programming Interface (SAPI) 5.0, which is a 
programming standard that provides tools and components to speech recognition and 
speech synthesis.  
The SAPI is a high-level interface between the application and the speech engine that 
implements low-level details to control and to manipulate the real-time operation in several 
speech engines. There are two basic SAPI engines as it is shown in figure 12. One is the text-
to-speech system that synthesis strings and files into spoken audio signals using predefined 
voices. On the other hand, the speech recognition engine or speech-to text converts the 
human spoken voice into text strings and readable files. The SAPI is middleware that 
provides an API and a device driver interface (DDI) for speech engines to implement. The 
managed System.Speech namespace communicates to these engines both directly and 
indirectly by calling through the SAPI.DLL. Native  
 

 
Fig. 13. SAPI engines 
 
There are several category interfaces apart from the speech engines that were used in the 
application:  
 

Audio 
Used to control and customize real-time audio streams compatible with speech 
synthesis. 
 

Grammar Compiler 
Used to dynamically define Context-Free Grammars (CFGs) and compile them into 
the binary form used by the speech recognition engine. 
 

Lexicon 
Provides a uniform way for applications and engines to access the user lexicon, 
application lexicon, and engine private lexicons. Lexicons provide custom word 
pronunciations for speech synthesis. 

 
7.1 Grammar 
The Context Free Grammar (CFG) format in SAPI 5 defines the structure of grammars and 
grammar rules using Extensible Markup Language (XML). The CFG/Grammar compiler 
transforms the XML tags defining the grammar elements into a binary format used by SAPI 
5-compliant SR engines. This compiling process can be performed either before or during 
application run time. 
The Speech SDK includes a grammar compiler, which can be used to author text grammars, 
compile text grammars into the SAPI 5 binary format, and perform basic testing before 
integration into an application. An example of the developed code is as follows: 
 

<GRAMMAR LANGID="409"> 
<RULE NAME="RobotTask" ID="139" TOPLEVEL="ACTIVE"> 
<OPT> 
<L> 
<P>robot</P> 
<P>stop</P> 
<P>hello</P> 
</L> 
</OPT> 
<OPT> 
<L> 
<P>weld</P> 
<P>go</P> 
<P>kuka</P> 
</L> 
</OPT> 
<OPT> 
<L> 
<P>weld</P> 
<P>objects</P> 
<P>home</P> 
</L> 
</OPT> 
</RULE> 
</GRAMMAR> 
<GRAMMAR LANGID="409"> 
</GRAMMAR> 
  

In the program, <GRAMMAR> has a numeric attribute LANGID. We can observe at the 
beginning of the program, there is also a RULE NAME where “RobotTask” is the 
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provides an API and a device driver interface (DDI) for speech engines to implement. The 
managed System.Speech namespace communicates to these engines both directly and 
indirectly by calling through the SAPI.DLL. Native  
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7.1 Grammar 
The Context Free Grammar (CFG) format in SAPI 5 defines the structure of grammars and 
grammar rules using Extensible Markup Language (XML). The CFG/Grammar compiler 
transforms the XML tags defining the grammar elements into a binary format used by SAPI 
5-compliant SR engines. This compiling process can be performed either before or during 
application run time. 
The Speech SDK includes a grammar compiler, which can be used to author text grammars, 
compile text grammars into the SAPI 5 binary format, and perform basic testing before 
integration into an application. An example of the developed code is as follows: 
 

<GRAMMAR LANGID="409"> 
<RULE NAME="RobotTask" ID="139" TOPLEVEL="ACTIVE"> 
<OPT> 
<L> 
<P>robot</P> 
<P>stop</P> 
<P>hello</P> 
</L> 
</OPT> 
<OPT> 
<L> 
<P>weld</P> 
<P>go</P> 
<P>kuka</P> 
</L> 
</OPT> 
<OPT> 
<L> 
<P>weld</P> 
<P>objects</P> 
<P>home</P> 
</L> 
</OPT> 
</RULE> 
</GRAMMAR> 
<GRAMMAR LANGID="409"> 
</GRAMMAR> 
  

In the program, <GRAMMAR> has a numeric attribute LANGID. We can observe at the 
beginning of the program, there is also a RULE NAME where “RobotTask” is the 
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grammatical rule; ID, the language identification and TOPLEVEL is declared ACTIVE, but it 
can be dynamically configured in real-time. The user has to talk only TOPLEVEL rules for 
the robot to recognise the words. For instance, in the program the words robot, stop, 
hello, can be recognized by the engine. Note that these words are enclosed by <OPT> and 
</OPT> directives. 
 

Several words were included in the Lexicon being the more important: weld perimeter, 
weld trajectory, stop, start, go-home. 

 
8. Conclusions and Ongoing Work 
 

In this chapter, we described the design and integration of a robotic welding cell using a 3D 
simulation environment. The design was useful for building the CORBA-based distributed 
robotized welding cell in this research project. Issues such as layout definition, 
communication design, welding part design, robot and welding station commissioning were 
considered. The design also included a voice-command driven environment using the 
Microsoft Speech Application Interface V5.0. Definition of Context Free Grammars were 
used so that it was possible to start a typical robot task using a human operator’s voice 
using verbal commands such as  “weld perimeter” or “weld trajectory”. 
The design and simulation previous to the implementation of an automated welding cell is 
useful, because possible errors can be prevented such as problems of area distribution, 
security, dimensions, etc. In addition to its great utility to save costs and avoid unnecessary 
damage to machinery and equipment.  
 

The design of complex robot systems using multisensorial inputs, high-level machine 
interfaces and distributed networked systems will be elements is of primary importance for 
advance robot manipulators in the near future so that the work reported in this chapter 
intents to demonstrate alternative guidelines to design such complex systems. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Robotized GMAW welding is a demanding process. Current robots are able to perform 
welding tasks continuously under different working conditions in low-scale production 
such as shipbuilding or in high-scale production such as in the automotive industry. In well 
defined and structured environments such as in the automotive industry robot 
reprogramming is still necessary in order to cope with uncertainties. This additional task 
involves hiring specialized personnel, lost of production time, quality assessment, 
destructive testing, etc., which necessarily increases the production costs.  
During the welding task, the joint part specification has to be met in order to meet the 
desired quality and productivity in industry. However, there are several factors that affect 
the process accuracy such as welding part positioning; motion errors in the production line, 
mechanical errors, backlash, ageing of mechanisms, etc. which are error sources that make 
robots to operate in uncertain conditions, i.e. unstructured environments. The scope of this 
work is focused on the compensation of these stochastic errors generated during the process 
and that the robot system needs to cope with in order to meet the required quality 
specification. To reach this goal, it is required to have an appropriate test-bed integrated 
with the process parameters sensing capacity (laser system, camera, proximity sensors, etc.) 
to follow the welding bead and to provide robust information to the robot controller. The 
use of multiple sensors and different computers make a centralised control very complex, 
hence it is preferred the use of the CORBA specification to implement a Distributed System. 
In this chapter we present the machine vision system and the distributed control for the 
welding cell as well as the Human-Machine Interface (HMI) developed to “teach” the 
manipulator any welding trajectory.  

1 This work was carried out during Dr. Lopez-Juarez research visit at Corporacion Mexicana 
de Investigacion en Materiales SA de CV (COMIMSA) under General and Specific 
CINVESTAV-COMIMSA Collaboration Agreements. 
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The robust design solution as proposed in this research is a two-fold issue. First, it is 
necessary to minimize design errors by simulating the whole welding process considering 
issues like floor plant space, robot configuration, welding equipment and supplies, etc. and 
second, the utilization of a novel  teaching tool for welding trajectory. The contribution of 
this research has been split in two parts: In part I, the robotic cell set up (including off-line 
and on-line programming) using current 3D software simulation, voice command 
simulation design, equipment commissioning and testing was presented; whereas in this 
Part II, a novel robot programming tool for teaching welding trajectories and a built-in error 
compensation during production of welded parts are presented. 
The programmed tool for trajectory learning is implemented in a Visual C++ application 
named StickWeld V1.0 that involves the use of a friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI) for 
trajectory compensation and teaching. The software runs in a PC-based computer and uses a 
top mounted fast Firewire Colour Camera, a wireless gamepad and a pointing stick. The 
purpose of the software is to compensate on-line any error misalignment during perimeter 
welding of flat metal parts. The system compensates any offset error in the robot’s welding 
torch due to conveyor or line production transport errors. The misalignment is captured by 
the camera and the image is processed in the server computer to find the new perimeter 
information, which is translated into a new robot trajectory and sent to the robot controller 
for execution. The teaching option can also be accessed via the GUI; by selecting this option 
the teaching/learning mode is activated. While in this mode, the user can define any 
welding trajectory using a stick as a pointer to define the trajectory. The trajectory input 
data, parameters selection and the robot motion control is made through the wireless 
gamepad controller so that the user has always full motion control on the robot assuring the 
safety within the cell. Once the new trajectory is entered, the robot can repeat the operation 
in another metal part. The system uses a three layer communication structure. The lowest 
layer is the serial standard communication RS232, followed by the SIEMENS 3964r protocol 
and at the top are the StickWeld commands that communicate the host PC master controller 
with the KUKA KRC2 robot controller. The defined trajectory path is stored continuously in 
a processing FIFO allocation in order to have a continuous interpolated motion at execution 
time. 
The organisation of the chapter is as follows. This introduction belongs to section 1, which 
also includes the description of the distributed system and related work. In section 2, the 
GMAW welding process and different subsystems of the workcell are explained. In section 
3, issues concerning with the server-robot communication protocol are provided. In section 
4, the program StickWeld V1.0, GUI and the use of the peripherals and programming modes 
are described in detail. Finally, in section 5 conclusions are provided and the envisaged 
future work is highlighted. 

 
1.1 Distributed System and Related Work 
The CORBA specification (Henning, 2002), is developed by the OMG (Object Management 
Group), where it is specified a set of flexible abstractions and specific necessary services to 
give a solution to a problem associated to a distributed environment. The independence of 
CORBA for the programming language, the operating system and the network protocols, 
makes it suitable for the development of new application and for its integration into 
distributed systems already developed. In this investigation, it was decided to implement 
CORBA due to previous experience in Robotic Assembly (Lopez-Juarez & Rios-Cabrera, 

2006). For a comprehensive description of the specification as well as its integration in the 
workcell, the reader is referred to (Davila-Rios, et al., 2009), where the distributed system is 
described in detail. 
Jia proposes robotized systems using CORBA as the communication architecture in 
telerobotic applications like in virtual laboratories, remote maintenance, etc. (Jia, et al., 2002). 
Other authors look more at new paradigms rather than interoperability at the object level, 
but at the service level to facilitate the interoperability of industrial robots in the service 
environment and what has been called: Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) (Veiga, et al., 
2007). Other authors use simple I/O devices like digitising pens to facilitate robot 
programming (Pires, et al., 2007). In our case, we have taken ideas from the mentioned 
authors and we have implemented a novel distributed programming tool to teach a robot 
random welding trajectories. 

 
2. Welding process and Robotic System 
 

Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) is a welding process which joins metals by heating the 
metals to their melting point with an electric arc. The arc is between a continuous, 
consumable electrode wire and the metal being welded. The arc is shielded from 
contaminants in the atmosphere by a shielding gas.  
GMAW can be done automatic by using an industrial robot manipulator as it is the case in 
this research and without the constant adjusting of controls by a welder or operator. 
Basic equipment for a typical GMAW automatic setup are: 

 Robot manipulator 
 Welding power source: provides welding power. 
 Wire feeders (constant speed and voltage-sensing): controls the supply of wire to 

welding gun. 
 Constant speed feeder: used only with a constant voltage (CV) power source. This 

type of feeder has a control cable that will connect to the power source. The control 
cable supplies power to the feeder and allows the capability of remote voltage 
control with certain power source/feeder combinations. The wire feed speed (WFS) 
is set on the feeder and will always be constant for a given preset value. 

 Voltage-sensing feeder: can be used with either a constant voltage (CV) or constant 
current (CC) - direct current (DC) power source. This type of feeder is powered by 
the arc voltage and does not have a control cord. When set to (CV), the feeder is 
similar to a constant speed feeder. When set to (CC), the wire feed speed depends 
on the voltage present. The feeder changes the wire feed speed as the voltage 
changes. A voltage sensing feeder does not have the capability of remote voltage 
control. 

 Supply of electrode wire. 
 Welding gun: delivers electrode wire and shielding gas to the weld puddle. 
 Shielding gas cylinder: provides a supply of shielding gas to the arc. 

When this process starts, the weld pool is shielded by an inert gas, giving the process the 
popular designation of Metal Inert Gas (MIG). Nowadays actives gases such as carbon 
dioxide or mixtures of inert and active gases are also used and the designation GMAW 
includes all these cases. This process is widely used in industrial application due to its 
numerous benefits. It can weld almost all metallic materials, in a large range of thicknesses 
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The robust design solution as proposed in this research is a two-fold issue. First, it is 
necessary to minimize design errors by simulating the whole welding process considering 
issues like floor plant space, robot configuration, welding equipment and supplies, etc. and 
second, the utilization of a novel  teaching tool for welding trajectory. The contribution of 
this research has been split in two parts: In part I, the robotic cell set up (including off-line 
and on-line programming) using current 3D software simulation, voice command 
simulation design, equipment commissioning and testing was presented; whereas in this 
Part II, a novel robot programming tool for teaching welding trajectories and a built-in error 
compensation during production of welded parts are presented. 
The programmed tool for trajectory learning is implemented in a Visual C++ application 
named StickWeld V1.0 that involves the use of a friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI) for 
trajectory compensation and teaching. The software runs in a PC-based computer and uses a 
top mounted fast Firewire Colour Camera, a wireless gamepad and a pointing stick. The 
purpose of the software is to compensate on-line any error misalignment during perimeter 
welding of flat metal parts. The system compensates any offset error in the robot’s welding 
torch due to conveyor or line production transport errors. The misalignment is captured by 
the camera and the image is processed in the server computer to find the new perimeter 
information, which is translated into a new robot trajectory and sent to the robot controller 
for execution. The teaching option can also be accessed via the GUI; by selecting this option 
the teaching/learning mode is activated. While in this mode, the user can define any 
welding trajectory using a stick as a pointer to define the trajectory. The trajectory input 
data, parameters selection and the robot motion control is made through the wireless 
gamepad controller so that the user has always full motion control on the robot assuring the 
safety within the cell. Once the new trajectory is entered, the robot can repeat the operation 
in another metal part. The system uses a three layer communication structure. The lowest 
layer is the serial standard communication RS232, followed by the SIEMENS 3964r protocol 
and at the top are the StickWeld commands that communicate the host PC master controller 
with the KUKA KRC2 robot controller. The defined trajectory path is stored continuously in 
a processing FIFO allocation in order to have a continuous interpolated motion at execution 
time. 
The organisation of the chapter is as follows. This introduction belongs to section 1, which 
also includes the description of the distributed system and related work. In section 2, the 
GMAW welding process and different subsystems of the workcell are explained. In section 
3, issues concerning with the server-robot communication protocol are provided. In section 
4, the program StickWeld V1.0, GUI and the use of the peripherals and programming modes 
are described in detail. Finally, in section 5 conclusions are provided and the envisaged 
future work is highlighted. 

 
1.1 Distributed System and Related Work 
The CORBA specification (Henning, 2002), is developed by the OMG (Object Management 
Group), where it is specified a set of flexible abstractions and specific necessary services to 
give a solution to a problem associated to a distributed environment. The independence of 
CORBA for the programming language, the operating system and the network protocols, 
makes it suitable for the development of new application and for its integration into 
distributed systems already developed. In this investigation, it was decided to implement 
CORBA due to previous experience in Robotic Assembly (Lopez-Juarez & Rios-Cabrera, 

2006). For a comprehensive description of the specification as well as its integration in the 
workcell, the reader is referred to (Davila-Rios, et al., 2009), where the distributed system is 
described in detail. 
Jia proposes robotized systems using CORBA as the communication architecture in 
telerobotic applications like in virtual laboratories, remote maintenance, etc. (Jia, et al., 2002). 
Other authors look more at new paradigms rather than interoperability at the object level, 
but at the service level to facilitate the interoperability of industrial robots in the service 
environment and what has been called: Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) (Veiga, et al., 
2007). Other authors use simple I/O devices like digitising pens to facilitate robot 
programming (Pires, et al., 2007). In our case, we have taken ideas from the mentioned 
authors and we have implemented a novel distributed programming tool to teach a robot 
random welding trajectories. 

 
2. Welding process and Robotic System 
 

Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) is a welding process which joins metals by heating the 
metals to their melting point with an electric arc. The arc is between a continuous, 
consumable electrode wire and the metal being welded. The arc is shielded from 
contaminants in the atmosphere by a shielding gas.  
GMAW can be done automatic by using an industrial robot manipulator as it is the case in 
this research and without the constant adjusting of controls by a welder or operator. 
Basic equipment for a typical GMAW automatic setup are: 

 Robot manipulator 
 Welding power source: provides welding power. 
 Wire feeders (constant speed and voltage-sensing): controls the supply of wire to 

welding gun. 
 Constant speed feeder: used only with a constant voltage (CV) power source. This 

type of feeder has a control cable that will connect to the power source. The control 
cable supplies power to the feeder and allows the capability of remote voltage 
control with certain power source/feeder combinations. The wire feed speed (WFS) 
is set on the feeder and will always be constant for a given preset value. 

 Voltage-sensing feeder: can be used with either a constant voltage (CV) or constant 
current (CC) - direct current (DC) power source. This type of feeder is powered by 
the arc voltage and does not have a control cord. When set to (CV), the feeder is 
similar to a constant speed feeder. When set to (CC), the wire feed speed depends 
on the voltage present. The feeder changes the wire feed speed as the voltage 
changes. A voltage sensing feeder does not have the capability of remote voltage 
control. 

 Supply of electrode wire. 
 Welding gun: delivers electrode wire and shielding gas to the weld puddle. 
 Shielding gas cylinder: provides a supply of shielding gas to the arc. 

When this process starts, the weld pool is shielded by an inert gas, giving the process the 
popular designation of Metal Inert Gas (MIG). Nowadays actives gases such as carbon 
dioxide or mixtures of inert and active gases are also used and the designation GMAW 
includes all these cases. This process is widely used in industrial application due to its 
numerous benefits. It can weld almost all metallic materials, in a large range of thicknesses 
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(above 1 mm up to 30 mm or more) and is effective in all positions. GMAW is a very 
economic process because it has higher deposition rates than for example the manual metal 
arc process, and does not require frequent stops to change electrodes, as is the case of this 
former process. Less operator skill is required than for other conventional processes because 
electrode wire is fed automatically (semi-automatic process) and a self-adjustment 
mechanism maintains the arc length approximately constant even when the distance weld 
torch to work-piece varies within certain limits. These advantage make the process very well 
adapted to be automated and particularly to robotic welding applications. The process is 
sensitive to the effects of wind, which can disperse the shielding gas, and it is difficult to use 
in narrow spaces due to the torch size (Holliday, D B 2005).  

 
2.1. Robotized Welding System 
The welding system used for experimentation is integrated by a KUKA KR16 industrial 
robot. It also comprises a visual servo system with a ceiling mounted Basler A602fc CCD 
camera as it is shown in figure 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Robotized Welding System 
 
Two computers are used, the Master Controller and the Speech Recognition computer. The 
Master Controller is a PC Intel Xeon a 1.86GHz with 3GB RAM in charge of low-level serial 
communication with the robot controller using the 3964a protocol. It also connects to the 
Lincoln 455M power source and 10R wire feeder using an I/O Data Acquisition Card so that 
the welding process can be switched on-off and the current and voltage can be controlled by 
this computer. Additionally, it also handles the programming user-interface through a 
wireless gamepad. On the other hand, the Speech Recognition computer is in charge of 
giving voice commands to the robot in order to carry out the welding tasks. 

The cell is based on the CORBA omniORB 4.1 Open Source GNU. The distributed system is 
designed to work within a wireless network. The elements of the wireless distributed 
system are described in the following sections. 

 
2.1.1 Master Controller  
The master controller connects to four subsystems as it could be seen in figure 1, namely: 

KUKA KRC2 Robot Controller  
GMAW Power source and wire feeder 
Vision System 
Programming Tool for Trajectory Learning 

Each of these subsystems is explained below. 
 
KUKA KRC2 Robot Controller  
The KUKA KR16 robot is used in slave mode. Its motion is directed in low-level using the 
3964a protocol and the RS232 serial communication. During operations a slave motion 
program in KPL runs in the KRC2 controller. This motion program is in charge, among 
other options, of the arm incremental motions, selection of tool/world coordinates, motion 
distance and speed. The other communication program resides in the Master Controller and 
forms part of the Stick Weld application. 
 
GMAW Power source and wire feeder 
The control and communication between the master controller and the power source and 
wire feeder is established using a general purpose DAC Sensoray 626. This is illustrated in 
figure 2. This card connects to the power feed to switch ON/OFF the power. It is also 
possible to modify the voltage and current. This was achieved by replacing the encoders 
from the voltage and current controls of the 455M Power Feed and to emulate its operation 
using a PIC microcontroller. The microcontroller receives a voltage or current data from the 
welding application and it translates in Gray code and send its data to the power feed, 
which in turn controls the wire feeder to the welding gun. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Welding System 
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(above 1 mm up to 30 mm or more) and is effective in all positions. GMAW is a very 
economic process because it has higher deposition rates than for example the manual metal 
arc process, and does not require frequent stops to change electrodes, as is the case of this 
former process. Less operator skill is required than for other conventional processes because 
electrode wire is fed automatically (semi-automatic process) and a self-adjustment 
mechanism maintains the arc length approximately constant even when the distance weld 
torch to work-piece varies within certain limits. These advantage make the process very well 
adapted to be automated and particularly to robotic welding applications. The process is 
sensitive to the effects of wind, which can disperse the shielding gas, and it is difficult to use 
in narrow spaces due to the torch size (Holliday, D B 2005).  

 
2.1. Robotized Welding System 
The welding system used for experimentation is integrated by a KUKA KR16 industrial 
robot. It also comprises a visual servo system with a ceiling mounted Basler A602fc CCD 
camera as it is shown in figure 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Robotized Welding System 
 
Two computers are used, the Master Controller and the Speech Recognition computer. The 
Master Controller is a PC Intel Xeon a 1.86GHz with 3GB RAM in charge of low-level serial 
communication with the robot controller using the 3964a protocol. It also connects to the 
Lincoln 455M power source and 10R wire feeder using an I/O Data Acquisition Card so that 
the welding process can be switched on-off and the current and voltage can be controlled by 
this computer. Additionally, it also handles the programming user-interface through a 
wireless gamepad. On the other hand, the Speech Recognition computer is in charge of 
giving voice commands to the robot in order to carry out the welding tasks. 

The cell is based on the CORBA omniORB 4.1 Open Source GNU. The distributed system is 
designed to work within a wireless network. The elements of the wireless distributed 
system are described in the following sections. 

 
2.1.1 Master Controller  
The master controller connects to four subsystems as it could be seen in figure 1, namely: 

KUKA KRC2 Robot Controller  
GMAW Power source and wire feeder 
Vision System 
Programming Tool for Trajectory Learning 

Each of these subsystems is explained below. 
 
KUKA KRC2 Robot Controller  
The KUKA KR16 robot is used in slave mode. Its motion is directed in low-level using the 
3964a protocol and the RS232 serial communication. During operations a slave motion 
program in KPL runs in the KRC2 controller. This motion program is in charge, among 
other options, of the arm incremental motions, selection of tool/world coordinates, motion 
distance and speed. The other communication program resides in the Master Controller and 
forms part of the Stick Weld application. 
 
GMAW Power source and wire feeder 
The control and communication between the master controller and the power source and 
wire feeder is established using a general purpose DAC Sensoray 626. This is illustrated in 
figure 2. This card connects to the power feed to switch ON/OFF the power. It is also 
possible to modify the voltage and current. This was achieved by replacing the encoders 
from the voltage and current controls of the 455M Power Feed and to emulate its operation 
using a PIC microcontroller. The microcontroller receives a voltage or current data from the 
welding application and it translates in Gray code and send its data to the power feed, 
which in turn controls the wire feeder to the welding gun. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Welding System 
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Vision System 
The vision system was implemented using a fast Firewire Camera Basler A602fc with a 1/2” 
CCD sensor with 656 x 490 pixel resolution and using a IEEE 1394 bus. The application 
program for the vision system was developed in C++ using Visual Studio 2005 and using 
the SDK from Basler. This application is embedded into the Master Controller. 
During welding tasks, the vision system is used to recognise welding trajectories. The 
distributed system defines several methods to be used that are available for other 
clients/server elements. The IDL functions that are available from other elements are (See 
(Davila-Rios, et al. 2009) for further details): 

 Functions for robot motion 
 Robot status 
 Workcell status 
 Force/Torque sensing 
 Available welding trajectories for clients 
 Modification functions for the welding power source 
 Welding machine status 
 General parameters  
 Others. 

The camera system is used to input data to program the robot new trajectories and to correct 
any misalignment during part welding but also it is being used as an input to the object 
recognition application. This object recognition is a developed application for 2.5D object 
recognition, complete details of the algorithm and development is explained further in this 
book (Lopez-Juarez, et al., 2009). 
The server share methods for other object recognition through the following IDL methods: 

 Object recognition 
 Data from the recognised object 
 Robot training execution 
 Data from the training task 
 Others 

 
Programming Tool for Trajectory Learning 
The master controller computer also uses the vision system, a wireless gamepad and a 
teaching tool (pointing stick) to train the robot new welding trajectories. In terms of the IDL 
functions there are some elements that are used for teaching purposes.  
Industrial Robot KUKA KR16 
The robot only works as a service provider. The master controller has access to its general 
parameters such as speed; world/tool coordinates selection, motion axis, etc. The 
communication is serial and there are no IDL functions, since it is not a CORBA client or 
server, but it is used by a server (the master controller).  
Speech recognition 
This system is based on the Microsoft SAPI 5.0 and works with Context Free Grammar. It 
generally works as a client making requests to the other systems. The IDL functions mostly 
interact with the robot using the following services: 

 Speech recognition initialisation 
 Stop the robot 
 General parameters 

The speech recognition system can be used directly to control the workcell or to initialise a 
specific process within the cell. The reader is referred to (Davila-Rios, et al., 2009) for further 
details on the implementation of the speech recognition system. 
Additionally, the robot controller also can use another system for part location purposes. 
The workcell includes a Hytrol TA model belt conveyor, which is speed/position controlled 
by a Micromaster 420. The belt conveyor IDL functions are: 

 Belt motion with X speed 
 Status from the current location 
 General parameters configuration 

The belt conveyor only accepts directions and provides current status. This is considered a 
server only since it never acts as a client.  
The issues concerning with the server-robot communication protocol are described in detail 
in section 3. In section 4, the program StickWeld V1.0, GUI and the use of the peripherals 
and programming modes are explained.  

 
3. Programming and communication 
 

The welding software is connected through CORBA to the other servers (the other modules 
of the manufacturing cell) as it was showed in figure 1. But a complete real-time 
communication is hold as well with the robot controller in order to access the robot 
movements. 
In order to obtain continuous robot movements it was necessary to implement a stack of 
communication protocols. As it can be seen in figure 3, the welding SERVER (Master 
Controller) holds both, a CORBA module, and a set of functions to control the robot. The 
CORBA module embedded in the Stick Weld system gives access to other modules of the 
cell to manipulate some robotic tailored functions. This allows for example to receive direct 
commands from the speech module and to execute them. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Stack of communication protocols Master Controller PC - KUKA KR16 
 
In the lowest layer, the RS232 standard is used for communication protocol. The second 
layer uses the SIEMENS 3964R protocol. The third layer contains the basic commands 
definition to be executed in the robot. 
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Vision System 
The vision system was implemented using a fast Firewire Camera Basler A602fc with a 1/2” 
CCD sensor with 656 x 490 pixel resolution and using a IEEE 1394 bus. The application 
program for the vision system was developed in C++ using Visual Studio 2005 and using 
the SDK from Basler. This application is embedded into the Master Controller. 
During welding tasks, the vision system is used to recognise welding trajectories. The 
distributed system defines several methods to be used that are available for other 
clients/server elements. The IDL functions that are available from other elements are (See 
(Davila-Rios, et al. 2009) for further details): 

 Functions for robot motion 
 Robot status 
 Workcell status 
 Force/Torque sensing 
 Available welding trajectories for clients 
 Modification functions for the welding power source 
 Welding machine status 
 General parameters  
 Others. 

The camera system is used to input data to program the robot new trajectories and to correct 
any misalignment during part welding but also it is being used as an input to the object 
recognition application. This object recognition is a developed application for 2.5D object 
recognition, complete details of the algorithm and development is explained further in this 
book (Lopez-Juarez, et al., 2009). 
The server share methods for other object recognition through the following IDL methods: 

 Object recognition 
 Data from the recognised object 
 Robot training execution 
 Data from the training task 
 Others 

 
Programming Tool for Trajectory Learning 
The master controller computer also uses the vision system, a wireless gamepad and a 
teaching tool (pointing stick) to train the robot new welding trajectories. In terms of the IDL 
functions there are some elements that are used for teaching purposes.  
Industrial Robot KUKA KR16 
The robot only works as a service provider. The master controller has access to its general 
parameters such as speed; world/tool coordinates selection, motion axis, etc. The 
communication is serial and there are no IDL functions, since it is not a CORBA client or 
server, but it is used by a server (the master controller).  
Speech recognition 
This system is based on the Microsoft SAPI 5.0 and works with Context Free Grammar. It 
generally works as a client making requests to the other systems. The IDL functions mostly 
interact with the robot using the following services: 

 Speech recognition initialisation 
 Stop the robot 
 General parameters 

The speech recognition system can be used directly to control the workcell or to initialise a 
specific process within the cell. The reader is referred to (Davila-Rios, et al., 2009) for further 
details on the implementation of the speech recognition system. 
Additionally, the robot controller also can use another system for part location purposes. 
The workcell includes a Hytrol TA model belt conveyor, which is speed/position controlled 
by a Micromaster 420. The belt conveyor IDL functions are: 

 Belt motion with X speed 
 Status from the current location 
 General parameters configuration 

The belt conveyor only accepts directions and provides current status. This is considered a 
server only since it never acts as a client.  
The issues concerning with the server-robot communication protocol are described in detail 
in section 3. In section 4, the program StickWeld V1.0, GUI and the use of the peripherals 
and programming modes are explained.  

 
3. Programming and communication 
 

The welding software is connected through CORBA to the other servers (the other modules 
of the manufacturing cell) as it was showed in figure 1. But a complete real-time 
communication is hold as well with the robot controller in order to access the robot 
movements. 
In order to obtain continuous robot movements it was necessary to implement a stack of 
communication protocols. As it can be seen in figure 3, the welding SERVER (Master 
Controller) holds both, a CORBA module, and a set of functions to control the robot. The 
CORBA module embedded in the Stick Weld system gives access to other modules of the 
cell to manipulate some robotic tailored functions. This allows for example to receive direct 
commands from the speech module and to execute them. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Stack of communication protocols Master Controller PC - KUKA KR16 
 
In the lowest layer, the RS232 standard is used for communication protocol. The second 
layer uses the SIEMENS 3964R protocol. The third layer contains the basic commands 
definition to be executed in the robot. 
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Some of these commands are presented in table 1. 
 

Functions 

Go Home 

Coord World 

Restart FIFO 

AddMovement (x,y,z,speed) 

Start FIFO processing 

Stop FIFO processing 

From current+1 delete all FIFO 

Emergency Stop 

DefineApproximation 

SimpleMovement(x,y,z,speed) 

SimpleRotation(x,y,z,speed) 

Exit program 
Table 1.  Basic functions available in the communication. 
 
In order to create a continuous movement of the robot, interpolation is carried out using a 
FIFO structure in the robot controller programming. This structure maintains the 
movements until a buffer is empty, or until a stop command is received. This could be an 
emergency stop for example or other stop function. The internal programming uses 
different interruptions to achieve continuous movements while receiving other commands 
at the same time, and to generate soft movements of discrete coordinates. 

 
4. Stick Weld 1.0 
 

Stick Weld 1.0 is a beta software project, presented as a prototype to create a functional 
powerful tool to teach easily different trajectories to an industrial robot. A user interface was 
developed containing two main functions: 

1. It allows the robot to follow the contour of irregular or regular metal objects to be 
welded. 

2. It allows a real-time robot programming tool to follow and weld random paths on 
flat surfaces. 

To execute these tasks, an industrial robot is used, as well as different basic programming 
elements to teach the robot the desired trajectories. It includes basically: Fast colour camera, 
pointing stick, a gamepad, and a welding table. These elements are showed in figure 4. 
In order to keep the programming tools simple, the robot is taught using an interface 
consisting of a pointing stick and a wireless gamepad. With the pointing stick, the user only 
has to move the stick on the metal part using the desired trajectory. The camera captures the 
2D trajectories that the robot must follow later, executing the welding task. When the 

teaching is being done, the vision system tracks the movements and records the Cartesian 
coordinates of the pointing stick as illustrated in figure 5. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Basic elements for trajectory programming 
 

 
Fig. 5. Tracking of the pointing stick 
 
All main functions are included in the buttons of the gamepad, to provide a complete useful 
interface. Among these functions, the start-finish robot movements are included as well as 
an emergency stop. Once the programming is finished, it is intended that the vision system, 
must recognize a specific piece, and also recall the already programmed objects (including 
all trajectories and configurations) and apply that in the task execution. 
While scanning the object to be welded, all the contour, holes and special forms founded in 
the piece are recorded and converted to coordinates that the robot could follow if necessary. 
An example is provided in figure 6 where two embedded contours were identifies and 
recorded. In the upper part of the piece desired trajectories are computed. The vision system 
also has the option to work with different background colours. As showed in figure 6, the 
system works with a white metal surface and in this case a white pointing stick with a black 
tip was employed. 
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Fig. 6.  Automatic detection of contours 
 
Figure 7 shows a main screen of the software showing the designed GUI. There is a direct 
access to different configurations of the visual programming. The button: Mover Robot, 
execute different manual movements such as Go Home Position, Rotation in Z direction, etc.  
 

 
Fig. 7. Main Program Interface 
 
It has two inputs, Distancia given in millimetres and Velocidad (Speed), which is given in 
m/s.  The interface has also two buttons for automatic processing of the already recorded 
trajectories. The first one is Iniciar Perimetro (Start Perimeter), which starts the 
communication with the robot to follow the trajectory of a workpiece perimeter for welding 
purposes. The second button Proceso Interno (Internal Process), gives the instructions to the 
robot of welding all internal pre-recorded trajectories in the current object. Those options 
can be triggered also from the wireless gamepad. 
The general configuration includes, diameter of pointing stick, threshold values, and 
scanning speed for the movements of the stick.  For the programming of trajectories, some 
geometrical predefined figures have been programmed, such as closed areas, open lines, 
and zones. Also a visual configuration is available to help introducing new trajectories of a 

specific type (i.e. closed area, line). These are identified in the upper toolbar as Ar, Li and 
Zo.  
There are other features that can be accessed via the menu bar or the upper left toolbar. They 
are intended to modify the camera settings such as brightness and shutter speed and other 
options such as taking a single snapshot or taking image data continuously. 

 
5. Conclusions and further work 
 

During welding tasks there are quality specifications to be met. However, there are several 
factors that affect the process accuracy such as welding part positioning; motion errors in 
the production line, mechanical errors, backlash, ageing of mechanisms, etc. which are 
error sources that make robots to operate in uncertain conditions, i.e. unstructured 
environments. The scope of this work has been focused on the compensation of these 
errors generated during the welding process and that the robot system needs to 
compensate automatically.  
The proposed solution includes the development of the StickWeld V1.0 application which 
is a windows based solution programmed in Visual C++ that uses a CCD camera, Basler 
SDK, wireless gamepad and pointing stick as a teaching tools. The system also uses IDL 
functions so that the manipulator can receive verbal instructions such as motion 
commands or start/stop the task. 
The developed user interface contains two main functions. One operation is to follow the 
contour of irregular or regular metal objects to be welded and the other is to follow and 
weld random paths on flat surfaces. 
Simple welding trajectories were tested using the KUKA manipulator as shown in figure 
8. Several issues rose from the accomplished welding tasks such as starting point 
synchronization, best torch angle, setting of the correct parameters (voltage and wire 
speed). It was detected that the geometric parameters such as width and high of the seam 
weld were not uniform along the paths, though the trajectory was correctly followed.  

 
Fig. 8. Robot welding 
 
On going work is looking at improving the actual welding stage by improving the selection 
of the welding parameters namely, voltage, current and wire feeding speed. At present, the 
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On going work is looking at improving the actual welding stage by improving the selection 
of the welding parameters namely, voltage, current and wire feeding speed. At present, the 
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robot is able to work only on flat surfaces but future work has been envisaged to work on 
3D surfaces using depth information as well as monitoring the pool weld that would require 
implementing an effective seam tracking mechanism including a robust vision system to be 
used on-line during welding tasks. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The manipulator robots have many applications, such as industrial process, objects 
translation, process automation, medicine process, etc. Therefore, these kind of robots are 
studied in many ways. 
However, most of the reported works use electrical or hydraulic actuators. These actuators 
have a linear behaviour and the control is easier than pneumatic actuators. The main 
disadvantages of electrical actuators are the low power-weight rate, the high current related 
with its load and its weight. The hydraulic actuators are not ecological, needs hydraulic oil 
which is feedback to the pump. On the other hand, the pneumatic actuators are lighter, 
faster, having a greater power-weight rate and air feedback is not needed. However, 
pneumatic actuators are not used into flexible manipulators developing, due to their highly 
non linear behaviour. 
In the case of robot dynamic analysis, other researchers have presented the following works. 
An equations and algorithms are presented in an easy way to understand for all practical 
robots (Featherstone, 1987), (Featherstone & Orin, 2000), (Khalil & Dombre, 2002). Also, a 
dynamic simulation is developed to investigate the effects of different profiles into the 
contact force and the joint torques of a rigid-flexible manipulator (Ata & Johar, 2004). A 
study of dynamic equations is developed for a robot system holding a rigid object without 
friction (Gudiño-Lau & Arteaga, 2006). Furthermore, a dynamic modeling analysis is 
developed for parallel robots (Zhaocai & Yueqing, 2008). The link flexibility is considered 
for system performance and stability. Moreover, an innovative method for simulation is 
developed (Celentano, 2008) to allow students and researchers, to easily model planar and 
spatial robots with practical links. However, the reported works are developed using only 
electrical actuators, not pneumatic actuators. Therefore, this chapter presents how the 
pneumatic model is used with a two-link flexible robot and its dynamic analysis for the 
simplified system. 
Previous researches by the authors include: a simplified thermo-mechanical model for 
pneumatic actuator has been obtained (Ramos et al., 2006). For animation purposes, the 

27
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Matlab - C++ - OpenGL Multilanguage platform, is used to solve the thermo-mechanical 
model (Gamiño et al., 2006), to get advantages of each language. Next, several algorithms 
are implemented to control the position (Ramos et al., 2006), including fuzzy control systems 
(Ramos-Arreguin et al., 2008). The flexible robot with pneumatic actuator is implemented, 
and practical results are compared with theoretical results (Ramos-Arreguin et al., 2008); 
where the PD control algorithm has been implemented into a FPGA device. 

 
2. Pneumatic robot structure with one degree of freedom 
 

A one degree of freedom (dof) pneumatic flexible robot is developed, for applications where 
a high risk for personal injury is present. This is shown in figure 1 (Ramos-Arreguin et al., 
2008). This robot is light, cheap and ecological. Also, it uses a pneumatic actuator with high 
power-weight rate. 

 

 
Fig. 1. One degree of freedom pneumatic robot. (a) Variables of the system. (b) General 
view.
 
In figure 1, the actuator used has damping at the boundaries of the cylinder. The control 
variable to take into account is 6, which defines the slope of the arm. The value of 3 defines 
the angle of the pneumatic force to be applied. A diagram of the actuator is shown in figure 
2, including the parameters involved for the mathematical model. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Pneumatic actuator diagram, showing two damping zones. 
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Table 1 shows a description of each variable of pneumatic actuator in figure 2. 
 

Variable Description Variable Description 

X  
Rod position relative to the 
cylinder X  

Rod speed relative to the 
cylinder 

X  
Rod acceleration relative to the 
cylinder Fa Actuator force 

Pa1 Piston damping pressure Pc1 Piston chamber pressure 
Pa2 Rod damping pressure Pc2 Rod chamber pressure 

1am  
Mass flow from compressed air 
tank to the piston pad 1cm  

Mass flow between the pad 
and chamber 1 

2am  
Mass flow between the 
atmosphere and the piston pad 2cm  

Mass flow between the pad 
and chamber 2 

Table 1. Variables descriptions for pneumatic actuator. 
 
The thermo-mechanical model (Kiyama & Vargas, 2005) use the variables defined in table 1. 
This original model takes considerable time to compute it. Therefore, a simplified model has 
been performed. Section 3 presents the simplified thermo-mechanical model. 

 
3. Pneumatic actuator modelling 
 

The rod displacement is controlled with a 5/2 electrovalve, as presented in (Ramos-
Arreguin et al., 2008). The simplified thermo-mechanical model for pneumatic actuator of 
figure 2, is shown in equation (1) (Ramos et al. 2006). This model includes the parameters 
values and the space states are expressed as polynomial functions. 
 
For the interval 0 ≤ X ≤ L:  

X
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This mathematical model let us to compute the rod force over the mechanism, and is useful 
for simulation process. The actuator force (Fa) is expressed as: 
 

 (3) 
 
Section 4 presents the methodology used for simulation purposes. 

 
4. Simulation methodology 
 

The simulation methodology is based in a multilanguage interface, developed with Matlab – 
C++ – OpenGL (Gamiño et al. 2006), (Ramos et al. 2009). Figure 3 shows a block diagram of 
the simulation process. 

 
Fig. 3. Block diagram for Multilanguage interface development. 
 
Figure 4 shows the result of this methodology. Matlab is used to compute the thermo-
mechanical model; C++ is used for data interchange and to execute the matlab process, and 
OpenGL libraries are used for graphical view. 

 
Fig. 4. Simulation of one degree of freedom flexible arm with pneumatic actuator. 
 
Using this methodology, the control simulation with shorter computing time has been 
achieved. Some control algorithms used are PID, Discrete PID and Fuzzy (Ramos et al. 
2006). The simulation results are used to implement a digital control, using FPGA 
technology (Ramos et al. 2008).  

 
5. Pneumatic Flexible Robot with two degrees of freedom 
 

5.1 Dynamic equations 
The previous works developed are based in one degree of freedom for a flexible 
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This mathematical model let us to compute the rod force over the mechanism, and is useful 
for simulation process. The actuator force (Fa) is expressed as: 
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Section 4 presents the methodology used for simulation purposes. 
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For the propose system on figure 5, the generalized variables are β1 y β2. The speed equation 
for the gravity center of each link is 
 

��� � ������� (4) 

������������ ��� � �������� � ������� � ����� cos��� � ��� ������ (5) 
 
The kinematic energy of the system is given by 
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(7) 

 
The potential energy is 
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Finally, the Lagrangian equation, L=K-U, is given by: 
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The equations of movement, are derived as follows: 
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To convert the equations (11) and (12) into space states, the equation (13) are used. 
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The space state for dynamic equations are: 
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Considering the friction force, on each of joint, the equation (16) is given by: 
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Where K is the constant friction of each joint. 

 
5.2 Test of state space 
In order to test equation (16), a Matlab program is used, considering the information given 
on table 2. 

Parameter Description Value 
m1 Link 1 weight 1.1 Kg
m2 Link 2 weight 1.5 Kg
L1 Length of link 1 0.5 m
L2 Length of link 2 0.5 m
J1 Inertia of link 1 0.015193 Kgm2 

J2 Inertia of link 2 0.03192 Kgm2 
K Friction constant 0.25 
g Gravity force 9.81 m/s2 

Table 2. Values used for evaluation of equation (16). 
Figure 6 shows the results of test of equation (16), without external force applied.  
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Fig. 6. Proposal structure behavior with pneumatic force equal to zero. 
 
Figure 6 shows a steady behavior. The conditions initials are: β1 = 1°, β2 = 20°, ��� � 0 and 
��� � 0. The movement is limited from 0° to 180° for both β1 and β2. Since a force is not 
applied to the arms, from the initial conditions, the arms fall and their final position are 
180°. 

 
5.3 Dynamic behavior with pneumatic actuator 
The figure 7 shows how the force of the pneumatic actuator is applied to the flexible 
manipulator robot, combining both pneumatic and actuator dynamic models. The torque  
for each joint link is generated by the pneumatic actuator, according with equation (17). 
 

τ1 = Fa1 d1;                τ2 = Fa2 d2 (17) 
 
Equation (18) shows the state equations with torque considerations. 
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Figure 8, shows the sinoidal forces applied to links 1 and 2. Figure 9 shows the dynamic 
structure response. Given the initials conditions, the behaviour of both arms show a 
complete turn before stabilizing. The force applied to link 1, doubles the force on link 2. 
Figure 9 shows the pneumatic force on each joint. 
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Fig. 7. Diagram of pneumatic force applied into each joint of flexible robot manipulator. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Sinoidal pneumatic force applied into both link robots. 
 

 
Fig. 9. Behaviour of the structure with pneumatic force applied into both link robots. 
 
Figure 10 shows a block diagram where the simplified thermo-mechanical model and the 
equation (16) are evaluated to learn about the dynamic behavior of the structure. The valves 
apertures are the input of the thermo-mechanical model, and thermo-mechanical output is 
the pneumatic actuator force (Fa). The force Fa is the input for the state spaces and the 
output is β, which is the arm angle of the links 1 and 2. The diagram on figure 10 shows the 
proposed simplified model for each link. 
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Fig. 7. Diagram of pneumatic force applied into each joint of flexible robot manipulator. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Sinoidal pneumatic force applied into both link robots. 
 

 
Fig. 9. Behaviour of the structure with pneumatic force applied into both link robots. 
 
Figure 10 shows a block diagram where the simplified thermo-mechanical model and the 
equation (16) are evaluated to learn about the dynamic behavior of the structure. The valves 
apertures are the input of the thermo-mechanical model, and thermo-mechanical output is 
the pneumatic actuator force (Fa). The force Fa is the input for the state spaces and the 
output is β, which is the arm angle of the links 1 and 2. The diagram on figure 10 shows the 
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Fig. 10. Block diagram for simplified thermo-mechanical model and space states integration. 
 
The result of the integration of the simplified thermo-mechanical model and state space are 
shown in figure 11. 
 

 
Fig. 11. Behavior of the robot, with both simplified thermo-mechanical and state space 
model. 
 
With constant force applied on link 1 and 2, an initial oscillation on both links is observed, 
before reaching a steady state. That behavior can be observed in figure 11. To control the 
position of the angles β1 and β2, is necessary to control the pneumatic force, and the aperture 
of the air flow through the pneumatic cylinder. Figure 12 shows the pneumatic forces Fa1 
and Fa2, generated by thermo-mechanical model. 
 

   
Fig. 12. Pneumatic forces generated using the simplified thermo-mechanical model. 
 
With this work, a base of knowledge is generated about a pneumatic flexible manipulator 
robot with two degrees of freedom. 

 
6. Future work 
 

For future work, the simulation methodology for mechatronic applications (Ramos et al. 
2009) will be applied to get a visual simulation of the behavior of flexible manipulator robot 
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with two degrees of freedom, with pneumatic actuator. Figure 13 shows a proposed flexible 
structure of the two-link robot, with pneumatic actuator on each arm. Therefore, including 
the effect of both four bar mechanism effects on the analysis is required. Also, a finite 
element analysis of both flexible links would be applied. 
 

 
Fig. 13. Proposed structure of two degrees of freedom for flexible manipulator robot, with 
two pneumatic actuators. 

 
7. Conclusions 
 

The majority of the work previously developed use electrical actuators. The pneumatic 
actuators are not considered due to the highly non linear behavior. Previous work only 
considered one link and dynamic behavior of the pneumatic actuator. Also, graphical 
simulations have been developed under the same considerations. The innovation of this 
work is addition of the second degree of freedom for the flexible manipulator robot, 
together with dynamic analysis to study the robot behavior. In simulation of dynamic 
models, an oscillation can be observed; however, the oscillations decrease until the structure 
achieves the stability. The mechanical limitations are not considered into dynamic 
simulation. With this dynamic analysis, we can conclude that the proposed structure of two 
degrees of freedom for flexible robot with pneumatic actuators is feasible and can be 
controlled. 
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1. Introduction     
 

Designing autonomous robotic systems able to manipulate deformable objects without 
human intervention constitutes a challenging area of research. The complexity of 
interactions between a robot manipulator and a deformable object originates from a wide 
range of deformation characteristics that have an impact on varying degrees of freedom. 
Such sophisticated interaction can only take place with the assistance of intelligent multi-
sensory systems that combine vision data with force and tactile measurements. Hence, 
several issues must be considered at the robotic and sensory levels to develop genuine 
dexterous robotic manipulators for deformable objects. This chapter presents a thorough 
examination of the modern concepts developed by the robotic community related to 
deformable objects grasping and manipulation. Since the convention widely adopted in the 
literature is often to extend algorithms originally proposed for rigid objects, a 
comprehensive coverage on the new trends on rigid objects manipulation is initially 
proposed. State-of-the-art techniques on robotic interaction with deformable objects are then 
examined and discussed. The chapter proposes a critical evaluation of the manipulation 
algorithms, the instrumentation systems adopted and the examination of end-effector 
technologies, including dexterous robotic hands. The motivation for this review is to 
provide an extensive appreciation of state-of-the-art solutions to help researchers and 
developers determine the best possible options when designing autonomous robotic 
systems to interact with deformable objects. 
Typically in a robotic setup, when robot manipulators are programmed to perform their 
tasks, they must have a complete knowledge about the exact structure of the manipulated 
object (shape, surface texture, rigidity) and about its location in the environment (pose). For 
some of these tasks, the manipulator becomes in contact with the object. Hence, interaction 
forces and moments are developed and consequently these interaction forces and moments, 
as well as the position of the end-effector, must be controlled, which leads to the concept of 
“force controlled manipulation” (Natale, 2003). There are different control strategies used in 
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general to solve the force controlled manipulation problem and to develop the required 
contact task control with the environment. These are respectively the hybrid position/force 
control scheme (Raibert & Craig, 1981) and the impedance control scheme (Hogan, 1987), 
the hybrid impedance control (Anderson & Spong, 1988), and the parallel force/position 
control (Siciliano &Villani, 1999 ).  
Alternatively, to enhance interaction with the object, the process of measuring the variables 
resulting from the application of the forces on the object must be considered. Another 
important aspect of interaction with the object is the derivation of a contact model and the 
selection of proper grasp points (Mason & Salisbury,1986; Salisbury & Roth, 1983; Cutkosky, 
1989; Bicchi & Kumar, 2000; Mason, 2001). These have a crucial role in performing the 
grasping process where the objective is usually to mimic the human hand (Kaneko et al., 
2007). To achieve the resemblance with human arm/hand in robotics, force/tactile sensors 
(Javad & Najarian,2005; Tegin & Wikander, 2005) can be mounted on robotic hands. These 
are usually comprised of two or more fingers. These types of sensors give crucial 
information such as the occurrence of a contact with the object, its size and shape, the 
exchanged forces between the object and the robot hand, the mechanical properties of the 
object in contact, and the detection of slippage of the body in contact. A smart combination 
of all this information opens the door to more sophisticated manipulation known as 
dexterous manipulation (Bicchi, 2000; Okamura et al., 2000). Hand dexterity refers to the 
capability of changing the position and orientation of the manipulated object from a given 
reference configuration to a different one arbitrarily chosen within the hand workspace. It is 
a rather broad concept that involves aspects of, and usually a compromise between, ability 
and stability in performing motions of the manipulated object by hand palm and fingers. 

 
2. Robotic Interaction 
 

Handling rigid objects has been a dominant subject of study, and the literature reports 
numerous works on this aspect. Modeling and control of robots whose tasks include 
interaction with their environment is still a very active area in the robotic community. When 
robot manipulators are performing such tasks, motion planning is carried out during the 
unconstrained phase of the task where the robot moves toward the object. During this 
phase, sub-goals over the motion trajectory are calculated to control the robot until 
completion of the task. In this case position controllers are adequate as the robot is required 
to follow a desired motion trajectory. During the contact phase which follows, the 
interaction forces and moments between the robot manipulator and the environment, as 
well as the position of the end-effector, must be controlled. Modeling and control of robots 
based on contact dynamics is a challenging research field which attracts the interest of many 
researchers in the robotics community. A good coverage on the robotic manipulators 
foundations and different aspects of kinematics and dynamics modeling are presented in 
(Siciliano & Khatib, 2008; Pires, 2006), as well as on the related force and motion control 
strategies. The book (Vukobratovic et al., 2003) reviews the different effects of robot 
dynamics while the manipulator is in contact with the environment. It provides an 
interesting overview of the research efforts carried out by the robotics community to tackle 
the problem of contact dynamics with the environment.  
After the contact is established the required manipulation process can be performed. 
Manipulation processes are carried out by controlling both the interaction forces and the 

corresponding position at the contact points with the object. The different control schemes 
that were introduced for the purpose of interaction control when dealing with rigid objects 
are reviewed in the following sections.  

 
2.1 Robotic Interaction Modeling and Control 
The robot manipulator system, that is the arm and gripper, or the finger manipulator in case 
of a multi-fingered dexterous hand, is a complex nonlinear dynamical system. Moreover, its 
subsystems, the links and joints, can be coupled. This eventually leads to sophisticated 
modeling and control approaches.  However, when a robot manipulator becomes in contact 
with its environment (Vukobratovic et al., 2003) its motion becomes constrained, and a 
deformation process occurs. The amount of deformation is depending on the stiffness 
characteristic of the environment or object, whether it is deformable or rigid, as well as 
depending on the end-effector type and shape.  Consequently, due to this interaction, some 
reaction forces at the end-effector will be generated and felt at each joint.  
The research efforts reported in the literature to solve the interaction problem, which 
involve force control and contact dynamics with the object, are designed with the aim of 
creating efficient control schemes for contact task control.  For this reason different control 
schemes were developed to achieve effective force control during the interaction with the 
object. According to (Siciliano & Villani, 1999), these schemes belong to two main categories. 
The first category is the “direct force control” which achieves force control by means of 
explicit closure of the force feedback loop. The second category is the “indirect force 
control” which achieves force control through motion control. However, two classical 
control strategies are used in general to solve the force controlled manipulation problem and 
the required contact task control with the environment. They are namely: the hybrid 
position/force control scheme, which belongs to the first category; and the impedance 
control scheme, which belongs to the second category.        
The hybrid position/force control scheme which was originally proposed in (Raibert & 
Craig, 1981) tries to decouple the directions in which the force is controlled, e.g. the force 
normal to the surface, from those in which the position is to be tracked, e.g. forces along the 
surface. This scheme is developed originally in response to the simultaneous presence of 
constrained and unconstrained directions for a robot manipulator in contact with the 
environment.  The unconstrained direction is treated as a position control problem, while 
the constrained direction is explicitly force controlled. Therefore, the scheme structure 
consists of two parallel feedback loops, one for the position and another for the force. Each 
of these loops uses separate sensors and separate control laws. In fact, this separation results 
in two perpendicular subspaces: one for position and another for force. Due to this 
orthogonal structure, switching from force control to position control and vice versa might 
not be smooth and fast enough to cope with an interaction carried out in unstructured 
environment under real-time constraints. The hybrid position/force control scheme neglects 
the dynamic coupling effects that exist among each of the robot joints. This problem was 
subsequently investigated in (Khatib & Burdick, 1986). Exact decoupling of motion and 
force equations and linearization of the resulting system via nonlinear feedback has been 
accomplished in the joint space in (Yoshikawa, 1986) and in the task space in  
(McClamroch, 1986) .  
In contrast to hybrid position/force control, the impedance control scheme (Hogan, 1987)
combines the position and force control rather than separating them. This approach  aims at 
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general to solve the force controlled manipulation problem and to develop the required 
contact task control with the environment. These are respectively the hybrid position/force 
control scheme (Raibert & Craig, 1981) and the impedance control scheme (Hogan, 1987), 
the hybrid impedance control (Anderson & Spong, 1988), and the parallel force/position 
control (Siciliano &Villani, 1999 ).  
Alternatively, to enhance interaction with the object, the process of measuring the variables 
resulting from the application of the forces on the object must be considered. Another 
important aspect of interaction with the object is the derivation of a contact model and the 
selection of proper grasp points (Mason & Salisbury,1986; Salisbury & Roth, 1983; Cutkosky, 
1989; Bicchi & Kumar, 2000; Mason, 2001). These have a crucial role in performing the 
grasping process where the objective is usually to mimic the human hand (Kaneko et al., 
2007). To achieve the resemblance with human arm/hand in robotics, force/tactile sensors 
(Javad & Najarian,2005; Tegin & Wikander, 2005) can be mounted on robotic hands. These 
are usually comprised of two or more fingers. These types of sensors give crucial 
information such as the occurrence of a contact with the object, its size and shape, the 
exchanged forces between the object and the robot hand, the mechanical properties of the 
object in contact, and the detection of slippage of the body in contact. A smart combination 
of all this information opens the door to more sophisticated manipulation known as 
dexterous manipulation (Bicchi, 2000; Okamura et al., 2000). Hand dexterity refers to the 
capability of changing the position and orientation of the manipulated object from a given 
reference configuration to a different one arbitrarily chosen within the hand workspace. It is 
a rather broad concept that involves aspects of, and usually a compromise between, ability 
and stability in performing motions of the manipulated object by hand palm and fingers. 

 
2. Robotic Interaction 
 

Handling rigid objects has been a dominant subject of study, and the literature reports 
numerous works on this aspect. Modeling and control of robots whose tasks include 
interaction with their environment is still a very active area in the robotic community. When 
robot manipulators are performing such tasks, motion planning is carried out during the 
unconstrained phase of the task where the robot moves toward the object. During this 
phase, sub-goals over the motion trajectory are calculated to control the robot until 
completion of the task. In this case position controllers are adequate as the robot is required 
to follow a desired motion trajectory. During the contact phase which follows, the 
interaction forces and moments between the robot manipulator and the environment, as 
well as the position of the end-effector, must be controlled. Modeling and control of robots 
based on contact dynamics is a challenging research field which attracts the interest of many 
researchers in the robotics community. A good coverage on the robotic manipulators 
foundations and different aspects of kinematics and dynamics modeling are presented in 
(Siciliano & Khatib, 2008; Pires, 2006), as well as on the related force and motion control 
strategies. The book (Vukobratovic et al., 2003) reviews the different effects of robot 
dynamics while the manipulator is in contact with the environment. It provides an 
interesting overview of the research efforts carried out by the robotics community to tackle 
the problem of contact dynamics with the environment.  
After the contact is established the required manipulation process can be performed. 
Manipulation processes are carried out by controlling both the interaction forces and the 

corresponding position at the contact points with the object. The different control schemes 
that were introduced for the purpose of interaction control when dealing with rigid objects 
are reviewed in the following sections.  

 
2.1 Robotic Interaction Modeling and Control 
The robot manipulator system, that is the arm and gripper, or the finger manipulator in case 
of a multi-fingered dexterous hand, is a complex nonlinear dynamical system. Moreover, its 
subsystems, the links and joints, can be coupled. This eventually leads to sophisticated 
modeling and control approaches.  However, when a robot manipulator becomes in contact 
with its environment (Vukobratovic et al., 2003) its motion becomes constrained, and a 
deformation process occurs. The amount of deformation is depending on the stiffness 
characteristic of the environment or object, whether it is deformable or rigid, as well as 
depending on the end-effector type and shape.  Consequently, due to this interaction, some 
reaction forces at the end-effector will be generated and felt at each joint.  
The research efforts reported in the literature to solve the interaction problem, which 
involve force control and contact dynamics with the object, are designed with the aim of 
creating efficient control schemes for contact task control.  For this reason different control 
schemes were developed to achieve effective force control during the interaction with the 
object. According to (Siciliano & Villani, 1999), these schemes belong to two main categories. 
The first category is the “direct force control” which achieves force control by means of 
explicit closure of the force feedback loop. The second category is the “indirect force 
control” which achieves force control through motion control. However, two classical 
control strategies are used in general to solve the force controlled manipulation problem and 
the required contact task control with the environment. They are namely: the hybrid 
position/force control scheme, which belongs to the first category; and the impedance 
control scheme, which belongs to the second category.        
The hybrid position/force control scheme which was originally proposed in (Raibert & 
Craig, 1981) tries to decouple the directions in which the force is controlled, e.g. the force 
normal to the surface, from those in which the position is to be tracked, e.g. forces along the 
surface. This scheme is developed originally in response to the simultaneous presence of 
constrained and unconstrained directions for a robot manipulator in contact with the 
environment.  The unconstrained direction is treated as a position control problem, while 
the constrained direction is explicitly force controlled. Therefore, the scheme structure 
consists of two parallel feedback loops, one for the position and another for the force. Each 
of these loops uses separate sensors and separate control laws. In fact, this separation results 
in two perpendicular subspaces: one for position and another for force. Due to this 
orthogonal structure, switching from force control to position control and vice versa might 
not be smooth and fast enough to cope with an interaction carried out in unstructured 
environment under real-time constraints. The hybrid position/force control scheme neglects 
the dynamic coupling effects that exist among each of the robot joints. This problem was 
subsequently investigated in (Khatib & Burdick, 1986). Exact decoupling of motion and 
force equations and linearization of the resulting system via nonlinear feedback has been 
accomplished in the joint space in (Yoshikawa, 1986) and in the task space in  
(McClamroch, 1986) .  
In contrast to hybrid position/force control, the impedance control scheme (Hogan, 1987)
combines the position and force control rather than separating them. This approach  aims at 
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softening the rigidity of robotic manipulators by assigning desired impedance to the end-
effector and therefore represents a strategy suitable for constrained motion. The objective of 
this control approach is to achieve target impedance by having the end-effector perform a 
certain mechanical behavior. In other words, this method aims at controlling the position 
and force at the same time by translating a task into some desired impedance. The actual 
achieved position and corresponding forces will then be a function of the robot impedance, 
the environment admittance, and the desired position and force. The design concept 
adopted here is that the controller should be used to regulate the dynamic behavior between 
the robot manipulator motion and the force exerted on the environment. Therefore, 
impedance control has been considered as one of the most suitable control schemes to solve 
the interaction problem in unstructured environments. However, errors in the manipulator 
kinematics or due to unmodeled dynamics could cause excessive control action. Using 
hybrid position/force control for controlling dexterous hands was investigated in (Yin et al., 
2003) and impedance control in (Biagiotti et al., 2003). 
The method developed in (Anderson & Spong, 1988) benefited from the concepts of these 
two approaches and developed an alternative unified strategy under the name of hybrid 
impedance control which combines the two classical control techniques described above. 
The structure of the hybrid impedance control consists of inner and outer control loops. The 
inner loop provides the inverse dynamics control while the role of the outer loop is to 
achieve the desired characteristics like set-point tracking, disturbance rejection, and to cope 
with the robustness issue. Hybrid impedance control in general has been applied over the 
past two decades to enable robot end-effector to smoothly move between contact and non-
contact phases of motion. The idea of this type of control has in fact emerged from the 
examination of how humans interact with their environment. Impedance control defines the 
relationship between the manipulator end-effector and the external forces generated when 
the end-effector is in contact with the environment. Depending on what is required to be 
controlled, that is force or position, the hybrid impedance control can use either position-
based impedance (sometimes termed as admittance control) or a force-based impedance. 
Consequently this requires different control structures to be applied orthogonally to satisfy 
the nature of the hybrid position/force control. Position-based impedance control can be 
applied in the direction of the manipulated object to ensure that the contact point does not 
shift during the manipulation process; while the force-based impedance control can be 
applied in the direction perpendicular to the surface of the object. Applying these two 
structures in two directions can compensate for the change in object location because of its 
motion due to the manipulation process. 
At the controller level, many control algorithms from both classical and modern control 
theory are found in the robotic literature for the purpose of controlling the manipulator 
motion. These controllers range from the traditional three term PID controller to more 
sophisticated nonlinear ones, like variable structure, adaptive and robust controllers. The 
book (Lewis et al., 2004) reviews the application of these controllers and provides a critical 
evaluation of each stating the purpose of use, as well as their respective advantages and 
disadvantages. However, recently the attention of the robotic community has drifted more 
toward artificial intelligence (AI) concepts like experts systems, fuzzy logic or neural 
networks where more research efforts are reported since the mid 1990s (Katic & 
Vukobratovic, 2003). Still the industry remains favorable to the analytical solutions and 

hence simple analytical learning algorithms are always potential candidates for industrial 
applications, especially at the task level. 

 
2.2 Robotic Interaction Feedback Instrumentation 
Alternatively, interaction control has also been considered as a sensor-based problem, in 
which two categories of research efforts can be distinguished. Force sensing is considered in 
the first category such that the manipulator can sense the interaction with the object during 
the interaction execution phase. In this case force sensors can be used effectively to 
implement hybrid position/force control or impedance control strategies. However, force 
sensing can usually provide 3D information only about the local contact points with the 
grasped object. On the other hand, vision systems, which are considered in the second 
category, can produce global information about the 3D environment. In the latter case the 
interaction control comes in form of visual feedback, to enable the robot to see the object and 
refine accordingly the interaction process. Unfortunately, vision approaches are generally 
not suitable to establish and maintain contact with the object surface if precise position and 
orientation are unknown.  
Another trend emerged following some attempts to combine the two complementary 
sensory systems, that is vision and force. Different sensor fusion strategies have been  
proposed to merge force/torque-based and vision-based measurements where combined 
vision/force control scheme are developed. 

 
2.2.1 Visual Servoing 
One of the early control methods used with robot manipulators is visual feedback, which is 
often referred to as visual servoing. Visual servoing has proven to be a way of performing 
accurate movement in free space of the robot work cell without the need for accurate a priori 
models. The early work in visual servoing was initiated in the late 1970’s with the 
pioneering work presented in (Hill & Park, 1979; Weiss et al., 1987). More recently, various 
visual servoing systems have been reported in the literature where different approaches 
have been developed for robot task planning and to identify the geometry of unknown 
objects. In visual servoing two camera configurations are typically used: fixed and eye-in-
hand, where a camera is mounted on the end-effector. Lately, these configurations became 
common in industrial settings to guide robots to perform manufacturing tasks on unknown 
objects. An extensive tutorial and survey on visual servoing can be found in (Hutchinson et 
al., 1996; Hager et al., 1996; Kragic & Christensen, 2002; Hashimoto, 2003).  
For the visual servoing approaches used in practice, the depth information of an object 
cannot be measured directly. Therefore, different methods have been developed to obtain 
3D coordinates of the manipulated object. One method is to use the images from multiple 
perspectives, either through stereovision or by moving the camera to multiple locations. In 
general, the approaches for visual servoing can be classified into two categories: position-
based and image-based (Hutchinson et al., 1996). In the position-based approach, a set of 
images are utilized together with a known camera model to extract the 3D pose of an object. 
The measured variables to be controlled are the Cartesian position and orientation of the 
object. In the fixed camera case, where the pose of the end-effector is to be controlled, pose 
has to be reconstructed from the available image data. Consequently, object tracking can 
also be performed by computing the error in the 3D space, and the position of the object is 
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softening the rigidity of robotic manipulators by assigning desired impedance to the end-
effector and therefore represents a strategy suitable for constrained motion. The objective of 
this control approach is to achieve target impedance by having the end-effector perform a 
certain mechanical behavior. In other words, this method aims at controlling the position 
and force at the same time by translating a task into some desired impedance. The actual 
achieved position and corresponding forces will then be a function of the robot impedance, 
the environment admittance, and the desired position and force. The design concept 
adopted here is that the controller should be used to regulate the dynamic behavior between 
the robot manipulator motion and the force exerted on the environment. Therefore, 
impedance control has been considered as one of the most suitable control schemes to solve 
the interaction problem in unstructured environments. However, errors in the manipulator 
kinematics or due to unmodeled dynamics could cause excessive control action. Using 
hybrid position/force control for controlling dexterous hands was investigated in (Yin et al., 
2003) and impedance control in (Biagiotti et al., 2003). 
The method developed in (Anderson & Spong, 1988) benefited from the concepts of these 
two approaches and developed an alternative unified strategy under the name of hybrid 
impedance control which combines the two classical control techniques described above. 
The structure of the hybrid impedance control consists of inner and outer control loops. The 
inner loop provides the inverse dynamics control while the role of the outer loop is to 
achieve the desired characteristics like set-point tracking, disturbance rejection, and to cope 
with the robustness issue. Hybrid impedance control in general has been applied over the 
past two decades to enable robot end-effector to smoothly move between contact and non-
contact phases of motion. The idea of this type of control has in fact emerged from the 
examination of how humans interact with their environment. Impedance control defines the 
relationship between the manipulator end-effector and the external forces generated when 
the end-effector is in contact with the environment. Depending on what is required to be 
controlled, that is force or position, the hybrid impedance control can use either position-
based impedance (sometimes termed as admittance control) or a force-based impedance. 
Consequently this requires different control structures to be applied orthogonally to satisfy 
the nature of the hybrid position/force control. Position-based impedance control can be 
applied in the direction of the manipulated object to ensure that the contact point does not 
shift during the manipulation process; while the force-based impedance control can be 
applied in the direction perpendicular to the surface of the object. Applying these two 
structures in two directions can compensate for the change in object location because of its 
motion due to the manipulation process. 
At the controller level, many control algorithms from both classical and modern control 
theory are found in the robotic literature for the purpose of controlling the manipulator 
motion. These controllers range from the traditional three term PID controller to more 
sophisticated nonlinear ones, like variable structure, adaptive and robust controllers. The 
book (Lewis et al., 2004) reviews the application of these controllers and provides a critical 
evaluation of each stating the purpose of use, as well as their respective advantages and 
disadvantages. However, recently the attention of the robotic community has drifted more 
toward artificial intelligence (AI) concepts like experts systems, fuzzy logic or neural 
networks where more research efforts are reported since the mid 1990s (Katic & 
Vukobratovic, 2003). Still the industry remains favorable to the analytical solutions and 

hence simple analytical learning algorithms are always potential candidates for industrial 
applications, especially at the task level. 

 
2.2 Robotic Interaction Feedback Instrumentation 
Alternatively, interaction control has also been considered as a sensor-based problem, in 
which two categories of research efforts can be distinguished. Force sensing is considered in 
the first category such that the manipulator can sense the interaction with the object during 
the interaction execution phase. In this case force sensors can be used effectively to 
implement hybrid position/force control or impedance control strategies. However, force 
sensing can usually provide 3D information only about the local contact points with the 
grasped object. On the other hand, vision systems, which are considered in the second 
category, can produce global information about the 3D environment. In the latter case the 
interaction control comes in form of visual feedback, to enable the robot to see the object and 
refine accordingly the interaction process. Unfortunately, vision approaches are generally 
not suitable to establish and maintain contact with the object surface if precise position and 
orientation are unknown.  
Another trend emerged following some attempts to combine the two complementary 
sensory systems, that is vision and force. Different sensor fusion strategies have been  
proposed to merge force/torque-based and vision-based measurements where combined 
vision/force control scheme are developed. 

 
2.2.1 Visual Servoing 
One of the early control methods used with robot manipulators is visual feedback, which is 
often referred to as visual servoing. Visual servoing has proven to be a way of performing 
accurate movement in free space of the robot work cell without the need for accurate a priori 
models. The early work in visual servoing was initiated in the late 1970’s with the 
pioneering work presented in (Hill & Park, 1979; Weiss et al., 1987). More recently, various 
visual servoing systems have been reported in the literature where different approaches 
have been developed for robot task planning and to identify the geometry of unknown 
objects. In visual servoing two camera configurations are typically used: fixed and eye-in-
hand, where a camera is mounted on the end-effector. Lately, these configurations became 
common in industrial settings to guide robots to perform manufacturing tasks on unknown 
objects. An extensive tutorial and survey on visual servoing can be found in (Hutchinson et 
al., 1996; Hager et al., 1996; Kragic & Christensen, 2002; Hashimoto, 2003).  
For the visual servoing approaches used in practice, the depth information of an object 
cannot be measured directly. Therefore, different methods have been developed to obtain 
3D coordinates of the manipulated object. One method is to use the images from multiple 
perspectives, either through stereovision or by moving the camera to multiple locations. In 
general, the approaches for visual servoing can be classified into two categories: position-
based and image-based (Hutchinson et al., 1996). In the position-based approach, a set of 
images are utilized together with a known camera model to extract the 3D pose of an object. 
The measured variables to be controlled are the Cartesian position and orientation of the 
object. In the fixed camera case, where the pose of the end-effector is to be controlled, pose 
has to be reconstructed from the available image data. Consequently, object tracking can 
also be performed by computing the error in the 3D space, and the position of the object is 
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extracted using the image information and a calibrated camera model. Therefore, a series of 
calibrations are necessary, such as between the robot base and the camera, between the tool 
and the camera, and for the camera itself.  
Alternatively, in the image-based approach, the variables to be controlled are defined 
directly as features in the image space and hence it is not necessary to perform a complete 
3D reconstruction of the scene. Tracking objects with the image-based approach is 
performed by computing the error on the image plane and asymptotically reducing this 
error to zero such that the robot is controlled to track a target, based on the errors in the 
image frames. For the fixed camera configuration, the image Jacobian can be calculated 
using the camera model. Because there are distortions of the targets in the image frame for 
the fixed camera configuration, the identification of features is not accurate. On the other 
hand, for the eye-in-hand configuration, the image Jacobian is more difficult to compute 
(Hutchinson et al., 1996). However, the feature identification errors can be greatly reduced if 
the end-effector is perpendicular to the features on a surface. 
However, due to the lack of precise position and orientation, none of the above two 
approaches is suitable to establish and maintain contact with the object surface.  Many of the 
early research in visual servoing also ignored the dynamics of the robot and focused on 
estimating motion or recovering the image Jacobian. The paper (Papanikolopoulos et al. 
1993) proposed an adaptive control scheme for an eye-in-hand system in which the depth of 
each individual feature is estimated at each sampling time during execution. Another 
method introduced in (Castano & Hutchinson, 1994) called visual compliance, which is a 
vision-based control scheme, was achieved through a hybrid vision/position control 
structure. In (Smits et al., 2008) the possible visual feedback control transformations are 
studied among different spaces, including image space, Cartesian space, joint space or any 
other task space defined in a general task specification framework. In (Moreno et al., 2001) a 
3D visual servoing system is proposed based on stability analysis. They used Lyapunov’s 
theorem to ensure that the transformation from the image frame to the world frame for 3D 
visual servoing system is carried out with less uncertainty. Several design issues for 3D 
servoing controllers in eye-in-hand setups were discussed by (Bachiller et al., 2007). 
Especially they proposed a benchmark for evaluating the performance of such systems. 

 
2.2.2 Feedback Control Based on Vision and Force Sensing 
More recently modern robotic systems have been developed to enhance robot autonomy 
such that robots behave as artificially intelligent devices and act according to what they can 
perceive from their environment, either by seeing or touching the objects they manipulate. 
Thus, an important trend emerged to combine different sensory information, mainly vision 
and force feedback.  In these dual sensory schemes, force sensing may result in full 3D 
information about the local contact with the grasped object, and hence enables the control of 
all possible six degrees of freedom in the task space. On the other hand, the vision system 
produces the global information about the 3D environment from 2D or 3D images to enable 
task planning and obstacle avoidance. Even if the exact shape and texture of the object 
remain unknown, the vision system can adequately measure feature characteristics related 
to the object position and orientation. Therefore, the levels of such vision/force integrated 
controller are classified into different categories (Lippiello et al., 2007b): shared and traded, 
hybrid visual/force and visual impedance control. In shared control scheme, both sensors 
control the same direction simultaneously while in traded control, a given direction is 

alternately controlled by vision or by force. The Hybrid control scheme involves the 
simultaneous control of separate directions by vision and force, while the impedance 
scheme rather combines the two control variables.  
In an integrated vision/force control scheme, however, defining how to divide the joint 
subspace in vision or force controlled directions, or assigning which direction to share and 
how to share among others, is not always a clear problem. A review and comparison of the 
different algorithms that combine both visual perception and force sensing is presented in 
(Deng et al., 2005). A critical evaluation of the two main schemes for visual/force control, 
namely the hybrid and impedance control is also presented in (Mezouar et al., 2007). 
Combining force with vision, which are in fact highly complementary to each other, was 
reported earlier in (Nelson & Khosla, 1996). Their implementation proposed to switch 
between vision-based and force-based control during different stages of execution. The 
paper (Hosoda et al., 1998) introduced an integrated hybrid visual/force control scheme. 
Another hybrid visual/force control algorithm was proposed for uncalibrated manipulation 
in (Pichler & Jagersand, 2000). In these hybrid control methods the transform between the 
two sensory systems, force and vision, can be learned and refined during contact 
manipulations. Alternative visual impedance control schemes are introduced in (Morel et al., 
1998;  Olsson et al., 2004). Damping and stability issues of the interaction control at contact 
point in combined vision/force control schemes were investigated also in (Olsson et al., 
2004). Interaction control under visual impedance control using the two sensors was studied 
in (Lippiello et al., 2007a), proposing a framework that allows to update in real time the 
constraint equations of the end-effector. In a hybrid force/position control scheme, the same 
authors also proposed in (Lippiello et al., 2007b) a time varying pose estimation algorithm 
based on visual, force and joint positions data. A stereoscopic vision is used in (Garg & 
Kumar, 2003) to build a 3D model for the manipulated object and with a learning algorithm 
they map the object pose from camera frame to world frame.  In (Kawai et al., 2008) the 
hybrid visual/force control is extended to accommodate 3D vision information analysis 
taken from fixed camera based on a passivity dynamic approach. 
Based on such integrated sensory systems, research efforts were reported on using fixed 
camera configuration and hybrid position/force control (Xiao et al., 2000). In contrast to 
these efforts, others privileged an end-effector mounted camera, rather than a fixed one. 
Such a combined vision/force control scheme was reported by (Baeten & De Schutter, 2003) 
who use both force and vision sensors mounted on the end-effector at the same time. Using 
this eye-in-hand camera configuration, a common global 3D framework for both force and 
vision control was proposed to model, implement and execute robotic tasks in an 
uncalibrated workspace. The method to control the orientation of the end-effector using the 
force/torque sensor in this framework was investigated later by (Zhang et al., 2006) and it 
was found that the torque measurement is not accurate enough for a free-form surface, 
which could cause orientation control errors. To overcome this problem an automated robot 
path generation method was developed based on vision, force and position sensor fusion in 
an eye-in-hand camera configuration. The combined sensor is used to identify the line or 
edge features on a free form surface. A robot is then controlled to follow the feature more 
accurately. 
In integrated multi-sensory robotic setups it is important to accurately and coherently fuse 
measurements of complementary sensors. Therefore, sensor fusion becomes a crucial 
research topic. Sensor fusion as has been investigated in several ways to increase the 
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extracted using the image information and a calibrated camera model. Therefore, a series of 
calibrations are necessary, such as between the robot base and the camera, between the tool 
and the camera, and for the camera itself.  
Alternatively, in the image-based approach, the variables to be controlled are defined 
directly as features in the image space and hence it is not necessary to perform a complete 
3D reconstruction of the scene. Tracking objects with the image-based approach is 
performed by computing the error on the image plane and asymptotically reducing this 
error to zero such that the robot is controlled to track a target, based on the errors in the 
image frames. For the fixed camera configuration, the image Jacobian can be calculated 
using the camera model. Because there are distortions of the targets in the image frame for 
the fixed camera configuration, the identification of features is not accurate. On the other 
hand, for the eye-in-hand configuration, the image Jacobian is more difficult to compute 
(Hutchinson et al., 1996). However, the feature identification errors can be greatly reduced if 
the end-effector is perpendicular to the features on a surface. 
However, due to the lack of precise position and orientation, none of the above two 
approaches is suitable to establish and maintain contact with the object surface.  Many of the 
early research in visual servoing also ignored the dynamics of the robot and focused on 
estimating motion or recovering the image Jacobian. The paper (Papanikolopoulos et al. 
1993) proposed an adaptive control scheme for an eye-in-hand system in which the depth of 
each individual feature is estimated at each sampling time during execution. Another 
method introduced in (Castano & Hutchinson, 1994) called visual compliance, which is a 
vision-based control scheme, was achieved through a hybrid vision/position control 
structure. In (Smits et al., 2008) the possible visual feedback control transformations are 
studied among different spaces, including image space, Cartesian space, joint space or any 
other task space defined in a general task specification framework. In (Moreno et al., 2001) a 
3D visual servoing system is proposed based on stability analysis. They used Lyapunov’s 
theorem to ensure that the transformation from the image frame to the world frame for 3D 
visual servoing system is carried out with less uncertainty. Several design issues for 3D 
servoing controllers in eye-in-hand setups were discussed by (Bachiller et al., 2007). 
Especially they proposed a benchmark for evaluating the performance of such systems. 

 
2.2.2 Feedback Control Based on Vision and Force Sensing 
More recently modern robotic systems have been developed to enhance robot autonomy 
such that robots behave as artificially intelligent devices and act according to what they can 
perceive from their environment, either by seeing or touching the objects they manipulate. 
Thus, an important trend emerged to combine different sensory information, mainly vision 
and force feedback.  In these dual sensory schemes, force sensing may result in full 3D 
information about the local contact with the grasped object, and hence enables the control of 
all possible six degrees of freedom in the task space. On the other hand, the vision system 
produces the global information about the 3D environment from 2D or 3D images to enable 
task planning and obstacle avoidance. Even if the exact shape and texture of the object 
remain unknown, the vision system can adequately measure feature characteristics related 
to the object position and orientation. Therefore, the levels of such vision/force integrated 
controller are classified into different categories (Lippiello et al., 2007b): shared and traded, 
hybrid visual/force and visual impedance control. In shared control scheme, both sensors 
control the same direction simultaneously while in traded control, a given direction is 

alternately controlled by vision or by force. The Hybrid control scheme involves the 
simultaneous control of separate directions by vision and force, while the impedance 
scheme rather combines the two control variables.  
In an integrated vision/force control scheme, however, defining how to divide the joint 
subspace in vision or force controlled directions, or assigning which direction to share and 
how to share among others, is not always a clear problem. A review and comparison of the 
different algorithms that combine both visual perception and force sensing is presented in 
(Deng et al., 2005). A critical evaluation of the two main schemes for visual/force control, 
namely the hybrid and impedance control is also presented in (Mezouar et al., 2007). 
Combining force with vision, which are in fact highly complementary to each other, was 
reported earlier in (Nelson & Khosla, 1996). Their implementation proposed to switch 
between vision-based and force-based control during different stages of execution. The 
paper (Hosoda et al., 1998) introduced an integrated hybrid visual/force control scheme. 
Another hybrid visual/force control algorithm was proposed for uncalibrated manipulation 
in (Pichler & Jagersand, 2000). In these hybrid control methods the transform between the 
two sensory systems, force and vision, can be learned and refined during contact 
manipulations. Alternative visual impedance control schemes are introduced in (Morel et al., 
1998;  Olsson et al., 2004). Damping and stability issues of the interaction control at contact 
point in combined vision/force control schemes were investigated also in (Olsson et al., 
2004). Interaction control under visual impedance control using the two sensors was studied 
in (Lippiello et al., 2007a), proposing a framework that allows to update in real time the 
constraint equations of the end-effector. In a hybrid force/position control scheme, the same 
authors also proposed in (Lippiello et al., 2007b) a time varying pose estimation algorithm 
based on visual, force and joint positions data. A stereoscopic vision is used in (Garg & 
Kumar, 2003) to build a 3D model for the manipulated object and with a learning algorithm 
they map the object pose from camera frame to world frame.  In (Kawai et al., 2008) the 
hybrid visual/force control is extended to accommodate 3D vision information analysis 
taken from fixed camera based on a passivity dynamic approach. 
Based on such integrated sensory systems, research efforts were reported on using fixed 
camera configuration and hybrid position/force control (Xiao et al., 2000). In contrast to 
these efforts, others privileged an end-effector mounted camera, rather than a fixed one. 
Such a combined vision/force control scheme was reported by (Baeten & De Schutter, 2003) 
who use both force and vision sensors mounted on the end-effector at the same time. Using 
this eye-in-hand camera configuration, a common global 3D framework for both force and 
vision control was proposed to model, implement and execute robotic tasks in an 
uncalibrated workspace. The method to control the orientation of the end-effector using the 
force/torque sensor in this framework was investigated later by (Zhang et al., 2006) and it 
was found that the torque measurement is not accurate enough for a free-form surface, 
which could cause orientation control errors. To overcome this problem an automated robot 
path generation method was developed based on vision, force and position sensor fusion in 
an eye-in-hand camera configuration. The combined sensor is used to identify the line or 
edge features on a free form surface. A robot is then controlled to follow the feature more 
accurately. 
In integrated multi-sensory robotic setups it is important to accurately and coherently fuse 
measurements of complementary sensors. Therefore, sensor fusion becomes a crucial 
research topic. Sensor fusion as has been investigated in several ways to increase the 
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reliability of the observed sensor data by performing some statistical analysis, e.g. averaging 
sensors readings over redundant sensory measurements. A sensor fusion strategy has been 
proposed by (Ishikawa et al., 1996) to fuse complementary information to obtain inferences 
that an individual sensor is not able to handle. In (Xiao et al., 2000), they proposed a 
complementary sensor fusion strategy to fuse force/torque based and vision-based sensors, 
while in (Zhang et al., 2006), they integrated sensor fusion with an automated robot program 
generation method for the vision, force and position sensors. In (Pomares et al., 2007), 
researchers were able to plan the manipulator motion in 3D by fusing data from force and 
vision sensors in an eye-in-hand setup. Other sensor fusion techniques were introduced by 
(Smits et al., 2006) using Bayesian filter, and by (Thomas et al., 2007) using particle filters. 

 
2.2.3 Integrating Vision, Force and Tactile Sensing 
To better achieve autonomy in the robotic manipulation, robots should ultimately produce 
similar adaptive sensorial coordinations as human beings do (i.e. vision, servo and touch 
capabilities) in order to be effective to work in unknown and uncalibrated environments 
and therefore be able to adapt their behavior to unpredictable modifications. To achieve the 
resemblance with human arm/hand in robotics, tactile sensors along with force sensors can 
be used. Tactile sensors give crucial information such as the presence of a contact with the 
object, its physical size and shape, the exchanged forces/torques between the object and the 
robot hand, the mechanical properties of the object in contact (e.g. friction, rigidity, 
roughness, etc), as well as the detection of slippage of the body in contact. Hence, the robot 
hand can be used in a variety of ways. In particular, an important function that mimics 
human hand, other than grasping, is the ability to explore and to probe objects with fingers. 
Adding such type of interactions over the ability of grasping leads to the concept of 
dexterity of manipulation.  
While vision can guide the manipulator toward the object during the pre-grasping phase, 
force and tactile sensors are used to provide real-time sensory feedback to complete and 
refine the grasping and manipulation tasks. The measurements obtained from force and 
tactile sensors are used to perform grasp control strategies aimed at minimizing the grasp 
forces or optimizing the end-effector’s posture, as well as to perform force control strategies 
necessary for dexterous manipulation. Based on the provided measurements about the 
object in contact, the corresponding control strategies can then be performed in an 
autonomous manner during the task execution phase. 
Force sensors commercially available are devices installed mostly at the robot manipulator 
wrist or at hand tendons. They usually measure the forces and moments experienced by the 
robot hand in its interaction with the environment. In fact, the major part of these sensors is 
composed of transducers which measure forces and torques by means of the induced 
mechanical strains on flexible parts of their mechanical structure. These strains are generally 
measured using strain gauges which in turn change their resistance according to local 
deformation during the interaction with the object. This way, these sensors provide the 
equivalent force/torque measurements.  
On the other hand, tactile sensors are mounted on  the contact surface of the fingertips of a 
robot hand, and eventually on the inner fingers and the palm, to measure the amount of 
contact pressure that is exerted. They consist of a matrix or array of sensing elements. Their 
function is to measure the map of pressure over the sensing area. A number of force and 
tactile sensors have been proposed for robotic applications with different realisations. The 

work of (Javad & Najarian, 2005; Tegin & Wikander, 2005) give good overviews on the 
technologies and implementations used for such type of sensors.  
The integration of vision, force and tactile sensors for the control of robotic manipulation 
can be found for example, in the work of (Payeur et al., 2005) using industrial manipulator 
setup. There are also some other research efforts reported in the literature on using haptic 
systems to handle robotic manipulation at the dexterous hand level in (Barbagli et al., 2003;  
Schiele & De Bartolomei, 2006; Peer et al., 2006). In such systems, where the focus is on 
virtual control prototyping, users interact with virtual manipulated objects in the exact same 
way they would interact with the physical objects. The limitation in interacting with these 
objects in virtual manipulation rests the same that is faced by robotic systems working in the 
real world. These systems also assume that an in-depth knowledge of the object 
characteristics is available for inclusion into the simulated environment. 

 
2.3 Robotic Grasping and Contact Modeling 
In order to perform robotic grasping, contact points should be established first between the 
end-effector and the object. Contact points are of different types and physically differ in the 
shape of the contact area, and in the magnitude and direction of friction forces. Several types 
of such possible contacts are identified and examined thoroughly in (Mason and Salisbury, 
1986). Grasping can be seen as the resultant of the interaction with an object at these contact 
points, while the location of the contact points can determine the quality and stability of the 
grasp. 
There exists a substantial research effort carried out on robotic grasping and contact 
modeling of rigid objects where deriving the contact and grasping model is one of the 
essential operations in the manipulation process. A robot end-effector or hand is usually 
comprised of two or more fingers that restrain object (fixturing) or act on manipulated 
objects through multiple contacts at the same time. A standard classification of such 
interaction contacts according to specific models was introduced in (Salisbury & Roth, 1983; 
Cutkosky, 1989; Bicchi & Kumar, 2000; Mason, 2001). These contact models, which affect the 
analysis of the manipulation process, can be classified mainly into hard-finger (point contact 
with friction or without friction) and soft-finger (constraint contacts). In (Li & Kao, 2001 ) the 
review focuses specifically on the recent developments in the areas of soft-contact modeling 
and stiffness control for dexterous manipulation. Other important aspects of contact 
modeling consider also the viscoelastic behavior during rolling and slippage conditions. 
Under such circumstances the static and kinetic coefficients of friction play an important 
role in the grasp analysis, as well as whether the contact point moves on the contacting 
surfaces as they rotate with respect to each other or not. 
In grasp analysis, the corresponding contact ways between hand fingers and objects to 
perform the desired grasp are also analyzed extensively in the literature. Extensive surveys 
on robot grasping of rigid objects reviewing the concepts and methodologies used can be 
found in (Bicchi & Kumar, 2000 ; Mason, 2001).  Form closure and force closure are the most 
widely covered topics on grasp modeling that concern the conditions under which a grasp 
can restrain an object. These two concepts have been originally proposed for evaluating 
stable grasping of rigid objects. Form closure grasp (Bicchi, 1995), which was motivated by 
solving fixturing problems in assembly lines, considers the placement of frictionless contact 
points so as to fully restrain an object and thus can resist arbitrary disturbance wrenches due 
to object motion. Alternatively, force closure grasp (Nguyen, 1988) is more related to the 
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reliability of the observed sensor data by performing some statistical analysis, e.g. averaging 
sensors readings over redundant sensory measurements. A sensor fusion strategy has been 
proposed by (Ishikawa et al., 1996) to fuse complementary information to obtain inferences 
that an individual sensor is not able to handle. In (Xiao et al., 2000), they proposed a 
complementary sensor fusion strategy to fuse force/torque based and vision-based sensors, 
while in (Zhang et al., 2006), they integrated sensor fusion with an automated robot program 
generation method for the vision, force and position sensors. In (Pomares et al., 2007), 
researchers were able to plan the manipulator motion in 3D by fusing data from force and 
vision sensors in an eye-in-hand setup. Other sensor fusion techniques were introduced by 
(Smits et al., 2006) using Bayesian filter, and by (Thomas et al., 2007) using particle filters. 

 
2.2.3 Integrating Vision, Force and Tactile Sensing 
To better achieve autonomy in the robotic manipulation, robots should ultimately produce 
similar adaptive sensorial coordinations as human beings do (i.e. vision, servo and touch 
capabilities) in order to be effective to work in unknown and uncalibrated environments 
and therefore be able to adapt their behavior to unpredictable modifications. To achieve the 
resemblance with human arm/hand in robotics, tactile sensors along with force sensors can 
be used. Tactile sensors give crucial information such as the presence of a contact with the 
object, its physical size and shape, the exchanged forces/torques between the object and the 
robot hand, the mechanical properties of the object in contact (e.g. friction, rigidity, 
roughness, etc), as well as the detection of slippage of the body in contact. Hence, the robot 
hand can be used in a variety of ways. In particular, an important function that mimics 
human hand, other than grasping, is the ability to explore and to probe objects with fingers. 
Adding such type of interactions over the ability of grasping leads to the concept of 
dexterity of manipulation.  
While vision can guide the manipulator toward the object during the pre-grasping phase, 
force and tactile sensors are used to provide real-time sensory feedback to complete and 
refine the grasping and manipulation tasks. The measurements obtained from force and 
tactile sensors are used to perform grasp control strategies aimed at minimizing the grasp 
forces or optimizing the end-effector’s posture, as well as to perform force control strategies 
necessary for dexterous manipulation. Based on the provided measurements about the 
object in contact, the corresponding control strategies can then be performed in an 
autonomous manner during the task execution phase. 
Force sensors commercially available are devices installed mostly at the robot manipulator 
wrist or at hand tendons. They usually measure the forces and moments experienced by the 
robot hand in its interaction with the environment. In fact, the major part of these sensors is 
composed of transducers which measure forces and torques by means of the induced 
mechanical strains on flexible parts of their mechanical structure. These strains are generally 
measured using strain gauges which in turn change their resistance according to local 
deformation during the interaction with the object. This way, these sensors provide the 
equivalent force/torque measurements.  
On the other hand, tactile sensors are mounted on  the contact surface of the fingertips of a 
robot hand, and eventually on the inner fingers and the palm, to measure the amount of 
contact pressure that is exerted. They consist of a matrix or array of sensing elements. Their 
function is to measure the map of pressure over the sensing area. A number of force and 
tactile sensors have been proposed for robotic applications with different realisations. The 

work of (Javad & Najarian, 2005; Tegin & Wikander, 2005) give good overviews on the 
technologies and implementations used for such type of sensors.  
The integration of vision, force and tactile sensors for the control of robotic manipulation 
can be found for example, in the work of (Payeur et al., 2005) using industrial manipulator 
setup. There are also some other research efforts reported in the literature on using haptic 
systems to handle robotic manipulation at the dexterous hand level in (Barbagli et al., 2003;  
Schiele & De Bartolomei, 2006; Peer et al., 2006). In such systems, where the focus is on 
virtual control prototyping, users interact with virtual manipulated objects in the exact same 
way they would interact with the physical objects. The limitation in interacting with these 
objects in virtual manipulation rests the same that is faced by robotic systems working in the 
real world. These systems also assume that an in-depth knowledge of the object 
characteristics is available for inclusion into the simulated environment. 

 
2.3 Robotic Grasping and Contact Modeling 
In order to perform robotic grasping, contact points should be established first between the 
end-effector and the object. Contact points are of different types and physically differ in the 
shape of the contact area, and in the magnitude and direction of friction forces. Several types 
of such possible contacts are identified and examined thoroughly in (Mason and Salisbury, 
1986). Grasping can be seen as the resultant of the interaction with an object at these contact 
points, while the location of the contact points can determine the quality and stability of the 
grasp. 
There exists a substantial research effort carried out on robotic grasping and contact 
modeling of rigid objects where deriving the contact and grasping model is one of the 
essential operations in the manipulation process. A robot end-effector or hand is usually 
comprised of two or more fingers that restrain object (fixturing) or act on manipulated 
objects through multiple contacts at the same time. A standard classification of such 
interaction contacts according to specific models was introduced in (Salisbury & Roth, 1983; 
Cutkosky, 1989; Bicchi & Kumar, 2000; Mason, 2001). These contact models, which affect the 
analysis of the manipulation process, can be classified mainly into hard-finger (point contact 
with friction or without friction) and soft-finger (constraint contacts). In (Li & Kao, 2001 ) the 
review focuses specifically on the recent developments in the areas of soft-contact modeling 
and stiffness control for dexterous manipulation. Other important aspects of contact 
modeling consider also the viscoelastic behavior during rolling and slippage conditions. 
Under such circumstances the static and kinetic coefficients of friction play an important 
role in the grasp analysis, as well as whether the contact point moves on the contacting 
surfaces as they rotate with respect to each other or not. 
In grasp analysis, the corresponding contact ways between hand fingers and objects to 
perform the desired grasp are also analyzed extensively in the literature. Extensive surveys 
on robot grasping of rigid objects reviewing the concepts and methodologies used can be 
found in (Bicchi & Kumar, 2000 ; Mason, 2001).  Form closure and force closure are the most 
widely covered topics on grasp modeling that concern the conditions under which a grasp 
can restrain an object. These two concepts have been originally proposed for evaluating 
stable grasping of rigid objects. Form closure grasp (Bicchi, 1995), which was motivated by 
solving fixturing problems in assembly lines, considers the placement of frictionless contact 
points so as to fully restrain an object and thus can resist arbitrary disturbance wrenches due 
to object motion. Alternatively, force closure grasp (Nguyen, 1988) is more related to the 
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ability of a grasp to reject disturbance forces and usually considers frictional forces. The 
latter can resist all object motions provided that the end-effector can apply sufficiently large 
forces. A survey about force closure grasp methods was presented by (Shimoga, 1996).  In 
this survey, different algorithms are reviewed for the computation of contact forces in order 
to achieve equilibrium and force closure grasps. Criteria for grasping dexterity are also 
presented. On the other hand, power grasps (Mirza & Orin, 1990) are characterized by 
multiple points of contact between the grasped object and the surfaces of the fingers and 
palm and hence increase grasp stability and maximize the load capability. The paper 
(Vassura & Bicchi, 1989) proposed a dexterous hand using inner link elements to achieve 
robust power grasps and high manipulability. Later on, in (Melchiorri & Vassura, 1992) 
mechanical and control issues are discussed for realizing such dexterous hand. 
In another category, the research on multi-fingered robot grasping modeling can be 
classified as fingertip grasp and enveloping grasp (Trinkle et al., 1988) respectively. In 
fingertip grasp the manipulation of an object is expected to be dexterous since the finger can 
exert an arbitrary contact force onto the object. Alternatively, when an object is grasped 
using the enveloping grasp model, the grasping process is expected to be stable and robust 
against external disturbance since the fingers contact with the object at many points.  
There has been significant work as well towards recovering good grasp point candidates on 
the object. In this case the focus is not only on the contact forces, but also on investigating 
the optimal grasp points on the manipulated object. A comprehensive review is presented in 
(Watanabe & Yoshikawa, 2007) where different classifications are proposed for the methods 
used to choose such grasp points. In their work, choosing optimal grasp points was 
investigated on an arbitrary shaped object in 3D space using the concept of required 
external force set. A graphical method is presented in (Chen et al., 1993) for investigating 
optimal contact positions for grasping 3D objects while identifying some grasp measures. 
Some researchers aimed at investigating optimal grasp points or regions for balancing forces 
to achieve equilibrium grasp. A breakthrough in the study of grasping-force optimization 
was made by (Buss et al., 1996), while in (Liu et al., 2004) the researchers presented an 
algorithm to compute 3D force closure grasps on objects represented by discrete points. The 
proposed algorithm combines a local search process with a recursive problem 
decomposition strategy.  In (Ding et al., 2001) they proposed a simple and efficient algorithm 
for computing a form closure grasp on a 3D polyhedral object using local search strategy. A 
mathematical approach is presented in (Cornellà et al., 2008) to efficiently obtain the optimal 
solution of the grasping problem using the dual theorem of nonlinear programming. 
However, these methods yield optimal solutions at the expense of extensive computation. In 
(Saut et al., 2005) an alternative on-line solution is introduced to solve the grasping force 
optimization problem in multi-fingered dexterous hand by minimizing a cost function. 
Another real-time grasping force optimization algorithm for multi-fingered hand was 
introduced in (Liu & Li, 2004) by incorporating appropriate initial points. 

 
3. Manipulation of Deformable Objects 
 

The main challenge in developing autonomous robotic systems to manipulate deformable 
objects comes from the fact that there are several generic interconnected problems to be 
resolved. Mainly it involves the collection of deformation characteristics, the modeling and 
simulation of the deformable object from these estimates, and the definition and tuning of 

an efficient control scheme to handle the manipulation process based on multi-sensory 
feedback. A recent trend aims at merging measurements taken from vision, force and tactile 
sensors to accelerate the development of autonomous robotic systems capable of executing 
intelligent exploratory actions and to perform dexterous grasping and manipulation.  

 
3.1 Deformable Objects Modeling and Simulation 
Automatic handling of deformable objects usually requires that the evaluation of the 
deformation characteristics is carried out using simulated environments before conducting 
the physical experiment. Hence, the manipulation process can be successfully performed by 
analyzing the manipulative tasks and deriving their control strategies using deformable 
object models.  

 
3.1.1 Computer Simulation of the Object Elasticity 
A wide variety of approaches have been presented in the literature dealing with computer 
simulation of deformable objects (Gibson & Mirtich, 1997; Lang et al., 2002; Terzopoulos et 
al., 1987). These approaches are mainly derived from physically-based models that emulate 
physical laws to produce physically valid behaviors. Using these models to provide 
interactive simulation of deformable objects dynamics has been a major goal of the 
computer graphics community since the 1980s (Pentland & Williams, 1989; Pentland & 
Sclaroff, 1991). Mass-spring system simulations and finite-elements methods (FEM) are the 
major physically-based modeling techniques considered.  Under these frameworks, it can be 
considered that a deformable object has infinite degrees of freedom and therefore an attempt 
to simplify the problem is to discretize the structure, reducing the number of its degrees of 
freedom to a finite countable set. 
Mass-spring system techniques have widely and effectively been used for modeling 
deformable objects. These objects are described by a set of mass particles dispersed 
throughout the object and interconnected with each other through a network of springs in 
3D. This configuration constitutes a mathematical representation of an object with its 
behavior represented according to Newton’s laws which incorporates calculating forces, 
torques, and energies. This model is faster and easier to implement as it is based on well 
understood physics, than finite-elements methods. It is also well suited for parallel 
computation, making it possible to run complex environments in real-time for interactive 
simulations. On the other hand, mass-spring systems have some drawbacks. Incompressible 
volumetric objects and high stiffness materials, which have poor stability, require small time 
integration step during the simulation process. This considerably slows down the 
simulation. Another weakness is that most of the materials found in nature maintain a 
constant or quasi-constant volume during deformations; unfortunately, mass-spring models 
do not have this property.  
In finite-elements methods, unlike mass-spring methods where the equilibrium equation is 
discretized and solved at each finite mass point, objects are divided into unitary 2D surfaces, 
or volumetric 3D elements, joined at discrete node points. The relationship between the 
nodal displacements and the force applied follows Hooke’s law where a continuous 
equilibrium equation is approximated over each element. Therefore, finite-elements 
methods offer an approach with much higher accuracy. However, while finite-elements 
methods generate a more physically realistic behavior, at the same time they require much 
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ability of a grasp to reject disturbance forces and usually considers frictional forces. The 
latter can resist all object motions provided that the end-effector can apply sufficiently large 
forces. A survey about force closure grasp methods was presented by (Shimoga, 1996).  In 
this survey, different algorithms are reviewed for the computation of contact forces in order 
to achieve equilibrium and force closure grasps. Criteria for grasping dexterity are also 
presented. On the other hand, power grasps (Mirza & Orin, 1990) are characterized by 
multiple points of contact between the grasped object and the surfaces of the fingers and 
palm and hence increase grasp stability and maximize the load capability. The paper 
(Vassura & Bicchi, 1989) proposed a dexterous hand using inner link elements to achieve 
robust power grasps and high manipulability. Later on, in (Melchiorri & Vassura, 1992) 
mechanical and control issues are discussed for realizing such dexterous hand. 
In another category, the research on multi-fingered robot grasping modeling can be 
classified as fingertip grasp and enveloping grasp (Trinkle et al., 1988) respectively. In 
fingertip grasp the manipulation of an object is expected to be dexterous since the finger can 
exert an arbitrary contact force onto the object. Alternatively, when an object is grasped 
using the enveloping grasp model, the grasping process is expected to be stable and robust 
against external disturbance since the fingers contact with the object at many points.  
There has been significant work as well towards recovering good grasp point candidates on 
the object. In this case the focus is not only on the contact forces, but also on investigating 
the optimal grasp points on the manipulated object. A comprehensive review is presented in 
(Watanabe & Yoshikawa, 2007) where different classifications are proposed for the methods 
used to choose such grasp points. In their work, choosing optimal grasp points was 
investigated on an arbitrary shaped object in 3D space using the concept of required 
external force set. A graphical method is presented in (Chen et al., 1993) for investigating 
optimal contact positions for grasping 3D objects while identifying some grasp measures. 
Some researchers aimed at investigating optimal grasp points or regions for balancing forces 
to achieve equilibrium grasp. A breakthrough in the study of grasping-force optimization 
was made by (Buss et al., 1996), while in (Liu et al., 2004) the researchers presented an 
algorithm to compute 3D force closure grasps on objects represented by discrete points. The 
proposed algorithm combines a local search process with a recursive problem 
decomposition strategy.  In (Ding et al., 2001) they proposed a simple and efficient algorithm 
for computing a form closure grasp on a 3D polyhedral object using local search strategy. A 
mathematical approach is presented in (Cornellà et al., 2008) to efficiently obtain the optimal 
solution of the grasping problem using the dual theorem of nonlinear programming. 
However, these methods yield optimal solutions at the expense of extensive computation. In 
(Saut et al., 2005) an alternative on-line solution is introduced to solve the grasping force 
optimization problem in multi-fingered dexterous hand by minimizing a cost function. 
Another real-time grasping force optimization algorithm for multi-fingered hand was 
introduced in (Liu & Li, 2004) by incorporating appropriate initial points. 

 
3. Manipulation of Deformable Objects 
 

The main challenge in developing autonomous robotic systems to manipulate deformable 
objects comes from the fact that there are several generic interconnected problems to be 
resolved. Mainly it involves the collection of deformation characteristics, the modeling and 
simulation of the deformable object from these estimates, and the definition and tuning of 

an efficient control scheme to handle the manipulation process based on multi-sensory 
feedback. A recent trend aims at merging measurements taken from vision, force and tactile 
sensors to accelerate the development of autonomous robotic systems capable of executing 
intelligent exploratory actions and to perform dexterous grasping and manipulation.  

 
3.1 Deformable Objects Modeling and Simulation 
Automatic handling of deformable objects usually requires that the evaluation of the 
deformation characteristics is carried out using simulated environments before conducting 
the physical experiment. Hence, the manipulation process can be successfully performed by 
analyzing the manipulative tasks and deriving their control strategies using deformable 
object models.  

 
3.1.1 Computer Simulation of the Object Elasticity 
A wide variety of approaches have been presented in the literature dealing with computer 
simulation of deformable objects (Gibson & Mirtich, 1997; Lang et al., 2002; Terzopoulos et 
al., 1987). These approaches are mainly derived from physically-based models that emulate 
physical laws to produce physically valid behaviors. Using these models to provide 
interactive simulation of deformable objects dynamics has been a major goal of the 
computer graphics community since the 1980s (Pentland & Williams, 1989; Pentland & 
Sclaroff, 1991). Mass-spring system simulations and finite-elements methods (FEM) are the 
major physically-based modeling techniques considered.  Under these frameworks, it can be 
considered that a deformable object has infinite degrees of freedom and therefore an attempt 
to simplify the problem is to discretize the structure, reducing the number of its degrees of 
freedom to a finite countable set. 
Mass-spring system techniques have widely and effectively been used for modeling 
deformable objects. These objects are described by a set of mass particles dispersed 
throughout the object and interconnected with each other through a network of springs in 
3D. This configuration constitutes a mathematical representation of an object with its 
behavior represented according to Newton’s laws which incorporates calculating forces, 
torques, and energies. This model is faster and easier to implement as it is based on well 
understood physics, than finite-elements methods. It is also well suited for parallel 
computation, making it possible to run complex environments in real-time for interactive 
simulations. On the other hand, mass-spring systems have some drawbacks. Incompressible 
volumetric objects and high stiffness materials, which have poor stability, require small time 
integration step during the simulation process. This considerably slows down the 
simulation. Another weakness is that most of the materials found in nature maintain a 
constant or quasi-constant volume during deformations; unfortunately, mass-spring models 
do not have this property.  
In finite-elements methods, unlike mass-spring methods where the equilibrium equation is 
discretized and solved at each finite mass point, objects are divided into unitary 2D surfaces, 
or volumetric 3D elements, joined at discrete node points. The relationship between the 
nodal displacements and the force applied follows Hooke’s law where a continuous 
equilibrium equation is approximated over each element. Therefore, finite-elements 
methods offer an approach with much higher accuracy. However, while finite-elements 
methods generate a more physically realistic behavior, at the same time they require much 
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more numerical computation and therefore are difficult to use for real-time simulations. 
This is due to the fact that the object discretization and calculation of a stiffness matrix are 
computationally expensive. 
In practice the physically motivated deformable models are mostly limited to surface 
modeling, mainly due to overwhelming computational requirements. Therefore, for 
simulation of robot interaction with deformable objects, mass-spring models prove to be 
very efficient. On the other hand, the deformable materials are considered to be either 
elastic, viscous, or viscoelastic. Objects with elastic behavior have the ability to recover from 
deformation caused by an externally applied force. Objects with viscosity resist such applied 
force due to their internal forces which act as damping force. The viscoelastic objects 
combine the elastic and viscous behaviors together. Such objects can also be deformed to the 
required shape according to applied force. Therefore automating and controlling the process 
of casting the raw viscoelastic material is crucial in some industrial applications (Tokumoto 
et al., 1999). 
As mentioned above the mass-spring model normally describes a deformable object as a set 
of particles constructed from a discretized sampling of its volume using a lattice 
configuration where a network of interconnected particles and springs is formed. These 
particles are the mass points in which the body mass is concentrated and are related to each 
other by forces acting on the object. Springs connecting these mass points exert forces on 
neighboring points when the object mass is displaced from its rest positions due to 
interaction. Therefore, the deformation of the object can be characterized by the relationship 
between the applied force and the corresponding particle displacement reflecting the 
deformation taking place. This means that this displacement describes the movement of the 
particle during the process of deformation.  
Deformable materials can be described by models that are essentially made of different 
configurations of mass-spring-damper. The basic models are determined by the Kelvin 
model (or Voigt model) and the Maxwell model. The Kelvin model consists of a spring and 
a damper which connect two mass points in parallel.  The Maxwell model is a series of a 
spring and a damper connecting two mass points. Other models can also be derived from 
the combination of the basic models or elements. For example, the Standard Linear model is 
a combination of the Maxwell model in parallel with a spring. (Byars et al., 1983) give further 
details on the models mentioned above and discuss further issues on deformable objects 
modeling and analysis from a mechanical engineering perspective. A new approach is 
presented in (Tokumoto et al., 1999) for the deformation modeling of viscoelastic objects for 
their shape control. In this work, the deformable object is modeled as a combination in series 
of Kelvin and Maxwell models. In a later step of their experiment they introduced a 
nonlinear damper into the model to solve a discrepancy between an actual object and its 
linear model. The drawbacks of Kelvin-Voigt modeling were investigated by (Diolaiti et al., 
2005) proposing an alternative solution for estimating the contact impedance using 
nonlinear modeling. 

 
3.1.2 Modeling and Simulating the Physical Interaction 
In addition to computer modeling and simulation of deformable objects, other research 
efforts in robotics were dedicated to the problem of modeling the physical process of 
manipulation. In order to implement and evaluate the manipulative operations on 
deformable objects by a robotic system, an object model is indispensable to represent the 

elasticity and deformation characteristics during the physical interaction. The corresponding 
modeling problem for 1D and 2D deformable objects was studied extensively for specific  
applications in (Henrich & Worn, 2000; Saadat & Nan, 2002), based on mathematical 
representations of their internal physical behavior.  
Robotic manipulative operations for deformable objects often rely on the object  deformation 
model. However the operations may result in failure because of unexpected deformation of 
the objects during the manipulation process. Thus, automatic handling of deformable 
objects requires that the evaluation of the deformation of these objects is performed in 
advance using the object models  to ensure  that the manipulative operation is successful in 
the real application. Furthermore, it is important to plan tasks and derive their strategies by 
analyzing the manipulative processes using deformable object models. Beyond performing 
only simulations, in (Shimoga & Goldenberg, 1996) a soft finger is modeled using the Kelvin 
model in which a spring and damper are placed in parallel. The deformation parameters 
were experimentally calculated in a first phase, and then used in the Kelvin model with the 
desired impedance parameters to successfully control the impedance of a soft fingertip. In 
another experiment the physical interaction between a deformable fingertip and a rigid 
object was modeled and controlled by (Anh et al., 1999) based on a comprehensive 
dynamical notations.   
In fact, deformable objects change their shapes during manipulation and display a wide 
range of responses to applied interaction forces because of their different physical 
properties. This is due to their nonlinearity attributes and other uncertainties, such as 
friction, vibration, hysteresis, and parameter variations. To cope with this problem, one 
approach is to estimate the shape of the deformable object by calculating an internal model 
and simulating the object behavior. Such internal model could be static or dynamic (Abegg 
et al., 2000). As examples from the work on static and dynamic modeling, in (Hirai et al., 
1994) they calculated a static model for the object and obstacle in 2D, while in (Wakamatsu 
et al., 1995) they calculated the same but in 3D. In (Zheng & Chen, 1993) they emphasized on 
trajectory generation based on a static model for a flexible load. Using a similar static 
modeling approach, the problem of insertion tasks is tackled in (Zheng et al., 1991) with a 
flexible peg modeled as a slender beam. In the work presented in (Kraus & McCarragher, 
1996), they followed the same static modeling guidelines such that no dynamic analysis is 
considered. However, in contrast to other works on static modeling they considered the use 
of force feedback to control manipulator motions. In the paper of (Wakamatsu et al., 1997), 
they extended the ideas employed in static modeling to derive a dynamic model of a 
deformable linear object. Other modeling techniques were also reported in the literature, for 
example, in (Nguyen & Mills, 1996) they considered using lumped parameter model. In (Wu 
et al., 1996; Yukawa et al., 1996) they investigated the problem with a distributed parameter 
model solution.  
However, it is difficult to build an exact model of deformable objects. Thus, for some 
researchers modeling can be highly depending on imitating and simulating the skills of 
human expertise when dealing with such objects. In this case the robot motion during task 
execution can be divided into several primitives, each of which has a particular target state 
to be achieved in the task context. These primitives are called skills.  An adequately defined 
skill can have enough generality to be applied to various similar tasks. Accordingly, 
different control strategies are required for the robot arm to manipulate in an autonomous 
manner the different kinds of objects according to the specified application.  Most of the 
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more numerical computation and therefore are difficult to use for real-time simulations. 
This is due to the fact that the object discretization and calculation of a stiffness matrix are 
computationally expensive. 
In practice the physically motivated deformable models are mostly limited to surface 
modeling, mainly due to overwhelming computational requirements. Therefore, for 
simulation of robot interaction with deformable objects, mass-spring models prove to be 
very efficient. On the other hand, the deformable materials are considered to be either 
elastic, viscous, or viscoelastic. Objects with elastic behavior have the ability to recover from 
deformation caused by an externally applied force. Objects with viscosity resist such applied 
force due to their internal forces which act as damping force. The viscoelastic objects 
combine the elastic and viscous behaviors together. Such objects can also be deformed to the 
required shape according to applied force. Therefore automating and controlling the process 
of casting the raw viscoelastic material is crucial in some industrial applications (Tokumoto 
et al., 1999). 
As mentioned above the mass-spring model normally describes a deformable object as a set 
of particles constructed from a discretized sampling of its volume using a lattice 
configuration where a network of interconnected particles and springs is formed. These 
particles are the mass points in which the body mass is concentrated and are related to each 
other by forces acting on the object. Springs connecting these mass points exert forces on 
neighboring points when the object mass is displaced from its rest positions due to 
interaction. Therefore, the deformation of the object can be characterized by the relationship 
between the applied force and the corresponding particle displacement reflecting the 
deformation taking place. This means that this displacement describes the movement of the 
particle during the process of deformation.  
Deformable materials can be described by models that are essentially made of different 
configurations of mass-spring-damper. The basic models are determined by the Kelvin 
model (or Voigt model) and the Maxwell model. The Kelvin model consists of a spring and 
a damper which connect two mass points in parallel.  The Maxwell model is a series of a 
spring and a damper connecting two mass points. Other models can also be derived from 
the combination of the basic models or elements. For example, the Standard Linear model is 
a combination of the Maxwell model in parallel with a spring. (Byars et al., 1983) give further 
details on the models mentioned above and discuss further issues on deformable objects 
modeling and analysis from a mechanical engineering perspective. A new approach is 
presented in (Tokumoto et al., 1999) for the deformation modeling of viscoelastic objects for 
their shape control. In this work, the deformable object is modeled as a combination in series 
of Kelvin and Maxwell models. In a later step of their experiment they introduced a 
nonlinear damper into the model to solve a discrepancy between an actual object and its 
linear model. The drawbacks of Kelvin-Voigt modeling were investigated by (Diolaiti et al., 
2005) proposing an alternative solution for estimating the contact impedance using 
nonlinear modeling. 

 
3.1.2 Modeling and Simulating the Physical Interaction 
In addition to computer modeling and simulation of deformable objects, other research 
efforts in robotics were dedicated to the problem of modeling the physical process of 
manipulation. In order to implement and evaluate the manipulative operations on 
deformable objects by a robotic system, an object model is indispensable to represent the 

elasticity and deformation characteristics during the physical interaction. The corresponding 
modeling problem for 1D and 2D deformable objects was studied extensively for specific  
applications in (Henrich & Worn, 2000; Saadat & Nan, 2002), based on mathematical 
representations of their internal physical behavior.  
Robotic manipulative operations for deformable objects often rely on the object  deformation 
model. However the operations may result in failure because of unexpected deformation of 
the objects during the manipulation process. Thus, automatic handling of deformable 
objects requires that the evaluation of the deformation of these objects is performed in 
advance using the object models  to ensure  that the manipulative operation is successful in 
the real application. Furthermore, it is important to plan tasks and derive their strategies by 
analyzing the manipulative processes using deformable object models. Beyond performing 
only simulations, in (Shimoga & Goldenberg, 1996) a soft finger is modeled using the Kelvin 
model in which a spring and damper are placed in parallel. The deformation parameters 
were experimentally calculated in a first phase, and then used in the Kelvin model with the 
desired impedance parameters to successfully control the impedance of a soft fingertip. In 
another experiment the physical interaction between a deformable fingertip and a rigid 
object was modeled and controlled by (Anh et al., 1999) based on a comprehensive 
dynamical notations.   
In fact, deformable objects change their shapes during manipulation and display a wide 
range of responses to applied interaction forces because of their different physical 
properties. This is due to their nonlinearity attributes and other uncertainties, such as 
friction, vibration, hysteresis, and parameter variations. To cope with this problem, one 
approach is to estimate the shape of the deformable object by calculating an internal model 
and simulating the object behavior. Such internal model could be static or dynamic (Abegg 
et al., 2000). As examples from the work on static and dynamic modeling, in (Hirai et al., 
1994) they calculated a static model for the object and obstacle in 2D, while in (Wakamatsu 
et al., 1995) they calculated the same but in 3D. In (Zheng & Chen, 1993) they emphasized on 
trajectory generation based on a static model for a flexible load. Using a similar static 
modeling approach, the problem of insertion tasks is tackled in (Zheng et al., 1991) with a 
flexible peg modeled as a slender beam. In the work presented in (Kraus & McCarragher, 
1996), they followed the same static modeling guidelines such that no dynamic analysis is 
considered. However, in contrast to other works on static modeling they considered the use 
of force feedback to control manipulator motions. In the paper of (Wakamatsu et al., 1997), 
they extended the ideas employed in static modeling to derive a dynamic model of a 
deformable linear object. Other modeling techniques were also reported in the literature, for 
example, in (Nguyen & Mills, 1996) they considered using lumped parameter model. In (Wu 
et al., 1996; Yukawa et al., 1996) they investigated the problem with a distributed parameter 
model solution.  
However, it is difficult to build an exact model of deformable objects. Thus, for some 
researchers modeling can be highly depending on imitating and simulating the skills of 
human expertise when dealing with such objects. In this case the robot motion during task 
execution can be divided into several primitives, each of which has a particular target state 
to be achieved in the task context. These primitives are called skills.  An adequately defined 
skill can have enough generality to be applied to various similar tasks. Accordingly, 
different control strategies are required for the robot arm to manipulate in an autonomous 
manner the different kinds of objects according to the specified application.  Most of the 
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previous research works on deformable objects involve the modeling and controlling of 1D 
deformable linear objects, such as beams, cables, wires, tubes, ropes, and belts. Some of the 
skill-based modeling and manipulation for handling deformable linear objects has been 
reported, for example, by (Henrich et al., 1999) where they analyzed the contact states and 
point contacts of a deformable linear object with regard to manipulation skills. The problem 
of picking up linear deformable objects by experimentation is discussed in (Remde et al., 
1999a). The problem of inserting a flexible beam into a hole is examined in (Nakagaki et al., 
1995) using a heuristic approach to guide the manipulator motion. 
Finite-elements modeling techniques were also used to model deformable objects 
characteristics and to simulate the physical interaction. A framework is described in (Luo & 
Nelson, 2001) based on FEM modeling that fuses vision and force feedback for the control of 
highly linear deformable objects in form of active contours, or snakes, to visually observe 
changes in object shape during the manipulation process. The elastic deformation of a sheet 
metal part is modeled in (Li et al., 2002) using FEM and a statistical data model. The results 
from this model are used to minimize the part’s deformation. In (Kosuge et al., 1995), they 
used FEM modeling to examine the problem of controlling the static deformation of a plate 
when handled by a dual manipulation system. In one of the recent efforts, a finite-elements 
modeling technique was reported by (Garg & Dutta, 2006), where a model is developed to 
control the grasping and manipulation of a deformable object based on internal force 
requirements. In this model the object deformation is related to fingertip force, and based on 
impedance control of the end-effector.  
However, modeling of 3D deformable objects for robotic manipulation has not been widely 
addressed in the literature so far. This results from its inherent complexity and the fact that a 
majority of researchers hope to tackle the simpler 1D modeling problem before generalizing 
it to a 3D modeling solution. Among the very few research efforts on 3D modeling of 
deformable objects is the pioneering work reported by (Howard & Bekey, 2000) who 
developed a generalized solution to model and handle 3D unknown deformable objects. 
This work benefited from a dynamic model originally introduced by (Reznik & Laugier, 
1996) to control the deformation of a deformable fingertip. The model used in (Howard and 
Bekey, 2000) to represent the viscoelastic behavior is derived from dividing the object into a 
network of interconnected particles and springs according to the Kelvin model. Then by 
using Newtonian equations, the particles motion is used to calculate the deformation 
characteristics based on neural networks. Other interesting methods for modeling 3D 
deformable objects are based on probing the object to extract the deformation characteristics 
with the aid of vision. One of these methods was developed in (Lang et al.,  2002) to acquire 
deformable models of elastic objects in an interactive simulation environment where an 
integrated robotic facility was designed to probe the deformable object in order to acquire 
measurements of interactions with the object. Another method of probing and vision 
tracking was proposed in (Cretu et al., 2008) to model deformable objects geometric and 
elastic properties. The approach uses vision and neural networks to select only a few 
relevant sampling points on the surface of the object and guides the acquisition of 
deformation characteristics through tactile probing on these selected points. The 
measurements are combined to accurately represent the 3D deformable object in terms of 
shape and elastic behavior. 

 
 

3.1.3 Deformable Object Grasping and Contact Modeling 
Nowadays, an important goal of robotic systems is to achieve stable grasp and manipulation 
of objects whose attributes and deformation characteristics are not known a priori. To 
establish contact and grasp modeling for deformable objects, the concepts of rigid force and 
form closure, as well power grasp, were extended to accommodate deformable objects. In  
(Wakamatsu et al., 1996) the effort was to extend the concept of force closure for rigid objects 
with unbounded applied forces to deformable objects with bounded applied forces. 
Wakamatsu et al. introduced the concept of bounded force closure, which is defined as 
grasps that can resist any external force within the bound. They considered a candidate 
grasp and external forces within a bound that can deform and displace the deformed part. 
In (Prattichizzo et al., 1997) the focus is on the dynamics of the deformable objects during the 
process of power grasp. A geometric approach is adopted to derive a control law 
decoupling the internal force control action from the object dynamics. More recently, a new 
framework for grasping of deformable parts in assembly lines was proposed in 
(Gopalakrishnan & Goldberg, 2005) based on form closure for grasping deformable parts. In 
this framework a measure of grasp quality is defined based on balancing the potential 
energy needed to release the part against the potential energy that would result in plastic 
deformation. Other attempts were reported on grasping using soft fingers, such as the work 
in (Shimoga & Goldenberg, 1996), to design systems with force control based on grasping 
with soft fingers. In (Tremblay & Cutkosky, 1993) they also used a deformable fingertip but 
equipped with a dynamic tactile sensor which was able to detect slippage. The paper of 
(Inoue & Hirai, 2008) is an up-to-date reference on soft finger modeling and grasping 
analysis. 

 
3.2 Robotic Interaction Control with Deformable Objects 
In early robotic systems designed to manipulate deformable objects, the problem of 
interaction control was solved mainly in two different ways. The robotic system to handle 
deformable object was either designed based on force and grasp stability control, or force 
control versus deformation control. A control strategy based on PID control was proposed  
in (Mandal & Payandeh, 1995) to maintain stable contact against a compliant 1D surface. In 
(Meer & Rock, 1994) they used impedance control to manipulate flexible objects in 2D. A 
force and position control scheme was developed in (Chiaverini et al., 1994) capable of 
regulating a manipulator in contact with an elastically compliant surface using PID control. 
In the paper of (Patton et al., 1992) they used an adaptive control loop to generate correct 
tension on a 2D deformable object where stiffness is designated as the adaptive variable. In 
(Luo & Ito, 1993) the researchers developed an adaptive control algorithm such that the 
robot manipulator was able to maintain continuous interaction with a 1D deformable 
surface. In the work of (Seraji et al., 1996) a dual-mode control scheme using both 
compliance and force control was applied to establish a desired force on a 1D deformable 
surface. In the research effort of (Yao & Tomizuka, 1998) they used a robust combination of 
force and motion control to enable a robot manipulator to apply a force against a 1D 
nonlinear compliant surface. A feedback regulator was developed in (Siciliano & Villani, 
1997) which only required force and position measurements to be fed into the control loop 
to handle a compliant surface. In another framework handling compliant surfaces with 
unknown stiffness, (Chiaverini et al., 1994) introduced a parallel force/position control 
solution.  In (Li et al., 2008) researchers investigated solving the problem of interaction with 
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previous research works on deformable objects involve the modeling and controlling of 1D 
deformable linear objects, such as beams, cables, wires, tubes, ropes, and belts. Some of the 
skill-based modeling and manipulation for handling deformable linear objects has been 
reported, for example, by (Henrich et al., 1999) where they analyzed the contact states and 
point contacts of a deformable linear object with regard to manipulation skills. The problem 
of picking up linear deformable objects by experimentation is discussed in (Remde et al., 
1999a). The problem of inserting a flexible beam into a hole is examined in (Nakagaki et al., 
1995) using a heuristic approach to guide the manipulator motion. 
Finite-elements modeling techniques were also used to model deformable objects 
characteristics and to simulate the physical interaction. A framework is described in (Luo & 
Nelson, 2001) based on FEM modeling that fuses vision and force feedback for the control of 
highly linear deformable objects in form of active contours, or snakes, to visually observe 
changes in object shape during the manipulation process. The elastic deformation of a sheet 
metal part is modeled in (Li et al., 2002) using FEM and a statistical data model. The results 
from this model are used to minimize the part’s deformation. In (Kosuge et al., 1995), they 
used FEM modeling to examine the problem of controlling the static deformation of a plate 
when handled by a dual manipulation system. In one of the recent efforts, a finite-elements 
modeling technique was reported by (Garg & Dutta, 2006), where a model is developed to 
control the grasping and manipulation of a deformable object based on internal force 
requirements. In this model the object deformation is related to fingertip force, and based on 
impedance control of the end-effector.  
However, modeling of 3D deformable objects for robotic manipulation has not been widely 
addressed in the literature so far. This results from its inherent complexity and the fact that a 
majority of researchers hope to tackle the simpler 1D modeling problem before generalizing 
it to a 3D modeling solution. Among the very few research efforts on 3D modeling of 
deformable objects is the pioneering work reported by (Howard & Bekey, 2000) who 
developed a generalized solution to model and handle 3D unknown deformable objects. 
This work benefited from a dynamic model originally introduced by (Reznik & Laugier, 
1996) to control the deformation of a deformable fingertip. The model used in (Howard and 
Bekey, 2000) to represent the viscoelastic behavior is derived from dividing the object into a 
network of interconnected particles and springs according to the Kelvin model. Then by 
using Newtonian equations, the particles motion is used to calculate the deformation 
characteristics based on neural networks. Other interesting methods for modeling 3D 
deformable objects are based on probing the object to extract the deformation characteristics 
with the aid of vision. One of these methods was developed in (Lang et al.,  2002) to acquire 
deformable models of elastic objects in an interactive simulation environment where an 
integrated robotic facility was designed to probe the deformable object in order to acquire 
measurements of interactions with the object. Another method of probing and vision 
tracking was proposed in (Cretu et al., 2008) to model deformable objects geometric and 
elastic properties. The approach uses vision and neural networks to select only a few 
relevant sampling points on the surface of the object and guides the acquisition of 
deformation characteristics through tactile probing on these selected points. The 
measurements are combined to accurately represent the 3D deformable object in terms of 
shape and elastic behavior. 

 
 

3.1.3 Deformable Object Grasping and Contact Modeling 
Nowadays, an important goal of robotic systems is to achieve stable grasp and manipulation 
of objects whose attributes and deformation characteristics are not known a priori. To 
establish contact and grasp modeling for deformable objects, the concepts of rigid force and 
form closure, as well power grasp, were extended to accommodate deformable objects. In  
(Wakamatsu et al., 1996) the effort was to extend the concept of force closure for rigid objects 
with unbounded applied forces to deformable objects with bounded applied forces. 
Wakamatsu et al. introduced the concept of bounded force closure, which is defined as 
grasps that can resist any external force within the bound. They considered a candidate 
grasp and external forces within a bound that can deform and displace the deformed part. 
In (Prattichizzo et al., 1997) the focus is on the dynamics of the deformable objects during the 
process of power grasp. A geometric approach is adopted to derive a control law 
decoupling the internal force control action from the object dynamics. More recently, a new 
framework for grasping of deformable parts in assembly lines was proposed in 
(Gopalakrishnan & Goldberg, 2005) based on form closure for grasping deformable parts. In 
this framework a measure of grasp quality is defined based on balancing the potential 
energy needed to release the part against the potential energy that would result in plastic 
deformation. Other attempts were reported on grasping using soft fingers, such as the work 
in (Shimoga & Goldenberg, 1996), to design systems with force control based on grasping 
with soft fingers. In (Tremblay & Cutkosky, 1993) they also used a deformable fingertip but 
equipped with a dynamic tactile sensor which was able to detect slippage. The paper of 
(Inoue & Hirai, 2008) is an up-to-date reference on soft finger modeling and grasping 
analysis. 

 
3.2 Robotic Interaction Control with Deformable Objects 
In early robotic systems designed to manipulate deformable objects, the problem of 
interaction control was solved mainly in two different ways. The robotic system to handle 
deformable object was either designed based on force and grasp stability control, or force 
control versus deformation control. A control strategy based on PID control was proposed  
in (Mandal & Payandeh, 1995) to maintain stable contact against a compliant 1D surface. In 
(Meer & Rock, 1994) they used impedance control to manipulate flexible objects in 2D. A 
force and position control scheme was developed in (Chiaverini et al., 1994) capable of 
regulating a manipulator in contact with an elastically compliant surface using PID control. 
In the paper of (Patton et al., 1992) they used an adaptive control loop to generate correct 
tension on a 2D deformable object where stiffness is designated as the adaptive variable. In 
(Luo & Ito, 1993) the researchers developed an adaptive control algorithm such that the 
robot manipulator was able to maintain continuous interaction with a 1D deformable 
surface. In the work of (Seraji et al., 1996) a dual-mode control scheme using both 
compliance and force control was applied to establish a desired force on a 1D deformable 
surface. In the research effort of (Yao & Tomizuka, 1998) they used a robust combination of 
force and motion control to enable a robot manipulator to apply a force against a 1D 
nonlinear compliant surface. A feedback regulator was developed in (Siciliano & Villani, 
1997) which only required force and position measurements to be fed into the control loop 
to handle a compliant surface. In another framework handling compliant surfaces with 
unknown stiffness, (Chiaverini et al., 1994) introduced a parallel force/position control 
solution.  In (Li et al., 2008) researchers investigated solving the problem of interaction with 
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unknown deformable surface within an adaptive compliant force/motion control 
framework. The deformable object elasticity parameters were identified as a mass-spring 
system. Based on an intelligent setup for dynamic modeling introduced in (Katic & 
Vukobratovic, 1998) a PD controller was developed which allows a manipulator to apply a 
constant force on a 1D deformable object without having prior knowledge of its 
deformation. In the work reported by (Al-Jarrah & Zheng, 1998) a controller is set initially to 
command the manipulator to bend a 1D deformable object into a desired configuration in an 
intelligent compliant motion framework. In the work of (Venkataraman et al., 1993), a neural 
network was used to address the problem of deformation parameters identification. 
Similarly, a fuzzy logic based control system was introduced by (Tarokh & Bailey, 1996). In 
(Arai et al., 1993) the problem of deformable object manipulation in terms of both 
positioning and orientation of 2D objects was addressed. In their work, the desired 
trajectory was produced by controlling the torque. This control scheme was improved later 
in (Arai et al., 1997) by using recurrent neural network as a forward model. The focus in 
(Kim & Cho , 2000) was on solving the misalignment problem in flexible part assembly 
using neural networks. Finally, a real-time eye-in-hand system was introduced by (Terauchi 
et al., 2008) in which impedance control is used to cope with the flexible interaction and a 
neural network is used to learn the impedance parameters. A review of the intelligent 
control techniques applied for deformable object cases can be found in (Katic & 
Vukobratovic, 2003 ).   
Overall, these systems require explicit models of the object which include in-depth 
knowledge about mass/object dynamics and deformability, and therefore, a complex force 
sensory system is required to measure the position and force on the object. However, 
dexterous grasping and manipulation of a deformable object must be performed robustly 
despite uncertainties in the robot environment where deformable objects are neither exactly 
located nor modeled. This leads to higher flexibility, and can improve speed and precision 
of the task execution. A number of recent research efforts focus on improving both the task 
quality and its range of feasibility by using integrated vision and force based control 
schemes. In such dexterous manipulation it is important to consider the difference between 
the way of handling rigid and deformable objects. This leads to a major distinction between 
the definitions of grasping and manipulation respectively (Hirai et al., 2001). While the 
manipulation of a rigid object requires only the control of its location, the manipulation of a 
deformable object requires controlling both the location of the object and its deformation. In 
the handling process of rigid objects, grasping and manipulation can be performed 
independently. Grasping of a rigid object requires the control of grasping forces only, while 
manipulation of a freely moving rigid object results in the change of its position and 
orientation. On the other hand, grasping and manipulation interfere with each other in the 
handling of deformable objects. Grasping forces yield the deformation of a non-rigid object, 
which may simultaneously change the shape and location of the object. Hence contact 
between fingers and the object may be lost and grasping may be compromised due to the 
deformation at the fingertips. Therefore, in the handling of deformable objects, grasping and 
manipulation must be performed in a collaborative way. 

 
3.3 Interaction under Combined Vision, Force and Tactile Feedback 
The way of automating robotic manipulators to handle deformable objects in an unknown 
configuration typically involves an initial exploratory action by vision sensors to guide the 

robot arm toward the object, then visual information must be complemented by force/tactile 
measurements collected when a tactile probe or a dexterous hand comes in contact with the 
surface of the object. This supplementary data refines the knowledge about the position and 
orientation of the object and can provide an estimate of its elasticity or viscosity 
characteristics. All available information must be merged into a coherent model in order to 
allow the tuning of the feedback control loop that will guide the dexterous grasping and 
manipulation processes. Finally, tactile probing should continue during the operation using 
tactile sensors mounted on the fingertips to provide the necessary tactile sensitivity and 
sufficient dexterity to perform skillful manipulations of the deformable objects which may 
be of irregular shape and composition. Furthermore, visually monitoring of the task 
provides the necessary feedback to gauge how well the manipulator performed the task, or 
if an error has occurred, such as slippage. It is generally recognized that employing a multi-
sensory system is the most effective way to model the deformation and estimate the object's 
shape and its attributes during the manipulation.  
Vision systems can be used to detect the shape as well as to select proper picking points. 
Force/tactile sensors can also detect the shape or the contact. The contact state transitions 
based on force and vision sensors was studied in (Abegg et al., 2000). They presented a 
systematic approach to manipulating a deformable linear object by capturing the transition 
graph representing the possible poses of a linear deformable object in contact with a convex 
polyhedron. Neurocomputing was used on tactile data in (Molina et al., 2007) to model in 
real-time the stiffness of unknown deformable objects in the form of an anthropomorphic 
finger. Earlier attempts using vision systems for guiding a manipulator motion were 
concerned about  making a knot with a rope (Inoue & Inaba, 1983), about estimating the 3D 
pose of deformable object using stereoscopic vision (Byun & Nagata, 1996), or about 
estimating the shape of a flexible beam while inserting it into a hole (Nakagaki et al., 1996). 
Force/torque sensors were used also in (Kraus & McCarragher, 1997) to estimate the 
buckling of a linear deformable object when being inserted into a hole.  
In recent efforts to solve the interaction control problem using multi-sensory feedback, a 
robust control law was developed in (Hirai et al., 2001) for manipulation of 2D deformable 
parts using tactile and vision feedback to control the motion of a deformable object with 
respect to the position of selected reference points. Following this positioning approach, 
multiple points on a deformable object are guided to the final position. In a later study 
(Huang et al., 2005), a position/force hybrid control method that incorporates visual 
information with force control was introduced to enable a robot arm with a flexible tool in 
the form of a hose to perform the contact process with the unknown 2D deformable object. 
Recent developments in (Foresti & Pellegrino, 2004) focused on automating the way of 
handling deformable objects using vision techniques only. Their vision system works along 
with a hierarchical self-organizing neural network to select proper grasping points in 2D. 

 
3.4 Deformable Objects Manipulation in the Industry 
In the recent years, robotic manipulation of deformable objects has been demonstrated in a 
variety of biomedical applications as well as in various manufacturing processes, especially 
in the electronic and electrical industry, as well as in the automotive, the aerospace, the 
leather, textile and garment, and in the food processing industries. In biomedical and 
industrial applications, there exist many manipulative operations that deal with different 
types of deformable objects ranging from viscoelastic objects, such as in a tele-surgery 
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unknown deformable surface within an adaptive compliant force/motion control 
framework. The deformable object elasticity parameters were identified as a mass-spring 
system. Based on an intelligent setup for dynamic modeling introduced in (Katic & 
Vukobratovic, 1998) a PD controller was developed which allows a manipulator to apply a 
constant force on a 1D deformable object without having prior knowledge of its 
deformation. In the work reported by (Al-Jarrah & Zheng, 1998) a controller is set initially to 
command the manipulator to bend a 1D deformable object into a desired configuration in an 
intelligent compliant motion framework. In the work of (Venkataraman et al., 1993), a neural 
network was used to address the problem of deformation parameters identification. 
Similarly, a fuzzy logic based control system was introduced by (Tarokh & Bailey, 1996). In 
(Arai et al., 1993) the problem of deformable object manipulation in terms of both 
positioning and orientation of 2D objects was addressed. In their work, the desired 
trajectory was produced by controlling the torque. This control scheme was improved later 
in (Arai et al., 1997) by using recurrent neural network as a forward model. The focus in 
(Kim & Cho , 2000) was on solving the misalignment problem in flexible part assembly 
using neural networks. Finally, a real-time eye-in-hand system was introduced by (Terauchi 
et al., 2008) in which impedance control is used to cope with the flexible interaction and a 
neural network is used to learn the impedance parameters. A review of the intelligent 
control techniques applied for deformable object cases can be found in (Katic & 
Vukobratovic, 2003 ).   
Overall, these systems require explicit models of the object which include in-depth 
knowledge about mass/object dynamics and deformability, and therefore, a complex force 
sensory system is required to measure the position and force on the object. However, 
dexterous grasping and manipulation of a deformable object must be performed robustly 
despite uncertainties in the robot environment where deformable objects are neither exactly 
located nor modeled. This leads to higher flexibility, and can improve speed and precision 
of the task execution. A number of recent research efforts focus on improving both the task 
quality and its range of feasibility by using integrated vision and force based control 
schemes. In such dexterous manipulation it is important to consider the difference between 
the way of handling rigid and deformable objects. This leads to a major distinction between 
the definitions of grasping and manipulation respectively (Hirai et al., 2001). While the 
manipulation of a rigid object requires only the control of its location, the manipulation of a 
deformable object requires controlling both the location of the object and its deformation. In 
the handling process of rigid objects, grasping and manipulation can be performed 
independently. Grasping of a rigid object requires the control of grasping forces only, while 
manipulation of a freely moving rigid object results in the change of its position and 
orientation. On the other hand, grasping and manipulation interfere with each other in the 
handling of deformable objects. Grasping forces yield the deformation of a non-rigid object, 
which may simultaneously change the shape and location of the object. Hence contact 
between fingers and the object may be lost and grasping may be compromised due to the 
deformation at the fingertips. Therefore, in the handling of deformable objects, grasping and 
manipulation must be performed in a collaborative way. 

 
3.3 Interaction under Combined Vision, Force and Tactile Feedback 
The way of automating robotic manipulators to handle deformable objects in an unknown 
configuration typically involves an initial exploratory action by vision sensors to guide the 

robot arm toward the object, then visual information must be complemented by force/tactile 
measurements collected when a tactile probe or a dexterous hand comes in contact with the 
surface of the object. This supplementary data refines the knowledge about the position and 
orientation of the object and can provide an estimate of its elasticity or viscosity 
characteristics. All available information must be merged into a coherent model in order to 
allow the tuning of the feedback control loop that will guide the dexterous grasping and 
manipulation processes. Finally, tactile probing should continue during the operation using 
tactile sensors mounted on the fingertips to provide the necessary tactile sensitivity and 
sufficient dexterity to perform skillful manipulations of the deformable objects which may 
be of irregular shape and composition. Furthermore, visually monitoring of the task 
provides the necessary feedback to gauge how well the manipulator performed the task, or 
if an error has occurred, such as slippage. It is generally recognized that employing a multi-
sensory system is the most effective way to model the deformation and estimate the object's 
shape and its attributes during the manipulation.  
Vision systems can be used to detect the shape as well as to select proper picking points. 
Force/tactile sensors can also detect the shape or the contact. The contact state transitions 
based on force and vision sensors was studied in (Abegg et al., 2000). They presented a 
systematic approach to manipulating a deformable linear object by capturing the transition 
graph representing the possible poses of a linear deformable object in contact with a convex 
polyhedron. Neurocomputing was used on tactile data in (Molina et al., 2007) to model in 
real-time the stiffness of unknown deformable objects in the form of an anthropomorphic 
finger. Earlier attempts using vision systems for guiding a manipulator motion were 
concerned about  making a knot with a rope (Inoue & Inaba, 1983), about estimating the 3D 
pose of deformable object using stereoscopic vision (Byun & Nagata, 1996), or about 
estimating the shape of a flexible beam while inserting it into a hole (Nakagaki et al., 1996). 
Force/torque sensors were used also in (Kraus & McCarragher, 1997) to estimate the 
buckling of a linear deformable object when being inserted into a hole.  
In recent efforts to solve the interaction control problem using multi-sensory feedback, a 
robust control law was developed in (Hirai et al., 2001) for manipulation of 2D deformable 
parts using tactile and vision feedback to control the motion of a deformable object with 
respect to the position of selected reference points. Following this positioning approach, 
multiple points on a deformable object are guided to the final position. In a later study 
(Huang et al., 2005), a position/force hybrid control method that incorporates visual 
information with force control was introduced to enable a robot arm with a flexible tool in 
the form of a hose to perform the contact process with the unknown 2D deformable object. 
Recent developments in (Foresti & Pellegrino, 2004) focused on automating the way of 
handling deformable objects using vision techniques only. Their vision system works along 
with a hierarchical self-organizing neural network to select proper grasping points in 2D. 

 
3.4 Deformable Objects Manipulation in the Industry 
In the recent years, robotic manipulation of deformable objects has been demonstrated in a 
variety of biomedical applications as well as in various manufacturing processes, especially 
in the electronic and electrical industry, as well as in the automotive, the aerospace, the 
leather, textile and garment, and in the food processing industries. In biomedical and 
industrial applications, there exist many manipulative operations that deal with different 
types of deformable objects ranging from viscoelastic objects, such as in a tele-surgery 
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operation, to industrial materials, such as string-like flexible objects, rubber parts, fabrics, 
paper sheets, and foods. In (Saadat & Nan, 2002) a detailed survey is reported about 
deformable objects applications based on the type of industry and on the complexity of the 
deformable object considered, that is 1D, 2D, or even 3D in very few cases. These 
applications were collected from the fabric and garments, aerospace, automotive, 
shoe/leather, food processing, and medical industries. Several similar applications of 
deformable objects manipulation were also presented in (Henrich & Worn, 2000) with the 
focus on 1D and 2D objects. A comprehensive review of robotic manipulation in the food 
industry, where it requires handling flexible and irregular food products, was conducted in 
(Chua et al., 2003).  
One of the early efforts to automate the process of handling linear deformable objects was 
reported by (Chen & Zheng,  1991) where a vision system was used to calculate deflection of 
a beam and the trajectory of the end-effector was computed for insertion of the beam into a 
hole and tracking the beam deformation. A numerical differentiation method was 
introduced to estimate the amount of deformation. This method of deformation assessment 
was used in developing strategies for beams assembly in (Zheng et al., 1991). The focus of 
these authors in (Chen & Zheng, 1995) was also on inserting a flexible beam into a hole. The 
main contribution of this work is to maintain a minimum tool motion. In another research 
done by (Nakagaki et al., 1996), a vision system was employed to determine the shape of the 
inserting beam and the force acting on the beam is calculated by minimizing the potential 
energy under geometric constraints. Through a further study by the same group (Nakagaki 
et al., 1997) the amount of deformation of the object was determined by measuring its shape 
using stereovision, and the force acting on the tip using a force/torque sensor with less 
computation efforts.  In the work presented in (Hirai et al., 1995), the focus was in guiding a 
robotic manipulator in an industrial application to mimic an expert inserting a deformable 
hose onto a plug. In this experiment, force and vision sensors were used to examine the 
deformation of the hose during the task. In (Yue & Henrich, 2001) they addressed the 
problem of handling deformable linear objects to avoid acute vibration.  In (Al-Yahmadi & 
Hsia, 2005) a sliding mode control scheme was proposed to enable cooperative manipulators 
generating forces and moments required to handle a flexible beam along a predefined 
trajectory. Their nonlinear model was capable of suppressing the existing vibrations due to 
manipulation. The work in the paper (Huang et al., 2008) solved the problem of the mating 
process of electric cables in the context of linear deformable objects. In this paper they 
proposed a piecewise linear force model based on a combination of mass-spring systems to 
describe the matting process.   
In the efforts related to automotive industry, an algorithm was derived in (Remde et al., 
1999b) which was successful at moving a robot gripper to a position close to the object in 
order to perform picking up and hanging of linear deformable objects. Their method 
required only one point on the object to perform the gripping. In a related automotive 
process, in (Abegg et al., 2000) a feature-based visual control was developed. Sensory-motor 
primitives were used to evaluate the assembled part features and recognize its state. In 
another method discussed in (Byun & Nagata, 1996) the evaluation of the shape of the object 
is considered. This method is based on feature matching obtained from two images of an 
object from two different cameras. In (Kraus & McCarragher, 1997) they used a hybrid 
position/force solution in a sheet metal bending process.  This method avoids the building 
of internal forces and exploits the natural impedance provided to the manipulator. Other 

researchers have used multi-robots for the assembly of flexible sheet metal in the 
automotive industry. In the work carried out in (Mills & Ing, 1996), two robots were 
employed to grasp a flexible sheet metal payload. They used a dynamic model with the 
control method in order to implement an automobile body assembly. In (Sun et al. , 1998) the 
researchers used a hybrid position/force controller to operate two cooperative robots 
holding an aluminum sheet while performing the desired movement. The presence of an 
internal force control helped to avoid any possible damage to the system.  
Applications of deformable objects handling was also reported in fabrics, garment, fur, rope, 
leather and the shoe industries. Tying knots in ropes and linking knitted fabrics are 
considered as another category of deformable linear objects for industrial applications. In 
the work conducted in (Hopcroft et al., 1991), the robotic system described was able to tie 
knots in ropes of many different sizes, stiffnesses, and initial configurations.The 
manipulation of ropes as deformable objects which exhibit hysteresis was studied in 
(Matsuno et al., 2005). They proposed a method to express a rope status using a topological 
model. On the same topic, in (Saha & Isto, 2007) a topological 3D probabilistic roadmap 
approach was introduced to plan the manipulator motion to tie knots. In (Wada et al., 2001) 
they proposed a robust manipulation system using a simple PID controller for linking of 
knitted fabrics. In this swing operation multiple points on the deformable object should be 
guided to their location simultaneously to handle both bending and stretch deformations. A 
strategy has been derived in (Ono et al., 1995)  for unfolding a fabric piece based on 
cooperative sensing of touch and vision. A robotic system driven by a PD controller for 
garment inspection purpose was developed in (Yuen et al., 2008). In the work carried out in 
(Foresti & Pellegrino,  2004), the researchers focused their attention on automating the way 
of picking furs through using vision techniques only. Their vision system can successfully 
select proper grasping points on fur pieces. In a leather industrial process, (Tout & 
Reedman, 1990) reported the use of a vision system capable of recognizing and 
distinguishing flat leather components with irregular shapes. In a roughing process for 
leather and shoe-making industry, a manufacturing process was developed in (Spencer, 
1996) where the vision system was able to calculate the roughing trajectory and tool 
orientation. A rubber belt assembly system was implemented in (Miura & Ikeuchi, 1995) 
using vision sensor and they succeeded in automating the belt-pulley assembly process in 
3D.  
In the space industry, the problem of the manipulation of large flexible structures by space 
cooperative manipulators was addressed in (Tzeranis et al., 2005). Their control algorithm 
ensures the application of the required forces on the flexible structure to perform the desired 
maneuvers while minimizing the effect of vibrations. Other than the references mentioned 
above, another set of publications dealing with interesting issues of applications involving 
1D and 2D deformable objects manipulation were also reported. Amongst these 
applications, methods were proposed to extract and handle fruits and vegetables with 
specialized grippers in (Naghdy & Esmaili, 1996; Davis et al. 2008), to manipulate linear 
objects in (Zheng & Chen, 1993; Schmidt & Henrich, 2001; Schlechter & Henrich, 2002; Yue 
& Henrich, 2002 ; Acker &  Henrich, 2003), to handle postal sacks in (Kazerooni & Foley, 
2005), to manipulate bound book pages in (Young & Nourbakhsh, 2004), for knotting 
manipulation in (Wakamatsu et al., 2002; 2004), and to automate unfolding fabrics in (Ono, 
2000) . 
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operation, to industrial materials, such as string-like flexible objects, rubber parts, fabrics, 
paper sheets, and foods. In (Saadat & Nan, 2002) a detailed survey is reported about 
deformable objects applications based on the type of industry and on the complexity of the 
deformable object considered, that is 1D, 2D, or even 3D in very few cases. These 
applications were collected from the fabric and garments, aerospace, automotive, 
shoe/leather, food processing, and medical industries. Several similar applications of 
deformable objects manipulation were also presented in (Henrich & Worn, 2000) with the 
focus on 1D and 2D objects. A comprehensive review of robotic manipulation in the food 
industry, where it requires handling flexible and irregular food products, was conducted in 
(Chua et al., 2003).  
One of the early efforts to automate the process of handling linear deformable objects was 
reported by (Chen & Zheng,  1991) where a vision system was used to calculate deflection of 
a beam and the trajectory of the end-effector was computed for insertion of the beam into a 
hole and tracking the beam deformation. A numerical differentiation method was 
introduced to estimate the amount of deformation. This method of deformation assessment 
was used in developing strategies for beams assembly in (Zheng et al., 1991). The focus of 
these authors in (Chen & Zheng, 1995) was also on inserting a flexible beam into a hole. The 
main contribution of this work is to maintain a minimum tool motion. In another research 
done by (Nakagaki et al., 1996), a vision system was employed to determine the shape of the 
inserting beam and the force acting on the beam is calculated by minimizing the potential 
energy under geometric constraints. Through a further study by the same group (Nakagaki 
et al., 1997) the amount of deformation of the object was determined by measuring its shape 
using stereovision, and the force acting on the tip using a force/torque sensor with less 
computation efforts.  In the work presented in (Hirai et al., 1995), the focus was in guiding a 
robotic manipulator in an industrial application to mimic an expert inserting a deformable 
hose onto a plug. In this experiment, force and vision sensors were used to examine the 
deformation of the hose during the task. In (Yue & Henrich, 2001) they addressed the 
problem of handling deformable linear objects to avoid acute vibration.  In (Al-Yahmadi & 
Hsia, 2005) a sliding mode control scheme was proposed to enable cooperative manipulators 
generating forces and moments required to handle a flexible beam along a predefined 
trajectory. Their nonlinear model was capable of suppressing the existing vibrations due to 
manipulation. The work in the paper (Huang et al., 2008) solved the problem of the mating 
process of electric cables in the context of linear deformable objects. In this paper they 
proposed a piecewise linear force model based on a combination of mass-spring systems to 
describe the matting process.   
In the efforts related to automotive industry, an algorithm was derived in (Remde et al., 
1999b) which was successful at moving a robot gripper to a position close to the object in 
order to perform picking up and hanging of linear deformable objects. Their method 
required only one point on the object to perform the gripping. In a related automotive 
process, in (Abegg et al., 2000) a feature-based visual control was developed. Sensory-motor 
primitives were used to evaluate the assembled part features and recognize its state. In 
another method discussed in (Byun & Nagata, 1996) the evaluation of the shape of the object 
is considered. This method is based on feature matching obtained from two images of an 
object from two different cameras. In (Kraus & McCarragher, 1997) they used a hybrid 
position/force solution in a sheet metal bending process.  This method avoids the building 
of internal forces and exploits the natural impedance provided to the manipulator. Other 

researchers have used multi-robots for the assembly of flexible sheet metal in the 
automotive industry. In the work carried out in (Mills & Ing, 1996), two robots were 
employed to grasp a flexible sheet metal payload. They used a dynamic model with the 
control method in order to implement an automobile body assembly. In (Sun et al. , 1998) the 
researchers used a hybrid position/force controller to operate two cooperative robots 
holding an aluminum sheet while performing the desired movement. The presence of an 
internal force control helped to avoid any possible damage to the system.  
Applications of deformable objects handling was also reported in fabrics, garment, fur, rope, 
leather and the shoe industries. Tying knots in ropes and linking knitted fabrics are 
considered as another category of deformable linear objects for industrial applications. In 
the work conducted in (Hopcroft et al., 1991), the robotic system described was able to tie 
knots in ropes of many different sizes, stiffnesses, and initial configurations.The 
manipulation of ropes as deformable objects which exhibit hysteresis was studied in 
(Matsuno et al., 2005). They proposed a method to express a rope status using a topological 
model. On the same topic, in (Saha & Isto, 2007) a topological 3D probabilistic roadmap 
approach was introduced to plan the manipulator motion to tie knots. In (Wada et al., 2001) 
they proposed a robust manipulation system using a simple PID controller for linking of 
knitted fabrics. In this swing operation multiple points on the deformable object should be 
guided to their location simultaneously to handle both bending and stretch deformations. A 
strategy has been derived in (Ono et al., 1995)  for unfolding a fabric piece based on 
cooperative sensing of touch and vision. A robotic system driven by a PD controller for 
garment inspection purpose was developed in (Yuen et al., 2008). In the work carried out in 
(Foresti & Pellegrino,  2004), the researchers focused their attention on automating the way 
of picking furs through using vision techniques only. Their vision system can successfully 
select proper grasping points on fur pieces. In a leather industrial process, (Tout & 
Reedman, 1990) reported the use of a vision system capable of recognizing and 
distinguishing flat leather components with irregular shapes. In a roughing process for 
leather and shoe-making industry, a manufacturing process was developed in (Spencer, 
1996) where the vision system was able to calculate the roughing trajectory and tool 
orientation. A rubber belt assembly system was implemented in (Miura & Ikeuchi, 1995) 
using vision sensor and they succeeded in automating the belt-pulley assembly process in 
3D.  
In the space industry, the problem of the manipulation of large flexible structures by space 
cooperative manipulators was addressed in (Tzeranis et al., 2005). Their control algorithm 
ensures the application of the required forces on the flexible structure to perform the desired 
maneuvers while minimizing the effect of vibrations. Other than the references mentioned 
above, another set of publications dealing with interesting issues of applications involving 
1D and 2D deformable objects manipulation were also reported. Amongst these 
applications, methods were proposed to extract and handle fruits and vegetables with 
specialized grippers in (Naghdy & Esmaili, 1996; Davis et al. 2008), to manipulate linear 
objects in (Zheng & Chen, 1993; Schmidt & Henrich, 2001; Schlechter & Henrich, 2002; Yue 
& Henrich, 2002 ; Acker &  Henrich, 2003), to handle postal sacks in (Kazerooni & Foley, 
2005), to manipulate bound book pages in (Young & Nourbakhsh, 2004), for knotting 
manipulation in (Wakamatsu et al., 2002; 2004), and to automate unfolding fabrics in (Ono, 
2000) . 
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Despite substantial developments reported in the robotic manipulation process of industrial 
deformable objects, solving this problem still constitutes a challenging area of research 
because of the complexity of interactions between the deformable object and the 
manipulator, especially in the 3D case. Also the challenges are increased in some 
applications where hazardous or harsh environments require extra autonomy to completely 
remove human intervention. Several applications of this type are emerging for security and 
in space applications where it is difficult or impossible to operate safely without using 
advanced intelligent robotic systems. The harsh environment of space, the significant costs 
of life support systems for human beings and of "man-rating" space systems for safety, and 
the communications problems caused by the immense distances involved in interplanetary 
travel have given space programs additional incentives to develop systems of total 
automation beyond those commonly employed in industry. The sheer magnitude of many 
interesting applications, such as establishing green houses on the moon, requires massive 
automation and enhancement to the way robot manipulators deal with deformable objects. 

 
4. Dexterous End-effectors 
 

Dexterous end-effectors in form of a multi-fingered gripper or an anthropomorphic hand 
have a crucial role to play to support the manipulation of deformable objects. In order to 
meet the requirements imposed by the interaction with deformable objects, dexterous hands 
must have a sufficient number of degrees of freedom and be equipped with tactile sensors 
on their fingertips and palm.  
A wide variety of robotic grippers/hands, both for industrial robotic applications and for 
humanoid robots, are already available to researchers, and some even start to be integrated 
into commercial applications. (Biagiotti et al., 2004; Alba et al., 2005) review some of the 
available state-of-the-art dexterous hands summarizing their features and specifications. 
(Okamura et al. , 2000) also surveys dexterous manipulation algorithms that can be applied 
to the case of deformable objects.  Researchers consider the human hand as the reference 
model in the development of robotic hands where the focus is kept on either 
anthropomorphic design or dexterous design. Therefore, to decide on the suitable design, 
anthropomorphism, dexterity, speed and force/tactile sensing ability are the major factors 
to trade-off. However, in some applications the hand is also combined with data glove 
interface to allow for haptic tasks to be performed.  
Any of these hands has the potential to be mounted on a suitable manipulator to develop an 
autonomous system for the purpose of handling deformable objects. However, there are still 
important issues that arise from the use and integration of such dexterous hands with off-
the-shelf robotic manipulators. The main one comes from the fact that most robot arms 
commercially available do not offer an open architecture. Many newly developed dexterous 
hands also suffer from the same limitation, while their architecture, both mechanical and 
electronics, may not be suitable for a large range of deformable objects applications. 
Beyond conducting laboratory experimentation, dexterous hands are expected to perform a 
wide range of applications in complex scenarios of rigid objects manipulation (Carrozza et 
al., 2002; Namiki et al., 2003a; Rothling et al., 2007). For that reason, more sophisticated 
modeling and control schemes need to be achieved using their extended sensor information. 
The position of the object relative to the hand, and the point of contact between the 
manipulated object’s surface and the finger remain the essential information to monitor. 

However, the modeling and control problem of dexterous hand has been solved in general 
using simplified approaches based on heuristic rules inferred from practical task execution. 
This is because the mechanical model complexity and system nonlinearity make the 
optimization problem mathematically difficult to resolve. The development of fundamental 
optimized dexterous control methods for rigid objects manipulation was explored in (Yin et 
al., 2003) within the framework of hybrid control scheme. The problem was solved in 
(Biagiotti et al., 2003) based on impedance control with less mathematical constraints. More 
recently, in (Takahashi et al., 2008), they developed an alternative robust force and position 
control for adaptive and stable grasping of solid objects with unknown mass and stiffness. 
Their algorithm can switch among the two position control and force control modes 
according to the amount of external force applied in order to achieve a successful grasp. In 
(Prats et al., 2008) they applied the task frame formulation for manipulators (Baeten & De 
Schutter, 2003) at the hand level introducing a framework for dexterous manipulation of 
everyday rigid objects in household chores. Also, recent work has been presented to control 
a dexterous multi-fingered hand in deformable object manipulation application in (Minyong 
et al., 2007; Mouri et al., 2007) where hybrid impedance and force control strategies were 
applied to imitate the movements of human hand. In the experiments carried out, the 
stiffness characteristics of the object can be estimated in terms of mass-damped spring 
system’s parameters using the impedance perception method introduced in (Kikuuwe & 
Yoshikawa, 2005). A robust and intuitive controller for multi-fingered hand was proposed in 
(Wimboeck et al., 2006) to manipulate a deformable object where its motion and grasp forces 
are estimated based on a mass-spring system. 
From the instrumentation point of view, recent vision techniques developed for dexterous 
hand grasping and manipulation of rigid objects can be found in (Saxena et al., 2008). The 
grasping of unknown objects is learnt without need for it to be modeled. Grasping based on 
a kinematic model built from interactive perception is also achieved in (Katz & Brock, 2008). 
Multi-fingered dexterous hand grasping and force control using tactile feedback was also 
investigated in the literature for the rigid objects case. The work in (Maekawa et al., 1996) 
and that in (Morales et al., 2007) experimented with the integration of force/torque sensor 
combined with the tactile feedback. As a new trend, researchers started to consider in their 
setups and platforms a combination of vision with force/torque and tactile sensing to 
improve the grasping performance and stability of the multi-fingered hand (Allen et al., 
1999; Kragic et al., 2003). The focus in  (Namiki et al., 2003b) was on developing dexterous 
hands with fast response grasping ability based on a suitable design and parallel sensory 
feedback to cope with the sudden dynamic changes in the environment. Several recent 
publications (Miller et al., 2005; Ciocarlie et al., 2008 a,b; Tegin et al., 2008) introduce 
dexterous grasping techniques under prosthetic frameworks where the robotic hand gets 
more and more to resemble the  human hand performance and dexterity. In some cases, the 
robotic hand is trained using real human interaction data. Finally, in order to evaluate the 
multi-fingered hand grasp quality and stability, measurement methods were established in 
the form of performance indices in (Kim et al., 2004), which greatly help generalize and 
compare the development of the technology.  
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of life support systems for human beings and of "man-rating" space systems for safety, and 
the communications problems caused by the immense distances involved in interplanetary 
travel have given space programs additional incentives to develop systems of total 
automation beyond those commonly employed in industry. The sheer magnitude of many 
interesting applications, such as establishing green houses on the moon, requires massive 
automation and enhancement to the way robot manipulators deal with deformable objects. 
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grasping of unknown objects is learnt without need for it to be modeled. Grasping based on 
a kinematic model built from interactive perception is also achieved in (Katz & Brock, 2008). 
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investigated in the literature for the rigid objects case. The work in (Maekawa et al., 1996) 
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5. Conclusion 
 

In an attempt to support the ongoing effort of development for robotic solutions to the 
manipulation of deformable objects with multi-sensory feedback, this chapter reviewed the 
major trends adopted over the last decades in autonomous robotic interaction, which 
remains mainly guided by vision and force/tactile sensing. This extensive survey aimed at 
providing and classifying a critical list of relevant references that broadly cover the field. 
Starting from an overview of classical modeling and control techniques with application to 
the robotic manipulation of rigid objects, the review investigated how these approaches are 
being extended to the case of deformable objects manipulation. The main issues related with 
the significant differences between rigid and non-rigid objects were highlighted and 
consideration was given to a wide range of solutions that have been proposed, often in 
direct correspondence with a specific application. 
It is noticeable that most of the control methods available in the literature are applied to 
manipulate 1D and 2D deformable objects. The study of how to control a robot arm to 
handle a 3D deformable object still remains an open subject. Only a few early attempts to 
produce a generalized approach for handling 3D deformable objects were reported. Also, 
most of the proposed solutions currently available address the modeling problem of 3D 
deformable objects without attempting to solve the control problem simultaneously. 
Furthermore, the manipulation process does not involve any dexterity considerations. 
The study of these aspects is essential for the current effort of the robotic research 
community to establish a novel framework for the purpose of dexterous handling of 3D 
deformable objects. It involves the development of sophisticated multi-sensory systems to 
work in coordination with a robot arm and hand, taking into account their mechanical 
structure and control scheme, that influence the accuracy, and the dexterity. The integration 
of such complementary techniques will ensure that more elaborate manipulation can be 
achieved in the near future.  
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1. Introduction

The present work addresses the task analysis and the kinematic design of a novel robotic chair
to be used for diagnosing and treating Benign Paroxysmal Positional Vertigo (BPPV).
The task analysis process is based on: 1) Direct specifications given by well-trained doctors;
2) Theoretical considerations built upon a mathematical model describing BPPV dynamics.
BPPV is the most frequent cause of vertigo and it is characterized by intense symptoms of
dizziness and nausea of short duration which are induced by a postural variation of the pa-
tient. A common name for BPPV is "top-shelf vertigo", since dizziness often occurs when
tilting back the head, such as when looking at objects on the top shelf. In the elder patients,
it represents a frequent cause of equilibrium loss and consequent possible traumatic injuries.
Sometimes BPPV symptoms disappear spontaneously but more often they tend to last for
months or even years if not adequately treated. It was estimated that 20% of the patients that
complain about dizziness are affected by BPPV (approximately 64 in 100,000 people per year
in Northern America (Baloh et al., 1989; Froehling et al., 1991; Honrubia et al., 1996)).
BPPV is a malfunction of the vestibular system which is the sensory structure that mainly
contributes to the equilibrium. The vestibular system is situated inside the cranium and com-
prises three fluid-filled semicircular canals (SCC) namely Horizontal Canal (HC), Posterior
Canal (PC) and Anterior Canal (AC) (Figure 1(a)) whose duty is the perception of the body’s
angular motion.
Even though data relating SCC’s mutual orientation are sparse, multiple studies of inter-SCC
angles concluded that canals are close to perpendicular. Anyway, the relative orientation of
the SCC is characterized by a certain degree of disparity within the population of individuals
and it can be described by a mean value and its standard deviation (Della Santina et al., 2005;
Shinichiro et al., 2005). In media, AC lies on a plane inclined approximately 45◦ with respect
to the body’s sagittal plane, PC lies on a plane inclined 45◦ but in the opposite direction, HC
is perpendicular to the other two canals and it is inclined approximately 15-20◦ with respect
to the body’s horizontal plane (Figure 1(b)).
The body rotation is sensed through a sensory membrane (cupola) which is deflected by the
action of the fluid contained in the SCC. Two identical sensory structures are symmetrically
disposed with respect to the body’s saggital plane (six SCC in total).
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Fig. 1. Human vestibular system and BPPV.

The physiological cause of BPPV is the abnormal presence of calcite particles, named otoconia
or otoliths, within the SCC. It is believed that the presence of otoconia within the SCC could
interfere with their normal functioning and could induce a false sensation of motion when in
reality the head is kept still.
Concerning the genesis of BPPV, the otoconia separate from their original location within the
inner ear and are brought into the canals by normal head movements in everyday life. The
medical community have proposed two mechanism to explain BPPV: cupulolithiasis, in which
otoconia attach directly to the cupula, and canalithiasis, in which otoconia settle through the
canals and exert a fluid pressure across the cupula (Figure 1(c)). A third and minor theory
states that BPPV is caused by calcite dust which is gradually absorbed by the soft tissues
causing BPPV symptoms to disappear spontaneously.
Different techniques can be used for BPPV diagnosis and treatment. Most techniques consist
in a series of movements of the cranium of the patient in different spatial positions and ori-
entations (repositioning maneuvers or RM, (Brandt & Daroff, 1980; Epley, 1992; Pagnini et al.,

1989; Semont et al., 1980)). RM are executed manually by the doctor and are designed so as to
drive otoconia all the way around and out of the canal, so that they settle in the vestibule/utricle
(Figure 1(a)). As the otoconia reach this position BPPV symptoms disappear.
The success of the RM in most clinical cases has raised an emerging consensus that canalithi-
asis is the more likely mechanism for BPPV. On the other hand, recent publications (House &
Honrubia, 2003) suggest that both canalithiasis and cupulolithiasis are possibile.
Concerning BPPV diagnosis, the side (left or right) and the SCC affected by BPPV can be pre-
dicted through the observation of the direction of an anomalous eye movement (nystagmus).
The nystagmus is evoked by the vestibular-ocular reflex (Raphan et al., 1979; Robinson, 1977)
as a result of abnormal stimulation caused by the presence of otoconia within the interested
canal. It is believed (Squires et al., 2004) that the size (and mass) of the otoconia dispersed
within the SCC is proportional to the intensity of the nystagmus.
Alike the treatment methodology, the diagnosis is carried out through a series of maneuvers
called diagnostic maneuvers (DM) during which the doctor recognizes the existence and ty-
pology of nystagmus and decides which RM has to be used as treatment. DM are carried out
a second time after the treatment: the absence of nystagmus during a subsequent DM repre-
sents the marker of the healing.
It has been shown (Epley, 1992) that DM/RM are efficient in 80% of the cases when executed
by a well trained doctor. Possible failures can be caused by: (1) a not correct diagnosis; (2)
the presence of otoconia in more than one SCC at the same time; (3) a sensible variation of
the SCC orientation with respect to the theoretic orientation upon which RM are designed; (4)
otoconia which stick to the SCC walls during RM and therefore do not reach the desired final
position. If RM are not successful, surgery becomes necessary.
In any case, manual maneuvers present a series of limits such as: (1) very poor repeatability
of the trajectories and subsequent impossibility of standardization, (2) limited capability of
moving and orienting the patient, especially in case of obese people or elderly with mobility
hindrances (where abrupt body/neck’s movements should be avoided).
In practice, the efficiency of the present therapeutical methods could be highly improved
if:

• A sensorial system capable of recognizing/measuring the existence and typology of
nystagmus is employed. Such sensors are commercially available (Figure 2(a)) but it
is impossible to correlate their data with the instantaneous pose of the patient during
manual RM. Therefore, those devices should be either integrated with a system capable
of precisely manipulating the human body or provided with a position/orientation
sensor.

• RM and DM are adapted to the need and specific SCC orientation of the single patient.
A 3D model of the vestibular system (including SCC morphology, position and orienta-
tion within the head) can be made available via TAC or MRN (Figure 2(b)) and specific
software (Arnold et al. (1997), Figure 2(c)).

• A purposely designed robotic system is available with the capability of generating fully
controllable trajectories with adequate kinematic and dynamic characteristics and ade-
quate repeatability (Nakayama & Epley, 2005).

Besides the improved efficiency of the maneuver, a manipulator purposely designed for the
study of BPPV could give a better insight of the physiological mechanisms that cause this
disease. Past research has been focused on quantitative modeling of healthy vestibular activ-
ity only whereas the discussions around BPPV are nowadays still qualitative. A quantitative
analysis is therefore necessary to fully understand the dynamics of top-shelf vertigo and to
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hindrances (where abrupt body/neck’s movements should be avoided).
In practice, the efficiency of the present therapeutical methods could be highly improved
if:

• A sensorial system capable of recognizing/measuring the existence and typology of
nystagmus is employed. Such sensors are commercially available (Figure 2(a)) but it
is impossible to correlate their data with the instantaneous pose of the patient during
manual RM. Therefore, those devices should be either integrated with a system capable
of precisely manipulating the human body or provided with a position/orientation
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• RM and DM are adapted to the need and specific SCC orientation of the single patient.
A 3D model of the vestibular system (including SCC morphology, position and orienta-
tion within the head) can be made available via TAC or MRN (Figure 2(b)) and specific
software (Arnold et al. (1997), Figure 2(c)).

• A purposely designed robotic system is available with the capability of generating fully
controllable trajectories with adequate kinematic and dynamic characteristics and ade-
quate repeatability (Nakayama & Epley, 2005).

Besides the improved efficiency of the maneuver, a manipulator purposely designed for the
study of BPPV could give a better insight of the physiological mechanisms that cause this
disease. Past research has been focused on quantitative modeling of healthy vestibular activ-
ity only whereas the discussions around BPPV are nowadays still qualitative. A quantitative
analysis is therefore necessary to fully understand the dynamics of top-shelf vertigo and to
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(a) Video-oculography (Sec. 7). (b) MRN of the vestbular system
(Sec. 7).

(c) SCC 3D reconstruc-
tion (Teixido, 2006).

Fig. 2. Different tools used in the study of the vestibular activity.

find unambiguous treatment methodology.
On the basis of the aforementioned considerations, this chapter focuses on: 1) The develop-
ment of a mathematical model which describes the dynamics of BPPV to be used for a reason-
able planning of efficient RM; 2) The topological and dimensional synthesis of a serial robot
for manipulating the human body and capable of overcoming those limitations which arise
during manual RM. The outcome of this work will be useful for selecting the manipulator’s
actuation system and for optimizing its mechanical structure. On the other hand, some con-
siderations outlined in the following sections are generally interesting when existing RM are
critically compared in terms of efficacy.
Note that, if not explicitly reported, all the angles are indicated in radians, the lengths are in
meters and the functions’ time dependence is omitted for brevity.

2. General aspect of BPPV treatment methodologies

Figures 3(a), 3(b), 3(c) report, as instances, the schematics of a well known DM, namely the
Dix-Hallpike DM (Dix & Hallpike, 1952), and of two RM, namely the Epley and the Semont
maneuver (Epley, 1992; Semont et al., 1980). A survey of known DM and RM can be found in
(Parnes et al., 2003).
In the Dix-Hallpike DM, the patient is brought from supine to seated position keeping the
head turned 45◦ on one side and extended about 20◦ backward. If the test is positive the
maneuver will cause the eyes to jump upward and twist.
The Epley RM, for treating BPPV of PC, involves sequential movements of the head into four
different positions, keeping each position for roughly 30 seconds.
The Semont RM, for treating BPPV of PC, is a procedure where the patient is quickly moved
from lying on one side to lying on the other. Despite being 90% effective after 4 treatment
sessions, it is a vigorous maneuver that can be dangerous when treating elderly people and
it is not currently favoured in the US. Moreover, the same inertial forces applied during this
RM cannot be easily applied when treating BPPV of HC (where another RM is used i.e., the
Pagnini RM (Pagnini et al., 1989)).
From a kinematic point of view, the existing maneuvers are classifiable in:

• RM that rely on the interaction between otoliths and gravity and therefore are based
upon otoconia’s sedimentation within the SCC. A typical example is the Epley RM.
From a kinematic point of view, these maneuvers are based on the orientation of the

human body with respect to gravity and can therefore be realized with an RR structure
(neglecting possible joints’ limits).

• RM that rely both on otoconia sedimentation and on inertial forces due to rapid postu-
ral variation of the patient. It is believed that the inertial forces are capable of breaking
the particle-walls interactions that could prevent the otoconia from moving under the
effect of gravity. Typical examples are the Semount and the Pagnini RM. From a kine-
matic point of view, these maneuvers are based on both orienting and positioning the
human body with specified trajectories.

As it has been underlined in the previous section, it is possible to enhance RM’ efficacy by
adding a certain degree of flexibility in the execution of different poses which would allow for
the investigation of manually unfeasible maneuvers.
Several cases of robots employed for human handling can be found in the fields of virtual sim-
ulation or entertainment; for instance, the RoboCoaster from Kuka Roboticker GmbH (Kuka,
2004), is a six axis serial robot capable of carrying two passengers in programmable ride se-
quences. A more specific example is the Omniax Positioning System (OPS) designed and
manufactured at the Portland Otologic Clinic by Eng. William Scott following Dr. J. M. Ep-
ley specifications (Nakayama & Epley, 2005) precisely for BPPV’s diagnosis and treatment.
The system is basically a moving chair that controls the patient’s orientation by providing
360◦ rotations along two fixed axis plus a third axis for adjusting the pitch plane. By using
the OPS, Nakayama and Epley have already demonstrated that a 360◦ maneuverability and
repeatability can improve capabilities for managing BPPV. However, in their work, nothing
is said about the application of controlled major inertial forces neither about the possibility
of specifying the otoconia trajectory with respect to the SCC position. In practice, being an
orienting device, the OPS cannot overcome the limitations of every RM relying on otoconia
sedimentation.
In particular, the otoconia is an irregularly shaped rigid particle which might stick to the SCC
soft walls. Therefore: 1) Controlled inertial forces could be useful to break the particle-wall
interaction (as reported in Squires et al. (2004)); 2) A treatment strategy which prevents the
otoconia from touching the SCC as the maneuver has started could increase the rate of suc-
cess of non-invasive therapies.
The next section further addresses this issue.

3. Dynamic Model for BPPV

This section describes an idealized dynamic model of a single otoconium (hereafter also re-
ferred to as “the particle”) moving inside a SCC. The aim of the model is to numerically sim-
ulate the particle’s motion in the case of canalithiasis (Figure 1(c)). An analytical description
of the mechanics of cupulolithiasis can be found in (Rajguru et al., 2004).
Similarly to the model proposed by Obrist & Hegemann (2008), a series of simplifying as-
sumptions are made:

• The analysis of the otoconium motion is limited to regions where the SCC can be mod-
eled as a circular toroid. This is in contrast with (Squires et al., 2004) where a SCC with
varying cross sectional area is considered;

• The otoconium is considered as a sphere whose radius is negligible with respect to the
SCC cross section;

• The radius of the SCC cross section is negligible with respect to the curvature of the
circular toroid (Squires et al., 2004). This assumption allows to consider the SCC as a
straight circular cylinder when calculating the Stokes drag force acting on the particle.
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critically compared in terms of efficacy.
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The Semont RM, for treating BPPV of PC, is a procedure where the patient is quickly moved
from lying on one side to lying on the other. Despite being 90% effective after 4 treatment
sessions, it is a vigorous maneuver that can be dangerous when treating elderly people and
it is not currently favoured in the US. Moreover, the same inertial forces applied during this
RM cannot be easily applied when treating BPPV of HC (where another RM is used i.e., the
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upon otoconia’s sedimentation within the SCC. A typical example is the Epley RM.
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(neglecting possible joints’ limits).

• RM that rely both on otoconia sedimentation and on inertial forces due to rapid postu-
ral variation of the patient. It is believed that the inertial forces are capable of breaking
the particle-walls interactions that could prevent the otoconia from moving under the
effect of gravity. Typical examples are the Semount and the Pagnini RM. From a kine-
matic point of view, these maneuvers are based on both orienting and positioning the
human body with specified trajectories.

As it has been underlined in the previous section, it is possible to enhance RM’ efficacy by
adding a certain degree of flexibility in the execution of different poses which would allow for
the investigation of manually unfeasible maneuvers.
Several cases of robots employed for human handling can be found in the fields of virtual sim-
ulation or entertainment; for instance, the RoboCoaster from Kuka Roboticker GmbH (Kuka,
2004), is a six axis serial robot capable of carrying two passengers in programmable ride se-
quences. A more specific example is the Omniax Positioning System (OPS) designed and
manufactured at the Portland Otologic Clinic by Eng. William Scott following Dr. J. M. Ep-
ley specifications (Nakayama & Epley, 2005) precisely for BPPV’s diagnosis and treatment.
The system is basically a moving chair that controls the patient’s orientation by providing
360◦ rotations along two fixed axis plus a third axis for adjusting the pitch plane. By using
the OPS, Nakayama and Epley have already demonstrated that a 360◦ maneuverability and
repeatability can improve capabilities for managing BPPV. However, in their work, nothing
is said about the application of controlled major inertial forces neither about the possibility
of specifying the otoconia trajectory with respect to the SCC position. In practice, being an
orienting device, the OPS cannot overcome the limitations of every RM relying on otoconia
sedimentation.
In particular, the otoconia is an irregularly shaped rigid particle which might stick to the SCC
soft walls. Therefore: 1) Controlled inertial forces could be useful to break the particle-wall
interaction (as reported in Squires et al. (2004)); 2) A treatment strategy which prevents the
otoconia from touching the SCC as the maneuver has started could increase the rate of suc-
cess of non-invasive therapies.
The next section further addresses this issue.

3. Dynamic Model for BPPV

This section describes an idealized dynamic model of a single otoconium (hereafter also re-
ferred to as “the particle”) moving inside a SCC. The aim of the model is to numerically sim-
ulate the particle’s motion in the case of canalithiasis (Figure 1(c)). An analytical description
of the mechanics of cupulolithiasis can be found in (Rajguru et al., 2004).
Similarly to the model proposed by Obrist & Hegemann (2008), a series of simplifying as-
sumptions are made:

• The analysis of the otoconium motion is limited to regions where the SCC can be mod-
eled as a circular toroid. This is in contrast with (Squires et al., 2004) where a SCC with
varying cross sectional area is considered;

• The otoconium is considered as a sphere whose radius is negligible with respect to the
SCC cross section;

• The radius of the SCC cross section is negligible with respect to the curvature of the
circular toroid (Squires et al., 2004). This assumption allows to consider the SCC as a
straight circular cylinder when calculating the Stokes drag force acting on the particle.
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It is worth saying that an accurate prediction of the otoconium motion is not achievable for
the many simplifications that have been made and for the uncertainties of the parameters
describing the SCC and otoconium dynamics. However, a rough estimation of the particle
trajectory is useful for verifying the effects of the maneuvers performed during BPPV therapy.
A suitable compendium of the effects acting on the otoconium inside the SCC can be found in
Obrist & Hegemann (2008) and Squires et al. (2004).

(a) Dix-Hallpike diagnostic maneuver.

(b) Epley repositioning maneuver.

(c) Semount repositioning maneuver.

Fig. 3. BPPV diagnostic and treatment maneuvers. Courtesy of St. Orsola Hospital, Bologna
(Sec. 7).

Fig. 4. Omniax positioning system (Nakayama & Epley, 2005).
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Fig. 5. Forces acting on the otoconium during an SCC planar motion.

Referring to Figure 5, the otoconium is subjected to the gravity field (the force fg), to the in-
ertial forces arising during its motion (the force fI), and to the hydrodynamic effects due the
presence of the SCC fluid that generates a Stokes drag (the force fV caused by the relative
motion of otoconium within the SCC).
In Squires et al. (2004): 1) Data that correlate the otoconium mass with the intensity of the
nystagmus are provided; 2) An expression for the SCC fluid viscosity coefficient with respect
to the otoconium’s distance from the SCC walls is theorized. A cutoff particle-wall lubrication
gap is also considered resembling the effects of the SCC fluid viscosity during the movement
of the otoconium along the SCC walls. Similarly, in this chapter, such distance-dependent
behavior has been included leading to an over-damped response of the otoconium during a
possible impact with the SCC walls.
The model considered hereafter, differently from (Obrist & Hegemann, 2008), takes into ac-
count the motion of SCC and otoconium on a plane perpendicular to the SCC axis (conceived
as a circular toroid). Thus, the center of the SCC, (point OSCC in Figure 5) can move on the
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as a circular toroid). Thus, the center of the SCC, (point OSCC in Figure 5) can move on the
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Description Symbol Value Unit
SCC mass (due to control) mc 1 kg

SCC inertia moment (//) Icz 1 kg · m2

SCC mean radius rmean 3.2 · 10−3 m
SCC inner wall radius rmin 3.12 · 10−3 m
SCC outer wall radius rmax 3.28 · 10−3 m

SCC wall stiffness kc 10−3 N · m−1

SCC wall damping bc 10−6 N · s · m−1

Particle mass mo 3.88 · 10−12 kg
Particle density ρo 2.7 · 103 kg · m−3

Particle radius ro 7 · 10−6 m

Fluid (endolymph) viscosity η 10−6 m2 · s−1

Fluid (endolymph) density ρ 103 kg · m−3

SCC-particle gap rgap 1 · 10−6 m

Gravity acceleration g 9.81 m · s−2

Table 1. Parameters of the SCC-otoconium dynamic model.

Cartesian plane along the xB and yB directions (Figure 5, where (xyz)B is an absolute frame at-
tached to the ground), and the SCC is free to rotate with respect to an axis that passes through
its center and is perpendicular to the motion plane.
Referring to Figure 5, the angular position and angular velocity of the SCC are indicated by γ
and γ̇ respectively. The otoconium is considered as a sphere of constant radius with concen-
trated mass at its center and free to move inside the SCC.
It is convenient, from the point of view of modeling the system motion, to express the otoco-
nium position with respect to the SCC center in polar coordinates. The position of the oto-
conium with respect to the SCC center is then indicated by the angular position β (measured
with respect to a frame attached to OSCC and axis parallel to xB and yB) and the distance r
form the center (β̇ and ṙ indicating the time derivatives of such variables). The physical pa-
rameters considered in the dynamic model and the nomenclature used in the following are
reported in Tab. 1.
Let us define:

• qc = [x y γ]T as the vector of coordinates of the SCC center OSCC with respect to
(xyz)B (q̇c, q̈c being first and second time derivative of qc);

• qo = [β r]T as the vector of the otoconium coordinates (q̇o, q̈o being first and second
time derivative of qo);

• τc as the vector of the forces applied to the SCC (or, more generally, to the patient body);
• Cγβ = cos(γ + β);
• Sγβ = sin(γ + β).

By taking into account the forces fg, fI and fV and using the Euler-Lagrange formalism, the
dynamics of the system can be described as follows:

Mcq̈c = τc (1)

Mo(qo)q̈o + Mco(qc, qo)q̈c + Co(qo, q̇o)q̇o

+Cco(qo, q̇o, qc, q̇c)q̇c + D(qo)q̇o

+g(qo, qc) + b(qo, q̇o) = 0 (2)

where

Mc =




mc 0 0
0 mc 0
0 0 Icz




Mo(qo) =

[
mor2 0
0 mo

]

Mco(qc, qo) =

[
−morCγβ −morSγβ mor2

−moSγβ moCγβ 0

]

Co(qo, q̇o) =

[
morṙ mor(γ̇ + β̇)
−mor(γ̇ + β̇) 0

]

Cco(qo, q̇o, qc, q̇c) =

[
0 0 morṙ
0 0 mor(γ̇ + β̇)

]

D(qo) =

[
dβ(r)r

2 0

0 dr(r)

]

g(qo, qc) =

[
gmorSγβ

−gmoCγβ

]

b(qo, q̇o) =




[
0
−kc(r − rmax)− bcṙ

]
if r ≥ rmax

[
0
kc(r − rmin) + bcṙ

]
if r ≤ rmin

[
0
0

]
otherwise

• Mc represents the inertia matrix of the SCC. Note that it is considered diagonal and
constant. Further details about this assumption can be found in Section 5;

• Mo(qo) represents the otoconium inertia matrix and it is diagonal since the otoconium
is assumed to be a sphere whose mass is concentrated at its center (as stated above);

• Mco(qc, qo) represents the matrix that describes the coupling between the SCC and the
otoconium accelerations meaning that the reference system of the SCC is not an inertial
frame;

• Co(qo, q̇o)q̇o and Cco(qo, q̇o, qc, q̇c)q̇c describe the Coriolis and the centrifugal effects
respectively which act on the otoconium and which are due to SCC motion and otoco-
nium motion itself;

• g(qo, qc) is a generalized gravity force vector, i.e. the force vector fg as expressed in
polar coordinate.

• b(qo, q̇o) describes the repulsive effects of the SCC walls by using a simple model that
includes the wall’s stiffness, kc, and damping, bc. The parameters kc and bc have been
chosen by trial and error so as to obtain, in simulation, a reasonable system behavior
when an impact occurs between the otoconium and the SCC wall;

• D(qo) describes the Stokes drag coefficients.
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Let us define:
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• Mc represents the inertia matrix of the SCC. Note that it is considered diagonal and
constant. Further details about this assumption can be found in Section 5;

• Mo(qo) represents the otoconium inertia matrix and it is diagonal since the otoconium
is assumed to be a sphere whose mass is concentrated at its center (as stated above);

• Mco(qc, qo) represents the matrix that describes the coupling between the SCC and the
otoconium accelerations meaning that the reference system of the SCC is not an inertial
frame;

• Co(qo, q̇o)q̇o and Cco(qo, q̇o, qc, q̇c)q̇c describe the Coriolis and the centrifugal effects
respectively which act on the otoconium and which are due to SCC motion and otoco-
nium motion itself;

• g(qo, qc) is a generalized gravity force vector, i.e. the force vector fg as expressed in
polar coordinate.

• b(qo, q̇o) describes the repulsive effects of the SCC walls by using a simple model that
includes the wall’s stiffness, kc, and damping, bc. The parameters kc and bc have been
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when an impact occurs between the otoconium and the SCC wall;

• D(qo) describes the Stokes drag coefficients.
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Concerning the D(qo) matrix, its elements can be defined as (Squires et al., 2004):

ds = 6πηρro

rmg = rmin + rgap

rMg = rmax − rgap

dβ(r) = ds (3)

dr(r) =




ds if rmg < r < rMg

ds
rgap

r−rmin
if rmin ≤ r ≤ rmg

ds
rgap

rmax−r if rMg ≤ r ≤ rmax

(4)

where rgap = 10−6 [m] (note that rgap < ro). In this way, the particle is free to slide along the
SCC wall, as required by the therapeutic maneuvers which relies on otoconia sedimentation
(Squires et al., 2004). In addition, the increasing value of the radial damping coefficient in the
wall proximity is used to emulate adherence effects between the particle and the SCC wall.
As previously stated, the value of the coefficient ds is determined assuming that, from the
point of view the hydrodynamic effects, the otoconium is a sphere whose radius is negligible
with respect to the SCC cross section and that the radius of the SCC cross section is negligible
with respect to the SCC curvature, 1/rmean.
Note that, during normal SCC functioning, an head movement causes the motion of the SCC
fluid and a consequent deflection of the cupola (see Figure 1(a)). However, in canalithiasis, the
very small time scale of the fluid inertial effects with respect to the otoconium’s motion make
such effects negligible in all those cases where just the otoconium’s trajectory is of interest
(Squires et al., 2004).
In addition, during manual RM, the otoconium’s inertial forces could be considered negligible
with respect to the gravitational force and to the Stokes drag. On the other hand, such effects
are hereafter considered in order to allow the study of the SCC-particle relative motion along
all the directions and to study possible particle-wall detaching maneuvers.
An important point to note is the particular structure of the dynamic eqs. (1) and (2). While
the motion of the otoconium is influenced by the motion of the SCC, the vice-versa is not true
thanks to the negligible mass of the otoconium with respect to the patient body. It follows that
eqs. (1) and (2) are not cross-coupled, and that the motion of the SCC is independent. This
means that only eq. (2) is necessary in order to compute the otoconium trajectory whenever
the trajectory of the SCC is given (in terms of position, velocity and acceleration of all its three
coordinates x, y and γ).

3.1 Manual unfeasible maneuvers: a case study
To show the effectiveness of maneuvers that exploit the rotation of the SCC along an axis
passing through OSCC and perpendicular to the xByB plane (Figure 5), a significant case study
is considered.
The maneuver starts with the particle in the lower equilibrium point (at the bottom of the SCC,
β = −π/2) and in contact with the wall, see Figure 6(b), and it can be conceptually divided
in three phases:

1. A translational movement in the downward y direction, having high acceleration for a
very limited amount of time (Figures 6(b) and 6(c)). It is assumed that an high inertial
force can break the particle-wall interaction in case the otoconium is stuck to the SCC
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Fig. 6. Otoconium radial trajectory during the rotational maneuver and details of the detach-
ing phase.

soft tissue. At the time the otoconium is free to move within the SCC, it will tend to
maintain its absolute position thanks to the particle own inertia and to a decreasing
damping force (see eq. (4) as the particle-wall distance increases.

2. Simultaneously, the patient body is rapidly rotated backward of an angle of π/2 [rad]
(Figure 7(c)). This rapid rotation causes the particle to remain almost in the same posi-
tion with respect to the SCC, thanks to the Stokes drag force.

3. A rotation of the patient body at a particular speed β̇eq, that allows to maintain the
particle in a floating condition by establishing an equilibrium between the gravity and
the Stokes drag (Figures 7(d)-7(f)). This rotation is maintained until the otoconium has
reached the ampulla. The motion stops with the patient in the normal sitting position
(γ = 2π, see Figure 7(f) and Figure 7(b)).

In the example reported in Figure 6, the SCC is subjected to an acceleration of 3g in the yB

direction linearly decreasing to zero in 0.2 [s]. The final velocity along the yB axis is slowly
recovered to zero during the remaining part of the maneuver (steps 2 and 3).
Note that Hain et al. (2005) report a peak tangential acceleration exerted in the xB direction
(Figure 5) over 0.1 s during the Semont RM. The same authors claim that if there is clinical
value to inertial forces acting on the otoconium, it would be most likely caused by breaking of
canal-wall interactions and mobilizing an otoconium from the wall.
Assuming that the particle is located at the r = rmean, the speed β̇eq can be computed according
to (Obrist & Hegemann, 2008; Squires et al., 2004) as:

β̇eq =
|fg|

dβ(r)rmean
=

mo(1 − ρ/ρo)g

6πηρrormean
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Concerning the D(qo) matrix, its elements can be defined as (Squires et al., 2004):

ds = 6πηρro

rmg = rmin + rgap

rMg = rmax − rgap
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rmax−r if rMg ≤ r ≤ rmax
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where rgap = 10−6 [m] (note that rgap < ro). In this way, the particle is free to slide along the
SCC wall, as required by the therapeutic maneuvers which relies on otoconia sedimentation
(Squires et al., 2004). In addition, the increasing value of the radial damping coefficient in the
wall proximity is used to emulate adherence effects between the particle and the SCC wall.
As previously stated, the value of the coefficient ds is determined assuming that, from the
point of view the hydrodynamic effects, the otoconium is a sphere whose radius is negligible
with respect to the SCC cross section and that the radius of the SCC cross section is negligible
with respect to the SCC curvature, 1/rmean.
Note that, during normal SCC functioning, an head movement causes the motion of the SCC
fluid and a consequent deflection of the cupola (see Figure 1(a)). However, in canalithiasis, the
very small time scale of the fluid inertial effects with respect to the otoconium’s motion make
such effects negligible in all those cases where just the otoconium’s trajectory is of interest
(Squires et al., 2004).
In addition, during manual RM, the otoconium’s inertial forces could be considered negligible
with respect to the gravitational force and to the Stokes drag. On the other hand, such effects
are hereafter considered in order to allow the study of the SCC-particle relative motion along
all the directions and to study possible particle-wall detaching maneuvers.
An important point to note is the particular structure of the dynamic eqs. (1) and (2). While
the motion of the otoconium is influenced by the motion of the SCC, the vice-versa is not true
thanks to the negligible mass of the otoconium with respect to the patient body. It follows that
eqs. (1) and (2) are not cross-coupled, and that the motion of the SCC is independent. This
means that only eq. (2) is necessary in order to compute the otoconium trajectory whenever
the trajectory of the SCC is given (in terms of position, velocity and acceleration of all its three
coordinates x, y and γ).

3.1 Manual unfeasible maneuvers: a case study
To show the effectiveness of maneuvers that exploit the rotation of the SCC along an axis
passing through OSCC and perpendicular to the xByB plane (Figure 5), a significant case study
is considered.
The maneuver starts with the particle in the lower equilibrium point (at the bottom of the SCC,
β = −π/2) and in contact with the wall, see Figure 6(b), and it can be conceptually divided
in three phases:

1. A translational movement in the downward y direction, having high acceleration for a
very limited amount of time (Figures 6(b) and 6(c)). It is assumed that an high inertial
force can break the particle-wall interaction in case the otoconium is stuck to the SCC
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soft tissue. At the time the otoconium is free to move within the SCC, it will tend to
maintain its absolute position thanks to the particle own inertia and to a decreasing
damping force (see eq. (4) as the particle-wall distance increases.

2. Simultaneously, the patient body is rapidly rotated backward of an angle of π/2 [rad]
(Figure 7(c)). This rapid rotation causes the particle to remain almost in the same posi-
tion with respect to the SCC, thanks to the Stokes drag force.

3. A rotation of the patient body at a particular speed β̇eq, that allows to maintain the
particle in a floating condition by establishing an equilibrium between the gravity and
the Stokes drag (Figures 7(d)-7(f)). This rotation is maintained until the otoconium has
reached the ampulla. The motion stops with the patient in the normal sitting position
(γ = 2π, see Figure 7(f) and Figure 7(b)).

In the example reported in Figure 6, the SCC is subjected to an acceleration of 3g in the yB

direction linearly decreasing to zero in 0.2 [s]. The final velocity along the yB axis is slowly
recovered to zero during the remaining part of the maneuver (steps 2 and 3).
Note that Hain et al. (2005) report a peak tangential acceleration exerted in the xB direction
(Figure 5) over 0.1 s during the Semont RM. The same authors claim that if there is clinical
value to inertial forces acting on the otoconium, it would be most likely caused by breaking of
canal-wall interactions and mobilizing an otoconium from the wall.
Assuming that the particle is located at the r = rmean, the speed β̇eq can be computed according
to (Obrist & Hegemann, 2008; Squires et al., 2004) as:

β̇eq =
|fg|

dβ(r)rmean
=

mo(1 − ρ/ρo)g

6πηρrormean
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Fig. 7. Otoconium and SCC angular trajectory during the rotational maneuver.

Figure 6(a) shows the radial trajectory of the otoconium during the maneuver whereas Fig-
ure 7 reports the angular trajectory of SCC and particle. A detail of the first part of the trajec-
tory is reported to highlight the detachment of the particle from the wall. Note that, during
the remaining part of the maneuver, the radial position of the otoconium remains close to the
SCC median radius (the oscillations are given by the uncertainties in the particle trajectory,
especially during the detaching phase).
Moreover, the dynamic system (1)-(2) can be inverted so as to design the SCC trajectory
(and, eventually, the necessary forces by means of (1)) when the desired otoconium trajec-
tory [qod

, q̇od
, q̈od

] is specified (where the subscript d stays for the desired trajectory instead
of the actual one).
By inversion of eq. (2), the acceleration of the SCC can be then determined as:

q̈cd
= −M†

co(qcd
, qod

) [Mo(qod
)q̈od

+ Co(qod
, q̇od

)q̇od

+Cco(qod
, q̇od

, qcd
, q̇cd

)q̇cd
+ D(qod

)q̇od
+ g(qod

, qcd
) + b(qod

, q̇od
)] (5)

where M†
co(qcd

, qod
) indicates the pseudo-inverse of the matrix Mco(qcd

, qod
). This last equa-

tion defines an ODE problem that can be easily solved numerically by double integration of
(5) once the initial position/velocity of the SCC and the otoconium trajectory are known.

It is important to note that, since the Mco(qcd
, qod

) is a 2 × 3 matrix, its null space can be
defined as:

NMco(qcd
, qod

) = Null {Mco(qcd
, qod

)} =




rCγβ

rSγβ

1


 (6)

Hence, the otoconium trajectory [qod
, q̇od

, q̈od
] can also be achieved with a different choice of

the SCC trajectory:
N q̈cd

= q̈cd
+N Mco(qcd

, qod
)λ (7)

where λ ∈ R is a suitable scalar coefficient used so as to select the desired SCC trajectory
in the space of all the possible ones. The definition of the value of λ can be made on the
base of different criteria. For instance the motion along a desired (penalized) direction can be
minimized or the SCC center can be kept inside a desired region. It is worth reminding that
(5) gives the minimum SCC acceleration that produces the desired otoconium trajectory.

4. Robotic chair kinematic design

Section 3 theoretically proves that particular RM could be used in order to firstly detach
otoconia possibly stuck to the SCC’s walls and then to drive them out of the canals while
preventing further interactions with the canals’ soft tissues. These particular RM require a
rotation of an SCC along an axis passing through the point OSCC and perpendicular to the
xByB plane (Figure 5).
Therefore, starting from the experience of Nakayama & Epley (2005) and on the basis of the
aforementioned considerations, the aim of this section is to define the kinematic structure of
a serial robot which could add more flexibility in the execution of manually unfeasible RM
when compared to existing solutions (e.g. the OPS or human-carrying industrial robots). In
particular, the novel kinematic structure should be capable of practically applying the RM
proposed in Section 3 to each one of the six SCC.

In summary, the considered serial linkage complies with the following general specifica-
tions:

• Capability to perform all existing RM based on otoconia sedimentation;
• Capability to perform unlimited rotations along the revolution axis of every SCC con-

ceived hereafter as a circular toroid;
• Capability to apply controlled inertial forces on every SCC (similarly to the inertial

forces applied during the Semont RM for treating the PC);
• Capability to reach a position where the moving chair would be easily accessible.

Other important issues are the safety and the ergonomics requirements as well as the overall
dimensions that must be acceptable for usage in a hospital environment. Moreover, the psy-
chological impact of these kind of machines on the elderly does not have to be undervalued.
To this respect, a closed structure (like in Figure 4) has been discarded preferring the use of
a serial manipulator. Despite the fact that serial structures are less rigid (and therefore less
accurate), they dispose of a better workspace, better accessibility and are more "acceptable"
by the patient in terms of human-robot interaction and user friendliness.
On the other hand, the adoption of commercial manipulators, alike an anthropomorphic
robotic arm (Kuka, 2004), has been excluded as long as those structures do not guarantee
the desired degree of flexibility. In fact, the existence of joints’ limits and possible self collision
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Figure 6(a) shows the radial trajectory of the otoconium during the maneuver whereas Fig-
ure 7 reports the angular trajectory of SCC and particle. A detail of the first part of the trajec-
tory is reported to highlight the detachment of the particle from the wall. Note that, during
the remaining part of the maneuver, the radial position of the otoconium remains close to the
SCC median radius (the oscillations are given by the uncertainties in the particle trajectory,
especially during the detaching phase).
Moreover, the dynamic system (1)-(2) can be inverted so as to design the SCC trajectory
(and, eventually, the necessary forces by means of (1)) when the desired otoconium trajec-
tory [qod

, q̇od
, q̈od

] is specified (where the subscript d stays for the desired trajectory instead
of the actual one).
By inversion of eq. (2), the acceleration of the SCC can be then determined as:

q̈cd
= −M†
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) [Mo(qod
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where M†
co(qcd

, qod
) indicates the pseudo-inverse of the matrix Mco(qcd

, qod
). This last equa-

tion defines an ODE problem that can be easily solved numerically by double integration of
(5) once the initial position/velocity of the SCC and the otoconium trajectory are known.

It is important to note that, since the Mco(qcd
, qod

) is a 2 × 3 matrix, its null space can be
defined as:
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Hence, the otoconium trajectory [qod
, q̇od

, q̈od
] can also be achieved with a different choice of

the SCC trajectory:
N q̈cd

= q̈cd
+N Mco(qcd

, qod
)λ (7)

where λ ∈ R is a suitable scalar coefficient used so as to select the desired SCC trajectory
in the space of all the possible ones. The definition of the value of λ can be made on the
base of different criteria. For instance the motion along a desired (penalized) direction can be
minimized or the SCC center can be kept inside a desired region. It is worth reminding that
(5) gives the minimum SCC acceleration that produces the desired otoconium trajectory.

4. Robotic chair kinematic design

Section 3 theoretically proves that particular RM could be used in order to firstly detach
otoconia possibly stuck to the SCC’s walls and then to drive them out of the canals while
preventing further interactions with the canals’ soft tissues. These particular RM require a
rotation of an SCC along an axis passing through the point OSCC and perpendicular to the
xByB plane (Figure 5).
Therefore, starting from the experience of Nakayama & Epley (2005) and on the basis of the
aforementioned considerations, the aim of this section is to define the kinematic structure of
a serial robot which could add more flexibility in the execution of manually unfeasible RM
when compared to existing solutions (e.g. the OPS or human-carrying industrial robots). In
particular, the novel kinematic structure should be capable of practically applying the RM
proposed in Section 3 to each one of the six SCC.

In summary, the considered serial linkage complies with the following general specifica-
tions:

• Capability to perform all existing RM based on otoconia sedimentation;
• Capability to perform unlimited rotations along the revolution axis of every SCC con-

ceived hereafter as a circular toroid;
• Capability to apply controlled inertial forces on every SCC (similarly to the inertial

forces applied during the Semont RM for treating the PC);
• Capability to reach a position where the moving chair would be easily accessible.

Other important issues are the safety and the ergonomics requirements as well as the overall
dimensions that must be acceptable for usage in a hospital environment. Moreover, the psy-
chological impact of these kind of machines on the elderly does not have to be undervalued.
To this respect, a closed structure (like in Figure 4) has been discarded preferring the use of
a serial manipulator. Despite the fact that serial structures are less rigid (and therefore less
accurate), they dispose of a better workspace, better accessibility and are more "acceptable"
by the patient in terms of human-robot interaction and user friendliness.
On the other hand, the adoption of commercial manipulators, alike an anthropomorphic
robotic arm (Kuka, 2004), has been excluded as long as those structures do not guarantee
the desired degree of flexibility. In fact, the existence of joints’ limits and possible self collision
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highly restricts the feasible rotations along the SCC revolution axis (as it can be proven by
solving the inverse kinematic problems for such kind of manipulators). Therefore, differently
from the conceptual design of a "general purpose" manipulator, it is necessary to kinemati-
cally design an "on-purpose" machine capable of complying with the aforementioned specifi-
cations.
Precisely, the topological and dimensional synthesis of the serial linkage has been achieved by
means of a simplified Task Based Design (TBD) technique (Kim, 1992).
As previously proposed in the literature (Chedmail & Ramstein, 1996; Chen & Burdick, 1995;
Kim & Khosla, 1993a; Yang & Chen, 2000), the TBD technique makes use of Genetic Algo-
rithms (GA) (Goldberg, 1989) in order to determine a robot’s kinematic structure which is
capable of performing a given set of tasks. The robot’s features to be determined include min-
imum number of degrees of freedom (MDOF), topology, and Denavit-Hartenberg parameters.
For instance, TBD has been proven effective in determining assemblies of modular robots op-
timally suited to perform a specific assignment. In the contest of modular assemblies, both
the topology of the serial chain and the links’ length must be treated as non continuous vari-
ables. Hence, it is necessary to use an optimization method, such as the GA, which is capable
of dealing with both highly nonlinear functions and discrete variables. In general, the opti-
mization problem itself can be posed as unconstrained (as in Chedmail & Ramstein (1996)) or
constrained (as in Kim & Khosla (1993a)). In the latter case different constraints can be ap-
plied e.g. reachability, joint limits, obstacle avoidance, dexterity measures. In the same way,
the objective function to be optmized can be chosen in different manners such as workspace
maximization, manipulability index maximization, degrees of freedom (DOF) minimization,
mechanical constructability minimization. In this respect, global methods, as opposed to
progressive ones, try to accomplish an optimum design in one step only by minimizing a
weighted sum of the different requirements.
Similarly to the aforementioned example concerning modular robots, the optimization process
presented hereafter deals with discrete variables (i.e. manipulator topology and discretized
D-H parameters, see Section 4.2). The algorithm makes use of a progressive method which
meets consecutive constraints and successive optimized solutions. Note that the robot kine-
matic design can be further improved by using a continuous optimization method (Avilés
et al., 2000) once a possible robot’s topology has been finalized.

4.1 Specification of tasks
In order to apply TBD techniques, a series of tasks must be specified analytically. For this
purpose, three coordinate systems need to be defined (see Figure 8) as follows:

• (xyz)B, an absolute frame attached to the ground;
• (xyz)CoG, attached to the Center of Gravity (CoG) of the patient plus the moving chair,

hereafter considered as a rigid body: +zCoG (the yaw or horizontal rotation axis) is a
vertical axis pointing up, +xCoG (the roll axis) is perpendicular to +yCoG and +zCoG

pointing anteriorly, and +yCoG (the pitch axis) points out the left ear;
• (xyz)SCC located on the intersecting point of the three revolution axes of each toroid,

here considering left SCC only. zSCC lies on the axis of the HC, ySCC lies on the axis
of the PC, xSCC lies on the axis of the AC. SCC are considered as mutually orthogonal.
Another coordinate system attached to right SCC can be defined in the same manner.

As previously stated (Figure 1(b)), the AC lies on a plane inclined approximately 45◦ with
respect to sagittal plane (xz)CoG, the PC lies on a plane inclined 45◦ but in opposite direction
and the HC is perpendicular to the other two canals and inclined approximately 15-20◦ with
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Fig. 8. Reference frames (solid lines) and relative homogeneous transformations (dotted lines).

respect to the horizontal plane (xy)CoG. The desired trajectories that fulfill the requirements
of the kinematic specifications are described by a finite set of tasks given as homogenous
transformation matrices between (xyz)B and (xyz)CoG.
In the remaining part of the chapter the notations Rx(·), Ry(·) and Rz(·) will be used to

address 3 × 3 rotational matrices with respect to x-, y- and z-axis respectively whereas Rx(·),
Ry(·), Rz(·) address the 4 × 4 homogeneous matrices associated with those same rotations.

Task set 1 – Rest position. This set contains only one task that depicts the chair in a
position which can be easily reached by the patient. The task is described by the following
homogeneous matrix:

T1,1 =




0
Rz(90◦)Ry(45◦) 0

h
0 0 0 1


 (8)

where h indicates the desired CoG height from the ground.

Task set 2 – Eccentric rotation. This set contains all the tasks that describe an eccentric
rotation with variable radius.

T2,i =




ρ sin(θi)
Ry(−20◦)Rz(−θi) ρ cos(θi)

h
0 0 0 1


 (9)

where ρ is the radius of the circular trajectories, T2i, i = 0 . . . N − 1 are N tasks describing
circular trajectories while maintaining the HC plane parallel to the ground, and θi ∈

{
π

2N i
}

for i = 0, ..., N − 1. Eccentric rotations can be used in order to apply controlled inertial forces
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highly restricts the feasible rotations along the SCC revolution axis (as it can be proven by
solving the inverse kinematic problems for such kind of manipulators). Therefore, differently
from the conceptual design of a "general purpose" manipulator, it is necessary to kinemati-
cally design an "on-purpose" machine capable of complying with the aforementioned specifi-
cations.
Precisely, the topological and dimensional synthesis of the serial linkage has been achieved by
means of a simplified Task Based Design (TBD) technique (Kim, 1992).
As previously proposed in the literature (Chedmail & Ramstein, 1996; Chen & Burdick, 1995;
Kim & Khosla, 1993a; Yang & Chen, 2000), the TBD technique makes use of Genetic Algo-
rithms (GA) (Goldberg, 1989) in order to determine a robot’s kinematic structure which is
capable of performing a given set of tasks. The robot’s features to be determined include min-
imum number of degrees of freedom (MDOF), topology, and Denavit-Hartenberg parameters.
For instance, TBD has been proven effective in determining assemblies of modular robots op-
timally suited to perform a specific assignment. In the contest of modular assemblies, both
the topology of the serial chain and the links’ length must be treated as non continuous vari-
ables. Hence, it is necessary to use an optimization method, such as the GA, which is capable
of dealing with both highly nonlinear functions and discrete variables. In general, the opti-
mization problem itself can be posed as unconstrained (as in Chedmail & Ramstein (1996)) or
constrained (as in Kim & Khosla (1993a)). In the latter case different constraints can be ap-
plied e.g. reachability, joint limits, obstacle avoidance, dexterity measures. In the same way,
the objective function to be optmized can be chosen in different manners such as workspace
maximization, manipulability index maximization, degrees of freedom (DOF) minimization,
mechanical constructability minimization. In this respect, global methods, as opposed to
progressive ones, try to accomplish an optimum design in one step only by minimizing a
weighted sum of the different requirements.
Similarly to the aforementioned example concerning modular robots, the optimization process
presented hereafter deals with discrete variables (i.e. manipulator topology and discretized
D-H parameters, see Section 4.2). The algorithm makes use of a progressive method which
meets consecutive constraints and successive optimized solutions. Note that the robot kine-
matic design can be further improved by using a continuous optimization method (Avilés
et al., 2000) once a possible robot’s topology has been finalized.

4.1 Specification of tasks
In order to apply TBD techniques, a series of tasks must be specified analytically. For this
purpose, three coordinate systems need to be defined (see Figure 8) as follows:

• (xyz)B, an absolute frame attached to the ground;
• (xyz)CoG, attached to the Center of Gravity (CoG) of the patient plus the moving chair,

hereafter considered as a rigid body: +zCoG (the yaw or horizontal rotation axis) is a
vertical axis pointing up, +xCoG (the roll axis) is perpendicular to +yCoG and +zCoG

pointing anteriorly, and +yCoG (the pitch axis) points out the left ear;
• (xyz)SCC located on the intersecting point of the three revolution axes of each toroid,

here considering left SCC only. zSCC lies on the axis of the HC, ySCC lies on the axis
of the PC, xSCC lies on the axis of the AC. SCC are considered as mutually orthogonal.
Another coordinate system attached to right SCC can be defined in the same manner.

As previously stated (Figure 1(b)), the AC lies on a plane inclined approximately 45◦ with
respect to sagittal plane (xz)CoG, the PC lies on a plane inclined 45◦ but in opposite direction
and the HC is perpendicular to the other two canals and inclined approximately 15-20◦ with
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Fig. 8. Reference frames (solid lines) and relative homogeneous transformations (dotted lines).

respect to the horizontal plane (xy)CoG. The desired trajectories that fulfill the requirements
of the kinematic specifications are described by a finite set of tasks given as homogenous
transformation matrices between (xyz)B and (xyz)CoG.
In the remaining part of the chapter the notations Rx(·), Ry(·) and Rz(·) will be used to

address 3 × 3 rotational matrices with respect to x-, y- and z-axis respectively whereas Rx(·),
Ry(·), Rz(·) address the 4 × 4 homogeneous matrices associated with those same rotations.

Task set 1 – Rest position. This set contains only one task that depicts the chair in a
position which can be easily reached by the patient. The task is described by the following
homogeneous matrix:

T1,1 =




0
Rz(90◦)Ry(45◦) 0

h
0 0 0 1


 (8)

where h indicates the desired CoG height from the ground.

Task set 2 – Eccentric rotation. This set contains all the tasks that describe an eccentric
rotation with variable radius.

T2,i =




ρ sin(θi)
Ry(−20◦)Rz(−θi) ρ cos(θi)

h
0 0 0 1


 (9)

where ρ is the radius of the circular trajectories, T2i, i = 0 . . . N − 1 are N tasks describing
circular trajectories while maintaining the HC plane parallel to the ground, and θi ∈

{
π

2N i
}

for i = 0, ..., N − 1. Eccentric rotations can be used in order to apply controlled inertial forces
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on the HC (similarly to the stimuli arising during the Semount RM for PC treatment).

Task set 3 – Existing clinical maneuvers. This task set collects the homogeneous ma-
trices describing existing manual maneuvers. These maneuvers (Boniver, 1990) can be
considered as a set of rotations along (xyz)CoG – axis. For instance, the task set that describes
the Dix-Hallpike maneuver is given by the union of two concatenated subset with N/2 tasks
each. The two subsets are described by the following matrices:

T
(1)
3,i =




0
Rz(θi) 0

h
0 0 0 1


 (10)

T
(2)
3,i = T

(1)
3,(N−1)/2




0
Ry(θy) 0

0
0 0 0 1


 (11)

where θi ∈
{
− π

2N i
}

and θj ∈
{

3π
2N j

}
for i, j = 0, ..., N−1

2 .

Task set 4 – Rotation along SCC axis. Task set 4 creates a circular path of (xyz)CoG

around the revolution axis of each SCC. Consider left SCC first. Starting from (xyz)CoG in rest
position, let us define:

P2 =




1 0 0 ∆ple f t,x

0 1 0 ∆ple f t,y

0 0 1 ∆ple f t,z

0 0 0 1


 (12)

P3 =

[
Rx(ΩHC)Rz(ΩAC) 03×1

01×3 1

]
(13)

where ∆ple f t = OSCCle f t
− OCoG = [∆ple f t,x ∆ple f t,y ∆ple f t,z]

t is the vector that identifies
the position of xyzSCCle f t

with respect to the patient’s body frame, OSCCle f t
and OCoG are the

origins of (xyz)SCC and (xyz)CoG respectively, ΩHC and ΩAC are the orientations of HC and
AC defined as rotations along (xyz)CoGP2.
Let us define the following matrix as a design parameter :

PBO =




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 h + ∆ple f t,z

0 0 0 1


 (14)

The rotations along the AC, HC and PC axis are respectively given by:

AC : T4i = PBORx(θi)(P2P3)
−1 (15)

HC : T5i = PBORy(π/2)Rz(θi)(P2P3)
−1 (16)

PC : T6i = PBORz(π/2)Ry(θi)(P2P3)
−1 (17)

where θi ∈ {2πi} for i = 0, ..., N.
Supposing a perfect symmetry of the SCC canals with respect to the body’s sagittal plane, the
tasks concerning the right SCC can be obtained by setting

∆pright =
[

∆ple f t,x −∆ple f t,y ∆ple f t,z

]T
(18)

At this stage, some design decisions have already been made:
• (xy)B rest position and patient orientation could be left free under certain limits,

whereas T11 specifies a patient positioned over (xyz)B origin with a given orientation.
• There is no need to request a certain orientation along zCoG as the initial pose for the

set of existing manual RM whereas (xy)B and (xy)CoG are requested to be aligned as
Task set 3 starts.

• The maneuvers in Task set 4 are conceived as rotations along a revolute pair with height
h + ∆ple f t,z from the ground when each set of rotations along each SCC could be ex-
ploited with different R-joints and in different spatial positions.

4.2 Problem Statement and Data Structures
The determination of the kinematic parameters for an optimized open-chain manipulator can
be regarded as a generic optimization problem: minimize f(X), X∈S, where S is the search
space of possible solution points, subjected to a certain number of constraints.
Because of the high-dimensioned parameter space, an heuristic algorithm based on the theory
of GA has been implemented in order to find a possible solution. Within GA terminology,
the objective function to be optimized, f(X), is called fitness function, whereas an instance of a
possible solution X is called individual. The set of all the possible solutions at a given iteration
of the algorithm is called population. Let us define:

X =




TB
0 04×1

DH type
Tn

tool 04×1


 , where : [DH type] =




α1 a1 ϑ1 d1 R or P
α2 a2 ϑ2 d2 R or P
...

...
...

...
...

0 0 0 0 F
...

...
...

...
...

αn an ϑn dn R or P




(19)

where X(n+8)×5 is a matrix representation of a serial robot, n is its number of DOF, TB
0 , Tn

tool

are 4x4 homogenous matrices, [DH type]n×5 is an augmented matrix of D-H parameters with
an appended column indicating joint type. D-H parameters are listed as follows: [α, a, ϑ, d].
Possible joints are 1-DOF joints (revolute (R) or prismatic (P)) and 0-DOF joints used as a slack
variable (F) to model a manipulator with less DOF than the maximum allowed.
According to the Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) convention, TB

0 and Tn
tool indicate position and

orientation of robot base and tool with respect to the coordinate system attached to the first
and last movable joints respectively. Considering robot tool position coincident with the origin
of (xyz)CoG means that just the orientation part of Tn

tool needs to be specified. The links’ length
is described as a discrete variable varying from zero to a predefined maximum value and then
divided into a finite number of parts. If the i-th joint is a revolute pair then ϑi is a pose variable
and therefore not considered as a design parameter, if joint i-th is prismatic then di is the pose
variable. Finally, if i-th joint is fixed, the corresponding row will be deleted in the evaluation
process.
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on the HC (similarly to the stimuli arising during the Semount RM for PC treatment).

Task set 3 – Existing clinical maneuvers. This task set collects the homogeneous ma-
trices describing existing manual maneuvers. These maneuvers (Boniver, 1990) can be
considered as a set of rotations along (xyz)CoG – axis. For instance, the task set that describes
the Dix-Hallpike maneuver is given by the union of two concatenated subset with N/2 tasks
each. The two subsets are described by the following matrices:

T
(1)
3,i =




0
Rz(θi) 0

h
0 0 0 1


 (10)

T
(2)
3,i = T

(1)
3,(N−1)/2




0
Ry(θy) 0

0
0 0 0 1


 (11)

where θi ∈
{
− π

2N i
}

and θj ∈
{

3π
2N j

}
for i, j = 0, ..., N−1

2 .

Task set 4 – Rotation along SCC axis. Task set 4 creates a circular path of (xyz)CoG

around the revolution axis of each SCC. Consider left SCC first. Starting from (xyz)CoG in rest
position, let us define:

P2 =




1 0 0 ∆ple f t,x

0 1 0 ∆ple f t,y

0 0 1 ∆ple f t,z

0 0 0 1


 (12)

P3 =

[
Rx(ΩHC)Rz(ΩAC) 03×1

01×3 1

]
(13)

where ∆ple f t = OSCCle f t
− OCoG = [∆ple f t,x ∆ple f t,y ∆ple f t,z]

t is the vector that identifies
the position of xyzSCCle f t

with respect to the patient’s body frame, OSCCle f t
and OCoG are the

origins of (xyz)SCC and (xyz)CoG respectively, ΩHC and ΩAC are the orientations of HC and
AC defined as rotations along (xyz)CoGP2.
Let us define the following matrix as a design parameter :

PBO =




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 h + ∆ple f t,z

0 0 0 1


 (14)

The rotations along the AC, HC and PC axis are respectively given by:

AC : T4i = PBORx(θi)(P2P3)
−1 (15)

HC : T5i = PBORy(π/2)Rz(θi)(P2P3)
−1 (16)

PC : T6i = PBORz(π/2)Ry(θi)(P2P3)
−1 (17)

where θi ∈ {2πi} for i = 0, ..., N.
Supposing a perfect symmetry of the SCC canals with respect to the body’s sagittal plane, the
tasks concerning the right SCC can be obtained by setting

∆pright =
[

∆ple f t,x −∆ple f t,y ∆ple f t,z

]T
(18)

At this stage, some design decisions have already been made:
• (xy)B rest position and patient orientation could be left free under certain limits,

whereas T11 specifies a patient positioned over (xyz)B origin with a given orientation.
• There is no need to request a certain orientation along zCoG as the initial pose for the

set of existing manual RM whereas (xy)B and (xy)CoG are requested to be aligned as
Task set 3 starts.

• The maneuvers in Task set 4 are conceived as rotations along a revolute pair with height
h + ∆ple f t,z from the ground when each set of rotations along each SCC could be ex-
ploited with different R-joints and in different spatial positions.

4.2 Problem Statement and Data Structures
The determination of the kinematic parameters for an optimized open-chain manipulator can
be regarded as a generic optimization problem: minimize f(X), X∈S, where S is the search
space of possible solution points, subjected to a certain number of constraints.
Because of the high-dimensioned parameter space, an heuristic algorithm based on the theory
of GA has been implemented in order to find a possible solution. Within GA terminology,
the objective function to be optimized, f(X), is called fitness function, whereas an instance of a
possible solution X is called individual. The set of all the possible solutions at a given iteration
of the algorithm is called population. Let us define:

X =




TB
0 04×1

DH type
Tn

tool 04×1


 , where : [DH type] =




α1 a1 ϑ1 d1 R or P
α2 a2 ϑ2 d2 R or P
...

...
...

...
...

0 0 0 0 F
...

...
...

...
...

αn an ϑn dn R or P




(19)

where X(n+8)×5 is a matrix representation of a serial robot, n is its number of DOF, TB
0 , Tn

tool

are 4x4 homogenous matrices, [DH type]n×5 is an augmented matrix of D-H parameters with
an appended column indicating joint type. D-H parameters are listed as follows: [α, a, ϑ, d].
Possible joints are 1-DOF joints (revolute (R) or prismatic (P)) and 0-DOF joints used as a slack
variable (F) to model a manipulator with less DOF than the maximum allowed.
According to the Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) convention, TB

0 and Tn
tool indicate position and

orientation of robot base and tool with respect to the coordinate system attached to the first
and last movable joints respectively. Considering robot tool position coincident with the origin
of (xyz)CoG means that just the orientation part of Tn

tool needs to be specified. The links’ length
is described as a discrete variable varying from zero to a predefined maximum value and then
divided into a finite number of parts. If the i-th joint is a revolute pair then ϑi is a pose variable
and therefore not considered as a design parameter, if joint i-th is prismatic then di is the pose
variable. Finally, if i-th joint is fixed, the corresponding row will be deleted in the evaluation
process.
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The candidate robots generation is based on a set of heuristic rules similar to those found in
(Kim & Khosla, 1993a):

• Kinematic simplicity: α and ϑ (whenever the latest is considered as a design variable)
can assume values belonging to the set [0,±π/2, π]. Concerning R-joints, at least one
of the two variables representing length (a, d) is set to zero.

• Redundancy avoidance: R-joints described by D-H parameters of the type [0, 0, ϑ, d]
cannot be followed by another R-joint, thus avoiding solutions where two revolute
joints are mounted on the same axis.

4.3 Evaluation Procedure
The design process of the serial link chain is automated through an optimization procedure
which allows a less subjective decision making progression and increases the performance
with respect to an objective function defined in order to assess the benefit of a solution (Fig-
ure 9).
The type of searching method depends most of all on the type of variables to be dealt with
(continuous, discrete or mixed) and on the type of problem (constrained or unconstrained). In
this chapter, a GA is used to solve a constrained optimization process on the discrete variable.
Exhaustive search techniques, which basically measures the benefit of each possible individ-
ual, could be used to find the exact optimal solution; whether this technique would be better
suited for a specified problem is just a matter of computational time. Probabilistic search tech-
niques, such as GA or simulated annealing, become a good choice when the search space is
extremely large.
At each step a GA creates a new population of individuals using the individual or data struc-
tures of the current generation. It basically scores each current individual computing its fitness
value; it then selects a set of parents based on their fitness (selection process) and produces a
new generation starting from this given set of individuals. Individuals of the new generation
are either taken from the selected parents without any change (elitism), randomly changing a
single parent (mutation) or combining vector entries of different parents within the same class
of substructures (i.e. avoiding as a result an individual with different data structure from the
one reported). The algorithm stops when a given stopping criteria is met. In this chapter the
only specified criteria is a limit on the number of generations.
Given a set of tasks, it is stated that a reachability constraint (RC) must be satisfied. For a
particular task, the RC is said to be satisfied if: 1) There exists a solution of the inverse kine-
matic problem (IK) which presents a positional error norm and an orientational error norm
lower than an appropriate threshold (Kim & Khosla, 1993b) 2) Such solution is found within
a certain number of iterations. As long as the structure of the manipulator is not yet defined
and the serial chain can assume a very high number of configurations, a numerical method to
solve the IK problem is used; reference is made to the singularity robust IK method proposed
by L. Kelmar and P. K. Khosla (Kelmar & Khosla, 1990). If the RC is not satisfied the fitness
value is set to a very large number.

4.4 Design stages
The GA-based optimization procedure has been splitted in two different stages (Figure 9).

4.4.1 Minimized Degrees-of-Freedom approach (MDOF)
In the first design stage the fitness value is simply the number of DOF of the manipulator
regardless of joints being revolute or prismatic. IK is computed for every task in series on
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Two − Step Optimization
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Fig. 9. Design steps and evaluation procedure.

structures where rows concerning fixed joints are previously deleted. If the RC is not satisfied
the fitness value is set to a very large number and successive tasks are not evaluated. Prior to
IK calculation, which is the most time consuming procedure, it is verified that:

ri −
n

∑
j=0

lj < 0 i = 1, ..., NTOT where

{
lj ≤ Lmax if j − th joint is revolute

lj = 2Lmax if j − th joint is prismatic
(20)

where NTOT is the total number of tasks, ri is the Euclidian distance of i-th task from the robot
base and lj is j-th link length. l0 =‖O0 − OB‖ (O0 and Ok are supposed coincident, where Ok

is the origin of (xyz)k according to Chocron & Bidaud (1997)). After IK, i-th RC is considered
not satisfied if:

√
a2

j +
(

∆d2
j,max

)
> 2Lmax (21)

where ∆dj,max = |dj,max − dj,min| (i.e. during motion the prismatic joint has traveled a distance
greater than 2Lmax, its initial length being set to aj).
The result of this design step is the minimum number of DOF necessary to perform task spec-
ifications meaning that the algorithm has found an individual X that represents a n-DOF kine-
matic structure able to perform every pose.

4.4.2 Mechanical Constructability Minimization.
The aim of this second design stage is the minimization of total link length and therefore of
total robot’s mass. The fitness function is set to:

F(X) =
n

∑
j=0

lj, where





lj =
√

a2
j + d2

j if j − th joint is revolute

lj =

√
a2

j +
(

∆d2
j,max

)
if j − th joint is prismatic

(22)
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The candidate robots generation is based on a set of heuristic rules similar to those found in
(Kim & Khosla, 1993a):

• Kinematic simplicity: α and ϑ (whenever the latest is considered as a design variable)
can assume values belonging to the set [0,±π/2, π]. Concerning R-joints, at least one
of the two variables representing length (a, d) is set to zero.

• Redundancy avoidance: R-joints described by D-H parameters of the type [0, 0, ϑ, d]
cannot be followed by another R-joint, thus avoiding solutions where two revolute
joints are mounted on the same axis.

4.3 Evaluation Procedure
The design process of the serial link chain is automated through an optimization procedure
which allows a less subjective decision making progression and increases the performance
with respect to an objective function defined in order to assess the benefit of a solution (Fig-
ure 9).
The type of searching method depends most of all on the type of variables to be dealt with
(continuous, discrete or mixed) and on the type of problem (constrained or unconstrained). In
this chapter, a GA is used to solve a constrained optimization process on the discrete variable.
Exhaustive search techniques, which basically measures the benefit of each possible individ-
ual, could be used to find the exact optimal solution; whether this technique would be better
suited for a specified problem is just a matter of computational time. Probabilistic search tech-
niques, such as GA or simulated annealing, become a good choice when the search space is
extremely large.
At each step a GA creates a new population of individuals using the individual or data struc-
tures of the current generation. It basically scores each current individual computing its fitness
value; it then selects a set of parents based on their fitness (selection process) and produces a
new generation starting from this given set of individuals. Individuals of the new generation
are either taken from the selected parents without any change (elitism), randomly changing a
single parent (mutation) or combining vector entries of different parents within the same class
of substructures (i.e. avoiding as a result an individual with different data structure from the
one reported). The algorithm stops when a given stopping criteria is met. In this chapter the
only specified criteria is a limit on the number of generations.
Given a set of tasks, it is stated that a reachability constraint (RC) must be satisfied. For a
particular task, the RC is said to be satisfied if: 1) There exists a solution of the inverse kine-
matic problem (IK) which presents a positional error norm and an orientational error norm
lower than an appropriate threshold (Kim & Khosla, 1993b) 2) Such solution is found within
a certain number of iterations. As long as the structure of the manipulator is not yet defined
and the serial chain can assume a very high number of configurations, a numerical method to
solve the IK problem is used; reference is made to the singularity robust IK method proposed
by L. Kelmar and P. K. Khosla (Kelmar & Khosla, 1990). If the RC is not satisfied the fitness
value is set to a very large number.

4.4 Design stages
The GA-based optimization procedure has been splitted in two different stages (Figure 9).

4.4.1 Minimized Degrees-of-Freedom approach (MDOF)
In the first design stage the fitness value is simply the number of DOF of the manipulator
regardless of joints being revolute or prismatic. IK is computed for every task in series on
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structures where rows concerning fixed joints are previously deleted. If the RC is not satisfied
the fitness value is set to a very large number and successive tasks are not evaluated. Prior to
IK calculation, which is the most time consuming procedure, it is verified that:

ri −
n

∑
j=0

lj < 0 i = 1, ..., NTOT where

{
lj ≤ Lmax if j − th joint is revolute

lj = 2Lmax if j − th joint is prismatic
(20)

where NTOT is the total number of tasks, ri is the Euclidian distance of i-th task from the robot
base and lj is j-th link length. l0 =‖O0 − OB‖ (O0 and Ok are supposed coincident, where Ok

is the origin of (xyz)k according to Chocron & Bidaud (1997)). After IK, i-th RC is considered
not satisfied if:

√
a2

j +
(

∆d2
j,max

)
> 2Lmax (21)

where ∆dj,max = |dj,max − dj,min| (i.e. during motion the prismatic joint has traveled a distance
greater than 2Lmax, its initial length being set to aj).
The result of this design step is the minimum number of DOF necessary to perform task spec-
ifications meaning that the algorithm has found an individual X that represents a n-DOF kine-
matic structure able to perform every pose.

4.4.2 Mechanical Constructability Minimization.
The aim of this second design stage is the minimization of total link length and therefore of
total robot’s mass. The fitness function is set to:

F(X) =
n

∑
j=0

lj, where





lj =
√

a2
j + d2

j if j − th joint is revolute

lj =

√
a2

j +
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∆d2
j,max

)
if j − th joint is prismatic

(22)
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Fig. 10. Schematic representation of the best solution founded via GA optimization: revolute
and prismatic joints are depicted as cylinders and boxes respectively.

At this design stage fixed joints are not allowed and must be removed before the procedure
can start.

4.5 Simulation Results
The algorithm is implemented using the Matlab Genetic Algorithm and the Direct Search
Toolbox. RobotiCad Toolbox for Matlab (Falconi & Melchiorri, 2007; Falconi et al., 2006) has
been used as IK solver and visualization tool.
Simulations are run for a population size of 50 individuals-200 generations. For a given task,
the implemented IK solver fails if the number of iterations exceeds 500 or succeeds if both po-
sitional and orientational error norms are lower than 10−3. Table 2 reports task specification
parameters. Fitness value for not feasible structures was set to 9 during the first design stage
and to 100 during the second one.

Symbol ∆ple f t [m] ΩHC ΩAC h [m] Lmax[m] α[rad] NTOT ρ[m]

Quantity




0.1
0.1
0.75


 20◦ 45◦ 0.75 2 [0,±π/2, π] 76 0.5 − 1

Table 2. Input Variables

α [rad] a [m] ϑ [rad] d [m] R/P

Joint 1 π/2 0.00 ϑ1 1.20 R

Joint 2 3π/2 0.10 ϑ2 0 R

Joint 3 3π/2 0.00 π d3 P

Joint 4 3π/2 0.00 ϑ4 0 R

Joint 5 3π/2 0.00 ϑ5 0.20 R

Joint 6 π 0.00 ϑ6 0 R

Table 3. Best solution’s Denavith-Hartenberg parameters and joint types.

The best found solution is reported in Table 3, the matrices TB
0 and Tn

tool being two identity
matrices i.e. the absolute frame and the robot’s base frame are coincident and the frame at-
tached to the last link is coincident with the robot’s tool frame. The solution’s representation
is depicted in Figure 10. The proposed serial linkage is topologically similar to a Stanford
manipulator presenting a particular wrist (not spherical). As long as no obstacle avoidance
has been considered, the only useful information that can be found by the MDOF approach is
that the specified set of tasks could not be accomplished by less than 6-DOF robots or that the
GA couldn’t find such solution applying the given set of heuristic rules (mechanical simplicity
and redundancy avoidance).
A conceptual design of the six-DOF robot (patented by Berselli et al. (2007)) is depicted in
Figure 11(a) whereas Figure 11(b) shows the manipulator performing a rotation along the rev-
olution axis of the right AC.
In particular, the last two joints are used to replicate every existing manual maneuver and the
first joint is used to apply controlled inertial forces (similar to the stimuli arising during the
Semount RM) on the HC via eccentric rotation of the patient. The other DOF are used to con-
trol the trajectory of the otoconia within an SCC performing full rotation along the revolution
axis of every SCC (as shown in Section 3). At this stage no care was taken concerning dynamic
and structural analysis and optimization. Further steps for the development of a working pro-
totype include decision making of possible motors, gears, bearings and couplings as well as
cabling and material selection.

5. Discussion and future work

Given the manipulator’s kinematic model reported in Tab. 3, the movements of the SCC and
of the patient body can be easily related to the motion of the manipulator. In particular, the
dynamic model of eqs. (1) and (2) allows the study of the otoconium movements during ma-
neuvers that can be potentially performed by the proposed serial linkage. In fact, the chosen
kinematical structure allows to achieve unlimited rotations along the revolution axis of every
SCC and to control the SCC planar movement in the x and y directions (Figure 5). Obviously,
this kind of RM cannot be manually achieved.
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Fig. 10. Schematic representation of the best solution founded via GA optimization: revolute
and prismatic joints are depicted as cylinders and boxes respectively.

At this design stage fixed joints are not allowed and must be removed before the procedure
can start.

4.5 Simulation Results
The algorithm is implemented using the Matlab Genetic Algorithm and the Direct Search
Toolbox. RobotiCad Toolbox for Matlab (Falconi & Melchiorri, 2007; Falconi et al., 2006) has
been used as IK solver and visualization tool.
Simulations are run for a population size of 50 individuals-200 generations. For a given task,
the implemented IK solver fails if the number of iterations exceeds 500 or succeeds if both po-
sitional and orientational error norms are lower than 10−3. Table 2 reports task specification
parameters. Fitness value for not feasible structures was set to 9 during the first design stage
and to 100 during the second one.

Symbol ∆ple f t [m] ΩHC ΩAC h [m] Lmax[m] α[rad] NTOT ρ[m]

Quantity




0.1
0.1
0.75


 20◦ 45◦ 0.75 2 [0,±π/2, π] 76 0.5 − 1

Table 2. Input Variables

α [rad] a [m] ϑ [rad] d [m] R/P

Joint 1 π/2 0.00 ϑ1 1.20 R

Joint 2 3π/2 0.10 ϑ2 0 R

Joint 3 3π/2 0.00 π d3 P

Joint 4 3π/2 0.00 ϑ4 0 R

Joint 5 3π/2 0.00 ϑ5 0.20 R

Joint 6 π 0.00 ϑ6 0 R

Table 3. Best solution’s Denavith-Hartenberg parameters and joint types.

The best found solution is reported in Table 3, the matrices TB
0 and Tn

tool being two identity
matrices i.e. the absolute frame and the robot’s base frame are coincident and the frame at-
tached to the last link is coincident with the robot’s tool frame. The solution’s representation
is depicted in Figure 10. The proposed serial linkage is topologically similar to a Stanford
manipulator presenting a particular wrist (not spherical). As long as no obstacle avoidance
has been considered, the only useful information that can be found by the MDOF approach is
that the specified set of tasks could not be accomplished by less than 6-DOF robots or that the
GA couldn’t find such solution applying the given set of heuristic rules (mechanical simplicity
and redundancy avoidance).
A conceptual design of the six-DOF robot (patented by Berselli et al. (2007)) is depicted in
Figure 11(a) whereas Figure 11(b) shows the manipulator performing a rotation along the rev-
olution axis of the right AC.
In particular, the last two joints are used to replicate every existing manual maneuver and the
first joint is used to apply controlled inertial forces (similar to the stimuli arising during the
Semount RM) on the HC via eccentric rotation of the patient. The other DOF are used to con-
trol the trajectory of the otoconia within an SCC performing full rotation along the revolution
axis of every SCC (as shown in Section 3). At this stage no care was taken concerning dynamic
and structural analysis and optimization. Further steps for the development of a working pro-
totype include decision making of possible motors, gears, bearings and couplings as well as
cabling and material selection.

5. Discussion and future work

Given the manipulator’s kinematic model reported in Tab. 3, the movements of the SCC and
of the patient body can be easily related to the motion of the manipulator. In particular, the
dynamic model of eqs. (1) and (2) allows the study of the otoconium movements during ma-
neuvers that can be potentially performed by the proposed serial linkage. In fact, the chosen
kinematical structure allows to achieve unlimited rotations along the revolution axis of every
SCC and to control the SCC planar movement in the x and y directions (Figure 5). Obviously,
this kind of RM cannot be manually achieved.
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(a) Manipulator conceptual design. (b) Rotation along right AC axis.

Fig. 11. Manipulator performing tasks.

Note that the choice of suitable strategies for controlling the manipulator (Siciliano & Khatib,
2008) makes it possible to assume that the dynamics of the patient’s body movements is de-
scribed by eq. (1). Therefore, Mc can be assumed to be the identity matrix. This assumption
implies that all the spurious effects that deviate the behavior of the SCC dynamics with re-
spect to eq. (1) must be compensated by the manipulator controller.
It is clear that the otoconium trajectory must be carefully selected in order to achieve a SCC
motion that: 1) It is tolerable by the patient (in terms of imposed acceleration); 2) It does not
overcome the manipulator limits (in terms of possible pose and velocity/acceleration).
At last, it should be pointed out that eq. (1) is useful when determining the forces which are
necessary to accomplish a given RM once the otoconium trajectory and the patient parameters
are known.

6. Conclusions

This chapter proves the usability of a simplified Task Based Design technique as an aid in the
synthesis of serial linkages and presents a novel robotic chair to be used in diagnosing and
treating BPPV. The specification of the tasks to be performed by the chair has been based upon
direct specifications given by well-trained doctors or upon the observation that BPPV therapy
could be improved once the limits of the manual maneuvers are overcome. Supposing that it
is possible to control the motion of a SCC along a plane perpendicular to the SCC revolution
axis, an idealized BPPV’s dynamic model has been used to show that manually unfeasible
maneuvers can be optimized for better treating positional vertigo.
Therefore, as a response to a series of new requirements, the presented novel robotic chair is
capable of performing both existing manual maneuver based on otoconia sedimentation and
unlimited rotations along the revolution axis of every SCC while controlling the SCC planar
motion.

To the best of the author’s knowledge, the proposed solution kinematically differs from any
existing device and could be used to enhance the rate of success of BPPV non-invasive thera-
pies.
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overcome the manipulator limits (in terms of possible pose and velocity/acceleration).
At last, it should be pointed out that eq. (1) is useful when determining the forces which are
necessary to accomplish a given RM once the otoconium trajectory and the patient parameters
are known.
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This chapter proves the usability of a simplified Task Based Design technique as an aid in the
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1. Introduction  

As a new type of parallel manipulator, the wire-driven parallel manipulator has 
advantageous characteristics such as simple and reconfiguration structure, large workspace, 
high load capacity, high load/weight ratio, easy assembly/disassembly, high 
modularization, low cost and high speed. A new concept has been proposed by using the 
wire-driven parallel manipulator as aircraft model suspension system in low-speed wind 
tunnel tests for nearly 9 years. The authors of the context have undertaken over six years 
research work about a 6-degree-of-freedom (DOF) wire-driven parallel suspension system 
with 8 wires (WDPSS-8) for low-speed wind tunnels, and achieved some deep 
understanding. The attitude control and aerodynamic coefficients (static derivatives) of the 
scale model have been investigated both theoretically and experimentally. Two prototypes 
(WDPSS-8) have been developed and tested in low-speed wind tunnels. It is also found the 
possibility to use the prototypes (WDPSS-8) for the experiment of dynamic derivatives by 
successfully implementing the single-DOF oscillation control to the scale model. In order to 
investigate the feasibility of using the same wire-driven parallel suspension system for the 
static and dynamic derivates experiments in low-speed wind tunnels, the research will go 
on in this direction. The research results, particularly the experiments of the dynamic 
derivatives, will provide some criterion of experimental data for the free flight and some 
effective experimental methods，which deal with the controllability capability of post stall 
maneuvers in the design of great aircrafts and a new generation of vehicles. Concerning the 
research outcomes, 4 projects including sponsored by NSFC（National Natural Science 
Foundation of China）have been finished and 21 papers(c.f. Appendix) have been published 
by our group. 
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2. Background  

2.1 The Traditional Rigid Suspension Systems for Wind Tunnels 
Wind tunnel test is one important way to obtain the aerodynamic coefficients of the aircrafts. 
During the wind tunnel tests, it is necessary to support the scale model of the aircraft in the 
streamline flow of the experimental section of the wind tunnel using some kind of 
suspension system. The suspension system will have a lot of influences on the reliability of 
the results of the wind tunnel tests. The traditional rigid suspension systems have some 
unavoidable drawbacks for the blowing experiments of static and dynamic derivatives such 
as the serious interference of the strut on the streamline flow [1-6]. 

 
2.2 The Cable-Mounted Systems for Low-Speed Wind Tunnels 
The cable-mounted systems for wind tunnel tests, developed in the past several decades, 
deal with the contradiction between the supporting stiffness and the interference on the 
streamline flow [7-12]. However their mechanism is not robotic and consequently quite 
different from wire-driven parallel suspension systems in attitude control schemes and 
force-measuring principle. In addition they can not be used in the dynamic derivatives 
experiments [12]. 

 
2.3 The Wire-Driven Parallel Suspension Systems (WDPSS) for Low-Speed Wind 
Tunnels 
Instead, the free-flight simulation concept in wind tunnels through an active suspension, 
such as six-DOF wire-driven parallel suspension systems (WDPSS), is suitable to get the 
aerodynamic coefficients of the aircraft’s model [13-16], which comes from the research 
improvement in wire-driven parallel manipulator and force control. Some successful 
achievements in this field have been made in the Suspension ACtive pour Soufflerie 
(SACSO) project supported by French National Aerospace Research Center (ONERA) for 
nearly 8 years. And they have been applied in vertical wind tunnel tests with a wind speed 
of 35 m/s for fighters at the first stage of their conceptual design. However the system can 
not be used in the experiment of dynamic derivatives [13, 14]. 
The goal of this context is to introduce some contributions in the field of wire-driven parallel 
suspension systems for static and dynamic derivatives of the aircraft model for low-speed 
wind tunnels. Under the sponsorship of NSFC (National Natural Science Foundation of 
China), the research work about a 6-DOF wire-driven parallel suspension system with 8 
wires (WDPSS-8) for low-speed wind tunnels has been carried out by the authors over 6 
years, and some deep and systematic results have been published [15-26]. The attitude 
control and aerodynamic coefficients (static derivatives) of the scale model have been 
investigated in theory and in experiment.  
Two prototypes (WDPSS-8) have been built and tested in two different low-speed wind 
tunnels respectively [21,23,25]. And with the prototype, the single-DOF oscillation control of 
the scale model has been implemented successfully [23-26]. This shows it is possible to use a 
WDPSS for the experiment of static and dynamic derivatives in low-speed wind tunnel.  
Concerning the possibility of using the same WDPSS to make the static and dynamic 
derivates experiments in low-speed wind tunnels, a survey of the research work finished 
about some key issues of WDPSS-8 in wind tunnel experiments will be addressed. The 
research results, especially in the experiments of the dynamic derivatives, will provide some 

criterion of experimental data for the free flight and some effective experimental methods 
about the controllability capability of post stall maneuvers in the design of a new generation 
of aircrafts and vehicles, which will help to provide a novel support system in the field of 
wind tunnel tests of aircrafts.  
The rest of the Chapter is organized as follows: The key issues of WDPSS-8 for the 
experiments of static derivatives of the aircraft’s model in Low-Speed Wind Tunnels (LSWT) 
are given in the next Section 3. The research results of WDPSS-8 for the experiments of 
dynamic derivatives of aircrafts in LSWT are presented in Section 4. Finally, discussions and 
future works are suggested in Section 5. 

 
3 WDPSS-8 for Experiments of Static Derivatives of Aircrafts for Low-Speed 
Wind Tunnels 

3.1 Two WDPSS-8 prototypes 
3.1.1 A Manually operated WDPSS-8 prototype validated in a closed circuit wind tunnel 
A wire-driven parallel manipulator is a closed-loop mechanism where the moving platform 
is connected to the base through wires by multitude of independent kinematic chains. The 
number of moving platform’s degree of freedoms (DOFs) is defined as the dimension of 
linearity space which is positively spanned by all the screws of the structure matrix of the 
manipulator. So the moving platform of a 6-DOF completely or redundantly restrained 
wire-driven parallel manipulator is driven by at least 7 or more wires.   
Meanwhile, a 6-DOF WDPSS is essential for free fight of the aircraft’s model in a 
3-dimensional space wind tunnel. Fig. 1(a) shows the concept of a 6-DOF WDPSS driven by 
8 wires (WDPSS-8). Its geometric definition is shown in Fig. 1(b). A manually operated 
prototype of such a design shown in Fig.1 (c) is built and tested in a closed circuit LSWT, the 
geometric parameters of which are listed in Table 1. To implement the scheme for the 
attitude adjustment of the aircraft, a driving mechanism adjusted manually has been 
developed which allows the aircraft model to maneuver, i.e., to permit roll, pitch and yaw 
motion. For the WDPSS-8, each cable will be attached to a driving unit, which consists of a 
screw bar and a driving nut, as shown in Fig. 1(d). A commercial load cell interfaced to the 
cable shown in Fig. 1(e) is used to measure the tension of a cable. To avoid extra interference, 
the strain gage balance and driving unit are attached to the wind tunnel frame on the 
outside of the tunnel, as shown in Fig. 1(c) and (d). However, Fig. 1(f) shows the aircraft 
model mounted on a conventional strut supporter system in the same LSWT. 
The WDPSS-8 prototype has been validated by wind tunnel tests in a wind speed of 28.8 
m/s. It was found in the experiments that there is little vibration occurring at the end of the 
scale model, which is less than that in the corresponding traditional strut supporter system 
shown in Fig. 1(f). And it was also been found that the fundamental frequency of WDPPS-8 
is smaller than that of the corresponding traditional strut supporter. It shows the rigidity of 
WDPSS is better than that of traditional strut s supporter. This phenomenon will be more 
serious when the model is bigger and heavier. Therefore, as a supporter system of scale 
models in low-speed wind tunnel test, WDPSS is more suitable for researching and 
developing new great aircraft. 
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2. Background  
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(a) The concept of wire-driven parallel suspension system with 8 wires (WDPSS-8) 

 

 
(b) Geometric definition of the WDPSS-8 prototype 

 

 
(c) WDPSS-8 tested in closed LSWT with a wind speed of 28.8 m/s 
 

 
(d) Driving unit of WDPSS-8 
 

 
(e) Load cell interface 
 

 
(f) traditional Strut supporter system 
Fig. 1. Comparison of 2 different suspension systems 
 

Pitch () C1 (X,Y,Z) C2 (X,Y,Z) C3 (X,Y,Z) C4 (X,Y,Z) 

-6 -300, 0, -32 300, 0, 32 0, 605, -30 0, -605, -30 

0 -302, 0, 0 302, 0, 0 0, 605, -30 0, -605, -30 

6 -300, 0, 32 300, 0, -32 0, 605, -30 0, -605, -30 

12 -295, 0, 63 295, 0, -63 0, 605, -30 0, -605, -30 

 P1 (X,Y,Z) P2 (X,Y,Z) P3 (X,Y,Z) P4 (X,Y,Z) 

 0, 0, 420 0, 0, -420 0, 605, 0 0, -605, 0 
Table 1. Geometric parameters of the WDPSS-8 prototype (unit :mm) 
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3.1.2 Another WDPSS-8 prototype tested in an open return circuit wind tunnel 
To meet need of open wind tunnels, another kind of WDPSS has to be developed. Second 
WDPSS-8 presented in the context is one of them. The geometric definition of the WDPSS-8 
is shown in Fig. 2(a). And its structural parameters are listed in Table 2.  
A test platform about this WDPSS-8 for low-speed wind tunnels realized also is shown in 
Fig.2 (b) and Fig.2 (c), in which the 3 rotational attitude control of the scale model (yaw, roll 
and pitch) has been accomplished [27]. The corresponding prototype has been built shown 
in Fig. 3. During the wind tunnel testing, it is necessary to place the scale model using the 
suspension system in the experimental section of wind tunnels. And the attitude of the scale 
model must be adjustable. To give different attitude of the scale model in movement control, 
the inverse kinematics problem is required to be solved to deals with the calculation of the 
length of each cable correspond to the attitude wanted of the model. The solution to the 
problem will provide the data for the movement control experiment. The modeling of 
inverse pose kinematics of WDPSS-8 can be found in references [18, 22]. 
 

 
(a) Another geometric definition of WDPSS-8 prototype 
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Fig. 2. WDPSS-8 prototype for open return circuit wind tunnel 
 

Table 2. Structural parameters of the WDPSS-8 prototype (unit: mm) 

 
3.2 Calculation of the static derivatives 
 

 
Fig. 3. Control experiment of attitude angle 
 

P1 (xP,,yP,,zP) P2  (xP,,yP,,zP) P3 (xP,,yP,,zP) P4 (xP,,yP,,zP) 
-150, 0, 0 120, 0, 0 0, 142.5,0 0, -142.5, 0 

B1 (X,Y,Z) B3 (X,Y,Z) B5 (X,Y,Z) B7 (X,Y,Z) 
0, 0, 0 0, 0, 1060 0, -410, 530 0, 410, 530 

    

(b) Prototype of WDPSS-8 (c) Circuit connecting in the control cupboard 
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Because the scale model moves in a quasi-static way during the LSWT experiment for the 
static derivatives, it is reasonable to calculate the aerodynamic force and torque exerted on it 
using the difference of the force and torque exerted on the scale model between without 
wind and with wind. As the preliminary research, the assumption that all constraints are 
perfectly applied with no resistance in pulleys or other mechanisms such as point-shaped 
joints which are required to maintain the geometry of the wires at the base and the scale 
model is given for the convenience. Maybe this is not practically the case, but it is reasonable 
because the attitude of the scale model is controlled and adjusted in a quasi-static way so 
that the errors about the mechanism configuration between without wind and with wind 
could easily limited to a range that can be neglected. 
The static model of WDPSS-8 without wind can be expressed by: 
 
 JTT+FG =0 (1) 
 
Here, T is a tension vector (t1…t8)T with 8 components related to 8 wires without wind, 0 is a 
null vector with 6 components, JT is the structural matrix of the manipulator, FG is the 
gravity vector with 6 components.  
The static model of WDPSS-8 with wind load can be expressed by: 
 
 JTTW+FG+FA =0 (2) 
 
Here, FA is the vector of aerodynamic force and torque with 6 components, and TW is the 
tension vector composed of the tension of 8 wires with wind.  
From Eqs.(1) and (2) , it can be found that the equation FA= JT(T- TW) is satisfied. 
In order to calculate the static derivatives (related to FA), the tension of all wires and the 
posture of the scale model need to be measured when the position of the scale model is 
controlled without wind and with wind. The experiment of static derivatives using second 
WDPSS-8 has been finished in an open return circuit low-speed wind tunnel, which will be 
stated in the following in detail. 
The prototype of second WDPSS-8 has been set in an open return circuit low- speed wind 
tunnel for blowing test, as shown in Fig.7. The experimental section of the wind tunnel is 
rectangular with the width of 0.52 meter and the height of 0.50 meter. The space has a length 
of 1 meter long [26].  
 

 
Fig. 7. Second WDPSS prototype in open return circuit LSWT for blowing test 

As shown in Fig.7, an airplane model is suspended by second WDPSS-8 in the experimental 
section of the open return circuit low-speed wind tunnel for tests. And the airflow speed can 
be adjusted among 0~50m/sec. 
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WDPSS-8 has been finished in an open return circuit low-speed wind tunnel, which will be 
stated in the following in detail. 
The prototype of second WDPSS-8 has been set in an open return circuit low- speed wind 
tunnel for blowing test, as shown in Fig.7. The experimental section of the wind tunnel is 
rectangular with the width of 0.52 meter and the height of 0.50 meter. The space has a length 
of 1 meter long [26].  
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Fig. 8. Aerodynamic parameter curves from wind tunnel test with WDPSS-8 
 
Because the FA is determined by T and TW, every components ti(i=1,2,…,8) of them must be 
obtained in wind tunnel test. The force-measurement system in the WDPSS-8 consists of the 
power, force sensors, transducers, interface circuit and data acquisition card. 
A group of wind tunnel tests has carried out and a series of experimental curves including 
lift coefficient CL, drag coefficient CD and lift/drag ratio K versus angle of pitch has been 
acquired by calculating the equation FA= JT(T- TW).  
As shown in Fig.8, there are 3 experimental curves for wind tunnel testing of WDPSS-8 with 
a wind speed of 29.37m/s. Though there is no data about the standard model as a criterion, 
the curves are reasonable and suitable for expressing the aerodynamic characteristics of the 
airplane model. 

 
4 WDPSS-8 for the Experiments of Dynamic Derivatives of the Aircraft model 
for Low-Speed Wind Tunnels 

To get dynamic derivatives, the single-DOF oscillation control to the scale model with 
support system in wind tunnel and the calculation of dynamic derivatives are all very 
important steps. As a novel attempt, the former has been realized on the prototype of 
second WDPSS-8. And in theory, the calculating method for dynamic derivatives with 
WDPSS in low-speed wind tunnel has been also investigated.  
In the following, the preliminary oscillation control of the scale model implemented in the 
test platform of WDPSS-8 will be stated at first, and then the calculation of dynamic 
derivatives will be given after based on the analysis of the dynamic modeling of the system 
and oscillation control scheme. 
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been implemented successfully [23-26]. This shows it is possible to use WDPSS for the 
experiment of dynamic derivatives. 
 

 
Fig. 9. The single-DOF pitch oscillation control of the scale model 
 

 
Fig. 10. Flow chart of oscillation control program 
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been implemented successfully [23-26]. This shows it is possible to use WDPSS for the 
experiment of dynamic derivatives. 
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As shown in Fig.9, an airplane model suspend by the prototype of WDPSS-8 has been controlled 
to oscillate in the single-DOF (including pitch, roll and yaw). The amplitude ranges from 0 to 10 
degree and the frequency ranges from 0 to 2 Hz for each kind of oscillation. The flow chart of 
oscillation control program is shown in Fig.10. According to the requirements for the 
experiments of dynamic derivatives, the oscillation control of the scale model is accomplished 
according to the suitable selection of the parameters for amplitude and frequency listed in Table 
3. More detailed information and video about the experimental results can be found in the URL: 
http://blog.sina.com.cn/AircraftEngineering [27]. 

 
4.2 Dynamic modeling of the system and the scheme of oscillation control 
The dynamic modeling to suspension system is necessary to design the control system for 
the oscillation of the scale model. In building the dynamic model, the assumptions are given 
as follows: 

� The deformation of wires is so small that it may be neglected, and the mass of the wires 
can be neglected as well.  

�  The dynamics of the actuators is neglected to simplify the dynamics model of the 
manipulator. 
In references [18, 20], the total dynamic modeling of WDPSS-8 is written as: 
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The total dynamic modeling is a highly coupled and redundantly restrained nonlinear 
system which should be decoupled and linearized. 
A control law of actuator vector of motor is designed as follows: 
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Here, JT v=0 is satisfied, moreover Kd and Kv are the different values of the control feedback 
gain without wind respectively. It can be proven that the control system is stable and robust 
with the control law mentioned above.  
It is noted that if another control law is used that can ensure the stability of the control 
system, the values of dynamic derivatives calculated from the control system that will be 
formulated in detail in the next section will be different. There may occur a question about 
the correctness of the method for the dynamic derivatives’ calculation. However, it is 
regarded as reasonable after a balance of the analysis of the differences of control schemes 
and of their robustness is given. Much more work in the aspect will be discussed in the 
future work. Moreover the required repeatability of the control system will be indicated and 
investigated using some kind of tools like robustness. 

 
4.3 Dynamic derivatives’ calculation 
In the test platform of WDPSS-8, the oscillation control of the scale model is controlled 
without wind and with wind respectively. According to the experimental data, the 
aerodynamic force and torque can be calculated by the dynamic equations of the system. 
Also the dynamic derivatives may be calculated by the real torques of motors without wind 
and with wind, which can be measured by the force sensors mounted on the axis of the 
motors. 
Taking the pitch oscillation as an example, i.e., 
X= Pθ =  TP 00000  =  Tt 0sin0000 P0  , the total dynamic model 
without wind and with wind can be obtained. In fact, the single-DOF oscillation control of 
the scale model has been successfully executed on the WDPSS-8 prototype, the frequency of 
which is from 0~2 Hz and the amplitude of which is 5~10 degree, see Table 3[25]. In 
addition, the motion versus time tracks that differs by small fractions of a degree should be 
provided by a motion control system. To obtain accurate measurements of the dynamic 
derivatives, maybe a time-varying discrete control system should be built and investigated. 
As the preliminary research, it is only regarded as a time-constant continuous control 
system. Moreover, the specifications on the path of the single-DOF oscillation of the scale 
model matching with wind on and wind off should be considered to an extent that target 
precisions are related to expected accuracies of the measured derivatives, but this issue will 
not be discussed here. Much more work in the aspect will be discussed in the future work 
by the tools like the robustness of the control system. 

� Under the condition when the scale model has a pure pitch rotation without wind, 
Eq.(3) can be written as  
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In the same way, the dynamic derivatives corresponding to the other 2 single-DOF 
oscillation (roll oscillation and yaw oscillation) also can be obtained. 
Surely the analysis is just based on the theoretical aspects. The test platform of WDPSS-8 for 
the experiment of dynamic derivatives is still to be built and the precise measuring systems 
of the vibration angular displacement and the real torque of the motors should be designed 
and implemented.  
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In the same way, the dynamic derivatives corresponding to the other 2 single-DOF 
oscillation (roll oscillation and yaw oscillation) also can be obtained. 
Surely the analysis is just based on the theoretical aspects. The test platform of WDPSS-8 for 
the experiment of dynamic derivatives is still to be built and the precise measuring systems 
of the vibration angular displacement and the real torque of the motors should be designed 
and implemented.  
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5. Conclusions and Future Works 

Basen on researching into WDPSS-8, after analysing and comparing 3 support systems in 
wind tunnel including the strut suspension system, cable mounted system and wire-driven 
parallel suspension system, the following conclusions can be acquired. 

⑴ Till now the strut support systems and rotary balances can be used in measuring 
the dynamic derivatives of the aircraft in low-speed wind tunnels successfully, wire-driven 
parallel suspension system has a great potentiality, but it is still under investigation. 

⑵ The cable mounted system is one of suitable method for measuring the static 
derivatives of the aircraft in LSWT. Thoug it allows a large supporting stiffness, small 
interference of the streamline flow and a high measuring precision for large attack angle, it 
can not be used in measuring the dynamic derivatives. 

⑶ Wire-driven parallel suspension system has opened a new horizon for measuring 
the static and dynamic derivatives of the aircraft in LSWT. Using the same system based on 
positon control and force control in robotics, it allows to realize the free flight of the aircraft 
model and to obtain the static and dynamic derivatives. However, the results given in this 
Chapter can only be considered as a preliminary step in establishing feasibility，although the 
wire-driven parallel suspension system is a very interesting design, and it may be 
sufficiently developed into a rountine practical system. 
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